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Erratum m
Figuree 5-5 (p103) erroneously depicts the same graph as Figure 5-6.
Thee correct graph has been reprinted below.
Figuree 5-5 Development Petroleum Revenues 1990-2002
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1..

De vergroening van bedrijven wordt bepaald door een verscheidenheid aan factoren
vann strategische ën structurele aard; het concept 'International Environmental
Alignment'' helpt bij het schematiseren en begrijpen van deze complexiteit.

2..

Hoewel een toename in de graad van internationalisering de ontwikkeling van de
milieustrategiee van oliebedrijven stimuleert, wordt dit verband doorkruist door de
relatievee grootte van de betrokken bedrijven en de wetgeving in hun land van
herkomst. .

3..

Talrijke samenwerkingsverbanden kenmerken de exploratie en productie van olie en
gas;;

voor

de

kwaliteit

van

de

uiteindelijke

milieustandaarden

is

de

onderhandelingscapaciteitt van individuele bedrijven daarom van groter belang dan
hunn initiële inzet.
4..

De mate waarin 'critical events' als katalysator werken in het vergroeningsproces van
bedrijven,, wordt vooral bepaald door de grootte en zichtbaarheid van het bedrijf.

5..

De nadruk die oliebedrijven leggen op transparantie zegt weinig over hun
daadwerkelijkee duurzaamheid: de nieuwe kleren van de keizer waren ook transparant.

6..

De vergroening van het zwarte goud vereist aandacht voor de bedrijfsvoering van
grotee multinationals maar zeker ook voor die van kleinere (staats)bedrijven, in het
bijzonderr in ontwikkelingslanden.

7..

Alleen maar ja-knikken is oliedom.

8..

Het is hoogstwaarschijnlijk toeval dat de Engelse afkorting voor het niet Deschikbaar
zijnn van data (n.a.) in repeterende vorm een uitdrukking vormt die bij pesten wordt
gebruikt. .

9..

Een goede theaterimprovisator volgt de technieken versimpelen en overdrijven welke
ookk strategisch door politiek bewuste NGO's worden ingezet: de politiek is echter
geenn NGO.

10..

Terwijl zorgen tot vergrijzing kunnen leiden, leidt de vergrijzing in Nederland niet tot
kwalitatieff goede zorg.

1 1 ..

Om een eigen koers te kunnen varen moet de windrichting bekend zijn.
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Prefacee and acknowledgements

Thee process of writing a Ph.D. can be symbolised as a hunt through the woods: sometimess one sees from afar the coloured ribbons marking the trail and progress is easily
made;; at other times, one is somewhat lost and does not know where to go next. Those
aree the moments of deep thinking, doing the washing-up, of reorganising and, ultimately,
discovery.. Looking back and having found out which trails led to the completion of this
book,, the combination of all these activities represent to me the true joy and challenge of
thee research process: both pleasantly hiking along and digging in the data as well as
pickingg my own brain and moving on to 'the edge of the unknown'.
Severall similarities to this process can be found in 'improvisation theatre', one of
myy interests. Phrased as the challenge 'Taking the risk to fail', experience shows that goingg onto the stage with a blank mind often results in beautiful scenes. This effect may be a
matterr of some talent, but is also related to some other rules of the game: Saying Yes,
and'and' instead of 'Yes, but' to stimulate the scene, and 'Make the other shine', which,
amongg other things, relates to the importance of teamwork. To what extent these rules and
thee aforementioned challenge exactly apply to academic work may well merit discussion.
Forr now, 'Make the other shine' means putting the spotlight on a number of people and
companies:: they were the coloured ribbons I was sometimes looking for.
Startingg with the external context and the subjects of analysis, I want to acknowledgee the interviewees from Shell, Statoil, BP and TotalFinaElf, the companies that participatedd in the case studies. Some other companies {ARCO, Chevron, Conoco, Occidental
Petroleumm and Texaco) are thanked for their contributions in an early stage of the research.. The time investment made by those companies was considerable, and the fact of
theirr opening up makes those companies more vulnerable and transparent than others.
Withoutt their cooperation, the knowledge gained in this study would have been far less.
Consciouss of the public debate about the industry and the political complexity of the subject,, it may be important to add that the study has been carried out in an independent
fashion.. In relation to the huge quantities of oil and gas that the world still uses, an analytic,, descriptive, point of view was chosen to find out about the ruling mechanisms in
thosee companies with regard to environmental issues.
Inn academia, I especially want to express my appreciation to both of my supervisors,, Ans Kolk and Rob van Tulder, for their input: to Ans, for, amongst other things, the
conscientiouss way in which she commented on my work as well as her ability to do this at
aa remarkable speed; to Rob, for his admirable and inspiring capacity to put issues in a
broader,, cross-linking perspective. Together, you made up an interesting and challenging
supervisingg team. In addition, I wish to thank all the committee members, Danny van den
Bulcke,, Gerd Junne, Lucas Reijnders and Hans Jagers for reading my manuscript. More
extendedd acknowledgements go to Hans for indispensable encouragement and the
pleasuree of co-teaching organisational design.
Withinn the sustainable management group of the Faculty, I wish to give a solo to
Anniekk Mauser for valued friendship, both in the office and out in the city. Mark van der
vii i

Veenn and Paolo Perego are thanked for comic support and insightful discussions. To my
otherr (former) colleagues (Onno, Vanessa, Anouk, René, Jonatan, Bas, and others) within
thee Department of Business Studies, I would like to say thanks for the sharing of cups of
coffee,, and for helping out on various occasions. In addition, I want to express my appreciationn to Jeroen van Wijk for his interest in my work and valuable advice over these and
earlierr years. I wish to thank Douglas van den Berghe for his encouragement and for his
managementt earlier on of the SCOPE database at Erasmus University Rotterdam. This
studyy draws considerably on its data; thanks also go to Fabienne Fortanier for her help on
thatt account. Further acknowledgements go to Reinko Hallenga for his design for the
coverr of this book and to Patricia Ellman, who edited its English. I am indebted to the J.E.
Jurriaansee Stichting, the Stichting Leergang Bedrijfskunde Amsterdam, and the Faculty for
theirr financial support in enabling the printing of this publication.
Thee spotlight subsequently finds the (former) network of PhD students in environmentall management (all of the Franks, Judith, Casper, and others) for creating an opportunityy to share some of the Ph.D. process. Its chair, Nigel Roome, has been an essential
linkk in this setting. My correspondence and meetings with Nicola Acutt, Veronica MedinaRosss and Peter Wells represent examples of the continuous benefits of participating in
internationall conferences. Furthermore, the enormous help of Ingrid Seinen in the statisticall testing of the survey results (the responsibility for which is all mine) has been greatly
appreciated,, as well as her friendship.
Inn the future of my professional and private life, I wish to preserve my goal to strive
forr the spread of knowledge, analytical skills, and a 'critical eye', whenever appropriate. In
thiss respect, I value my friends (Michelle, Kysia, Olaf, Lilian, Matthijs, Sandra, Peter,
Suzanne,, Sander, Joeri, Arlette, Jan-Jaap, and others), my cousin Cynthia, and my family
forr their direct and indirect guidance, but above all, simply for being there and sharing a
laugh,, the most significant thing in life. In particular, I wish to single out my paranimfen,
Ellenn ter Gast and Robert van den Hoed for their friendship, plenty of (non-)constructive
discussions,, and joyful company. I also wish to mention 'impro'-performing friends, and,
myy fellow crewmembers from the traditional sailing vessels at the Usselmeer and Waddenzeee - may the wind continue to suit the sails!
II want to express my gratitude to my parents whom I love so dearly.
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Introducing Corporate Environ mental ism

1.11

Introduction

1991:1991: The Pulitzer prize winning book 'The Prize. The Epic Quest for Oil, Money and
Power'Power' of Daniel Yergin (1991) tells the story of the history and politics of the oil industry.try. From its fine detail, it becomes clear how complex this important industry is; it has
shapedshaped world politics of the 20th century and continues to do so. In the last few pages of
thisthis comprehensive book, Yergin gives attention to environmental issues and oil: "A new
challengechallenge to Hydrocarbon Society has emerged, this time from within, portending a great
confrontationconfrontation that will probably affect the oil industry and, indeed, our way of life in the
yearsyears ahead" (Yergin, 1991:783).
2004:2004: In January 2004, Shell announced a reduction of 20% to its proved reserves
base.base. As a part of the subsequent debate, shareholders criticised Shell's top managementment for having spent more time "trying to convince environmentalists of Shell's commitmentmitment to sustainable development than reassuring investors" in relation to Shell's decliningclining performance (Hoyos, 2004a). In response, Shell's Chairman stated: "In the wave
ofof criticism it has sometimes been suggested that our commitment to contribute to sustainabletainable development is an unnecessary distraction from our central task of delivering
shareholdershareholder value. In fact, I believe that the reverse is true. Our efforts to contribute to
sustainablesustainable development will play an important role in rebuilding trust, managing risk and
deliveringdelivering the strong business performance our shareholders demand, in both the short
andand long term" (Shell, 2004:2).
2004:2004: In October 2004, Greenpeace signed a court agreement that prevents its supportersporters from staging protests against ExxonMobil, anywhere in the US for a duration of
sevenseven years. Included are protests on corporate property, filling stations and events
sponsoredsponsored by the company or involving company officers; breaches will bring the automaticmatic risk of fines and imprisonment. The settlement is a blow for Greenpeace, which
agreedagreed in part in order to avoid an indefinite ban. The group will continue its actions
withinwithin the limits set. According to Greenpeace, the case coincides with actions by the
USUS government that such direct actions against companies are unacceptable in the presentsent anti-terrorism climate (Birchall, 2004).
Consideringg the 2004 examples, it is clear that Yergin's 1991 prediction was right and
stilll holds true. Actually, a myriad of other examples could have been chosen from the developmentss in the last decade. For the petroleum industry, examples include the Brent
Sparr controversy, the situation in Nigeria, the Erica tanker incident, the issue of climate
change,, and pipelines in countries with vulnerable ecosystems and political instability.
Thus,, a multitude of environmental issues have indeed confronted the international petro11
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leumm industry. Stakeholders of different kinds have urged for change, regulation has increased,, and companies' reputations have been more easily at stake due to campaigning
onn the Internet. This way, the pressure on companies has increased, provoking change in
thee strategic behaviour of the industry. In the public debate, the content of this change is
regularlyy questioned: What are mere public relation efforts, and what are not? Are environmentall issues becoming 'embedded' and integrated, or are these merely temporary
adjustments?? What is the linkage to the general strategic and structural characteristics of
companies?? How broad should the scope of corporate responsibility be? Is the aim an
improvementt in environmental performance {'eco-efficiency'), or does change lead to the
endd of the use of fossil fuels and a focus on other, renewable sources of energy?
Overall,, environmental issues climbed the strategic ladder of management's attentionn and more transparency was demanded of companies. In the literature, this altered
statuss of environmental issues resulted in a diversity of approaches. However, very little is
stilll known about the internal process of corporate greening {Winn and Angell, 2000). The
aimm of this study is, therefore, to gain insights into that process of internal greening by
meanss of an examination of the behaviour of international petroleum companies in the periodd 1990-2002. This sector is particularly important because of its economic, environmentall and political impact. The study focuses on 'environmental strategy' and 'environmentall structure' (the term adopted in this study to indicate organisation elements such as
managementt systems, standards and auditing procedures), the relationship between
them,, and the linkage to other internal and external factors. To examine this complex of
factorss and thus the integration of environmental issues in multinational corporations
(MNCs),, the concept of 'International Environmental Alignment' will be introduced.

1.22

Developments in corporate environmentalism

Fromm the 1970s onwards, environmental issues started to penetrate business. The publicationn of the Club of Rome report (1972) and several environmental incidents1 drew the
attentionn of the general public2 and regulators. The awareness developed that economic
activityy needed mitigation to prevent new environmental catastrophes from taking their
course.. In a response, public authorities initiated more elaborate environmental legislation,
startingg with end-of-pipe measures, oriented to lessen the environmental impact of industriall processes at the end of the line of production. The main environmental problems in
thee international arena, and thus faced by business as well, became categorised in seven
categories:: [marine and fresh] water pollution and scarcity; air pollution; solid/hazardous
waste;; soil degradation; deforestation; loss of biodiversity; and atmospheric changes such
ass greenhouse warming and the hole in the ozone-layer (World Bank, 1992:4). Over the
years,, the concern for their interrelationships and global scale increased. This is illustrated
byy the call of the OECD for attention to be paid to issues such as depleting fisheries,
globall deforestation and groundwater pollution from agriculture (OECD, 2001).
Inn the 21 st century, regulation still seems the most important driver of environmental
action.. In this connection and through self-initiative, corporations have developed programmess and other initiatives to mitigate the environmental effect of their operations. As
11

E.g. a dioxin leak at the ICMESA factory in Seveso, Italy in 1976, the oil spill by Amoco Cadiz, in France in
1978,, and the nuclear plant accident at Three Mile Island, Harrisburg, USA in 1978.
22
The concern and awareness of the general public has been examined in several studies, see, e.g., EPA
1998;; EPA 1997, IBE 2003; NIPO/Gallup International 2002.
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welll as end-of-pipe measures, efforts include eco-design, life cycle analysis, process- and
product-orientedd measures, audit and verification procedures, and training. Companies
havee moved from ad-hoc responses to a more fundamental approach to environmental impact,, which involves changing processes and products. Environmental management has
becomee an important part of corporate management but still with its own character and
peculiarities,, sometimes different from other corporate concerns (Hoffman, 1997:19):
—— "Pace. It represents a phenomenon of rapid social change, one whose growth is unmatchedmatched in other arenas of corporate affairs
—— A moral component. It has a moral-ethical side to it that differentiates it from other strategicgic concerns (but makes it similar to other social issues, such as civil rights)
—— Multidisciplinary scope. Unlike other social issues, environmental management has a
strategicstrategic aspect, cutting across departmental lines to alter product, process, and managementagement considerations within the firm
—— Challenge to corporate autonomy. The certainty of scientific data is no longer absolute.
OrganisationalOrganisational activities are interpreted by external determinants of legitimacy".
Sincee the end of the 1990s, companies have made additional claims to be increasingly
workingg in a sustainable way. 3 However, the ambiguity of the concept of sustainable developmentt leaves room for a number of conflicting interpretations (see, e.g., Dyllick and
Hockerts,, 2002). Agreement on a clear-cut definition could signify a transformation of
economicc and power relationships in the world, concerning states and people; but for
now,, this seems a Utopian view. Although some businesses are on a track to work in a
sustainablee manner or apply elements of sustainability, it cannot be found as a daily practice.. In addition, some industries are considered not sustainable by definition, because
theyy use non-renewable sources. A frequently debated example is the petroleum industry.
Againstt this background, this dissertation focuses on the strategic dimensions of
environmentall management. The strategic dimensions are defined as those that influence
thee company's image, profitability, competitiveness, markets or products (Kolk, 2000).
Theyy relate to the motivations of companies to engage in environmental management. Besidess regulatory compliance, motives for environmental action are competitive advantage,
stakeholderr pressures, ethical concerns, critical events and top management involvement
(see,, e.g., Bansal and Roth, 2 0 0 0 ; Bowen, 2 0 0 0 ; Henriques and Sadorsky, 1 9 9 9 ;
Mitchell,, Agle and W o o d , 1 9 9 7 ; Porter and Van der Linde, 1995a; UNCTAD, 1993b). In
addition,, companies face important questions as to how to organise and structure these
environmentall issues. This is especially critical when large complex worldwide organisationss are involved.

1.33

Environmental management and international business

Thee central unit of analysis in this dissertation is the multinational corporation (MNC). The
economicc importance of MNCs, which have so far mostly originated from developed countries,, is impressive. Considered one of the most remarkable economic phenomena of the
post-warr period (Buckley and Casson, 1976, 1991), the world's top 100 non-financial
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The Brundtland commission defined sustainable development as development that meets the needs of the
presentt without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1987). Interpretedd as to include environmental protection, business growth and social equity, this is also phrased as the
'triplee bottom line' represented by three E's (Economy, Environment and Equality) or three P's (People, Profits,
andd Principles (Elkington, 1997).
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MNCss foreign affiliates accounted for one-eighth of the total assets of all foreign affiliates
worldwidee in 1998; they were concentrated in four sectors of industry: electronics and
electricall equipment; automobiles; petroleum; and chemicals and pharmaceuticals
(UNCTAD,, 2000). In this study, the MNC is understood to be the core firm. As a core firm,
thee MNC functions as the spider in the industrial web (cf. Ruigrok and Van Tulder, 1995;
see,, e.g., Dunning, 1993; Rugman and D'Cruz, 1998).4
Thee study of the MNC as a specific kind of company is connected to the research
approachh of International Business.5 Since its inception in the late 1950, and early 1960s,
itt now contains many disciplines (see, e.g., Inkpen and Beamish, 1994; Toyne and Nigh,
1998)) and has expanded its geographical scope from North America to Europe and
graduallyy to other regions. In the last decade, strategic environmental management in
MNCss has developed as a new topic within International Business. Several authors have
underlinedd the importance of this topic. Vernon (1994:149), for example, stated that "especiallyy in the raw materials industry", environmental issues "promise to figure in a major
wayy in every respect of future research on TNCs."
Thee environmental impact of MNC-activity results from several aspects: the nature
off the activities, the sector of industry, the standards and regulations with which multinationalss have to comply, and the kind of environmental management applied. The prominencee of MNCs in heavy industry, their ability to influence environmental regulations and
theirr economic impact, which is often welcomed, are other reasons why the study of
MNCss and their environmental management is significant (UNCTAD, 1992). In addition,
theirr possession of financial, managerial and technological resources, especially comparedd with those of local companies, "raises expectations and allows TNCs to exercise
leadershipp in environmental protection" (UNCTAD, 1992:226-227). Furthermore, MNCs
aree relatively more visible and vulnerable: "Large TNCs have a global image to protect and
tendd to be conscious of public and stockholder opinions, and of the potential for restrictivee home country regulation, even for their foreign operations." The developments in the
wayy MNCs approach environmental issues, their worldwide presence and experience, and
theirr global brand name, in combination with the attention of media and a wide variety of
stakeholderr groups, all lead therefore to questions about the strategy, planning and organisationn of environmental management in MNCs.

1.44

Petroleum industry and environmental issues

Inn environmental management, sector characteristics usually have a large influence on
corporatee strategies and organisational responses, especially because they determine the
typess of issues companies face as well as their 'room for manoevre'. In line with other
studiess on environmental management research, this study has also taken a sectorspecificc approach. Such a single-industry focus has also been said to enhance internal
validityy because companies face similar regulatory constraints, enforcement procedures,
stakeholderr activism, issues and problems (Griffin and Mahon, 1997). The international
petroleumm sector has been singled out for analysis because of the combination of its envi44

Other terms, for example, transnational corporation (TNC), multinational enterprise (MNE), international corporationn and global firms, will be reproduced only in quotes; in the text, MNC will be used.
55
For a discussion of what constitutes International Business Research and what not, see, e.g., Nehrt, Truitt
andd Wright, 1970; Ricks, 1985; and Wright and Ricks 1994. For an overview of important studies on the evolutionn of the MNC, see JIBS, Decade Award Issue, November 2003, Volume 34, Number 6,
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ronmentall impact and its economic and political importance, as well as the high degree of
publicc attention for the industry. In combination with chemicals, paper and pulp, and minerall processing (Leonard, 1988), the sector is one of the four most pollution-intensive industries.. This impact on environmental waste streams, the centrality of the products to
certainn environmental problems, and the emphasis on the industry by regulatory authorities,, all make the sector a focus in the environmental debate. According to Hoffman
{2001:10):: "Environmental concerns related to these two [petroleum and chemical] industriess [therefore] emerged earlier and developed with more intensity than those involving
other,, less controversial industries."
Inn the literature, this controversial nature is reflected in the many petroleum studies
thatt pay attention to specific countries and companies (see, e.g., Bronckhorst, 2000; Piasecki,, 1995) as well as the relationship of the sector with human right issues (see, e.g.,
Hallerr et al., 2000; Tomei, 1998). The aim of these studies often is to raise awareness of
thee dilemmas related to operations in certain areas. An overview of examples of controversiall operations is provided in Table 1 -1.
Tablee 1-1 Examples of controversial operations
Actorss involved

Timee period

Area a

Exampless of issues

Alaska a

Alyeskaa consortium, (a.o. ARCO,
Impactt of operations and construcotherr companies, government,
tionn of pipelines on an ecologically
sensitivee area; tanker incident; drilling NGOs s
inn wildlife refuge

1 9 6 8 -present t

Caspiann region
(Azerbaijan,, Kazakhstan,, Turkmenistan) )

Strugglee for control of resources with BP,, Statoil, other companies, govemergencee of new states and break- ernmentss of several countries,
downn of Soviet Union; construction NGOs s
off pipeline.

1 9 9 0 s -present t

Chad-Cameroon n Constructionn of pipeline and environmental,, cultural and economic
impact t

Exxon,, Petronas and Chevron,
other/nationall companies, governments,, NGOs

1 9 8 8 -present t
1 9 7 0 s -present t

Ecuador r

Upstreamm operations in nature park Texaco,, Conoco, other/national
company,, indigenous people's orandd environmental impact
ganisations,, government, NGOs

Myanmar r

Drillingg for gas; construction of pipeline;; human rights violations by militaryy regime, e.g. forced labour, populationn displacements.

Nigeria a

Shell,, Elf, Agip, Texaco, other comEnvironmentall destruction of valley
panies,, Ogoni people, government,
area,, execution of Ken Saro Wiwa,
flaring,, violence, sabotage and safety NGOs s
issues s

Russia a

Badd maintenance of pipelines, resultingg in oil lakes; other environmentall problems

Tyumenn as owner TotalFinaElf as
buyer,, government, Greenpeace;
NGOs s

Sudann

Civil war since 1960s, peace negotiationss in 2004; opening of new
productionn area

CNPC, Petronas, ONGCVidesh
1999 (resp. Chinese, Malaysian, Indian
present
state-owned) plus TFE;
Severall other companies (Talisman,
Lundin,, OMV) pulled out/agreed to
selll stakes. US companies were
debarredd by sanctions. Other actors:
Rebels,, NGOs, governments

1 9 9 0 s -Total,, Unocal, other/national companies,, the country's military regime, present t
oppositionn leader Aung San Suu
Kyi,, NGOs
1990ss present t

2 0 0 0 -present t

Note:Note: Examples are listed in alphabetical order and only serve as a means to illustrate the diversity and complexityy of the debates involved; thus, not all controversial operations are included in the list, e.g. those in An-
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gola,, Colombia. As almost all of the host countries are less-industrialised, politically unstable countries, discussionss are highly political and complicated; distribution of revenues is almost always an issue.

Otherr studies focus on the complex economic impact of the sector (e.g. Eifert, Gelb and
Tallroth,, 2003; Karl, 1997; Ross, 2001), the response and behavioural patterns of petroleumm companies with regard to environmental issues (e.g. Hastings, 1999; Hoffman,
1997;; Hoffman and Ventresca, 2002; Kolk and Levy, 2004; Levy and Kolk, 2002;
Logsdon,, 1985), or on the individual manager as level of analysis (e.g. Sharma, 2000;
Sharma,, Pablo & Vredenburg, 1999; Sharma and Vredenburg, 1998). The majority of the
previouss studies have dealt with North-American companies.
Thiss study examines first and late movers' behaviour of a large sample of petroleum
MNCss for the period 1990-2002 to see whether and how multinationals have integrated
environmentall issues in overall management, and what the mechanisms behind their
choicess have been. The period 1990-2002 has been chosen because it witnessed the
hugee implications of environmental issues for the oil industry. The oil spill by Exxon Valdez
inn 1989 marks the beginning of the period, followed by the publication of the first corporatee environmental report by the petroleum MNCs Chevron and Texaco in 1990. The controversyy around the dumping of Shell and Exxon's oil platform Brent Spar and the executionn of Ken Saro Wiwa, both in 1995, characterise the middle of the period. In the corporatee context, the period is further characterised by the development of environmental managementt systems, the rise of the sustainability paradigm, the publication of reporting
guidelines,, and the first verifications of corporate environmental reports.

1.55

Research aim, questions and design of the study

Inn 1993, Gladwin listed ten critical general observations about the state of scholarship in
thee literature on the greening of industry (Gladwin, 1993:43). One of his observations was
thee failure to cumulate research findings. Another observation was that progress in the
studyy of greening demands much greater application of the scientific method, in particular
thee formulation of theoretical explanations (Gladwin, 1993:55).
Inn the following ten years, research in environmental management has expanded quickly.
Majorr debates on the relation between MNCs and environmental management have concentratedd on the impact of regulation; the competitive impact of environmental management;; drivers and expressions of environmental management; technical measures to improvee products and process; and, studies about environmental performance. In addition,
attentionn has increasingly been given to the organisation of environmental management.
Gladwin'ss comments with regard to the status quo of environmental management researchh are, therefore, no longer as valid as they were in the beginning of the 1990s. However,, the relatively young age of the field of environmental management can still be discernedd from the number of opportunities there are present for new research.
Thee aim of this research is to expand the knowledge on the integration of environmentall issues in the organisation and management of MNCs. Integration can be defined
ass "the quality of the state of collaboration that exists among departments that are requiredd to achieve unity of effort by the demands of the environment" (Lawrence and
Lorsch,, 1969:11). The present study therefore analyses the characteristics and determiningg factors of the environmental strategy and the organisation of environmental managementt (structure) in the petroleum industry, driven by the following general question:
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WhichWhich factors influence the relationship between environmental strategy and environmentalmental structure in a multinational corporation?
Sub-questionss have been formulated to enable this analysis for the international petroleum
industry: :
Q1.. How can external contextual characteristics be classified in such a way that a relationshipp with environmental strategy and environmental structure can be studied?
Q2.. How can internal characteristics of MNCs be characterised, in such a way that a relationshipp with environmental strategy and environmental structure can be studied?
Q3.. How can environmental strategy and structure of large MNCs be characterised, in
suchh a way that influencing factors can be identified?
Too these ends, the research project has adjusted the strategic alignment model for environmentall issues in MNCs. It is introduced as the 'International Environmental Alignment
Framework'.. As further discussed in Chapter 3, strategic alignment examines the cooperativee and/or conflicting relationship between strategy and structure with the aim of improvingg efficiency and performance (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1991, 1993; Porter 1996;
Rondinelli,, Rosen and Drori, 2001). Building on the concepts of strategic fit and functional
integration,, this model assumes that decisions need to be coordinated to achieve value.
Thee International Environmental Alignment Framework copied the distinction between an
internal,, functional domain and an external, strategic domain. This allows for the inclusion
off company, sector and country variables. Furthermore, the framework distinguishes three
differentt orders of alignment (simple consistency, mutual reinforcement, optimisation of
effort)) and examines the drivers underlying the alignment.
Thee nature of the study is both descriptive as well as exploratory: descriptive in that
itt explores first and late movers' behaviour of European and U.S. multinational companies
inn the petroleum industry in the period 1990-2002, and explorative in its effort to shed
lightt on formulated propositions. The exploratory character of the study results from the
noveltyy of the subject and the relative novelty of the discipline. In its methodology, the
studyy employs two distinct empirical formats. An extensive study of a large sample of
companies,, covering the majority of petroleum MNCs in the Fortune Global Top 250, providess the basis of the study; it includes European, Asian, and US petroleum MNCs. A multiplee case study format of European companies was added to deepen the insights.
Thee relevance of the study is of both a theoretical and a practical nature. The study
aimss to contribute to the environmental management and international business literature
byy means of its exploration of the 'black box' identified in the literature review (Chapter 2):
thee dynamics of and relationship between environmental strategy and structure. Adjusting
thee prescriptive nature and original focus of the strategic alignment model to examine the
processs of alignment and overall management of environmental issues means moving the
modell to a new frontier. The examination of the petroleum industry sheds light on sector
developmentss over a longer period of time. In a practical sense, this may perhaps show
managerss what opportunities are available to influence their companies' order of alignment
ass a result of insights given into the influencing factors of this process. Finally, the study
aims,, in general, to contribute to greater transparency of the state of this industry which
hass received so much public attention.
Figuree 1-1 gives an overview of the design of the study. In Part I, the study examines the
literaturee with regard to perspectives on environmental management with both a general
andd a MNC-specific focus (Chapter 2). Building on the resulting identification of a 'black
77
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box'' in the literature, the exploratory framework of the study and its propositions are formulatedd (Chapter 3). Subsequently, the methodology of the study is explained as well as
thee techniques of sampling for all variables (Chapter 4).
Partt II focuses on the petroleum industry, first giving background information and
dataa related to its strategic profile (Chapter 5), reputation (Chapter 6) and environmental
profilee (Chapter 7). Building on the conclusions of this sector study, the examination is
continuedd with four case studies which are each examined separately in Part III. The cases
off Shell, BP, TotalFinaElf and Statoil are discussed in, respectively, Chapter 8, 9, 10 and
11.. Chapter 12 presents the conclusions and implications of the study, and suggests areass for further research.
Figuree 1-1 Design of the study
11
Introduction n

Literaturee review

PARTI: :
Literaturee review,
exploratoryy framework
andd methodology

Exploratoryy framework & propositions
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2.11

Introduction

Whatt determines environmental management strategies? The environment became an issuee for international business from the 1960s and 1970s onwards. By the end of the
1980s,, international environmental issues started to require more strategic attention: up to
thee top management level. In response, a wide array of literature developed in academia.
Thee aim of this chapter is to identify the main trends in the diversity of approaches and, to
specifyy challenges for relevant research. This results in the identification of the most importantt black boxes in the environmental management literature to position the present
researchh project.
Twoo dimensions are relevant in consideration of the state-of-the-art in the literature:
thee level of analysis and the analytical focus of the studies. The level of analysis problem
relatess to the question whether one focuses on the micro level {firm, inside-in); the meso
levell (network, sector, inside-out); or the macro level {national, country, outside-in) of
analysis.. The focus of the studies relates to the question whether one aims at observations
inn general or specifically on the managerial issues related to the multinational character of
firms.. Building on a combination of those two dimensions, Table 2-1 identifies six types of
relevantt research angles and issues in the literature. Although the levels of analysis are
naturallyy entwined, the distinction is considered useful for analytical purposes.
Tablee 2-1 Environmental management: debates in the literature
Levell of Analysis:

Generall focus

MNC-specificc focus?
Issuess of Location:
Havens,, flight, halo's and zones

Macroo

National/Country/Outside-in Thee impact of regulation

Mesoo

Network/Sector/lnside-out

Competitivee positioning

Driverss and expressions of accountability y

Microo

Firm/lnside-in

Models,, systems and standards
Evaluationn of performance

Embeddednesss of environmental
management t

Thiss chapter discusses all three levels of analysis in both foci. Firstly, the macro perspectivee analyses the influence of the contextual environment on the environmental managementt of the firm. It conveys questions related to the degree of independence of firms in
relationn to their national context as well as their response to this potential degree of independencee (2.2). Section 2.2.1 concentrates on the impact of regulation and the diversity
off regulatory styles with regard to environmental issues. MNC-specific debates at this
macroo level of analysis relate to the question whether and how country of origin and characteristicss of a location interrelate with these regulatory styles (2.2.2). Secondly, considerationn of the competitive position of companies within their network and sector of indus-
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tryy triggers questions such as: How do companies perceive their competitive position vise-viss environmental issues, and thus, their position in their network? How do companies
subsequentlyy interact with the actors in their network? How do companies respond to
differentt actors and the public call for accountability? Section 2.3 draws attention to those
questions.. It discusses the cost-benefit analysis of environmental management and the
extentt to which environmental goals conflict or complement economic performance
(2.3.1).. Extending the level of analysis to the MNC-focus, the competitive position of firms
seemss increasingly affected by their relative and absolute international reputation (2.3.2)
andd the way companies respond to the call for accountability by stakeholders by various
formss of external disclosure (2.3.3).
Thirdly,, the internal firm dynamics of formulation, developing and implementing
relevantt environmental strategies relates to questions such as: How can environmental
strategiess be classified and against which standards can their quality be evaluated? How
cann performance improvements be measured? Which tools have been developed to embedd environmental issues in the organisation? Section 2.4 discusses the literature on
models,, management systems and standards (2.4.1) as well as the literature on the
evaluationn of environmental performance (2.4.2). Elaborating those topics to the MNCperspective,, the literature on the embedding of environmental management in the internationall organisation is examined (2.4.3). Subsequently, the concepts of environmental
strategyy and structure are linked to respectively, general strategy (2.4.4) and structure
(2.4.5)) as well as the linkage between the two (2.4.6). Assessing the state-of-the-art in the
sixx areas of attention should enable the identification of the most important challenges of
research.. As a result, section 2.5 specifies the black boxes of environmental management
-- the topic of this study.

2.22

The macro perspective on environmental management

Thee macro level of analysis concentrates on the impact of, often national, regulation on
environmentall management. The examination starts with an overview of the literature on
thee diversity of regulatory styles in the environmental field (2.2.1). Subsequently, it highlightss the academic investigations on the influence of home country origin and host countryy location on environmental management (2.2.2).
2.2.11

The diversity of regulatory styles

Almostt undisputedly, regulation is considered the main driver of environmental management.. According to Sharma (2001), regulatory styles are important drivers of corporate
environmentall practices in the initial stages of their implementation, while eventually other
driverss (e.g. institutional pressures at the sector level, managerial interpretations at the
companyy level, market forces and organisational capabilities at a combined level) become
moree important influences.
Thee diversity of regulatory styles among countries has been characterised by severall authors. Examples are the categorisations of Andrews (1994) and Lahusen (2000)
(seee Figure 2-1 and Table 2-2). Andrews' country categorisation builds on the flexibility of
enforcementt procedures, the openness of the decision-making process and the political
culture.. In his opinion, countries maintain a floor of command-and-control regulations with a
widee use of financial mechanisms, but have diverse specific mechanisms and motivational
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structuress per country. For example, the US emphasises the disincentives of liability and
publicc disclosure.6 The regulatory style of a country is thus formed by the emphasis on severall classes of policy instruments such as regulations, incentives, disincentives, marketable
permits,, liability, training, information for firms, information for customers, voluntary agreementss and plans.

Figuree 2-1 Qualitative mapping of regulatory regimes by Andrews (1994)

TT

USA A
Sweden n
Netherlands s

Germany y
Japan n
France e

UK K
QQ

Ö
Rigid/statutoryy

Flexible/negotiated

4—

Approachh to enforcement
Source:: Andrews, 1994:409.

Lahusenn (2000), on the other hand, compares four countries on the basis of their underlyingg paths of problem solving (i.e. the degree of bargaining) and the degree of centralisationn of the dominant governance structures. In his opinion, regulation is moving in a more
co-operativeco-operative direction. To raise its effectiveness and legitimacy, it has become supported
byy a number of instruments like voluntary agreements, joint implementation, environmental
disputee resolution, legislative consultation and concertation procedures.
Tablee 2-2 National policy styles by Lahusen (2000)
Governancee structure
Decentralised Decentralised

Centralised Centralised

France e
Germany y
RationalistRationalist dis
'rationalistt style of etatism'
'deliberativee consensus'
Approachh to
courses
problem-UK K
Incrementalist-IncrementalistUSA
solving g
'pragmatistt compromise'
pragmatistpragmatist bargains 'pluralist & adversial competition'
Source:: Based on Lahusen, 2000:257.
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Jaffe et al., note the stringency of the US regulation in its choices for certain control technologies, explicitly
goingg beyond numerical discharges. Furthermore, US regulatory decisions tend to be time-consuming and
characterisedd by litigation and other 'legal wrangling' (Jaffe et al., 1995:135).
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Soo the literature characterised the diversity of regulatory regimes within countries and illustratedd the different dimensions on which this can be done. Explanations for the different
regimess of the US, Europe and Japan have been provided by Vernon (1993) on the basis
off their distinctive histories, values, institutions and grassroots responses. Within the
Europeann region, the dissimilarity of environmental regimes is said to endure despite the
shiftt of regulatory authority to the EU level (Kolk, 2000:38).
2.2.22

Havens, flight, halo's and zones

Inn the perspective of the MNC, the international diversity of regulatory regimes becomes a
particularlyy complicating factor for their operations across regulatory borders. The findings
off Buysse, Verbeke and Coeck (2001) point at the importance of home country regulation:: the strategic environmental decisions of subsidiaries of domestic firms seem to be
affectedd by domestic environmental regulation, while those of foreign MNCs do not. In addition,, the size of the home country has been considered as a factor of influence: the internationalisationn of companies from small economies makes them adapt operations on
thee basis of stringent domestic regulation (even though these particular operations reflect
onn only part of their operations). Therefore, presuming that the firm's home country includess the market it serves, companies from large economies might benefit from stringent
homee regulation (Rugman and Verbeke, 1998).
Sharmaa (2001) compared the environmental strategies and competitiveness of oil
andd gas firms in two different regulatory contexts from developed countries: the US 'command-andd control based' system and the Canadian 'flexible collaborative' approach. No
significantt differences were found for the effect on strategy and competitiveness (Sharma,
2001).. This may point out that regulatory impact is only important to a certain level, at a
certainn moment, or in a certain context. It may also imply that the differences between the
regimess were not large enough to impact on companies' strategies; it illustrates the complexityy of the impact of regulation. This complexity has been further elaborated in the
frameworkk of Rugman and Verbeke (1998), which refers to the effect of country and firm
specificc advantages {see Table 2-3). It presents four scenarios and builds on studies from
Jaffee et al. (1995), Nehrt (1998), Porter (1990) and Porter and Van der Linde (1995b).
Tablee 2-3 Four scenarios on the impact of environmental regulation
Impactt on CSA configuration
Weakeningg or neutral*
COO c

" - . 22
oo £
oo g>
§_*££
JJ 8

Strengthening*

—

Weakening or neutral*
;
"
Strengthening*

'Declustering' 1A(WW)
1 B (NN)

4'Pollution haven'

—

2'Strategic environmental policy'
(Shelter type)

3'Environmental innovation'(Porter
hypothesis)

** As perceived from the MNC. FSA: Firm specific advantage; CSA: country specific advantage; WW: double
weakening,, NN: double neutralising effect
Source:: Rugman and Verbeke (1998:371).

Inn Scenario 1, companies tend to move their operations abroad because of stronger
regulation,, which would raise costs, reduce the number of new locations due to public
pressuree and possibly, restrict production processes that are dangerous (Leonard,
1988:64-67).. In Scenario 2, domestic companies are protected by strong regulation. This
effectt has not been discussed much in the literature, but is reminiscent of the import sub14 4
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stitutionn politics of Latin America. At the other extreme, following Scenario 3, environmentall regulation may stimulate companies to innovate and create a first mover advantage.
Scenarioo 4 is the so called 'pollution haven' hypothesis. It is based on the assumption of a
positivee relation between the level of industrialisation of a country and the amount and
stringencyy of enforcement of environmental regulation: countries with a minimum of environmentall regulation (in practice mostly developing countries) will attract multinationals.
Scenarioo 3 is also known as the Porter hypothesis. It builds on the assumption that
strictt domestic environmental regulation can correctly anticipate international regulation
andd therefore give domestic firms a first mover advantage internationally. Pollution is consideredd a resource inefficiency: innovation can lead to offsets by using inputs better, creatingg better products and better product yields. This way, the Porter-hypothesis states an
underlyingg economic logic linking environment, resource productivity, innovation and competitivenesss (see Porter and Van der Linde, 1995a, 1995b). Rugman and Verbeke (1998)
claimm that, theoretically, the hypothesis is not a general case: it would be unrealistic to assumee that a government can systematically shift profits to domestic firms at the expense of
rivall companies through environmental regulation. This would underestimate the bounded
rationalityy of governments. In addition, the hypothesis could only be valid for countries with
largee domestic markets; if domestic firms are inefficient, artificial strengthening in country
specificc advantages will not lead to domestic innovation and firm specific advantages.
Empiricall work by Nehrt confirmed rejection of this scenario (Nehrt, 1998).
Thee validity of Scenario 4 and Scenario 1, the pollution haven and industrial flight
hypotheses,, has been the subject of much dispute. Overall, their validity seems weak: A
summaryy of a range of key quantitative and qualitative examinations of the hypotheses is
shownn in Annex I.7 Regulatory stringency was in most industries not found to be a significantt determinant of competitiveness because labour cost differentials, energy and raw
materialss cost differentials, and the adequacy of infrastructure are much more important.
Thee realisation of the scenario would also be hindered by the costs of moving an industry,
thee inclination of companies to build state-of-the-art plants and the similarity of industrialisedd countries (Jaffe et al, 1995). Although a vast amount of work has been carried out,
strongg conclusions are hindered by a lack of transparency and by methodological problems.. Therefore, some authors (Birdsall and Wheeler, 1992; Hansen, 1998; Low and
Yeats,, 1992;) indicate that empirical research in this field has just begun: "Empirical researchh on the environmental implications of FDI still is highly embryonic and unfocussed
andd much empirical research is called for in order to provide a better basis for conclusions
onn this issue"(Hansen, 1998: vii). So, the evidence does not absolutely confirm the two
hypotheses,, but neither are they consistently rejected. It remains possible therefore, that,
forr some sectors of industry, strictness of regulation is a factor of importance (see e.g.
OECD,, 1997).
Inn this respect, two new and strongly related debates with regard to the impact of
regulationn have appeared: the pollution halo and the pollution zone debate (Zarsky,
1999).. Pollution zones are areas both within and across countries with weaker or less
effectivee regulation, sometimes especially created by governments to attract FDI. As a result,, firms perform worse in those zones, while labour is often provided by poorer people
withh less rights and scarce options to leave (Zarsky, 1999). Examples of pollution zones
aree the Maquiladoras in Mexico. In the pollution halo paradigm, on the other hand, foreign
77

The summary in Annex I reflects on elements such as the central question of the study, the country and industryy focus, the conclusion, the limitations and the future research needs (as phrased by the author(s). A recentt overview is also provided by Brunnermeier and Levinson, 2004.
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companiess operating in developing countries diffuse best management and production
practices.. Often the result of the higher regulatory requirements in the OECD, they solve
thee lack of local technological and regulatory capability. According to Zarsky, there is no
broadd 'pollution halo' for FDI in general, although it may apply to particular sectors in particularr countries; in this regard, Zarsky (1999) refers to the superior technology of foreign
firmss in the energy sector. The evidence of her cases proves the existence of pollution
haloss with standards slowly converging upwards, but these effects are small.
Conclusions:Conclusions: Environmental management and regulation
Quitee some research has been carried out on the interaction of the firm with its regulatory
context.. Focusing mainly on country regimes, the US was positioned as an extreme while
aa diversity of formats came forward for the regulatory regimes within Europe. Developing
countries'' regulatory regimes have not been explicitly positioned; this remains an omission
inn the literature. Developing countries generally represent relative weakly enforced regimes,, however. Attention for those regimes is given from the MNC-perspective; studies
havee focused on the complexity of combining the diversity of regulatory styles. Whilst the
impactt of environmental regulation is undoubted, the literature shows a two-sided effect of
environmentall regulation on a company's competitive position: both a weakening as well
ass a strengthening effect. Overall, the evidence about the occurrence of outcomes is not
conclusive;; e.g. the empirical feasibility of innovation on the basis of the regulatory context
hass met with wide criticism and the evidence with regard to the choice of location, is not
unidirectionall either. The different scenarios point at an influence of the strictness of
regulatoryy regimes, the importance of home country origin, the size of the home country
andd the importance of the sector of industry.

2.33

The meso perspective on environmental management

Too what extent does the sector determine the shape of environmental management? What
interactionn of the corporation with its sector of industry, its competitors, its suppliers and
itss customers is important? Firstly, the review of the meso level of analysis considers the
literaturee on corporations' perception of the relationship between economic and environmentall issues: the cost-benefit dilemma (2.3.1). Secondly, the MNC-perspective is particularlyy highlighted by the position of the firm with regard to reputation dynamics in its
networkk (2.3.2). Subsequently, the literature on environmental reporting is examined: to
makee an inventory of the findings on the response of MNCs to the public call for accountability,, which in many cases is related to the sector as well (2.3.3).
2.3.11

The relationship between environmental & economic performance

Porterr and Van der Linde suggested to view pollution as resource inefficiency; a scenario
inn which innovation leads to offsets by using inputs better, creating better products and
betterr product yields (see Porter and Van der Linde, 1995a, 1995b). This statement supportedd the compatibility-perspective between industrial and environmental performance
('win-win').. It challenged the view that the relationship between environmental and economicc goals would be conflicting. In a conflicting perspective ('win-lose'), the incorporationn of environmental issues includes a trade-off with competitiveness; its judgement
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mostlyy finds potential costs instead of benefits. According to Kolk (2000), a normative
questionn frequently follows upon such a judgement: which goal should prevail?
AA company's perception with regard to the issue determines its position with regardd to other actors in its network: it evaluates the chances of a company with regard to
environmentall issues. According to Rugman and Verbeke (1998), a company's strategy
forr one perspective or the other depends on the time horizon of managerial response: a
staticc managerial perspective of environmental regulation with a focus on immediate impact,, or a dynamic perspective adopting a longitudinal approach. They theorised that
competenciess benefiting both environment and economy are path-dependent: broader
effortss of simultaneous innovation and implementation of new and more efficient manufacturingg systems are required for environmental improvement (Rugman and Verbeke, 1998).
Severall overviews of empirical research on the relationship between the broader
conceptt of corporate social performance and corporate financial performance show that
resultss often are contradictory, with no consensus envisioned (Griffin and Mahon, 1997;
Margoliss and Walsh, 2003). According to Griffin and Mahon, most researchers found a
positivee relationship. However, their concern points at the variability and inconsistency in
thee results, stemming from operationalisation as well as conceptual and methodological
differencess in definitions (see also Bansal and Clelland, 2000; Roman, Hayibor and Agle,
1999). .
AA discussion between academics on the Academy of Management ONE-list (Februaryy 2004), further illustrates the ongoing debate on the realities of win-win situations. In
thee discussion, conceptual differences clearly came forward with regard to the definition,
contentss and barriers to win-win situations. King, for example, illustrated the diverse contentss with the contrast between "systematically unexploited opportunities" (and thus inefficiency)) and the extreme scenario of an intrinsic problem with the economic and social system.. Roome illustrated the concept as "a smaller loss" with reduced environmental damage.. With regard to the barriers to a positive relationship, Hamner pointed at the need for
changee management, Cohen at the existence of different levels of analysis (and therefore
diversee experiences with negative externalities) and Roome referred to the need for systemss thinking (ONE, February 2004)8. Bansal and Clelland conclude in their findings that
environmentall performance is one dimension of financial performance that may or may not
influencee financial outcomes but consistently influences external uncertainty about a firm's
financiall performance. Reduced uncertainty would therefore be a more reliable result of
environmentall efforts than an increased level of financial performance (Bansal and Clelland,, 2000). The literature about the nature of the relationship between environmental and
financiall performance remains inconclusive.
2.3.22

Reputation: an extraordinary driver of environmental management

Notwithstandingg the overall inconclusiveness in the research or maybe because of the uncertaintyy attached to that (as phrased by Bansal and Clelland), individual companies need
too take action on environmental issues, to comply with regulation, to avoid environmental
incidents,, to respond to the public call for accountability and thus, to avoid reputation
damage.. Examining the contribution of the literature on this aspect of environmental management,, much research was found on the definition of corporate reputation (see, e.g.,
88

Cohen, Boyd (University of Victoria, Canada); Hamner, Burton (Universidad de Pacifico, Peru); King, Andy
(Tuckk School of Business at Darthmouth College, USA); Roome, Nigel (Erasmus University of Rotterdam, The
Netherlands). .
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Brady,, 2002a, 2002b; Davies et al, 2003; Fombrun, 2001; Fombrun, Gardberg and
Sever,, 2000; Wartick, 2002). Corporate reputation can be defined as the sum of images
andd perceptions that a diversity of (stakeholder)groups holds of a corporation. All of these
stakeholderr groups put a certain pressure on the corporations, all with their own angle of
interest,, their own perspective and critical weight (see e.g. Doh and Teegen, 2002;
Fischerr and Schot, 1993; Hart and Sharma, 2004; McKinsey, 1991; Mitchell, Agle and
Wood,, 1997; Teegen, Doh and Vachani, 2004; Van Tulder and Van de Zwart, 2003). Becausee of this multiplicity of stakeholder groups and angles of interpretation, reputation is a
multidimensionall construct; further, it has become an increasingly important intangible assett {Hall, 1992, 1993).
Thiss multidimensionality, which is even larger for MNCs, is also reflected in the literaturee concerning reputation: many foci of attention are observed.9 Relevant aspects
mentionedd in the literature and discussed in this section are: the contents of effective
reputationn management; the reputation commons problem; the effect of visibility and exposure;; and the effect of critical events. Starting with the literature on the management
issue,, Davies et al. (2003) state that the secret of effective reputation management lies in
thee linkage of the internal (employee) and external (customer) view of the company. Peterson'ss results confirm the importance of this linkage.' favourable perceptions of corporate
citizenshipp and reputation influence employees' work attitude (Peterson, 2004). Reputationn management subsequently involves harmonising the emotional attachment of the two
stakeholderr groups; this harmony produces the financial value. In other words, according
too Davies, an understanding of corporate reputation means linking image and identity (Daviess et al., 2003, see also Heugens, 2001).
However,, other literature shows that a reputation can be hard to improve due to
thee reputation commons problem (King, Lenox and Barnett, 2002). This issue arises when
firmss within an industry find themselves "tarred with the same brush": in the case of accidentss or events, the whole industry is held responsible (King, Lenox and Barnett, 2002). A
reputationn commons effect is especially likely to occur when stakeholders have difficulty
differentiatingg firms but have the ability to sanction them. Firms may solve this problem by
reducingg that sanctioning ability and by "privatising reputation". Collectively improving
performancee would reduce the threat of the sanctions but is considered less easy than
improvingg perceptions of that performance by means of symbolic efforts. Providing information,, although costly, would be a means to differentiate from other firms (King, Lenox
andd Barnett, 2002).
Inn addition, studies on reputation indicate a relationship between media exposure
andd reputation. On the one hand, Fombrun and Shanley (1990) found that more media
exposuree negatively affected corporate reputation, independent from the (positive or negative)) tone of the media exposure. Wartick (1992), on the other hand, stated that generalisationss about the relationship should be tempered. Although he found that intense media
exposuree was significantly associated with changes in corporate reputation, the amount
andd tone of the exposure, and how recent it is, appear to be associated with different di99

Besides its relation with financial performance (e.g. Davies et al., 2003; Heugens, 2 0 0 1 ; Koch and Cebula,
1994),, reputation is frequently treated as an outcome variable, perceived from a legal or economic perspective
(see,, e.g., Jones and Rubin, 2 0 0 1 ; Karpoff, Lott and Rankine, 1998); the relationship with the decision to joint
venturee (e.g. Dollinger, Golden and Saxton, 1997), intense media exposure (e.g. Fombrun and Shanley, 1990;
Wartick,, 1992), crisis (e.g. Zyglipodoulos 2001), corporate strategy (e.g. Fombrun, 2001), studies from a corporatee social responsibility perspective (e.g. Bowen, 2000; Fombrun, Gardberg and Barnett, 2000) and studies
onn reputation and issues management (Davies et al., 2003; Heugens, 2 0 0 1 ; Hoffman and Ocasio, 2 0 0 1 ; King,
Lenoxx and Barnett, 2002; Van Tulder and Van der Zwart, 2003).
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mensionss of changes in corporate reputation. Besides, the relationships seem to vary dependingg on the starting level of corporate reputation: only 'poor' reputation companies
showedd significant associations between positive media exposure and changes in corporatee reputation. The conclusion is that a relationship is observed, although its exact directionn remains unspecified.
Inn this respect, the conclusions of Bowen (2000) are interesting. Her findings state
thatt the size of environmental visibility (issue and organisation visibility) affects the actual
implementationn of environmental initiatives at the operating level. Less visible firms can
choosee to manipulate the visible nature of their impacts. Deliberate initiatives to keep the
fundamentall problem out of sight of interested parties, would weaken the pressure put on
themthem and result in a gain in legitimacy. In this regard, the occurrence or formation of criticall events can disturb a company's strategy. Whether an event receives industry-level attentionn depends on either outsiders holding the industry accountable for the event, or insiders'' internal concerns with the industry image (Hoffman and Ocasio, 2001). An event
cann be transformed into a critical issue for an industry (which triggers institutional transformationn and industry evolution), when 1) outsiders contest the accountability for the
eventt and its enactment; and 2) if there are internal contradictions and challenges to an
industry'ss identity (Hoffman and Ocasio, 2001). In addition, accident severity with respect
too environmental damage has been found to have a significant negative impact on a firm's
reputationn (Zyglidopoulos, 2001 ).10 For the petroleum sector, oil spills and other conflicts
aree examples of events with a potential to trigger transformation; an interesting fact is that
thee events that received the most exposure or resulted in transformation are not necessarilyy those with the highest environmental impact.
So,, providing information as well as keeping a low profile, can be strategies to
managee reputation. However, the opportunities to keep a low profile are becoming
smaller,, especially nowadays with the ability of the Internet to spread information quickly.
Onn the other hand, the contents of the information that a firm provides can also lead to the
formationn of an issue. If a company crosses a certain limit, this can lead to demonstrable
damagee and, as a consequence, to corrective measures in which stakeholders judge the
companyy and, frequently, include the sector as a whole (see Van Tulder and Van der
Zwart,, 2003).
2.3.33

External disclosure of environmental management

Partlyy related to these reputation aspects, companies, mostly from industrialised countries
(seee Belal, 2000) have started to disclose (often voluntarily) environmental information by
meanss of an environmental report, a health, safety and environment (HSE) report, or a
sustainabilityy report since 1990.11 Examples of drivers for disclosure indeed included
pressuress to satisfy the 'right to know' of communities and individuals as well as the goal
too improve company performance by measuring and publicly reporting, and to demonstratee corporate accountability (see Table 2-4). Additional influences at the sector level12
referr more explicitly to the competitive network: the close watch companies keep on their
100
Surprisingly, accident severity with respect to damage to human life has no impact on a firm's reputation for
sociall performance (Zyglidopoulos, 2001).
111
Firms also increasingly put environmental information on their corporate website, in their annual financial
report,, environmental policy statements, missions or code of conduct (see, e.g., Kolk and Van Tulder, 2002a;
Kolkk and Van Tulder, 2002b; Van Tulder and Kolk, 2 0 0 1 ; Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters, 1999).
122
After the ExxonValdez spill, environmental disclosure was considered necessary for other reasons: legitimacyy reasons related to firm size and ownership in the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company (Patten, 1992).
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competitors,, and sectoral initiatives {e.g. Responsible Care for the chemical sector) (Kolk,
Walhainn and Van de Wateringen, 2001).
Tablee 2-4 Reasons for reporting and non-reporting
Reportingg

Non-reporting

Enhanced ability to track progress against specific
targetss
Facilitating the implementation of the environmental
strategyy
Greater awareness of broad environmental issues
throughoutt the organisation
Ability to clearly convey the corporate message internallyy and externally
Improved all-round credibility from greater transparencyy
Ability to communicate efforts and standards
Licence to operate and campaign
Reputational benefits, cost savings identification,
increasedd efficiency, enhanced business developmentt opportunities and enhanced staff morale

Doubts about the advantages it would bring to the
organisation
Competitors are neither publishing reports
Customers (and the general public) are not interested in it, it will not increase sales
The company already has a good reputation for environmental performance
There are many other ways of communicating about
environmental issues
It is too expensive
It is difficult to gather consistent data from all operations and to select correct indicators
It could damage the reputation of the company, have
legai implications or wake up 'sleeping dogs' (such
as environmental organisations)

Source:: Kolk, 2000; 133 (compiled from Sustainabiltty/UNEP, 1998).

Severall studies of disclosure show that frequency of reporting is determined by size, sector
(i.e.. directness of environmental impact) and nationality, even though reporting in most countriess is of a voluntary nature and only few countries have legislative requirements (see Kolk,
Vann Tulder and Van de Wateringen, 2000; Kolk, Walhain and Van de Wateringen, 2001 ).'3
Inn confirmation of this impact of nationality, Kolk (2005) found that MNC's reporting strategiess in Europe and Japan converged in the period 1999-2002; while the reporting by US
multinationalss stabilised, the differences inside Europe increased: MNCs from some countriess (e.g. Scandinavia, the UK and the Netherlands) turned out to be more likely to report
thann others (e.g. France). In addition, the European region has a particularly high rate of externall verification: 50% in 2001 compared with an average of 3 1 % for the whole sample in
thatt year.14 Japanese MNCs, on the other hand, tend to include environmental accounting
indicatorss in their report, following governmental guidelines (Kolk, 2005).
However,, sector differences are continuously confirmed to be the "most important
determinantt for explaining environmental reporting by Triad multinationals" (Kolk,
2005:145).. For 2002 (see Table 2-5), the reporting rates of industrial and financial companiess are respectively 52% and 24%.
Tablee 2-5 Corporate environmental reporting & verification inF250 0

Fortunee 250

Financiall companies

Industriall companies

Average e

19999

2002

19999

2002

1999 9

2002 2

19999

2002

o

24%

4 4 %%

52%

35% %

45% %

19%%

29%

Verifiedd reports

Sources:: KPMG/AgBS, 2002; Kolk, Walhain and Van de Wateringen, 2001; KPMG/WIMM, 1999.

133
Within the Triad regions, formal environmental reporting legislation exists in only a few countries: Denmark,
France,, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. Related legal requirements apply for the EU, Japan and the US
(e.g.. emissions registrations). Government encouragement for reporting exists in Germany, the EU, Japan and
thee UK, for example by support for EMAS or publication of reporting guidelines (Kolk, 2005:161).
144
Figures for external verification within the Triad regions of Europe, Japan and the US: Average 2 0 0 1 : 3 1 % ,
1998:17%;; Europe 2 0 0 1 ; 50%, 1998: 33%; Japan 2 0 0 1 : 19%, 1998: 5%; US 2 0 0 1 : 8%, 1998:4% (Kolk,
2005). .
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Sectorr specific figures show that in the petroleum sector, reporting rates are clearly above
thee 2002-average of 4 5 % of the F250; they vary between 5 6 % (Sustainability/UNEP,
1999)) and 6 3 % (KPMG/WIMM, 1999) in 1 9 9 9 to 5 8 % (KPMG/AgBS, 2002) and 8 3 %
forr 2 0 0 2 from the sample of this study. The differences between the years are the result of
thee growing rate of reporting, of different samples and the effect of mergers within the
sector.. In addition, the results confirm the tendency of industrial and large companies to
report;; small, up-stream only, companies within the sector are barely reporting. Other nonreporterss are a number of major state-owned companies and companies created for a
specificc project and owned by a consortium of companies (Sustainability/UNEP, 1999).
Finally,, the oil sector shows a remarkably high number of verified reports: 3 3 % of the respondingg petroleum companies in Fortune's 2 5 0 for 1999. None of those has a US origin
(Kolk,, Walhain and Van de Wateringen, 2001).
Accordingg to the Sustainability/UNEP, the high score is stimulated by petroleum
sector-specificc drivers for reporting: the pressure to enable aggregation of emission levels
andd resource use with regard to post-Kyoto agreements and a will to add shareholder
valuee through demonstration of HSE management abilities. Other key findings with regard
too the disclosure in the sector are the following (Sustainability/UNEP, 1999:4):
1..

Quantitative data primarily relate to inputs and outputs, significant incidents, environmental
expenditure,, compliance and management systems;

2.. Measures related to actual impacts, performance targets, disturbances to land, biodiversity,, products, legacy impacts or progress toward sustainability are absent;
3.. Companies do not agree about the benefit of third party verification;
4.. Lack of clarity within reports about what the data cover and the lack of comparability betweenn reports detract from the value of reporting. More in general, it can be said that, on
thee basis of the data disclosed it is hard to make genuine assessments of the "true environmentall performance" of the industry.
Thee last key finding, i.e. lack of clarity on coverage, is a general issue in the debate about
thee value of reporting. Other important issues are the quality, credibility and reliability of
thee reports. To address those issues, guidelines such as those of the Global Reporting
Initiativee (GRI) 15 were developed (GRI, 2000) as well as verification procedures for the
underlyingg assumptions in which the qualitative characteristics of financial accounting are
appliedd on environmental issues (Kolk, 2000).
Too illustrate the previous reporting-issues, Morhardt, Baird and Freeman's (2002)
resultss of reports' scores under diverse systems are addressed below. The different focus
off the systems ranges from comprehensiveness of information to sustainability. 16 The re155
GRI counts as one of the mam contributions to the development of an integrated environmental performancee indicator. It is an initiative of the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES) and the
Unitedd Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), along with business, accountancy, environmental, human
rights,, and labour organisations from around the world, while actively pursuing participation from stakeholders
inn the developing world. Set up in 1997, GRI became independent in 2002, and is an official collaborating
centree of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and works in cooperation with UN SecretaryGenerall Kofi Annan's Global Compact (www.globalreporting.org).
166
The David Walling Batterman score rates 29 topics; half of the potential score is based on quantitative
measuress of environmental performance. It does not look at what ought to be reported but only at what is reported.. The Sustainability/UNEP score rates 50 topics, 48 of which are awarded 0-4 points, depending on
comprehensivenesss of coverage. The Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu system is derived from the previous one but
hass more explicit rules for scoring each topic. The GRI system includes financial and social criteria on top of
environmental;; it distinguishes sustainability reporting from environmental reporting. The ISO! 4031 Annex A
guideliness are a list of 197 topics that can be viewed as a comprehensive collection of metrics from which a
companyy can choose to build its report (Morhardt, Baird and Freeman, 2002).
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suitss illustrate the variability in the performance of current corporate environmental reports177 under diverse scoring systems (See Table 2-6).
Thee scores of the companies18 show that the GRI and ISO systems result in lower scores.
Althoughh general lack of comprehensiveness serves as one explanation for the ISO
scores,, another possible explanation for the findings is that the authors of the reports
couldd not consider the aspects of those rankings because they did not yet exist at the time
off publication (Morhardt, Baird and Freeman, 2002): For GRI, this concerns the inclusion
off financial reporting and social issue; for ISO 14031, the specific aspect is environmental
performancee and the inclusion of environmental condition indicators.
Morhardt,, Baird and Freeman (2002) indicate that the petroleum-refining sector stood out
byy having by far the lowest number of total points versus other sectors of industry for the
ISOO ranking. The points the sector did obtain were heavily represented in the general issuess category (the other categories being management performance, operational performancee and environmental condition). This elaboration on the quality of the reports underr diverse systems immediately addresses the entwining of the different levels of analysis;; the literature on firm-specific choices for certain standards is further discussed in the
nextt perspective (see section 2.4.1).
Tablee 2-6 Environmental report scores petroleum sector: comparison of five systems
Companyy *

Davis-Wallinc c Sustainabil-&& Batterman ity/UNEP P

Deloitte e
Touche e
Tohmatsu u

GRII 2000

ISO14031 1

Average e

Chevron n

68 8

75 5

68 8

17 7

10 0

48 8

Atlanticc Richfield

74 4

60 0

57 7

10 0

88

42 2

USXX (Marathon Oi!) 74 4

59 9

57 7

55

88

41 1

Texaco o

68 8

54 4

55 5

55

22

37 7

BP-Amoco o

63 3

32 2

44 4

17 7

13 3

34 4

Elff Aquitaine

50 0

44 4

46 6

18 8

88

33 3

Shell l

47 7

42 2

46 6

20 0

55

32 2

Phillipss Petroleum

50 0

35 5

35 5

24 4

13 3

31 1

ExxonMobil l

53 3

29 9

26 6

11 1

66

25 5

Tosco o

42 2

16 6

31 1

33

00

18 8

Average e

58.99

7.33 3.0 0

34.2++ 6.2

8.4 4

44.66

12.6

46.99

9.5

13.00

5.2

** Scores normalised to a maximum score of 100 points; a higher score indicates more open reporting.
Source:: Adjusted from Morhardt, Baird and Freeman, 2002:224.

177

They measured (and normalized) the scores of the 1999 reports of 40 of the largest industrial companies,
100 of which were in petroleum refining. Personal communication with the authors indicated that the reports
weree used that were available at the companies' websites as of 30 January, 2000.
188
As the authors report, a limitation in the assessment of the scores is that a particular score can be obtained
inn different ways. The consequences of this methodological issue are that 1. companies can easily improve
theirr scores by adding components; and 2. companies that restrict themselves can have low scores which may
nott be indicative of their performance. For example, reasonably similar scores of Shell and Elf Aquitaine for
GRII are obtained though Shell scores much higher than Elf on organisation features (not shown) while Elf
scoress much higher than Shell on general performance indicators.
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Conclusions:Conclusions: Environmental management and the competitive network
Manyy meso level studies have been carried out on the relationship between environmental
andd economic goals: overall the results remain inconclusive. Notwithstanding this situation,, due to the multiplicity of forces in their competitive network, companies are pressured
too engage in environmental management to at least a certain level. Reputation acts as a
stimuluss for engagement due to the pressures at the network level. The degree of visibility
off a company emerged as a reinforcing factor for reputation management, especially since
thee rise of the disclosing power of the Internet. Other studies point at the working of the
reputationn mechanism in which stakeholders perform corrective measures and companies
performm (self-)disciplinary actions and provide information to external audiences. In the
1990s,, an increase in voluntary external disclosure appeared: a form of self-disciplinary
actionn of companies in response to the call for accountability by their network participants.
Thee degree of reporting turned out to be both nationality- as well as sector-related; in particular,, the sector specific results were confirmed by studies for the petroleum sector,
whichh scores high on disclosure. So, many questions still remain. The pressures on firms
resultingg from their activity in a network of stakeholders are multiple, but the dynamics of
thosee pressures are not clear.

2.44

The micro perspective on environmental management

Centrall to the micro level of analysis are the internal dynamics of environmental management.. Those dynamics are considered to consist of the element of strategy as well as the
elementt organisational structure. Both of these have been studied in the literature: e.g.
manyy classification models have been designed to characterise environmental strategy,
whilee management systems and standards were developed to support those strategies in
theirr actual and systematic implementation (2.4.1). In a parallel discourse, performance
evaluationn issues have been requiring continuous attention with regard to methodological
issuess and practical hindrances (2.4.2). Elaborating those themes to the MNC-focus, the
relationshipp between environmental strategy and structure is further evaluated (2.4.3).
Thereafter,, the definitions and different categorisations of general strategy and structure
aree further explored by means of the International Business literature; firstly, with regard to
thee element of strategy (2.4.4) secondly, with regard to the element of structure (2.4.5).
Finally,, the attention returns to the linkage between strategy and structure and their differentt foci (2.4.6).
2.4.11

The development of models, systems and standards

Ass regards the systematic implementation of environmental management, the literature
showss an overwhelming amount of studies on the concept of environmental strategy. As
summarisedd by Kolk and Mauser, it has been classified in over 50 models, typologies and
non-linearr models (Kolk and Mauser, 2002; Mauser, 2001). Reflecting on Mauser's
evaluation,, the characterisation of environmental strategy by means of existing models is
confrontedd with a few limitations (Mauser, 2001:39). These models:
"Are too general, too prescriptive, only conceptual, not very dynamic, lack the possibility of good
operationalisation,, and do not take sector and country specificity into account";
Do not reflect the reality of organisational and strategic complexity; [and]
Are difficult to operationalise.
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Inn addition, other studies confirm the reality of non-sequential behaviour, in contrast to the
continuumm presented by many models (e.g. Ghobadian, Viney, Liu and James, 1998).
Thee literature also shows an increasing amount of attention for the development of
managementt systems, the development of standards and for the discussion of their quality
andd differences. Starting with ad-hoc policies in the 1960s, the systems often follow the
Demingg model of quality management, a cycle of four phases (plan-do-check-act) leading
too continuous improvement (see e.g. Ammenberg, 2003; Sheldon and Yoxan, 1999;
Nieuwenhof,, 1996); studies on product and process-oriented improvements are part of
thiss development for continuous improvement {see e.g. Bakker, 2001; Hoed, 2004). Shrivastavaa suggests Total Quality Environmental Management (TQEM) as an option for
MNCss to contribute to "ecologically sustainable development" (Shrivastava, 1995). Althoughh Shrivastava addresses the contents of TQEM {LCA, energy and natural resource
conservation,, efficiency, product choice and design) extensively and points out that energyy companies can play a constructive role, he does not include the dynamics of the corporatee choices behind TQEM and the business strategies: how they come about.
Too improve the quality of the systems and to support them, voluntary standards
startedd to develop in the late 1980s and beginning of the 1990s (Starkey, 1996). The
Britishh Standard 7750, the Eco-Management and Auditing Scheme (EMAS) and ISO
140011 all aimed to present a document or standard on which companies could build their
environmentall management system.'9 In the literature, those developments have been discussedd extensively. Progressing throughout the 1990s, ISO14001 became the star standardd for environmental management systems. Launched in 1996, ISO saw spectacular
growth;; by the end of 2003, 66,070 certificates had been issued which is an increase of
34%% over 2002, when the total was 49449 in 11 7 countries and economies (ISO website,, 14 February 2005). The International Standardisation Organisation20 defines an environmentall management system as "the part of the overall system that includes organisationaltional structure, planning activities, responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and
resourcess for developing, implementing, achieving, reviewing and maintaining the environmentall policy" (ISO, 1997:5). However, the literature shows that the quality of standardisedd EMSs is not considered a guarantee for good environmental performance: "It is
clearlyy possible to be certified and registered without improving very much at all... the effectss are to a large extent dependent on how companies choose to use them" (Ammenberg,, 2003:3, see also Hamschmidt and Dyllick, 2002). Thus, the quality of ISO is debated,, as Kolk puts it, "ISO supporters emphasise its flexibility, whereas opponents criticisee the vagueness" (Kolk, 2000:114). Further examples of criticisms are that ISO 14001
iss designed to exclude trade from developing countries and is a whitewash for
stakeholderss because of its success (See Hillary, 2000) or that ISO is a "private sector"

199
Differences between EMAS and ISO are, amongst other things, that ISO only requires installation of an
EMS,, while EMAS also requires an independently verified public environmental statement. Furthermore,
EMAS'ss focus on continuous improvement of environmental performance leads to emphasis on the use of the
bestt economically viable available technology (EVABAT), while ISO emphasises the system and is more flexiblee with regard to the choice of technology (Kolk, 2000:114).
200
ISO, the International Organisation for Standardisation was established in 1946 in Geneva. Its purpose is to
standardisee industrial and consumer products that cross national borders in order to facilitate exchange and
fosterr mutual cooperation in scientific technological and economic areas. In the 1980s, ISO started to work on
aa 'soft' management issue: quality management systems, departing from its previous focus on technical standardisationn decisions in which it worked particularly with MNCs (Gleckman and Krut, 1997:46). The ISO 9000
seriess were the first product of these efforts, Although many corporations combine safety, health and environmentall issues in one department because of the similarity of the issues and their reciprocal influence, the
ISOO series does not (yet) have requirements for health and safety (Gleckman and Krut, 1997:55).
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definitionn of an international EMS (Gleckman and Krut, 1997:46). Clapp states that the
ISOO standards are now recognised by the WTO as legitimate public standards and,
therefore,, in effect create an international ceiling for EMSs. In her opinion, this is a serious
concernn because of the orientation towards management instead of on performance, the
highh costs of implementation and of non-implementation for developing countries, and the
chancee that ISO-certification may become a business condition for operating on global
marketss (Clapp, 1998).
Besidess the discussion on the quality of ISO, further studies show a bias in the
kindd of industries adopting ISO 14001. King and Lenox (2001), for example, found that
earlyy adopters of ISO 14001 in the US are large facilities that engage in extensive research.. Strong evidence was found that foreign firms with US facilities that "most likely
havee greater difficulty securing suppliers and placating customer concerns" seek standardisation.. Weak evidence was found that firms "who have the most to learn", such as
dirtyy firms in dirty industries are more likely to adopt early. Hansen sustains the conclusionss by his findings that chemical and extractive industries are more inclined to adopt
crosss border environmental controls because of the vulnerability to scrutiny of
stakeholderss (Hansen, 1998:106).
2.4.22 The evaluation of environmental performance

Notwithstandingg the initiatives for systems and standards, effective industry self-regulation
provedd difficult to maintain without the commitment of top management (see Mauser,
2001,, World Economic Forum, 2003) and evaluating systems. In order to maintain and
gainn credibility, those systems improve the ability for outsiders to audit the improvement
(Kingg and Lenox, 2000). The studies examined show that a number of interrelated attemptss have been made to develop such systems and practical generic categories of environmentall performance (see, e.g., Mauser, 2001). An example is the standardised set of
environmentall performance indicators of ISO14031, a draft standard on environmental
performancee evaluation (ISO, 1997). It defines environmental performance evaluation as:
Thee "process to facilitate management decisions regarding an organisation's environmentall performance by selecting indicators, collecting and analysing data, assessing informationformation against environmental performance criteria, reporting and communicating, and
periodicc review and improvement of this process (ISO, 1997:5). Within ISO14031, three
typess of environmental performance indicators are distinguished: environmental condition
indicators;; operational performance indicators; and environmental management indicators.
Accordingg to Bennett and James (1999b), this potential framework standard of the future
hass a number of gaps: limited emphasis on standardisation; incomplete discussion of implementation;; excessive complexity; no requirements for external disclosure; and limited
linkagee with the broader issues of sustainable development.
Asidee from those limitations, several studies refer to criticism on the lack of an
adequatee solution as provided by traditional accounting-based measurement systems (e.g.
Ittnerr and Larcker, 1998:205). An example of a summarising statement on that account is
ass follows (llinitch, Soderstrom and Thomas, 1998:383, italics in original):
"The"The accounting profession has been slow to take on the role of defining, measuring and
controllingcontrolling this broad corporate domain. Thus, measures of environmental performance
havehave proliferated in the absence of clear, generally accepted guidelines as to what constitutesstitutes good and bad environmental performance. As a result the public is becoming increasinglycreasingly confused and cynical about interpretation of such data."
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Thee same authors categorised environmental performance to test its contents within a diversityy of aggregate environmental performance indicators. Their categorisation included
bothh process- and outcome-oriented measures, as well as internal and external perspectives.. As a result, four aspects underlie their evaluation of approaches of environmental
performance:: organisational systems; stakeholder relations; regulatory compliance; and
environmentall impacts. Their findings (Table 2-7) show that no single approach addresses
alll dimensions; further, the variability in scores across the different indicators emerges.
Tablee 2-7 Environmental performance rankings21 of petroleum companies
Continuous/ordinalContinuous/ordinal measures

Binary scores

CEPP
TRII

CEP
TRISIZ

IRRC
Spill

IRRC
Compl

IRRC
Effic.

Company mean Frank
R&D

Amoco o

22

11

44

44

44

0,9 9

Arco o

00

00

44

44

33

Chevron n

11

00

44

33

Exxonn ***

00

00

44

Mobil l

11

00

Phillips s

22

11

Shelll *

44

Sunn *

Ratings

CEP
Shop

Mean
rating 1)

00

22

11

0,9 9

--

33

33

33

0,9 9

22

44

33

33

33

1,0 0

44

44

44

44

44

33

0,9 9

33

33

33

44

44

33

1,0 0

--

33

33

44

44

44

44

--

--

22

22

00

00

44

44

22

0,8 8

11

22

1,5 5

Texaco o

11

00

44

44

33

0,9 9

33

44

3,5 5

Unocal l

44

22

44

44

44

--

--

33

33

USX" "

33

11

44

33

22

--

--

33

33

Notes:: A low ranking is best and a high ranking is worst * also ranked by Fortune as Top Ten Most Improved
"" Also ranked by Fortune and Mother Jones as Top Ten Laggard and Toxin Ten, respectively. " " Also ranked
byy Mother Jones as Toxic Ten. 1) is mean of Frank R&D and CEP shop.
Source:: llinitch et al., 1998:397.

Becausee of this variability, the authors argue for the development of a clear, reliable
andd valid system and for significant study of existing measures. Other authors, such as
Bennettt and James (1999a), also concluded that the history of performance evaluation is
onee of diversity. They discerned 11 different strands22 but none of these seems to cover
thee entire environmental performance field. As Mauser ( 2 0 0 1 : 4 2 ) concluded, "there
seemss no agreement on what this entire field actually is....in other words, there is no
211

Variable Ranking Data Sources and Variable Definitions: 1. The Council on Economic Priorities Corporate
Environmentall Data Clearing House Reports (CEP-CEDC) a within-industry ranking based on TRI emissions;
2.. CEP-TRISIZ which is CEP's CEDC within-industry ranking based on TRI emissions standardised by total
sales;; 3. Investor Responsibility Research Center's (IRRC) Spill Index, which is based on the total number of oil
andd chemical spills; 4. IRRC Compliance Index, which is based on total penalties assessed under various environmentall and regulatory acts; 5. IRRCs Efficiency Index, which is based on total TRI emissions; 6. Binary
Scores,, the mean of five binary process variables, including whether the company uses TQEM, has a written
environmentall policy, includes environmental factors in executive compensation formulas, performs internal
environmentall audits, and the reporting level of the company's top environmental officer; 7. Frank R&D, Franklinn Research and Development Corporation's Rating; and 8. CEP Shop, CEP's Shopping for a better world
(1990)) rating (llinitch et al., 1998:397).
222
Those 1 1 strands are energy and materials accounting; health and safety measurement and management;
environmentall impact assessment; product evaluation; externality assessment; environmental auditing; measurementt and reporting of toxic emissions; incentive-based regulation; total quality management; external rating;; and strategic integration (Bennett and James, 1999a).
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agreementt on what, how and where to measure." The work of Toffel and Marshall (2004)
iss an example of an extension of this status quo in the literature. Their assessment of 13
weightingg methods to aggregate emission inventory data in order to develop a facility-level
environmentall performance indicator shows the importance of the focus on a specific
categoryy of performance (e.g. toxicity to workers and the public, regulatory attention or
humann toxicity, and ecosystems impact) and the extent to which results are sensitive to
missingg weighting values (no scheme had 100% coverage of TRI emissions).
2.4.33

The relationship between environmental strategy and structure

Soo far, the literature review for the firm level of analysis showed that many studies developedd classification schedules to categorise environmental strategies and evaluate managementt systems and standards in order to increase the capacity of a company to implementt those strategies. The environmental impact, sector of industry of companies, their
sizee and position in the product chain and thus the visibility to customers, commitment of
topp management were considered as important factors for systematic management and
qualityy evaluation and standardisation. However, the examined literature also showed that
performancee measurement is extremely complicated in the evaluation of companies' environmentall management practices. Reliable instruments are hard to find, while specific foci
off attention can result in large differences, which counts for missing values as well. In addition,, the attention of the literature seems to have underexposed the internal functioning
off environmental management with regard to the relationship between environmental
strategyy and environmental structure.
Justt a few studies were found addressing this linkage. The first example concerns
ann article from Fryxell and Vryza (1999:42), who find different desired levels of integration
betweenn functional departments within firms; the desired level of integration would vary in
alignmentt with the environmental goals of the firms. Subsequently, referring to Bonoma,
Slevinn and Narayanan (1977), Gupta, Raj and Wilemon (1986:15) suggest that a state of
integration,, defined in terms of "unity of effort" in various organisational subsystems, exists
betweenn the organisational subsystems if "there is a continuous exchange of information
betweenn the parties, and if they agree on decisions and decision making authority."
Anotherr exception addressing factors of both a strategic and structural nature is
thee sector-specific study by Estrada, Tangen and Bergesen (1997). Their examination of
thee developments within the petroleum industry until the mid-1990s concludes a tendency
towardss convergence, an efficiency driven approach and a fluctuation of corporate concernn in relation to public concern; unfortunately the linkage between strategy and structuree is not broadly addressed. A last example of an article with attention for the linkage is
Moser'ss (2001) work on sustainable business practice in the petroleum industry. Building
onn three elements (content, context and processes) he examined the contribution of
MNCss to the "sustainable development practice" in the Peruvian and Bolivian setting. His
findingss indicate that this practice is not yet widespread. Referring to the importance of
thee first analytical perspective, the importance of local legislation and the influence attachedd to formal stakeholders (such as the government) came forward as decisive factors
forr the implementation of sustainable management including social aspects, specifically.
Notwithstandingg these exceptions, the conclusion is that both the linkage between strategyy and structure as well as the strength of their mutual relationship, have been underexposed. .
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2.4.44

Linking general strategy to environmental strategy

Aree international business and strategy/organisation literatures better capable of revealing
thee linkage between environmental strategy and structure? Focusing on the element of
strategy,, many definitions, ideas and perspectives have been put forward (e.g. Chandler,
1962;; Daft, 1998; De Wit and Meyer, 1999; Farjoun, 2002; Mintzberg, 1998a; Quinn,
1998).. Table 2-8 shows an overview of corporate and business strategy typologies.
Inn short, a company's strategy defines the way in which organisations want to
reachh a certain goal, which can be intended and made explicit beforehand or not. Accordingly,, a strategy can be initiated at a minimum of four different levels within the organisation:: the corporate, business, functional and operational level (Tallman and Yip,
2001;; Thompson and Strickland, 1999). Strategy is not an easy tangible item. Nevertheless,, three elements will be particularly highlighted in this study, for the context of MNCs:
verticall integration, diversification, and internationalisation.
Tablee 2-8 Overview of the range of corporate and business level strategies
AA range of corporate strategies
Category Category

Action Action

IntegrationIntegration strategies
Forwardd integration; Backward integration; Horizontal integration (mergers and
acquisitions) )
IntensiveIntensive strategies Market tpenetration;; Market development; Product development
DiversificationDiversification strategies
Concentricc diversification (adding new but related products/services); Horizontal
diversificationn (adding new, unrelated for present customers); Conglomerate
diversificationn (adding new, unrelated products/services)
DefensiveDefensive strategiesJointt venture (temporary partnerships/consortium); Retrenchment (turnaround/reorganisationall strategy); Divestiture (selling division or part); Liquidationn (selling all)
Businesss strategy typologies (in order of appearance)
Authors Authors

Year YearTypology Typology

Buzzell,Buzzell, Gale and Sultan
1975 5 Building,, holding, harvesting
UtterbackUtterback and Abernathy
1975 5 Maximisingg pert., maximising sales, minimising costs
HoferHofer and Schendel

1978 8 Sharee increasing, growth, profit and liquidation

Vesper Vesper

1979 9 Multiplication,, monopolising, speciali. and liquidation

MilesMiles and Snow

1978 8 Prospectors,, defenders, analysers and reactors

Abel Abel

1980 0 Dimensionss of scope of offerings, degree of competitive diff., extent of
diff.. across product-market segments

Porter Porter

1980 0 Differentiation,, low cost and focus

Miles Miles

1982 2 Domainn offense and domain defense

Sources:: David, 1987 (corporate strategies); Dess, Gupta, Hennart and Hill, 1995 (business strategy
typologies). .

VerticalVertical integration
Verticall integration refers to the expansion of the firm's range of activities backward, into
sourcess of supply and/or forward, toward end users of the final product (Thompson and
Strickland,, 1999:156). As such, the degree of vertical integration depends on the
amountt of direct control a company exerts over its value chain by means of in-house
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productionproduction and distribution (Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and Muller, 2001 a:16). Vertically-integratedd firms undertake all parts of the vertical chain, while vertically deintegratedd firms outsource most steps in the chain to suppliers; they keep only product
designn or marketing in-house (Tecson, 1998:4). Vertical integration and in-house productionn are stimulated in case of: 1. coordination problems; 2. the possession of valuablee knowledge; and 3. transaction costs. Coordination is supposed to be achieved
moree easily under centralisation of administrative control than when several suppliers
needd to be managed. Knowledge on design, production know-how and consumer informationn can be so valuable as to decide not wanting to risk its leakage to suppliers or
distributors.. Transactions costs, the third aspect motivating vertical integration, are costs
thatt arise when using the market that can be eliminated by using the firm. Included in
thesee costs are the time and expense of negotiating, writing and enforcing contracts
(Besanko,, Dranove and Shanley, 1996: 89-94). Studies on the relation between vertical
integrationn and environmental strategy were not found.
Diversification Diversification
Diversificationn was firstly discussed by Ansoff {1957, 1958) and Chandler (1962) (see
alsoo Ramanujam and Varadarajan, 1989). It refers to horizontal diversification or horizontal
integration:: a diversified company is a collection of several different business units, arising
fromm internal growth into new activities or from acquisitions (Meyer, forthcoming). Diversifyingg a company requires new competencies or the augmentation of existing ones (Rumelt,, 1974). The level of diversification depends on the strategic choices of the firm and
thee sector of industry in which it operates. The rationale behind diversification consists of
economiess of scale and scope, financial synergies, transaction costs and the pursuit of
manageriall (rather than firm) objectives. More general factors stimulating diversification
are:: 1) the general environment of the firm and its legal, political, economic, technological,
sociall and ecological characteristics; 2) the industry's competitive environment; 3) firm
characteristics;; and 4) firm performance (Ramanujam and Varadarajan, 1989:525). However,, "most strategists agree that, in fact a substantial percentage of diversification is pursuedd for other goals" (Besanko, Dranove and Shanley, 1996:21 7).
Accordingg to Caves (1980), diversification strategies emerged first in the US and
weree increasingly pursued by leading companies; the regulatory environment in Europe,
reconstructionn after the war and, for example, the legal access to horizontal mergers in
Europee reduced the incentive to diversify there. The time lag of unidentified duration betweenn the spread of the multi-divisional structure (diffused in the period 1950-1970) and
thee developments in strategy would have been smaller in 1970 than in 1950. Further
findingss from Rumelt in 1974 identified the end of unrelated diversification (i.e. in the form
off acquisitive conglomerates) in the mid-1970s and its re-emergence in the 1980s; this is
confirmedd by the findings of Besanko, Dranove and Shanley (1996:221 ).23 Continuing to
thee 1990s, European firms did not change their horizontal integration in the 1995-1998
period.. Furthermore, a significant negative relationship was found between degree of verticall integration and horizontal diversification (Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and Muller,
20011 b:29). Studies on the relation between diversification and environmental strategy
weree not found either.
233

Besanko, Dranove and Shanley (1996:220) found four different waves in diversification activity in the US in
thee 20 th century: 1) after the depression of 1883 to reduce competition and achieve economies of scale; 2)
afterr WW I for the same reasons; 3) in the 1960s, leading to large, diversified conglomerates; and 4) in the
1980s,, including 'hostile' take-overs, intended to break up the conglomerates.
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Internationalisation Internationalisation
Internationalisationn refers to the degree of transnational activity of a firm that can be definedd as the process of increasing involvement in international operations. Clearly this involvementt has several dimensions, such as sales objects, target markets, organisational
capacity,, personnel, organisational structure and finance (Welch and Luostarinen, 1988).
Thee discussion on internationalisation (see, e.g., ; Buckley and Ghauri, 1993; Goedegebuure,, 2000; Rugman and Verbeke, 2004; Rugman and Hodgetts, 2001; Rugman, 2000;
Ruigrokk and Van Tulder, 1995; Ruigrok and Wagner, 2003) has focused on the scope
andd intensity of the process. According to Buckley and Ghauri (1993:xiv), attention in the
debatee has shifted from the decision to export to the more longitudinal approach of internationalisation.. Factors influencing the choice to internationalise are: knowledge development;; communication networks; risk and uncertainty; and control and commitment (Welch
andd Luostarinen, 1988); other reasons are competitive pressures to procure inputs from
thee cheapest possible sources to the growing ease of transborder communications and,
reductionn of transport costs (Dunning, 1994:25). In Table 2-9, an overview is given of
severall types of investments and internationalisation strategies.
Tablee 2-9 Overview of type of investments and internationalisation strategies
Typee of Investments

Internationalisationn strategies

(Dunning,, 1993)

(UNCTAD,, 1993)

(natural)) resource-seeking
markett seeking
efficiencyy seeking
strategicc asset-seeking

Stand-alonee strategy:
Globalisation:: direct control, vertical integramulti-countryy focus
tion,, economies of scale
Simplee integration: regional focus Glocalisation:: vertically de-integrated firms,
Complexx integration: whole world economiess of scope

(Ruigrokk and Van Tulder, 1995)

Aspectss considered
Escapee investments
Supportt investments
Passivee investments

Relationn to host economy
Relationn to headquarters
Responsibilityy of subsidiary

Structuree of the firm
Conceptss of control
Areass of strategic concern

Accordingg to Dunning (1991:124), the extent and pattern of international production is
determinedd by the configuration of three sets of forces, also known as the eclectic or OLIparadigm.. Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and Muller (2001b) identified government interventionn as a major factor: privatisation of formerly controlled industries is a key factor in internationalisationn trends in the mid- to late 1990s. Their sample showed an internationalisationn figure of about one-third (29.7%) for the average large industrial firm24, in which three
clusterss of companies can be distinguished: domestic companies; late internationalisers;
andd well-established MNCs (Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and Muller, 2001 b:48). Some of
thee well-established MNCs have reached a "second stage of internationalisation, in which
theirr organisational structure has increasingly become much more complex than the traditionall multi-domestic model": subsidiaries are increasingly operating as single entities with
considerablee independence from their headquarters (2001 b:55).
Relatingg to environmental strategy, Kolk and Van Tulder (2004a) study found supportt for a positive correlation between internationalisation strategy and proactivity in environmentall strategy. In this regard country origin or institutionalised contexts were found to

244

Measured by the TransNationalitylndex: the average of three indicators (sales, assets and employees).
Basedd on assets, the degree is 30.19 % for a sample of the 100 largest industrial firms (Kolk and Van Tulder,
2000). .
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bee of greater influence than sector differences: TNCs originating from small domestic
marketss have a higher degree of transnationality and European companies have higher reportingg frequencies than Japanese and US firms and present more proactive strategies
too,, except in the petroleum industry, where US firms report more than the Japanese firms
inn the sample.
StrategyStrategy at the business unit level
Businesss strategy {'How do we compete?') is considered as the fourth element at the
strategicc level. As Porter (1998) stated coping with competition is the essence of strategy
formulation.. An overview of the different categorisations has been given inTable 2-8. Relatingg business strategy to environmental strategy, Aragón-Correa (1998) found a significantt relationship between a firm's strategic proactivity in the Miles and Snow context and
theirr natural environmental development. The proactivity in business strategy of the least
developedd group in terms of natural environmental development was significantly lower
thann that of the other groups. Large size also had an impact on the extent to which traditionaltional approaches were used. Limitations result from, amongst others, the nature of the
sample:: only Spanish firms were included.
2.4.55

Linking general structure to environmental structure

Movingg the focus from strategy to structure, a range of definitions were phrased to define
structuree from the early 1960s onwards {see, e.g., Caves, 1980; Khandwalla 1977;
Chandler,, 1962). The definition of the function of the organisational structure is relatively
undisputed:: to coordinate activities in order to be able to pursue goals. Those coordinationn mechanisms can take two formats: 1. Types of organisational design; or, a broader
interpretation:: 2. Dimensions of design. The number of types of organisational design is
virtuallyy unlimited. Table 2-10 presents an overview of categorisations as made by leading
authors.. The overview is not exhaustive but it gives an indication of the variety in categorisations:: most authors present four or five major types of structural design25, but hardly any
off the authors really tested the structural variables for a considerable number of firms.
Daft'ss (1998) structural dimensions relate to the dimensions of design. They representt a more inclusive concept of structure: co-ordination mechanisms, which provide the
labelss to describe the internal characteristics of organisations and assess the variety of
organisationall forms and types (see Table 2-11). Five contextual characteristics {size;
technology;; environment; goals and culture) are an addition to that; they describe the organisationall setting, which influences and shapes the structural dimensions {Daft,
1998:15-17). .

255
Several empirical studies have examined the occurrence of the different types or the transition from one
typee to another. Within the European context, Ruigrok, Pettigrew, Peck and Whittington (1999) found the
emergencee of certain internal network characteristics but could not confirm the rise of an organizational form
beyondd the multidivisional one.
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Tablee 2-10 Organisational structure: an overview of major MNE forms
Author,Author, year*

Rumelt,, 1 974

Major forms

Empirically Empirically
PointPoint of view
tested tested

Functional l
Functionall - with subsidiaries
Productt division
Geographicc division
Holdingg company

GalbraithGalbraithCentralisedd
and
functional
Nathanson, Nathanson,
Decentralisedd multidivisional
1978 1978
Holdingg company
Matrix x

No,, only the
levell of vertical
integrationn

44

Relation strategy,
structure and
economic performance e

No

Structure,, systemss and processes,, implementation n

UNCTAD,UNCTAD,
Intra-firm structures (region, product function)
33
1993a1993a
Inter-firm structures (strategic partnerships)
Network k

No

Organisational l
structuree and
strategy y

Besanko,Besanko, Dra- Unitary functional ('U-form')
novenove and
(Multi)divisional ('M-form')
Shanley,Shanley, 1996 matrix
network k

No

Economicc aspects
relatedd to strategy

44

JohnsonJohnson and
Simple structure
Scholes,Scholes, 1997 Functional structure
Multidivisionall structure
Holdingg company
Matrixx structure
Intermediatee structures/ variations
Networkk and virtual org.
Structurall types in MNCs (internat, div., internat.
subs.,, integrated/global product structure, transnat,, US/EU origin)

No,, gives empiricall exampiess

Organisational
structure and
strategy

listedd by year of appearance, in alphabetical order within each year.

Tablee 2-11 Daft's structural dimensions of organisational design
Dimension Dimension

Description Description

Formalisation n

Thee amount of written documentation in the organisation. Including procedures, job
descriptions,, regulations, policy manuals. Often measured by counting the number of
pagess of documentation.

Specialisation n

Degreee to which organisational tasks are subdivided into separate jobs. Sometimes
referredd to as division of labour.

Standardisation n

Extentt to which similar work activities are performed in a uniform manner.

Hierarchyy of authority

Who reports to whom, and what is their span of control (the number of employees
reportingg to a supervisor). Vertical lines on an organisation chart.

Complexity y

Thee number of activities or subsystems within the organisation. Can be measured
alongg three dimensions: vertical (number of levels in the hierarchy), horizontal (numberr of job titles/departments horizontally), spatial (number of geographical locations).

Centralisation n

Thee hierarchical level that has authority to make a decision.

Professionalisationn
Personnell ratios

Source:: Daft, 1998:15.
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The level of formal education and training of employees.
The deployment of people to various functions and departments. Includes administrativee ratio, clerical ratio, professional staff ratio and the ratio of indirect to direct labour
employees. .
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Perceivedd in this manner, organisational structure consists of much more than the differencess shown by organisation charts alone {Rumelt, 1974:33): "Systems of control, planningg and information flow, methods of reward and punishment, degree of delegation and
techniquess of coordination are among the important determinants of the way of life within
thee enterprise." Besanko, Dranove and Shanley (1996) support this view and summarise
thee complexity of organisational structure in two related problems: 1. departmentalisation
andd 2. co-ordination and control of activities. Three elements appear most frequently in the
literaturee (cf. Martinez and Jarillo, 1991): complexity (departmentalisation); centralisation
(delegationn of authority); and structure of ownership.
ComplexityComplexity (departmentalisation)
Thee structural dimension of diversification developed later than its strategic one. Although
thee first, decentralised, multidivisional structures in the United States began to be set up
beforee and in the 1920s (Chandler, 1962), the major period of spreading the
multidivisionall structure was 1950-1970 and started in the United States. Reasons to
adoptt the multidivisional structure are: the rise of market opportunities and technological
capabilities;; elements of bounded rationality; control loss; and the avoidance of redundant
communications.. For the developments until the early 1960s, Chandler's inter-industry
comparisonn shows the sector differences in the acceptance of the divisional structure
(seee Table 2-12).
Tablee 2-12 The spread of the multidivisional structure, 1960
Industriess not accepting the new
structuree

Industries partially accepting the
new structure

Industries widely accepting the
new structure

Copperr and nickel
Steell
Aluminiumm
Materials s

Processors of agricultural products
Rubber
Petroleum

Electrical/electronics
Power machinery and automobiles
Chemicals

Source:: Chandler, 1962 (Bold added).

Forr the first of Chandler's group, economic conditions at the time encouraged relative institutionall stability and administrative simplicity. The second group of partial acceptance,
includingg the petroleum industry, shows the variation in administrative needs between enterprisess in a single industry (Chandler, 1962). The third group of industries widened
Chandler'ss interpretations with regard to both the nature of industrial complexity and, the
internall factors that inhibit adjustments. Furthermore, Chandler states that essential reshapingg of the administrative structure nearly always had to wait for a change in the top
commandd (Chandler, 1962).
Accordingg to Grant and Cibin (1996), most of the petroleum companies reorganisedd their divisional structures between 1973 and 1981, but changes in the distribution of
decision-makingg were modest. The changes in divisional structure were of two kinds: 1.
Movingg from a geographically-based to a product-divisional structure; and 2. Reducing the
numberr of divisions directly reporting to headquarters. In the 1980s, the companies
startedd to decentralise their decision-making processes, including vertical de-integration,
neww approaches to corporate planning and empowerment. Previous research on the relationn between departmentalisation and environmental structure was hardly found. Fryxell
andd Vryza (1999) wrote about the integration of environmental department with various
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functionall departments and found that integration with the production function appeared
too be particularly important, followed by the legal function and accounting and marketing.
Centralisation Centralisation
Thee second element included here as a part of organisational structure is centralisation.
Accordingg to Caves (1980), the degree to which a company decentralises functions to its
divisionss varies with its strategic choices; the more diversified the strategy, the more decentralised.. Bartlett and Ghoshal (1998:184) showed that centralisation (pushing authorityy up the hierarchical line) is very costly to operate. In the petroleum sector, until the beginningg of the 1970s, centralisation reflected the highly interdependent activities of the
companiess with an unusual proportion of decision making at headquarter level. The emphasiss on operational planning was associated with an "engineering approach" and "engineeringg culture", which according to Grant and Cibin (1996:168) was reflected in the
technicall background of the companies' managers. An essentially closed system of verticall integration insulated the oil companies to external influences.
Noo research on the relation between centralisation and environmental structure has
beenn found, although some attention has been given to environmental centralisation and
performancee (see, e.g., Mauser, 2001). However, Lundan referred to the importance of the
integratedd network structure of the MNC in the transfer of standards within the firm: the
learningg between subsidiaries and corporate headquarters (Lundan, 2004).
StructureStructure of ownership
Thee third element identified in this study is structure of ownership. Forms of structure of
ownershipp include fully-owned operations, (inter)national consortia, joint venture, majority
stake,, and owned and operated by others.26 Other distinctions are ownership by the state
versuss ownership by private shareholders, as well as changes in ownership as a result of
privatisationn or mergers.
Inn the literature, Hastings (1999) is one of the few makings claims regarding the
relationshipp between environmental structure and ownership issues. She points out that
thee dynamics of the partnerships involved in stakeholder integration projects in sensitive
areass could help establish protocols for guiding these relationships. No direction is given
too the effects observed. Another claim is made by Griss who refers to the importance of
sharedd values, leadership from the top, versatility in corporate culture and procedures, and
effectivee communication to make "corporate commitment to sustainability survive a marriage"" (Griss, 2000).
2.4.66

The linkage between strategy and structure

Withinn the previous review of the International Business literature, vertical integration, diversification,, internationalisation and business level strategy were selected as the main
elementss of a strategic nature. Complexity, centralisation and structure of ownership were
singledd out as elements of a structural nature. The international business literature highlightss specific links between these elements quite frequently: the relationship between
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Other examples of issues of ownership concern the composition of its shareholders, e.g. inside ownership
byy managers vs. outside ownership by others; majority holders; blocking minorities; and constellations of core
shareholderss (see Moerland, 1995). Results from Pedersen and Thomson (1997) show that national ownershipp structures within Europe differ even after controlling for company size and industry effects.
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strategyy and structure is one of an interlinked set of research questions involving strategy
(Hambrick,, 1980).2'
Withinn the strategy category, diversification received the most attention (Dess,
Gupta,, Hennart and Hill, 1995). The work of Geiger, Hoffman, and Boal (2003) is an examplee of a study examining the relationship between diversification and structural differentiationn (i.e. organizational types). Other examples of studies focusing on a linkage between
aspectss of strategy and structure include:
Lawrence and Lorsch's (1967) work on the integration-differentiation-performance 'fit';
Powell's (1 992) article on organisational alignment and performance (focusing on the relationn between size and organisational dimensions: e.g. formalisation, formal planning);
Chakravarthy's (1982) work, who linked Miles and Snow's levels of adaptation at the businesss unit level to structural dimensions of organisational structure (Chakravarthy, 1982);
Galbraith (2001) who combines several aspects of strategy (e.g. diversification) and structuree (e.g. specialisation, centralisation, complexity) with processes, rewards and people to
achievee an effective organisational design.
Roth,, Schweiger and Morrison's (1991), as another example, suggest that business unit
effectivenesss is a function of the fit between international strategy and organisational design.. Egelhoff (1988), Pla-Barber (2002), Stopford and Wells (1972), and Wolf and Egelhofff (2001) are examples of empirical studies examining the relationship between internationalisationn and organisational forms; Wolf and Egelhoff included degree of centralisation
andd local responsiveness as well.
Focusingg on the petroleum sector, Grant (2003) provides an example of sectorspecificc work on alignment. His focus on centralisation and coordination mechanisms
showss that planning systems in the petroleum industry point to a possible reconciliation of
'design'' and 'processes' approaches to strategy formulation. Although they showed limited
innovationn and analytical sophistication, planning systems provided a coordination mechanismm for decentralised strategy formulation within a structure of performance targets and
corporatee guidelines; this fostered adaptation and responsiveness (Grant, 2003).
Notwithstandingg an abundance of articles focusing on specific links, Miller (1986)
pointedd out that this "oversimplification" leads to a shortcoming: reality cannot be expressedd in those terms but only in configurations. However, his empirical research shows
that,, even then, many categories are open in their answer: "it varies". In addition, links to
thee environmental management literature have hardly ever been made. One of the few exceptionss in this regard is the work of Delmas and Toffel (2004). Combining the different
levelss of analysis as well as several factors of both strategy and structure, they distinguish
thee importance of moderating factors at the facility level of companies to the environmental
managementt practices of firms, in addition to coercive and normative pressures such as
thosee imposed by governments and customers and industry associations. On the basis of
aa survey of US environmental managers, the following moderating factors were mentioned:
managerss perceptions of institutional factors; stakeholder influences from the private sector;; corporate influence on facilities; a larger size of facilities; an international presence of
thee firm of the facility; and whether facilities have their home-bases in Europe.
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The other four are: the strategy-performance linkage; the strategy-process linkage; the inter-level strategic
linkages;; and the gap between intended strategy and realised strategy (Hambrick, 1980).
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Conclusions:Conclusions:

Environmental

management and internal

organisation

Thee review of the literature on the firm level shows that separate elements of both environmentall strategy and environmental structure (e.g. classification schemes, typologies,
environmentall management systems, the development of standards) and the evaluation of
environmentall performance have been extensively examined, However, the environmental
managementt literature shows considerable gaps with regard to the examination of the relationshipp between strategy and structure in the environmental perspective; only a few
studiess have been found. This omission may result from the relatively recent development
off these management models and therefore the simple lack of time to check for their empiricall linkage, especially when the philosophy of 'structure follows strategy' is adopted.
Buildingg on insights on the linkage between strategy and structure from the international
businesss and strategy /organisation literatures, the conclusion may be that the embedding
off environmental management in an organisation requires a relationship between environmentall strategy and environmental structure, the strength and shape of which need further
examination.. Further, the review shows that the relationship may be influenced by general
elementss of strategy and elements of organisational structure.

2.55

Conclusion: the black and grey boxes of environmental management

Thiss chapter gave an overview of the main debates in the environmental management literature,, differentiating analytical perspectives on basis of levels of analysis (country, sector,, firm) and focus (general, MNC-specific) (see Table 2-13).
Tablee 2-13 Environmental management: major gaps in the literature
Generall
Outside-inn

The impact of regulation

MNC-specific?
Issues of Location:
Havens,, halo's, zones and flight

Thee examination of the influence of countries showed that the diversity of regulatory regimess has been framed by several studies, finding an extreme position of the US versus
otherr regions, while diversity remains within the European region. Although regulation is
generallyy mentioned as the primary motive to engage in corporate environmental management,, it is hard to indisputably prove its exact effects on the behaviour of companies.
Forr MNCs, this complexity is strengthened by their presence in a variety of institutional environments.. The complex interaction between country-specific and firm-specific advantagess influences the trade and investment decisions of companies in a way not yet very
welll understood by policy makers and academics. Considering pollution haven and industriall flight, the costs of compliance with environmental regulation does not inevitably lead
too the moving of entire industries; notwithstanding existing anecdotal evidence which has
ledd to the debate on pollution zones. However, the debates point to the additional rele-
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vancee of factors debated in the other analytical perspectives: the network or sector level
andd company-specific factors.
Thee meso level of analysis shed light on the influences of the competitive network
andd sector of industry of the firm. It started with a company's perception on the relationshipp between economic and environmental goals which results in a perspective on its
competitivee position. According to the literature, the position of companies depends on
thee time frame of managers and on firm-specific capabilities to pursue innovations of doublee benefit. Empirical findings have been influenced by the diversity and inconsistencies in
methodology.. So far, the majority of the results support a positive relationship.
Itt is increasingly being argued that non-financial impacts of environmental managementt should be taken into account as well. Reputation building, for example, is consideredd a pressure or motive for engagement in environmental management although its
multidimensionalityy shows barriers to calculations of all its effects. Strengthened by the
risee of the Internet, the degree of visibility of a company enforces the reputation mechanism:: this stimulates companies to take self-disciplinary action in response to corrective
measuress of stakeholders. In the literature review, the increase in external disclosure was
observedd from this angle as well: the call for accountability by actors in the network of the
company.. The degree of reporting was found to be both nationality- as well as sectorrelated.. Notwithstanding the number of studies, many questions still remain; debates on
thee relationship between economic and environmental goals are inconclusive while networkk pressures on companies are hard to frame due to their dynamics and/or multidimensionalityy {e.g. in the case of reputation). Further, the external disclosure strategies of companiess have resulted in debates on clarity, quality, reliability and completeness. Therefore,
thee MNC-specific part of the sector perspective can be identified as a 'grey box' needing
furtherr examination (see Table 2-13).
Finally,, the review at the micro level of analysis showed that certain elements within
thee firm and its internal dynamics, such as the development of management systems,
standardss and environmental performance measurement techniques have been examined
frequently.. Especially with regard to the latter aspect, methodological inconsistencies and
measurementt difficulties were observed. Sector influences exist with regard to the choice
forr implementation of standards. The literature review identified a clear gap with regard to
thee relationship between environmental strategy and environmental structure. So in general,, this can be considered a 'grey box' of the research as well. Especially for the MNCperspective,, only a few studies were found in relationship to their linkage and the integrationn of environmental issues into overall management. The review shows that some of
thosee linkages (e.g. with internationalisation, business strategies, diversification, structure
off ownership) have been superficially examined, but hardly in an overall perspective. Finally,, hardly any research was found for the relationship between environmental strategy
andd environmental structure, especially not for the MNC-specific focus.
Inn the light of the previous, the most underexposed dimension of environmental
management,, and thus, the black box of this study, is the relationship between internationaltional environmental strategy and environmental structure, and its influencing factors (see
Tablee 2-13). Deeper insights in this black box as well as in the grey boxes of the general
andd sector perspective may contribute to the evaluation of the behaviour of MNCs over
time.. As the review of both the macro and meso level of analysis pointed at the influence
off sector specificity on environmental management, the study concentrates on one sector
off industry: the petroleum sector. The framework of analysis will be specified in the next
chapter. .
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The International Environmental Alignment Framework

Thiss chapter presents the conceptual framework used to examine the relationship betweenn environmental strategy and environmental structure and their determining factors:
thee International Environmental Alignment Framework. Building on the observations from
thee literature review, it incorporates a broad range of variables and formulates accompanyingg propositions. The model focuses on the firm level of analysis but integrates all three
off the analytical perspectives used in the literature review. The result of this broad approachh is an exploratory study of the development of international environmental alignment
inn the petroleum industry, its status, and the influencing factors. The theoretical backgroundd underlying the framework is the strategic alignment model; the underlying dynamicss within the framework are explained by institutional theory (3.1). Subsequently, the designn of the conceptual framework and its assumptions are highlighted (3.2). The chapter
proceedss with the discussion of the two dependent variables of the study (3.3): environmentall strategy (3.3.1) and environmental structure (3.3.2). Thereafter, the discussion
proceedss with the formulation of the accompanying propositions to guide the analysis
(3.3). .

3.11

Strategic alignment and isomorphism

Thee model of strategic alignment was originally applied and used to elaborate basic questionss in information technology issues (see Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993). The basicc thrust of the model is that decisions need to be coordinated to achieve value (Luftman,
1996:4).. As Pankratz (1991:67) states: "A highly defined business strategy, even when
marriedd to a complementary information technology strategy, can only succeed when organisationn strategy and culture is supportive and financial/balance sheet strategy fits well."
Thee concept of strategic alignment is a process of continuous adaptation and change; it
involvess two dimensions.
Thee first dimension, strategic fit, includes the need to make choices that both positionn the firm in an external market place (the external domain) and to determine how to
structuree the firm internally to execute this strategy (the internal domain). Strategic fit relatess to the optimal balance or consistency between 1) business strategy; and 2) organisationall infrastructure and processes (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1991, 1993). The
secondd dimension is the functional integration between business and functional domains.
Accordingg to Rondinelli, Rosen and Drori (2001:406), MNCs should continually readjust
andd realign the four sets of strategic components: 1) between business strategy and organisationall infrastructure & processes; 2) between information strategy and information
infrastructuree & processes; 3) between business strategy and information strategy; and 4)
betweenn both infrastructures. Henderson and Venkatraman (1991, 1993) distinguish four
alignmentt perspectives that discuss those cross-domain relationships, on the basis of the
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driverss of business alignment and the cooperation between the elements; different drivers
subsequentlyy result in different roles of top management.
Translatedd to environmental management, the strategic alignment model changes
intoo the environmental alignment model. Elements of functional integration in the alignmentt model become environmental strategy and environmental structure. Elements of strategicc fit are corporate strategy and organisational structure. The change to the corporate
levell is explained by the focus on the multinational corporation. The four perspectives with
regardd to the direction of the alignment remain those of: strategy execution; technology
transformation;; competitive potential; and service level (see Table 3-1). Environmental
alignmentt is seen as a continuous process, which concentrates on the dimensions of strategicc fit and functional integration, but then for the environmental field. Although not mutuallyy exclusive, three types of alignment are distinguished which relate to the level of integration:: first-order fit is simple consistency between each activity (function) and the overall
strategy.. Second-order fit occurs when activities are reinforcing; and third-order fit goes
beyondd activity reinforcement to optimisation of effort (Porter, 1996:71 ).28
Tablee 3-1 Four environmental alignment perspectives
perAlignmentAlignmentStrategyStrategy
execution
TechnologyTechnology CompetitiveCompetitive
transpotenServiceService
level
spective spective
formation formation
tial tial
Driver r

Corporatee strategy

Corporatee strategy

Environmentall strategy y

Environmentall strategy y

Rolee of top
management t

Strategyy formulator

Rolee of env.
management t

Strategyy implementer Technologyy architect Catalyst t

Executivee leadership

Performance e
criteria a

Cost/servicee centre

Customerr satisfaction

Technologyy visionary Businesss visionary

Technologyy leadership p

Businesss leadership

Prioritiser r

Source:: Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993 (adjusted for environmental issues).

Thee advantage of building on this model lies in the recognition of the existence of both the
internall as well as the external domain, which fits the increasing strategic importance of
environmentall management. The underlying dynamic of the framework is based on Porter'ss five forces model - power of 1) buyers and, 2) suppliers, 3) the threat of new entrantss and 4) substitutes and 5) the rivalry among existing competitors), which focuses on
sectorr dynamics (Porter, 1980; Porter and Millar, 1985).
Thesee sector dynamics reflect the contents of institutional theory, which is regardedd as a theory that explains similarity in companies' behavioural patterns; therefore, it
iss also the basis of explaining change and its dynamics (DiMaggio 1995; Hoffman, 1999,
1997;; Greenwood and Hinings, 1996; Levy and Rothenberg, 1999; Scott, 2001). As
Scottt (2002) put it, internal pressures in organisations to attend the broader needs of the
naturall environment increased. The isomorphic pressures or mechanisms are of three differentt kinds (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983):
Coercive mechanisms stem from political influence and the problem of legitimacy.
Theyy result from both formal and informal pressures and are often categorised as of a
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For a comparable approach of levels of fit between external and internal alignment, see Miles and Snow,
1994. .
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regulatoryy nature (coercive authority) but can also be of a more subtle and implicit
kind. .
Mimetic behaviour results from standard responses to uncertainty: "When goals are
ambiguous,, organisations may model themselves on other organisations" (DiMaggio
andd Powell, 1983:151). The modelled organisation, which is often perceived as more
legitimatee or successful, serves as a convenient source of practices that the borrowing
organisationn may use, though modelling can also be more unintentional or indirect.
Normative pressures are primarily due to professionalisation, which is the process of
definingg the conditions and methods of work for a certain occupation and the establishmentt of a cognitive base and legitimatisation for occupational autonomy. Two aspectss of professionalisation are important sources of isomorphism, according to DiMaggioo and Powell (1983:152): the first is the embedding of formal education and of
legitimationn in a cognitive base produced by university specialists; the second is the
existencee and growth of professional networks that rapidly diffuse new models. Filteringg of personnel, anticipatory socialisation and on-the-job socialisation are important
mechanismss supporting normative isomorphism.
Empiricall studies in the environmental field show a sequence in the balance of the pressuress on the firm: an "inherent differential, temporal characteristic with coercion driving
isomorphismm and mimetic and normative pressures playing a secondary role" (Milstein,
Hartt and York, 2002. This strength of the coercive forces is explained by their direct impactt on organisational legitimacy, which determines organisational survival (Milstein, Hart
andd llinitch, 2002). In Hoffman's 1999 view, the internal structure of the firm and its environmentall practices are a reflection of the prevailing institutions of the organisational field,
withh the firm acting with self-interest to affect the development of these institutions.
Buildingg on Scott (1991), Hoffman states that "a firm's action is seen not as a choice
amongg an unlimited array of possibilities determined by purely internal arrangements, but
ratherr as a choice among a narrowly defined set of legitimate options determined by the
groupp of actors composing the firm's organisational fields" (Hoffman, 1999:351).
Levyy and Rothenberg (1999) view institutionalisation as a process. Their premise is
thatt strategy is the result of expectations and assumptions which are shaped by the externall institutional environment and internal corporate history, structure and experiences.
Thesee internal aspects result in a "unique lens" for each company, which explains heterogeneouss corporate perceptions and responses, notwithstanding institutional influences
pressingg for isomorphism. Multiple, overlapping institutional fields and multiple, competing
discursivee forms (such as the debate about costs and value of environmental management)) would strengthen this dynamic; they can even be found in a single organisational
field.. Empirical work on climate change strategies sustains this combination of internal
companyy unique pressures and external institutional pressures as an explanation of companyy behaviour (Levy and Kolk 2002; see also Kolk and Levy, 2004, 2001).

3.22

Exploratory framework for environmental alignment

Adoptingg the combination of both internal and external factors to explain company behaviour,, this study applies an exploratory framework. As Porter (1991:98) explains, a frameworkk encompasses many variables and seeks to capture much of the complexity of a
topic:: "The theory embodied in frameworks is contained in the choice of the included variables,, the way variables are organised, the interactions among the variables and the way
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inn which alternative patterns of variables and company choices affect outcomes"; "All the
interactionn among the variables cannot be rigorously drawn. The frameworks, however,
seekk to help the analyst to better think through the problem by understanding the firm and
itss environment and defining and selecting among the strategic alternatives available, no
matterr what the industry and starting position."29 The exploratory conceptual framework
appliedd in this study, to examine environmental alignment, is shown in Figure 3-1. Focusingg on the firm level of analysis, the International Environmental Alignment Framework
suggestss relationships between: 1) corporate strategy and environmental strategy; 2) organisationn structure and environmental structure; and 3) environmental strategy and environmentall structure.
Figuree 3-1 International Environmental Alignment Framework
Regulatoryy context A sector dynamics
Corporatee level & organisation

Corporatee strategy

ii

Environmentall strategy

External l

Organisationall structure

11
Environmentall structure

VV

Internal l

Source:: Original model from Henderson and Venkatraman, 1991 (adjusted for environmental issues).

Employeee commitment and reputation have been added as variables because of their
confirmedd importance for corporate environmental management. In addition, the influence
off the regulatory context and sector dynamics are indicated by means of the surrounding
circlee of the framework. Further, two technical distinctions are made within the model. The
firstt distinction concerns the external focus of strategy and reputation versus the internal
focuss of the structure variables. The second distinction concerns the focus within the corporationn on the corporate, organisational level versus the operational level and the individuall employees.
Thee adjustment of the model changes the prescriptive aim of raising performance (as
includedd in the original alignment model) to a reflective exercise: Which combinations of
strategicc and structural factors for the environmental function are found and how can they
bee explained? A further departure from the original model is the exclusion of performance
ass part of the loop. This choice is a result of the unavailability of consistent environmental
performancee data (due to a lack of reliable measurement instruments) (see Chapter 2,
sectionn 2.4.2. Previous criticisms of the original model (for an overview, see, e.g., Avison,
Jones,, Powell and Wilson, 2004), such as a lack of attention for dynamic change and contextt dependency, have been ventured to address them, for example by the focus on a
specificc sector and a specific period of time. Obviously, one of the adaptations is the
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As Porter states, a framework can be challenged for its complexity, which makes its difficult to falsify arguments.. However, Porter contrasts frameworks with models; the latter has the disadvantage of omitting variabless which makes falsification problematic as well (Porter. 1991:98).
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changee of the original focus of the model on business strategy to the current focus on
corporatee strategy.

3.33

The variables of strategic environmental management

Thee basic premise of this study is that environmental management has a strategic aspect
too it: an impact on market chances and competitiveness. Building on this premise, it is assumedd that the relation between economic and environmental issues can be complementaryy and form win-win situations, although they do not necessarily have to do so. In this
section,, the components of strategic environmental management are further discussed.
Onn the basis of the literature review in the previous chapter, environmental strategy and
environmentall structure are introduced as the dependent variables of this study.
3.3.11

Introducing environmental strategy

Thee first variable of strategic environmental management, environmental strategy, is reflectedd on from a 'plan' perspective covering a longer period of time: "Some sort of generall or specific consciously intended course of action, a guideline to deal with a situation"
(Mintzberg,, 1998a: 13). As discussed in the literature review, environmental management
strategyy has been modelled by several authors resulting in over 50 models, typologies,
andd non-linear models, all with a range of limitations (Kolk and Mauser, 2002; Mauser,
2001).. The aim of this study is to combine the most important aspects of these observationss during the examination of the environmental strategies of the companies involved.
Thiss means that the study wants to avoid the disadvantages of the continuum model that
firmss can be placed in one category only, when in fact firms consist of several parts that
mayy be categorised differently, and that defining criteria for each part of the model are
needed.. Furthermore, the aim of the characterisation is to be descriptive and analytic insteadd of prescriptive, so that linear progression through the stages of the model is not an
assumption. .
Itt must first be acknowledged that strategy can be initiated at, at least, four distinct
levelss in the firm: the corporate, business unit, functional and operational level. The subsidiaryy forms a fifth intermediate possibility in this range of options. Secondly, in addition
too these four levels, issue-specific strategies can be developed, e.g. for climate change
andd biodiversity. Thirdly, the main motivation for firms to engage in environmental managementt is regulation (related to home country origin); although other external and internal
pressuress on corporate environmental strategy can also be perceived. A fourth acknowledgementt concerns a size effect pointed out by sector studies on environmental strategy.
Thee size effect would be independent of country of origin; the largest firms tend to take a
defensivee position (responding to as well as anticipating regulation) and the smallest firms
tendd to take an escapist position (responsive but not anticipating) (Brockhoff, Chakrabarti
andd Kirkgeorg, 1999). Reflecting on the aforementioned acknowledgements and the resultss of the literature review, this study chose to focus primarily on the corporate level of
decisionn making. This is not only the highest level of decision making, it is also the level of
thee company where overview is expected to be able to perform a broad study. Further, the
studyy focuses on the largest companies in the world, though contrast within that group is
presentt as well.
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3.3.22

Introducing environmental structure

Too effectively support and implement its strategy and to fill the gap between plan and action,, a firm needs an organisational structure. The second variable, environmental structure,, addresses the organisational structure required for support and implementation of
thee environmental strategy. Examples are the set-up of an environmental department with a
budget;; the appointment of environmental managers to facilities and plant levels; formal
andd informal compliance mechanisms; a structure of responsibilities and tasks assigned to
particularr divisions and levels; auditing procedures; and, the certification of management
systems. .
Fillingg the gap between plan and action, the creation of environmental infrastructure
wass stimulated by the climb of environmental issues up the corporate ladder: the change
off their status from being mere technical matters to strategic issues. According to Fryxell
andd Vryza (1999:40), this development of the mandate of the corporate environmental departmentt is related to the functional integration of environmental issues at the corporate
level;; the mandate evolved from being a 'corporate policeman' (ensuring compliance with
regulation)) to that of 'change agent' (creating awareness and changing behaviour). Accordingg to Hoffman (2001:165) such an internal change agent has five tasks: 1) interpret
changess in environmental regulations and external demands; 2) set internal direction and
responses;; 3) facilitate change and integration; 4) measure performance; and 5) communicatee internally and externally. Furthermore, the change would be accompanied by decentralisation:: "Environmentalism will continue to diffuse throughout the organisation... as this
diffusionn process continues there will be less need for an exclusive corporate environmentall department and more reliance on an environmental structure that integrates the
skillss of all operating and support departments" (Hoffman, 2000:165).
Thee organisational reality, however, is not yet in tune with this scenario: structural
andd cultural barriers hinder the integration of environmental issues in decision-making
processess (Hoffman, 2000:167). Examples are: the organisational isolation of the environmentall department, which leads to communication breakdown; the ranking of environmentall costs as a liability and not as an asset; limitations to the free flow of information;
barrierss in the form of unclear or unfamiliar language (such as non business related
phrasess and acronyms); a pure orientation on economic objectives; and, external constituenciess of various departments (Hoffman, 2000:1 67).30 In conclusion, this leads to a categorisationn of environmental structure under four headings: 1) authority and formal responsibility;; 2) reporting relationships about performance of environmental management duties;
3)) contents of responsibility at a certain administrative level; and 4) management of responsibilityy at a certain administrative level (partly derived from Hibbitt and KampRoelands,, 2001). Extending those aspects to an international perspective, Table 3-2 presentss an overview of the internal arrangements of environmental structure for MNCs (Hansen,, 1998).
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To overcome these barriers in organisations, Hoffman presents a 'roadmap' of the phases of organisational
changee management. The path of change management consists of four phases (1. Diagnosis; 2. Unfreezing;
3.. Movement; and 4) Refreezing), which can be subdivided into a series of eight steps (Hoffman, 2000:167174). .
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Tablee 3-2 A typology of cross border environmental management
Decentralised d International l
EM M
Compliancee Mgt

Transnationall EM

Multinationall EM

Homee country
legislation// company
standards s

International l
standards/company y
standards s

EMM focus

Local ladapta-tion n

Hostt country
legislation n

Typicall policy
statement t

None e

"meett and comply with "employy the same
"strivee to become global
alll standards nationally standardss and criteria environmentall leaders";
andd internationally"
world-wide" "
acknowledgess responsibilitiess for global
environment t

Internationall
None
policyy priorities

None

Pollution prevention,
Green R & D , climate
waste minimisation,
change policies, biodiverenergyy conservation,
sity programs, dialogue
safetyy zones in LDCs, with external
toxicc education prostakeholders
grammes s

Crosss border
environmental l
controls s

Proceduree to ensure
compliancee with
regulationss at home
andd abroad, pre up
startt assessments,
auditing,, monitoring
procedures s

Procedures to ensure
vertical integration,
auditing reporting,
green accounting,
training programmes

Procedures and activities
to ensure horizontal integration
Information exchange;
life-cycle analysis; third
party auditing

Chemical (postBhopal)

Pharmaceuticals or oil
industry

Sectorss

None

Industries with Chemical (preminorr environ- Bhopal); diversified
mentall risk
companies

Notes;; Distinguished by level and the nature of cross border integration of activities.
Source:: Hansen, 1998:134. Table 8.

Besidess its focus on policy priorities and the level of integration of environmental management,, centrality of the organisational structure is the focus of the categorisation. In relationn to the transnational character of the operations of the multinational, this results in
fourr approaches. The results confirm the importance of sector of industry: the oil industry
iss classified under 'Multinational EM'.
UNCTADD (1999) also relates the organisation of environmental management to the
degreee of centralisation. In the decentralised organisation, parent firms leave environmentall decisions to be addressed at the level of their foreign affiliates. The commitment of
thee affiliates is then defined by the requirements of the national law of the host country. In
thee absence of such national regulation, the affiliate is free to decide to choose a leastcostt strategy or to take up a more proactive stance. In the centralised organisation, the
coursee is set by the parent firm. According to UNCTAD {1999:292), this can be reflected
inn several approaches. Examples are: the application of universal environmental standards
forr the MNC as a whole or for its production chain; and a framework established by the
parentt firm to optimise environmental performance. The choice of either of these approachess depends on a complex mix of considerations, such as the size of environmental
impact,, implications for affiliates, threats of liability, uncertainty with respect to host governmentt policy and the nature of costs. Furthermore, the connection and overlap between
thee concepts of strategy and structure is illustrated; their distinction needs to be taken
caree of in the operationalisation.
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3.44

Propositions for environmental alignment

Thee International Environmental Alignment Framework focuses on the linkages between
strategyy and structure in the perspective of environmental issues. This section introduces
thee chosen variables, puts them in the perspective of the international petroleum sector,
andd formulates propositions for the linkages identified in the model. The expected directionn of the relationship is subsequently presented in accompanying tables. The section
startss with the propositions for the strategy-link, continues with the structure-link, and
endss with a proposition about environmental alignment in the most specific combination:
thee relation between environmental strategy and environmental structure.
3.4.11

Linkages with environmental strategy

Thee literature review in Chapter 2 showed that the variable 'strategy' can be categorised
ass corporate strategy, highlighting vertical integration, internationalisation and diversification,, as well as business level strategy. With a focus on the petroleum sector, these elementss are discussed in turn. In addition, the variable 'reputation' is discussed at the end of
thee section.
VerticalVertical integration and environmental strategy
Startingg with the first element of corporate strategy, the petroleum sector is known for its
highh vertical integration. In the 1970s, vertical integration insulated the companies from
thee volatility and uncertainty of intermediate markets. This permitted management to plan
thee flow of oil and refined products: from wellhead to final customer. From the early 1980s
onwards,, a process of vertical de-integration resulted in organisational decentralisation
withinn the sector. This was stimulated by: the development of efficient markets for oil and
gass products; the increased volatility within these markets; the fall of the transaction costs
off intermediate markets; and, the rise of the costs for internal transfer. Operational autonomyy was given to upstream and downstream divisions, and a fundamental change in the
statuss of downstream operations resulted from the de-integration process; refining and
marketingg became a profit centre instead of owing its existence to the function of outlet for
production.. Requirements to purchase oil from within the group were freed, and internal
transactionss were placed on an arm's-length basis; upstream operations were encouraged
too sell to customers that offered the best prices, while downstream operations were encouragedd to buy oil from the lowest cost sources (Grant and Cibin, 1996).
Inn the 1990s, the relatively high degree of vertical integration made the petroleum
companiess very visible to the end-customer; therefore, this is an important element of their
environmentall strategy. Customers can relatively easily 'punish' the company by boycottingg products of a certain global brand name if there is a problematic event, such as a
leakingg tanker or environmental disaster in an environmentally-sensitive area. Caution,
however,, is needed with regard to the implication of figures of vertical integration related
too the different business units within the oil and gas industry. Hallwood (1990:29). indicatess that oil companies "display similar features of vertical structure which may be characterisedd as vertical integration through the stages of production forward from crude oil
productionn into refining and retail marketing." For exploration, development and production,, however, the companies need to buy services from other companies and the companiess are vertically disintegrated. Subsequently, Hallwood points out that the measurement
off vertical integration requires good data, which are not readily available. Cross-industry
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resultss show a strong convergence in degree of vertical integration among firms in the
samee industry and from the same country or region; this supports the idea that sector and
nationall characteristics create important institutional contingencies for firms wishing to
developp their position in markets, technologies and supply chains {Van Tulder, Van den
Berghee and Muller, 2001 b:29).
Companiess with a high level of vertical integration are assumed to have strong coordinationn and control mechanisms leading to an easy integration of issues into the organisation.. On the other hand, a high level of vertical integration can lead to a less flexible
organisationn with a top-down command of control leading to a more conservative environmentall strategy. In the case of the petroleum industry with its relatively high degree of
verticall integration and long history of existence, the last aspect is assumed to be
stronger,, and therefore the following proposition is formulated:
P1:P1: The level of vertical integration
porateporate environmental

corresponds

negatively to the elaboration

of the cor-

strategy.

Buildingg on the strategy part in Winn and Angell's categorisation of environmental strategy
(Winnn and Angell, 2 0 0 0 , further explained in Chapter 4), this relationship is illustrated by
thee shading in Table 3-3.
Tablee 3-3 Environmental strategy and corporate strategy
Corporatee strategy
VerticalVertical integration
00
Env..
Strategy y

700%

Internationalisation
0

100%

Low

Diversification
High

Avoidant
Unrealised Unrealised
Compliant Compliant
Active Active

InternationalisationInternationalisation

and environmental

strategy

Withh regard to the second element of corporate strategy, internationalisation, one would
assumee the petroleum industry to be highly internationalised because its markets are
separatedd from the base of their natural resources and the companies have a high degree
off vertical integration. In addition, the industry is one of the most capital-intensive industries,, which creates big entry and exit barriers in combination with the relatively high concentrationn ratio. But as Ruigrok and Van Tulder (1995) show, the picture is more complicated;; they distinguish five different profiles of oil companies:
5.. The largest players with high levels of vertical integration and a very international and potentiallyy global outlook;
6.. The majors with high levels of vertical integration, but focused on the US and European
marketss and a less international outlook;
7.. Independent oil companies that specialise and focus on a single world region in marketing
andd sometimes even production,;
8.. Continental European nationally owned companies that focus on a single world region in
marketingg and sometimes production;
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9.. State oil companies in developing countries, the least internationalised and generally short
off capital.
Renewedd research would need to determine whether these groups still exist after the last
wavess of mergers and acquisitions. However, as petroleum companies are generally
workingg in a large number of countries, they are confronted with an increasing number of
differentt regulations and types of social pressure. The expectation is that internationalised
companiess have an environmental strategy which is in a more proactive stage than that of
companiess with a less internationalised practice. In their need to comply with different
regulatoryy environments companies will take the strategy that suits most environments;
thiss will minimise their coordination problems. This results in the following proposition,
whichh has been suggested in a cross-sectoral study by Kolk, Van Tulder, and Van de W a teringenn (2000):
P2:P2: The level of internationalisation
corporatecorporate environmental

corresponds

positively

with the elaboration

of the

strategy.

Thiss relationship is illustrated by the shading in Table 3-3.
DiversificationDiversification

and environmental

strategy

Turningg to the third element of corporate strategy, previous research on the petroleum
sectorr shows that the pattern of diversification has changed with the passing of time. In
1 9 7 0 ,, the companies were almost wholly specialised in oil, gas and petrochemicals. By
1 9 8 2 ,, alternative energy sources (coal, solar power, nuclear energy, oil recovery from tar
sandss and oilshales) and minerals (non-ferrous, phosphates, sulphur, cement, industrial
minerals)) had been added to the pattern. According to Grant and Cibin (1996), several
otherr diversifications were primarily a consequence of the desire to exploit internallydevelopedd technologies and management capabilities, e.g. BP and Amoco's animal feed
business,, and Shell's detergent business. From 1 9 8 2 onwards, oil prices went down
sharplyy and all majors (except Shell) announced major restructuring. Reformulating their
businesss strategies and widespread divestment of non-core businesses followed. Furthermore,, all of the companies narrowed their geographical spread in order to improve
theirr profitability. The new approach became to actively manage the assets, and, by 1990,
diversificationss of the earlier period had almost entirely been divested, returning back to
thee core oil, gas and petrochemical businesses: "By 1 9 9 1 , the predominant organisational
formm was a corporate headquarters with three principal operating divisions: upstream,
downstream,, and chemicals" (1996:180). Grant and Cibin add, however, that there was
significantt variation in their sample.
Diversifiedd companies are assumed to follow environmental strategies that correlatee with the nature of the impact of their products and activities. In the overall picture, this
meanss that the more diversified a company is, the more complicated its environmental
strategyy will be to enable it to comply with all kinds of regulation. Depending on the nature
off the regulation, the overall strategy is expected to be less proactive. On the other hand,
onee can also reason that diversification into an intensely regulated product chain, such as
chemicals,, will trigger a more proactive overall stance. In this scenario, the company is expectedd to reap the benefits of the experience for this specific product and copy them to
otherr product divisions. Therefore, the following proposition is formulated:
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P3:P3: The level of diversification corresponds positively with the elaboration of the corporaterate environmental strategy, but only when companies have also diversified into highly
regulatedregulated product divisions.
Thiss relationship is illustrated by the shading in Table 3-3.
ReputationReputation and environmental strategy
Thee importance of reputation to corporate environmental management has been confirmed
byy the literature. As the literature review showed, reputation is a multidimensional construct:: it is the sum of images and perceptions held by different stakeholder groups. The
importancee of reputation for the petroleum sector is related to: the reputation commons
effectt (King, Lenox and Barnett, 2002), the critical event effect (Hannigan, 1995; Hoffman
andd Ocasio, 2001; Zyglidopoulos, 2001) and the reputation mechanism (Van Tulder and
Vann der Zwart, 2003). The pressure from public interest groups appears to act as a coercivee force impelling firms to initiate structural responses to issues (Greening and Gray,
1994).. Reputation management can take an internal, employee approach as well as an
external,, customer orientation; both can be a reaction to specific incidents and critical
events,, but can also result from standard procedures.
Inn the petroleum sector, a clear example of a triggering event is the controversy in
19955 around the dumping of the platform Brent Spar, which seems to have stimulated
Royall Dutch Shell to change its environmental strategy. In general, the direct contact with
end-customerss through filling stations (i.e. the high level of vertical integration) leads to
moree exposure: reputation is encapsulated in the brand name recognition. In relation to
thee potential of a common reputation effect, the overall effect of changes in a specific
company'ss reputation might be stronger than in other industries. However, in the case of a
stable,, good reputation, companies' attention to the environment may also slowly diminish
overr time. In this study, it is examined to which extent reputation changes are a trigger of
managementt action. In the model, it has been categorised under 'linkage with strategy'
becausee that element will be affected first (see Figure 3-1 at page 42). To examine the
relationn between reputation changes and environmental management more closely, the
followingg proposition has been formulated:
P4:P4: A company's involvement in environmental management corresponds to its experienceence of negative reputation change.
3.4.22

Linkages with environmental structure

Focusingg on the variables of a structural nature, two elements were identified as of main
importance:: degree of centralisation and structure of ownership. One further independent
variable,, commitment, is included at the end of this section as well.
DegreeDegree of centralisation and environmental structure
Consideringg the complex nature of the variable 'organisational structure', Bartlett and
Ghoshall (1998, 1989) noted that no single coordination mechanism can deal with the
complexx coordination needs that arise in worldwide companies. Daft (1998), on the other
hand,, comprehends the complexity in a list of eight structural dimensions. Of those dimensions,, centralisation of decision making is a formal mechanism and the most consistentlyy practised form of coordination: "In every company, top management reserves the
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rightt to decide on major capital investments and personnel appointments. ... desire for
directt control over licences, joint venture agreements or other arrangements involving the
transferr or assignment of corporate patents or other core technological resources"
(Bartlettt and Ghoshal, 1998:197). Therefore, degree of centralisation is the first variable
discussedd as part of organisational structure. With degree of centralisation referring to the
hierarchicall level with the authority to make a decision, a high degree of centralisation
meanss that almost all of the authority to make decisions is retained by top management.
Decentralisationn involves "both selective delegation of authority, as well as concentration
off authority through the imposition of policies and selective but adequate controls"; it goes
beyondd "simply pushing authority down to subordinates" (Dessler, 1980:137).
Withh regard to environmental structure, the literature does not indicate a clear relationshipp between general centralisation, environmental centralisation and environmental
performancee (Mauser, 2001:58). However, environmental management models assume
increasingg decentralisation in the course of organisational greening while empirical results
showw a contrasting process of environmental centralisation during organisational greening
(Mauser,, 2001: 58). Therefore, Mauser argues that centralisation is favourable to keep environmentall issues on the [top management] agenda; this would ease practical implementationn (Mauser, 2001:58). Martinez and Jarillo (1991) indirectly support this choice by
theirr conclusion that more centralisation is needed to attain a higher level of integration. In
thiss way, the literature assumes a positive relationship between the level of centralisation
inn organisational structure and environmental structure. Mauser's results contradicted this
assumptionn but this may be related to a sector effect, as her study focused on the dairy
sector.. Therefore, it is argued that a centralised MNC with highly dependent subsidiaries
willl have a centralised organisation of environmental management. In that organisation, a
strongg role is occupied by corporate headquarters and relatively little space is given to
ownn initiative by business units and facilities. Standards will be uniform and the environmentall management system will be standardised by a company standard or a worldwide
externall standard like ISO.
P5:P5: The degree of centralisation in organisational structure is positively related to the degreegree of centralisation in environmental structure.
Thiss relationship is illustrated by the shading in Table 3-4.
Tablee 3-4 Environmental structure and organisational structure
Organisationall structure
{degreee of centralisation)
LowLow
Env.. structure
(degreee of centralisation)

%

o

-c c
££
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StructureStructure of ownership and environmental structure
Thee second variable discussed as a part of organisational structure is 'structure of ownership'.. It is taken as a characteristic of structural design because its effect is studied; however,, the choice for a certain form lies outside the scope of the study. Three different kinds
off ownership are distinguished: 1. Cooperative arrangements in consortia and joint ventures;; 2. Mergers; and 3. State or public ownership. With regard to the first issue, the
companiess in this particular industry often cooperate in projects in all kinds of formats, especiallyy in the exploration and production phase. That way, the cost of capital, political
risk,, and technology are shared; which is also a reason for state ownership. Grayson
(1981)) explains that, for the US, anti-trust laws have hindered the formation of joint ventures,, while the legal context in Europe has encouraged this. The smaller size of European
state-ownedd companies also stimulated the sharing of capital and technology; and cooperationn protected from additional competition. This way, the European national companies
movedd toward the goal of becoming multinationals themselves. The result of the high level
off cooperation is that companies are simultaneously partner and competitor, big brother in
specificc projects and little brother in others, assuming the 'driver' role in one process and
thee 'passenger' role in another (Lerpold, 2000). Elaborating on this aspect, Hastings
wrotee that the dynamics of cooperative arrangements can help to establish a protocol
(Hastings,, 1999). Hastings did not establish a direction, but one can hypothesise that
MNCs'' reciprocal influence leads to synergy, and therefore stimulates environmental managementt in those arrangements. Therefore, the proposition takes a positive approach:
P6a:P6a: Working in cooperative arrangements stimulates a company to take a more advancedvanced approach in its environmental structure.
Withh regard to the second aspect of structure of ownership, the industry experienced a
wavee of large mergers at the end of the 1990s. For the effect of mergers on environmental
structure,, several aspects should be taken into account. First, there is the strength of the
mergingg partners and the balance between them; second, there is the size of the company
resultingg after the merger (considering Fortune 250 companies); third, there is the speed
att which the merged company takes off after its completion. The resulting increase of
complexityy of the company can be expected to delay the processes within the company at
first;; on the other hand, the larger size may stimulate a call for prioritisation of environmentall issues as well, because the company will become even more visible to the public.
Imbalancee between the strengths of the merging partners may increase the pace of the
decision-makingg process on this account, simply because one partner will decide which
coursee will be taken. The previous discussion on the effect of mergers leads to the followingg proposition:
P6b:P6b: After an initial delaying effect on environmental structure, mergers then stimulate
thethe development of the environmental structure of the company.
Further,, with regard to this last aspect, a tendency of privatisation can be noted for the
'Western'' world; in developing countries, the petroleum industry is often nationallyowned.. Elaborating on the relation of this aspect to environmental structure, the propositionn is connected to the regulatory background of the company. A state company from a
developedd country is assumed to take another approach to environmental issues. There-
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fore,, the proposition concentrates on the effect of state ownership, within the institutional
settingg of a country:
P6c:P6c: State ownership as such does not influence environmental structure; its effect is
relatedrelated to the institutional setting within the country.
3.4.33

The relationship between environmental strategy and structure

Thee aim of the study is to examine the integration of environmental issues in the organisationn of the MNC. The expectation about the relationship between environmental strategy
andd environmental structure is that the level of centralisation of the environmental structure
iss positively related to the stage of the environmental strategy. Centralisation will increase,
thee more the company has a more proactive strategy: top management will need its
authorityy in the start-up of environmental management, amongst other things, because of
thee cost-benefit discussion attached to it. After due course, however, a company with a
proactivee strategy will start to decentralise the environmental structure. Corporate 'guidance'' is no longer needed as environmental issues become incorporated into daily practices.. As Hoffman (2000:165) puts it: "Environmental managers are destined eventually to
workk themselves out of a job" [if the aim is to reach integration]. The assumption of this
studyy is that the exact moment of 'in due course' has probably not been reached in most
corporations,, and that it will take at least a decade and possibly the occurrence of regulatoryy or other catalysts events arrive at that situation. The following propositions are formulated: :
P7a:P7a: The level of centralisation of the environmental structure is positively related to the
stagestage of the environmental strategy,
P7b:P7b: The higher the order of alignment, the weaker the relationship described in propositionsition PI a.
Thesee relationships are illustrated by the shading in Table 3-5.
Tablee 3-5 Environmental strategy and environmental structure
Environmentall strategy
AvoidantAvoidant
Env.. structure
(degreee of
centralisation) )

LowLow

1

MediumMedium
HighHigh

Unrealised

Compliant

1

Active
2

1

1
1

2
1

Note:: 1. Initially (P7a); 2. With increase of alignment <P7b).

Thee next proposition relates to the level of alignment between the different elements and
too the integration of environmental issues in the corporation. The assumption is that balancee in the level of centralisation in general structure and environmental structure is
neededd to reach integration of environmental issues as in the three orders of alignment, as
definedd by Porter (1996). This does not mean that there is a need for either high or low
centralisationn but only that congruity is a condition to integrate environmental issues to the
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levell aimed at (as formulated in the environmental strategy). This leads to the following
proposition: :
P8:P8: Congruity in the level of centrality of organisational structure and environmental
structurestructure results in a higher level of environmental alignment.
Finally,, the last proposition is related to the variable 'commitment'. Several studies indicatedd the importance of top management commitment for the implementation of environmentall management (for an overview, see Mauser, 20012). According to Keogh and
Polonskyy (1998), the term 'environmental commitment' denotes both a process and a resultt through which organisational members display environmental concern. According to
Schultzz (2001), environmental concern can be categorised in three correlated factors:
egotistic,, altruistic, and biospheric environmental concern, which are based on value orientationn and the interconnectedness perceived between individuals, other people and nature.. Keogh and Polonsky (1998:40) translated Meyer and Allen's (1991) work on organisationall commitment into three dimensions of environmental commitment in decreasing
orderr of commitment. The conceptual framework assumes commitment to be a synergetic
forcee for the relation between environmental strategy and structure, as employees start
theirr work from this personal value orientation. The variable only plays a minor role in the
framework;; this is not because of its lesser importance, but because of the different unit of
analysis.. Therefore, it is categorised as the last variable in the framework; this study will
lookk for further evidence on the effect of commitment on environmental management. In
addition,, the nature of the commitment is highlighted. The proposition is therefore:
P9:P9: The level of commitment is positively related to the alignment of environmental management. agement.

3.55

Implications for the study

Thiss chapter has introduced the theoretical background of the study, the exploratory
framework,, and its accompanying propositions. Building on an adjusted strategic alignmentt model (the environmental alignment model), institutional pressures as well as the directionn and order of the alignment will guide the analysis. An overview of the predicted
relationshipss is presented in Figure 3-2. The propositions that have been formulated will
bee empirically examined in the following empirical parts of the research; the next and last
chapterr of this first part explains the research method of the study and the operationalisationn of the variables involved. Part II focuses on the different elements of the research
modell and their implications for the propositions for a broad sample of companies in the
petroleumm sector. Subsequently, part III, aims for more in-depth insights by means of the
casee studies. Ultimately, the results from the different levels of analysis will be combined
too create an overall picture of environmental alignment in the period 1990-2002, focusing
onn divergent and convergent behaviour of petroleum MNCs.
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Figuree 3-2 Overview of predicted relationships
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4.11

Examining Environmental Alignment:
Researchh Method & Operationalisation

Introduction

Academicc analysis often takes the shape of an iterative process. One of the challenges of
thiss study is to combine sufficient analytical 'length' to be able to (un)cover general
mechanismss for a specific industry, with sufficient analytical 'depth' to be able to understandd the processes within specific organisations. The oil industry consists of a relatively
limitedd number of players, which makes it difficult to differentiate between generic and
specificc strategies. Leading firms are not only influenced by their institutional environment
andd respond to, for instance, reputation problems. They also create institutions and cause
trends,, thus making it difficult to distinguish between 'dependent' and 'independent' variabless and between causes and effects. In addition, the number of relevant players is limitedd and the companies represent very closed organisations due to their size and political
andd strategic importance. All this makes it extremely difficult to gather relevant information
andd suggests that it would be appropriate to use a case study approach to check for the
linkk between strategy and structure.
Thee analytical challenges posed for a study on the relationship between strategy
andd structure are of both a practical and theoretical nature, due to the complexity of the
conceptss themselves. This chapter addresses these challenges by: (1) specifying sample
choicess and sampling techniques; (2) considering issues of data collection; and (3) giving
attentionn to the measurement of qualitative phenomena, such as reputation, codes of conductt and environmental strategy. The chapter starts with an overview of the two distinct
empiricall formats employed (4.2). The first format, an extensive study of a large representativee sample of international petroleum companies, covers the majority of the petroleum
companiess in the Fortune Global Top 250 list in the period 1990-2002. The second formatt concerns a multiple case study. Subsequently, the sample basis of the different variabless (4.3) and the sampling techniques for the case study method are scrutinised (4.3.1).
Followingg a maximum variation strategy, the chosen sample of case study companies is
eventuallyy mapped out for several dimensions (4.3.2). Thereafter, the process of data collectionn (4.4) and a range of measurement issues for the independent (4.4.1) and the dependentt variables (4.4.2) are discussed. A fair amount of attention is given to the legitimacyy of choosing specific data sources and the existence of alternatives; thus the iterative
characterr of the study is illustrated. The last section of the data collection process discussess the case studies (4.4.3): the interview protocol and information sources. In conclusion,, the collection of additional information by means of the survey is discussed; this
wass carried out for two of the case studies (4.4.4).
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4.22

Analytical framework

Thee analytical format of the study consists of two parts: an extensive study of a larger
samplee of companies and a multiple case study format {see Figure 4-1). The first part lays
thee groundwork of the study. It consists of an extensive examination of a large group of
petroleumm companies: the petroleum companies in the Fortune 250 list in the period
1990-2002,, with some adjustments, e.g. because of data availability and mergers.
Ann extensive literature review, statistical sources, company reports and brochures, pilotinterviewss and other relevant documentation are used as data sources for this part of the
analysis.. Its result is an overview of trends related to the aspects of the research model.
Figuree 4-1 Outline of analysis

Sector r
study y

;;

Sector of industry

!!

Petroleum companies in Fortune 250

Focuss home region; Europe
Case e
study y
format t

Casee 1 Casee 2

Casee 3 Casee 4

Interviews s

Interviewss &
Survey y

Thee second part of the study is formed by four case studies, which serve to deepen the
insightss gained. The case studies build on the same data sources, combined with semistructuredd interviews and a survey for two companies. According to Yin {1994:13), a case
studyy can be performed when certain contextual conditions and technical characteristics
aree fulfilled. The contextual conditions are that the research will investigate "a phenomenonn within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and
contextt are not clearly evident." The technical characteristics are that the research copes
withh the "technically distinct situation in which there will be many more variables of interest
thann data points." It "relies on multiple sources of evidence with data needing to converge
inn a triangulating fashion, and as another result benefits from the prior development of
theoreticall propositions to guide data collection and analysis." This suits new research areas,, research areas for which existing theory seems inadequate and where there is difficultyy in quantifying certain variables. A multiple case study follows from the fact that severall companies are part of *he sample under study. Data can be of both a qualitative as
welll as a quantitative kind (see, e.g., Eisenhardt, 1991, 1989; Miles and Huberman, 1994;
Yin,, 1994), the combination of which can be synergistic (Eisenhardt, 1989).31
Duringg the 1980s, quite some controversy surrounded the method of case study researchh (for a discussion, see, e.g., Benbasat, Goldstein and Mead, 1988; Dutton, 1988;
Ruigrok,, Gibbert and Kaes, 2004). Although the method has been gaining ground over
thee last two decades, some of the reliability and validity criticisms are still heard today. A
firstt possible limitation can be the failure to explicate the theoretical contribution of the
311

Triangulation in its strictest sense is verifying the accuracy of one observation by using another method. If
thee methods taken are complementary, their combined use yields data that are both rich and manageable
(Lundan,, 1996:89). Following King (1995:272), it is believed that "in combination, these multiple sources trianglee organisational behaviour."
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casee study. Limitations also result from mingling of types of evidence {e.g. qualitative or
quantitativee data), types of data collection methods, and the research strategies themselvess {i.e. case studies) (Yin, 1981). Solutions for those limitations are the use of samplingg parameters and bias analysis. Furthermore, Yin {1981:59-61) indicates that three
techniquess can reduce the problems with which case analysts are confronted: 1. Distinguishingg note-taking from narrative-writing; 2. Tabulating meaningful events; 3. Building
explanations.. Hence, the most important strength of a case study method is its ability to
doo research in a complicated environment with many variables in order to generate theory.
Ass Eisenhardt states: "Flexibility is not a license to be unsystematic" (Eisenhardt,
1989:539,, see also Humphrey and Lee, 2004). Phrased differently, Yin (1981:64) summarisess the situation: "In all, the state of the art is not as impoverished as one might at first
think,, and case study practice can be dramatically improved by applying what is already
known." "

4.33

Sample construction

Thee selection process of the firms for the first part of the study consisted of several steps.
Ass a first step, an overview was acquired of the largest oil and gas MNCs in the world by
meanss of the Fortune list. Fortune started to publish the Fortune Global Top 500 list of the
world'ss 500 largest industrial companies by sales in 1990 (Fortune, 1990).32 In 1995, the
contentss of the list changed to combine industrial and services companies. For the sector,
thiss led to a decline of about 50 petroleum companies in the list from 50 to about 30. The
researchh focuses on the petroleum companies in the top 250 of the same list. The number
off petroleum companies in this list decreased from 36 companies in 1990 to 1 7 companiess in 2002. Part of this decrease is due to merger effects (Fortune, 2002).
Thee year 2002 and the 1 7 companies, which Fortune coded as 'petroleum refining
companies',, provided the basis from which the final sample was constructed. The final
samplee includes 23 companies: the aforementioned 1 7 companies, the companies on
whichh they build before they merged, and an additional company (Pemex). Pemex is categorisedd under 'crude oil and mining', but is added because it used to be included in 'petroleumm refining' for half the period, always ranked high and originates from a developing
country. .
Inn Table 4-1 and Table 4-4, an overview is given of the sample construction for the
variabless in the study (additional information on centralisation is provided in Table 4-2).
Thee tables show the consistent use of 23 companies, but also the adjustments made becausee of availability of data, mergers and research focus, such as the focus on European,
Americann and Latin American companies. The end-result is that the study concentrates on
thee behaviour of 13 companies, as they exist in 2002 after several mergers (19 companies
forr 1990). Those companies are: BP(AmocoArco), Chevron (Texaco), ConocoPhillips, ENI,
ExxonMobil,, Marathon Oil, Pdvsa, Pemex, Petrobras, Repsol, Shell, Statoil and Total(FinaElf).. As data for Conoco and Phillips are sometimes separate, the number of companiess is sometimes 14.
322

With respect to the size of companies, Fortune also publishes the US 500 (since 1955), the International
5000 (since 1976), which included only companies outside the US, and several top 50s or top 100s. Included
inn the Global 500 are companies which exist as an independent entity for the entire fiscal year and file a
separatee 10-K or comparable statutory filing under its own name. Years mentioned are the years of publicationn of the list. The data refer to the previous year. Not a single African company is found in the list.
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Tablee 4-1 Overview of sample construction for strategy/structure variables
Variable/topic c

## companies

Petroleumm in the
worldd economy

1990:: 23 compa- 1990:: Amoco, Arco, BP, Chevron,
Conoco,, Elf Aquitaine, Eni, Exxon,
niess (1)
Indiann Oil, Mobil, Nippon Oil,
US:: 9 companies Pdvsa,, Pemex, Petrobras, Phillips,
Repsol,, Royal Dutch/Shell,
Europe:: 7
Latinn America: 3 Sinopec,, SK, Statoil, Texaco, Total,
USXX (later known as Marathon
Asia:: 4
Oil). .

Internationalisationn

Focuss on European, US and
19 companies for Samee sample as previous eco1990 0
nomicc profile but excluding Asian Latinn American companies (developingg country context)
companies. .

Verticall integration

7 companies for
1990 0

BP,, Elf Aquitaine, ENI, RepsolYPF, Analyticall problems for US
companiess result in a focus on
Shell,, Statoil, Total
Europeann companies

Centralisation n

'90 012comp..
'95 5111 comp.
'02 2144 comp.

1990: Same group as economic
profile excluding Asian companies
(4), Latin American companies
(3),, Conoco, Phillips, Repsol and
Statoil. .
1995:: Idem, but excluding Elf
Aquitaine e
2002:: Idem, but adjusted for
mergerss and in addition of
Conocoo and Phillips and Latin
Americann companies.

Structuree of ownershipp

'90: 11 comp.
'95: 10 comp.

Remarks s

Sample e

Samplee drawn from F250,
codedd as petroleum refining.
1995:211 companies, 2002: 17
companies.. Included in the final
samplee are 23 companies.
Thosee are the 2002-17 companies,, plus the companies on
whichh they build before they
merged,, plus Statoil and Pemex.

Dataa for majority- and minorityownedd affiliates not available for
2002.. Overview of the number
off affiliates for the different
years,, the kind of affiliate and
theirr distribution for companies
fromm different home regions is
givenn in Table 4-2 below.

Same group of companies as for centralisation but excluding data
ENI. No data for 2002 because of basis in distinction between minority-- and majority-owned affiliates

(1)) For ranking versus other sectors and contribution to the F500, all companies are included which are coded
ass 'petroleum refining': 1990, 52; 1995, 30; 2002, 26.

Tablee 4-2 Centralisation & sample:: # subsidiaries,, distribution over homeregions s
Totall sample
Year r

Companiess (N=)

Subsidiaries s(n= ))
=

1990 0

12 2

4789 9

3655 5

Majorityowned d

Minority-owned d
1134 4

1995 5

11 1

4835 5

3588 8

1247 7

2002 2

14 4

3369 9

3369 9

--

Sharee of American companies
1990 0

77

1555 5

1233 3

322 2

1995 5

77

1608 8

1260 0

348 8

2002 2

55

694 4

694 4

--

Sharee of Europeancompanies s
1990 0

55

3234 4

2422 2

812 2

1995 5

44

3227 7

2328 8

899 9

2002 2

66

2593 3

2593 3

--

Note:: Included in the 2002 total sample are 82 companies from Latin America. This causes the differences in
totalss for 2002. For 2002, data were available for majority-owned subsidiaries only.
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Tablee 4-3 Overview of sample construction for reputation environmental variables
Variable/topic c

## companies

Sample

Reputationn - overall

Dependent

Fortunee rankings are based on sample of Fortune Global 500,
Fortunee 500 and Fortune Service 500 Financial Times: The top 25
companiess from six to nine countries, starting with the FT 500 list
off largest publicly-quoted companies plus other databases.

Reputationn environmentt

Dependent

KLD/DSI 400 ranking: Original S&P 500 sample (of US firms on
which the index is based) includes 23 energy companies including
ChevronTexaco.ConocoPhillips,, ExxonMobil, Marathon Oil, Occidentall Petroleum and Unocal (S&P500, December 2002), For the
otherr rankings the sample basis is not exactly known.

Codess of conduct

133 companies in Same sample as economic profile adjusted for merger patterns but
20022
excluding Asian companies. Included in the examination are the
codess of conduct as issued to our knowledge by September 2003.
Informationn was found on corporate websites and/or companies
weree approached several times by e-mail, telephone and fax to be
informedd on its existence.

Environmentall strategyy and structure
(byy means of reporting) )

199 companies in Same sample of companies as for economic profile but excluding
19900
Asian companies (although those were included for the reporting
rate).. For 2002, adjusted for merger patterns. Corporate environmentall reports, sustainability reports and health, safety and environmentt (HSE) reports were examined. Companies were contactedd several times to request information about, and copies of
theirr first, final and latest issues of environmental, HSE and/or
sustainabilityy reports. Corporate websites were visited to find publicationss as well.
Thee sample of reports consisted of: the first issue of each company'
corporatee environmental report (as far as still available) and an issuee of their latest version for the period under study (2001/2002).
Thee total number of reports examined is 30. The sample is believed
too represent the reports issued by the companies in the specific
period.. Non-response was low for this sample, but high for the excludedd Asian companies.

4.3.11

Sampling techniques

Forr the second part of the study, the multiple case study format, the construction of an
appropriatee sample was crucial as well. Miles and Huberman (1994:27) suggest two actionss for sampling in qualitative research. The first is boundary setting: "to define aspects
off your cases that you can study within the limits of your time and means, that connect directlyy to your research questions, and that probably will include examples of what you
wantt to study." The second is the creation of a framework, to "uncover, confirm, or qualify
thee basic processes or constructs that undergird your study" (Miles and Huberman,
1994:27).. Subsequently, Miles and Huberman (1994:28) listed a range of sampling
strategiess (see Table 4-4), as the sampling strategy may affect the analysis: "maximum
variationn looks for outlier cases to see whether main patterns still hold. The critical case
'proves'' the main findings." Confirming/disconfirming cases, extreme/deviant, and typical
casess serve to increase confidence in conclusions; other sampling strategies (opportunistic,, snowball or chain, intensity) benefit inductive, theory-building analysis.
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Tablee 4-4 Typology of sampling strategies in qualitative inquiry
Typee of sampling

Purpose e

MaximumMaximum variation

Documentss diverse variations and identifies important common patterns

Homogeneous Homogeneous Focuses,, reduces, simplifies, facilitates group interviewing
CriticalCritical case

Permitss logical generalisation and maximum application of info to other cases

Theory-based Theory-based

Findingg examples of theoretical construct and thereby elaborate and examine it

Confirming/disconfirming Confirming/disconfirming
Elaboratingg initial analysis, seeking exceptions, looking for variation
SnowballSnowball or chain

Identifiess cases of interest from people who know people who know what
casess are information-rich

ExtremeExtreme or deviant case
Learningg from highly unusual manifestations of the phenomenon of interest
TypicalTypical case

Highlightss what is normal or average

Intensity Intensity

Information-richh cases that manifest the phenomenon intensely but not extremely y

PoliticallyPolitically important cases
Attractss desired attention or avoids attracting undesired attention
RandomRandom purposeful

Addss credibility to sample when potential purposeful sample is too large

StratifiedStratified purposeful Illustratess subgroups; facilitates comparisons
Criterion Criterion

Alll cases that meet some criterion; useful for quality assurance

Opportunistic Opportunistic

Followingg new leads; taking advantage of the unexpected

CombinationCombination or mixed
Triangulation,, flexibility, meets multiple interests and needs
Convenience Convenience

Savess time, money and effort but at the expense of information and credibility

Source:: Based on Miles and Huberman (1994) (who build on work of Kuzel and Patton).

Thee choice of a sample reflects a selection of specific cases to fill specific theoretical
categoriess and/or to provide examples of polar types under study. Multiple cases within a
categoryy allow findings to be replicated within categories {Eisenhardt, 1989). As Snow
andd Hambrick (1980:532) state: "In sum, the nature of the sample of organisations selectedd for study can create theoretical or measurement problems owing to the relativity of
strategy.. Attention at the outset of a study to the issues of industry homogeneity/heterogeneity,, comparability of measures across industry, and potential problems with
secondaryy data sources can reduce many troubling problems later in the research."
Inn addition, Eisenhardt (1989:545) remarks that, "while there is no ideal number of
cases,, a number between 4 and 10 cases usually works well. With fewer than 4 cases, it
iss often difficult to generate theory with much complexity ... with more than 10 cases, it
quicklyy becomes difficult to cope with the complexity and volume of the data." Which
cases,, and the exact number to be selected depends on various choices that have to be
made.. Miles and Huberman (1994:30) state that the issues should be dealt with from the
pointt of data complexity and from a conceptual point of view: "How many cases, in what
kindd of sampling frame, would give us confidence in our analytic generalizations?." The
firstt of their sampling actions, i.e. boundary setting, puts this remark in a time-money perspective.. With regard to the sector specificity of the particular study, it should, for example,, be kept in mind that the merger and acquisition pattern of international petroleum
companiess can result in a decrease of the number of companies in a certain sample over
time.. The sample can thus have a larger number of companies at the beginning of the periodd under study than at the end of it.
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4.3.22 Choice of the sample for the case study
Reflectingg on Table 4-4, the sample was chosen in such manner as to benefit from the
combinationn from sampling through maximum variation, confirming/disconfirming, typical
andd intensity cases. Maximum variation looks for outlier cases to see whether main patternss still hold; confirming/disconfirming cases and typical cases serve to increase confidencee in conclusions; and intensity cases benefit inductive, theory-building analysis. To
findd maximum variation, a distinction was made between the factual situation of companies
(suchh as their home country, the experience of a catalyst event, merger history and a privatee or state ownership), their score on the independent variables and their score on the
dependentt variables.
Chapterr 2 highlighted the importance of regulation as one of the main drivers of
corporatee environmental management. The environmental policy styles of home countries
thereforee took the lead in the theoretical considerations of the sampling procedure. Differencess in institutional backgrounds are also acknowledged to be important for the analysis
consideringg environmental management (see, e.g., Kolk, 2005). European petroleum
MNCss started to publish on environmental issues later than US MNCs. However, evidencee on a more proactive approach of European MNCs is based on an analysis of climatee change strategies for the automobile and oil sector (Kolk and Levy, 2004; Levy and
Rothenberg,, 2002); additional evidence on clearer and more specific monitoring systems
byy European companies is based on the analysis of codes of conducts for the sporting
goodss industry (Van Tulder and Kolk, 2001). The divergence between the home countries
hass decreased over time as far as climate change strategies are concerned; even more,
thee Europeans outranked the US companies subsequently in elaborate reporting. As articless for environmental management and the petroleum sector frequently concentrate on
thee North-American context, it was decided to focus on Europe in the analysis of the
cases.. Furthermore, it is mostly the European companies which are mentioned as environmentall leaders. Within the region, the basic thrust was to select companies from differentt policy styles, and examples of frameworks were found in Lahusen (2000) and Andrewss (1994) (as discussed in Chapter 2).
Subsequently,, the selection process proceeded as follows. The Fortune top 250
list,, the basis of all sampling in the study, resulted in 7 European companies. Based on a
listt of the 50 largest companies in the oil and gas sector (Sustainability/UNEP, 1999), 14
relativelyy smaller, non-Fortune 500 listed European-based companies were added. Subsequently,, an exploratory study was carried out for those 21 companies, by means of publiclyy available documentation. To find maximum variation in the sample, a range of variables
waswas examined for the year of 2000: size; regions of operations; general reputation; environmentall reputation; corporate strategy; environmental strategy and organisation structure.. The result is a sample of four companies, which were approached for participation:
BP,, Shell, Statoil and TotalFinaElf. At the start of the period 1990-2002, the sample representedd seven companies: Amoco, Arco, BP, Shell, Statoil, Total and Elf Aquitaine (see
Tablee 4-5).M

Petrofinaa was acquired by Total in this period but is not further discussed.
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Tablee 4-5 Sampling: position and size of companies
Position ninn F500

Profits/saless ratio

Employment/asset tss ratio

1990 0

1995 5

2001 1

1990 0

1995 5

2001 1

1990 0

Amoco o

33 3

100 0

--

0.07 7

0.07 7

--

Arco o

60 0

214 4

--

0.11 1

0.08 8

--

BP P

88

27 7

44

0.05 5

0.03 3

Shell l

22

10 0

88

0.06 6

Statoil l

114 4

287 7

164 4

Elff Aquitaine

26 6

47 7

Total l

42 2

101 1

1995 5

2001 1

1.69 9

1.43 3

--

1.14 4

0.92 2

--

0,05 5

1.97 7

1.13 3

0.78 8

0.06 6

0.08 8

1.29 9

0.88 8

0.82 2

0.05 5

0.06 6

0.07 7

1.05 5

0.77 7

0.75 5

--

0.06 6

0.02 2

--

2,11 1

1.73 3

--

15 5

0.03 3

0.02 2

0.07 7

2.65 5

1.89 9

1.55 5

Source;; Fortune Global Top 500 for years 1991, 1996, 2002 (reporting over resp.1990, 1995, 2001). Note:
BPP 2001 includes Amoco and Arco, Total 2001 includes Elf Aquitaine and Petrofina.

Ass the table shows, Statoil has a relatively small size within this group. TotalFinaElf and BP
bothh climbed the rankings after their merger while Shell has a continuous top 10-position.
Inn addition, Shell and Statoil did not decrease their profit/sales over the period 19902001,, in contrast to the merging companies: they improved their ratio after their mergers.
Thee employment/assets ratio illustrates the cutback on employment in the sector and
showss the extra-ordinary position of TotalFinaElf; its figure is almost twice the other ratios.
BPP used to have a similar high ratio but changed course over the period.
Consideringg the aspects of factual situation and independent and dependent variables,, this sample can further be categorised as in the following tables. For home country
originn (Table 4-6), the companies were selected from four different countries (France,
Norway,, UK and the Netherlands) but originating from an even more diverse background.
BPP for example, has a UK background but merged with two American companies; Shell
hass a double nationality with its Anglo-Dutch management structure. Norwegian Statoil
wass selected because of the 'Scandinavian approach' of its home country, as well as its
smallerr size and different position on internationalisation and centralisation. Only one other
studyy was found in which Norway was included in a comparative perspective {see Estrada,, Tangen and Bergesen, 1997). In the table, it has been located in the same position
ass Sweden. French TotalFinaElf (TFE) completed the kite-shape home country origin of
thee sample.
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Tablee 4-6 Sample mapping: home country origin

Rigid/statutoryy i—

—

Flexible/negotiated

Approachh to enforcement
Source:: Adjusted from Andrews, 1994:409.

Consideringg merger experience and ownership, the results for the selected companies are
mappedd out in Table 4-7.
Tablee 4-7 Sample mapping: merger experience and ownership
Statee company

Mergerr history

T F E --

Noo merger history

Statoill —

—

Privatee company

—

PP

Shell l

Severall remarks need to be made about the positioning of the companies. Statoil, for
starters,, privatised a small part of the company (18.1%) in 2 0 0 1 . Therefore, the company
iss in transition from the 'state company' to the 'private company' category (indicated by the
arroww in the table). A similar comment applies to the position of TFE: Elf reduced the state
partt to 1 0 % in 1995 (from 5 5 . 6 % in 1990). The state's stake in Total had been reduced
fromm 3 1 . 7 % to 5.2 % already in 1992. The arrow accompanying TFE's transfer is larger
thann Statoil because TFE's privatisation occurred at an earlier time and on a much larger
scalee than Statoil's. BP is framed as a private company because its privatisation occurred
inn 1987, when the remaining 3 1 . 5 % state share was sold (i.e. 1987). To show its history
ass a former public company, a small arrow was added to its position in the table.
Tablee 4-8, subsequently, considers additional dimensions for sampling: catalyst
eventss and size. Considering size, the relative position of the companies is shown (for ex-
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actt figures, see Table 4-5). TFE counted as medium-sized in its pre-merger - three companiess - position; in its post-merger situation (2001), it is a large company. For BP, this
transferr in size took place somewhat earlier (1998), and for size it was already ranked
higherr than the individual TFE companies. Statoil is really small in comparison with the
otherr three. However, it is still part of the Fortune Global Top 250 list of companies (with
thee exception of 1995, 1 996 and 1999, date of publication).
Tablee 4-8 Sample mapping: catalyst events and size
Largee size

Smalll size
Catalystt event

Shell l
TFEE —
,-*BP P

Noo catalyst event

Statoil l

Thee companies' positions with regard to the experience of a catalyst event are highlighted
inn Chapter 6 in specific detail; with regard to the table, it is important to note that Shell's
catalystt event was probably the largest one (Brent Spar and Nigeria); while TFE experiencedd the impact of an oil spill (Erica, 1999) at the European level, and BP got entangled
inn discussions about its campaigning (1998), which may be regarded as coming close to
aa catalyst event (as illustrated by the arrow).
Thee next table (Table 4-9) indicates the strategic setting of the companies with regardd to strategy and structure: the degree of internationalisation for 2002 is mapped out
withh the degree of centralisation. The accompanying arrows indicate the relative change
fromm 1990.
Tablee 4-9 Sample mapping: internationalisation and centralisation
Internationalisation n
00

50

100

>>
44

> > 2»-+j j
33
11

Note:: Vertical line presents internationalisation rate for 2002.
1)) Statoil, 2) Shell, 3) TFE. 4) BP.

Forr Statoil, there were no data available for 1 990; the company is assumed to be stable in
itss degree of internationalisation. The two arrows for TFE represent the changes for Elf
andd Total. The long arrow represents Elf, which had much lower internationalisation (39%)
inn 1990; Total had 66% internationalisation for 1991 (short arrow). Shell hardly changed
itss degree of internationalisation: from 56% to 62%; BP moved from 70% to 8 1 % . For
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degreee of centralisation, the relative position of the companies is reflected: this position is
highlyy centralised, medium, or low. Methodological remarks concerning those variables
cann be read in Section 0 while the specific data, also for the sample as a whole, are furtherr discussed in Chapter 5.
Thee mapping on the last dimensions, environmental reputation and reporting date,
wass done on basis of environmental reputation rankings and empirical research on first
issuess of environmental reports (see Table 4-10).
Tablee 4-10 Sampling mapping: environmental aspects
Nott ranked for
env.. reputation

Rankedd for
env.. reputation
Statoill

Earlyy reporter
BP P
Shell l
Latee reporter

T F E --

Inn the reputation rankings, being ranked means having a better reputation than not being
ranked.. Notwithstanding the fact that both companies originate at least partly in the UK,
BPP and Shell were both selected for the case study because of their stable (alhough disputed)) status as an environmental leader (by the end of the period under study). At a more
modestt scale, the same applies for Statoil and TFE: both of them were included in one
environmentall reputation ranking. In addition, the Norwegian legislative style has a relativelyy high standing and interviewees of other companies were consistently highly positive
aboutt Statoil's operations in Norway. For TFE, the lack of confidence in leadership is
larger;; this is illustrated by its reporting history: Total was one of the few (if not only) petroleumm companies that did not publish a corporate environmental report. Only with the
mergerr in 2 0 0 1 , probably in anticipation of national legislative requirements in 2 0 0 2 , it
startedd reporting. The case of TFE is particularly interesting because of the contrast betweenn the companies in combination with its highly internationalised operations.

4.44

Data collection: issues of measurement

Thiss section explores the possibilities to measure the variables in the research model, as
theyy were identified in Chapter 3. The advantages and disadvantages of certain methodologies,, availability of data, and subsequent choices are discussed. Attention is first given
too the independent variables of the model (strategy, structure and reputation), and, secondlyy to the dependent variables of the study (environmental strategy and environmental
structure).. A summary of the variables is shown in Table 4 - 1 1 .
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Tablee 4-11 Variables in the study
Independentt variables

Dependent variables

Strategyy

Corporate strategy
Internationalisationn
Verticall integration
Diversification n

Environmental
strategy

Structuree

Organisational structure
Centralisationn
Structuree of ownership

Environmental
structure

Reputationn

Overall reputation
Environmentall reputation

4.4.11

Codes of conduct
Environmental policy
Focus of reporting
Management systems
Management standards
Performance indicators
Verification n
Monitorinq

Measurement of independent variables

Thee independent variables are of three kinds: strategy, structure, and reputation. On the
basiss of the literature review of Chapter 2 and the research model of Chapter 3, the variabless distinguish several aspects. For strategy, three aspects are distinguished: internationalisation,, vertical integration and diversification. For structure, two aspects are discussed:: centralisation and structure of ownership. Reputation is divided into two aspects:
overalll reputation and environmental reputation. They are discussed in that order.
CorporateCorporate strategy 1: Internationalisation
Threee methods were used to measure internationalisation. The Transnationality Index (TNI)
iss the most quoted indicator of internationalisation, through its publication in the World
Investmentt Reports of UNCTAD. The TNI is calculated as the average of three ratios, resultingg in a rough indication of degree of internationalisation: 1. Foreign assets/total assetss (FA/TA); 2. Foreign sales/total sales (FS/TS); and 3. Foreign employment/total employmentt (FE/TE) (Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and Muller, 2001 b:47). The data used in
thiss study originate from the Scope database, which draws its data from companies' annuall reports, SEC filing form 20F, and form 10-K. Additional data come from UNCTAD,
thee World Investment Report and the WorldScope database.
Thee second method uses only the first of those three ratios: the assets-based versionn of internationalisation. It is selected because of the direct relation between assets
andd environmental impact. As Kolk and Van Tulder (2000) argue, the relatively good availabilityy of sales' data is usually a prime motive for the selection of that ratio. However, environmentall impact relates more directly to production sites and assets than to the internationalisationn of sales. Internationalisation is thus calculated as the ratio between foreign
assetss (the total of fixed and current assents outside the home country) and total assets
(FA/TA). .
Thee third method applied to measure the degree of internationalisation is found in
thee official registration of the companies' affiliates at chambers of commerce in the world.
Thee data originate from Dunn & Bradstreet and are again part of the Scope database at
Erasmuss University Rotterdam. The data consist of the family trees of companies from
whichh information on two aspects can be drawn: the distribution over different hierarchical
levelss (to be used to gain information about degree of centralisation, as will be explained
later),, and the distribution over home and host country locations in the world, which is
relevantt here. The degree of internationalisation in this second method is calculated as the
percentagee of registration between home and host country locations.
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Thee advantage of using three methods is that the results can be compared for the
presencee and patterns of strategic groups. Furthermore, the emphasis of each method is
slightlyy different, which leads to more information and a multidimensional perspective: internationalisationn overall, assets-based internationalisation, and registration-based internationalisation.. The third method adds information for the years 1990 and 1995 on the distinctionn between majority- and minority owned affiliates; data for 2002 were not available.
AA limitation of this last method is that the registration of an affiliate does not necessarily
relatee to activity of the MNC in that location. However, this disadvantage is taken care of
byy the data of the second method.
CorporateCorporate strategy 2: Vertical integration
Thee second corporate strategy variable is vertical integration or in-house production, the
oppositee of outsourcing (Tecson, 1998). For the petroleum sector, a distinction is made
betweenn upstream and downstream activity. Upstream activities include exploration and
production;; downstream includes refining, marketing and transport. As the literature revieww showed, the operationalisation of vertical integration is difficult. The method of operationalisationn used here builds on Tecson's work (1998:17). She proposes a common
measuree of vertical integration by means of value added in the following definition: the "returnss to factors of production used in producing goods or services by the core firm. It
consistss of returns to labour (wages and salaries plus benefits), returns to capital (depreciation/amortisation)) and returns to entrepreneurship (profits)."
Differencess in accounting between home regions and the publication of only consolidatedd data hinder consistent operationalisation (Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and Muller,, 2001b). For a sample of the top 50 Dutch firms, the difference between the use of
consolidatedd data and more detailed data for value added for home countries and abroad
operationss resulted in a maximum difference of 25% (Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and
Muller,, 2001 b:77). However, consistent application of definitions by the companies over
timee should lead to comparable figures. Following Tecson (1998:18), annual reports providee the data needed to apply the formulas below (the choice between the two depends
onn the data which are given: for 'cost of goods sold' (which excludes depreciation) or
'sales').. The limitation for the operationalisation of the formula lies in the fact that American
companiess often do not provide data on staff costs because accounting standards do not
requiree this. Therefore, the data are restricted to European companies only. The formula is:
Addedd Value {AV}= (Net Sales-Cost of Sales) + Depreciation and Amortisation + Personnel Costs
Degreee of Vertical Integration (DVI) = Added Value/Net Sales
Or: :
Addedd Value (AV)= (Net Sales- (Costs of Goods Sold + Depreciation and Amortisation)) + Depreciation
andd Amortisation + Personnel Costs
Degreee of Vertical Integration (DVI) = Added Value/Net Sales

CorporateCorporate Strategy 3: Diversification
Diversificationn can, for example, be measured by means of Standard
Industryy Classification codes (see e.g. www.ntis.gov, June 2001) or by a formula based on
thee specialisation ratio of the firm (Rumelt, 1974). Originally, this study intended to follow
thee method of Grant and Cibin (1996). They distinguish seven categories of industrial ac67 7
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tivityy for the petroleum industry: oil and gas, chemicals, oilsands/oilshale, coal, nuclear energy,, solar power, metals and other (Grant and Cibin, 1996:1 72). However, it was decidedd to exclude this variable for several reasons. A first reason is that the industry is expectedd to be relatively homogenous as most companies had abandoned their diversificationn adventures by the end of the 1980s. While they diversified into all kinds of very differentt products, such as a newspaper, forestry, real estate and synthetic fibres, restructuring
duee to price decline led them to revert back to their core products and related products in
thee energy and chemicals chain. A second reason is that inclusion of this variable requires
aa thorough investigation of the variables in the research model for all of the different divisions;; this was simply not possible considering the scope and time frame of the study and
off the interviews.
OrganisationalOrganisational Structure 1: Degree of centralisation
Thee degree of centralisation is the first structure variable in the research model. It refers to
aa governance mechanism and the degree to which the decision-making process is hierarchicallyy organised, with the headquarters making most of the crucial strategic and policy
decisions.. Its conceptualisation was discussed in Chapter 2. The operationalisation of this
aspectt turned out to be a difficult task, as was predicted by the literature in those chapters.. Initially, the operationalisation started with the approach of Ghoshal and Nohria
{1989).344 However, for the whole sample in this chapter this approach was not suitable as
theree would be no opportunity to consult a considerable sample of interviewees. Furthermore,, asking interviewees about the level of centralisation in their company resulted in very
diversee answers illustrating the complexity of the concept. Subsequently, therefore, organisationn charts were considered as an alternative. However, those were often unavailablee for the whole time period and/or did not provide for the appropriate information. To
overcomee these difficulties, a proxy of degree of centralisation was sought.
Thee proxy uses hierarchy in subsidiaries to measure centralisation. Similar to the
operationalisationn of the internationalisation variable, an analysis was made of family trees
off companies on the basis of their official registration at Chambers of Commerce in the
world.. The data originate from Dunn & Bradstreet and are part of the Scope database at
Erasmuss University Rotterdam. The information on registered affiliates was analysed by
focusingg on the distribution of the total number of affiliates of a company over the different
hierarchicall levels. According to this concept, the network of the MNC is perceived as a
tree-likee structure, with the parent company in the home country headquarters and several
layerss of subsidiaries beneath it. In the case of the oil MNCs, the maximum number of layerss is 8. The total number of affiliates for the different home countries, as well as their
344
Ghoshal and Nohria (1989) operationalise centralisation as the opposite of autonomy, and measure it by
estimatess of subsidiary managers on certain decision-making situations. This study wanted to adjust their approachh to identify the following aspects as decision-making situations: 1. Appointing permanent staff; 2, Allocatingg budget; 3. Changes in the manufacturing process; 4. Introduction of a new product; and 5. Introduction
off compensation/incentives mechanisms. In addition, three levels of decision making within the multinational
corporationn were distinguished: the corporate level; the business unit level; and the facility level. The degree of
centralisationn would then be considered as a variable between a) the facility and the business unit level; and
b)) the business unit level and the corporate level. Adjusting Ghoshal and Nohria's approach (1989), the relativee influences would then be scored on two five-point scales representing: Ad a) 1. Business unit decides
alone;; 2. Business unit decides but facility can and does provide suggestions; 3. Both business unit and facility
havee roughly equal influence on the decision; 4. Facility decides but business unit can and does provide suggestions;; and 5. Facility decides alone. Ad b). 1. Headquarters decides alone; 2. Headquarters decide but
businesss unit can and does provide suggestions; 3. Both headquarters and business unit have roughly equal
influencee on the decision; 4. Business unit decides but headquarters can and does provide suggestions; and
5.. Business unit decides alone.
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registrationn of majority and minority-owned affiliates is shown in Table 4-2. In the further
analysiss of the data, companies were clustered on the basis of similar curves in graphs
whichh was checked by the 50% point in the cumulative division of levels of affiliates in
tables.. The result is an intra-sector comparison of the companies within the group of a
specificc year; absolute comparisons are more difficult to make from the perspective of
reliability. .
Itt should be noted that the data suffer from serious methodological considerations
relatingg to accuracy, completeness and validity (Muller, 2004:293). For instance, Muller
notess that discrepancies have emerged between the D&B data and the information presentedd in annual reports and 10-K forms. Furthermore, it is unclear whether there are
Chamberss of Commerce with which D&B does not have purchasing agreements resulting
inn potential omissions. The exclusion of minority-controlled subsidiaries after 1995 possiblyy accounts for the discrepancies and potentially results in an underestimation of the role
off developing countries (due to investment restrictions for foreign companies). In addition,
aa major disadvantage of the data lies in the distinction between legal and physical location.. The registered data reflect the legal incorporation of a company and thus, the basis
off liability; this does not imply that the company is physically present or producing in that
country.. This also counts for the economic relationship, which is assumed when using the
dataa as a proxy for the degree of centralisation while: "an obvious explanation for a complexx legal structure in the absence of complex economic and strategic relationships is not
inn evidence" (Muller, 2004:294).
Consideringg the previous, the legitimacy of the strength and appropriateness of the
dataa needs illustration. It is given by the study of Fortanier (2003) who compared the data
withh 2002-patterns in foreign direct investment of the same firms and found a high correlationn coefficient of 0.81, significant at a 0.01 level. This implies that the networks of FDI
andd registration are very much alike. For this study, the correlation with FDI-patterns legitimatess the use of these data as a high quality indicator of organisational structure, especiallyy because these data are considered to be consistent in the approach over the
years.. Unfortunately, it also brings forward another limitation of the data: measuring the
degreee of centralisation by means of the registration of affiliates may be correlated to the
levell of internationalisation. This might have led to a circular argument were it not for the
factt that not the registration but the level of subsidiary is used in the calculation of centralisation.. In addition, the data for internationalisation are from a different source. The previouss illustrates the care taken of this limitation; moreover, another proxy was not available.
OrganisationalOrganisational structure 2: structure of ownership
Thee second strategic variable in the study is structure of ownership. In the literature review
andd the theoretical framework, this variable has been split into three elements:
1.. cooperative arrangements (the percentage of full ownership, joint ventures, majority and
minorityy stakes; 2. the effect of mergers; 3. state or public ownership. The first aspect, cooperativee arrangements, is operationalised by means of the same data source as the degreee of centralisation. However, the focus within the registered companies is on the ratio
betweenn minority-owned and majority-owned affiliates. This shows the degree of control
companiess have on their affiliates which is an additional aspect to consider in the examinationn of organisational structure. Data were available for 1990 and 1995 for which an overvieww and comparison was made. The second and third aspects of structure of ownership,
mergerss and state influences, were operationalised by means of information published in
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newspapers,, academic articles and other data sources. The study is aware that, although
characterisedd as a structure-variable, mergers also have a strategic part.
Reputation:Reputation: corporate and environmental reputation
Too discuss the operationalisation of the concept of reputation, this part of the section first
presentss an overview of eight surveys on reputation in general. Subsequently, it gives attentionn to surveys oriented specifically towards corporate environmental and social reputation.. The measurement of reputation is a difficult task: questions of measurement, validity
andd causality are likely to dominate reputation research in the coming years, according to
Fombrunn (2001). The intangibility of certain components of reputation and the multidimensionall character of the concept for diverse groups of stakeholders illustrate this complexity;; they hinder reliable operationalisation. As a result, present methods are biased towards
financiall indicators, and different stakeholder groups are not well represented. Moreover,
onlyy few and mixed data were available on environmental reputation for which indexes
havee only recently been developed. A final comment is that reputation change may suffer
fromm a time lag. It takes a split-second to cause long-lasting damage to a reputation, but
yearss to build one; graphs may not show improvements immediately. The pros and cons of
thee different rankings and their methodologies are more specifically highlighted in the discussionss below. Furthermore, a selection is made for further analysis.
Corporate,Corporate, overall, reputation
Fombrun,, Gardberg and Sever (2000) made a review of eight survey instruments on the
basiss of the date of their first publication, the sample of companies, the respondents, and
thee amount and contents of criteria used. A summary of their conclusions is found in Table
4-11 2. According to Fombrun, Gardberg and Sever (2000:242), academics "routinely acknowledgee many limitations to the data." Inconsistent findings are subsequently blamed
onn shortcomings attributable to measurement issues. The difficulty, however, of developingg a more valid database of corporate reputational ratings is also recognised.35
Fryxelll and Wang (1994) also indicate that measurement is a vexing problem, especiallyy in research streams such as corporate social responsibility. Their criticism of the
Fortunee reputation index is that one dominant factor underlies the database: financial performance.. All items (except for corporate environmental responsibility) appear to be directlyy influenced by the respondent's perception of the financial potential of the firm. Accordingg to Fryxell and Wang (1994), it is unlikely that a firm's specific capabilities can be
sufficientlyy distinguished from its reputation for financial prowess for these characteristics
too be usable. Their conclusion, therefore, is that the reputation measured by the Fortune
indexx speaks most directly to reputation as an investment. Non-investment-related implicationss drawn from the data would be beyond the domain being measured. Furthermore,
Fryxelll and Wang (1994:11) indicate that this limitation also influences the corporate envi355

Fombrun, Gardberg and Sever (2000) themselves developed the Reputation Quotient, a reputation constructt that puts emphasis on its multidimensionality in a combination of two factors: emotional and rational
appeal,, A second study that developed a new reputation measure is found in Deephouse (2000). He developedd a more theoretically informed version of the concept, by the integration of mass communication and resource-basedd theories. The result is Media Reputation, defined as the overall evaluation of a firm represented
inn the media (Deephouse, 2000). A third recently developed tool to measure corporate reputation is the Corporatee Personality Index. It measures customers' as well as employees' perspectives of reputation and claims
too be applicable on other stakeholders as well. It builds on seven dimensions: agreeableness, enterprise, competence,, chic, ruthlessness, machismo, and informality (Davies et al., 2003:150). Socially responsible is an
aspectt of integrity, which is categorised under agreeableness. However, data were not available for the period
coveredd by this study.
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ronmentall responsibility item: "We believe this limitation also extends to the single CER
[corporatee environmental responsibility] item in the Fortune index, as the evidence presentedd here shows that it is also subject to a combination of mono-method bias and financiall distraction."
Tablee 4-12 Survey instruments most commonly used
Sample e

Mailingg to

Criteria a

Until 1995, Fortune 500
largest US manufacturers.
In 1995, US 1000 largest
US service and manufac.
Firmss by revenues.

Expandedd from 3000 to
10,0000 corporate executives,, directors and securitiess analysts. Climbed from
322 (1990) to 57 (2000)
industryy groups

Respondentss rate companiess in their own sector on
eightt criteria and 'all stars'
votingg across industry
lines. .

1987 7 1000 largest German
Manager r
manufac.&& service firms
Magazinee (MM)

20000 managers from two
levelss of corporate hierarchy y

Ratee overall reputation
andd rank on five attributes

Managementt
Todayy (MT)

Britain's 10 largest public
companies in 26 sectors

Boardss of directors > 2 5 0
topp companies & expert
analystss at ten leading investmentss banks

Ninee criteria

50 largest (turnover) companies from country of respondentt and high profile
Macss in the region

Ninee criteria and rank nine
86000 senior executives,
CEOss and corporate brand attributess in order of immanagerss randomly seportance e
lectedd from subscribers

Survey y
Fortunee America'ss Most Admiredd Companiess (AMAC)

Asiann Business
(AB))

1984

1991

1992

Companyy lists are divided into lists of 30 to be surveyed in 9 Asian countries*
Farr Eastern
Economicc Revieww (FEER)

19933

Across 11 countries rank- 60000 business executives Sixx criteria
6 0 %% response rate
randomlyy selected from
ingg top 90 non-Asian
subscriberss in 11 Asian
MNCs s
countries"" and from five
leadingg Asian business
Tenn largest Asian-based
rankedd only in home mar- magaziness in local languages s
kets s

Financiall Times
(FT))

1994

Until 1997, Europe's Most
Respected Companies
Inn 1998, World Most Respectedd Companies. Basts
off FT 500 plus other databases. .

Sentt to 3500 CEOs from
publiclyy traded, stateownedd enterprises, subsidiariess & private companies
inn 53 countries (1998) vs
4000/700 in 2000. Survey
byy FT and PWC.

Nominationss on basis of
eightt criteria
Rankingg future attributes
too be most respected in
future e
Responsee rates vary per
sector.. Average 18%.

Weightedd response by GDP of responding home country
Industryy Week
(IW))

1996 100 Best Managed Com40-95 international expert 122 performance criteria
(1 s0
panies on basis of IW 1000 panelists involved and own Multi-stagee nomination
andd voting process
- 2 0 0 00 list of largest manufactureditors
(last)(last)
ers world basis of turnover

Fortunee Global 19977 Basis in Fortune Global
500.. Largest companies
Mostt Admired
worldd revenue based, from
Companies s
266 industries (2000), elimi(GMAC) )
natingg one country dominatedd companies

Senior executives and out- Nine criteria
side directors each industry Questions similar to Forand financial analysts
tune's AMAC
Survey by Fortune and Hay
group

Note:: Ranked on date of first publication; * Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore,
Southh Korea, Taiwan and Thailand ** Australia, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore,, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand. Source: Updated and adjusted from Fombrun, Gardberg and Sever,
2000. .
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Inn addition to these measurement problems, Fombrun, Gardberg and Sever (2000)
concludee that similarities across the surveys far outweigh the differences among them. Financiall and management items are leading, which confirms the investor bias of the surveys.. Social and employee items appear less frequently and ethics appears only once.
Theyy find two keys biases: 1. "They lack content validity by focusing on the perceptions of
aa limited respondent pool of corporate leaders and financial analysts" and 2. "Survey items
doo not capture the perceptions of multiple stakeholder groups that are necessary for a
validd measure of corporate reputation" (Fombrun, Gardberg and Sever, 2000:248). The
importancee of this conclusion is underlined by the empirical case-based results of the
workingg of the reputation mechanism (Van Tulder and Van der Zwart, 2004). These results
pointedd out that the consumer market shows the most enduring impact on reputation,
whilee the impact of issues on the capital market is of a short-term nature and, moreover,
subjectt to reconfiguration in the shareholder population. However, in the ratings, the
populationn of respondents mainly consists of individuals selected on basis of their responsibilitiess in, and to, the capital market and not their individual consumer status. This may
resultt in a bias of the conclusions in that the observed effects are smaller than they would
bee if the general (consumer) public were involved in the survey, following the dynamics of
thee reputation mechanism.
Threee of the rankings were selected for further analysis. Those are the Financial
Timess ranking and both the Fortune rankings: America's Most Admired Companies
(AMAC)) and Global Most Admired Companies (GMAC). These rankings have been selectedd for two reasons. First, their initial sample includes the large international companies
withh home countries in the US and Europe, in which this study is interested (large MNCs).
Secondly,, the data are available over the longer period of time on which this study focuses.. Data of other rankings were considered but are less applicable because of method
andd sampling.
Forr the general rankings, the period of analysis differs per ranking, depending on
availabilityy of the data and/or existence of the ranking: AMAC 1990-2002; GMAC 19972001;; and Financial Times 1994-2002. The sample for both the Fortune rankings consist
off the companies included in the Fortune Global Top 500-list for 1995 under the sector
codee 'petroleum refining'. The Financial Times survey uses a category named 'energy/chemicals'' or 'oil, gas and mining'. It includes an extended but similar group of companies.. Companies engaged in petroleum refining activities but not included in the graph
aree usually not named in the ranking. Non-ranked companies have a reputation, which in
comparisonn with other companies is not good enough to be included. Another reason may
bee that the company has other activities providing for the majority of its business. Merging
companiess continue under their new name, or follow the name of the acquiring company.
Graphss are presented for the rankings studied, showing companies' development over the
years.. All of the rankings in the selected sample made several listings, including, for example,, a sector ranking, an overall ranking and a specific issue ranking. The disadvantage of
thosee rankings is the lack of information on how close non-listed companies were to being
rankedd in the top 10, 25 or 50.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental reputation
Notwithstandingg the remark of Dollinger, Golden and Saxton (1997:128) that "if reputationn is indeed multidimensional, researchers should be able to manipulate dimensions independentlyy in a decision-making framework", measurement of environmental/social reputationn has proved to be a difficult process. Three relevant ratings or indexes have been
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found.366 These are considered to be the most objective and come closest to the goal of
measuringg the perception of environmental reputation. They are listed in Table 4-13 and
describedd with reference to aspects of date of first publication, sampling, creators and
selectionn criteria.
Tablee 4-13 'Environmental' reputation/sustainability indexes
Survey y
Dominii 400
Sociall Index
(DSII 400)
(KLD) )

1 stt Publ

Sample e

1990 0
firstt of its
kind d

Madee by Kinder, Lyden- Createdd by KLD.
bergg and Domini &Co Ltd.Alll dimensions equal
weight t
(KLD). .
S&PP 500 through a num- Somee industries excluded
fromm participation (alcohol,
berr of traditional social
tobacco,, gambling, nuclear
screenss plus 150 non
S&PP 500. US firms only. powerr and weapons indusPublishedd several times a try). .
year. .

Communityy relations, employeee relations, environment,, product treatment
off women and minorities,
militaryy contracts, nuclear
powerr and South Africa
involvementt (until 1993)

Createdd by DJ.
Onee composite index DJSI
Worldd and five narrower
indexess excluding alcohol,
gambling,, tobacco, armamentss and firearms, or all
off those. Plus a European
set. .

Economic,, social-ethic
andd ecological perform.
Revieww process: 1. Industryy grp classific, 2. Corporatee sustainability assessment,, 3. Ranking
withinn industry groups, 4.
Eligiblee industry grps, 5.
Eligiblee companies, 6.
Compo-nentt select, 7.
Mrktt capital.coverage

Createdd by FTSE.
44 benchmark indices:
FTSE4goodd UK, Europe,
USS and global index Some
industriess (tobacco producers,, conventional or
nuclearr weapon manufacturers/operators)) are excludedd from access to
thosee indexes.

Criteriaa to include constituentss focus on the
positivee efforts of companiess in three areas: environmentall sustainability,
sociall issues and
stakeholderr relations, humann rights. Assessed
againstt a variety of indicators. .

Doww Jones
1999 and
Sustainabilityy 2001 (Eur.
Groupp Index version)
(DJSGI))

300 companies, represent the top 10% of the
leading sustainability
companies in 59 industry
groupss in 33 countries
coveredd by the biggest
25000 companies in the
Doww Jones Global Index.

Mailingg to

Revieww annually and
quarterly y
FTSE4Goodd

July
20011 Adju
sted:: Sept.
20022

To qualify for consideration, company must be
constituent of the FTSE
Developed Index or the
FTSEE All-Share Index,
Continuouss updating.

Criteria a

Onlyy companies identified as operating in businesses of strategic importance in countries with
thee poorest human records are assessed for the human rights issue. Extractive industries of
miningg and oil and gas operating in developing countries are considered highly strategic.
Source:: www.domini.com/DSEF.html, www.sustainability-indexes.com, www.ftse4good.com. All consulted in
Novemberr 2002.

Thee first and oldest rating, Domini 400 Social Index or KLD (Domini, 2002), has
beenn "created to serve as a benchmark for socially and environmentally conscious investors.. The index attempts to track the performance of primarily large-cap US companies
broadlyy representative of the market in which the typical socially responsible investor
wouldd invest." The purpose of the second rating, the Dow Jones Group Sustainability In-

366

Other indexes are often performance-based, such two indexes set up in the Netherlands: the ASN Trouw
Index,, and the Tnodos Sustainability Index (Van Tulder and Van der Zwart, 2003). Some concentrate on one
momentt of observation e.g. the Better World Investment Guide published by the Council on Economic Prioritiess in 1991 (Prentice Hall), or on philanthropic activities instead of on environmental issues (e.g. Corporate
5000 Directory of Corporate Philanthropy published by the Public Management Institute San Francisco). Again
others,, such as the Green Oscars, are part of NGO-campaigns. 'Oscars' are awarded for 'Best Director: the
greenest-actingg CEO', 'Best Make-Up: to the company that makes up facts', and so on (www.earthsummit.biz
consultedd August, 2002).
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dexx (DJGSI) is "to provide a benchmark for financial products based on the concept of
corporatee sustainability and to measure the performance of fund managers" (DJSI, 2002).
Thee third index presented, FTSE4good, aims to be an "objective global standard for sociallyy responsible investment" (FTSE4good, 2002). The indexes are composed of several
dimensions,, selected as the representative elements of sustainability. Unfortunately, this
mayy lead to a bias in the results discussed later.
Brownn and Perry (1995, 1994) adjusted the Fortune reputation index. They statistically
removedd the financial performance halo [bias] from Fortune's (America's) Most Admired
Companiess in order to produce a measure of reputation for corporate social performance
(Brownn and Perry, 1995, 1994). The calculations (that required access to large data sets
andd computer resources) were performed from the first issue reporting data for 1982
throughh to 1991. This leads to an interesting new data source on corporate social performance.. Unfortunately, the data relate to a different period than the one under study
here.. Because time constraints, lack of data access, and other complexities (for comments,, see Baucus, 1995; Logsdon and Wartick, 1995; Sodeman, 1995) mean that it is
nott possible to repeat the study, preference is given to comparison of the other methods.
Single-issuee ratings of Fortune are not particularly informative because of the halo-effect:
theyy are financially biased.
Inn the empirical analysis, all three indexes have been studied. The data are of a limitedd nature because of both sampling and their relative novelty. For example, the oldest
indexx of its kind is the KLD/DSI 400 ranking, but unfortunately it is oriented towards US
firmss only. Furthermore, it has to be stated that the indexes are not exclusively oriented
towardss environmental reputation. First, because they include several dimensions outside
thee environmental field; and secondly, because they are based on both perceptions and
numericall data. This disturbs the perception based construct of reputation used in the
otherr rankings and in this study. Therefore, an additional survey by the Financial Times has
beenn added. This survey was carried out alongside the regular reputation survey and distinguishedd two groups of respondents. Data were available for two years only, 2001 and
2002. .
4.4.22

Measurement of dependent variables

Thee dependent variables of the study are environmental strategy and environmental structure.. To examine these variables, an environmental strategy classification model or a typologyy can be used: Mauser and Kolk categorised more than 50 of those models in an overvieww of their dimensions (Kolk and Mauser, 2002; Mauser, 2001). The model of corporate
greeningg by Winn and Angell (2000) seemed most suitable for the purpose of the study.
Thiss model is actually a combination of a typology and a classification of corporate greening;; it excludes automatic linear progress through the stages of the model. Instead, the
modell categorises the level of policy commitment as well as the level of activity to implementt corporate greening on basis of defining criteria; it examines the elaboration of both
strategicc and structural aspects of environmental management (see Figure 4-2).
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Figuree 4-2 Model of corporate greening
Approachh to implementation

active e

passive e

11

2

33

4

Source:: Adjusted from Winn and Angel!, 2000.

Appliedd in an adjusted version, the first dimension shows large similarity to the definition of
environmentall strategy phrased in the beginning of this section: the plan-position of strategy.. The second dimension, the implementation of corporate greening, refers to the implementationn of procedures and systems, which is similar to the interpretation of environmentall structure. Together, the dimensions show a positioning of a company in environmentall management, conform the pattern idea of Mintzberg's 5 Ps; which correlates to the
combinationn of strategy and structure. The result is a reference to a certain degree of activeness,, both in strategy and implementation. However, the study requires more informationn on specific elements of both variables, which the model does not directly provide.
Therefore,, both variables were firstly examined by means of a range of documentation and
companyy material (i.e. codes of conduct, environmental reports) as well as research resultss from other academic scholars, and, sometimes, NGOs. The model itself is used in
thee case studies, the method of which is analysed later in this chapter.
Thee before-mentioned specific types of documentation were selected as main
sourcess of information because they are the most important types of external disclosure
onn strategic environmental management that presently exist. Codes of conduct can be regardedd as an input variable for policy making. In the 1970s, the idea of codes of conduct
forr multinational corporations was initiated by international organisations, such as the Organisationn for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the International Labour
Organisationn (ILO) and the United Nations, as a means to create legislation for MNCs
(Kolkk and Van Tulder, 2002). In the last decade, large companies started to adopt codes
off conduct voluntarily and at a larger scale, as a means to express their awareness of sociall responsibility or to anticipate regulation.37 Governments and international organisationss have become involved as well because of the relation with a perceived need for
regulationn of MNCs in the era of globalisation, especially with regard to environmental impact,, labour conditions and human rights. According to Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters
(1999:11 78), firms' renewed attention for codes of conduct should "increasingly be understoodd as an effort to engage in a constructive dialogue with external stakeholders on the
rolee of business in society." Furthermore, these authors argue that the codes not only establishh the limits of regulation and responsibility of governments, civil society and firms but

377

An overview of 'codemania' is presented by Kupers and Wade, 2002.
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havee agenda-setting potential as well: an 'entry to talk', which can also influence other actorss {Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters, 1999).
Thee debate on the effectiveness and credibility of codes of conduct centres on
compliancee mechanisms and enforceability. The fact that Shell's code (1976) has been
aroundd for more than 25 years illustrates this vulnerability: the mere existence of codes
doess not necessarily imply strong adherence. Shell as well as other companies have been
blamedd for unethical behaviour and have a history of reputation conflicts, notwithstanding
thee presence of a code of conduct. As Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters (1999) argue, the
inclusionn of (financial) sanctions in codes may prevent companies from breaking their
commitment.. This would strengthen the significance of the codes. However, the previous
limitationss of the codes do not affect their importance as strategy instruments and official
companyy statements on intended behaviour. This status of official document for which
companiess can be called into account is the reason why they are included in this study. It
needss to be emphasised that the absence of certain elements in the code does not necessarilyy mean the company does not include these elements in its operations, or vice
versa;; it only does not mention them in the code of conduct.
Corporatee environmental reports are the second main source of information for the
study.. In contrast to the input status of codes of conduct, the reports can be regarded as
thee output or result of the management activity. Since the end of the 1990s, reporting has
becomee standard business practice among larger companies. The drivers for disclosure of
informationn by means of reporting differ for each company (see Chapter 7) but communicationn to an external audience is certainly one of the most important reasons. Over the
years,, the reports have made giant leaps in quality, comprehensiveness, accuracy and
transparencyy of the information they present. Direct relations have been found between
frequencyy of reporting and environmental impact as well as with nationality (e.g. Kolk,
Walhainn and Van de Wateringen, 2001; KPMG/AgBS 2002). Furthermore, legislative requirementss on reporting as well as voluntary initiatives to increase the quality of reporting
aree increasing. This has increased the significance of the reports over the years; not least
becausee the reports are regarded as the manifestation of companies' position on issues
andd therefore thoroughly analysed by shareholders, activist groups and other interested
parties.. So, companies cannot 'just write something down' but are accountable for the
informationn they provide.
However,, issues of lack of clarity about the scope of the data and a lack of comparabilityy between reports remain (SustainAbility/UNEP, 1999). Many doubt the credibility of,
andd significance attached to, corporate environmental reports; one would only get a company'ss view of proclaimed successes, a public relations view in which 'bad news' is
scarcelyy reported upon. Kolk and Van Tulder (2004) put this debate in the perspective of
thee bargaining between stakeholder groups and point at the discursive power of firms, the
powerr to frame debates. However, the dilemma concerning satisfactory transparency (i.e.
byy level of detail, type of information, or by format) and quality of comprehensiveness is
nott easily solved. External verification of the report and the inclusion of detailed case
studiess on controversial operations are some of the options companies practice.
Forr the reasons discussed above, codes of conduct and environmental reports
weree considered to be the best means to study the environmental management behaviour
off petroleum companies.38 An additional advantage of the approach is that one gets the
388

Many companies refer fo their website for more extensive or up-to-date information. However, the informationn on the websites is less accessible for analysis, because amongst each other they are (even) less structuredd than the reports. Furthermore, it is hard to follow up on adjustments and changes over a longer period of
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samee view of a company that an external stakeholder would get; this is interesting becausee of the reputational dilemmas on which the study is based. Furthermore, alternative
approachess would have meant that the time/money investment would have greatly increased,, which could not be allowed.
AA structured comparison of the two kinds of documents was made by means of
specificc methodologies for both. The codes of conduct were analysed by means of the
compliancee likelihood model (Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters, 1999); and the environmental
reportss were analysed by means of the implementation likelihood model (Kolk, 2004). The
assumptionn behind the application of the compliance likelihood and implementation likelihoodd models is that high specificity and strong information on monitoring mechanisms reflectss a larger feeling of responsibility of the companies. This assumption can be criticised
inn that non-reporting or 'short reporting' companies would, vice-versa, be non-responsible
inn this philosophy, which may not necessarily be the case. However, the dilemma for environmentall management activities lies in informing the stakeholder (of whatever category)
thatt the company is willing to deal with issues. Transparency is then a prerequisite in informing;; non-transparency may be an unwise consequence of low responsibility. In this
respect,, it is also important to note that the separation between strategy and structure can
sometimess be rather artificial; some documents contain information on both these elements.. However, to examine the integration of environmental issues in the organisation the
separationn was considered necessary. The specific methodologies applied on both
documentss are highlighted in the text below.
CodesCodes of conduct
Documentss considered to be codes of conduct can vary from general guidelines of three
pagess to full documents with explicit sanctions and management systems. Following Kolk,
Vann Tulder and Welters (1999:147), international codes of conduct are defined as "writtenn guidelines, recommendations or rules issued by actors in society in order to enhance
corporatee responsibility." Their effectiveness is analysed by their specificity and by referencee to compliance mechanisms: the compliance likelihood model. The probability that
firmss will conform to the codes ('compliance likelihood') depends not only on the contents
off the code but also on the interaction of various stakeholders. The model is shown in
Tablee 4-14 and distinguishes between social, environmental and generic issues. Table
4-155 specifies the components of the environmental aspects.
Thee majority of the contents in the social issues category are derived from the Tripartitee Declaration from the ILO (1991); aspects of force have been added to be able to
includee the issue of child labour. The environmental issues are the result of a regrouping
andd condensation of 50 reporting ingredients used by UNEP and Sustainability into a seriess of benchmarks (UNEP/Sustainability, 1996). Generic issues are less connected to a
firm'ss operations and do not fall under the previous headings (Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters,, 1999). The individual aspects of each of the components in the categories were
numberedd as 1 to 54 in the analysis, with each category scoring on a maximum of five
components.. An aspect was scored as 'included' when the company stated 'something'
onn its topic. This resulted in a flexible application of the model. A component was counted
whenn at least half of its aspects (as mentioned in the model) were found in the code.

time.. When information on specific issues was totally absent, such as on the environmental policy, the informationn on the website was consulted.
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Afterr analysis, an adjustment was made with regard to the aspects of stakeholder
relationss mentioned in the environment category. This aspect was only scored as 'included'' when the relationship with the stakeholder was mentioned specifically in connectionn to the environment. Otherwise, this aspect would have misrepresented the results,
becausee all companies mentioned stakeholders in a general phrase (as it is probably their
aimm to convince stakeholders of different kinds of their good intentions). Missing aspects
inn the model were conflicts of interest, political activities and confidentiality of information;
however,, the majority of the companies did give attention to those aspects. Conflict of interestt is also the aspect on which some quantification was given.
AA complication in the application of the model is the equal importance given to the
differentt aspects: from the context of specificity for transparency, it is more interesting to
knoww that a company has a system for EHS management than that is has a vision. In the
model,, both (all) elements count the same. In the analysis of the results, this was taken
intoo account; subsequently, the scores of some individual aspects were highlighted as
welll as the component as a whole.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental reports
Afterr the analysis of the codes of conduct, the examination of environmental strategy and
structuree proceeds with the analysis of corporate environmental reports. To examine the
reports,, the implementation likelihood as introduced by Kolk (2004) is applied. It explores
thee likelihood that the contents of a report have indeed been implemented within an organization;; which is the question around which reputation evolves and with which reporting
started.. According to Kolk (2004), several attempts in the recent years have contributed
too increase this implementation likelihood: the building and spreading of knowledge about
environmentall performance, the standardisation of reporting and accounting and the improvementss in external verification. The scheme builds on those developments, although it
iss not necessarily the complete answer to the problems mentioned. For example, the
modell suffers potentially from the same dilemma as outlined in the previous section (informationformation density versus quality); its added value lies in the inclusion of both performance
indicatorss and external verification. This is especially important to examine environmental
structure,, which is discussed next. Furthermore, use of the model results in consistency
withh other samples reported on in this study, consistency in the period under study, and
moreover,, consistency in the contents of the information to be used in the case studies.
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Tablee 4-14 Compliance likelihood model for codes of conduct
Shortt elaboration

Criteria a
Genericc

Consumer interests (4 aspects)
Communityy interests (3 aspects)
Globall development (5 aspects)
Ethicss (3 aspects)
Legall requirements (2 aspects)

Social l

Employmentt (3 aspects)
Training g
Workingg conditions (3 aspects)
Industriall relations (5 aspects)
Forcee (3 aspects)

Environmentt

Management policies and systems (4 aspects)
Input/outputt inventory (6 aspects)
Financee (2 aspects)
Stakeholderr relations (7 aspects)
Sustainablee development (3 aspects)

Organisations s
targeted d

General;; firms; industries; business partners; internal operations of specific
firms s

Geographicc
scopee
Naturee

Quantitativee
standardss

CO O

General prescription/description (general); predominantly general (frail); generall and specific (moderate); predominantly specific (moderate to strong); specificc (strong)
o (majority);
% of issues quantified: > 9 0 % (predominant); 51
(medium);
o (minority); < 1 0 % (few); none (no)

Timee horizon

% (majority); 25%-50%
Quantification % of: > 9 0 % (predominant); 51
(medium);;
% (minority); < 1 0 % (few); none (no)
Qualitativee division into none defined; vague; clear

Reference e

Nonee defined; home country; host country; international; or combinations

o

Monitoringg systems
andd processes

Goodd insights into system and process (clear); reference to some parts, but
criteriaa or time frames lacking (clear to vague); only general reference to
monitoringg without details (vague)

Positionn of monitoring
actorr

Firms themselves (1 s t party); BSGs* (2 nd party); external professionals paid by
firms (3rd party); combinations of different actors (4 th party); SIGs** (5 th party);
legall authorities (6 th party)

Sanctionss

Measures have no large implications, e.g. warnings and exclusion of membershipp (mild); threat to business activities (severe)

Sanctionss to third partiess

ÜÜ

Global (general); nearly global (frail); general region (moderate); regulatory
system (moderate to strong); specific country (strong)

Measures such as fines, or demands for corrective action (mild); severance of
relationship, cancellation of contracts (severe)

Financiall commitment

Classification according to level of fee or relative investment

Managementt commitmentt

No commitment stipulated (none); includes a list of endorsing firms (explicit);
or with regard to company codes, when business partners must sign it (explicit);; commitment implied (implicit)

** BSG: Business Support Group; " SIG: Social Interest Group
Source:: Adjusted from Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters, 1999
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Tablee 4-15 Compliance likelihood: specification of environmental aspects
Managementt policies/ systems

Corporatee environmental management strategy and vision; integrated
environmentall management; environmental assessment; research and
development t

Input/outputt inventory

Inputs;; process management; health and safety; risk assessment; outputs;; products

Finance e

Financiall aspects; environmental liabilities

Stakeholderr relations

Employees;; legislators and regulators; local communities; distributors;
supplierss and contractors; customers and consumers;
Secondaryy stakeholders

Sustainablee development

Technologyy cooperation; global environment; global standards

Source:: Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters, 1999.

Accordingg to Kolk (2004), the scheme does not answer whether companies have
reallyy implemented the topics they include. Her hypothesis is that high implementation
likelihoodd correlates with a chance to continue publishing and a feeling of responsibility for
thee implications of their activities. This would imply a strong connection between strategy
andd structure, which underscores the value of this type of analysis for this study. The
schemee focuses on four general aspects: 1. Focus & scope of the reports; 2. Environmentall strategy; 3. Environmental structure; and 4. Monitoring. The first two components
aree elements of strategy; the last two are elements of structure. An overview of the componentss is shown in Table 4-16.
Tablee 4-16 Implementation likelihood model for corporate environmental reports
Criteria a

Shortt elaboration

Classification n

Frequency y

Annual l
Biannual l
Nott regularly

Annual l
Biannual l
Irregularly y

Naturee of the
reportt

Separate Environmental
Integrated with social
Integratedd with social/economic (sustainability)
Integrated:: Health Environment Safety

Reportingg scope

Global
General l
Regional/Feww Countries
Generall with selected case studies

Global l
General l
Regional l
Selected d

Standardss

National management/reporting-/performance standards s
Internationall management/reportingVperformance
standards s

National l
ISO/EMAS/RC/GRI/ /
CERESrep?/CERESS pr?/
Sulli-van?/ICC/AA10009/SA8000? ?

Conventions s

Referencee to conventions of international governmentall organizations

ILO/OECD/UN N

Single
Double
Triple
HSE

(Ti (Ti

~2 ~2 Codee of conduct Internall codes of conduct/General code of conduct

cc

cc
o o Commitment t
cc
LU U

Policy/mission n

Boardd member responsibility

No/basic/detailed d

Referencee to environmental policy or mission

No/basic/detailed d

tabletable continued on next page
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Criteria a

Shortt elaboration

Classification n

Atmospheric:: Climate issues
Specification n
§;; policy to envi-22 ronmental impact Biospheric:: Biodiversity

No/basic/detailed d
No/bass tc/d etailed

Aquatic:: Spills, leakage, aqueous waste streams

No/basic/detailed d

cc
0) )

Terrestrial:: Soil impact, site restoration

No/basic/detailed d

cc
O O Incidents/ /

Referencee to incidents

No/basic/detailed d

Descriptionn action as a consequence

No/yes s

EE

> >catalystt events
tu u

Envv Mgt System

Environmental l
Performance e

Supplierr requirements s

Organisation chart

No/basic/detailed d

Otherr evidence of management system

No/basic/detailed d

Evidencee of control indicators for internal use

No/basic/detailed d

Referencee to environmental innovations (process,
product,, research in general)

Rangingg from 0 to 3 out of 3

Environmentall costs/investments

No/yes s

Environmentall profits

No/yes s

Rangingg from 0 to 4 out of 4
Inclusionn of environmental performance indicators
(suchh as atmospheric, biospheric, aquatic, terrestrial)
Inclusionn of type of indicator used

Absolutee figures; and/or
trends;and/orr targets

Verificationn of indicator

No/Internal// External

Referencee to supplier requirements

No/yes s

No/Mild/Severe e
Referencee to sanctions in case of non-compliance
(milderr ones such as fines and/or demands for correctivee action, or stricter ones such as cancellation of
contracts) )

BUU requirements Claims of standards (worldwide same, different, no
claims) )
cc
oo

No/Flexible/Global l

Referencee to sanctions (see previous)

No/Mild/Severe e

Claimss of standards

No/Flexible/Global l

Referencee to sanctions (see previous)

No/Mild/Severe e

Environmentall performance indicators (for specific
impactss as atmospheric, biospheric, aquatic, terrestrial) )

Rangingg from 0 to 4 out of 4

Typee of indicator used (absolute figures, trends,
comparedd to targets, other)

None/Figures/Trends s

Referencee to monitoring of system

No/yes s

CO O

'c c Subsidiaryy reCO O
quirements s

ÓÓ
Indicators s

System m

33

Monitoringg party

Firms themselves (1 party); BSGs' (2 party); externall professionals paid by firms (3' d party);; combinationss of different actors (4 th party); SIGs" (5*
party);; legal authorities (6^ party)

Rangingg from 1 s l to 6 th party

Report t

Comprehensive/partiall verification of the report

No/partial/yes s

c
Verification by
22
'EE
55

st

st

nd

nd

Firms themselves (1 party); BSGs' (2 party); external professionals paid by firms (3rd party); combinations of different actors (4 th party); SIGs" (5 th
party); legal authorities (6 th party)

Rangingg from 1 s l to 6 th party

** BSG: Business Support Group, " SIG: Social Interest Group
Sources:: Adjusted from Kolk, 2004; Kolk, Van Tulder and Welters, 1999.
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Inn the practical application of the model, the focus was on codes of conduct (as described),, reports and the environmental policy as elements of strategy. In addition, the
contentss of the environmental policies were analysed concerning their reference to ten
differentt elements.39 If a policy could not be found in the report, websites were checked.
Forr PDVSA and Pemex, this did not lead to extra results. For ChevronTexaco, it was decidedd to use the section of its code of conduct on social and environmental issues as their
health,, safety and environmental policy because it was not clear whether it should be anotherr document or this one. The focus of the reports was decided upon by referring to the
originall title of each report; reports were categorised as "triple" when they include an economic,, social and environmental part and/or the word sustainability in the title.
Managementt systems, management standards, performance indicators, verification
andd monitoring were considered as elements of structure. The references to management
systemss were included as a whole in a supplement. The original idea, to examine environmentall structure in a similar fashion as general structure, was abandoned when the operationalisationn of general structure was confronted by the complexities described in the previouss sections. Standards were re-categorised as an element of structure instead of strategyy to underline its connection to the management system. For the elements of structure,
ann additional analysis was made of the verification statements. Following the method of
KPMG/WIMMM (1999), examples of elements included in the analysis are: the consolidationn of the data; the references to a management system; local visits; internal compliance;
andd consistency with financial data.
4.4.33

Case study method: protocol and interviews

Thee goal of the application of the case study format was to deepen the insights gained
fromm the examination of the broad sample of companies. As Section 4.3.2 has shown, the
fourr companies (BP, Shell, Statoil and TotalFinaElf)40 serving as cases were selected in
suchh a way as to find a maximum of variation within a European focus. This section discussess how the case study was carried out in a consistent way; it gives attention to the
elementss in the data analysis, the range of documents included, the interview protocol,
andd the survey (carried out at Shell and Statoil). The broader scope of documentation allowedd for data triangulation; data analysis started after transcription and coding of the interviewss and the collection of additional information. During the process of data collection
andd processing, it was helpful to make use of Carney's (1990) ladder of analytical abstraction,, as cited in Miles and Huberman (1994). Following this format, the integration of
environmentall issues could proceed from a more informed perspective.
AA case study protocol was developed in a range of documents; it served both as
guidancee and to increase the reliability of the research (see Yin, 1994). Consequently,
eachh case company has been closely examined following a consistent format of elements
(seee Table 4-1 7). The elements are drawn from the research model; they are a follow-up
onn the methodologies and information of Chapters 5 and 6. Company history has been
399

Due to the many differences in the construction of the samples for first policies and latest policies, percentagess could not be compared as such. A special statistical test was not possible because of the small sample
size.. To interpret the results, use was made of descriptive statistics.
400
This study refers to the whole of the Royal Dutch Shell group by the abbreviation 'Shell'. The names TotalFinaElf'' and Total' are used to refer to the French company that results from the merging of TOTAL, Petrofinaa and Elf Aquitaine (referred to as Elf). TOTAL (in capitals) acquired Petrofina (not included in the analysis)
inn December 1998: TotalFina. Subsequently, in December 2000, the merger with Elf Aquitaine became effective:: TotalFinaElf, renamed Total from May 2003 onwards.
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addedd as a short but informative introduction; other additional aspects are an elaboration
off the reputation element. They include the leadership style of CEOs, specific incidents,
advertisingg campaigns, stakeholder protests, and stakeholder dialogue. An extra addition
iss the company's position on the infinity of oil reserves. Some elements were more closely
examined;; for example, the development of the contents of the corporate environmental
policyy was compared with the reference to inclusion of ten specific aspects over the
years.. Other elements analysed extensively are: company-related events and incidents; the
disclosuree on environmental performance in reports; the existence and contents of the environmentall management systems; and the information on the audit system of the company.. An overview of the documentation used in the study is shown in Table 4-18. The resultss from pilot interviews carried out at five US companies (ARCO, Chevron, Conoco,
Occidentall Petroleum, Texaco) in November 2000 were used as well, especially those
fromm ARCO. All companies participating in the case studies were given the opportunity to
reflectt on the results and to check for factual errors. For the cases of Shell and Statoil,
companyy representatives did comment on the results; those of BP and TFE did not.
Tablee 4-17 Case study: elements in data analysis
Companyy history

Datee of establishment
Statee company or public company
Importantt events, incidents or mergers in the last decade

Strategy y

Internationalisationn (and new areas of investment)
Verticall integration
Diversification n

Structure e

Centralisation,, degree of
Structuree of ownership
Mergers s

Reputation n

Leadership p
Positionn on the End of Oil
Incidents/events s
Advertisingg campaigns
Stakeholderr protests and/or dialogue

Environmentall strategy

Codee of conduct
Environmentall policy
Focuss and scope of the environmental report
Specificc environmental guidelines (terra, aqua, biodversify,, air)

Environmentall structure

Environmentall management system
Internationall standards
Environmentall performance indicators
Monitoringg system/internal audits programme
Verificationn of the report

Tablee 4-18 Overview of types of documentation
Externall sources

Companyy published
Annuall financial report
Environmentall report &
verification n
Environmentall policy

Brochuress
Magaziness
Websitee
Miscellaneouss

Business partner
Competitors
Consultants report
NGO report

Governmentall publ.
NGOO publication
Newspaperr articles Miscellaneous s

Interviews Interviews
Thee interviews were semi-structured; the questions built on the elements of the research
modell (see Annex II). The questions were adjusted for specific functional positions by
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meanss of emphasis on certain aspects. In the first months of 2003, the four case companiess were approached by telephone, fax and e-mail to arrange for interviews at the corporatee level. A short summary of the research was accompanied by a letter, which listed
pointss of attention for the interviews and showed the embeddedness of the project in a
largerr framework. Also included was a list of functional positions, to serve as a guideline in
selectingg people for an interview schedule (see Table 4-19). The functions or officials that
weree expected to have the appropriate experience and information were named. A company'ss advice with regard to selection of interviewees was appreciated.
Tablee 4-19 List of Possible Interviewees: range of positions
Company-intervieweess at the corporate level
Topp management
Seniorr policy/strategy director/advisor
E&PP manager
R&DD co-ordinator

PR/manager of external relations
Env./HSE co-ordinator/advisor
Env./HSE performance/compliance co-ordinator
Env. planning & analysis mgr
Env.. auditing manager

Intervieweess were mainly selected from the corporate level of the firm (for an overview,
seee Annex II); the operational level was excluded from analysis. Within the range of considerationss underlying this choice is the goal to obtain an overview of the firm in the completenesss of its complexity, instead of making a case study of a specific region or situation;; another consideration is that the corporate level is supposed to be the highest strategicc level where the company decides on its overall orientation. A limitation of the corporatee focus is the amount of information one can retrieve on the basis of a limited range of
interviewss for such large companies; the insights are restricted by the level of detail about
specificc situations and complexity. However, this is sometimes exactly the overview companiess themselves have at the highest level.
Thee majority of the interviews were carried out between April and July 2003; most
interviewss lasted about one hour. Using a coding scheme, each interview was transcribed
withh respect to its main points (see Annex II). To give interviewees the opportunity to
speakk freely, they were assured that their quotes would only be used anonymously. Persistencee and preparation proved to be the key to the entrance of participation by the companies.. Also helpful was the experience of the pilot round of interviews carried out in an earlierr phase of the project and the network built in that period. The willingness of the companiess to participate can probably also be explained by their strategic effort to convince
independentt stakeholders (such as scientists) of their good practices. One interviewee
evenn stated this explicitly.
4.4.44

The survey: design, sampling and processing

Besidess the interviews, a survey was set up to triangulate the data to levels of decisionmakingg not involved in the interviews. As Dillman (2000:342) states, the use of a mixed
modee design of a mail/handout survey and interviews reduces the tendency to answer in a
sociallyy desirable manner. The survey followed the research model in its contents; it concentratedd on environmental strategy and environmental structure. In addition, questions
aboutt commitment, the prioritisation of sector-specific environmental issues, the business
contextt and business strategy were included (see Annex III).
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Thee questions related to environmental strategy and environmental structure were
distributedd over two categories: 1. Strategy and policy; and 2. Organisation. In those
questions,, several questions were included to check for consistency. Overall, they sought
forr information on nine topics as shown in Table 4-20.
Tablee 4-20 Topics in the survey related to strategy and structure
Topic c

Questionn in survey

Leadership/reputationn issues

04,021,023 3

Strategyy and policy

S1.S2,, S3, 08, 0 9 , 0 1 2

Managementt systems

S4,, S9, S10, S11.S12, 0 1 8

Audits s

S7,S8,S13,, 5 1 6 , 0 1 6

Relationn between headquarters and business units

05,, 06, 017, S14

Relationn with suppliers and contractors

019,020 0

Conflictt and/or compatibility of environmental issues

S17,S18,, S19, S20, 013, 0 1 4

Performancee of the company

010,011,015,022 2

Performancee of the sector

01,02,03 3

Thee questions related to the business context explicitly focused on the relation with supplierss and contractors as well as on how employees perceived the company's position
versuss other companies with regard to vulnerability, NGO pressures, strategy, target settingg and performance. Respondents could rate their company in terms of their perception
off its leadership on those issues. The last question on business strategy reflected Miles
andd Snow's categorisation. In its measurement, this study followed Jennings and Seaman
(1994),, who asked participants to check the type of business strategy that best fits their
strategicc behaviour of their savings and loans. Their descriptions were adjusted for the petroleumm industry; to avoid skewed answers, the names of the strategies were not mentionedd in the survey.
Thee questions about commitment were organised in such a way as to reflect three
levelss of commitment (Mauser, 2001). This part of the survey copied Mauser's approach
(2001)) based on the existing literature and the description of the model by Keogh and
Polonskyy (1998). Each level had six propositions (see Table 4-21), which were transferred
too the questionnaire in a random sequence. Subsequently, interviewees had to indicate on
aa five-point Likert-scale to what extent they agreed with the proposition (Mauser,
2001:147). .
Tablee 4-21 Definition and distribution of the commitment variable in the survey
Category y

Definition n

Questionss in survey

Affectivee commit- Involvingg the individuals emotional attachment to, identification
withh and involvement in supporting environmental concerns
ment t

CT1,CT8,CT13, ,
CT14,, CT15,CT17

Continuance e
commitment t

Involvingg commitment based on the economic and social costs
thatt the individual associates with disregarding environmental
concerns s

CT2,, CT3, CT7,
CT9,CT11,CT12 2

Forcedd commitment t

Involvingg the individual's sense of obligation to continue supportingg environmental concerns

CT4,, CT5, CT6,
CT10,CT16,, CT18
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SamplingSampling and response rates
Afterr the initial request for participation, Statoil took the initiative to participate in the survey;; and Shell decided to participate almost immediately. The other companies did not
participate.. Building on the intent to gain information from facilities or operating companiess of the upstream business unit, the sample of respondents was selected by the companiess themselves. In the period June-October 2003, the companies e-mailed the survey
too the selected respondents and a copy was sent to the researcher; after some time, follow-upp requests were sent to increase response rates. Job rotation and promotions influencedd the consistency of the sample between first and later requests. For Statoil, the
samplee selection remained unclear with respect to the exact functions of the respondents;
thee response rate was 32%. For Shell, the sample of respondents concentrated on HSE
countryy managers and 'focal points': higher management employees with specific HSE
responsibilities.. The response rate was 56%. Shell's accompanying letter probably stimulatedd the response. The survey could be filled out in about 15 minutes.
ProcessingProcessing of the data4'
Variouss tests on the answers to the survey questions were applied in order to examine the
statementss made in the interviews and found in the documentation. The results were analysedd with both descriptive techniques and appropriate statistical tests. In the descriptive
analysis,, the five-point Likert scales were reorganised to three-point scales (using 'no,
small/somee and large extent/yes' and 'totally not applicable/not applicable, neutral, applicable/veryy much applicable') when the most confirming or rejecting categories did not
standd out in response rates. In the quantitative analysis of the survey, several statistical
testss of both a parametric as well as a non-parametric nature (see Field, 2000) were appliedd on the Shell sample. The distribution of the Shell data was tested for normality and
foundd non-significant (see 'demographics' below), so parametric tests (e.g. T-test) were
applied.. Non-parametric tests (Mann-Whitney, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, Chi-square)42
weree also applied. Although they are less powerful then parametric tests to detect genuinee effects, their ability to make no assumptions about the type of data makes this worthwhilee (see e.g. Gilley, Worrell and El-Jelly, 2000). Finally, the level of each commitment
dimensionn was measured as the average of the scores on their items. In addition to the
above-mentionedd appropriate tests, a regression analysis was used to deepen insights
intoo the significant correlations found for this variable.
Demographics Demographics
Thee small group of Statoil respondents (18 from 56) consists of a relatively homogenous
group:: mostly males (88%) and 46-55 years old (71%); 88% of the respondents have
workedd for Statoil for more than 10 years ( 7 1 % even more than 15 years). Considering
Statoil'ss age (founded in 1972), this means those people have been at Statoil for half of
thee company's lifetime. About half of them (53%) work at the subsidiary level; only 19%
statess that they work in an environment-specific function. The large majority of the respondentss (89%) work in the Norwegian context, they also did so five years earlier; they are
411

The contribution and advtce of Ingrid Semen in the processing of the data, performance of the statistical
testss and their evaluation is greatly appreciated.
422
The Mann-Whitney test is used for testing differences between means when there are two conditions and
differentt subjects have been used in each condition; the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test is used in situations in
whichh there are two sets of data to compare, but they come from the same subjects; the Chi-square test is a
testt which detects whether there is a significant relationship between two categorical variables. The tests do
nott say anything about how strong the relationship is (Field, 2000).
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equallyy distributed between on/offshore operations. The last aspect hindered a crosscountryy comparison, one of Statoil's reasons to participate.*3 Overall, the group of respondentss is too small to perform meaningful statistical tests.
Thee group of Shell respondents {46 respondents from a total of 82) is larger.
Thosee respondents are mostly males {88.6%) and equally spread over the age classes:
aboutt half of them {51%) are 46-55 years old, 36% are younger than 40. The large majorityy (73%) have worked more than ten years for Shell, half of them even more than 15
years.. Almost 25% had worked less than five years for the company. The respondents are
equallyy spread over group, business unit and subsidiary levels. The present location of
operationss is biased towards developing countries (78%); the location of the respondents
fivee years ago is more equally spread but 28% did not respond to the question.
Overall,, the differences in the Shell group of respondents are not significant; the respondentss are equally spread over age, country of operation and management level; their
distributionn allows for statistical tests on those aspects and on duration of employment.
Forr location of operations, a distinction was made between 'Western' countries {USA,
Europe,, Canada, New Zealand and 'global') and developing countries. The intent to distinguishh by gender ended with the distribution of gender in the sample; hardly any females
weree present in the sample.

4.55

Implications for the study

Thiss chapter showed the analytical background of the study. Focusing on the period
1990-2002,, it employs two distinct empirical formats. Firstly, it investigates developments
forr a large sample of companies within the petroleum sector, based on the population of
petroleumm companies in the Fortune Global Top 250 list for the year 2002. Secondly, the
focuss narrows down to four European companies in a multiple case study format, which
broadenss the informational horizon with interviews, further documentation, and a survey.
Thee study examines the alignment of environmental issues in a multinational company.. It was argued that the corporate level of multinationals should be chosen for the
study.. On the corporate level of analysis, it is possible to link strategic alignment with discussionss on reputation and image. Broad studies of this kind are scarce, even though
overalll strategic orientation is decided upon at this level. Consequently, in companies of
thiss size, a corporate focus goes hand in hand with less detailed insights into specific
situations.. This kind of restricted overview is sometimes exactly the overview that companiess themselves [i.e. the managers and other executives] have. An option to improve this
situationn is to focus on a specific division or area. This was done in the survey carried out
forr two of the companies in the case study; furthermore, the selection of the interviewees
accountedd for an emphasis on a specific business unit (exploration and production).
Subsequently,, it was argued that codes of conduct and environmental reports
couldd be used as reasonable sources of information on environmental management behaviour.. Codes of conduct were approached as an input-variable; and environmental reportss as an output-variable. Although legislative requirements on reporting are catching
up,, both documents started as an expression of self-regulation; presently, they are the
433

One of the possible explanations for its low response rate may be that the time frame of the questionnaire
coincidedd with the 'Irangate' scandal (September 2003) (see Chapter 1 1). This may have caused the internationall respondents not to respond to questions relating to corporate social responsibility such as environmentall management
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mostt important ways of external disclosure on environmental management and they help
too build institutions. At the same time, the discussion on window dressing relates especiallyy to both sources of information. Although companies can choose their way of presentationn and select their information in such a way as to influence stakeholders, the codes of
conductt and the reports do represent official documentation for which companies can be
andd are held accountable.
Duringg operationalisation, two kinds of methodological complexities arose: practical
andd theoretical. Examples of practical hindrances are the availability and accessibility of
data,, the extent to which the interviewees have an overall view of the work of their company,, and their willingness/ability to share information. A hindrance of a theoretical nature
iss the complexity of the issues concerned in particular with regard to the ambition to researchh company-internal variables. Both kinds of methodological challenges were addressedd by specifications of sample choice and sampling techniques, issues of data collectionn and issues of measurement of qualitative variables. The rapid developments of the
environmentall management field in the last years give hope for future possibilities to extendd the research method for environmental issues. As bits and pieces come together, the
puzzlee gets easier to examine. However, survey-fatigue and limited access to information
aree causes for concern. On the other hand, one could also conclude that the dilemma is
nott limited access to information but limited information about the level of environmental
alignmentt as such. This level of information may be related to a certain status quo in corporatee greening: a specific quality of performance, a sign of a certain level of effort, or it
mayy merely be a sign of a corporate wish to be (non)transparent.
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Strategic Isomorphism in the Petroleum Industry?

5.11

Introduction

Thee 20th century is the 'Golden Century of Oil'. World demand for oil overwhelmed the
industryy and rapid growth was maintained during the century. In the period 1945-1970,
thee oil industry grew at a rate faster than any other economic activity. In 1950, production
hadd doubled vis-a-vis the year 1945. In 1960, the amount of production had doubled
againn (see Campbell, 1991; Millerd, 1995; Yergin, 1991). According to Penrose (1971),
muchh unproductive argument has been put forward concerning the question of whether
thee industry is 'monopolistic' or 'competitive', as restraint in price competition is coexistentt with rivalry in non-price competition. Nowadays, the industry can no longer be
comparedd to its situation in the 1930s (see, e.g., Jacoby, 1974; Wilkins, 1976) or the
1950s,, when the concentration of power in the industry resulted in the nickname 'Seven
Sisters'.444 Since then, technological developments, new discoveries and a new geopoliticall setting are some of the major changes that have occurred. However, the productionn of oil and natural gas is still characterised by a relatively small number of players and a
resultingg concentration of economic and political power. At the end of the 1990s, a series
off mergers and acquisitions increased and reconfirmed the power of a small group of
largee players. Although not referring to the exact number, the 'Seven Sisters' remains the
termm characterising the sector in a few words. The status quo is therefore summarised as
oligopolisticc competition with a high concentration ratio.
Strategicc behaviour in oligopolistic sectors is often considered to be a series of
'bandwagon'' effects, with so-called competitors neatly following the product choices of
thee direct competitors, internationalising to comparable countries, adopting the same advertisementt campaigns and establishing comparable degrees of vertical integration. But
thee oil industry is an exceptional oligopolistic industry. Economic, trade and real wars are
andd have been fought over the possession of oil concessions: the lifeblood of economies.
Inn many countries, the industry is still partly state-owned; the interaction with governmental
institutionss affects the characteristics of the industry. The strategy and structure of the
leadingg oil majors can thus differ substantially, and not only as the result of internal decisionss and the logic of the industry. Focusing on the period 1990-2002, it is the aim of this
chapterr to identify important developments in strategy and structure for the industry as a
whole,, and to consider whether and how this can be boiled down to divergent patterns for
individuall companies.

444
The term 'Sette Sorrelle', Italian phrase for 'Seven Sisters' was coined in the 1950s by Enrico Mattei presidentt of Italian state-owned AGIP. Mattei loudly and continually attacked the cartel. However, according to
Yerginn (1991), Mattel's real complaint was not the existence of the cartel but his absence in it. The 'Seven
Sisters'' were actually eight and included Jersey (Exxon), Socony-Vacuum (Mobil), Standard of California
(Chevron),, Texaco, Gulf, RoyalDutch/Shell, BP and CFP, In 1962, Mattei died in a plane crash, the cause of
whichh was the subject of much speculation.
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Thee sector is introduced by means of an overview of its processes and products
(5.2),, the role of oil as an energy provider (5.3), the distribution of reserves and production
inn the world (5.3.1), and the developments in the price of crude oil over the period 19762002.. The chapter also discusses 'the end of oil': the (in)finity of the resources (5.3.2), as
welll as the position of renewable energy (5.3.3). Subsequently, the focus narrows down
too the position of petroleum companies in the world economy, as an indication of their
economicc power (5.4).
Followingg the lead from the strategic alignment model, attention is then given to
developmentss in strategy and structure. Three aspects of strategy are distinguished (5.5):
internationalisation;; vertical integration; and diversification. For structure (5.6), this involves
thee degree of (de)centralisation and structure of ownership, including mergers and minorityy ownership. For both strategy and structure, the period before 1990 is examined first,
followedd by 1990-2002. Groups of companies that share important characteristics are
identified,, and the developments found (5.7) serve as a basis for further analysis in the
casee study format of Part III.

5.22

Process and products

Thee industrial process of oil and gas consists of two parts: the 'upstream' part of explorationn and production (E&P), and the 'downstream' part, which deals with refining and processingg of crude oil and gas products, their distribution and marketing. Some companies
aree vertically integrated and have both upstream and downstream operations, others concentratee just on downstream or just on upstream operations, in the latter case also known
ass E&P companies. Smaller companies that concentrate on particular areas of the world
aree often referred to as 'independents' while the larger companies that operate globally
aree described as 'multinationals'. The latter often have a chemicals division as well (E&P
Forum/UNEP,, 1997:4).
Thee process of exploration and production consists of five distinct phases (Table
5-1).. In the first phase of exploration: surveying, desk studies are performed to identify areass with favourable geological conditions, an aerial study is made to reveal favourable features,, and a seismic survey is undertaken. In the second phase, exploratory drilling is
neededd to confirm the presence of hydrocarbons and the thickness and internal pressure
off the reservoir. The third, appraisal, phase "aims to evaluate the size and nature of the
reservoir,, determine the number of confirming or appraisal wells required and whether any
furtherr seismic work is necessary" (E&P Forum/UNEP, 1997:7). In the fourth phase, wells
aree drilled for development or production. When the size of the oil field has been established;; a small reservoir will use appraisal wells for production, while a larger reservoir
needd additional production wells. After 20 to 40 years, when the production sites lose
theirr value, the fifth phase starts, consisting of the following elements: decommissioning of
productionn installation; removal of buildings; restoration of the site to environmentallysoundd conditions; re-vegetation of sites and continued monitoring after closure. The E&P
Forumm and UNEP (1997:10) add that most exploration wells will be unsuccessful and will
thereforee be decommissioned immediately after the initial activities.
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Tablee 5-1 Phases of the exploration and production process
Phasee

Action

1..

Desk study, aerial study, seismic.survey

2..

Exploratory drilling (exploration wells or 'wildcats')

3..

Quantitication ('appraisal' or 'outstep' wells)

4..

Development and production

5..

Decommissioning and rehabilitation

Source:: Adjusted from E&P Forum/UNEP, 1997.

Crudee oil is a mixture of many different hydrocarbons and small amounts of impurities. Its
compositionn can vary significantly depending on its source, and therefore refineries can be
veryy different. The refining process is divided into two phases and a number of supporting
operations.. The first phase is the desalting of crude oil and its subsequent distillation into
itss various components or "fractions". The desalting process removes corrosive salts and
somee of the metals and suspended solids, which cause catalyst deactivation. Distillation
involvess the heating, vaporisation, fractionation, condensation, and cooling of the feedstocks.. The second phase consists of downstream processes: combining, breaking, and
reshapingg which convert some of the distillation fractions into petroleum products. Supportingg operations may include waste-water treatment, sulphur recovery, additive production,, heat exchanger cleaning, blow-down systems, blending of products, and storage of
productss (EPA,1995:13). According to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA,
1995:11),, recent and future environmental and safety regulatory changes will force the
petroleumm refining industry to make substantial investments to upgrade certain refinery
processes. .
Thee primary products of the industry fall into three major categories: fuels; finished
non-fuell products; and chemical industry feedstocks (EPA, 1995:4). For an overview of
exampless of the primary products in these categories, see Table 5-2. For examples of end
productss based on some of these that had already been developed at the end of the
1960s,, see Table 5-3.
Tablee 5-2 Primary products in oil industry
Fuelss
Finishedd non-fuel products s
Chemicall industry feed
stockss

Motor gasoline, diesel and distillate fuel oil, liquefied petroleum gas, jet fuel, residuall fuel oil, kerosene and coke
Solvents, lubricating oils, greases, petroleum wax, petroleum jelly, asphalt and coke
Naphtha, ethane, propane, butane, ethylene, propylene, butylenes, butadiene, benzene, toluene, xylene

Source:: EPA, 1995.
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Tablee 5-3 Examples of end products derived from oil (by 1968)
Primaryy derivatives

Typicall end uses

Carbonn black

Tyres,, plastics

Syntheticc gas

Explosives,, fertilizers, wood adhesives, animal feeds, nitrogen fertilizers, paint resins,
anti-freeze,, synthetic fibres

Methane e

Showerr curtains, toys, pipe, adhesives, plastics, synthetic rubber, solvent, refrigerant,
firee extinguisher, solvent, pharmaceuticals, rayon, fumigants

Ethane e

Toiletries,, acetic acid, anti-freeze, detergents, paints, plastics, packaging, housewares,
toys,, tubing, polyvinyl chloride (see 'Methane1 above), foam insulation

Propane e

Gasketing,, seals, solvent, epoxy resins, detergents, insulation, paints, plastics, synthetic
rubber,, synthetic fibre (acrylics), housewares, auto interiors

Butane e

Nylon,, plastics, synthetic rubber, lacquer solvents, tyres, windows, oil additives, adhesive e

Benzene e

Resins,, pharmaceuticals, nylon, detergents, boats, auto parts, dyestuffs, synthetic rubber,, insecticides

Toluene e

Nylon,, explosives, paint solvents

Xylenes s

Paintt solvents, paint resins, reinforced plastics, phtalic anhydride, fibres (polyesters)

Naphthalene e

Dyestuffs,, insecticides

Source:: Tugendhat, 1968.

5.33

Oil as a provider of energy

"Oill is the lifeblood of the World's economy" (Campbell, 1991 :ix). It is one of the three
mainn providers of energy, next to gas and coal. Although its share in total energy consumptionn is projected to decline slightly from 39% in 1997 to 38% in 2020 (Table 5-4),
worldd oil consumption itself is projected to increase over the period to 2020. Predictions
rangee from 1.9 % to 2.3% annually (EIA, 2001:3; 2000:4). From 1999 to 2020, world energyy demand is projected to increase by 59%; much of the growth is expected in the developingg world (EIA, 2001:1).
Tablee 5-4 Share in world energy consumption by fuel type
1997 7

20200 -projection

Oil l

39 9

38 8

Naturall gas

22 2

29 9

Coal l

24 4

22 2

Renewables s

n.a. .

88

Nuclear r

n.a. .

2,5 5

Note:: All figures in percentages; n.a.: not available.
Source:: Based on EIA, 2000.

Thee main part of actual consumption (63%) occurs in OECD countries (see Table 5-5),
althoughh these countries account for only one-fifth of the world's population. Since 1990,
twoo major changes in the consumption by region can be observed: the decrease in the
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sharee taken by Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union, and the steadily rise of the share
takenn by Asia and Australasia.
Tablee 5-5 Consumption in percentages by region
1990 0

1993 3

1996 6

1999 9

2002 2

Northh America

28.1 1

27.4 4

29.7 7

30.1 1

30.4 4

Latinn America

8.0 0

7.6 6

6.0 0

6.4 4

6.2 2

Westernn Europe

19.1 1

20.7 7

22.4 4

22.4 4

21.7 7

Easternn Europe & former Russia

17.4 4

12.6 6

6.7 7

5.4 4

4.8 8

Middlee East

4.5 5

5.4 4

5.8 8

6.0 0

5.9 9

Africa a

2.8 8

3.1 1

3.2 2

3.3 3

3,3 3

Asiaa and Australasia

20.0 0

23.3 3

26.2 2

26.4 4

27.7 7

Total l

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

57.6 6

59.6 6

62.9 9

62.4 4

OECDD share

55.8 8

Source;; BP Statistical Review of World Energy, dates of publication.

5.3.11

Distribution of production and reserves

Thee inequality of the distribution of production and reserves is another factor influencing
thee industry. Middle Eastern countries and members of OPEC45 hold a large proportion of
thee reserves; with Latin America and North Africa they are the major exporters. Major importerss are Western Europe, the United States and Japan. In addition, there is a large differencee between the current distribution of production and the distribution of published
provenn reserves (see Table 5-6 and Table 5-7), most significantly illustrated by the differencee between the regions of North America, Europe and the Middle East. The first two
contributee large percentages of production {and consumption), but have only a small percentagee of the reserves; for the third, however, it is the other way around. This distribution
doess impact not only the economic and political dynamics of the sector but also its structuree and decision making process, as, for example, illustrated by the search for new reserves. .
Determinantss of the future production of oil are: its price; the rate of economic
growth;; technological developments; the availability and relative price of the substitutes
{e.g.. renewables); its efficiency in use; and the regulatory and political context. According
too the International Energy Agency, the volatility of oil prices will continue and will "principallyy be the result of unforeseen political and social circumstances" (IEA, 2000:xii). The
formationn of oil prices is a complex issue, which will not be discussed here {for an extensivee overview on pricing, see, e.g., Mitchell, Morita, Selley and Stern, 2001). An overview
off the development of crude prices is shown in Figure 5-1, the background of large increasess and decreases in price are highlighted in Table 5-8.

*55 Members of OPEC before 1992 were Algeria, Ecuador, Gabon, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria,
Qatar,, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Venezuela. Ecuador left OPEC in 1992 in protest over its oil
quota. .
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Tablee 5-6 Production (in percentages by region)
1990 0

1993 3

1996 6

1999 9

2002 2

Northh America

16.6 6

16.2 2

19.8 8

19.0 0

18.3 3

Latinn America

11.3 3

12.6 6

8.9 9

9.7 7

9.9 9

Westernn Europe

6.2 2

7.2 2

9.6 6

9.3 3

9.0 0

Easternn Europe & former Russia

20.3 3

14.6 6

10.9 9

10.3 3

11.8 8

Middlee East

26.3 3

28.4 4

29.7 7

31.1 1

30.0 0

Africa a

9.3 3

10.5 5

10.3 3

10.2 2

10.3 3
10.6 6

Asiaa and Australasia

10.0 0

10.4 4

10.8 8

10.4 4

Total l

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

OPECC share

36.5 5

40.5 5

40.9 9

42.1 1

40.7 7

Source:: BP Statistical Review of World Energy (dates of publication).

Tablee 5-7 Proved Reserves (in percentages by region)
1990 0

1993 3

1996 6

1999 9

2002 2

Northh America

4.2 2

4.0 0

8.5 5

8,0 0

6.1 1

Latinn America

12.5 5

12.4 4

7.8 8

8.5 5

9.1 1

Westernn Europe

1.8 8

1.6 6

1.7 7

2.0 0

1.8 8

Easternn Europe & former Russia

5.9 9

5.9 9

5.5 5

6.3 3

6.2 2

Middlee East

65.2 2

65.7 7

64.9 9

64.0 0

65.3 3

Africa a

5.9 9

6.2 2

7.2 2

7.0 0

7.3 3

Asiaa and Australasia

4.5 5

4.5 5

4.4 4

4.2 2

4.2 2

Total l

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

OPECC share

75.6 6

76.7 7

76.5 5

76.0 0

78.0 0

Source:: BP Statistical Review of World Energy (dates of publication).

Figuree 5-1 Development of crude prices 1976-2002
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Source:: BP Statistical Review 2003.
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Tablee 5-8 Oil market: price chronology 1973-1999
Year r

Oill prices

Trigger r

Underlyingg tension

Effect t

1973* *

Quadruple e

Warr by Egypt, Jordan and
Syriaa against Israel

Strongg rise in oil demand

Lastingg higher oil
prices s

1979 9

Double e

Iraniann revolution

Resumptionn of oil demand
increase e

Evenn higher oil prices

1980 0

Anotherr rise

Iraq'ss attack on Iran

Widespreadd concern with oil
supplyy security

Historicallyy high oil
pricess several years

1986 6

Halved d

Saudii Arabia and Kuwait
changingg oil policy

Strongg rise in oil supplies from Loww oil prices for
severall years
neww provinces, particularly
Northh Sea

1990 0

Rising g

Iraq'ss attack on Kuwait

Concernss about future oil
supplies s

Immediatelyy higher oil
prices s

1991 1

Decline e

Gulff War against Iraq

Saudii Arabia and other OPEC
countriess raise output

Lastingg lower oil
prices s

1998 8

Declinee by 40 Iraqq re-enters the market
ass a big exporter
perr cent

Weakk oil demand because of
Eastt Asian economic crisis
andd mild winter

Evenn lower oil prices

1999 9

Double e

Strongg oil demand

Evenn higher oil prices

Understandingg between
Irann and Saudi Arabia

** For an elaborate discussion of the 1973-crisis see Vernon, 1976. For an elaborate discussion of energy
subsidies,, see Von Moltke, McKee and Morgan, 2004.
Source:: Noreng, 2002: 26.

5.3.22 The infinity of resources
Howw long will the world be able to produce oil and gas at present or increasing rates
withoutt depleting the sources? The question remains whether "the age of petroleum is
splutteringg to an end" {Tomorrow, 2001). Two related aspects are important in this discussion.. The first aspect concerns the reliability of the data on actual reserves, for example,, as they are presented in the previous section. The second and related aspect concernss the chances of depletion of resources, which would mean the occurrence of a final
peakk in world production.
Figuress about reserves"6 and production are considered unreliable by several
authorss (see, e.g., Deffeyes, 2001; Millerd, 1995; Campbell, 1991); Shell's problems at
thee beginning of 2004 with the calculation of its reserves exemplify the possible controversiess (see Shell case study). According to Campbell (1991:14), the unreliability of the
dataa about reserves increased when states started to control the oil industry. Moreover,
Campbelll explains that the corporate and stock exchange audits and controls did not applyy to states as they did to companies. He points out that information about reserves in the
Soviett Union, for example, was treated as a military secret, and that some data are consideredd to be 'political reserves'. This would overestimate actual reserves. All in all, an unstablee picture of actual reserves is presented this way. Millerd (1995:9) adds that the increasee of reserves has been significantly affected by re-evaluations of existing reserves in
thee Middle East. Political, strategic, technical and economic reasons underlie these revisions.. Apart from the unreliability of the data, technological advances are opening up new
466

'Proved or proven reserves are those resources known, with a high a degree of certainty, to be present and
thatt can be produced at current prices and with available technology. Reserves are a proportion of resources
delineatedd by increasing degree of both geological assurance and economic feasibility' (Millerd, 1995: 3).
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andd old fields, leading to a recount of proven reserves. Those can change the level of productionn in old fields to higher yields and these fields thus regain economic attractiveness.
Exampless of new techniques are steerable drilling; horizontal drilling (up to five miles);
deep-waterr production; advancements in 3D seismic exploration (or even 4D, adding the
dimensionn of time)47; and electromagnetic technology (Hoyos, 2004; Anderson, 1998).
USS laboratory experiments have claimed that between 80 and 90 percent of the oil from
somee fields could be recoverable, while current rates run between 25 and 50 percent
(Hoyos,, 2004).
Accordingg to some, those technological developments will keep on impeding depletion.. Taylor III (Fortune, 1999), for example, states that new technologies are allowing
drillerss to get to places they could not get to some years ago. In his opinion, the threat of
runningg out of a commodity has always led to substitution. In this case, it will lead to new
discoveries,, wider use, and better conservation; the worry should therefore be on the
ownershipp of distribution rather than on the existence or availability. A much-cited assessmentt of the market by Sheikh Yamani (former Saudi Oil Minister) also points at the role of
technology,, which will reduce consumption and increase production from areas outside
OPEC.. In his view, "the Stone Age came to an end not for a lack of stones, and the Oil
Agee will end, but not for lack of oil" (Economist, 2003).48
Besidess the controversy on the figures of reserves and the impact of technology on
thosee reserves, the discussion of the peak in production affects the infinity debate. Accordingg to some, world production will peak in the foreseeable future and technological
developmentss will not be able to keep pace with the increase in consumption. According
too Deffeyes (2001), for example, world oil production will peak in the first decade of the
21 stt century. His conclusions are based on a re-application of Hubbert's method. In 1956,
thee geologist M. King Hubbert predicted that US oil production would peak in the early
1970s.. Hubbert's analysis met with a great deal of controversy until it was proven in the
coursee of time: the US production of crude oil started to fall in 1970. As Deffeyes (2001)
shows,, discussion on the depletion of oil sources resurged around 1995. Publications in
Naturee (1995), Science (Kerr, 1998), Scientific American (Campbell and Laherrere, 1998)
discussedd the topic extensively. Deffeyes (and others) reapplied Hubbert's method to
worldd oil production and concluded that its peak year will be between 2004 and 2008,
dependingg on estimates of global reserves used. New technology or new discoveries
wouldd change the picture, but are not to be expected and/or to be of sufficient size: "No
initiativee put in place starting today can have a substantial effect on the peak production
year.. No Caspian Sea exploration, no drilling in the South China Sea, no SUV replacements,, no renewable energy projects can be brought on at a sufficient rate to avoid a biddingg war for the remaining oil" (Deffeyes, 2001:149). According to Deffeyes, it is not clear
howw the major oil companies deal with this scenario exactly; however, they do not seem to
makee reserve acquisitions, the strategy to follow if the scenario is taken seriously.
Duncann and Youngquist (1998) provide a second illustration of the potential depletionn of resources. They predicted the world oil production peak for 2006 and give predic-

477

ChevronTexaco advertises with hyperspectral imaging, a space-based technology which gives a picture
moree complete than 3D and which benefits the environment: 'truly a gift from above' (ChevronTexaco advertisementt in Financial Times, 25 October 2004).
488
In Yamani's perspective, the oil age will end when OPEC's power becomes more limited, which will probably
bee the case when technological developments in the form of new discoveries will increase production from
non-OPECC areas.
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tionss for regional oil production peaks.49 Although the US passed its peak in 1970, the
laterr development of (offshore) Mexican and Canadian fields moves the peak to 1985.
Duncann and Youngquist claim that (at the date of the publication of their paper) four of the
predictionss have proved consistent with recent trends and events: the Asian economic
crisis;; the imminent non-OPEC peak; the inertia of the world oil peak; and the six-year
stringg of dry holes in the Caspian Sea (Duncan and Youngquist, 1998). Although their
evidencee seems convincing and both Campbell and Deffeyes' background as oilmen add
somee extra weight to their argument, it is difficult to say whether Hubbert's peak will be
revisitedd at a global scale: contradicting opinions can be found as well.
5.3.33

The position of renewable energy: cannibalism?

Ann ultimate peak in production, high crude prices, growing energy demand, stringent environmentall demands, energy efficiency measures, government subsidies and stakeholder
pressure:: they all could be a reason to prepare for a transition to renewable energy.50 Discussedd here are solar and wind energy. According to UNEP (2000), market trends show a
growthh of wind energy industry of 15-20% in the 1990s, and by almost 30% during the
periodd 1997-2000; ten major international manufacturers produce 97 % of all wind turbines.bines. Solar energy (by means of photovoltaic -PV- devices) is currently most competitive
inn remote sites, away from electricity grids and requiring small amounts of power. During
thee 1990s, the PV market grew by an average of 15% annually. Increasing mass productionn will continue to decrease costs61, as well as the open up of new markets (e.g. grid
connectedd PV systems); this will sustain the annual growth. UNEP (2000) reports that at
leastt 30 firms worldwide fabricate PV cells; and many more companies assemble the cells
intoo modules. IEA (2003) also provides scenarios for renewable energy sources; their
conclusionn is that all are at a critical moment in their evolution. They include geothermal,
solar,, wind, tidal and other sources in a category called 'new renewables' and report a
9.3%% average growth per annum during the period 1971-2000.
Forr the petroleum industry, the change to renewable energy sources would signify
aa departure from the industry's core technologies and expertise. In an extreme scenario, it
wouldd lead to 'cannibalism of the industry' in which the success of renewable energy
wouldd eventually push out the conventional product. Notwithstanding considerable investmentss by some companies and active lobbying by proponents of renewables such as
499

They found a non-Middle East peak in 2003, a Middle East peak in 2011, and the Middle East dominating
worldd oil production after 2025. And further, a non-OPEC peak in 2003 and OPEC dominating after 2007 but
peakingg itself in 2009. Regional peaks are: North America 1985, Former Soviet Union 1987, Europe 2000,
Asiaa Pacific 2002, Africa 2004, South and Central America 2005, and the Middle East 2011 (Duncan and
Youngquistt 1998).
500
UNEP defines renewable energy sources as follows: 'Sources of renewable energy exist in the form of directt and indirect solar radiation, the heat of the earth (geothermal energy) and the gravitational effects of the
moonn that creates the tides. Direct solar radiation striking the earth also drives the global weather system and
photosynthesis.. This, in turn, creates wind and waves, as well as biomass (plant and animal matter). The energyy in falling water may also be considered a renewable energy source, but only if the local environmental
impactss are sustainable. Generally, new large-scale hydropower schemes are not considered to be a source of
renewablee energy due to their substantial environmental impacts. Renewable energy can be converted to
manyy other energy forms. Electricity can be generated from solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, hydropower, and
oceann resources. Heat can be generated from solar thermal and geothermal sources, while biofuels such as
ethanoll and methane, can be obtained from combinations of renewable sources' (UNEP, 2000:5). The limitationss of renewable energy technology lie in the need for appropriate training and maintenance, technical limitationss and in their site-specific nature (e.g. wind and daylight are needed); according to UNEP most of these
limitationss can be overcome by means of proper planning and research and development (UNEP, 2000:6).
511
PV systems have high capital but low running costs. According to UNEP (2000), production costs follow the
'learningg curve' for new technologies: they have been reduced by 20% for each doubling of cumulative sales.
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Greenpeace,, most oil MNCs still focus on their traditional products. Some make this explicitt in their name and call themselves 'international oil and gas companies' for this reason;; others include renewable energy sources in their business and started to call themselvess 'energy companies'. Although interests and investments in renewable energy
sourcess are growing, their amount remains small in the overall picture of the oil MNCs.
Thee explanations used by some companies are that fossil fuel prices still beat the prices of
renewablee energy, and that they cannot yet be sure of the cost-effectiveness of their investments,, as well as of customer demand. Even though the prices are dropping52 and the
discussionn is moving in a somewhat vicious circle, the result is hard competition for renewablee energies. Natural gas with its smaller environmental impact is often perceived as
thee transitional fuel on the way to renewables, but the time horizon is unclear.
Tablee 5-9 Major oil companies and investments in renewable energy
Statoil l

Shell l

ENI I

Total l

Question:: "How
importantt is your
renewablee fuels
businesss and by
howw much do you
expectt it to grow
inn the next five
years?" "

Noo targets, but there
willl be substantial
growth.. Our Swedish
servicee stations markett biofuels today.
Wee are also looking
closelyy at fuel-cell
enginess in vehicles
andd fuel-cell power
generationn based on
methanol. .

Shelll Renewables is
ourr fifth core business.. Renewable
energyy can potentiallyy meet 50 percentt of our energy
needss by 2050. We
expectt Shell Renewabless to grow five
timess in the next five
years. .

Noo significant shorttermm growth, becausee the economic
costss of renewables
aree not sustainable.
However,, renewables
aree an important
long-termm strategic
option. .

Wee are the main
Europeann company
forr photovoltaic fitting
servicess in a joint
venturee with EdF. We
expectt a growth rate
off 15 percent a year.

Additionall information n

Focuss shown is on Investmentss in wind Researchh and inno- "Totall Energie, a joint
renewablee fuel prod- andd solar energy in vationn directed on
subsidiaryy is one of
uctss (e.g. new heat- thee period 1998strategiess to respond thee leading world
ingg oil, bio-ethanol, 20022 were more
too expected market supplierss of PV sysbiogas)) and energy thann $500 million. In changess over the
temss in developing
efficiencyy (e.g. heat Junee 2001, Shell
middlee to long term; countries.. Plant being
presentedd its plan for hydrogenn and repumpss and woodbuiltt in Belgium will
furtherr investments newablee energies
pellets) )
havee a annual capacoff $0.5-1 billion in
namedd as one of
ityy of almost 10
"Statoifss goal is to
sixteenn topics
megawatts"; ;
developp a profitable thee period 2 0 0 1 "Areaa of wind power,
businesss which leads 2005.. The company
TFEE is developing
toto sustainable energydoess not share informationn on the
projectss that are both
productionn and ininnovativee and envicreasedd use of clean distributionn of their
ronmentallyy friendly"
energyy bearers" (an- investmentt per year
orr per type of energy.
nuall 2002)

Note:: Additional info for BP (website, December 2003): BP believes gas to be the transitional fuel while renewablee energy technology and markets are further developed. BP's focus is on wind and solar energy. BP
Solarr is one the world's largest manufacturers of PV products and systems, and BP has nearly 30 years of
experiencee in that industry. Facilities are being upgraded and expanded. The manufacturing plant in Spain will
bee one of the largest solar plants in the world; BP is investing $100 million to build on existing operations [a
timee horizon is not given]. In wind, selective investments are being made on the sites of existing petrochemicalss operations. An example is the project of nine 120 metre tall turbines at the Nerefco oil refinery in Rotterdam,, the Netherlands.
Source:: Upper row: Tomorrow, 1999. Lower row: Websites: December 2003 and personal communication
withh Shell, Mr. Kleiburg, December 2003.

Unfortunately,, a consistent, all encompassing overview of investments by petroleum companiess in renewable energy sources could not be made on the basis of information found
522
The price of wind energy is predicted to be competitive with all forms of fossil fuel generation by 2020
(UNEP,, 2000:9).
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inn the public domain: several organisations confirmed the difficulty of obtaining those figures.. Published information was often related to specific projects, the sum of which does
nott necessarily represent the total amount of investments; nor do annual reports give all
figuress transparently. Confidentiality of information and risk management is probably the
reasonn for the lack of transparency on this topic. As an alternative, company statements
onn the topic are shown, as collected by Tomorrow magazine in 1999 (see Table 5-9),
supplementedd by information from company websites for the same companies. It should
bee noted that this information only gives an impression and that the developments in renewablee investments can be rather rapid.
Inn conclusion, oil provides a larger share of world energy consumption than any other energyy source, not only in practice, but also in the petroleum mindset. Notwithstanding a declinee in production, it is expected to maintain that position for the foreseeable future. Renewabless are projected to provide 8% of world energy demand in 2020 (EIA, 2000) (see
Tablee 5-4). In 2000, they supplied about 2% of total world energy demand (UNEP, 2000).
"Failingg a strong world-wide commitment to environmental programs ... it is difficult to
foreseee significant widespread increases in renewable energy use" (EIA, 2000:5).

5.44

Petroleum companies in the world economy

Narrowingg down to a company focus, this section analyses Fortune Global Top 500-data.
Whatt have been the developments in the position of petroleum companies in the world
economyy for 1990-2002? In 1990, Fortune wrote that "oil companies generated higher
revenuess and earnings than any other group." That year, Exxon was the biggest oil company,, ranking No.3 in the list behind General Motors and Ford Motor. Together with auto
making,, electronics manufacturing and food processing, the sector accounted for half the
500'ss revenues. In 2002, ExxonMobil is again the largest oil company, ranking No. 2 behindd Wal-Mart stores. Figure 5-2 shows the sector's contribution to the total of the list in
sales,, profits, assets, stockholder's equity and employees for the period 1990-2001 .*> The
figuree shows that the sector has had a relatively stable presence in its share of the total
withinn the top 500. The decline of 1995 is due to a methodology change in the list when
servicess companies were included. The years between 1998-2001 show instability for
profitt shares. Subsequently, Figure 5-3 shows the rank of the sector versus other sectors
regardingg these same aspects. The ranking of the sector's position concerning some aspectss (assets, sales) declined. However, with the exception of 1998 (published under
1999),, the sector does have an excellent record in its prominent share of the profit made
inn the top 500: it ranks first in seven of the twelve years (and second in three other years).
Overalll the sector is ranked in the top 10 for all aspects, and in the top 5 for three of
them. .

Fortunee did not publish the total of figures for 2002.
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Figuree 5-2 Contribution of Petroleum Refining to Fortune Global 500

g>> 20
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Source:: Fortune ranking, 1990-2001.

Figuree 5-3 Rank of Petroleum Refining versus other sectors

-Sales s
-- Profits
-Assets s
-Stockholders'' equity
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19900 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Source:: Fortune ranking, 1990-2001.

Thee analysis of the movement of companies within the ranking shows a common industry
effect;; companies move almost parallel through the ranks (Figure 5-4). The overall picture
iss that revenues rose over the period 1990-2002 with two downward trends in 1998 and
inn 2001 (Figure 5-5). This corresponds to a decrease in the crude price in the years 1997
andd 2000. The analysis of revenues shows three clusters; the first cluster consists of two
sharpp risers, BP and ChevronTexaco. The second cluster are companies showing decline:
ExxonMobil,, Shell and Total. The third cluster consists of the rest of the companies whose
revenuess are stable. ExxonMobil is clearly the market leader of the group (Figure 5-6).
Whenn its revenues are indexed, it becomes evident that Shell and Exxon were contesting
forr sector leadership from 1990-1998. From 1999 onwards, Shell has been losing the
battle.. A possible new contestant is BP.
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Figuree 5-5 Development Petroleum Revenues 1990-2002
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Figuree 5-6 Development Revenues versus Market Leader ExxonMobil
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5.55

Sector patterns in strategy

5.5.11

Developments in strategy before 1990

Thee petroleum sector is characterised by a high degree of internationalisation, vertical integrationn and diversification. Penrose's (1989) work is highlighted here to introduce the
strategicc developments in the sector in the first decades of its existence. According to
Penrose,, the internationalisation of the oil industry was inevitable. The location of the oil
resources,, their consumption, and the resources to develop them were so unequally
spreadd over the world that the physical development of the world's oil resources required
thee international movement of capital and specialised skills. The integration of the stages
inn the production process into the administrative framework of the few companies dominatingg the industry subsequently led to the multinational format. Inadequate supplies of
capitall and unwillingness to accept the risk and difficulties to operate in a very different
environmentt from the US resulted in the departure of many companies, selling out their
discoveriess and strengthening the few, existing companies.
Accordingg to Penrose (1989), the monopolisation of new resources was further facilitatedd by, on the one hand, the context of newly established inexperienced governments
inn the Middle East. These governments granted long-lasting concessions to companies
overr virtually the whole territory of countries. On the other hand, control was consolidated
byy the use of the possibility to buy and sell concessions in both the Middle East and Latin
America.. However, notwithstanding expanding investments (in pipelines, distribution networkss and refining facilities) and joint arrangements to deal with imbalances between
crudee supplies, refining capacity and distribution to markets: competition was around.
Bothh Grant and Cibin (1996) and Ollinger (1994) made an extensive examination
off the petroleum sector looking, respectively, at the period 1970-1991 and 1930-1990.
Theirr results provide a foundation to the period preceding 1 9 9 0 - 2 0 0 2 . Grant and Cibin
examinedd the process of strategic and structural change for eight of the world's largest
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integratedd oil companies. Ollinger examined a sample of the US 19 largest US companies
(F500,, 1975). Both studies profile the sector as vertically integrated. Grant and Cibin
characterisee the industry as an essentially closed system of vertical integration that insulatedd the oil companies from external influences. According to Ollinger, this results from
thee simple dependency of supply of oil by pipelines. Backwards integration was the best
option,, because of the price risk of the other option: long-term contracts. Vertical integrationn meant that some companies had to seek sources of oil to satisfy input requirements
forr refineries. Other companies added refineries because they already had those sources.
Inn the 1970s, only two relatively smaller companies in Ollinger's sample did not actively
pursuee a policy of at least 50% self-sufficiency in crude oil (Ollinger, 1994). According to
Grantt and Cibin, the 1980s brought vertical de-integration in relation to decentralisation,
whichh is discussed later.
Grantt and Cibin (1996:168) observe two phases of strategic change between
1970-1991.. The first phase is the resistance phase (1974-1982); and the second the accommodationn phase (1983-1991). During the period 1974-1982, the companies resisted
change.. According to Grant and Cibin, companies attempted to maintain the balance betweenn vertical integration, growth by diversification, and increased investments in upstream.. In this period, diversification led to the inclusion of alternative energy sources,
minerals,, and other product areas.54 Grant and Cibin (1996) believe that the diversificationss were the result of a desire to exploit internally-developed technologies and managementt capabilities. Examples are BP and Amoco's animal feed businesses, Shell's detergentt business, and Exxon and Texaco electricity generation. Exxon and BP diversified
moree widely into information technology; Mobil into retailing and packaging; and Arco
evenn acquired the London Observer newspaper (Grant and Cibin, 1996:171).
However,, from 1982 onwards, oil prices went down sharply and all majors (except
Shell)) announced major restructuring. Reformulation of their business strategies, employmentt reductions, and widespread divestment of non-core businesses followed. In the periodd from 1982-1990, the companies also narrowed their geographical spread in downstreamm activities in order to improve their profitability. Emphasis in corporate statements
changedd from operating aspects (replacing reserves; expanding geographically; improving
efficiency;; and technological progressiveness) to performance goals.55 Table 5-10 and
Tablee 5-11 give an overview of the diversification process.

544
Alternative energy: primarily coal, but also solar power, nuclear energy and oil recovery from tar sands and
oilshales;; Minerals: primarily non-ferrous metals but also phosphates, sulphur, cement and industrial minerals.
Onlyy a few companies diversified to nuclear energy: 1970: Arco, 1982: Exxon, Mobil and Shell (which entered
andd withdrew from nuclear energy between 1970-1982). Grant and Cibin (1996) also give attention to other
diversificationss into, for example, forestry (Shell), electricity (Exxon and Texaco), plastic packaging (Mobil and
Amoco),, real estate (Chevron and Mobil), and synthetic fibres (Amoco). Previous examples apply at least for
19866 and 1990.
555
In the 1980s, profit goals were explicitly linked to maximisation of return to shareholders. Other changes in
thee business strategy were: 'active asset management'; alignment of strategy and resources by intercompany
tradingg of assets; and increased emphasis on cost efficiency. Cost reduction included: capacity adjustment;
reductionn in overhead costs; development and adoption of cost-reducing technology; and the increase of
flexibility,, especially for refineries (Grant and Cibin, 1996:173).
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Tablee 5-10 Diversification 1970-1990: Oil and gas, Chemicals, Coal
Amoco o

Arcoo (1)

BP P

Chevron n

4- C

1-- 4 C

4

1970 0 ff 4

Exxon n

Mobil l

Shell l

tt

tt

ff

4- C

4

Texaco(2) )

4

ff

4

4 C

t--

4

C

4 C

TT

4

C

tt

4

C

1982 2 tt

4 C

tt

4- C

tt

4 C

**

** 4 c

tt

1986 6 ^^

4,

tt

4- C

** 4- c

**

4- C

1>> 4 C

tt

4 c

tt

tt

tt

4 C

**

tt

4 c

**

4 C

c

1990 0 <HH 4,

t>> 4- C

4

4 C

Tablee 5-11 Diversification 1970-1990: Oilsands/shales, Solar Power and Metals
Amoco o
1970 0

1990 0

Chevron n

Exxonn (3)

MM SS

1982 2 SS *
1986 6

BP P

Arco o

**

Mobil l

Shell l

Texaco o

MM

M

**

M

**

M

**

(4) )

M

SS

M

M

SS

M

SS

*

M
MM

SS

M

SS

*

M

SS
SS

M
*

M
M

SS

*

M

**
**

Oill and gas: 1 \ Chemicals: 4 , Coal: C, Oilsands/shales: S, Solar power: * , Metais: M.
Notes:: (1) By 1990, Arco's involvement in its chemical businesses had been reduced to 83.4 % of Arco
Chemicall and a 49.9% of Lyondell Petrochemical Co. (2) Texaco, 1990: coalbed gasification, not coal mining
(3)) Exxon had only minor interests in copper and zinc by 1990. (4) Additional information, not mentioned by
Grantt and Cibm. Source: Adjusted from Grant and Cibin, 1996, information drawn from annual reports.

Inn addition, Ollinger (1994) presents a table with product lines of oil firms in the period
1 9 5 0 - 1 9 9 00 (see Table 5-15). His data are based on Moody's Industrial Manual, and he
distinguishess between national, international and regional oil, which integrates the internationalisationn dimension into the diversification trend. Because of the categorisation 'related'' versus 'unrelated' diversification, independent products such as solar energy are not
singledd out as a separate category. According to Ollinger, almost all the 19 largest oil
companiess (1975, F500) had the same business lines in 1990 as they had in 1970. Furthermore,, many firms changed from a related to an unrelated and back to a related growth
strategyy between 1970 and 1990. Ollinger explains that broad diversification into businessess unrelated to oil (e.g. land development, road building) had proved to be unsuccessfull in general; internal skills were not available to accomplish the associated tasks.
Priorr to the 1950s, companies focused on domestic growth in the industry. Technological
innovation,, the rise in demand for oil products in Europe and Japan, the maturation of the
USS oil market and the development of low cost sources of Middle East oil led to expansion
andd growth into petrochemicals and international oil. Development of nuclear power and
decliningg domestic sources introduced uranium and coal. Those were considered the
naturall technological and geographic extensions of the existing businesses. By 1990, the
focuss was on energy and petrochemicals with their complementary research, input needs,
andd production technology (Ollinger, 1994).
Bothh Ollinger as well as Grant and Cibin found a pattern of diversification and divestmentss as well as a pattern of vertical integration. As Ollinger and Penrose (1 989) explain,, internationalisation of the sector was required because of the unequal spread of the
locationn of the resources, the location of capabilities to develop them, and the location of
demand.. Ollinger even includes the internationalisation dimension into the diversification
trend;; in his view, the US companies in his sample went overseas to exploit nonmarketable
production,, refining skills and exploration skills.
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5.5.22

Evolution of Strategy: the period 1990-2002

Focusingg on the period from 1 990 onwards, an empirical analysis has been made of the
developmentt in the strategic elements as selected from the strategic alignment model. Attentionn for the strategy elements is divided into the aspects of internationalisation, vertical
integration,, and diversification. Internationalisation was operationalised by three methods.
Thee first method is the TNI-formula, its results are presented in Figure 5-7.
Thee average TNI for the whole sample for 2 0 0 2 is 4 7 . 6 % ; for 1990, 4 1 . 8 % ; and
forr 1995, 4 2 . 5 % (aii scores excluding the extreme iow score of Petrobras). in general, the
USS companies have a much lower average degree of internationalisation than the Europeann companies: for 2 0 0 2 , 4 2 . 2 % versus 5 6 . 2 % ; for 1995, 3 6 . 5 % versus 5 0 . 2 % ; for
19900 3 4 . 4 % versus 50.5%. Over the years, both regions show a similar pattern of steady
increase;; for the Europeans, fluctuations in this trend (of about 5% per year) start from
19944 onwards. The figures also show the high degree of internationalisation of the sector
comparedd with other sectors. Van Tulder, Van den Berghe and Muller (2001:34) calculatedd a weighted average of 3 0 . 6 % for the largest 200 industrial companies for 1995.
Thee US companies are closer to this average than the European companies.
Figuree 5 - 7 Internationalisation p e t r o l e u m industry 1 9 9 0 - 2 0 0 2 , by T N I
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Source:: Scope database, Erasmus University Rotterdam.

Thee results are quite diverse for the whole group of companies, but a general trend of an
increasee within a range of 1 0 % is observed. For 1990, two main groups are observed;
onee scoring below 25%, the other scoring above 5 0 % . The three companies in between
thosee groups (Elf, Texaco and Amoco) all merged with another company in the period
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Latinn American companies, Statoil and Marathon. Phillips and A R C O (which had a contrastingg pattern) both merge and leave for that reason. Other companies leaving the low
scoringg group are ENI and Chevron(Texaco); they have been exceptionally quick climbers
off the period: both doubled their international operations in the period. ENI will probably
transferr to the highly internationalised category in the coming years.
Thee high scoring group of 199 0 remains in that position but has split into two
groupss by 2 0 0 2 : the absolute top scorers BP (81.3%) and Total (74.9%), and the rela-
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tivelyy stable ones: Shell (62.45) and ExxonMobil (61.6%). A newcomer to this category is
thee aforementioned ChevronTexaco (58.5%). All of those five companies have more than
halff of their operations in host countries; they approach the concept of the 'global company'' most closely. RepsolYPF approached the high scoring group quite closely in a short
periodd (1997-2002); however, its giant leap did not last for long and is probably the consequencee of the acquisition of Argentinian YPF.
Marathonn (9.5% versus 19.1%) and Petrobras (4.4% versus 7.2%) also doubled
theirr degree of internationalisation, but they still remain low internationalisers. Exceptions
too the trend of increase are PDVSA, ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil and Statoil. All those
companiess ended at a lower TNI for 2002 than for 1990. For ConocoPhillips, this is explainedd by the merger between Conoco and Phillips, which had very diverse scores for
20011 (55.0% versus 13.9%). For Statoil, the decrease is at least partially explained by
methodologicall aspects (the 1990-TNI has been calculated on the basis of sales and employeess only; this increases the degree of internationalisation disproportionately).
Thee second method to measure internationalisation is the assets-based version of the
transnationalityy index. It increases the insights because of the direct relation between assets
andd environmental impact. The results are shown in Figure 5-8. The average TNI assets
basedd for 2002 is 51.7%; for 1990, 40.2%; for 1995, 44.8% (all scores again excluding the
extremee low scores for Petrobras). The trend for US companies to have a lower degree of
internationalisationn than European firms is confirmed by assetbased-internationalisation as
well.. The US companies seem to be catching up slowly but that depends on the inclusion of
Statoill in the European data or not. The figures for 2002 are 50.5% versus 61.1 %, respectively;; for 1995s6, 43% versus 52.4%; and for 1990, 39.6% versus 54.7%.
Figuree 5-8 Internationalisation petroleum industry 1990-2002: assets-based
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Source:: Scope database, Erasmus University Rotterdam.

Thee results for the individual companies within the group are similar to the patterns of internationalisationn shown by the TNI ratio. The most important result of the analysis is that
companiess make a clear choice to internationalise and, if so, then by means of assets. For
11 990, two even more distinct groups are observed: the low scorers, and the high scorers.

'' To make the picture more complete, BP's and Conoco's 1996-scores are included in the 1995 overview.
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Thee high scoring companies remain for 2002: Mobil, Shell, Exxon and Total. BP {79.3%)
andd TotalFinaElf (88.4%) score extremely high again; both companies' scores have been
relativelyy stable since their mergers in 1999. The low scorers in 2002 were the Latin
Americann companies (Pemex scored 0 on international assets) and Statoil, a result similar
too the TNI results. The results for merging companies indicate that a merger does not
necessarilyy result in higher internationalisation by means of assets; it seems that companiess start reorganising their assets after the first year. Examples are ExxonMobil, Repsol
(decliningg after an initial merger leap) and Conoco dropped from 67.7% for 2001 to 41.8
%% when it merged with low-scoring Phillips.
Thee third measure of degree of internationalisation is found in the registration of the
companies'' affiliates all over the world and its division over home and host countries. Fortanierr (2003) made this analysis for the largest 200 non-financial companies for the year
2002.. She examined the ties between countries as well as the effect of sector of industry.
Importantt differences were found depending on the home country of the company. Europeann multinationals turned out to be the most international by far, as measured by location
off affiliates abroad (59%). US MNCs multinationals are much more home-oriented with
43.33 % abroad. The average degree of internationalisation for their sample is 46.6%. Accordingg to these figures, the petroleum sector is in the middle range (45.7%); this is similar
too the average degree.57 The specific results of their analysis for the oil sector are shown in
Tablee 5-12. The spread in the table refers to the number of countries in which the company
iss active (the average is 24.8). Again the oil sector scores about the average: 26.7.
Tablee 5-12 Division of subsidiaries over home and host region: sector analysis
2002 2

Sum m

Mean n

Std d

Oill (N=14)

3253 3

232.4 4

269.1 1

Home e

1262 2

90.1 1

84.4 4

Host t

1991 1

142.2 2

189.9 9

Host/totall (%)

--

45.7% %

21.9% %

Spread d

--

26.7 7

24.8 8

Source:: Fortanier, 2003.

Additionall analysis based on these location-data was carried out for the sample used in
thee previous sections on the basis of the distinction that could be made between majority
andd minority-owned subsidiaries. The results are shown in Table 5-13. It is clear that the
absolutee scores from this data source are higher than the results from measurement by
thee TNI. The overall trend of increase of internationalisation is not confirmed by these data;
aa possible explanation is that companies register affiliates in anticipation of active operationss in later years. The patterns of internationalisation would then start earlier as measuredd from those data than from other data such as the TNI, which can lead to a slightly
inaccuratee account. However, for the majority-owned affiliates, the difference between the
Europeann and US group remains. It disappears for the minority-owned affiliates, where the
degreee of internationalisation is way higher. This sustains the idea that companies use minorityy shares to increase their foothold internationally.
577

Sectors with high scores are the diversified sector (71.0%), food, beverage and tobacco (69.7%) and
chemicalss and pharmaceuticals (also 69.7%); low scores were obtained by utilities (19.8%), and wholesale/retaill (25.5%) (Fortanier, 2003).
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Tablee 5-13 Internationalisation petroleum sector: majority- versus minority-owned
Major rty--owr ed
r d

Minority yOVv vned d

US S

Europe e

1990 0

49.0 0

63.0 0

1995 5

50.9 9

2002 2

40.3 3

US S

Europe e

1990 0

72.1 1

70.3 3

57.3 3

1995 5

76.1 1

69.3 3

58.4 4

2002 2

--

--

Note:: Internationalisation measured by the host/total divide
Source:: Scope database, Erasmus University Rotterdam.

VerticalVertical integration
Thee second aspect of strategy discussed in this section is vertical integration. Data were
availablee for the European companies in the sample58; the figures were calculated using
Tecson'ss formula of vertical integration (see Chapter 4). Figure 5-9 shows the results.
Figuree 5-9 Vertical integration in European Petroleum MNCs

—— BPAmoco'
—— Elf Aquitaine
Total(FinaElf) )
ENI I
- * —— RepsolYPF
""
- t —— Statoil"*
19900 1992 1993 1994

1995 1996 1997

1998 1999 2000 2002

Source:: Scope database, Erasmus University Rotterdam.

Inn conformity with the results of Grant and Cibin, and Ollinger, most companies are still
quitee highly vertically integrated: the average for 2002 is 40.2%. ENI has a particularly
highh score, while BP has a particularly low score (23%); in this intrasectoral perspective,
thee rest of the companies are classified as 'medium' in their vertical integration.
Overr the period 1990-2002, half of the companies vertically de-integrated, the
otherr half increased their level of integration. Statoil is especially de-integrating over the
period,, coming back from a real high of 65.3 % to 42.9% in 2002; possibly the large decreasee is due to method of operationalisation. ENI is the top scorer on the other side,
comingg from 37.4% in 1992 to 59.2% in 2002. For companies that merged, a diverse effectt is observed: Total increased in its level of vertical integration as well as Repsol. BP on
thee other hand, decreased its vertical integration. Shell is the third climber but did not experiencee a merger to explain this development.
Withh regard to the strategic intent to integrate, an analysis in the Financial Times
(FT)) confirms the diversity of trends: some companies focus on integration because of the
liberalisationn of the energy market, others are more concerned with internal restructuring
becausee of their mergers. However, the specific expectations of the FT were not con-

588

Personnel costs are an important part of the formula to calculate vertical integration. Because they are not
mandatoryy in the US accounting standard, the formula cannot always be applied when one builds on informationn from US companies.
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firmed:: BP was expected to integrate further, while Total would not because of the merger
andd its restructuring dilemmas (see Corzine and Jones, 2000).
Diversification Diversification
Diversificationn was distinguished as the third variable in the research model to examine
strategy.. During the 1970s, petroleum companies diversified their products into different
strandss and adopted a variety of products such as forestry (Shell), real estate (Chevron
andd Mobil), a newspaper (ARCO), and so on. At the beginning of the 1980s, as a consequencee of price decline, those diversification tracks were reconsidered. The companies
regainedd focus on the core products of the industry related to their main divisions: explorationn and production, refining, marketing and transportation. Some companies consider renewablee energy as an extra division, but, in general, the industry is relatively homogenous
withinn its diversity of the energy and chemicals product chain.
Becausee of this observation, it was decided to concentrate on the other strategic variabless in the model: internationalisation and vertical integration (see Chapter 2 for further
discussionn of this choice).
ConcludingConcluding remarks: petroleum & strategy
Thee individual tracks of the companies are summarised in Table 5-14.
Tablee 5-14 Development of strategic elements: overview 1990-2002
Internationalisation nby y
Assets s

Verticall integrat on(1) )

1990-2002 2

2002 2

2002 2

1990-2002 2

2002 2

BP(AmocoArco) )

Increase e

X-high h

X-high h

Decrease e

Low w

Chevronn (Texaco)

Largee increase

High h

High h

--

--

ConocoPhillips s

Decrease e

Medium m

Medium m

--

--

ENI I

Largee increase

Medium m

High h

Increase e

High h

ExxonMobil l

Decrease e

High h

High h

--

Marathonn Oil

Increase e

Low w

Medium m

--

---

PDVSA A

Decrease e

Low w

Low w

--

--

TNI I

Low w

Low w

--

--

Petrobras s

Increase e

Low w

Low w

--

--

Repsol l

Largee increase

Medium m

High h

Increase e

Medium m

Shell l

Increase e

High h

High h

Increase e

Medium m

Statoil l

Decrease e

Low w

Low w

Decrease e

Medium m

Totall (FinaElf)

Increase e

AA ,,,y,,

X-high h

Increase e

Medium m

Pemex x

Notes:: (1) Data only for European companies; Internationalisation on basis of TransNationalitylndex (TNI) and
assets-basedd TNI; Vertical Integration (VI) based on Tecson method. Low: TNI or VI less than 25%; Medium;
TNII or VI between 25 and 50%; High: TNI or VI over 50%; X-high equals or over 75%.
** This result should be treated with caution as it may be due to methodological issues; " not enough data
available.. Source: Scope database

Thee general trends for the strategic variable are as follows. For internationalisation, a generall trend of an increase within a range of 10% is observed. A stronger but relatively simi111 1
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larr pattern is found for internationalisation by means of assets, which means that the internationalisationn trend is largely based on assets. On average, European companies tend to
scoree higher on internationalisation than US ones, for both the overall concept of internationalisationn and assets-based internationalisation. The Latin American companies score
low.. An explanation lies in the immediate possession of natural resources, which is low for
thee (Western)-European companies and high for the Latin American ones; the US companiess find themselves in an intermediate position. Their need to internationalise may be initiatedd by the consumption pattern of their country, but that explanation cannot be further
sustained.. A general need to increase reserves to secure the future of the company explainss the general trend to internationalise.
Inn general, five companies score extremely high, with a degree of overall internationalisationn higher than 50%. Another group of five scores less than 25% for 2002; the
wholee group of Latin American companies is included in this range. For at least three
companies,, the degree of internationalisation decreased over the period 1990-2002;
threee others made a substantial leap (an increase of 15%, which is above the average of
thee general trend) in internationalisation degree. Both the decreases and giant leaps can
partiallyy be explained by mergers. The assets-based internationalisation follows this trend,
althoughh on the basis of assets alone, companies are slightly more internationalised.
Sevenn companies score more than 50%, four companies score less than 25%. However,
thee pattern is basically the same. A third measure of internationalisation resulted in higher
degreess of internationalisation but confirmed the difference between European and US
companies.. In addition, a large difference between majority- and minority-owned affiliates
waswas found; the latter were more internationalised.
Forr vertical integration, the average degree for 2002 is 40.2% while it was 33.6% in
1992.. However, the increase conceals the diversity between the European companies,
whichh ranges from 23.0% until 59.2 %. Most companies are relatively stable in their degreee of vertical integration. After 1999, almost all companies increased their level of verticall integration; the two exceptions are BP (which was the only European company to
mergee with US companies) and Statoil. The aspect of diversification was not further investigatedd as the industry is expected to be relatively homogenous in its products, although
thee emphasis may differ. At the beginning of the 1990s, petroleum companies had regainedd focus on their core products after a period of diversification in the 1970s. At the
endd of the 1990s, they found themselves in an increased internationalised context with a
relativelyy stable but diverse pattern of vertical integration.

5.66

Sector patterns in structure

5.6.11

Developments in structure before 1990

Againn building on the work of Ollinger (1994) and Grant and Cibin (1996), this section
highlightss the structural aspects of the companies in the sector until 1990. According to
Ollinger,, companies were organised by departmental specialty (the functional format) until
thee 1960s in order to accommodate the high level of vertical integration. Diversification
intoo related markets subsequently led to the 'functionally with subsidiary' FS-form, which is
lesss centralised. With changes in refinery technology and lower transportation costs and
ann increase of horizontal integration, the FS format led to redundancies, and the organisationaltional format changed again. The result is the multidivisional format for all firms at the be112 2
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ginningg of the 1990s (see Table 5-15). This format provided an efficient way to control
overseass operations. This way, the changes in business strategy led to a change of organisationn structure for all of the firms (Ollinger, 1994).
Tablee 5-15 Organisational forms of firms 1930-1990
T-formm period

Final l
form m

Fina astrategy y Finall period

1930-55 5

1956-60 0

MM

Rel. ..unrel l

1961-90 0

Reg g

1930-63 3

1964-65 5

MM

Rel. ..unrel l

1966-90 0

FS S

Rel l

1930-53 3

1954 4

MM

Rel. ..unrel l

1955-90 0

Conoco* *

FF

Reg g

1930-48 8

1949-51 1

MM

Rel l

1952-81 1

Exxon n

FS S

Rel l

1930-59 9

1960-65 5

MM

Rel. ..unrel l

1966-90 0

Rel... unrel
.
l

1959-84 4

Firm m

Initial l
form m

Initiall sur- Initiall period d
vey y

Amoco o

FS S

Rel l

ARCO O

FF

Chevron n

Gettyy Oil

CC

Rel l

1930-58 8

Na a

MM

Gulff Oil

FF

Reg g

1930-55 5

1956-57 7

MM

Rel l

1958-84 4

Marathonn Oil

FF

Reg g

1930-59 9

1960-62 2

MM

Rel l

1963-82 2

Mobill Oil

FS S

Merge e

1930-58 8

1959 9

MM

Rel. . ,, unrel

1960-90 0

Occidental l

FF

Reg g

1962-67 7

1968-71 1

MM

Rel. ..unrel l

1972-90 0

Phillips s

HH

Rel l

1930-70 0

1973-74 4

MM

Rel l

1975-90 0

Shelll Oil

FS S

Rel l

1930-48 8

1949-59" "

MM

Rel l

1960-90 0

Standardd of
Ohio o

FS S

Rel l

1930-59 9

1960-61 1

MM

Rel. ..unrel l

1962-90 0

Texaco* *

FF

Merge e

1930-39 9

1940-42 2

MM

Rel l

1943-90 0

Unocal l

FF

Reg g

1930-61 1

1962-63*" "

MM

Rel. . .unrel l

1964-90 0

Notes:: F (functional form): Functionally-organised firm, FS (functional with subsidiary form): Functionally organisedd firm in the primary market with subsidiaries in the secondary markets. T (transitional form): The transitionn period from one organizational form to the multidivisional form. M (multidivisional form): Divisionalised
structuree in which the top manager makes all strategic plans and division managers make operating decisions.
HH (holding company form): divisionalised structure in which little centralised control. C (corrupted
multidivisionall form): a divisionalised structure in which the top manager makes all decisions. Reg: regional
growth;; Rel(ated): growth into international oil, petrochemicals, coal, uranium; Merge: growth through mergers;
Unrel(ated):: growth into activities other than oil or related; N.a not available.
** Transitional and functional period based on company histories and Bhargava 1972. " Differs from Armour
andd Teece because of firm consolidation in 1963. "* Announcement data indicates that divisionalisation begann in 1962.
Source:: Adjusted from Ollinger (1994:506).

However,, according to Grant and Cibin {1996), the fundamental change in the market environmentt of the sector occurred in 1973/4 but companies did not adapt their strategy
andd structure until a decade later. They explain that the change was characterised by increasedd competition and uncertainty.59 The primary trigger for the change was declining
profitability;; contextual change in itself was not enough to overcome organisational inertia
andd internal barriers to change. Furthermore, the changes in strategy and structure oc-

599

The increased competition was a result of: 1. The nationalisation of a large part of the majors' assets after
1972;; and 2. The expansion of smaller players including state-owned oil producers and domestically-based oil
companiess (e.g. Elf, Repsol). The increased uncertainty is indicated most clearly by increased volatility of the
pricee of crude oi, especially after 1980 (see Figure 5-1), when market-determined prices were introduced
(insteadd of prices determined by the majors and later by OPEC (Grant and Cibin, 1996).
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curredd simultaneously {instead of strategy leading change) and transformationally (instead
off incrementally).
Untill the beginning of the 1970s, centralisation reflected the highly interdependent
activitiess of the companies with an unusual proportion of decision making at headquarter
level.. The size, risk, and scale of the investments placed a heavy responsibility on top
managementt resulting in a more centralised organisational structure than in other sectors
off comparable size {Grant and Cibin, 1996:167). The emphasis on operational planning
wass associated with an 'engineering approach' and 'engineering culture', reflected in the
technicall background of companies' managers.
Betweenn 1970-1990, the companies moved from a configuration based on vertical
integrationn and hierarchical planning and control towards one based on decentralisation
andd market-responsiveness. The exception was Shell, which avoided both the diversificationn and the restructuring. According to Grant and Cibin (1996:180), Shell already had a
decentralisedd market-responsive archetype and could therefore change by adaptation insteadd of transformation.
Withinn the period, again two phases can be distinguished: 1. 1973-1981; and 2.
19811 -1990. Between 1973 and 1981, most of the companies reorganised their divisional
structuress in order to be able to react to fast-moving markets. The divisional reorganisation
wass of two kinds: 1. Moving from a geographically-based to a product-based divisional
structure;; and 2. Reducing the number of divisions directly reporting to headquarters.
However,, changes in the distribution of decision making were modest until the beginning
off the 1980s. Then, the companies also started to decentralise their decision-making
processes,, including vertical de-integration, new approaches to corporate planning, and
empowermentt (locating decision making as low down the organisation as possible).
Betweenn 1982-1988, all the companies in Grant and Cibin's sample granted operationall autonomy to their upstream and downstream divisions; they started to buy and
selll outside their own group. Vertical de-integration reflected a fundamental change in the
statuss of downstream operations. Those were now expected to become profit centres
coveringg costs of capital rather than existing merely to provide secure outlets for oil production.. Corporate planning changed because it became increasingly difficult to forecast
oill market trends. Together with decision-making responsibilities, planning and strategy
formulationn were also transferred to divisional management. Headquarters started to functionn more as a coordinator and sounding board; corporate planning departments of most
off the sample firms had drastically shrunk by 1991 (Grant and Cibin, 1996:181). Planning
methodss changed alongside; formal five- or ten-year planning was replaced by scenario
planningg techniques as pioneered by Shell during the 1970s {Wack, 1985).
Accordingg to Grant and Cibin (1996), the changes in centralisation of decisionmakingg and empowerment were accompanied by two mechanisms of coordination: financiall control and goal alignment (i.e. active management of a corporate culture). Financial
controll used to be regarded as non-suitable for the long-term decision horizon, but this
changedd because of the increased emphasis on cost efficiency and performance. Further,
short-termm management became more important in itself, and decentralisation permitted
businesss units and divisions to be treated as independent profit units. By 1991, the predominantt organisational form was a corporate headquarters with three principal operating
divisions:: upstream, downstream, and chemicals. Grant and Cibin add, however, that
theree was significant variation in their sample.
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5.6.22

Evolution of Structure: the period 1990-2002

Thee previous section shows that strategy and structure can be seen as separate for analyticall purpose but that they are entwined in practice. Chapter 4 categorised the options
too examine organisational structure in connection with the literature review of the previous
chapter.. The conclusions of that chapter already indicated that the operationalisation of
organisationall structure is a complex task. Building on the findings of Grant and Cibin
(1996)) and Ollinger (1994), this section focuses on two variables of organisational structure:: degree of centralisation and structure of ownership. The last variable distinguishes
ratioo of ownership as well as patterns of mergers and acquisitions. The aim is to present
ann overview of the developments for the period 1990-2002, and to examine the characteristicss of the sample on these aspects.
DegreeDegree of centralisation
Thee examination of the degree of centralisation turned out to be a hard task. As the methodologicall chapter showed, several options were considered to examine this variable. The
chosenn proxy uses registration of affiliates as an indication of centralisation. A summary of
thee results for majority-owned and minority-owned affiliates is shown in the tables below.
Thee data are to be read as an indication of the relative intra-sectoral position of a company
inn a specific year; absolute positions cannot be drawn from the tables and figures, althoughh a distinction over the years are possible.
Majority-ownedMajority-owned affiliates and centralisation
Forr 1990, two explicit groups emerged, as indicated in Table 5-16. For the other years,
withinn each column, the data should be read both relative to each other and top-down, in
orderr to read an increase in the degree of centralisation. While the starting positions of
bothh groups are similar in relative centralisation in 1990, other developmental paths are
chosenn for the majority-owned affiliates. The European companies become more decentralised,, while the US companies become more centralised. While in 1990 the European
companiess came from a slightly more centralised position, by 2002, they are more decentralisedd than the US companies. Companies from Latin America are the most centralised
withinn the sample. In the midst of the period, in 1995, the European companies are even
moree decentralised than in 2002.
Tablee 5-16 Majority-owned affiliates & centralisation: clusters of companies:
19900
Majorityy owned
(fromm
decentralisedd
too centralised)

Group 1:
Mobil BP
Amoco Texaco
Group 2:
Elff Total
Exxonn Marathon ENI Chevron
Arcoo Shell

1995
Mobil
Texaco BP Shell
Eni Amoco
Exxon Arco Chevron
Marathon Total

2002
BP
ChevronTexaco
Shell Total
Eni ExxonMobil Repsol
Conoco Marathon
Phiiiips PDVSA Pemex relrubtas
Statoil

Source:: Scope database. For methodology, see Chapter 4.

Company-specificc results are shown in Table 5-1 7. BP is the most decentralised company
withinn the group, for both 1990 and 2002. Chevron and Texaco are in different groups in
1990;; as a merged company, they end in a relatively decentralised position for 2002. Statoill (and other state companies such as the Latin American group) emerged as most cen-
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tralisedd for 2002, while Shell moves from a quite centralised position in 1990 to a relativelyy decentralised position in 1995 and 2002. Arco starts centralised in 1990, moves to
aa less centralised position in the 1995-group, and is then acquired by BP, which leads the
decentralisedd groups. In 2002, five companies have 50% of their affiliates as direct subsidiaries:: Statoil, the three Latin American companies, and Marathon Oil. Two companies
reachh their 50% level at the second level of ownership: ExxonMobil and ENI. ConocoPhillipss lies in between those two groups. ChevronTexaco has 50% of its affiliates up to the
thirdd level of ownership; Shell and Total are in between the second and third level of ownership.. BP is the most decentralised and reaches the 50% level only at the fourth level of
ownership. .
Tablee 5-17 Majority-owned affiliates & centralisation: company specific results
Centralisation:: relative pattern majority-owned affiliates

50%-levell 2002 (1)

BP(AmocoArco) )

Arcoo most C; Amoco more C than BP which is most DC of
three;; BP shows pattern DC -» C -> DC

44

Chevron(Texaco) )

Chevron:: C; Texaco: DC; both quite stable 90/95; merged to
relativelyy DC

33

ConocoPhillips s

Phillipss more C than Conoco; no merger data available

1/2 2

ENI I

CC -» DC ~> C

22

ExxonMobil l

Exxonn slightly more C from 90-95; Mobil stable DC; merged to 2 2
mediumm position of those

Marathonn Oil

CC -> more C

11

PDVSA A

CC

11

Pernn ex

CC

11

Petrobras s

CC

11

RepsolYPF F

Relativelyy C

22

Shell l

CC ->DC -> slightly less DC

2/3 3

Statoil l

CC

11

Total(FinaElf) )

Elff and Total similar 1990, Total more C for 1995 (Elf no
data);; merged into more DC for 2002

2/3 3

Notes:: For PDVSA, Pemex and Petrobras, data were only available for 2002. C: Centralised; DC: Decentralised.. (1) 50% level indicates at which subsidiary level the cumulative percentage of half of the affiliates has
beenn registered. TotalFinaElf and Shell are on the brink of the second and third level as indicated. Source:
Scopee Database, 2003.

Minority-ownedMinority-owned affiliates and centralisation
Thee results for the minority-owned affiliates are that the European ones are more centralisedd than those of the US, for both 1990 and 1995. So, while the US companies are more
centralisedd in their approach of majority-owned affiliates, the European companies increasee their grip on the minority-owned affiliates. Unfortunately, the data only refer to
1990-1995,, so the developments for the rest of the period cannot be examined. Clusters
off companies are shown in the table below (see Table 5-18); again they should be read
top-downn to read an increase in the degree of centralisation.
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Tablee 5-18 Minority-owned affiliates & centralisation: clusters of companies
19900
Minority-ownedd
(fromm decentralised
too centralised)

Mobil
Amoco BP ENI
Exxon Elf Marathon
Totall Arco
Chevronn Texaco
Shell l

1995
Mobil
BP Shell ENI
Texaco Amoco
Exxon Chevron Arco
Marathon Total

Notes:: For methodology, see Chapter four: clustering based on the 5 0 % point in cumulative division of levels
off affiliates in tables. Source: Scope database.

Withinn the approach of the minority-affiliates, several observations can be made over the
five-yearr period. Four companies remain at the same level: Mobil, BP ENI and ARCO.
Threee companies decentralised, Texaco, Chevron, and Shell. The latter company is remarkablee as Shell replaced its most centralised position by an almost most decentralised
position.. The remaining four companies increased the degree of centralisation of their affiliates:: Exxon, Total, Marathon, and Amoco. For 1990, the clusters were not similar to
thosee of the majority-owned affiliates. However, several companies were in a similar positionn to what they were for the majority-owned affiliates. Mobil again emerges as most decentralisedd and Shell as most centralised; Amoco and Elf remain in-between these two
extremee positions. For 1995, the similarity between the clusters of the two kinds is very
strong:: only Texaco and ENI swapped positions. An overview of the company-specific positionss is presented in Table 5-19.
Tablee 5-19 Minority-owned affiliates & centralisation pattern: company-specific
Centralisation:: relative pattern of minority-owned affiliates

5 0 %% level 1990 1995

BP(AmocoArco) )

Arcoo slight increase of its C; Amoco increase of C; BP in be-tweenn and stable

Ar:: 1/2
Amm 3 ^ 2; BP: 2 / 3

Chevron(Texaco) )

Texacoo more DC from 90->95; Chevron more C at indirect
subsidiaries s

T95:: 2, Others: 1

ConocoPhillips s

--

--

ENI I

Moree C at direct subsidiaries

2/3 3

ExxonMobil l

Exxonn more C than Mobil DC; stable over the years

E:2;M:4 4

Marathonn Oil

DC-»C C

1 / 2 - >> 1

PDVSA A

--

--

Pemex x

--

--

Petrobras s

--

--

RepsolYPF F

--

--

Shell l

C-»DC C

11 - > 3

Statoil l

--

--

Totall (FinaElf)

Totall more C (with light increase) than Elf (Elf no data 95)

T:1 1
E:1/2 2

C:: Centralised; DC: Decentralised. (1) 50% level indicates at which subsidiary level the cumulative percentage
off half the affiliates has been registered. Elf and BP are on the brink of two levels as indicated.
Source:: Scope Database, 2003.
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StructureStructure of ownership
Thee second variable is structure of ownership. In the industry, the high level of initial capitall investments, in combination with the risk associated with new (and older) operations
leadss to various kinds of partnerships; joint ventures and subcontracting are common.
Operationss are often carried out by autonomous subsidiaries especially constructed for a
specificc location or country and companies work together in specially established consortia.600 Being the operator of a site and having a majority stake can be essential to a companyy in those cases. In this study, the structure of ownership is first analysed on the basis
off the ratio between minority and majority affiliates. Data are available for 1990 and 1995
(seee Table 5-20).
Tablee 5-20 Structure of ownership petroleum: minority/majority ratio
1990 0

1995 5

Elf f

0.41 1

Na a

Total l

0.31 1

1990 0

1995 5

Exxon n

0.47 7

0.37 7

0.56 6

Mobil l

0.35 5

0,46 6

BP P

0.28 8

0.34 4

Texaco o

0.31 1

0.33 3

Shell l

0.36 6

0.30 0

Marathon n

0,21 1

0,30 0

Amoco o

0.11 1

0.11 1

Wholee sample

0.31 1

0.35 5

Arco o

0,11 1

0.09 9

EU-sample e

0.34 4

0.39 9

Chevron n

0.07 7

0.06 6

US-sample e

0.26 6

0.28 8

Source:: Scope database, October 2003.

Thee data show that, in the 1990s, companies had on average about 30% of their affiliates
inn minority-ownership (1990: 0.31; 1995: 0.35). The average for the US companies is
lowerr than for the European companies (for 1990, 0.26 versus 0.26; for 1995, 0.28 versuss 0.39) but this conceals a split in the US group. Three companies within that group
(Amoco,, ARCO and Chevron) score below 0.12 for both years; while the other companies
(Exxon,, Mobil, Texaco and Marathon) all score above 0.30 (except for Marathon in
1990:0.21).. This may actually mean that US companies have more minority holdings than
Europeann ones; however, this conclusion should be handled with care, as data for Europeann companies consists of scores for only four companies (Elf, Total, BP, and Shell).
Companiess scoring extremely high (above 0.4) are Elf and Exxon for 1990, Total and Mobill for 1995. A specific trend in the direction of less or more minority-affiliates cannot be
sustained;; five companies increased their ratio from 1990 to 1995, four others decreased,
andd one was stable.
Mergers Mergers
Thee second element distinguished as structure of ownership is the experience of a merger
byy the companies in the sample. The 1990s were a new period of changes in organisa-

600

According to Ernst and Steinbuhl (1997:146), alliances are preferred to improve performance over acquisitionss and divestitures. They bypass or reduce the valuation, tax and regulatory issues associated with changes
inn control and allow parent companies to retain oil reserves as a hedge against price increases. They distinguishh five emerging types of alliance especially relevant for the oil industry: 1, consolidation joint ventures; 2.
alliancess with specialists; 3. enhanced supplier relationships and outsourcing alliances; 4. advantaged networkss of producers and suppliers; and 5. new operated-by-others (OBO) relationships.
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tionall structure for the companies. A series of mergers and acquisitions changed our
samplee from 19 to 13 companies (see Table 5-21).
Tablee 5-21 Petroleum: mergers and acquisitions, 1990-2002
MergedMerged with:
BPP

Amoco: announced 8/98, effective 12/98; Arco: announced 4/99, effective 4 / 0 0

Chevronn

Texaco: announced 10/00, effective 10/01

Conocoo

Phillips, announced 11/01, effective 8 / 0 2

Exxon**

Mobil: announced 12/98, effective 11/99

Repsoll

YPF: acquired 6/99

Totall

Petrofina: acquired 12/98; Elf Aquitaine: announced 9/99, effective 12/00

Notes:: For an overview of mergers and acquisitions in the oil industry for the period 1980-1990, see Conn
andd White (1994); for the period 1970-1990, Ollinger (1994). The latter also gives attention to the role of Mr
Boonee Pickens who used the concept of oil partnerships to enhance stock value and acted as a catalyst in
restructuringg the industry (Ollinger, 1994; and, see also Yergin, 1991). "The merger between Exxon and Mobil
reunitess [two parts of John D. Rockefeller's imperium Standard Oil Trust] Standard Oil New Jersey and Standardd Oil of New York, a combination dismantled by the US Supreme Court in 1911. At the time, the split was
regardedd upon as the first victory of authorities on an industrial cartel. Standard Oil was dismantled into 34
companies.. Rockefeller is said not to have avoided a method to create a monopoly.

Thee first mega-merger was between BP and Amoco in August 1998. The last merger (betweenn Conoco and Phillips) became effective in 2002.61 The merger between Chevron
andd Texaco initially collapsed in June 1999, but succeeded a year later. The US Federal
Tradee Commission and the European Commission both studied the mergers for their impactt on competition; some companies were required to divest some parts or stakes in orderr to acquire approval.
Threee of the companies that did not merge are ENI, Shell, and Statoil. ENI purchased a
largee stake in GALP, the Portuguese oil & gas group. In order not to be left isolated, ENI is
reportedd to have been studying its options. In 1999, ENI approached Elf, but Elf merged
withh its French rival TotalFina. The bidding of Totalfina for Elf Aquitaine arrived at the momentt that Elf was considering its options with Italian ENI. But the French government
preferredd a French-French connection and had a decisive share in Elf. Moreover, the 36%
stakee of the Italian government in ENI was perceived as a difficulty in forging a significant
deal.. The Italian government is, however, backing ENI actions to merge with equal companiess (Financial Times, 2000a/b). One of the possibilities considered was Spanish Repsol,
butt that company acquired the Argentinian company YPF in 1999. Shell did not merge as
well.. It announced it was considering cooperation with Texaco in European downstream
(refiningg and sales) but this was cancelled in December 1998. Expectations about a
mergerr between Statoil and Norsk Hydro arose in February 2004 but were toned down by
Norskk Hydro pointing out that a disadvantage of such a merger would be that both companiess are likely to be struggling with the same issues (George, 2004).
Att the end of 1999, the pace and level of mergers slowed down compared with
19988 and the first half of 1999. The cost-cutting motive driving the BP-Amoco and ExxonMobill mergers had been removed by the rise in oil prices (at the end of 1998 around $10
aa barrel, the lowest price in 25 years) and the "large integrated oil companies that are left
standingg are less likely candidates" (Financial Times, September 1999). Independent chief
611

The companies are treated separately in this study because their first full year together is 2003.
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executivess and a possible increase of regulatory scrutiny are other factors. According to
thee FT, future deals among the companies will focus on the sale of exploration and productionn properties. In the oil field equipment and services sector, mergers and acquisition
activityy is expected to involve divestitures more than anything else. In February 2000, the
FTT reported from a study of Cambridge Energy and Arthur Andersen that small companies
willl be able to compete successfully with the merged giants but only if they focus at specificc points in the value chain. (Financial Times, February 2000).
Ernstt and Steinbuhl (1999) confirm this view; they predicted a new wave of mergers,, acquisitions, alliances and divestitures as the result of the midsize and smaller integratedd companies finding a new way between the specialised companies and the mega
companies.. According to Bleakly, Gee and Hulme (1997), specialised companies are
capturingg most of the industry's growth and shareholder value: present industry status quo
assignss less advantage to having scale and scope across links in the value chain. The
sourcee of advantage would be in excellent performance within one of the individual stages.
Althoughh still mainly confined to the US, the 'atomisation' would also start to emerge in
otherr parts of the world. In their view, the majors tend to dismiss the implications, when in
factt they should ambitiously change their skills, management processes and human resourcee management to be ready for the new competitors notwithstanding their structural
advantagess (e.g. size, international presence, market positions, certain technologies).
ConcludingConcluding remarks: petroleum & structure
Thee results of the examination of the structural aspects of the companies in the sample are
summarisedd in Table 5-22; the focus was on degree of centralisation, structure of ownershipp and mergers. The main conclusion for degree of centralisation is that while the Europeann companies came from a slightly more centralised position for their majority-owned
affiliatess in 1990, they became more decentralised over the period 1990-2002; the US
companiess chose a contrasting development and became more centralised. For the minority-ownedd affiliates, it is the other way round; here it is the European companies who
aree more centralised in their approach to their minority-owned affiliates, at least for 1990
andd 1995. Clusters of companies are observed as well; the Latin American companies,
Statoill and Marathon are the most centralised and have 50% of their majority-owned affiliatess as direct subsidiaries. BP is the most decentralised company for both 1990 and
2002.. Shell and Total move to a more decentralised position over the years. Chevron and
Texacoo were in different groups for 1990 but end as decentralised due to their merger;
andd this applies for ExxonMobil, but to a lesser degree.
Forr the minority-owned affiliates, clusters of companies are also observed. A first
groupp (Mobil, ENI, BP, and ARCO) is stable in its position; a second group decentralises
(Texaco,, Chevron, and Shell). For Shell, the change means a totally reversed position versuss 1990. Exxon, Total, Marathon, and Amoco centralise their affiliates more. For Total,
thiss is in contrast to the moves it makes for its majority-owned affiliates. The interesting
pointt about the minority-owned results is that the clusters of companies for 1995 are almostt completely similar; only Texaco and ENI swapped their positions.
Withh regard to the second variable of structure, structure of ownership, attention
wass first given to the ratio between minority and majority affiliates. For 1990 and 1995,
thee data showed that companies have about 30% of their affiliates in minority-ownership,
whichh seems quite considerable. For the US companies, two groups are observed; the
low-scoring,, and the medium-scoring group. However, a specific trend could not be sustained;; five companies increased their ratio from 1990 to 1995, four others decreased,
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onee was stable. The last aspect of structure concerned whether companies took part in a
merger;; only a few companies did not do so: ENI, Shell, Statoil, and the Latin American
companies. .

Tablee 5-22 Development of structure elements: overview 1990-2002
Centralisationn pattern

Structuree of ownership

Merger r
1990-2002 2

Majority-owned d
1 9 9 0 - >> 2002

Minority-owned d Min/Majj Ratio
1 9 9 0 - »» 1995 19900

Amoco o

--

33 - » 2

Loww

Low

Yes s

ARCO O

--

1/2 2

Loww

Low

Yes s

BP(AmocoArco) )

BPP most DC of the 2/3 3
three e
DC-»C->DCC
4

Medium-Loww

Medium-High

Yes s

Chevronn (Texaco)

Chevronn stable C,
Texx stable DC
mergedd to relativee DC
3

11

Loww

Low

Yes s

ConocoPhillips s

Phh more C

--

--

Yes s

Elf f

--

1/2 2

High h

Yes s

ENI I

CC -> DC -» C

--

No o

Exxon(Mobil) )

Exx more C, Mobil
stablee DC, merged
too medium
2

Marathonn Oil

CC -»more C

Mobil l

--

1/2

2 2/3 3

Highh

Medium-high

Yes s

Medium-loww

Medium-low

No o

44

Medium-highh

High

Yes s

-..

No o

--

No o

--

Yes s

22

1 1/22 -» 1

PDVSA A

CC

1

--

Pemex x

CC

1

--

Petrobras s

CC

1

RepsolYPF F

Relativelyy C

---

Shell l

CC -> DC -» bit less 11 - » 3
DCC
2/3

1

Min/Maj Ratio
1995

Medium-Highh

No o

Medium-low

No o

Statoil l

CC

--

--

Texaco o

--

11 - » 2

Medium-highh

Medium-high

Yes s

Totall (FinaElf)

Total:: C ->more C
mergedd into DC
2/3 3

11

Medium-highh

X-high

Yes s

1

No o

Notes:: Structure of ownership by means of minority/majority affiliates ratio: Low x 0.20; Medium-low 0.20<
xx 0.30; Medium-high 0.30 < x 0.40; High 0.40 < x 0.50; X-high: xX>.50; Centralisation pattern: indicationn of development over time (DC: Decentralised, C: Centralised) and indication of the 5 0 % level, the subsidiaryy level at which the cumulative half of the affiliates have been registered.
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5.77

Conclusions

Thee international petroleum industry gained momentum in the 20 th century: world demand
forr oil proved to be overwhelming. Subsequently, the industry became characterised by
politicall and economic power struggles. Technological developments, new discoveries
andd a new geo-political setting set the stage for the period from 1990 onwards. This
chapterr has provided a strategic profile of the sector and a short overview of the context
inn which the companies operate. It showed the economic importance of the sector and
thee contest between ExxonMobil and Shell for market leadership during 1990-1998. From
19999 onwards, after ExxonMobil claimed victory, British Petroleum emerged as its new
contestant. .
Thee chances of depletion of oil resources are hard to forecast as figures on reservess are subject to political and regulatory games, technological developments, and the
discussionn on the reality of an ultimate peak in reserves. A transition to renewable energy
onn a large scale does not seem likely within prevailing scenarios, and investments by petroleumm companies are too low to lead to a cannibalisation of the industry.
Thee strategic profile of the sector shows several patterns of development. Starting with
thee strategy variable, the results are as follows:
•• With regard to internationalisation, a steady increase within a range of 10% can be
observed;; this overall pattern is confirmed by data on internationalisation of assets.
Onn average, European oil companies tend to score higher than US oil majors; Latin
Americann oil companies score extremely low. The immediate possession or lack of
naturall resources relates directly to these results. However, in the second half of
thee 1990s, the need to increase reserves is the explanation of the overall trend for
internationalisation.. Overall, five companies score extremely high (over 50%); anotherr group of five scores low (less than 25%). This grouping is related to the relativee size of the companies: the larger the company, the more likely that it is highly
internationalised.. In addition, a large difference is found between majority- and minority-ownedd affiliates; the latter are more internationalised; furthermore, the regionall difference in degree of internationalisation between European and US companiess does not hold for the minority-owned affiliates. This supports the idea that
companiess use minority-shares to increase their grip worldwide.
•• Focusing on vertical integration, the pattern is more diverse. After 1999, a trend
towardss higher degrees of integration is observed for half of the companies; the
otherr half de-integrates. For the period, the average degree of vertical integration
forr the European companies rose from 33.6% to 40.2%. The diversity within the
groupp is large. Notwithstanding the average, half the companies vertically deintegrated,, and, for 2002, figures range from 23.0% (BP) to 59.2% (ENI). The effectt of a merger on the degree of vertical integration varies.
•• The oil industry majors in the 1990s have started to concentrate on their core activitiess and, through processes of mergers and acquisitions, have shown relatively
homogeneouss patterns of diversification. Strategic diversification will therefore not
bee further investigated as most oil majors (at least in the developed region) have
adoptedd comparable levels of specialisation
Consideringg structure, several proxies were used to measure the degree of centralisation
andd the different aspects of structure of ownership. The results are as follows:
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••

Regional patterns are reflected in the degree of centralisation. These patterns are
stronglyy congruent with the patterns observed for internationalisation: a high degreee of centralisation relates to less internationalisation, and vice versa. For majority-ownedity-owned

affiliates, European companies became more decentralised (reaching a

peakk in 1995) while US companies show a pattern of increased centralisation. The
patternss may be related to the different regimes in labour conditions in both regions,, but examination of those is beyond the scope of this present research. The
Europeann companies started from a slightly more centralised position than the US
companies.. Latin American companies take the centralised positions. For the minority-ownednority-owned

affiliates, the European companies take the opposite route: centrali-

sation.. They are more centralised than the US companies for both 1990 and 1995.
Forr the year 1 9 9 5 , similarity is found between the positioning of companies for
bothh their majority- and minority-owned affiliates. For this year, the grouping of
companiess for their degree of centralisation is almost completely similar; only ENI
andd Texaco swapped their positions.
••

The structure of ownership boils down to two variables: cooperative arrangements,
andd mergers. For mergers, the trend in the second half of the 1990s was clearly to
participatee in a large merger. A regional pattern is observed for Latin America:
theree companies did not participate in a merger. European exceptions are ENI,
Shelll and Statoil; although they did consider their options. Considering cooperative
arrangements,, a proxy was found in the ratio of minority/majority-owned affiliates.
Ann average of 3 0 % of affiliates were in minority-ownership, which slowly increased
overr the 1990s. The high figure indicates the more complicated nature of managementt and control; hierarchical relationships in minority ownerships are not as
directt as those in majority ownership. The average overall is lower for US than for
Europeann companies. This conceals the diversity for the US companies, for which
t w oo significant groups were observed. Further categorisations for this aspect of
structuree of ownership were not observed.

Specifiedd for regions (see Table 5-23), the data show that:
••

For European

companies

a high level of internationalisation is combined with de-

centralisationn for majority-owned affiliates, relatively higher centralisation for minority-ownedd affiliates, a high degree of cooperative arrangements and few mergers.
••

For US companies:

a medium level of internationalisation is combined with a more

centralisedd approach of majority-owned affiliates, a centralised approach of minority-ownedd affiliates, a varied level of cooperation and many mergers.
••

For Latin American

companies: the level of internationalisation is low, the degree of

centralisationn very high and mergers did not occur.
Tablee 5-23 Relative regional positions of oil: in strategy and structure, 1990-2002
Region n Vertical linte-- Internatio-gration n
nalisation n

Degreee of centralisation
Majorityy owned

Europe e Varied d

Co-operative e
arrang. .

Mergers s

Minorityowned d

High h

Low w

Medium m

High h

Few w

US S

--

Medium m

Medium m

Medium m

Varied d

Many y

LA A

--

Low w

Veryy high

--

--

None e

Note:: US: United States Companies; LA: Latin American companies.
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Extremee cases with regard to the previous regional patterns are the following:
••

Statoil shows, in stark contrast with the European trend, low internationalisation,
stronglyy decreasing vertical integration (from 6 5 . 3 % to 42.9 %, ending at about the
average)) and a high degree of centralisation comparable to the Latin American
profile; ;

••

British Petroleum has the lowest vertical integration {23.0%) and an extremely high
degreee of internationalisation: the company is the top scorer for the year 2002 with
81.3%.. In addition, it is the most decentralised company in the sample, for both
19900 and 2002. BP merged across the Atlantic, possibly to increase its foothold in
US-assets. .

••

Elf and Total score high ratios of cooperative arrangements (respectively, for 1990
andd 1995) and merged within a single country. In addition, Total scored extremely
highh on internationalisation: the company is the second top scorer in Europe. Both
scoress are extreme confirmations of the European trend.

••

Exxon and Mobil

show a similar pattern to Elf and Total; their ratio for minority

ownershipp (respectively, for 1990 and 1995) is also well above average; while the
companiess merge in the subsequent period.
••

With regard to degree of centralisation, Shell confirms the European trend for the
majority-ownedd affiliates and moves to more decentralised position. However, for
thee minority-owned affiliates, Shell shows a contrasting pattern with the European
trend:: from the most centralised position in the group, it reversed to a decentralisedd position.

••

Texaco and Chevron both contradict the US development for degree of centralisationn for minority-owned affiliates: they decentralise as well.

Thesee results provide the starting point of the further study in the following chapters. Consideringg the Environmental Alignment Framework and its propositions, they lead to the
followingg questions:
••

How do environmental strategies combine with the slowly increasing level of verticall integration? Do companies with extreme scores have quite different environmentall strategies compared with the other companies, because of the implications
forr their coordination mechanisms? (Proposition P1)

••

How do environmental strategies combine with the trend of increased internationalisation:: Does the change in internationalisation in the second half of the 1990s
correspondd to a change in environmental strategy? (Proposition P2)

••

How do environmental structures correspond with the changes in centralisation?
Doess the specific development of decentralisation for European majority-owned
affiliatess correspond to a pattern in the management structure for environmental
issues?? (Proposition P5)

••

What is the effect of structure of ownership, especially the relatively high percentagee of minority-owned affiliates, on the environmental structure of the petroleum
companies?? (Proposition P6a)

••

Do environmental management activities of companies really change, following a
merger?? (Proposition P6b)
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6.11

Introduction

Mostt companies consider a good reputation a valuable, individual asset; it attracts investorss and highly qualified employees, it lowers access barriers to resources and assures
continuancee of operations in times of difficulty. This can make the difference in competitive
marketss with products that hardly differentiate terms of price, technology or availability. A
problematicc reputation, on the other hand, can hinder companies in their performance; it
cann have negative multiplier effects as well. The quality of reputation can be the result of
individuall company behaviour, e.g. of past choices in strategy and structure or a particular
approachh to communication, and/or the result of industry effects. Even a superficial readingg of newspapers shows that the oil industry suffers from an environmentally-unfriendly
imagee compared with many other industries. This image is further aggravated by ecologicall disasters, such as oil spills and accidents, which can be directly attributed to the oil
industryy and issues such as climate change. However, individual companies are bound to
havee different reputations; environmental impacts differ in size and are caused by different
oill companies {or their suppliers), and companies have different responses to particular
reputationn conflicts. It is therefore important to differentiate between industry effects and
companyy effects.
Thiss chapter identifies the most important 'issues' of environmental contention in
thee oil industry and considers whether reputation effects are primarily linked to the industry,, to specific events, and/or whether specific clusters of firms can be distinguished. The
chapterr starts with an overview of the versatility of the environmental impact of the sector
(6.2)) and an introduction to issues of reputation for the industry (6.2.1), followed by a discussionn of the results and limitations of several performance rankings (6.2.2). Subsequently,, attention is given to reputation rankings (6.3): these are analysed for clusters of
companiess and patterns in behaviour. Attention is first given to rankings of overall reputationn (6.3.1), and then to data on environmental reputation (6.3.2). For both sorts of reputation,, a reputation commons effect (in which all companies engage in the same trend, irrespectivee of their contribution to an event) can be observed. For specific companies, the
effectt of catalyst events is observed as well.

6.22

Petroleum industry and issues of reputation

Thee relation between petroleum companies and their contextual environment, especially
hostt developing economies, is complex. This probably has an impact on their reputation.
Exampless of extremely complex situations have been given in the introductory chapter. In
thiss kind of situations, top and middle managers need to focus their attention on many aspects:: the economic footprint of the company (e.g. in revenues, opportunities for employ125 5
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ment);; the technical circumstances of the operations; the impact in environmental terms;
and/orr the frequently corrupt and sometimes violent contextual environment (see Kaufman,
Kraayy and Zoido-Lobatón, 2000; Van Hulten, 2000; Wilkins, 1976). As a result, easy solutionss do not seem to be available. Extensive illustrations of the complex impact of oil productionn in developing countries are found in Eifert, Gelb and Tallroth (2003) 62; Karl
(1997);; Ross (2001); the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)63; and the
Worldd Bank's Extractive Industries Review64, an extensive evaluation of the impact of its
investmentss in the industry on poverty reduction and sustainable development. This sectionn concentrates on the environmental footprint of the sector in the form of oil spills, incidentss and climate change and on the discussion of its environmental performance.
6.2.11

Oil spills, incidents and climate change

Startingg with the environmental footprint of the sector, the oil and gas industry is one of
thee most pollution intensive industries (e.g. Tomorrow, 2001, E&P Forum/UNEP, 1997,
Leonard,, 1988). According to Friends of the Earth International, ExxonMobil would for example,, contribute about 5% of global carbon dioxide emissions (FOE, 2004:5). A general
overvieww of the environmental impact of upstream and downstream operations is shown in
Tablee 6-1 (categorised for different impacts on different media).

622
Eifert, Gelb and Tallroth (2003) describe the effect of several types of political systems on the spending of
oill revenue. Karl (1997) describes the destabilising effects of oil booms on the developmental state of oil exportingg countries and presents a detailed case study of Venezuela. She explains the similar pattern of the
statess by reference to the similarity of institutional arrangements and patterns of public policy, despite apparentt differences in regime types, cultures, and geographic location. Ross (2001) results show that oil exports
aree strongly associated with authoritarian rule: the mechanism of oiHmpedes-democracy. Using pooled timeseriess cross-national data from 105 states between 1971-1997, this mechanism is confirmed. Other types of
minerall exports have a similar effect though agricultural exports do not His research finds support for both a
'rentier'' effect, which suggests that resource rich governments use low tax rates and patronage to dampen
democraticc pressures, and a repression effect. The latter holds that resource wealth retards democratisation
byy enabling the government to better fund the apparatus of repression,
633
At the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, September 2002, the UK Government
initiatedd the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) to increase transparency with regard to paymentss and revenues in the sector in countries heavily dependent on these resources (www.dfid.gov.uk, 2003).
Thee "Publish What You Pay" campaign wants to ensure greater government accountability and is supported by
severall Northern governments and NGOs. Nigeria and 10 other developing countries agreed to support the
voluntaryy campaign (Hoyos and Peel, 2003). Angola, ranking high on corruption lists, seems the starkest battlefrontt in the campaign (Reed and Hoyos, 2003). When BP announced in 2001 that it would make public its
taxx payments to the Angolan government, the national oil company informed BP that such a move would
threatenn its business interests in the country; BP recoiled. At the moment, companies are trying to find a safer
wayy to publish on payments (Hoyos, 2003).
644
The review was a response to general for stakeholder consultation and NGO requests in particular to stop
supportingg the industry. In the NGO-view, the negative impact of the industry outweighs the benefits on povertyy alleviation. The evaluation states that "projects have produced positive economic and financial results,
althoughh compliance with its environmental and social safeguards remains a challenge" (World Bank Group,
2003:vii).. This is said to be a bold statement in World Bank language. However, the proposal that the World
Bankk should phase out all oil projects within five years is probably not acceptable. Industry and governments
rejectedd the conclusions of the report (Beattie, 2004).
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Tablee 6-1 Petroleum industry: environmental impact on different media
MediumMedium

Sector impact oil Upstream impact (2)
industryindustry (1)

Atmospheree

Global warming,
ozonee depletion,
toxicc releases,
acidd rain, air poliutionn

Freshh &
marinee water

Aqueous emisProduced water; drilling fluids, cuttings &
sions, toxic rewell treatment chemicals; process, wash
leases,, groundand drainage water; sewerage, sanitary and
waterr contamina- domestic wastes; spills and leakage; cooltionn
ing water

Usee of cooling water; emissionss of HCs, mercaptans,
caustics,, oil, phenols, chromium,, effluent from gas
scrubbers s

Soil l

Spillss & contami- Physical disturbance as a result of connation,, toxic restruction (soil erosion due to soil structure,
leases,, landfill
slope or rainfall); contamination resulting
wastee
from spillage/leakage or solid waste disposal;; indirect impact arising from opening
accesss and social change

Hazardouss waste, sludges
fromm effluent treatment,
spentt catalysts, tars

Biodiversityy

Effect on genes,
speciess & ecosystems,, includingg human health

Deforestationn

Loss of carbonfixingg capacity,
losss of habitat,
desertification n

Naturall resources s

Impactt on renewablee and nonrenewablee resources,, water
andd energy use

Flaring, venting and purging gases; cornbustion processes; fugitive gases from
loading operations/tankage, losses from
process equipment; airborne particulates
from soil disturbance during construction
andd from vehicle traffic; particulates from
otherr burning sources

DownstreamDownstream impact (3)
Emissionss of S02, NOx, hydrogenn sulphide, HCs, benzene,, CO, C0 2 , particulate
matter,, PAHs, mercaptans,
toxicc organic compound
odours;; risks of explosions
andd fires

See atmospheric, aquatic and terrestrial
impacts; plus effects on plant/animal cornmunity (resulting from variations in water,
air, soil/sediment, noise, light, changes in
vegetation) )

Note:: UNEP/E&P Forum (1997) also list the human, socio-economic, and cultural impacts of the industry,
whichh in practice are hard to separate from explicit environmental impact. Mentioned are changes in: land use
patternss (direct consequence: land-take and exclusion; indirect consequence: new access routes); local
populationn levels (result of immigration of labour force and in-migration); socio-economic systems (e.g. new
employment,, income differentials, different members local groups benefit unevenly); socio-cultural systems
(direct:: social structure, cultural heritage; indirect: effects on natural resources, value systems foreigners);
availabilityy of /access to goods and services (housing, education, healthcare, etc.); planning strategies (in case
off conflict between development and protection, natural resource use, etc); aesthetics (unsightly or noisy facilities);; transportation systems (increase of infrastructure and effects).
Source:: (1) Tomorrow, 2001, (2) E&P Forum/UNEP, 1997, (3) WRI, 1998.

Accordingg to E&P Forum/UNEP (1997), one of them is the sector's lobby organisation,
many,, if not all, potential environmental impacts of the upstream activity will be eliminated
orr mitigated with the proper application of management techniques and best environmentall practice. Of course, there may be a big gap between the effect of elimination and
mitigation,mitigation, as well as in the exact contents of 'proper application'.
Althoughh the majority of the environmental effects result from normal operating
procedures,, the occurrence of oil spills during tanker transport and climate change are
exampless of environmental issues which are in particular associated with negative media
attention.. The occurrence of oil spills may even be the environmental issue that is most
familiarr to the general public. The three main reasons of accidental spills are: groundings
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(35%);; collisions (28%); and hull failure (14%) (ITOPF, 2003). Table 6-2 presents an
overvieww of 20 major accidental oil spills since 1967.
Tablee 6-2 Twenty major accidental oil spills (ranked by volume)
Year r

Shipname e

Location n

Spilll *

1979 9

AtlanticAtlantic Empress

Offf Tobago, West Indies

287,000 0

1991 1

ABTABT Summer

7000 nautical miles of Angola

260,000 0

1983 3

CastilloCastillo de Bellver Offf Saldanha Bay, South Africa

1978 8

AmocoAmoco Cadiz

Offf Brittany, France

223,000 0

1991 1

Haven Haven

Genoa,, Italy

144,000 0

1988 8

Odyssey Odyssey

7000 nautical miles of Novia Scotia, Canada

132,000 0

1967 7

TorreyTorrey Canyon

Scillyy Isles, UK

119,000 0

1972 2

SeaSea Star

Gulff of Oman

115,000 0

1980 0

IrenesIrenes Serenade

Navarinoo Bay, Greece

100,000 0

1976 6

Urquiola Urquiola

Laa Coruna, Spain

100,000 0

1977 7

HawaiianHawaiian Patriot 3000 nautical miles of Honolulu

95,000 0

1979 9

Independents IndependentsBosphorus,, Turkey

95,000 0

1975 5

JakobJakob Maersk

Oporto,, Portugal

88,000 0

1993 3

Braer Braer

Shetlandd Islands, UK

85,000 0

1989 9

KharkKhark 5

1200 nautical miles off Atlantic Coast of Morocco

80,000 0

2002 2

Prestige Prestige

Offf the Spanish Coast

77,000 0

1992 2

AegeanAegean Sea

Laa Coruna, Spain

74,000 0

1996 6

SeaSea Empress

Milfordd Haven, UK

72,000 0

1992 2

KatinaKatina P.

Offf Maputo, Mozambique

72,000 0

1989 9

ExxonExxon Valdez

Princee William Sound, Alaska, USA

37,000 0

252,000 0

** In tonnes. Source: International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation, 2003.

Somee of the spills in this list caused little or no environmental damage, which is probably
whyy their names are less familiar to the general public. The Exxon-Valdez spill65 is very well
known,, but only ranks about number 35 on the list (ITOPF, 2003). The accident with
tankerr Erika (December 1999} does not rank in the top list; its spill was 20,000 tonnes,
whichh is considerably less than the large spills. However, this does not necessarily mean
thatt its environmental impact was small. The spill from tanker Jessica, which was stranded
nearr the Galapagos Islands (January 2001), received a lot of media attention because of
itss location, but the spill was 'only' 90 tonnes. In this case, favourable wind and currents
preventedd the spill from having graver environmental consequences (Moss, 2001).

655

The Exxon Valdez tanker ran aground on 24 March 1989, in Alaska's ecologically sensitive area of Prince
Williamm Sound. Exxon was not prepared for the crisis and its perceived arrogance resulted in public outrage.
Lawrencee Rawl, the company's chairman at the time, left subordinates to manage the crisis, Up till now, the
companyy has spent $3.5 billion on clean-up, rehabilitation and compensation. More than 1 1,000 Alaskans
receivedd $300 million totally from the company, voluntarily and immediately after the accident. However, compensationn on punitive damage had not been settled until September 2003 (McNulty, 2003c).
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Otherr examples of large (publicly-known) accidents and controversies in the history
off the industry are: Bhopal (1984) (Box 6A); Piper Alpha (1988) (ox 6B); the Brent-Spar
(1995)66;; Nigeria (culminating in 1995); and, the explosion in Toulouse in 2001. Although
thee Bhopal-incident was an incident in the chemical industry, it is considered to be a triggeringg event for petroleum as well; many chemical products are related to or produced by
thee industry. The 1988-Piper Alpha incident concerned the explosion and burn-down of an
offshoree platform, during which 167 people died. Its significance for the industry lies in an
increasedd awareness of the importance of safety issues and management procedures (includingg the design phase) for petroleum operations in general, and specifically for offshore
operations. .
However,, notwithstanding the impact of incidents, it would appear that climate
changee or the greenhouse effect (principally caused by the production of greenhouse gas
emissions)677 is a secondary cause of its controversial environmental impact. It directly affectss the industry: the most important greenhouse gas (carbon dioxide) is predominantly
generatedd by burning fossil fuels, which is produced by the petroleum industry. The
Americann Petroleum Institute (API) (1999) categorised the technical issues of climate
changee into seven themes relevant for the sector: emissions estimating and reporting; operationall processing techniques; participation in government programmes; carbon sequestration;; research and development; automotive partnerships and renewable fuels; and
alternativee energy supplies. According to CERES (2003) companies can take at least 14
governancee actions to address climate change in a pragmatic and profitable way. Althoughh academic research shows that companies have made considerable shifts in their
strategicc position on climate change (see, e.g., Levy and Kolk, 2002), the industry is heavilyy criticised for its response; some NGOs summarise it as five D's: deny, delay, divide,
dumpp and dupe (TRAC, 1999).

666

The last three examples are associated with the case-companies and therefore discussed in part III.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that a doubling of effective carbon dioxidee levels could lead to an increase of temperature of 1.7 to 4.2 degrees Celsius. Scientific uncertainty existss with regard to the precise whereabouts of ocean circulation, behaviour of clouds and regional impacts of
globall warming (IPCC, 2001). Nevertheless, it is acknowledged by more than 180 countries that precautionary
actionn is needed. They worked together in drafting the Kyoto Protocol, which commits developed countries to
reducee their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 5.2 % below 1990 levels by 2010, The Protocol will enter
intoo force in February 2005, but without the participation of the United States.

677
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Boxx 6A. The Bhopal accident
"Bhopal"" is possibly the largest industrial accident in history. The accident at a pesticide plant
ownedd and operated by Union Carbide India located in Bhopal, India in 1984 actually happened
inn the chemical industry, but had an impact on the petroleum industry as well because of the
verticall integration of chemical products in its chain. The disaster began on 3 December 1 984
withh a gas leak from a tank of methylisocyanate (MIC). The gas leak developed into a toxic cloud,
whichh drifted into the streets in surrounding sections of the plant. Sleeping residents died mainly
fromm cardiac or respiratory arrest or were severely injured. 20 years tater, intense disagreement
stilll exists on the exact cause of the accident, the number of people killed, disabled and injured,
settlementt issues, and so on. The number of deaths varies from the official figure of the Indian
governmentt of 3800 (www.bhopal.com, 2003) to 8000 in the immediate aftermath and 20,000
ass a consequence of the exposure from community and protest groups. Besides this controversyy

on

casualties,

thousands

more

were

injured

or

disabled

(see

e.g.

www.greenpeaceusa.org,, 2003; Dinham and Sarangi, 2002). The protests campaign from the
Internationall Campaign for Justice in Bhopal (of which, amongst other organisations, Greenpeacee is a member) continues its efforts to compel Dow Chemical (which merged with Union
Carbidee in 2001) to remove environmental contamination and accept liability for health and
otherr issues (www.greenpeaceusa.org, 2003). For Dow Chemical, the 'black and white legal
casee is closed' as the highest courts of India reached a settlement deal in 1989, through which
Unionn Carbide paid $ 470 million compensation. In 1991, the Indian Supreme Court reviewed
andd confirmed the settlement. Dow Chemical (2002) states that it will continue its exploration of
philanthropicc initiatives as a part of good corporate citizenship, but does not want to accept responsibilityy for the accident.

Boxx 6B. The Piper Alpha incident
AA second example of a major industrial accident concerns Piper Alpha. The Piper Alpha platform
wass owned by a consortium of four companies with Occidental Petroleum (Caledonia) Ltd as its
operator.. It was located in the icy North Sea, some 110 miles North-East of Aberdeen. On 6 July
1988,, the platform exploded, caught fire, and burned down. 167 People died in the accident
andd 62 people were injured. Many of those who survived suffered varying degrees of injury and
trauma.. The serious accident with the platform had little effect on the natural environment and
wass analysed to result from safety-mismanagement: too many informal communications on the
permit-to-workk system; firewalls that could not withstand explosions, ignorance of existing safety
guidelines;; and, bad compliance with results of safety audits and risk management procedures.
Offshoree design, management, and safety were improved as a result of the inquiry following
uponn the accident. The significantly different Piper Bravo platform replaced the Piper Alpha; it
startedd production in 1993 (Conway, Salazar and Byrd, 2000) and continues in operation to
date. .

6.2.22

Environmental performance rankings: non-conclusive results

Environmentall performance is the theme around which the previous issues revolve. Environmentall performance measurement still suffers from a range of methodological shortcomingss as already discussed in Chapter 2. The most important difficulties result from an
inconsistencyy in indicators, and a lack of agreement on what should be measured. Limited
accesss to data, its availability and specific interests of researchers result in further limitations.. This makes it hard to compare different rankings.
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Environmentall performance rankings for the petroleum sector present valuable insights,sights, such as that European companies seem to outperform US companies (Oekom Research,, 2003), and the conclusion that companies could lose up to 6% of their shareholderr value as a result of environmental risks (Austin and Sauer, 2002). However, these
rankingss also suffer from the aforementioned limitations. Oekom Research, for example,
hass a background in the analysis of investment risks analysis and emphasises the use of
doublee hull tankers and investments in renewables. The World Resources Institute quantifiess the financial impact of the two issues signalled as the greatest challenges to the industryy in the coming decade: climate change policies, and access to reserves (Austin and
Sauer,, 2002).68 Management & Excellence (2003), another example, did not release informationn on its methodology, which makes its hardly possible to assess the value of its
results.. The ultimate illustration of the methodological difficulties is found in the overview
off environmental performance rankings made by llinitch, Soderstrom and Thomas (1998)
(shownn in Chapter 2): they compare eight rankings, showing that results are dependent
onn focus.
Inn addition, rankings made on the basis of a range of criteria (as investment companiess usually do) are not often available in the public domain; they are frequently kept
confidentiall because of commercial use (e.g. rankings by Financial Times Business or by
thee Energy Intelligence Group). According to Elkington, Fennell and Stibbard (1999), the
industry'ss group of five (ARCO, BP, Conoco, Shell E&P, and Statoil) has been working on
benchmarkingg techniques in this area for several years. Royal Dutch Shell has already developedd core sets of key performance indicators and has been involved in setting the GRI
guidelines.. In 2002, the industry lobby group OGP published a summary of sector performancee for the first time.69 The aim of OGP's reporting system is to increase transparencyy concerning its operations, in response to shareholders and other stakeholders'
wishes.. However, data are only distributed to participating companies and OGP membership,, except for a summary of cumulative absolute figures for 2001. Furthermore, OGP
(2002)) declares that reports contain gaps of information in many cases (as the average of
onlyy 7 countries per company illustrates); data are mentioned to be non-representative of
globall OGP member performance. Comparison over years and regions is thus impossible.
Untill the present therefore, OGP has not increased transparency with its initiative; the
statuss quo is therefore a lack of comparability between companies' reported data.
Thee lack of a definite answer keeps the reputation debate alive. Although companiess consistently claim to have made changes in their environmental management efforts,
allegationss of 'greenwash' and 'window dressing' continue to be made,70 referring to the
688

The methodology of the study defined access to reserves as the proportion of reserves falling into environmentallyy sensitive areas (partly defined by the World Wildlife Fund). The methodology used to determine the
impactt of climate change made use of five scenarios with changing variables, e.g. for quantities sold, productionn prices, and carbon permits. Some companies show a competitive advantage in scenarios with increased
emphasiss on natural gas (Austin and Sauer, 2002).
699
Five indicators are used in the OGP project: emissions to air; aqueous discharges; discharges of oil-based
andd synthetic drilling fluids on cuttings; accidental spills; and energy consumption. Data have been collected
onn an annual basis over four years using common definitions; 26 companies participate and have each submittedd data for an average of 7 countries.
700
Some NGOs, for example, copy the layout of a company's annual report to address their concerns about the
company'ss practices. Examples are Failing the Challenge. The Other Shell Report 2002 by (amongst others)
Friendss of the Earth (FOE) and BP Annual Report 2002 by London Rising Tide, a UK-based network against
aa lax attitude on climate change. Examples of their biting criticism: 'We congratulated Shell eight years ago for
committingg itself to sustainable development. But the shocking reality is that for many communities...little has
changed',, 'What matters to these communities is not what the company says in glossy brochures' (FOE,
2003:3).. And: 'Please accept our sincere apologies if you detect at any time an absence of the smooth, reassuringg tone that is usually a trademark of our style', 'Our desire to deliver outstanding performance is matched
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widerr definition of sustainability in a socio-political context. Some CEOs address this kind
off negative publicity and opinions quite explicitly in their annual and environmental reports;
theyy refer to the use of poetic language and speak of trust and long lasting commitment
(forr an overview, see Figure 6-1).
Figuree 6-1 Overview of company statements related to 'window dressing'
Repsoll (1)
"Alll public debates on the environmentall effect of human activity
shouldd be based on information
andd trust. With its 1997 Environmentall Report, Repsol wishes to
contributee in strengthening both
thesee principles"

Conocoo (2)
"Visionn without reality, of course, is not a
sustainablee proposition. And in today's
increasinglyy interconnected world, there
aree many complex and even conflicting
realitiess that Conoco must be responsivee to in order to meet the expectations
off its stakeholders"

Totall (4)
"Peoplee are often unfamiliar with our
challengingg front-line initiatives, which may
sometimess have been overshadowed by
suchh distressing events as the sinking of
thee Erika and the AZF disaster in Toulouse,, France. However, a careful review.... reveals that we were committed to
sustainablee development well before the
conceptt began garnering broad media
coverage.. But we cannot afford to sit on
ourr laurels"
ExxonMobill (7)
"Ourr commitment to this value is
nott motivated by simple altruism or
ann effort to "look good" in the publicc eye. It stems from sound businesss reasons, and is backed by a
significantt investment of time,
moneyy and planning"

Staa toil (5):
"Somee dismiss our statement of corporate
responsibilityy and contribution to sustainablee development as cheap window dressing,, aimed more at changing perceptions
thann at improving reality. But any substantial
gapp between words and deeds is not sustainablee for long. There is no place to hide
inn today's interconnected world. A good
reputationn can only be created and maintainedd by results. Corporations must walk
thee talk. Otherwise they will have to pay."

Exxon(8) )
"Ourr performance, consistently
amongg the best in the industry,
wass obscured by the accidental
groundingg of the Exxon Valdez.
Thiss event, caused by human error,, led many to forget the extent
off Exxon's environmental commitment" "

RepsolYPF(IO) )
Texacoo (11)
"AA permanent attitude of coop- "Whilee this review is
new,, Texaco's commiterationn and transparency in its
dealingss with public administra- mentt to dealing retionss and local communities. In sponsiblyy with environment,, health and safety
thiss way, the oil and gas busiissuess is not*
nesss constitutes a source of
opportunityy rather than conflict"
Shelll (13)
"Wee had looked in the mirror and we
neitherr recognised nor liked what we
saw.. We have set about putting it right,
andd this report is a small manifestation
off widespread action taking place
acrosss the Group"

Chevronn (3):
"Inn everything we do at
Chevron,, we strive to be
"Betterr than the Best".
Thiss is not just a slogan
butt the basis for a detailed
andd deeply held operating
philosophy" "
Petrobrass (6)
"Whenn we say
thatt social responsibilityy todayy is part of
ourr business,
wee are not
merelyy poetic,
andd even less
romantic" "

Shelll (9)
"Ourr commitment to contribute to
sustainablee development is not a
cosmeticc public relations exercise.. We believe that sustainable
developmentt is good for business
andd business is good for sustainablee development"

BP(12) )
"Duringg 2002, the business world remained
underr intense scrutiny....While such scrutiny
cann help to build greater trust in businesses, I
believee that the lasting guarantees of corporate
probityy lie within a company rather than outside
it:: in its people, values and behaviour. This Revieww therefore reiterates 'what we stand for'"

ARCO(14) )
"Manyy people have their doubts about oil companies' commitment
too protecting the global environment... If there were any doubts
aboutt ARCO's commitments in this area, I'm pleased to welcome
youu to this important publication by noting that, quite simply, our
visionn is to be a leader in providing clean energy
We at ARCO
aree confident that we can that vision a reality"

(1)) A. Cortina Chairman and CEO (1997) Environmental report, (2) Conoco (2002) Conoco Sustainable
GrowthGrowth Report, p.6; (3) Kenneth T. Derr, CEO in Chevron (1996), Protecting People and the Environment The
ChevronChevron Way, (4) T. Desmarest, Chairman and CEO (2002), Total. Sharing our energies. Corporate Social Responsibilityy Report 2002; (5) Olav Fjell, CEO in: Statoil (2001), The future is now. Statoil and sustainable development,velopment, (6) P. Reichstuhl, president in Petrobras (2000), Social Report, (7) L. Raymond, president and
chairmann and L Noto, vice-chariman in ExxonMobil (2000), Safety health and environment progress report.

onlyy by a determination to give the impression of taking positive action. This demonstrates that BP is a sophisticatedd operator that knows how to balance our core investors' wish for a long-term commitment to oil
extractionn with the simple petrol consumer's need for guilt soothing clichés' (London Rising Tide, 2003).
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TheThe people behind the commitment, (8) L Raymond, president and L. Rawl, chairman, in Exxon (1990), HSE
ProgressProgress Report, (9) Sir P. Watts. Chairman of the Committee of Managing Directors (2002) Meeting the Energyergy Challenge. The Shell Report 2002: (10) A. Cortina Chairman and CEO (2001) Environmental report
2001]2001] (1 1) J.W. Kinnear, President and CEO (1990), Environment. Health and Safety Review. (12) Lord
Brownee of Madingley, Group Chief Executive (2002). Environmental and Social Review 2002. (13) Shell
(1998)) Introduction in Profits and Principles- does there have to be a choice, p.2; (14) M.R. Bowlin, Chariman
andd CEO (1998), ARCO Environment Health and Safety Report.

6.33

Industry reputation: empirical results

However,, a consequence of the present inadequacy of environmental performance rankingss is that improvements in performance are also hard to prove, and reputation thus remainss an issue. This section presents an analysis of several reputation survey results of
petroleumm companies over the period 1990-2002. Both general reputation and the issuespecificc environmental reputation are considered for companies in the petroleum sector;
thee concepts concerning reputation and existing measures were already reviewed and
selectedd in Chapters 2 and 4. In this chapter, three rankings are included in the analysis of
'overalll reputation'; and four data sets are included for environmental reputation. In the
analysiss of the empirical results that have been found, attention is given to: the impact
and/orr occurrence of a reputation commons effect; the effect of catalyst events; companyspecificc issues; and the reputation mechanism.
6.3.11

Petroleum companies and overall reputation

Thee results of the first ranking discussed here are the results of America's Most Admired
Companiess (AMAC), the oldest ranking among them, which focuses on American companies.. Two graphs are presented, a graph of the top 10 within the sector (Figure 6-2) and a
graphh of the position of the petroleum companies in the whole sample (Figure 6-3).
Figuree 6-2 American Petroleum Company: Sector of Industry Position

19900 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Source:: Fortune ranking 1990-2001.
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AA higher score in Figure 6-2 represents a better reputation. Some general observations
aree worth noting. First, all lines move in the same direction over the period: stability is observedd in the relative positions of most companies indicating a common sector effect.
Secondly,, two waves of downward trends are noted for most of the companies during the
period:: the first improvement is observed in about 1994 and, after a fall in 1 9 9 5 / 1 9 9 6 ,
againn at the end of the period from 2000 onwards. Company-specific observations are the
neww entries of Tosco and Unocal, the speedy rise of BP America, and the disappearance
off USX from the top 10. Furthermore, ExxonMobil climbed back to a first position in the
sector,, after its fall at the beginning of the 1990s: the ExxonValdez spill clearly had the
effectt of a catalyst event here.
Inn the second AMAC-based graph (Figure 6-3), a company's reputation gets better
whenn it gets closer to the horizontal axis. It presents the position of the petroleum companiess in the total sample of about 450 companies over the period 1 9 9 0 - 2 0 0 1 . The listing of
thee years 1 998-2001 has been put together on the basis of the published indexes; for the
otherr years, Fortune did publish the overall positions.
Figuree 6-3 Overall Reputation Ranking American Petroleum Companies
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Source:: Fortune ranking 1990-2001.

Thee most important overall observation here is that companies scored better at the beginningg of the period than at the end, resulting in two groups: one group that continued to
scoree high on reputation (including Shell Oil US, Exxon, BP America, and Chevron), and
anotherr group which steadily declines. Their general worse ranking means that even
thoughh these companies stick together on the basis of their scores (within sector stability,
ass the previous graph showed), companies from other industries started to 'interfere' in
thee overall ranking. Company-specific results mentioned before show even stronger in this
graph:: ExxonMobil fell from 6 th position in 1989 (not shown) to 110' h position in 1990 becausee of the ExxonValdez spill. It climbed back to 1 0 th position in 2 0 0 1 . Some companies
lostt much of their position in the ranking over the years: for example Atlantic Richfield
(ARCO),, Occidental Petroleum (Oxy) and USX, moving from 29 to 386, 271 to 443, and
2522 to 360 respectively.
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Thee second kind of ranking made by Fortune (from 1997 onwards) is Global Most
Admiredd Companies (GMAC).7' One graph is presented: namely, of the companies' positionn within the sector (Figure 6-4).
Figuree 6-4 World Petroleum Companies: Sector of Industries
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Source:: Fortune ranking, 1990-2001.

Thee higher the score, the better the reputation of the companies in this graph. The overvieww of the reputation ranking of the global petroleum companies again shows the stability
inn the sector ranking. Only a few lines cross one another. Three groups can be observed:
onee extending the improvement which started in 1999 (including Shell group, ExxonMobil,
BPAmocoo and Chevron), a second staying in the middle (TotalFinaElf, Conoco) and the
thirdd going down. Company-specific remarks are the entry of Asian companies such as
Sinopecc and SK. Indian Oil and Ssangyong both have a one-time appearance during the
period.. Because of the merger between Chevron and Texaco, it is interesting to observe
thatt Chevron was steadily climbing, while Texaco was steadily decreasing in the rating.
Otherr rankings made by Fortune on basis of this global sample show that petroleum companiess are sometimes the best in a certain category, such as ExxonMobil for financial
soundnesss in 2002, but are more often mentioned as national champions. In the 'All Stars'
topp 25 or 50 lists of Fortune, which are based on voting across sectors, the petroleum
companiess hardly come forward.72
Thee third ranking, made by the Financial Times, analysed two groups of companies:
Furooe'ss most respected companies until 1998 and the World's most respected companiess from 1998 onwards. The graphs presented are: a graph of the sector position (Figure

711

GMAC was not published in 2001. The change was made so that the list would coincide with AMAC publication. .
722
Fortune shows its critical stance by its reflections on the position of Enron in this list: "Speaking of falling
fromm grace, Enron, no.25 last time [2001], also disappeared from the All-Stars list [2002]. 'No company illustratess the transformative power of innovation more dramatically than Enron' we wrote last year. Never mind.
Wee meant 'fiction' not 'innovation'" (Fortune, 2002).
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6-5),, and a graph of the overall position of the companies in the top 25-50 of the sample
(Figuree 6-6).
Figuree 6-5 Position in sector top 10 of petroleum companies
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Source:: Fortune-ranking. 1 994-2002.

Thee lower score in the first graph, the better the company's reputation. The number of
dataa points is limited.73 A top 3 was presented by the Financial Times until 1998, and a
topp 15 from 1998 onwards (only a top 10 for 2002). Overall, petroleum refining companiess take only three positions of the top 1 5 and a declining reputation is signalled for the
sectorr in comparison with companies from other sectors. A slight improvement can be
observedd after 1999. Clusters of companies cannot be observed. Examining Figure 6-5,
thee most important company-specific observation is that (after the inclusion of nonEuropeann companies) ExxonMobil entered the listing in the highest position losing it to
Shelll Group in 2000, regaining it in 2001, and losing it again in 2002. BP is steadily
climbingg on the sector list. In this ranking, the Brent Spar and Nigeria crisis (occurrence in
11 995) do seem to have worked as a negative catalyst event at least to some extent, becausee Shell dropped to a third position in 1997 (which measures reputation over the previouss year). This effect was not observed in the other rankings. According to the FT, Shell
wass even named as the company dealing best with environmental issues, despite the controversy;; the FT explains the lower position in 1997 as a late reaction to the controversy.
Thee FT seeks its explanations in Shell's continuous bad publicity (FT, 1997). In 1996, the
newspaperr still suggested that reputation rankings seemed to depend on the ability to
achievee sustained success by adopting long-term strategies, while adjusting quickly to
changingg market conditions: "The findings suggest that companies which score well on
thesee criteria can ride out short-term reverses or blemishes to their reputation" (FT, 1996).

733

MNCs important for this study are included in the category 'Energy/Chemicals' or 'Oil, Gas and Mining'.
Dataa in the graph show the results for companies categorised by Fortune as petroleum refining (standard industryy code=31), on the basis of the majority of their activities.
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Figuree 6-6 Petroleum ranking in overall top 25-50
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Figuree 6-6 presents a second graph based on the FT data. In 1995, the FT commented on
thee extreme variety of the financial performance of companies in this top. According to the
FT,, this suggests that European managers' perceptions of business excellence are far
fromm identical to those of investors. The FT also noted that Shell ranked 5th in the top 30
andd had nearly twice as many points in the list as the second company, BP (in 15th position).. The graph shows the position of the petroleum companies within the overall top 25,
30,, 50 or 60, depending on what is shown by the FT. The lower the score, the better the
company'ss reputation. It is striking to observe the relatively small number of petroleum
companiess present in this top. The common trend in the AMAC rating of a lower rating
afterr 1995 can be observed here as well, but builds on only a few observations. BP is an
exceptionn to the trend, which confirms its frontrunner position in the other rankings. The
FTT explains this position by reference to BP's 'visionary' leader74 and dramatically improvedd performance (FT, 1997). However, in the year after, BP disappears from the list,
returningg in a much lower position in 1 998. However, the Shell contrast is repeated in this
ranking,, Shell is steadily declining in the ranking (overall and sector specific); in the previouss rankings Shell was one of the frontrunners. However, following the overall trend of improvementt it does seem to improve its position after 2001, as do BP and ExxonMobil.
6.3.22

Petroleum companies and 'environmental' reputation

Forr environmental reputation, the results of four rankings are examined: i.e. the DominiSocial4000 Index, the FTSE4good index, the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, and the results
fromm an FT survey. Compared to overall reputation, fewer data are available and methodologicall issues are stronger. The ratings are, for example, not based on environmental
issuess only and they are not purely perception-based. However, they do lead to further insightss into reputation development for the sector.
Thee most important results from the KLD/DSI 400 ranking included in the 2002 list
onn the worldwide web (as of October 2002) is that no single petroleum company of the
oness ranked75 is part of the Fortune sample in the previous sections. The index on which
thee ranking is based includes 23 energy companies. Some of them make it to the other
environmentall rankings, but none of them make it into the Domini social/environmental
744
The CEO of BP has been the only oil CEO in the top 10 of most respected business leaders of the FT surveyy for several years in a row. In contrast, the automotive sector has five companies in the list
755
Ranked are Anadarko petroleum corporation., Apache corporation, Devon Energy corporation, EOG Resourcess inc, Equitable Resources inc, Noble Affiliates inc., and Sunoco inc.
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rankingg (Domini 400 Social Index, October 2002), as it seems they were outperformed by
otherr companies.
Thee FTSE4good consists of several rankings: a European-based, US-based and
globall ranking. The European top 50 list of June 2001 includes two oil and gas companies
thatt "have passed the selection criteria with regards to environmental sustainability, relationshipss with stakeholders and supporting universal human rights" ((FTSE4Good Index
Series,, October 2002). These two are BP and Royal Dutch petroleum. The US top 50 list
doess not mention any petroleum company, while the FTSE4Good Global's Top 100 (as
publishedd on 30 October 2002) includes BP (6th), Totalfinaelf (15 th ), and Royal Dutch
Shelll Group (1 7,h)76 (FTSE4Good Index Series, October 2002).
Thee third ranking, the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, lists the Shell Group as the
leaderr of its sector for both the European and the World list published in 2002. The energyy group mentioned in the index is comprised of several aspects of the energy chain:
gass utilities, pipelines, oil drilling equipment and services, and oil gas and coal companies.
Amongg the 14 companies mentioned for the World Index (2002) are BP, Norsk Hydro,
Shelll Group, Shell Canada, Statoil, Suncor Energy Inc., Nexen and Woodside Petroleum
iss coming up in the rear. In the European list, BP and the Shell Group are found (Dow
Joness Sustainability Indexes, October 2002).
Finally,, some interesting results are derived from an additional survey from the FT.
Inn 2 0 0 1 and 2 0 0 2 , the FT carried an issue-specific item on environmental reputation
alongsidee its reputation survey, the results of which can be added to the three previous
rankings.. The survey distinguished two groups of respondents: CEOs, media commentatorss and NGOs (see Figure 6-7).
Figuree 6-7 Petroleum companies ranked for environmental reputation
4 0 -3 5 -30-255 -
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•• Petrobras

NGO2002 2

Source:: Financial Times ranking 2001, 2002.

Onlyy a few petroleum companies are included in both years and in both groups. The list is
muchh longer for CEOs, for whom a top 30 and top 47 is presented, than for media commentatorss and N G O s : a top 20 and a top 8 respectively. The FT does not elaborate on
thiss or on the choice to combine N G O and media commentators in one group.
Forr 2 0 0 1 , a remarkable consensus is observed on BP's number 1 position, with
Shelll ranking 2"a for the CEOs and 5th for the NGOs. For 2002, BP is ranked 3 rd by the
766

Shell Transport & Trading Co. is an indepent company but related to the energy sector. It turns up in several
off the environmental rankings: in both the FTSE4good Europe and global and also in the DJSGI,
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N G OO group but still 1 s t by the C E O s . Furthermore, it is remarkable that Exxon is not
rankedd by N G O s but ranked 1 7 th (2001) and 9 th (2002) by the CEOs. For 2002, the med i a / N G OO group includes the same companies as for 2 0 0 1 , although they are ranked
slightlyy lower. The CEOs include more companies than the previous year; TotalFinaElf and
Petrobrass are new on their list. An extraordinary entry in both lists is Greenpeace, which is
noww included side by side with its direct opponents. The N G O is ranked 4th by the N G O s
andd 5 th by the CEOs.
Thee FT comments that the media and N G O s would choose less internationallyknownn companies (FT, 2001). The empirical data from Van Tulder and Van der Zwart
(2003)) confirm this observation: the reputation mechanism is stronger for icon-companies,
leavingg the non-icon companies the better reputational scores. Other FT comments are:
"Thee general public thinks ExxonMobil did well for its consumers, they liked ExxonMobil
evenn though it is a favourite target of the environmental movement. The environmentalists
doo not dislike all oil companies [as they include some, and put BP first]

The greens

opposee ExxonMobil because of what they see as its unwillingness to help confront global
warming.. The CEOs, on the other hand, respect ExxonMobil for the practical steps it has
takenn since the ExxonValdez disaster" (FT, 2001). The FT concludes that the chief executivess may occasionally have a better feel for the public opinion than the N G O s . Other explanationss are that N G O s choose to take a more extreme political stance to achieve their
goals,, or that the public just does not consider environmental issues as a part of the consumerr value it assigns ExxonMobil.
Anotherr company-specific conclusion the FT draws is that BP is successful in its
reputationn management on environmental issues: "BP has definitely got its message
across.. The oil group, a leader in one of the most potentially harmful industries, has been
votedd not only by chief executives but also by activist groups and the media as the companyy that does the most to protect the environment." With regard to the sector, the FT
observess that 13 companies of the top 20 of most respected companies overall, fail to
appearr in the CEO list of most environmentally-friendly companies. This casts doubt on
whetherr the business world yet regards environmental performance as crucial to evaluatingg corporate success and reputation. For 2 0 0 2 , the difference is smaller; 15 of the top
200 companies appear in the C E O environmental ranking.
Inn 2 0 0 1 , the most commonly cited criteria of what constitutes good environmental
managementt are: 1. The development of, and investment in, cleaner greener products and
processess (both C E O and N G O polls); 2. Clearly defined environmental strategy/code;
andd 3. communication outside about ethical behaviour/services and products (FT, 2001).
InIn 2 0 0 2 , developments in environmental technology again became an important factor in
thee explanations to nominate companies. This may also be the reason why the 2 0 0 2
rankingg is again dominated by engineering, energy and chemical companies, which are
responsiblee for the majority of the environmental impact. The cynical explanation is that
thosee companies have developed the most sophisticated communication techniques on
environmentall performance. Another explanation is that some companies have been
praisedd for improving performance.

6.44

Conclusions

Thiss chapter has examined the developments in reputation for companies in the petroleum
industry:: Can the results only be explained as common industry trends? Can they be at-
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tributedd to specific catalyst events over time? Or, are developments linked to specific
companiess and clusters? The results indicate that the sector is losing territory: a declining
overalll reputation is observed, both over the years and vis-a-vis other sectors. This reputationn commons effect is confirmed by the results for environmental reputation. The cluster
off companies with frequent high scores is characterised by a relatively large size; however,, exceptions to this situation are also observed. A summary of trends and clusters for
thee specific datasets is shown in Table 6-3.
Tablee 6-3 Petroleum & reputation: trends and clusters for the developments 1990-2002
Overalll trend

Clusters

22
2:2:

Reputationn commons effect: Relative stability Comparable clusters for high scoring companies;
in positions of companies versus one another specific categorisations between regions or compafor all ratings; overall decline versus other
nies cannot be made.
sectors.
Frequent high scores: Shell, ExxonMobil, BP, ChevImprovementss from 1999, 2000, 2001.
ron
Rest:: steady decline

100
gg
EE
oo
>>
ww

Reputation commons effect: Overall, only a
No clusters can be observed; European companies
few, mostly European petroleum companies
are mostly included. However, specific categorisamake it into the available environmental
tions cannot be made due to limited data (for 2001
rankings. It seems the sector is outperformed and 2002 only).
by other sectors.
Ranked: BP, Shell, Exxon, Statoil, Petrobras, To
talFinaEtf

==

Note:: Results based on four overall reputation rankings and three environmental reputation rankings.

Althoughh some improvement is observed towards the end of the period, the analysis
showss a downward trend for overall reputation. Taken overall, the relative positions
amongstt companies in the sector are relatively stable, which confirms a reputation commonss effect. Within this overall trend, regional patterns are observed. Latin American and
Asiann companies are less present in the rankings and start in the lower positions. The US
companiess split into two groups: one group declines in reputation, while another group
steadilyy improves its reputation. In addition to regional patterns, the position of the companiess is related to relative size: larger companies tend to score better. For the Latin
Americann positions, a low degree of internationalisation may be an additional explanatory
factor.. Although less convincing, the effect of size is also observed for European companies.. In general, the declining trend cannot be linked to specific incidents, except for Shell
andd Exxon. Both companies have stable high scores which they managed to regain:
•• For Exxon, the ExxonValdez is clearly observable as the event catalysing its negativee development at the beginning of the 1990s. Falling from 6th to 110th position
fromm 1989 to 1990 in the AMAC rating, ExxonMobil had climbed back to 10th positionn and sector leadership in 2001.
Shelll belongs to the cluster of companies with a good reputation and had managedd to further improve its position at the end of the period. Shell's position only
declinee in the FT ranking which may be explained as a belated effect of the Brent
Sparr and Nigeria crisis. The effect of this catalyst event on Shell's overall reputation
iss only observed in this ranking, and Shell has managed to restore its reputation.
Thiss confirms the FT's earlier 1996-suggestion that short-term effects on reputation
cann be overcome when companies achieve sustained success by means of longtermm strategies (FT, 1996).
Thee results for environmental reputation show the presence of a relatively small number of
companies,, especially considering the economic and political importance of the sector. In
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addition,, a regional pattern is observed; the rankings include primarily European companies.. Further similarities between the companies are their significantly large size, familiar
brandd names, and high degree of internationalisation. Most prominent members and thus,
exceptionss to the sector pattern, are BP and Shell. The results for environmental reputationn again indicate a reputation commons effect; the few results confirm that petroleum
companies'' environmental performance is generally not rated highly. Due to the companies'' limited presence in the rankings, further categorisations are hard to make. However,
thee effect of including different stakeholder groups is shown by the FT survey: this supportss the effect of a reputation mechanism.
Too summarise, the examination confirms the perceived problematic reputation of the sector,, both for overall reputation as well as for environmental reputation. The developments
confirmm a reputations commons effect, although the effect of catalytic events is observed
forr specific companies only. In the results, clusters of companies are observed on the basiss of regional patterns, size and degree of internationalisation. In addition, the reputation
mechanismm is confirmed: specific stakeholder groups make different rankings.
Thee discussion above provides information on the first part of the proposition relatedd to reputation (P4 in Chapter 3). It shows that the occurrence of a catalytic event can
negativelyy affect a company's reputation; however, the effect of catalytic events on the
sectorr as a whole does not show from the results. The strong presence of Shell and Exxon
alsoo shows that companies can restore their reputation after an event. On the other hand,
reputationn is a multi-dimensional construct: companies without a company-specific catalyticc event do not necessarily have a good reputation. Those thoughts are reflected in
Figuree 6-8.
Figuree 6-8 Reputation and catalytic events: framing of results
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7.11

Environmental Strategy & Structure: External
Disclosuree of Alignment

Introduction

Environmentall reports and codes of conduct are often perceived as a response to triggeringg events. However, they can also be considered the result of past strategic and
structurall decisions. Codes of conduct are an input for institution building (rule setting);
bothh within companies, and towards suppliers and other stakeholders. Potentially, they
affectt the whole industry. Environmental, HSE and sustainability reports are the output of
thiss process. Both are important expressions of environmental alignment; they are the
qualitativee dimensions of the process of strategy formulation and implementation and can
thuss be used to identify environmental strategy and structure. This chapter analyses to
whatt extent country-, sector- and company-specific or event-oriented environmental managementt patterns prevail in the oil industry, using corporate codes of conduct and reportingg activities. It distinguishes between late and early reporters, the scope and specificity of
codess and reports, and the likelihood of compliance.
Attentionn is first given to developments in environmental strategy (7.2) with regard to
thee contents of codes of conduct (7.2.1) and, subsequently, the information on environmentall strategy in environmental reports and policies (7.2.2). Next, the embedding of environmentall issues in the structure of the organisation is discussed (7.3). That section beginss by examining systems and standards (7.3.1), and then, monitoring and verification
(7.3.2).. The overall trends and strategic clusters of companies resulting from this analysis
(7.4)) are compared with the trends of the independent variables in the research model.
Specificc patterns relating to country of origin, sector of industry, specific company characteristics,, and events will be elaborated.

7.22

Petroleum: sector patterns in environmental strategy

Followingg Mintzberg's five P's of strategy, environmental strategy has been defined in
Chapterr 3 as a plan, which states how to approach environmental issues: "some sort of
generall or specific consciously intended course of action, a guideline to deal with a situation"" (Mintzberg, 1998a:13). Subsequently, the elements distinguished as part of environmentall strategy are: codes of conduct; environmental policies and guidelines; and the
scopee and nature of environmental reports, which are all indications of the approach of
companiess to these issues. These elements are part of the compliance likelihood and implementationn likelihood models, defined and discussed in Chapter 4 as the methodologicall approach used to examine environmental strategy. This section starts with the examinationn of codes of conduct and proceeds with the analysis of the contents of environmentall reports, focusing on strategic elements.
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7.2.11

Developments in environmental strategy: codes of conduct

Thee first part of the research model concern codes of conduct. The dynamic relationship
off environmental issues with social and political-economic aspects results in a position
closelyy related to the issue of ethics, which raises expectations about their inclusion in
codess of conduct. In our sample, 7 1 % of the companies provided a code of conduct,
codee of ethics or a document with a similar name, which were analysed." All of the Asian
companiess in the sample plus PDVSA did not have a code of conduct (NipponMitsubishi
Oil,, SK) or persisted in non-response (Indian Oil, Sinopec). Information about the year of
adoptionn is often not provided. Only Shell clearly indicated that it had updated its code in
19977 and first adopted it in 1976. The length of the codes varies widely; the average is
133 pages but there are 1 -page codes as well as issues with 22-full pages of text. An overvieww of the titles of the documents and their year of issue is given in Table 7-1.
Tablee 7-1 Codes of conduct: titles and dates of adoption
Company y

Title e

Firstt issued*

BP P

Whatt we stand for...Our Business Policies

Fromm at least 1998

ChevronTexaco o

Thee ChevronTexaco Way

Fromm at least 1996

ConocoPhillips s

Codee of Business Ethics and Conduct

Fromm at least 2002

ENI I

Codee of Practice

Fromm at least 2000

ExxonMobil l

Standardss of Business Conduct

Fromm at least 1996

Marathonn Oil

Codee of Ethical Business Conduct

Fromm at least 2000

Pemex x

Códigoo de Conducta

Fromm at least 2003

Petrobras s

Codee of Ethics

Fromm at least 2003

RepsolYPF F

Normaa de Etica y Conducta de los Empleados de RepsolYPF

2003 3

Shell l

Statementt of General Business Principles**

1976,, revised 1997

Statoil l

Sullivann Principles

2000 0

Totalfinaelf f

Codee of Conduct

Fromm at least 2000

Notes:: * The exact dates of the first issue are often unknown: only Shell mentioned a date of first publication.
Repsoll adopted its code in November, Statoil signed in 2000, TotalFinaElf's code entered into force in Octoberr 2000 but Elf aiso had a 'business code' before the merger. For the other companies, dates are unknown
orr these are estimates on the basis of issues from earlier years, e.g. BP's code has existed from at least 1998
onwards,, and an adjusted version has been adopted by the merged company; Chevron's code was adopted by
ChevronTexaco,, and the same applies for Exxon, Mobil and ExxonMobil. Mobil's 1997 version is presented as
ann update of its 'Policy guidelines on Standards of Business Conduct and Legal Compliance but Exxon issued
aa code from at least 1996 onwards.
"" Also adopted by ChevronTexaco and Shell International in this sample.

Thee codes of conduct issued by the petroleum companies focus on the company and its
internationall operations as a whole; almost half of them also target partners and three
companiess (Pemex, Repsol and ConocoPhillips) refer to home country regulations. The
7777
Petrobras issued its code in addition to a compulsory code issued by the federal administration, RepsolYPF
sentt a draft code of conduct, which was up for approval by the Board of Directors in the Fall of 2003, with few
changess expected. Statoil signed an undertaking to operate in accordance with the Global Sullivan Principles
forr business ethics; the original text of the principles was included in the analysis. It should be noted that
somee of the other companies in the sample (ChevronTexaco, Shell International) also adopted those principles
butt issued a code of conduct in addition. Other petroleum companies endorsing 'Sullivan' are Occidental Petroleum,, Sunoco and Unocal (www.globalsullivanprinciples.org, 2003),
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codess mainly address generic and social issues: the behaviour of individuals in the corporation,, especially regarding issues of conflict of interest, confidentiality of information, and
ethicall behaviour in general. Total's code is the only one that addresses attention to child
labourr directly: "adheres to the principles of the ILO, and in particular, to those concerning
thee use of child labour" (Total's code of conduct, 2002:11). Environmental issues are includedd in all codes; 25% of the codes include a reference to at least one environmental
aspect,, the other 75% include more references {Table 7-2).
Tablee 7-2 Codes of conduct: number of elements for each category
Categoryy of issues

00

11

22

33

44

55

Social l

00

8.3 3

50 0

33.3 3

8.3 3

00

Environmental l

00

25 5

33.3 3

33.3 3

8.3 3

00

Generic c

00

8.3 3

50 0

25 5

16.7 7

00

Note:: Figures in percentage per category.

Notwithstandingg the 100% score for inclusion of references to environmental issues, the
scoree is less impressive when examining emphasis and specificity. Kolk, Van Tulder and
Welterss (1999:16) found that 51.2% of their general sample of 84 codes of large TNCs
(moree than 60 belonging to the 1997 Fortune Global Top 500 list) gave attention to betweenn three and five environmental issues. Attention to environmental issues in our sample
iss much lower: only 41.6% give attention to three to five components (categorised as:
managementt policies and systems; finance; input/output inventory; stakeholder relations;
andd sustainable development). Only half of the group of twelve give the topic a header of
itss own (often in combination with health and safety) and the same proportion adopts a
systematicc approach to environmental management (taking a flexible approach with regard
too phrasing) (see Table 7-3). Extending the focus, it is notable that only five companies
mentionn the concept of sustainable development. Considering the relatively recent developmentt of the codes and the rising importance of the concept of sustainable development,, this percentage is considered low. Closer examination shows that it is mainly Europeann companies (and Pemex) which give attention to sustainable development (except for
BPP and ENI); US companies give more attention to an input/output inventory of environmentall issues (such as process management and product stewardship). Further differencess between the regions could not be observed here.
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Tablee 7-3 Overview of environmental specificity in petroleum codes of conduct
Environmentall policies
(strategy) )

Environmentall system
(structure) )

BPP

"Work towards our goals of no
accidents,, no harm to people
andd no damage to the environment" "

"Continuee to drive down the impact Nott found in code
off our operations by reducing waste,
emissionss and discharges and using
energyy efficiently"

Chevronn
Texacoo

"Operational excellence through "Strivee for world-class performance
Not found in code
safe, reliable, efficient and en- byy institutionalising a rigorous system
vironmentallyy sound operations" (Operationall Excellence Managementt System) for managing safety,
healthh and environmental affairs"

Conocoo
Phillipss

"A policy on health, safety and Nott found in code
the environment which is availablee on the site"

Nott found in code

ENII

"Protecting the environment and "Operations carried out according to
naturall resources"
advanced criteria for the protection
off the environment and energy efficiency" "

Nott found in code

Exxonn
Mobill

"Committed to continuous ef"Applyy responsible standards where
forts to improve environmental lawss and regulations do not exist"
performancee throughout its operations" "

Nott found in code

Marathonn

"Environmental compliance is
everyone'ss responsibility"

"Eachh operating facility has an environmentall organization with local
responsibilityy for environmental programs" "

Nott found in code

Pernn ex

"Too respect and improve the
naturall environment" *

Nott found in code

"Rationallyy utilise hydrocarbonss and its componentss to contribute to the
sustainablee development
off the country"*

Petro-brass

"Works towards achieving more Nott found in code
competitive-ness and profitabilityy in prioritising issues of
health,, safety and environmental
protection" "

Nott found in code

Repsoll
YPFF

"Commits itself to execute its
activities in a way which minimisess the negative impact on
thee natural environment"*

"Contributee to sustainable
developmentt of the societyy in which we live"

Shelll

"Shell companies manage these "AA systematic approach to health,
matterss as any other critical
safetyy and environmental managebusinesss activity"
mentt in order to achieve continuous
performancee improvement

"Too give proper regard to
HSEE consistent with their
commitmentt to contribute
too sustainable development" "

Statoil l

"Protectt human health and the
environment" "

Nott found in code

"Promotee sustainable development" "

Totall

"An active policy of environmentall protection"

Nott found in code

"Srategyy of sustainable
developmentt on which it
regularlyy provides transparentt reporting"

Nott found in code

Sustainablee Development t

Note:"" Translation from Spanish by author. Source: All remarks are quotes from the codes of conducts.
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Thee second part of the model concerns the issue of monitoring. In the majority of the
cases,, the monitoring of compliance and sanctions (in the case of non-compliance) is describedd quite vaguely (see Table 7-4). Only some companies (e.g. TotalFinaElf, ENI) refer
too a commission of ethics to which one can turn or an annual review. Other companies
(e.g.. ENI) refer to severe sanctions such as individuals losing their job in the case of nonadherence.. It remains unclear what will be done when the matter refers to a group of employeess or corporate behaviour instead of to individual people. In general, the codes are
nott very strong on having enforcement mechanisms to back up their strategy.
Tablee 7-4 Codes of conduct: specificity on monitoring and sanctions

BP P

Monitoringg (general)

SanctionsSanctions in case of non-adherence (general)

Everybodyy is responsible

Wilfull or careless breaches or neglect will be
treatedd as serious disciplinary matters

Chevron n Wee welcome scrutiny and we hold ourselves
Texaco o
accountable e

Nott found in code

Conoco o
Phillips s

Ethicss Compliance Questionnaire yearly for em- Resultss in disciplinary action, which may include
sanctions s
ployees;; Ethics helpline (toll-free advice)

ENI I

Throughh the establishment of special internal
bodiess (guarantor and Committee for Code of
Practice);; yearly report; similar structures in all
ENII groups

'Appropriatee sanctions' and 'corrective measures'' 'can entail the consequences provided for
byy law, including termination of the work contractt and reimbursement of damages'

Exxon n
Mobil l

Nott found in code

Nott found in code

Marathon n Administrationn of the Code is under the directionn of the General Counsel of Marathon
Pernn ex

Nott found in code

Petrobras s Nott found in code

Nott found in code
Nott found in code
Breachess in Moral Values or Rules of Conduct
aree liable for disciplinary measures stated in the
regulationss of the companies belonging to the
Petrobrass System

Repsol l
YPF F

Pleasee communicate any violation to your supe- Nott found in code
rior r

Shell l

Thee duty of managers is to continuously assess Nott found in code
thee priorities

Statoil l

Annuall reporting process to document and and
sharee their experiences in bringing social responsibilityy to life; reviewed by endorsers to
highlightt efforts of note

Nott found in code

Total l

Ethicss Committee reports directly to the CEO
andd makes recommendations

Proceduress found, but no sanctions found in the
code e

Source:: All remarks are quotes from the codes of conduct.
Thee previous examination leads to several conclusions with regard to codes of conduct
withinn the petroleum sector. The data show that almost all petroleum companies had a
codee of conduct by 2 0 0 3 ; the Asian companies and PDVSA are the exceptions. The
codess are mainly oriented at generic and social issues; this confirms the usage of codes
ass a means of expressing awareness of social responsibility. Furthermore, the isomorphic
tendencyy to include at least one reference to environmental issues in the code confirms
theirr position as a part of strategy. However, the initial 1 0 0 % score does not seem to add
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too the basic value of the codes as an input variable or means for opening a constructive
dialogue:: the presented information remains relatively scarce.
Onlyy half of the codes give the topic of environmental issues priority with a header,
andd only five codes really speak of management systems and systems; in addition, monitoringg and enforcement are addressed only in vague terms. With regard to the data collection
processs for environmental strategy, the contents of the references are quite similar; the main
contributioncontribution lies in the emphasis on the importance of environmental issues as a part
strategyy (as shown in Table 7-3). In addition, slight differences are found between the emphasiss that European companies and American companies put on, respectively, sustainable
developmentt and process management. Additional patterns could not be observed.
Fromm the perspective of (self)regulation or legislation, information on awareness of
issuess of effectiveness was hardly found in the codes. More transparency on the systematic
backgroundd of the behavioural position of companies in this regard was expected, especiallyy since many companies are partners in state-initiated sector codes on ethical behaviour
andd sector initiatives.78 The question for data collection is whether they do so elsewhere, in
otherr outlets, for example in their environmental reports to which we now turn.
7.2.22

Evolution of environmental strategy: environmental reports & policies

Thee petroleum sector is one of the sectors with a relatively high level of reporting, something
commonn to sectors with a relatively large environmental impact (see, e.g., KPMG/AgBS
1999,, 2002). According to Hoffman (1997:10), the centrality of the petroleum sector to the
environmentall debate resulted in an earlier and more intense development of environmental
concerns.. In 2002, in the sector as a whole, the percentage of companies publishing an environmentall report was 58% for the sector (KPMG/AgBS, 2002). In our own sample, 83%
off the companies in the 2002 group published an environmental report.79 As Chapter 2
concluded,, both scores are high compared with the score of 52% for the mixed-industry
Fortunee Global Top 250 group for 2002. The composition of the companies in our sample
(large,, mainly private and vertically-integrated companies) is probably the explanation for this
highh percentage: other research shows that the sector's overall reporting score is brought
downn by small companies, upstream-only companies, state-owned companies and projectbasedd consortia (SustainAbility/UNEP, 1999).
Inn the 1980s, the attention given to environmental issues had risen to a new peak
withh the installation of the intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change in 1988, the publicationn of the Brundtland Report in 1987, the Chernobyl accident (1986), the Bhopal
chemicall disaster (1983), and the discussion about the hole in the ozone layer. Not entirelyy coincidentally, companies slowly started to issue corporate environmental reports at
thee end of that decade.80 More than half of our group of reporting petroleum companies
hadd published a first environmental report by 1996 (see Table 7-5); those are called 'early
reporters'.. The year of booming reporting in the sector is 1995. As the table shows, this
788
Examples are the Transparency Initiative (2003) as the standard for human rights initiatives from the US
andd British governments (December 2000) as well as sector initiatives to benchmark peer companies (e.g. the
Internationall Business Leaders Forum with its human rights programme) (IBLF, 2002).
799
This figure includes Asian companies.

Somee companies published external environmental reports for separate divisions before this date, but the
researchh is oriented at corporate reports. The state-owned Norwegian chemical and oil corporation Norsk Hydroo (1989) and Eastman Kodak are known as the companies that initiated this knd of external disclosure;
Kodakk was pressured by massive environmental campaigns to report on its activities in order to restore and
salvagee its reputation (Cerin, 2002),
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increasee might be related to the first Earth Summit, but seems to be at least a part of a
regionall trend: most early reporters originate from the US. Statoil 81 , BP, ENI and PDVSA
aree notable exceptions and point at a broader sector trend.
Tablee 7-5 First issues of environmental reports and critical events, 1990-2002
PDVSA A
ENI I
Conocoo Repsol Shell l
Mobii Elff
Phillips
BP P Arcoo

Texaco o
Chevron n
Exxon n
Amocoo Statoil
19900

w

1991

Exxon n
Vald 31
d 31
wspill l

19922

1993

1994 4 19955

1996

Brent t
Spar r
Nigeria a

Earth h
Summit t
Riode e
Janeiro o

19977

1998

Pemex x
19999

RR

Erica a

spilll i
Exxon n

Shell l
Statoil l

Climate e
speech h
(BP) )

CC
19899

1990

1991

19922

1993

1994 4 19955

1996

19977

2000

2001 1 2002 2
Earth h
Summit t
J'burg g

Kyoto o
protocol l

Prestige e
spill l

TFE E

1998

19999

2000 2001 1 2002 2

Note:: The year of first publication, as claimed by the companies, is known for 16 companies; data were not
availablee for Nippon Oil, Petrobras, Marathon. *=Scale: W: World; R: Region, C: Company; Arrows indicate that
incidentss influenced specific companies in addition to the sector as a whole.

However,, for the late reporters in our sample, incidents sometimes do explain the year of
publication.. Shell for example started to publish its reports as a consequence of the Brent
Sparr controversy and the Nigeria conflict. The company wanted to explain its choices and
preventt further reputation damage by opening up to public concern (the reputation damagee did not show up in our data sources in Chapter 6). A second company where an
eventt explains the year of reporting is TotalFinaElf. This company started reporting after
thee merger; previously, Total used to be the only non-reporting European company. It was
nott only its increased size that made Total decide to continue corporate environmental reportingg after its merger (Elf Aquitaine already reported), but an important background behindd the decision is probably that its home country had adopted a law in 2 0 0 2 to make
reportingg compulsory (Kolk and Van Tulder, 2004a:113). For the sector, this resulted in
Europeann convergence as far as reporting is concerned.
AA third and extraordinary example concerns Chevron and Texaco. Both companies
usedd to be early reporters, but published their last (separate) reports in 1996. Personal
communicationn confirmed that Texaco's employees considered the information on the
corporatee website to be the replacement of the environmental report; however, Texaco's
officiall statement was that company no longer issued a report. This made Chevron and
Texacoo the only companies in the sample that temporarily ceased their reporting efforts
(fromm 1 996-2002). After their merger, they started to report again. To our knowledge, only
twoo companies in our 2002-group did not publish an environmental report: Sinopec and
SK.. Indian Oil sent a report from its refinery division and was therefore excluded from the
analysis.. However, in addition to being non-publishers of codes of conduct, this makes the
Asiann companies again an exception.

811

Statoil's first report was in Norwegian: its contents were inaccessible for a large international audience.
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Mostt companies within the sample developed an internal approach to the reporting
arena;; some follow guidelines such as PERI (Amoco, Conoco). The aim of the Global Reportingg Initiative is to improve the quality of triple reports and is referred to by several
companies:: BP and Statoil show explicitly which GRI-elements are incorporated into its
report,, and Shell, ENI and ChevronTexaco just mention the initiative. Other conventions or
standardss for reporting are hardly mentioned; TotalFinaElf mentions the Global Compact,
thee UN Secretary General's initiative to advance key principles in the fields of environment,
humann rights, and labour relations.
ScopeScope and focus of the reports
Thee implementation likelihood scheme was applied (see Chapter 4) to analyse the contentss of the reports. The remainder of this section discusses the first two aspects of the
scheme:: 1. Focus & scope of the reports; 2. Environmental strategy. Considering the focuss and scope of the reports (as exemplified by the average length of the reports), the
numberr of pages doubled from 25.8 for the first issues to 50.8 for the latest issues; differencess between early and late reporters are not found (see Table 7-6). Also shown in the
tablee is the type of the report, concerning which an important change is observed.
Thee most prominent type of report for the first reports used to be the HSE report
(69%).. However, at the end of the period, five companies had issued sustainability reports
(36%)) (presumably annually); about half of the reporting group had published a double
reportt by then (43%). This means that all companies but two changed the name of their
reports,, mostly in the direction of a 'double' (social and environment) report or a 'triple'
(sustainability)) report. An explanation of the preference for double reports instead of triples
mayy be that the annual financial report is seen as the report on the third component.
Tablee 7-6 Environmental reports: change of scope 1990-2002

Scope e

Firstt reports (1)

Latestt versions (2)

Latee reporters
Earlyy reporters
#p p 1996-2002 2 # p p
1990-1995 5

Fromm the early
reporterss

Environmental l

Chevronn 1990 28 8 Elff 1996
ENII 1 9 9 5 '
36 6 Repsoll 1996
Statoill 1991*
28 8

Health, ,
Safetyy & Environment t

Amocoo 1990*
ARCOO 1995*
BP1994 4
Conocoo 1995
Exxonn 1990
PDVSAA '95'
Texacoo 1990

17 7
17 7
27 7
16 6
35 5
17 7
25 5

Mobill 1996
Pemexx 1999
Phillipss 1998
Shelll 1997

#p

RepsolYPF F
48 8
2001 1

23 3
24 4
24 4
23 3
28 8
45 5

Fromm the late
reporters s
#p p

ENII 2001

43 3 Pemexx 2001

Environmentall &
Sociall *
Double e

BPP 2002
333
ExxonMobil02 2 388
PDVSAA 2001 366

Sustainability: :
triple e

Chevr.Tex.02 2
Conocoo 2002
Statoill 2002

566
522
68 8

Petrobras 02**
Phillips 2001
Total 2002
MarathonOV
Shell 2002

48 8

89
24
111
17 7
48 8

Note:: Categorised here are all the reports in our sample: named social and environmental; corporate responsibility;; social responsibility; and social investment reports.
(1)) First issues were included when available. For the five companies indicated by ", another version was used:
Amocoo 1992, ARCO 1998, ENI 1996, PDVSA 1998, Statoil 1996. ARCO 1995 and PDVSA 95 were assumedd to be in the same style as their versions in 1998.
(2)Usedd were the 2001 or 2002 versions, considering the time period of the study; For the two companies indicatedd by "' (Petrobras, Marathon), the date of their first version is not known; only a latest version was available.
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Somee companies published an HSE report in the period in between their first environmentall report and their sustainability report. Examples are Statoil and Shell. Shell even
publishedd two reports: one in which the company explains its position, options within the
discussionn and Shell's choices from those (the 'profit and principles' report); and the other
aa 'regular' HSE report. Statoil has also integrated a relatively extensive environmental part
inn its annual report from 2001 onwards and publishes a separate sustainability report on
topp of that. The tendency to interpret the 'double' type as a performance report on philanthropicc activities is hardly observed for this sector. Only Phillips calls its latest report a
'sociall investment' report which describes its content; this clearly influences the results of
thee analysis, as the tables below will show. Petrobras changed its style from a philantrophic-orientationn in its 2000-report to a management orientation in 2002.
Tablee 7-7 Environmental reports: policies and codes of conduct
Issuee of report

First t

Latest t

First t

Latest t

Environmentall policyy (inclusion of)

Codee of conduct (reference to)

Amoco o

Yes s

No o

Arco o

Yes s

No o

BP P

Yes s

EarlyEarly reporters

Yes s

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Chevron(Texaco) )

Yes s

Conoco o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

ENN I

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Exxon n

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

PDVSA A

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Statoil l

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Texaco o

No o

Yes s

Elf f

No o

No o

Mobil l

Yes s

Pemex x

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Phillips s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Repsol l

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Shell l

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

LateLate reporters

No o

Marathon n

Yes s

Yes s

Petrobras s

No o

Yes s

Total l

Yes s

Yes s

InclusionInclusion of codes of conduct and analysis of environmental policies
Elementss in the analysis of the second component, environmental strategy, are: inclusion
off a corporate environmental policy; the specification of the policy to specific issues such
ass climate change; the level of commitment; standards and conventions;, and references
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too incidents and their consequences. In the analysis of the environmental reports, the focuss is on the inclusion of the environmental policy and the reference to the corporate code
off conduct. In addition, the contents of environmental policies are analysed (see Annex IV).
Startingg with the codes of conduct (see Table 7-7), almost none of the companies refer to
aa code of conduct in their first issue, except for Texaco and Shell. The latter includes both
thee policy and the reference to the code of conduct.
Althoughh the number of references to a code of conduct has increased in the latest
versions,, a clear pattern is not observed. However, as 7 1 % of the companies do have a
codee of conduct, it is surprising that none of these codes are referred to; this may indicate
aa lack or minimum of integration of the document into the management structure. A reversee pattern is shown for the environmental policy of the companies. This document is
usuallyy included in the first reports (see same table), only two companies do not include
ann environmental policy: again Texaco and Elf Aquitaine. However, in the latest versions,
alll three of the Latin American companies do not include an environmental policy, which is
aa change for two of them. A fourth company that does not include such a policy is Phillips;
thiss is probably explained by the charity-nature of their report.
Continuingg with the environmental policy, the results of the content analysis of the
environmentall policies are presented in Table 7-8 and Table 7-9. A total of ten elements
weree included.
Tablee 7-8 Content analysis of environmental policy in the first issues
REG G SYS S

STD D

PER R

SPE E

BC C

STA A

REP P

LEA A

SD D

Amoco o

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Arco o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

BP P

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Chevron n

Yes s

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Conoco o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

ENI I

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Exxon n

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

PDVSA A

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Statt oil

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Texaco o

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Elf f

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Mobil l

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Pemex x

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Phillips s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Repsol l

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Shell l

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

EarlyEarly reporters

LateLate reporters

Note:: REG: regulation; SYS: management system; STD: standards; PER: performance targets; SPE: specificationn environmental impact; BC: business context; STA: stakeholder consultation; REP: reputation; LEA: leadership;; SD: sustainable development.
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Tablee 7-9 Content analysis of environmental policy in latest issues
REG G SYS S

STD D

PER R

SPE E

BC C

STA A

REP P

LEA A

SD D

EarlyEarly reporters
BP P

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

ChevronTexaco o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Conocoo Phillips

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

ENI I

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

ExxonMobil l

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

PDVSA A

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Statoil l

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Pemex x

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Phillips s

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

RepsolYPF F

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Shell l

No o

Yes s

LateLate reporters

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

Marathon n

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

Petrobras s

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Total l

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Note:: REG: regulation; SYS: management system; STD: standards; PER: performance targets; SPE: specificationn environmental impact; BC: business context; STA: stakeholder consultation; REP: reputation; LEA: leadership;; SD: sustainable development.

Descriptivee analysis led to the following insights:
1.. References to international standards and regulation score high over the whole period.. This confirms their status as major drivers of environmental management. BP
iss the only company that does not refer to regulation in its policy in both its first and
latestt issue.
2.. Companies do not in general refer to reputational issues in their policy. However,
claimingg leadership puts a pressure on companies to live up to a reputation; it is
thee acclaimed partner of reputation and references to this topic are included more
thann just for reputation. Over the period, the inclusion of leadership decreases. This
mayy indicate that companies choose to be more cautious in their claims or that
otherr companies are catching up.
3.. References to management systems increased for the late reporters versus the
earlyy reporters in their first issue, but many early reporters do not include a referencee in their latest versions as well. Overall, taking both samples together, only half
off the companies refer to a management system. This means that the policy and
thee codes of conduct are mainly used to position the company and attach importancee to the issue without giving attention to the mechanisms necessary to implementt that position in the documents.
4.. Expectations of an increase of references to sustainable development and
stakeholderr dialogue were not confirmed by the data on the policy. This is interestingg because the increase in triple reporting and social pressure might have led
too inclusion of these aspects in the policy statements.
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5.. Trends were hard to discern for three aspects: references to performance targets,
specificationss of environmental impact, and stakeholder dialogue.
Inn summary, the content analysis of the policies of the companies does lead to some interestingg insights into companies' behaviour. However, due to the sample size, conclusionss related to clusters of groups and regional trends are hard to derive from this particularr form of information.
SpecificSpecific guidelines for environmental issues
Inn addition to the analysis of environmental policies, strategies or guidelines for specific
environmentall issues on topics related to atmospheric, biodiversity, aquatic and terrestrial
impactt were examined. It turned out, however, that specific policies for those impacts
weree hardly mentioned; the exception is climate change. In the KPMG 1999-sample,
nearlyy all of the reports give attention to climate change (Kolk, Walhain and Van de Wateringen,, 2001). For the petroleum sector, the results are slightly different, which illustratess the controversial nature of the climate issue for the sector, especially at the beginningg of the 1990s. In the first reports, only 3 1 % give attention to this issue. In the latest
versions,, this has risen to 71 % with all of the early reporters including the issue.
Forr the other kinds of impact, specific guidelines are hardly mentioned. Only Shell
referss to an official guideline on biodiversity; in its 2002 report, the company claims to be
thee first to have a biodiversity standard (Shell, 2002b:26). Research by ISIS Assets Managementt (2004) found that 65% of the extractive companies in their sample did not have
aa published policy or position statement on biodiversity; it ranked ExxonMobil and Total in
thee bottom category.82 These results are in contrast to the results of the examination of the
environmentall policy, where about half of the companies gave attention to a specific type
off environmental impact. It seems that these impacts are illustrated in the reports by referencee to specific programmes and not by specific guidelines. Programmes for waste managementt are mentioned the most in the first issues (especially by American companies),
atmosphericc emissions get the most attention in the latest issues (but are mentioned less
byy the Latin American companies). These approaches are often illustrated by means of
exampless or case studies; although informative, this does not necessarily contribute to
transparencyy on the consistency of their application.
ConcludingConcluding remarks: environmental strategy
Accordingg to SustainAbility/UNEP (1999:41), the sector's focus on environmental disclosuree reflects the current state of reporting and the historic understanding of the industry's
boundariess to its responsibility. The implications of social responsibility for this industry are
hardd to define, because of the profundity, longevity and complexity of impact of operations
inn politically and socially fragile areas. However, 'the pressure for greater corporate accountabilityy pushes social responsibility onto the corporate agenda'. This examination indeedd confirms an increase in environmental disclosure by means of reporting in the period
1990-2002,, and this has resulted in more information on the sector's initiatives and action.. As far as codes of conduct are concerned, those are issued by the great majority of
thee companies and mainly focus on ethical issues in general. In the codes, environmental
issuess seem to be an extra; although all companies refer to environmental issues, only half
off them give the topic a header of its own and/or specify their strategic posture. As Table
822
The research surveyed 20 global extractive companies; six of them are categorised as 'race leaders' on
theirr policy, management and reporting of biodiversity: AngloAmerican, BPGroup, BP, Rio Tinto, Shell and
Statoill (ISIS Assets Management, 2004).
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7-77 showed, many companies do not refer to their code of conduct in their environmental
report,, which may indicate a lack of integration into a systematic approach.
Thee high reporting rate of the sector is remarkable and was started by the US
companies.. Asian companies persist in a non-response or do not report and the European
companiess follow the US ones. The trend to report seems to be explained by isomorphism
inn the sector; only Shell's first report is directly associated with an incident, although the
growthh in reporting also may be related to the Earth Summit. The transition in the focus of
thee reports from 'environmental' to 'sustainability' confirms a change in the strategic approachh that companies pursue. The way the audience is addressed changes as well; the
tonee ranged from 'inform and educate' to 'share and convince', and companies ask for
feedbackk more frequently. In addition, the content analysis of the environmental policies
showedd that companies have become more cautious about claims for leadership on environmentall issues. Further changes in strategy and clusters of companies with respect to
thee strategy adopted are hard to detect from this content analysis. However, expectations
off an increase in references to stakeholder dialogue and sustainable management as well
ass to systematic management of environmental issues were not confirmed. Only half of the
companiess even refer to their system in the policy; a surprising result if the intention is to
convincee their audience of a structured approach by means of a strategic document such
ass a policy.

7.33

Petroleum: sector patterns in environmental structure

Thiss section concentrates on the structural elements of corporate environmental management.. The components of the implementation likelihood model having this orientation are:
thee description of the environmental management system; the reporting on environmental
performancee indicators; and the achievements in the field of monitoring and verification.
Thee adherence to international standards was transposed to this section as well, because
off its connection with management systems. The next subsection starts with the systems
andd accompanying standards.
7.3.11

Developments in environmental structure: systems & standards

Thee majority of the companies (69%) mention the existence of an environmental managementt system (EMS) for their organisation in their first issue (see Table 7-10).
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Tablee 7-10 Environmental reports: reference to environmental management systems
Firstt issues

Latestt issues

EarlyEarly reporters
Amoco o

Internationall Standard of
Caree (ISOC) Management
Process/System m

Arco o

1998 8

Operatingg Excellence System
(OES) )

BP P

--

Systemm is not mentioned;
elements s

BP P

--

Chevron n

--

Systemm is not mentioned;
elements s

Chevron n
Texaco o

2001 1 Operationall Excellence Managementt System (OEMS)

Conoco o

--

SHEE management system

Conoco o

--

SHEE management system

ENN I

--

Managementt systems

ENI I

--

HSEE management system

Exxon n

--

Systemm is not mentioned;
elements s

Exxon n
Mobil l

1992 2 Operationss Integrity Management
Systemm (OIMS)

EMSS (SGA) as part of Integrall Risk Management Systemm (SISMAR)

PDVSA A

Statoil l

--

HSEE management system

PDVSA A

Statoil l

--

HESS management system

Texaco o

--

Systemm not mentioned; elements s

Gettingg HSE Right, Management
systemm framework

Systemm not mentioned

""

LateLate reporters
Elf f

--

Systemm not mentioned; elements s

Mobil l

--

EHSS management system

Pernn ex

1998* * SIASPA:: Integrated managementt system

Pemex x

--

SIASPA A

Phillips s

1996/1 1HESS management system
997* *

Phillips s

--

Systemm not mentioned

Repsol l

--

EMS S

RepsolYPF F 2001 1 EMS S

Shell l

End d
2000 0

HSEE management systems

Shell l

2005* * HSEE management systems

Marathon n

--

Systemm not mentioned; elements

Petrobras s

--

Systemm not mentioned; elements

TFE E

--

Internall management systems

Note:: Dates refer to 'date system in place'; the order of the letters S, H and E is consciously chosen and copiedd from the various companies' approaches.
** Indicates start of the Pemex system; full implementation for Phillips; and, for Shell, the date counts for new
acquisitions. .

Inn the latest issues of the reports, references to management systems were included
slightlyy more than in the first issues. Almost half of the reports {38% of the total of 21 reports)) refer to the date that the system was in place; only one of these is from before
19955 {i.e. ExxonMobil refers to 1992). A further pattern in the references was not found.
Exxonn and BP did not include any references to their EMS in their first issue; this changed
afterr they merged. For both companies this may be due to the fact that their merging part156 6
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nerss had included those references in their first issues. Both companies were early reporterss but merged differently: with companies from early (BP with Amoco, ARCO) and late
reporterss (Exxon with Mobil). Conoco and Phillips were in the same situation as Mobil and
Exxonn but a merger report had not been published at the time of analysis.
Closerr examination of the references provided more insights (complete references
cann be found in Annex V). All texts fit into about seven pages, and all 30 reports together
havee a total of 1124 pages. References were analysed for the following elements: format
off the system, basis of the system, performance goals, target group, audits and monitoring,, alignment and risk. The following conclusions are drawn:
1.. The format of the systems presents a transition from a "one framework" format to a
"multiplee systems" format. In the latter, a company allows several systems to exist
inn its organisation instead of having a single system which has the same format in
alll locations and circumstances. In the latest issues of the reports, the format of
severall systems within one company slightly dominates. This points to a trend of
decentralisationn for environmental structure: within corporate boundaries, business
unit,, divisions and/or operating companies are increasingly assigned management
authorityy to set their own priorities. Regional patterns are observed for the (small
numberr of) Latin American companies; those refer to one overall system only.
2.. The basis of the system (e.g. set minimum standards, have common expectations,
increasee management involvement, ensure systematic implementation) shows logicall intra-sector similarities when taking into consideration the goal of a systematic
approach.. Only one company (Amoco) refers to a beyond compliance position
whenn comparing its minimum standard to regulatory requirements. Another company,, Mobil, refers to 'tailoring of practices to meet own culture', but also to the
implementationn of the same approach worldwide, which illustrates the multiplicity
off the conceptt of worldwide standards.
3.. Considering the goal of the system, which is improvement of performance, the existencee of objectives is mainly referred to by the American companies in the group of
earlyy reporters; late reporters do not refer to performance goals. European companiess mostly refer to the goal of 'continuous improvement' as such, without referring
too goal setting. Exceptions to the European trend are Statoil and ENI; both are
earlyy reporters as well. Statoil also refers to leadership ('being in the forefront') as
doess Mobil ('outstanding performance'); Conoco refers to compensation mechanismss based on performance. Latin American companies do not refer to performancee at all in the EMS references.
4.. Regional patterns are only very weakly found with regard to the specification of the
targett group to which the system should apply; in this respect, Latin American
companiess refer to hardly anything, and only in its last report does Pemex give a
descriptionn ('installations of different divisions'). Further, a slight difference is found
betweenn early and late reporters. The first group refers more to the whole company
whilee the late reporters tend to give a descriptions of the specific parts to which
thee system applies. Another seven companies report on supplier requirements;
ExxonMobill and Shell also state the sanctions they take in case of non-compliance.
AA specific example of chain management in the reference to environmental structuree is BP ('everyone who works for us'), which relates to its highly decentralised
overalll organisational structure.
5.. Less than half of the companies include a reference to corporate monitoring programmes.. Focusing on a combination of procedures (self assessment, internal and
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externall monitoring), auditing and monitoring procedures are primarily included by
USS companies. European companies do not include many references although an
increasee is observed in the latest issues. Shell is the exception within the European
groupp with its references to certifiable systems, indicating external monitoring. Latin
Americann Pemex started to include the procedures in its latest issue.
6.. Considering the link between strategy and structure, references to the environmentall policies of the companies are included by 67% of the early reporters but by
onlyy 33% of the late reporters; a regional trend is not observed here. In addition, a
thirdd of the reports refer to the alignment of the environmental management system
withh other strategic objectives. Companies including those references are Conoco,
Eni,, ChevronTexaco, Statoil and Repsol. A regional pattern cannot be discerned.
Consideringg the adherence to international standards, the second element of structure in
thee model, the KPMG 1999-sample of reports already showed that all of the sector's reportss claim to follow ISO 14001 or internal standards, which are in some cases externally
auditedd (KPMG/WIMM, 1999). In our sample, the percentage that refers to ISO 14001 is
64%,, which is a small increase compared with the first issue sample (see Table 7-11).
Tablee 7-11 Environmental reports: reference to ISO 14001
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Thee largest change here is observed for the early reporters, which could not report ISO
becausee the standard came into being in 1996. Two companies (ENI and TotalFinaElf)
alsoo refer to EMAS in their latest issue; ENI, Shell and Statoil do so in their first issue but
thee majority concentrates on ISO 14001.
Inn addition to the references to ISO, at least seven companies (BP, Conoco, ExxonMobil,, RepsolYPF, Shell, Statoil and TotalFinaElf) report on the requirements they have
forr suppliers and contractors to work with them. Two of these, ExxonMobil and Shell, also
reportedd the consequences of non-compliance by the contractor in earlier versions of their
reports.. ExxonMobil, for example, stated in its 2000-report that it provides potential contractorss with detailed performance requirements and selects them on the basis of their
capabilityy and willingness; this would often have resulted in improved standards throughoutt the industry. Considering the structure of ownership of the industry and, for example,
thee high percentage of minority-owned affiliates, those results are very important.
7.3.22

Evolution of environmental structure: monitoring & verification

Inn this section, the last component of the scheme, the references to monitoring and the
verificationn of the reports are analysed. The results are presented in Table 7-12.
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Tablee 7-12 Environmental reports: monitoring and verification
Issuee of report

Firstt

Latest

Firstt

Latest

Auditt programme

Verificationn of the report

Amoco o

++

Arco o

--

---

EarlyEarly reporters

++

++

Chevr(Tex) )

++

+

--

Conoco o

++

+

++

ENI I

++

+

++

Exxon n

++

+

BP P

PDVSA A

--

---

Statoil l

++

++

Texaco o

++

--

Elf f

++

--

Mobil l

++

--

+

+

LateLate reporters

++

Pernn ex
Phillips s

++

Repsol l

++

Shell l

--

++

+

++
++

+
++

+

Marathon n

--

--

Petrobras s

---

--

Total l

--

Regardingg the figures on monitoring, a clear trend is not observed. Most companies had
alreadyy included the issue of auditing in their first issues, but some did not include the issuee in their latest version, even though other sources show that they do have audit programmess in place. An explanation may be that the companies concentrate on the verificationn effort to monitor their result to an external audience and/or think the results of auditing
proceduress too complex, detailed, confidential, or risky to publish externally. Patterns
withinn the monitoring results cannot be discerned in these data.
Withh regard to verification, the results are clearer, especially because the statements
themselvess have been analysed in further detail. Notwithstanding the debate on the benefitss of third-party verification, it seems that petroleum companies saw the advantages of
this,, since for this aspect the figure has increased. While only 3 1 % of the first issue reportss were verified, 53% of the latest issues received verification of their report. In the
mixed-industryy group of reporting Fortune Global Top 250 companies, only 29% had their
reportt independently verified. In 2002, 64% of the verifications in this group were carried
outt by major consultancy firms; 2 1 % by technical firms; 9% by certification bodies; and
6%% by other parties (KPMG/AgBS, 2002). In our petroleum sample, only Phillips, ENI and
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Repsol,, allowed their reviews to be carried out by companies other than a major accountancyy firm (mostly Ernst & Young, only Shell's report was verified by KPMG and PWC). The
majorityy of the statements included a reference to the independent status of the auditor/verifyingg party; some reviews pointed at the non-existence of generally accepted
auditingg rules for environmental reports and the way they solved this issue (Shell, Pemex in
bothh versions, BP and Conoco in their latest versions). The results of the analysis of the
verificationn statements are shown in Table 7-13 and Table 7-14.
Tablee 7-13 Verification statements: verifying party
Titles s
FF

Status s

Verif. .Party y

Details sparty y

Date e

LL

FF

LL

FF

LL

FF

LL

FF

LL

EarlyEarly reporters
BP P

Gen n

Ass s

No o

Yes s

Ac c

Ac c

None e

City y

Yes s

Yes s

Conoco o

--

Ver r

--

Yes s

--

Ac c

--

City y

--

Yes s

ENI I

--

Ver r

--

No o

--

Oth h

--

City y

--

Yes s

Statoil l

Ver r

Au/Gen n No o

Yes/No o Ac c

Ac/Ac c City y

Cities s

Yes s

Yes s

LateLate reporters
Pemex x

Au u

Ver r

Yes s

Yes s

Ac c

Ac c

None e

City y

Yes s

Yes s

Phillips s

Au u

--

No o

--

Oth h

--

None e

--

Yes s

--

Repsol l

--

Ver r

--

No o

--

Oth h

--

None e

--

Yes s

Shell l

Ver r

Ass s

No o

Yes s

Ac c

Ac c

City y

City y

Yes s

Yes s

Notes:: F: first issue, L: Latest issue in our sample; Titles: Ass: Assurance report, Au: Auditors report, Ver: Verificationn statement, Gen: General, such as 'report'.; Status: Reference to independent status of the statement;
Verifyingg party: Ac: Major accountancy firms, Oth: Other. Details party: City: City of residence, None: No data
onn details. Date: of verification included. For Statoil, two verifications were used, on the left, the verification in
thee sustainable development report, on the right, the verification for the HSE part in the annual report; if there
iss only one answer, then it applies to both versions.
Source:: Method of analysis adjusted from KPMG/WIMM, 1999.
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Tablee 7-14 Verification statements: contents analysis
Consol. .

System m

Perfc rm
c m Visit? ?

FF

FF

LL

FF

LL

FF

LL

Cor nplte
r
e Po oicy y

Finance e

Commts s

LL

FF

LL

FF

LL

FF

LL

FF

L

YY

Y

EarlyEarly reporters
BP P

YY

YY

YY

YY

NN

NN

NN

YY

NN

YY

NN

YY

NN

NN

Conoco o

--

YY

--

YY

--

NN

--

YY

--

YY

--

YY

--

YY

YY

ENI I

--

YY

--

YY

--

NN

--

NN

--

YY

--

NN

--

NN

NN

Statoil l

YY

YY

YY

YY

NN

NN

YY

YN N N N

YY

NN

YN N N N

NN

NN

N

Y

LateLate reporters
Pernn ex

YY

YY

YY

YY

NN

NN

YY

YY

NN

NN

YY

YY

NN

--

YY

Phillips s

NN

--

YY

--

NN

--

NN

--

YY

--

YY

--

NN

NN

YY

Repsol l

--

YY

--

YY

--

NN

--

YY

--

YY

--

NN

--

NN

Shell l

YY

YY

YY

YY

NN

NN

NN

YY

NN

NN

NN

NN

NN

YY

NN
YY

Y

Notes:: Consol.: Data consolidation at corporate level; System: Information/management system; Perform:
Qualitativee view or comment on environmental performance; Visits: Data generation at local level; Complte:
Completenesss of environmental issues for the company's operations; Policy: Internal compliance (policy/guidelines);; Finance: Consistency with data in financial report; Commts: General comments, recommendationss for improvement. Y: Yes, included, N: No. For Statoil, two verifications were used, on the left, the verificationn in the sustainable development report, on the right, the verification for the HSE part in the annual report; if
theree is only one answer, then it applies to both versions.
Source:: Method of analysis adjusted from KPMG/WIMM, 1999.

Severall observations from the analysis are worth mentioning:
1.. All statements are oriented at the verification of the data presented in the report
andd whether they have been collected in a systematic and consistent manner. {Exceptionss are Statoil and Phillips. Phillips's latest verification reviews and benchmarkss the management system of the company against international standards;
Statoil'ss first review only includes a review of environmental expenditures and consistencyy in reporting to authorities).
2.. The auditing parties did not comment on the performance attained, only on the
proceduress and the consistency in the data collection.
3.. Visits to local operations and industrial sites were included more in the latest verificationss than in the first verifications.
4.. In the latest versions, more references were also included on the scope of the data
presentedd ('completeness') and whether these gave a complete overview of the
company'ss environmental impact. Sometimes, the scope of the presented data is
limitedd to certain operations (e.g. Statoil, first, Repsol, latest). Shell's presentation
off its first verification is remarkable in this respect; it claims to be the first company
too verify on a large scale all the entities where Shell has full authority. 'There were
noo templates to copy because as far as we know no other worldwide organisation
hass attempted such a large and thorough job before' (Shell, 1997:3). In its latest
version,, Shell continues its ambitious approach by extending the data for verificationn again: to 'hot spots' and in the future to external experts and panels.
5.. References to HSE-policies are not always included, but the frequency of inclusion
iss increasing. BP's latest review gives unusually intensive attention to the issue of
internall compliance and includes external comments in the verification. Conoco
doess so as well; furthermore, it includes the adoption and commitment of its core
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valuess by the senior management of the recent acquisition (Gulf Canada) in its review. .
6.. The consistency with data in the financial report is hardly mentioned; two exceptionss are Conoco and Shell. The last one only refers the reader to financial information;; Conoco states that the financial data have not been verified.
7.. Comments provided by verifying parties mostly aim at inaccurate or incomplete
documentationn of data collection processes (Pemex, both versions); systems improvementt {BP, first); recommendation for target setting (BP, first) and long-term
visionss and planning (Phillips, first, Conoco, latest); internal audit programmes
(Conoco,, latest) and the accountability of senior staff (Pemex, both versions).
Thee last element in the model is the performance indicator. As the previous discussion on
performancee measurement predicted, the presentation of performance results reveals
manyy gaps in our insights on the performance of the companies. SustainAbility/UNEP
(1999)) already concluded that quantitative data in the reports primarily relate to inputs and
outputs,, significant incidents, environmental expenditure, compliance and management
policiess and systems. Measures related to actual impacts, performance targets, disturbancess to land, biodiversity, products legacy impacts, or progress toward sustainability
weree found to be absent (SustainAbility/UNEP, 1999). Table 7-15 confirms these results.
However,, this overview is somewhat misleading because single references were counted
insteadd of the space allotted to the issue (see Chapter 4); therefore, the presentation of
justt a few figures already results in a reference in the table. This results in a seemingly very
completee overview: most companies report figures for three performance indicators: atmospheric,, aquatic and terrestrial impacts. Figures for environmental impact on the biospheree are not mentioned (see Table 7-15).83
Althoughh companies increasingly compare their results over the years, an increase
inn the absolute amount of reporting cannot be observed. The amount of information did
increase,, in that most companies show trends in the figures over the years, leading to
moree results as the years pass by. The aspects on which they report figures comparing
performancee over the years seem to decrease; an explanation may be that verification
doess not allow for publication of some of the data. Some companies indeed confirm this
(e.g.. Shell in its 1998 report).

833

An important omission in the table is use of energy and occurrence of spills: the majority of the companies
reportt extensively on their energy efficiency programmes and spill recovery schedules.
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Tablee 7-15 Specificity on environmental performance
Firstt issues

EPI# #

Type e

Amoco o

AQT T

CC

Arco o

AT T

CC

BP P

AQ Q

Chevron n
Conoco o

Latestt issues

EPI# #

Type e

CT T

BP P

AA

CC

AQT T

CT T

ChevronTexaco o

A* *

CC

AQT T

CC

Conoco o

AT T

ENI I

AQT T

CC

ENI I

AQT T

Exxon n

AT T

CC

ExxonMobil l

AA

EarlyEarly reporters

PDVSA A

TT

FF

PDVSA A

00

Statoil l

AQT T

CC

Statoil l

AT T

cc
cc
cc
-cc

Texaco o

00

--

Elf f

AQT T

CC

Mobil l

AQT T

cc

Pemex x

AQT T

FT T

Pemex x

AQT T

FF

Phillips s

AQT T

CC

Phillips s

00

--

Repsol l

AQT T

CT T

Repsoll YPF

AQT T

FF

Shell l

AQT T

CT T

Shell l

AQT T

CC

Marathon n

AA

CC

Petrobras s

AQ Q

FF

Total l

AQT T

CC

LateLate reporters

Notes:: EPI #: Number of environmental performance indicators used. Four types are possible: the indicators
mayy consider atmospheric (A), aquatic (Q) or terrestrial (T) impacts or influences on biodiversity or a combinationn of those. The type of EPI can be absolute figures (F), trends over the years (C for comparison), targets (T)
orr a combination of those.
'' ChevronTexaco is an example of a company reporting on all of the other aspects but only presenting actual
figuress on air emissions.

Companiess also note efforts to improve their performance measurement system, but this
hass not been manifested in the data (yet). Furthermore, it is often unclear to what part of
thee companies' activities the data actually relate; this makes it impossible to assess performancee changes on the basis of the reported data, a problem which may decrease due
too verification. In addition, targets are hardly mentioned. An explanation is that targetsettingg does not necessarily correlate with effort: e.g. it can be hard to fulfil a certain target
whenn low-hanging fruit has been harvested. The publication of internal targets can thereforee lead to frustration since the company is judged on 100% attainment of the target and
nott on its efforts in the complexities of the process. Although noteworthy information is
presentedd on particular cases and companies also give serious attention to problematic
situationss and dilemmas (see, e.g., BP on the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline project, and
TFEE on Myanmar), the information in the reports therefore confirms all the methodological
problemss with performance measurement that were discussed in Chapter4.
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ConcludingConcluding remarks: environmental structure
Inn conclusion, the collected information on environmental structure can be summarised in
thee following observations. The analysis of the codes of conduct in the previous section
showedd that in this specific strategy document hardly any attention was given to the systematicc approach to environmental issues: statements were relatively vague. However, the
analysiss of the output variable of external reports shows a different picture. The majority of
thee companies mention an EMS in their first issue and a slight increase was observed for
thee latest issues. Although the number of references is certainly not overwhelming in comparisonn to the total amount of pages and the starting date of the system is not mentioned in
70%% of the descriptions, the goals of the system and its elements are mostly included. Most
systemss have been developed in the second phase of the reporting business; therefore,
theyy are mostly reported about in the latest versions or by the late reporters. For the adherencee to international standards, this same timing issue is observed, since ISO 14001 has
onlyy existed since 1996. A further important result concerns the requirements for suppliers
andd contractors reported by seven of the companies. Because of the relatively high participationn in minority-ownerships and degree of vertical integration, the industry works a lot with
suppliers,, which can contribute the integration of environmental issues.
Continuingg with the information on monitoring and verification, the results for monitoring
doo not show a clear trend. In their external disclosure, companies seem to focus on verificationn standards to raise the credibility of their efforts. In addition to an increase in verifications,
thee content analysis showed stable scores for data consolidation at the corporate level and
systemss references; increases were observed in the extension of the verification efforts by
meanss of visits to local operations, the completeness of the information, and the congruence
withh policies and values. The analysis of the presented performance data shows that companiess are cautious or incapable of showing those data; methodological problems with performancee measurement were confirmed during this analysis.

7.44

Conclusions

Inn order to improve the insights on the what, how and why of environmental alignment
withinn the petroleum industry, this chapter has examined the extent to which environmental
managementt patterns are country-, sector- and or company-specific and/or caused by
criticall events. On the basis of the analysis of externally disclosed environmental informationn in the form of codes of conduct, environmental policies and environmental reports, the
behaviourr of the companies shows several patterns. These can be explained by the influencee of the institutional setting of companies, the occurrence of critical events and by mimeticc mechanisms and normative pressures.
Forr environmental strategy, the most important conclusions are:
•• The majority of the companies have a code of conduct: this seems to be a sector
trend.. Regional non-response is observed for Asian companies; they do not have
codess of conduct. The main orientation of the codes is social and generic. Attentionn to environmental issues is included in all codes. Seemingly without any discernablee pattern, only half of them give environmental issues their own header.
Furthermore,, the codes are generally not referred to in other documents, and
monitoringg and enforcement are addressed in vague terms only. This indicates a
lackk of alignment with overall management.
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••

Environmental reporting became standard business practice in the 1990s and developedd quickly in quality, comprehensiveness, accuracy, and transparency. For
thee sector, the biggest growth in reporting occurred in 1995; after that year, there
wass a second wave of 'late reporters'. The sector has a very high reporting rate,
especiallyy when compared with other sectors of industry. Within this trend, regionall differences can be observed: US companies lead the way as early reporters;; the Europeans followed as late reporters, and Asian companies are the nonreporters.. The composition of the sample (large, mainly private and verticallyintegratedd companies) probably contributes to the high reporting rate.
•• The early reporting of the US companies is considered to be a consequence of
thee institutional setting although reporting was not mandatory. The ExxonValdez
spilll as a critical event in the US institutional setting stimulated legislation, which
mayy also have contributed to the high reporting rate. BP, ENI and Statoil are early
reporterss and exceptions to the European trend. This is explained by their similar
backgroundd as state-owned companies, which also applies to PDVSA, an early
reporterr as well. In addition, early reporters may have been stimulated by the Earth
Summitt in 1992. For the late reporters, only the report of Shell (1997) can be directlyy related to a particular incident, the Brent Spar controversy. Total used to be
thee only non-reporting European company; after its merger, TotalFinaElf started to
publishh reports. This was motivated both by the French institutional setting (an obligationn to publish environmental and social information from 2002 onwards) and
byy the enlarged size and therefore visibility of the company. The result is European
convergencee for environmental accountability by means of reporting. Coercive
pressuress such as legislative requirements explain this European convergence, as
welll as mimetic pressures due to the uncertainty of the cost/benefits of reporting.
Normativee pressures set the tone: continuous performance improvement requires
internall and external benchmarking for which disclosure is a requisite.
•• Over the years, the focus and tone of the reports has changed. Titles have
changedd from environmental or HSE to sustainability reporting; the tone has
changedd from educational to informational for interested stakeholders. Notwithstandingg the strategic change in focus, companies are becoming more cautious
aboutt claiming environmental leadership in their policies. Furthermore, expectationss of an increase in references to systematic management were not sustained,
whilee the changing focus has resulted in decreasing attention for environmental
issues:: in combination, this is a risk for environmental alignment.
Forr environmental structure, the most important conclusions are:
•• The great majority of the companies mention an EMS in at least one of their environmentall reports, and a slight increase is observed for the latest issues. Most
systemss have been developed in the latter part of the 1990s; a connection is assumedd between the timing of the systems and the adherence to international
standards:: ISO14001 was developed in 1996. Furthermore, a transition to a more
decentralisedd environmental structure is observed in most cases: under the corporatee umbrella, authority is assigned to lower levels, which implement several systemss instead of a single framework. However, a different regional pattern is notablee in the case of Latin American companies, which do refer to a single system.
•• The basis of the system shows intra-sectoral similarities with respect to the goal of
aa systematic approach. Regional trends were not observed for this element of the
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environmentall structure, but they are noticeable for the reference to performance
objectivess and monitoring procedures. Considering the goal of performance, early
reporting,, US companies refer to 'objectives', while European companies refer to
'continuouss improvement'. For monitoring procedures, again a regional pattern is
found;; US companies include more references to a systematic check than Europeann and Latin American companies. This is explained by the liability focus of the
Americann setting. Overall, less than half of the sample refer to monitoring programmess while other sources have shown the existence of additional programmes
forr at least three of the other companies. An explanation for the relatively few referencess may be that companies think the results of the monitoring procedures are
tooo risky/complicated/detailed or confidential to publish.
•• The verification efforts of the companies have increased tremendously. The rate of
verificationn is also high in comparison with other sectors. A content analysis of the
verificationn statements showed that the verification of the reports usually consists
off local visits and a check on the completeness of the information and the congruencee with policies and values. Specific patterns in verification efforts with regard
too regional origin or early or late reporting could not be found; the developments
aree probably an effect of the maturing of the procedures. However, the verification
effortss are accompanied by a trend in the target group of the systems; late reporterss are more detailed than early reporters with regard to the application of the systemm in specific parts of the company.
•• Although the alignment of the system with other strategic objectives is referred to
byy a third of the reports, companies remain cautious about publishing environmentall performance data. The analysis shows a wide variety in the reported environmentall impact and the quantity of the information remains limited; the verificationn statements do not always solve the issues of the scope of the data. Only one
company,, Shell, states that doubts concerning the validity of certain information
resultedd in the decision not to publish it.
Ass these previous conclusions on environmental strategy and structure show, developmentss for environmental management are to some extent similar for the whole industry.
Variationss between companies are sometimes notably different for regions and/or country
off origin effects (see Table 7-16). In other cases individual events such as Brent Spar and
ExxonValdezz have played a role. It is to these company-specific aspects that we now turn,
inn the analysis of the case studies. Part III contains a detailed examination of Shell, BP, TotalFinaElff and Statoil.
Tablee 7-16 Relative regional trends of petroleum in environment management
Environmentall strategy
Reports s

Environmentall structure

Codess

Policies

EMS S

Performance e

Monitoring g

No policy

--

--

--

--

'Continuouss im- Lesss references to
provement' '
systematicc checking

Single e
format t

--

Lesss references

--

'Objectives' '

Moree references

Asia a

Noo report

Noo code

Europe e

Late,, *

--

LA A

--

Noo code

US S

Early y

--

No policy

Notes:: LA: Latin America; US: United States. Regional trend observed when indicated.
*:: State ownership appears an explanatory factor for early reporting European companies.
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PARTT III: Case Studies: Environmental Alignment
inn Focus

Introductionn to the cases
Workingg with a broad sample of petroleum companies, the results from part II of this study
showedd the developments for general strategy, general structure, reputation, environmentall strategy and environmental structure: the different variables in the International Environmentall Alignment Framework (see Figure 3.1 in Chapter 3). Influenced by regional
patterns,, institutional backgrounds and sometimes company-specific developments, severall sector trends stood out for all variables. This third part of the study will deepen the
insightss in the trends for environmental management and examine the relationships betweenn the variables in the framework by applying the data on individual companies in a
multiplee case study design.
Followingg a strategy of maximum variation sampling (see Chapter 4), four European
internationall petroleum companies were selected: BP, Shell, Statoil, and TotalFinaElf. The
casess also include the companies on which their mergers were based (Amoco, ARCO,
andd Elf Aquitaine). The companies differ in terms of regulatory background, merger experience,, structure of ownership, size, experience of a catalyst event, degree of internationalisation,, degree of centralisation, reputation and reporting status (see Chapter 4). The
maximumm variation in the companies' characteristics leads to a multi-dimensional perspectivee on the developments in environmental alignment and attributes in order to answer the
centrall question of the study: Which factors influence the relation between environmental
strategyy and environmental structure in a multinational corporation?
Buildingg on the International Environmental Alignment Framework, each case consistentlyy addresses a series of variables: company history, strategy and structure, reputation,, environmental strategy and environmental structure. All of these variables are evaluatedd by means of a broad range of documentation and semi-structured interviews with
companyy representatives. For Shell and Statoil, a survey was carried out in addition (for a
completee overview of its methodology, see Chapter 4). The result of the examination is a
structuredd approach of the relevant issues for each of the companies. Each case concludess with a company-specific conclusion for the developments in environmental alignmentt over the period 1990-2002. Cross-case comparisons will be drawn in the overall
conclusionss of the study (Chapter 12).
Thee examination starts with Shell (Chapter 8). This is not only the largest company
inn the sample (by sales) but also the company that experienced the most extreme catalyst
event.. The subsequent external profiling on environmental strategy eventually gave Shell
itss reputation of environmental leadership. This leads to expectations concerning the
statuss of its environmental alignment. To what degree did public attention change the
company'ss organisation? Did it result in structures underneath the strategy, or did Shell
merelyy publish reports to start a dialogue?
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BPP is the second company in line (Chapter 9). Equal in size to Shell but without the
experiencee of a catalyst event, it has a similar reputation for environmental leadership: the
companyy is considered to be Shell's competitor in the environmental reputation contest.
However,, BP is different with regard to its decentralised structure and merger history; the
companyy had to combine diverse institutional backgrounds. In addition, it is an early insteadd of a being a late reporter. The question is whether and how these characteristics of
thee company have influenced the developments in its environmental alignment.
Subsequently,, the case of TotalFinaElf is discussed {Chapter 10). This company
showss similarities with BP with regard to both the size-increase due to a merger and its
highh degree of internationalisation. However, in contrast with BP, TFE builds solely on
Francee as its institutional context and not on the more Anglo-Saxon tradition. In addition,
thee French state was heavily involved in the company until the mid-1990s. As far as Total
iss concerned, the company is an extremely late reporter: Total even used to be the single
Europeann petroleum company without a corporate environmental report. The case includess all these differentials to further the examination of the development of environmentall alignment for the international petroleum industry.
Finally,, Norwegian Statoil is the smallest company in the sample (see Chapter 11);
itt contrasts the previous companies on the basis of 1. its extremely low degree of internationalisationn and 2. its embeddedness as a state company in the highly regulated Norwegiann institutional context. The company was partly privatised in 2001, but its degree of
centralisationn is still high, especially compared with the other cases. The question is how
thesee characteristics of the company have influenced its environmental strategy and environmentall structure, and their mutual relationship.
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Royal Dutch Shell Group: Catalyst Events and
Environmentall Alignment

Thee Royal Dutch/Shell Group84 is the first company to be examined in the case study format;; it has operations in more than 145 countries and employs more than 115,000 people
(Shell,, 2002a). In 1907, the company emerged from an alliance between Royal Dutch Petroleumm Company and the 'Shell' Transport and Trading Company. The two parent companiess merged their interests on a 60:40 basis, while keeping their separate identities.
Duee to its dual structure, the company has two home country origins and regulatory contexts:: the Netherlands and the UK.85 Although both countries are part of the European
context,, the emphasis in their environmental regimes differs. The Dutch context is known
ass an open, consensus-oriented regime, where regulation is based on discussions with
mainn stakeholders. The UK context is characterised as a more closed but flexible system:
aimedd at 'pragmatist compromise' (see, e.g., Lahusen, 2000; Andrews, 1994).
Duringg its existence of almost a century, Shell's activities have often been the subjectt of debate. In the 1980s, Shell declared itself to be against Apartheid but continued its
operationss in South Africa notwithstanding the United Nations boycott. According to
Shell,, discontinuity of operations would not change the regime and would make its workerss worse off. In the mid-1990s, reputation challenges appeared with the sinking of the
Brentt Spar in the North East Atlantic and Shell's involvement in Nigeria. In the second half
off the 1990s, the company thus engaged in multiple efforts to improve its reputation,
strategyy and structure. In 2004, Shell's reputation became severely disputed again in relationn to the calculation of its reserves. The follow-up of this dispute resulted in a discussion
off Shell's overall management structure and procedures, and affected the group's public
reputation.. With regard to environmental alignment, the company's change in strategy
leadss to questions about its embeddedness in the organisational structure: how far does
thee effect of the public eye go?

8.11

Strategy and structure

Regardingg strategy, Shell transformed itself from an inward-looking to an outward-looking,
openn company in the period 1990-2002. 'Brent Spar' and 'Nigeria' formed the culmination
off allegations of arrogance and introvertiveness; they accelerated Shell's plans for 'Transformation',, as the reorganisation is called (see, e.g., Corzine, 1998a). The replacement
844
The name Shell refers to the jewellery boxes made of seashells sold at Victorian seaside resorts by the fatherr of Marcus Samuel, the London merchant who started Shell in 1892, to break the grip of Standard Oil on
thee kerosene market. In honour of his father, Samuel named his new venture Shell (Yergin, 1991).
866
In October 2004, Shell proposed to their shareholders the unification of the companies under a single parentt company, Royal Dutch Shell p!c, to be incorporated in the UK and headquartered and tax resident in the
Netherlands.. Further reforms in management and governance structure were also planned. The completion of
thee unification process was set for May 2005 (Shell press release, 28 October 2004).
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ratee of reserves, increased return on investments, the bureaucratic/-hierarchical managementt structure, the corporate identity, (further) employment and cost reductions and the
globall opportunities for new assets all became included in the process. Stimulated by the
chairmann of the Committee of Managing Directors (CMD)86 (Herkstroter) and the integrationn of Shell Oil, the American influence on the company, Shell's strategic focus remained
onn the replacement of oil and gas reserves and cost reductions but gas and renewable
energy877 were included as new core components. Fossil fuels were to be the main productss of the company for at least 30 more years, and, while Shell wanted to reduce the
carbonn content of those, it also aimed to grow in hydrogen and renewables (Shell,
2000a).. In addition, technological capabilities and the development of contractual arrangementss with major resource-holding countries were important foci. The opening-up of
Easternn European countries and Russia, plus the privatisation of economies, were consideredd as opportunities in this regard, especially because of the improvements in the legislativee climates involved. By 2003, this culminated in a large new project in Sakhalin88, Russia.. The project is considered to be a promising new venture but includes a complicated
environmentt as well.
Byy 2000, Shell included both economic as well as environmental responsibility as
itss strategic aims: "Being trusted to meet societal expectations is key to long term success"" (Shell, 2000:20). Environmental issues were now an official part of the general
strategy.. In the capabilities for success, emphasis was also placed on technological creativity,, the strength of the brand, international presence, and reputation. Although sector
analystss quite frequently pointed out that Shell's position is declining versus other companiess in terms of returns on investment and exploration success, the company's strategic
focuss was to be a world leader in both energy and petrochemicals (Shell, 2002a).
Inn comparison with other companies, Shell scored high for internationalisation, especially
inn 1990. For vertical integration, Shell had a score (42.1) close to the sector average for
2002.. The company showed a slightly increasing degree of vertical integration over the
years. .
Regardingg structure, Shell has always been characterised by its two parent companies.. According to Corzine (1998b), the dual structure was an unconsummated merger
betweenn Dutch engineers and marketing-minded British businessmen around which informall corporate governance bodies have emerged. Further, Shell's position was extraordinaryy because it did not take part in the merger wave at the end of the 1990s. The companyy did consider mergers with several companies but claimed that the return on the
mergerr investment would not have outbalanced its costs. The effect is that Shell is presentlyy one of three or four enormous companies in the sector instead of second largest in
thee sector. Although chairman Moody Stuart criticised the idea that new large competitors
wouldd threaten Shell's and Exxon's position in the sense that "competition has always

866

Until 2004, Shell did not have a CEO but a chairman of the CMD, which is composed of the business leaderss the CF0 and the chairman; the last is primus inter parus.
877
in 1998, Shell decided to invest US$500 million in renewable energy. This is considered to be too little by
environmentall activists (Greenpeace: 'Only 0,4% of annual turnover', 1998) but is in fact more than other,
similarr companies openly claimed to invest
BBB
The investments of US$10 billion made Shell the largest direct foreign investor in Russia. The possibilities
off entrance to both the energy market in the Far East and the Japanese and Chinese market by (longdistance)) pipelines increased the attractiveness of the project.
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beenn total" (quoted in Halberstadt, 1998), the combination of assets by the other companiess is not necessarily in Shell's advantage.
Duringg the period 1990-2002, Shell's organisational structure changed profoundly.
Fromm a matrix structure with seven to eight management layers, Shell reformed itself into a
companyy based on four business units, building on product divisions with three managementt layers. Until 1995, Shell's organisational structure was a matrix of regional, functional
andd business sector organisations with an emphasis on country origin. In the reorganisationn process, management became more centralised into a "simpler, more flexible, less
costly"" format (Shell, 1995:14) and the independent position of Shell Oil US (which accountedd for 25% of worldwide turnover in 1999) was ended. Previously, the company only
exchangedd research and technical information with the services group, but in 1999, its
investmentt authority was redirected to the corporate offices (Corzine and Durgin, 1999).
Thee official autonomy of each of the Shell companies was always a characteristic of the
companyy and was claimed to remain in the new structure. However, even though the
companyy considered its corporate centers in London and The Hague to be small, the
trendd for centralisation spoke from the reorganisation; the system of 'checks and balances'' was overtaken by the ICT revolution and possibilities of virtual meetings (president
andd managing director Van den Bergh, quoted in Often and Westerwoudt, 1999). In
2003,, E&P implemented a complete restructuring of its central offices into five regional
headquarters. .
Althoughh Shell considered itself a relatively decentralised company, it is perceived
byy others in the industry to be relatively centralised with a strong corporate centre. The
independencee of Shell's companies is mostly considered to be a legal matter. In our sample,, Shell turned out to be the most centralised company for 1990; although by 2002, a
clearr decentralising trend for its majority-owned affiliates (which culminated in 1995 but
continuedd until 2002) clearly changed this position. For its minority-owned affiliates, Shell
changedd its pattern from being most centralised to almost most decentralised. This is contraryy to the European pattern for minority-owned affiliates, but confirms the statement that
Shelll became more cooperative in its arrangements. On the other hand, Shell's ratio of
minority/majorityy owned affiliates decreased over the years 1990-1995 from 0.36 to 0.30.
Thiss trend is not only nearly the opposite of the average trend in the sector (0.31 and
0.35,, respectively); it also contrasts with the statement that Shell was cooperating more,
ass far as minority holdings were concerned.

8.22

Reputation issues

Inn the mid-1990s, several reputation incidents seemed to overwhelm Shell. Reputation
damagee and losses in income were the result. In Germany, for example, a massive boycott
off Shell filling stations was organised, and Shell employees were attacked when entering
theirr offices; according to Shell, two fillings stations burnt down after bomb attacks. Althoughh the sinking of Brent Spar (see Box 8A) and the situation in Nigeria (see Box 8B)
weree of a completely different nature and complexity, Shell was emotionally way off target
inn relation to public opinion.
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Boxx 8A- The Brent Spar controversy
Thee Brent Spar was a North Sea storage buoy that served as a holding vessel for offshore tanker loading.
Functioningg since 1976, it was decommissioned in 1991. After extensive investigation Shell decided to
sinkk it in the deep Atlantic. After UK government permission was given, the plan was announced in Februaryy 1995 (Howarth, 1997). However, Brent Spar turned out to be an issue full of emotions, not a technologicall issue only. In April 1995, Greenpeace activists boarded the buoy to protest at the method of disposall and the environmental consequences, As a result, massive protests arose all over Europe. According
too Shell (1998b:41) "many false allegations were made but these were difficult to rebut in the highly
chargedd atmosphere of confrontation". Shell stations were attacked, 50 were damaged, two fire-bombed
andd one was hit by bullets {Shell, 1998b); Shell sales went down. After 51 days, Shell announced that,
despitee the public support of the UK Prime Minister and the UK government, it had changed its plans.
Greenpeacee later admitted that their assertions regarding the volume of potentially toxic waste remaining
onn the buoy had been incorrect [an overestimation by a factor of 50]. Shell on its side admitted that it had
misinterpretedd the public view of disposal in deep sea:
——

W e learned

in 1995

betterbetter acceptance
——

that we need to have greater
of the Group's business

external

focus if we are to

among varied audiences'

(Shell,

create

1995:2).

[The Brent Spar] 'affair shows that scrupulous compliance with regulatory requirements and expert,pert, professional competence in technical matters is not quite enough. Listening to public opinionion matters to' (Shell,

——

1996:23).

'The Spar is unique in itself, and has a unique history and reputation. But we consider the principlesples and lessons of conducting a public dialogue early will remain and be applied as a routine
wayway of doing business' (Shell,

1996:24).

Interestinglyy enough, the Brent Spar was owned by a JV of Shell and Exxon, operated by Shell. However,
Exxonn remained completely out of sight in the discussion. In the end, the steel of the Brent Spar has been
slicedd into pieces to be used as ferry quayside in Norway. According to May, Da Vinha and Zaidenweber
(1999),, this solution was 34 million pounds more expensive than the original deep sea option, not to mentionn the costs of reputation loss. Furthermore, the Oslo-Paris Commission' ministerial conference held in
1998,, banned the dumping of platforms in the North Sea and North-East Atlantic, with exceptions for
heavyy concrete installations. Another effect is seen in Phillips Petroleum's removal plan for the Ecofisk installationss in the North Sea, the abandonment of which is one of the most comprehensive in the world
(Sköld,, 1999). Other offshore installations have been recycled upon decommissioning as well, such as
Shell'ss K11 oil platform with 98%.
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Boxx 8 B - 1 - Shell in Nigeria
Petroleumm exploration in African Nigeria, a British colony until 1960, started at the beginning of the 2 0 * century.. By 2003, Nigeria was the fifth largest producer in OPEC and the largest in Africa; the interest of oil
companiess in the Niger Delta clearly lies in the large quantity of reserves. In the last decades, the ecologicallyy sensitive Niger Delta has witnessed considerable violence and casualties. The complicated conflict is a
continuancee of rock bottoms, one of them being the execution of Ken Saro Wiwa, the Ogoni people's main
spokesmann and eight other leaders in November 1995. Named as contributing to the conflict are: neglect
byy the government and the companies; unemployment; military rule; presence of minority groups; the structuree of Nigerian federalism specifically relating to finance; and factors relating to monetary compensation to
oil-bearingg communities (see, e.g., Ibeanu, 2000). Long-term ecological problems result from large or repeatedd spills and leaks due to oil production, though deforestation is a significant issue as well (World
Bank,, 1995). Other major environmental problems in the region result from gas flaring and discharge.
Thee main point of debate regarding companies' involvement in the conflict is how far their responsibilityy stretches. Significant challenges have been facing companies operating in Nigeria: among them are
corruption,, military dictatorships and government inability to provide basic development. The main allegationss against the companies concern human rights issues, flaring and environmental impacts relating to
leakss and spills. Shell's role was one of the most prominent because of its long presence (since 1938) and
largee share in the operations: some 4 0 % of Nigerian oil exports. In its operations, the government owned
5 5 %% while Shell's Nigerian subsidiary (SPDC) owned 30%. The other shareholders are French Elf with
10%% and Italian Agip with 5%. Shell is the operator and made the day-to-day decisions (Howarth, 1997).
Concerningg human rights issues, Shell claims to have spoken out publicly and privately about humann rights issues on a number of occasions; in addition, it is acknowledged in 1996 by Amnesty Internationall to be the only transnational company that did all it could to uphold human rights (Shell website, July
2003).. But Shell also responded to its worldwide condemnation by the statement that business should not
intervenee in politics, which led to a worldwide debate on the ethical responsibilities of companies. Under
pressuree from Ogoni violence, Shell was forced to pull out of Ogoniland in January 1993 (4% of its production),, because it could no longer guarantee the safety of its staff. On the one hand, Shell's view is that extensivee vandalism of flow stations and equipment has taken place ever since and that at least US $50 millionn would be needed before production could be resumed (Detheridge and Pepple, 1998:485). Consideringg this investment, the priority of the project ranks low. On the other hand, Shell has re-invented its businesss principles in line with sustainable development and it has committed itself to stakeholder engagement
att a level unthinkable in 1995. A return to Ogoniland would then be a symbol of its implementation. However,, the still little trust between the Ogoni people and their organization and the company remains a barrier
(Boele,, Fabig and Wheeler, 2000:2). Shell stated that it cannot dictate the amount of revenues returned to
thee oil producing areas by the government; the company can only make it views known; any future resumptionn of the production is contingent on support of all Ogonis (Shell website, July 2003, Detheridge and
Pepple,, 1998), By 2002, the relationship with the Ogoni people had not been re-established; Shell was still
consideredd persona non grata but claimed to continue its attempts for dialogue as well as its activities to
makee safe the facilities left behind (SPDC, 2002). However, the Group faced charges of direct and indirect
participationn in human rights violations committed in Nigeria; in 2000, it was ruled that the companies could
bee hauled into a federal court in New York City (BATE, 2000b).
Withh regard to environmental damage, Shell was severely criticised for spills, leaks and flaring. In Nigeria,
pipeliness used to criss-cross villages and land which made them easily accessible and vulnerable. Accordingg to Ibeanu (2000), the main cause of the spillage lies in the old age of many pipelines and their pronenesss to failure. According to Shell statistics, 6 9 % of all spills in Ogoni between 1989 and 1994 were recordedd as resulting

continued next page
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Boxx 8B (continued) Shell in Nigeria
fromm active sabotage, in comparison to 28% for the rest of the Delta. According to Goldman, theft of crude
reachedd more than 100,000 barrels a day in 2003 (Goldman, 2003). According to Frynas (2000a), the statisticss have been strongly disputed by the Ogoni, who point at the lack of logic of polluting your own land for
inadequatee compensation (SPDC did not pay compensation in the case of sabotage).
Supportt for the Ogoni claims is found in a report commissioned by the Niger Delta Environmental Survey:: contractors have hidden behind sabotage to prevent remediation in case of spills, accidents and discharges.
However,, Shell representatives state that in the five years between 1993-1998 only 6 of the 350 compensation
claimss have been upheld by the courts (Detheridge and Pepple, 1998:482). According to Frynas (2000b) oil
companies'' claims of sabotage have never been consistent; defence witnesses contradicted themselves. Shell
intervieweess stated that the company now buries its pipes to prevent sabotage activities. Boele, Fabig and
Wheelerr (2000) conclude that "the claims and counter claims regarding the impact of oil spills find their parallels
andd echoes in many of the other areas of conflicts regarding the Niger Delta environment".
Anotherr much disputed practice of the oil companies in Nigeria was to flare (burn off) the gas associatedd with production. According to Friends of the Earth, Nigeria exceeded the world average for natural
gass flaring by 72% in 1991, with the world average being 4%. The volume flared exceeded the volume of
consumptionn by most European countries (White, 2003). Apart from the greenhouse gases released to the
air,, constant flares affected wildlife and human beings because of atmospheric changes and the effect of
livingg in constant light. Shell was the producer of 5 0 % of the total amount of associated gas flared (Shell
website,, 2003). Shell recognized that "flaring wastes a valuable resource and is environmentally damaging."
Planss to stop flaring would appear to have been around for some 30 years, but until recently no single or
groupp of investor was prepared to make the huge investments required (Shell website, 2003). Shell
changedd its flaring policy to a commitment to end all routine gas flaring in Nigeria by 2008, which is consideredd realistic in relation to progress in the development of the infrastructure to gather the associated gas
andd build an industry on it (Shell website, July 2003). Exports started at the end of the 1990s; gas productionn is now expected to be Nigeria's new source of energy with a lifetime of 150 years, versus 60 years for
predictedd oil production (White, 2003).
Thee conflict in Nigeria is very complicated and its causes are multiple: this hinders easy resolution.
Whenn Shell became the target of international campaigners it acknowledged some responsibility. Although
thee company is convinced it "acted honourably", it realised that "the conviction that you are doing the right
thingss is not the same as getting them right" and that was "a very salutary lesson" (Shell, 1998b:2). The
Groupp and SPDC did try to internalise some of its learnings. In its first corporate statement of social and
environmentall performance, the report "Profits and Principles - Does there have to be a choice", Shell
(1998b:2)) stated that the Brent Spar and the execution of Ken Saro-Wiwa were turning points for the company:: 'We had looked in the mirror and we neither recognized nor liked some of what we saw, we have set
aboutt putting it right, and this report is a small manifestation of widespread action taking place across the
Group'.. In addition to the company's response, the political climate did alter significantly after the death of
Nigeria'ss ruler, General Abacha, in 1998. In 1999, an informal 'truth commission' has been installed to investigatee human rights abuses under military government. However, a general lack of confidence in the federall government, a high rate of corruption and intense violence have remained. Furthermore, the environmentall destruction is widespread and as yet unsolved; the same counts for issues of security. According to
Meierr (2004), a Shell-commissioned report said in 2004 that Shell should leave Nigeria (9% of Shell's production)) before 2008: "it would be surprising if Shell is able to continue onshore resource extraction
...whilstt complying with business principles"; Shell's presence was said to feed Nigerian conflict. Shell rejectedd the conclusion of the report and disagreed it would have to leave. In July 2004, the company appointedd the first Nigerian to head its operations in Nigeria.
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Afterr an initial internal crisis, Shell's response to the issues was multifaceted. It started advertisingg campaigns and external reporting to explain its management efforts and the
complexities.. The company started to create a new corporate identity & culture: openness,
aggressiveness,, initiative and self-criticism were the new words. Shell's chairman (NRC,
1996)) acknowledged that it had had a "sort of technological arrogance" in the past, and,
subsequently,, the company called for more open communication with society and started
aa dialogue. Shell admitted that it would not be a one-day-thing to change its homogenous
culture.. To underline its intentions, Shell's chairman also took position in the environmental
debatee by claiming responsibility and making speeches, a level of profiling that Shell
chairmenn had not done before. In further support of the reputation improvement efforts,
thee character of Shell's advertising campaigns also changed considerably (see Table 8-1).
Tablee 8-1 Comparison of Shell-advertisements 1991 -2000
1991:: 'Protected by Shell'
Caringg for the world is a responsibility we all share. And it's one we take seriously at Shell. We started the
Betterr Environment Awards Scheme, and we support the World Environment Day; the Tree Project and other
effortss that will benefit generations to come. In fact, as long as the earth needs someone to care for it you
cann be sure of Shell (in: FOE, 1991).
1999/2000:: Profits & Principles Campaign [text only]
Exploitt
Everyy business want to make its
mark.. However, in the sensitive regionss of the world, like our tropical
rainforestss and our oceans, the scars
off industrialization are all too apparent.. Our shared climate and finite
naturall resources concern us as
neverr before, and there's no room for
ann attitude of "It's in the middle of
nowhere,, so who's to know?."

Or Explore?
Time and again at Shell we're discovering the rewards of respecting
the environment when doing business. If we're exploring for oil and gas
reserves in sensitive areas of the world, we consult widely with the
different local and global interest groups. Working together, our aim is
to ensure that bio-diversity in each location is preserved. We also try to
encourage these groups to monitor our progress so that we can review
and improve the ways in which we work. We see this process as an
important investment in our goal of sustainable development, balancing
economic progress with environmental care and social responsibility. It
won't happen overnight. But lessons like these are helping us to move
forwardd - with careful steps.

Thee other advertisements were: Cover up, or clean up?; Wish upon a star, or make a dream come true?; Cloud
thee issue, or clear the air?; Protect endangered species, or become one?; Commodity, or community?; Just a
treee being planted, or the future taking root?; None of our business? Or the heart of our business?
Source:: Shell advertising campaign, 1999/2000 (e.g. in Financial Times).

Thee first campaign after 1995 was known as Profits & Principles; it started with a report in
1998899 and carried on with advertising in 1999/2000. Following this report, Shell issued
itss first corporate environmental report 'People, Planet and Profits' (including in-depth
casee studies) in which Shell's point of view was discussed extensively; readers were invitedd to share their views. Part of this 'Tell Shell' dialogue was to reflect people's and formall stakeholder groups' comments in the report. In 2000, the Shell Foundation was
launchedd (endowed with US$250 million) (Shell, 2000b). Another example of the increasedd intention to include external stakeholders was the decision to change Shell's decisionn model for large projects from DAD (decide-announce-defend) to Triple D (dialoguedecide-deliver)) (NRC, 1997). Other campaigning efforts concerned a series of television
advertisementss in which people portrayed and profiled as environmentalists eventually turn
899
According to an interviewee, 120,000 copies of the reports were issued; it involved a budget of 25$m, of
whichh 16$m was for advertisements (total figures unpublished).
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outt to be Shell employees. The film was accompanied by a voice-over which said: "Once
hee would have been an oil company's worst nightmare. Today he is their brightest hope", a
challengingg slogan at least. According to interviewees, the campaign was "risky and controversiall in Shell" because of the discussion on opening up to the public or not, which
couldd raise expectations too high.
Notwithstandingg all of the previous campaigning, the statement in the survey 'My
companyy changed its environmental strategy in response to the experience of an environmentall incidents and its consequences' (S3) resulted in a split in responses. 37% of the
respondentss rejected the statement explicitly while a similar size group confirmed the subsequentt change with a 'yes' or 'to a large extent' {Table 8-2).
Tablee 8-2 Shell employees on the effect of incidents on environmental strategy
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S33 (n=46)

37.0 0

6.5 5

19.6 6

13.0 0

23.9 9

Note:: Figures in %. Letter/number combination refers to survey questions in Annex III.

However,, outside the company, in both the general and environmental reputation rankings,
thee campaigning seemed to pay off: Shell's position improved. In the environmental rankings,, Shell is always named together with BP as a frontrunner. In Shell's own reputation
surveyy 'Reputation Tracker'90, the company is considered a frontrunner as well. According
too an interviewee, it was the external perception of environmental performance leading to
thiss result: "Environmental responsibility was one of the top three factors in deciding a
company'ss reputation but one of our, and our industry's lowest scores. However, against
ourr main competitors, Shell scored highest in this area".
Internally,, reputation was considered an aspect with a serious potential business
impact,, for which the situation in Nigeria remains the Achilles heel. While taking action to
reducee flaring significantly, Shell remained in the position that many of its critics underestimatedd the complexity of the situation (criticism was often responded to with "you need to
havee been there"); the company has started to explicitly report on the sabotage to its operationss during which casualties occur. According to an interviewee, the sabotage has resultedd in a high volume of the total of spills while it is only 20% of the causes of spills in
Nigeria.. Shell's official position is that leaving Nigeria would mean that other companies
wouldd take over and that this would not necessarily be an improvement of the situation.
Butt even internally, one wonders "how the hell have they allowed [things] to get in such a
mess'.. The use of "they" in the former sentence underlines the emotional distance betweenn management and other employees and their potential disintegration. Other quotes
fromm the company-internal interviews underline this:
—— "Nigeria is my stumbling block to admiring Shell, it is still continuing"
—— "/ don't understand how people have presided over what has happened there".

Shell'ss operations in Nigeria illustrate the complexity with regard to the licence to operate,
thee ethical dilemma of where to operate under what conditions. The importance of Nigeria
ass a strategic asset added weight to the problems.
900

Reputation Tracker was carried out in June 2000 for the first time. It measured reputation in 18 Shell Marketss with the general public, local special publics (e.g. people in government, media, universities), global speciall publics, and business partners.
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Consideringg reputation, one interviewee wondered whether the US position on climatee change and the lobbying of its petroleum industry harmed the industry's (and thus
Shell's)) reputation. In general, convincing society of Shell's good intentions would be hard
becausee of the complexity of the issues; the general audience would not have the knowledgee needed to consider the acceptability of a certain performance and would not always
havee the patience to wait for improvements in complex situations. To further illustrate this
complexity,, another interviewee mentioned that resistance in Nigeria is "rather well organised,, to use an understatement": in 2000, a total of 90 km of flow pipe would have been
removed.. Another interviewee pointed out that the reputation claim for pollution by oil productionn was considered Shell's responsibility, while society is the consumer of its product
andd would not relate the responsibility to the use of the product. According to several interviewees,, incidents occurring at other companies were observed, but many procedures
(e.g.. tanker hire policy, assurance processes, risk response matrix) would have been alreadyy adjusted by Shell. However, although preventive barriers to incidents have been
built,, "anything can go wrong by stupid mistakes, because of anything".
Thee survey (see Table 8-3) showed that 46% of the respondents believed that
Shelll was leading in vulnerability with regard to environmental issues, compared with
competitorss (BC7). An additional 3 1 % even categorised Shell as above average in this
regard. .
Tablee 8-3 Shell employees on vulnerability; NGO pressure; reputation; critical public
Question n

Beloww average Average e

BC77 (n=44)

11.4 4

BC88 (n=44)

Abovee average

Leader r

11.4 4

31.8 8

45.5 5

4.5 5

25.0 0

56.8 8

13.6 6

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

0 2 tt (n=46)

00

00

2.2 2

41.3 3

56.5 5

0 2 33 (n=46)

6.5 5

19.6 6

32.6 6

32.6 6

8.7 7

Veryy much
applicable e

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Thee same applies for being under pressures of NGOs (BC8), half of the respondents experiencedd this pressure as above average for Shell or found Shell to be under the most
pressuree (14%). On the other hand, 25% stated that Shell has an average NGO pressure.
Almostt all respondents, 97%, confirmed that reputation is an important driver of environmentall management (021). Although 4 1 % of the respondents found the public too critical
off the environmental management efforts of the industry, about 25% did not agree with
thee statement; an additional 33% remained neutral (023).
Consideringg the amount of campaigning or because of it, Shell was under close
scrutinyy by environmental activists. In 2002, the company received a 'greenwash' award
(whichh is mentioned in the environmental report under external criticism); in 2002 and
2003,, its environmental report was mimicked by Friends of the Earth (see section 6.2.2 in
Chapterr 6). Some NGOs accused Shell of window dressing, greenwash and the spread
off misinformation:
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—— "The suspicion lingers that that it is more interested in using stakeholder consultation for
'issue'issue management' purposes than for genuinely understanding the impact of its activities
andand perhaps changing its priorities" (Mayhew, 1998).
—— "These are business decisions as much as they are social or environmental

conces-

sions....sions.... Shell is, after all: a hardened 100-year old fossil fuels Leviathan that knows little
else";else"; "All occurred within the hydrocarbon paradigm", "[the road] built around the
cleanercleaner better day that is promised in the rhetoric of sustainable development [has yet to
bebe traveled]" (Doyle, 2002:xi).
Onn the other hand, shareholders were also watching Shell from up close; the annual
meetingg of the company was used several times to request attention for environmental issues 91 .. For example, in 1997, a group of shareholders from Shell Transport & Trading
headedd by PIRC (the UK corporate governance pressure group) put up a claim to make a
boardd member responsible for environmental issues and human rights, amongst other
things.. Internally, employees also wondered whether they wanted to work for Shell. One
intervieweee added that this element of the 'Brent Spar syndrome' had decreased by 2003.
Accordingg to Buchan (2002c), people found Shell harder to read than other petroleumm majors because it did not have a 'CEO clearly laying down the law'; Instead, it had
aa five-men committee (CMD) drawn from two parent companies. Exceptions to this rule
weree related to the occurrence of events: chairman of the C M D , Cor Herkströter, also
playedd an active external role in the transformative process, e.g. by giving many interviews
too profile the 'new Shell'. His successor in July 1998, Sir Mark Moody Stuart, continued to
takee this active role as well, although his path may have been relatively easier as the
groundworkk had been done. Phil Watts, the next chairman (from 2 0 0 1 to 2004), kept a
lowerr public profile, until the reserves scandal in 2004, when he stepped down to be replacedd by Jeroen van der Veer (see Box 8C).
Inn response to the recalculation of the reserves, the compatibility of environmental
andd economic goals was called into question: shareholders demanded a higher return on
investmentt and a decrease of investments in environmental issues [notwithstanding the
absencee of a relationship with the reserves issue]. Related to the scandal, Shell also
startedd the evaluation of its dual board structure and decided that unification into one
company,, a Royal Dutch Shell with one CEO, would be completed in 2 0 0 5 .

911

In March 2000, Greenpeace also used the annual meeting to make claims as a stakeholder; the company
boughtt shares for 250,000 euros to be able to participate in the meeting and sold its shares afterwards.
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Boxx 8C- Shell & reserves
Onn 9 January, 2004, Shell announced a shortfall in its reserves estimates of 2 0 % (3.9 billion barrels). The
adjustmentt (triggered by the need to comply with SEC-rules) cut Shell's life of proved reserves by three
yearss to little over ten years. Following its announcement, Shell's shares fell 8 % in Amsterdam and Londonn (Hoyos, 2004d). Subsequently, several ratings (e.g. Standard & Poor's, Moody's) cut Shell's rating:
'questioningg the company's flawed controls, reserves base and vulnerability to litigation' (Michaels and
Hoyos,, 2004). Investigations showed that top executives of Shell had been aware for over two years that
itt was overstating its reserves.
Afterr the initial announcement, Shell kept shell-like quiet on the matter. But in the beginning of February,
thee company started to comment and announced an internal investigation in a first attempt to restore its
reputation.. Further, chairman Watts apologised for his ill taken absence ('breathtakingly arrogant', quoted
byy Hoyos, 2004b) at the announcement; later it was explained by stock market rules. Despite initial claims
off 'very considerable trust' and denial of the need for top management to step down, chairman Philip
Wattss and Walter van de Vijver, head of Exploration and Production were both forced to resign in early
March.. In April, CFO Ms Judith Boynton followed and stepped aside from her position (though she will
remainn a Shell-employee). A recategorisation review of company reserves was announced in March: 9 0 %
off reserves were reviewed with external assistance. In April 2004, the company released the executive
summaryy of its investigation to the Group's Audit Committee. The full 463-page text was not released
uponn request of the US government authorities (Michaels and Hoyos, 2004). By then, both the SEC [US
Securitiess and Exchange Commission](since mid-January), and the US Department of Justice (since midMarch),, were running investigations upon the matter, although at that stage there was no suggestion of
criminall wrongdoing (Michaels and Hoyos, 2004).
Meanwhile,, the company tried to restore the reputation and financial damage by disclosing more about its
problemss and the actions taken. As the audit report shows, Van de Vijver and Watts knew that reserves
weree understated. In November, Van de Vijver emailed Watts that he was: 'sick and tired about lying
aboutt the extent of our reserves issues and the downward revisions that need to be done because of far
tooo aggressive/optimistic bookings' (Davis Polk & Wardell, 2004:8). Van de Vijver also sought media attentionn to defend himself on this informing of senior management. In addition, for the period 1996-2001,
reservess had been booked under Watt's responsibility, who preceded Van de Vijver as head of E&P. In
thee report, Watts and Van de Vijver are the centre of attention, an amount of blame which has been criticisedd by members of the non-executive boards of the company because other management executives
weree informed of the problems as well (Hoyos, 2004c). Further, several measures should be taken in orderr to prevent similar mistakes in Shell's reserves booking. Among those are: amendments of guidelines
forr reserves bookings, employment of more staff to determine reserves; improving the audit function of the
group;; removing reserves estimated from remuneration systems [5-15 % bonus]; reduction of job rotation;; and, strengthening of a culture of compliance (Davis Polk & Wardell, 2004). Although Shell fully acceptedd the findings of the report, explanations for the reduction are still sought; almost half of them were
directedd to changes in Australia and Nigeria (36%) (Marsh and Peel, 2004).
Soo far, the readjustment has stayed limited to Shell, but the question remains to what degree other companiess struggle with the same problems: several measures of calculating reserves are used in practice
andd reserves bookings are not checked by a third party audit. By October 2004, Shell was still under
pressure.. Its dual organisational structure, governance structure, its remuneration schemes and its culture
alll came under attack; a proposal for unification of the company was announced, the process was to be
completedd in 2005.
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8.33

Environmental strategy

CodeCode of conduct
Moree than 25 years ago, in 1976, Shell published its first code of conduct, called 'Statementt of General Business Principles'. Nevertheless, Shell has regularly been charged with
unethicall behaviour: both in court as well as in the media. According to Shell, the companyy did act on the code several times but did not make that publicly known; opening up
onn such occasions would lead to an awareness which could harm investment opportunities.. In 1997, Shell revised its code to pay more attention to human right issues. In addition,, the reference to a systematic approach to HSE management and continuous performancee and compliance with legislation were included. The management of environmentall issues is carried out in a similar fashion to other issues; the code mentions the
"dutyy of managers to continuously assess the priorities" but does not mention sanctions.
Withh the new version, Shell also initiated a check with compliance to the code.
Accordingg to interviewees, the code is not ideal and can be weakened by local interpretationn but is still a distinguishing characteristic. Compliance with legislation was a
logicall but not a primary motive; especially in the 1980s, many countries did not have legislation.. Externally, the revision was received with scepticism by environmental organisations;; the company can still refer to the independence of its companies or the local legislationn in a country context, a clause of escape the company frequently used until the beginningg of the 1990s. The company itself would have stated that the code is more than that
becausee the world has changed from 'Trust me' to 'Show me' (Knip, 1997).
EnvironmentalEnvironmental policy
Besidess the code of conduct, Shell made a distinction between group policies, standards
andd guidelines, based on degree of obligation and specification. Policies address "matters
subjectt to external stakeholder expectations"; standards "clarify the implementation aspectss of a policy or set expectations for other matters"; guidelines "are adopted where a
matterr presents a risk to group businesses but do not justify a policy or standard" (Shell,
groupp governance guide, 2001). In the 1960s, policy guidelines for HSE issues were issuedd at the business level by exploration and production (Shell, 1996). In 1997, Shell
adoptedd a 'Group HSE Commitment and Policy'. In the survey (see Table 8-4), the existencee of the policy (S1) is the question with the highest percentage of agreement: 94 %
confirmedd with a 'yes'. Slightly less explicit agreement followed that the policy of the businesss unit is the same as the corporate policy (S2): 73% scored a 'yes', while 22% scored
'too a large extent'.
Tablee 8-4 Shell employees on environmental policy existence
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S11 (n=46)

00

00

2.2 2

4.3 3

93.5 5

S22 (n=45)

2.2 2

00

2.2 2

22.2 2

73.3 3

Note:: Figures in

; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Thee policy is mandatory in contrast to the previous business guidelines; furthermore, it is
revisedd every three years. Changes in the policy in the 1990s are: the inclusion of sustain-
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ablee development, management system and performance targets; and the exclusion of
referencess to leadership and stakeholder consultation (see Table 8-5). The last aspect is
alsoo included in the sustainable development strategy.
Tablee 8-5 Environmental policies: content analysis Shell
Shell l
ReferenceReference to:

1992 2

1997(2004) )

Regulation n

Yes s

Yes s

Managementt systems

No o

Yes s

Standards s

Yes s

Yes s

Performancee targets

No o

Yes s

Specificationn env. impact

Yes s

No o

Businesss context

Yes s

Yes s

Stakeholderr consultation

Yes s

No o

Reputation n

No o

No o

Leadership p

Yes s

No o

Sustainablee development

No o

Yes s

Thee business guidelines of the company are much more detailed92 and initiated earlier than
thee group policy. The E&P-guidelines, for example, were initiated in 1969, although an intervieweee adds: [It was] "only in the second half of the 1980s that, with the revolution in
society'ss environmental understanding and aspirations, the full dimensions of the environmentall challenge were grasped". Enhanced environmental management guidelines were
thereforee issued in 1986, and "increasingly stringent guidelines have since been adopted
too ensure minimum impact". In the latest reports (e.g. 1999-2002), the policy was no
longerr integrated as a full text, while the code of conduct was.
Ass a follow-up to the policy, Shell introduced HSE-related standards for the group
inn 1998. Initially, two were environmentally related: the global environmental standards,
andd the group commitment on climate change. In 2000, a third standard was endorsed:
thee group biodiversity standard. By 2002, this meant that the group as a whole had five
HSEE strategic standards (including health management, animal testing, and a security
standard).. The global environmental standards were categorised in 11 topics (Table 8-6).

922

Covered are: planning and monitoring; choice of contractors and contractual arrangements; dealings with
authoritiess and local inhabitants; controlling access routes; choice of seismic techniques and equipment; contingencyy plans; abandonment and restoration of seismic lines and drilling sites. Its 1990-policy stated: [It is
our]] 'Policy to take the foremost account of the health and safety of their employees and other persons, and
too give proper regard to the conservation of the environment'. Furthermore, 'not only to comply but promote in
appropriatee manner measures' where 'affected directly or indirectly' and 'carried out by employees and contractors'(Shell,, 1992:1).
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Tablee 8-6 Shell's global environmental standards
Standard d

Minimum m

11

Externall certification environmental component HSEMS vs.
aa recognised, independent system standard

Ass given

22

Externall verification ('auditing') of reported data

Ass given

33

CFCs/Halons s

Minimisationn of losses, LTelimination

44

Continuouss flaring and venting (EP)

Eliminationn by 2002 and 2007 resp.

55

SOxx /NOx emissions/ Oil in effluent water (OP/CH)

Applyy OECD standards

66

Dischargess to water (CH)

Wastee water treatment

77

Producedd water (EP)

Compatibilityy of receiving environment &
Northh Sea standard

88

Oil-basedd muds [& cuttings] (EP)

Noo discharge, synthetic muds to be assessed d

99

Groundwaterr monitoring

Controll mechanisms

10 0

Productt safety data sheets

Forr all marketed products

11 1

Incidentt reporting and investigation

Roott cause analysis of serious incidents
reportedd to CMD

Notes:: CH: Chemicals; OP: Oil products; E&P: Exploration and Production. Source: Shell, 2002c:29.

Att the business level, Exploration & Production translated these standards into minimum
environmentall standards (MES): "to demonstrate that on key environmental aspects of the
Group'ss operations minimum standards are in place and act as a driver for performance
improvement"" (Shell, 2003b). The MES were introduced in 2003 and built on minimum
environmentall expectations, introduced in 1998. The review resulted from the introduction
off more challenging MES by competitors, regulatory developments, standards issued by
thee World Bank and developments in technology. The minimum environmental expectationss have resulted in a consistent baseline across global E&P operations but the tendencyy to regard them as an end goal is in conflict with the policy (Shell, 2003b). The differencess with the group standards for environmental issues are that the requirements for
somee aspects are stricter93, and that three more aspects are included: emission of VOCs
(includingg benzene), consultation and public disclosure as part of impact assessment and
energyy use and efficiency.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental strategy: focus and changes
Shell'ss development in environmental strategy in the period 1990-2002 was one of
change.. Although the company is characterised as a late reporter because of its group
933

Examples of changes in requirements are: 1) The application of SOx and NOx emissions requirements by
meanss of World Bank standards but on new installations only (with the ultimate goal of total compliance); 2)
Dischargess to sea of drilling muds only after treatment (ultimately no discharge, but recovery and treatment to
'oill free' level or disposed of by well injection); 3) An elaboration of the goal for venting and flaring. The ultimatee goal remains to stop flaring completely under normal conditions; but a categorisation has been made to
clarifyy occurring situations and their acceptability to the MES. Furthermore, the years 2002 and 2007 are no
longerr mentioned; 4) New venture organisations are an exception to the elements of certification and verification;; they are expected to follow the same procedures but do not have formal processes of certification and
verification.. Self-assessment of internal reporting processes in combination with limited external verification is
seenn as the model
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reportingg from 1997 onwards, the company quickly redeveloped its strategy and the
transparencyy of it. Respondents to the survey (see Table 8-7) generally benchmarked their
companyy as above average or as a leader considering environmental strategy (BC9); targett setting (BC10); and performance (BC11); those categories scored about 90%.
Tablee 8-7 Shell employees on benchmarking strategy; targets; and performance
Question n

Below w

Average e

Above e

Leader r

BC99 (rt=45)

2.2 2

00

42.2 2

55.6 6

BC10(n=45) )

2.2 2

4.4 4

48.9 9

44.4 4

BC111 (n=45)

2.2 2

8.9 9

51.1 1

37.8 8

Note:: Figures in

; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex lil.

Surveyy results (012) also showed that about a third of the respondents (37%) scored their
company'ss environmental strategy as ambitious in relation to its capabilities; however, 26%
off the respondents did not agree while a large proportion (37%) gave a neutral score.
Tablee 8-8 Shell employees on ambitions of strategy versus capabilities

Ol2(n=46) )

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

4.3 3

21.7 7

37.0 0

30.4 4

6.5 5

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Inn Shell's environmental strategy, three changes are observed over the years. The first
change,, as confirmed by interviewees, is that Shell's environmental strategy switched from
aa focus on single issues to a total package approach, supported by campaigning and externall disclosure. Interviewees confirmed that old installations are a problem in the total
packagee approach. The second change is the consideration and official agenda-setting of
neww issues (e.g. sustainable development and biodiversity) and the technical and precautionaryy measures around greenhouse emissions and climate change (e.g. the E&P 'no
flaring'' guideline, and the development of the LNG factory in Nigeria). The third change is
Shell'ss frequent statement of adherence to a compatibility perspective: economic and environmentall issues are both considered important for its long-term survival. The importancee of sustainable development is underlined as the key to long-term success: "There is
aa business case for sustainable development: If you want me to prove every dollar and
everyy cent on all of these lines, I can't do it. But directionally, I think it's an open and shut
case"" (Chairman Watts quoted in Buchan, 2002). The changes in Shell's strategy show
fromm the development and revisions of its group standards, policy, and code of conduct.
Shelll summarised that its position as a large company has changed from 'Trust me, Tell
me'' to 'Show me'. Over the years, the repositioning is clear from the annual reports (Shell,
1990,, 1995, 2000a, 2002a):
—— In 1990, the company noted that the sector is subject to criticism for its performance. It
admittedadmitted that the performance is not perfect, but stated that one should not expect it to
bebe so; the enormous scale and technological challenges should be considered and continuoustinuous improvement of the performance is the goal of the companies, requiring better in-
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sightssights and operational performance (Shell, 1990). In this year, Shell still mentioned its
aimaim of exemplary behaviour towards others.
—— In 1995, the company became less confident; Brent Spar and Nigeria are referred to as
thethe challenges of that year. According to Shell, these issues demonstrated the degree of
complexitycomplexity in the multinational operations of the company; to achieve a better acceptance
thethe company realised that it needed to have greater external focus (Shell, 1995).
—— In 2000, the status of attention has completely changed: the requirements of sustainable

developmentdevelopment were now in Shell's central message: "Being trusted to meet societal ex
pectationspectations is essential for long-term profitability", "We see no alternative" (Shell, 2000a:2;
21).21). Shell prominently stated its commitment to transparency in those issues and distributeduted its annual report together with a summary of its environmental report.
—— In 2002, the emphasis on sustainability as a key to success was repeated (Shell, 2002a).
ThisThis economic reason is also confirmed in the interviews.
Shelll published its first environmental group report in 1997. The absence of an external
auditt and targets were considered to be weaknesses of the report, while the presentation
off certain negative performance figures (e.g. on emissions and flaring in Nigeria, 95%)
wass admitted to be a courageously vulnerable step to take (De Volkskrant, 1997). With
thee group report, Shell focused its attention on the complexity of the operations and the
choicess it had to make in the operational and strategic practice. The goal is to build trust:
"Beingg trusted to meet societal expectations is essential for long term profitability" (Shell,
2000a:2).. The company also pointed out that governments are not able to fulfil their roles:
"Wee have to do business in the real world with all its complexities. W e look to governmentss to create conditions that foster social and economic development but some lack
thee means" (Shell, 2000b:3). Starting with strong rhetoric in its first reports, the 2001 and
2 0 0 22 versions seem "somewhat more down-to-earth" (Tangen, 2003:10).
Casee studies were integrated into the reports to "give a meaningful picture" becausee supported by the 'profits and principles' and 'Tell Shell' campaign, Shell tried to
havee a stakeholder dialogue with external readers. According to interviewees, the Camisea
project944 has provided experience with including stakeholders in every stage of a project.
Butt as an interviewee stated: "Shell cannot and will not agree with everybody. W e try not
too be biased by mindset but it is a very difficult process to start a dialogue [with certain
groups].. People are personally scarred" [e.g. by the Brent Spar experiences with Greenpeace]. .
Thee experience with case studies was copied from the E&P experience, the businesss division which published its first report in 1992, well ahead of the group in its transparencyy efforts, explained: "We have tried to describe honestly what we are trying to do
andd what we have managed to achieve." (Shell, 1992:2). The division mentioned the importancee of incorporating environmental values in economic decision making and the re944

Shell came to the region of Camisea, Peru in the 1980s during an exploration campaign. At the time it was
accusedd of abuses of human rights and disrupting fragile forests. On its return in 1996, Shell was in the midst
off changing its environmental course, and Camisea was approached as an opportunity to advance the process.. To this end, a comprehensive consultation and stakeholder programme was launched. A commitment was
madee to operate Camisea as if it was an off-shore operation: a 'no roads' policy. In addition, the aim became to
buildd social capital, and an extensive biodiversity assessment programme was carried out. In the end, Shell
tenderedd for bids in late 1997. In June 1998, the investment was cancelled (May, Da Vinha and Zaidenweber,
1999).. According to a Shell interviewee, the reason for withdrawal were economic only: "The sticking point
wass the gas price capped at a too low level by the government and their refusal to allow gas export to Brasil/Argentina;; social and environmental issues played no role,"
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quirementt for major investments and new technologies to achieve certain improvements.
Accordingg to an interviewee, the 1992 report was a pioneer project, which met with a lot
off internal resistance, because of fear of liability claims and reputation damage as well as
thee cost of production as such. From 1996 onwards, the division irregularly published its
ownn reports; the group report is considered somewhat abstract for E&P employees. Further,, the division underlined the growing importance for local reporting by individual Shell
companies,, at least 20 of which did in 2002.
ClimateClimate change
Sincee the latter half of the 1990s, Shell has profiled itself for leadership on the issue of
climatee change. In 1998, Shell followed BP's move and quit the Global Climate Coalition
off which it was a member through Shell Oil US. "Irreconcilable differences" were given as
aa reason for the departure (Boulton, 1998). The step seems in contrast to previous corporatee claims of continuation of membership in order to be able to keep influence; the
GCC'ss recommendation to the US government not to sign the Kyoto protocol made Shell
Oill resign (Trouw, 1998).
Att the business level, precautionary measures for climate change action were alreadyy supported in 1992: "Improved energy efficiency provide the most practical approach,, particularly in the short term" (Shell, 1992:33). By 1997, the phrasing changed
('Whatt the world has decided to do') {Shell, 1997b:25) but the division said it welcomed
thee possibility of emission trading. In 2000, Shell opened its internal carbon emission markett in a pilot scheme called STEPS. Shell again followed BPAmoco in this. The internal
markett was meant to help meet the target of 10% reduction from 1990 levels by 2002
(Financiall Times, 2000c). Since 2002, Shell's UK businesses have participated in the UK
emissionss trading system. According to Shell, participation in such a scheme is the lowest
costt route to emission reduction for the industry. In 1998, Shell set its reduction target
andd added that it aims to continue to exceed the 5.2% Kyoto target until 2010. An importantt issue in Shell's emission reduction target remains the share of Nigeria; in 1997, 44%
off Shell's emissions were caused by flaring in Nigeria (Shell, 1997a). The anti-flaring policyy and LNG factory in Nigeria are supposed to contribute to reaching the aim.
SustainableSustainable development
Overr the years, Shell has claimed sustainable development as a core strategy for survival:
thee path to integrate HSE issues into the organization. Triple reports accompany the strategy,, following the sector trend. In 1999, the group level launched a Sustainable Developmentt Management Framework to support the commitment.95 However, according to an
interviewee,, for the exploration & production business division, the primarily illustrating
frameworkk was not perceived as having additional value in relation to already existing
measuress for social and environmental issues; therefore, it quickly disappeared from the
charts.. By 2002, a business alignment tool had been developed which was applied by 25
operationss in 2002. In 2003, it was to be rolled out further and adapted for use in contractingg and procurement (Shell, 2002b). According to Shell, "the biggest challenges now
aree consistent delivery across all of our operations and weaving together the ... strands of
955

The main elements were: striving for leadership; key for long term business success; better world; embrace
inn decisions; viable alternatives; to get the balance right; value views of others; be open about progress plus
externall verification; everybody's responsibility: service providers, partners, contractors (Shell, 1999).
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sustainablee development, rather then addressing each in isolation" (Shell, 2002b:8). Thus,
whilee the approach on the environmental front still left many unanswered questions, the
focuss on sustainability already seemed to push environmental issues to the background, at
leastt in external disclosure.

8.44

Environmental structure

Inn the late 1980s, Shell started to build the first elements of its 'environmental structure' in
responsee to several incidents. Following the Piper Alpha disaster (1988), the first safety
managementt systems were developed. Incidents such as ExxonValdez (1989) and Brent
Sparr (1995) subsequently stimulated further integration of environmental issues in the
managementt system: they "highlighted the business benefits of effective HSE management"" (Shell, 1998). In 1994, group guidance was issued on developing an integrated
HSE-MS,, in which risks were the focus. In 1997, a mandatory group procedure was subsequentlyy put in place, which included requirements for external certification. From 1999
onwards,, all Shell companies were required to have an HSE-MS in place. Shell EMS's
elementss were presented to the companies as an example; a systematic approach could
bee arranged from those elements, "to provide a feedback loop". Companies were allowed
too implement diverse systems as long as they were able to show compliance with the
groupp requirements and data systems: "This Group HSE-MS is a reference document that
definess in one place the various HSE policies, standards and processes that either operatee at Group level, or that are common across the Group. This is not the HSE-MS for any
Shelll company" (Shell, 2002c: 1). An overview of Shell's environmental management systemm is provided in Table 8-9.
Tablee 8-9 Shell: Environmental management system and standards
Namee of EMS

HSE Management System

Sincee

1994: group guidance document; 1997: mandatory group procedure

Applicationn

All Shell companies will have implemented an HSE-MS by 1999

Standardd

IS014001 or EMAS when there is a local business need. In 1998 only a few certifications;; in 2000, 90%.

Contentss of EMS

- Leadership, planning, commitment and review
-- Policy and strategic objectives
-- Organisation, responsibilities
-- Hazards and effect mgt process
-- Standards, procedures and document control
-- Implementation, monitoring & corrective action
-Audit t

Cyclee

Feedback loop provided by the elements; corrective action attached to manageement,
planningg and procedures; monitoring attached to implementation

Specificationss

Compliance with the law, continuous performance improvement, reduction of risk to as
loww as reasonably practicable are central to design of each system

Otherr information

Extra: HSE cases: Risk assessments of facilities or operations with high risks. Assigns
controlss for high risks to defined persons with defined competence. Environmental assessmentt as part of procedure

Sources:: Shell, 1998; Shell, 2002c.
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Thiss way, companies were free to design their own system indicating a decentralised approach.. Shell wanted to work with "embedded systems" and a "minimum of corporate
drivers":: environmental issues needed to be integrated into overall management and companiess had their own responsibilities. One of the interviewees stated that a more proactive
strategyy would have required a more centralised approach, to be able to explain and createe understanding. In his opinion, a reactive approach can be embedded in the line, while
aa proactive one cannot. However, a well-functioning organisation is a prerequisite for both
approaches.. Another interviewee mentioned that the degree of centralisation should relate
too the locality of issues. If an environmental issue only occurs at a specific location, solutionss can be achieved in a bottom-up approach under the responsibility of the line manager.. A significant result from the survey shows that respondents who work in non-OECD,
developingg countries found Shell's organisational structure more centralised than those
fromm OECD, developed countries (Table 8-10). A potential explanation is that in view of a
lackk of regulation, the corporate system was more frequently presented as a blueprint in
developingg countries than in countries where regulation was stronger.
Tablee 8-10 Shell employees on centralisation of organisational structure
Respondentss from: n n

Mean n SD D

TT

Df f

Sigg (2-tailed)

Non-OECD D

32 2 3.31 1

.896 6 2.950 0 42 2 .0055

OECD D

12 2 2.42 2

.900 0

95500 0

Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxonn W

173.500 0

ZZ

-2.668 8

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed)

.008 8

Exactt Sig [2*{1 tailed
Sig.)] ]

.010(a) )

Furtherr survey results (see Table 8-11) show that a large majority (82%) called for the implementationn of an environmental management system (11% referred to 'some' implementationn and about 7% to 'no' implementation) (S4). Strong disagreement arose on the
statementt 'A less stringent regulatory context decreases our requirements for speedily implementingg the EMS' (018): 55% of the respondents rejected this statement while 22%
confirmedd it by scoring 'to a large extent'.
Tablee 8-11 Shell employees on EMS's implementation and effect of regulation
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S44 (n=45)

6.7 7

2.2 2

8.9 9

8.9 9

73.3 3

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

31.1 1

24.4 4

20.0 0

22.2 2

2.2 2

0 11 8 (n=45)

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annexx III.

AA similar large majority confirmed the existence of an environmental risk management plan
(S9)) and an EIA for all projects (S10) (see Table 8-12). The integration of the environ-
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mentall management information system (EMIS) into the general management information
systemm was confirmed by 4 1 % and to 'some extent' by 37%, while 22% rejected that
statementt (S12).
Tablee 8-12 Shell employees on risk plan; EIA; and EMIS
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S99 (n=45)

4.4 4

00

13.3 3

24.4 4

57.8 8

S10(n=46) )

00

00

8.7 7

15.2 2

76.1 1

S122 (n=46)

21.7 7

13.0 0

23.9 9

10.9 9

30.4 4

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Inn relation to the EMS, different roles and responsibilities were assigned within the organisationall structure. The highest management level, the Committee of Managing Directors
wass responsible for the standards and policies issued; in addition, it reviewed the assurancee statements provided by business managers. Further roles in the environmental structuree were assigned to: the social responsibility committee, service company directors,
businesss unit executives, country chairs, HSE advisers panel, HSE council, Group HSE
adviser,, chief health adviser, business HSE adviser, and the group human resources director.. In the operations, line managers were responsible for HSE performance, supported by
specialtyy advisors, who were integrated in service companies.
Inn the survey (see Table 8-13), almost half of the respondents agreed with the
statementt 'Environmental management initiatives are initiated by corporate office' (07) but
ann astonishing 42% remained neutral. Explaining that high percentage leads to the observationn of a significant relation with age: older employees agreed more than younger ones.
Tablee 8-13 Shell employees on corporate level's initiative
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral

0 77 (n=45)

4.4 4

6.77

42.2

Applicable

nn

Mean SDD

T

df

Sig (2-tailed)

Employeess < 40

155

3.00

1.0699

-2.339

42

.042

Employeess > 40

299

3.72

.9222

Very much
applicable e

28.9

17.8

Mann-Whitney

125.000 0

Wilcoxon W

245.000 0

ZZ

-2.423 3

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) .015 5
Note:: Figures in second row in %; Code refers to survey questions in Annexlll.

Almostt all operating units in E&P met the target to have an EMS by 1999. By 2001, the
managementt changes had led to a revision of its management documents: six documents
weree integrated into one (Shell, 2001 b). According to interviewees, the introduction of the
managementt system took this amount of time because of the lack of central management
andd the independence of the operations; this confrontation with the decision-making
structuree made that the introduction could not have been more rapid. Other factors mentionedd in relation to the duration of the introduction of the management system were: its
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complexity,, the different nature of legislation in the US [i.e. litigation-oriented], and the discussionn about the business value of such a system. In addition, the mentality for compliancee was a recurring point of interest:
—— "A concerted and proactive approach will be needed to ensure that specified controls are
actuallyactually implemented and working as intended. Important challenges include provision of
resources,resources, obtaining ownership, getting certification, ensuring staff competency, complianceance with legislation, and having adequate documentation whilst minimizing complexity.
SignificantSignificant resources and commitment will be required [to reach the 1999-target]" (Shell,
1998). 1998).
—— "Workshops are held with staff to raise awareness." (Shell, 2001 c:42)
Inn the survey, significant relationships emerged about the kind of environmental commitmentt employees have in relation to their age and duration of employment. Employees
olderr than 4 0 years showed a stronger continuance commitment (i.e. focus on environmentall issues for company survival), while employees who had worked for Shell for less
thann five years showed a stronger affective commitment (i.e. emphasis personal environmentall values) (see Table 8-14). For forced commitment (i.e. due to legislation), no significantt relationships were found. A regression analysis showed that the stronger affective
commitmentt shown by older employees is caused by duration of employment (see Table
8-15). .
Tablee 8-14 Shell employees on commitment: continuance & age; affective & duration
Age e

nn

Employeess < 40

16 6 3.5208 8 .570499 -2.873

Mean n

SDD

T

dff
433

Sig (2-tailed)
.006

Employeess > 4 0 29 9 3.9690 0 .45920 0

Mann-Whitney y

121.500 0

Wilcoxonn W

257.500 0

ZZ

-2.639 9

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) .008 8
Workk duration

nn

Mean n

SDD

< 55 yrs with Shell 11 1 4.2212 2 .764822

T

Dff

2.386

433

Sig (2-tailed)
.022

> 55 yrs with Shell 34 4 3,5789 9 .77957 7

Mann-Whitney y

102.000 0

Wilcoxonn W

697.000 0

ZZ

-2.252 2

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) .024 4

Tablee 8-15 Shell employees on commitment, age and work duration
nn

Mean n Modell

Anova (b)

Employeess < 4 0

16 6 3.6 6

RR

Employeess > 4 0

29 9 3.8 8

.4577 (a) Regression

Employeess < 5 yrs 11 1 4.2 2

tt
Dff

Residua a

2
42 2

F

Sigg

5.547 007aa

Sig g

Constant

8.703

.000

Ageclass

2.211

.033

-3.212

.003

Durationn

Employeess > 5 yrs 34 4 3.6 6

Notee (a) Predictors: (Constant), timeclass, ageclass; (b) Dependent variable: commitment group affective.
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Accordingg to an interviewee, compliance issues were not related to culture but to economics:: "Culture is not the blocker, economics is: it is production versus delay, the environment".. This conflict is further illustrated by the experiences with the EIA, for which dualistt trajectories in the timing of projects and the involvement of environmentalist require
compromisess to be made. According to interviewees, it takes one to two years to completee the EIA of a large project; in this time frame, discrepancies between the thinking of
technicall and commercial personnel and environmental employees can leave insufficient
timee to consider environmental issues. To solve this dilemma, in-time identification and incorporationn are a necessity, but in old projects this was considered to be even more complicated. .
InternationalInternational standards
Fromm 1996/1997 onwards, Shell started to publish on certifiable international standards
andd targets for certification. By the end of 2000, Shell wanted all major installations to be
certifiedd in order to have an EMS that met recognised and independent system standards.
Althoughh the last target was not completely met, over 90% of the major installations had
achievedd ISO14001 certification in 2000. In several locations, e.g. Nigeria, certifications
weree first attained for parts of operations to be united at a company or country level in a
laterr stage. By 2001, "over 95% of major installations have had the environmental element
off these systems externally certified to international standards such as ISO and EMAS"
(Shell,, 2001 c:11). By 2005, the implementation of IS0140001 in new acquisitions was
too be completed (Shell, 2002b). Except for a few companies, E&P met the requirement to
havee certified for ISO by 2000.
AA consistent approach to risk management was mentioned as one of the main reasonss for ISO-certification (Shell, 1997a). According to interviewees, the certification for
ISO140011 has made a big difference for the degree of commitment to environmental issues;; it prioritised aspects, focused the mind and the elements of the system and put it on
thee agenda as a part of management instead of an add-on. On the other hand, certification
wass also doubted, according to some interviewees because of the costs and time involved;; and, according to others because of the potential for loss of face when a facility
cann no longer comply, and because of the top-down obligation to certify. One interviewee
mentionedd a cost dilemma concerning the future of certification: the initial gain of commitmentt is no longer a benefit now that Shell has attained 95% certification, while the
costss for certification of the systems continue to rise.
Inn addition, the results of the survey illustrate the different approaches versus actorss in the business contexts: contractors and suppliers. Although the majority of Shell's
respondentss indicated that environmental standards for contractors (BC1) and suppliers
(BC4)) were integrated into their contract; suppliers (BC6) were less monitored and sanctionedd in the case of non-compliance than contractors (BC3) (Table 8-16). Other sources
showw that for 1997, the company claimed to have cancelled more than 95 contracts becausee of non-compliance with standards (Tangen, 2003:11).
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Tablee 8-16 Shell employees on requirements contractors/suppliers; resp. sanctioning
Question n

No o

BC11 (n=45)

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

2.2 2

17.8 8

31.1 1

48.9 9

BC44 (n=45)

4.4 4

13.3 3

24.4 4

33.3 3

24.4 4

BC33 (n=45 )

2.2 2

4.4 4

24.4 4

35.6 6

33.3 3

BC66 (n=44)

11 1.4

18.2 2

29.5 5

25.0 0

15.9 9

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Withh regard to the relation between structure of ownership and elements of the environmentall management, the complexity of reaching certain environmental standards in JVs is
clearr from the interviews and the survey. A first factor in this regard is that the ownership
arrangementss within the industry, characterised by projects with many actors, have resultedd in the development of many different environmental standards. Many standards are
aa negotiated minimum alternative instead of a European standard. Hence, cooperating in a
JVV can influence the standard positively because it leads to automatic consultation
amongstt companies, while sector organisations have limited options: for example, due to
majorityy decision making. Thus, a second factor of importance is the number and kind of
partnerss involved in the negotiation process. Both strongly influence the pace of projects
andd the quality of the standards, according to Shell's interviewees. Although Shell worked
withh a certain package of standards, other companies were not always convinced of the
needd or had different priorities. Especially local, smaller and certain state companies in
developingg countries would consider environmental measures as costs only. Negotiations
inn those instances have been tough and resulted in serious delay, for specific projects
and/orr to attain higher standards. For old contracts, every aspect had to be negotiated
whichh is 'a battle', 'a continuous dialogue'; furthermore, in the case of a JV not under operatingg control (nuoc), the situation is even more complex and ISO certification targets are
difficultt to handle. The company had to manoeuvre through this process but the options to
drivee in opposite directions than competitors were rather limited.
However,, Shell's approach to take its principles and policy as a minimum platform
alsoo resulted in a competitive advantage, becoming a preferred partner or a partner of first
choice.. In addition, higher standards and compliance resulted in less additional legislation
and,, thus, less additional costs: "Additional legislation [because of incidents at other
companies]] costs loads of money", e.g. Piper Alpha {see Box 6B in Chapter 6) According
too interviewees, Shell tried to claim leading positions in organisational subcommittees to
influenceinfluence standards strategically and make them come closer to Shell's own ideas. One
intervieweee mentioned that in the last few years, Shell had the strategy to provide technicall support to solve such dilemmas, even when its ownership part was relatively small
(e.g.. a JV in Kazakhstan where Shell has 16%). Further, if Shell considered quitting its operationss because of HSE aspects, the company's guarantee of good technology, talent
andd access to capital would carry weight in the JV negotiations on HSE aspects as well.
Anotherr interviewee mentioned that the standards also trickled down to other projects, as
aa side effect of the JV arrangements. In the survey, the complex environmental effect of
workingg in JVs (O20) is indicated by the contrasting answers (see Table 8-17): two
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groupss of 42% agree and disagree, respectively, with the statement that standards are
lesss stringent when working in a JV than when operating independently.
Tablee 8-17 Shell employees on stringency of environmental standards in joint ventures
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

O200 (n=45)

20.0 0

22.2 2

15.6 6

31.1 1

11.1 1

Note:: Figures in

; Letter/number combination refers to survey questions in Annex III.

PerformancePerformance reporting
Notwithstandingg the certification and systematic efforts, Shell E&P admitted in 2000 that
performancee improvements were not easily obtained (Shell, 2000c:1):
—— "It is disappointing that we are not yet seeing the effort that has been put into implementingmenting the HSE-MS across the business translated into a significant improvement in
HSEHSE performance. Although there is inevitably a lag between having the systems and
proceduresprocedures in place and seeing performance improve, we must recognise that o
ownown they are not the complete answer".
Inn the survey (see Table 8-18), about 27% of the respondents rejected the notion that environmentall performance would improve with greater effort (010). But other opinions were
clearr as well: 4 1 % confirmed to 'some extent', while a relatively large part (32%) remained
'neutral'.. Respondents at the corporate level responded agreed significantly stronger than
thee other working levels.
Tablee 8-18 Shell employees on improvement of environmental performance by effort
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutrall

Applicable

Veryy much
applicable e

0 11 0 (n=44)

6.8 8

20.5 5

31.88

34.1

6.8 8

Workk level

nn

Mean n

Corporatee level

14 4

3.71 1

1.069 9 2.673 3

Otherr level

30 0

2.87 7

.937 7

SD D

TT

dff
422

Sig (2-tailed)
.011

Mann-Writneyy

112.000

Wilcoxon nWW
ZZ

577.000
-2.575 5

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed)

.010

Note:: Figures in second row in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Too improve measurement and reporting, the group formulated 16 key performance indicatorss (KPIs) in 2000/2001 (see Table 8-19); several of them are aligned with Shell's remunerationn system. Refinement of the KPIs resulted in two perceptions-based KPIs for environmentall issues (both result from the Annual Reputation Tracker survey): 1. External perceptionn of environmental performance; and 2. Overall reputation. Subsequently, Shell developedd environmental KPIs from the overall list: global warming potential, flaring, spills
andd the external perception of environmental performance (which were been added in
2002).. Shell reported externally on these KPIs and several other parameters. According to
Markk Wade of Shell International's Sustainable Development Group: "There is no defined
hierarchyy for the KPIs, although ... in practice .... a hierarchy between those that are truly
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achievedd and other indicators that are described and important but not always under your
control"(BATE,, 2000a:8).

Tablee 8-19 Shell: Change in Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 2001-2002
Initiall KPIs (2001)

Extra/refinedd KPIs (2002)

Alreadyy in use:
1..
Return on average capita! employed (ROACE)
2..
Total shareholder return
3..
Critical environmental data
4..
Critical heaith/safety data
5..
Greenhouse gas emissions
Measurementt by survey/aggregation from other levels:
6..
Reputation
7..
Brand performance
8..
Acceptability of env performance
9..
Integrity
10.. Staff feelings, how they are treated with respect
11 1. Diversity and inclusiveness in the workplace
Developmentt through learning by doing:
12.. Stakeholder perception of quality of engagement
13.. Social performance
14.. Acceptability of env. perf. at the local level
15.. Sustainable development
16.. Human rights

Environment: :
Externall perception of env, performance
Generall reputation
Stafff orientation:
Treatingg staff with respect
Diversityy and inclusiveness in the workplace
Integrity y
Statuss original KPIs (2002)
Redirectedd for local use:
Sustainablee dev. (business alignment tool)
Humann rights (compliance tool to be field
testedd m 2003)
Too be developed in 2003:
••
Innovation
Movedd to socia! performance mgt program:
Sociall performance
Qualityy of engagement

Source:: Shell, 2002b:11; 2001 c:14.
Thee survey showed a clear trend that environmental issues have significantly increased in
importancee in the period 1 9 9 0 - 2 0 0 2 {seeTable 8-20), even though the response can be
biasedd for reasons of social desirability.

Tablee 8-20 Shell employees on change in importance environmental issues 1990-2002
Issue e

ZZ

Asympp Sig
(2tailed) )

Issue e

ZZ

Asympp Sig
(2tailed) )

Ctimatee change

-4.857 7

.000 0

Gass venting

-4.876 6

.000 0

Freshh water scarcity

-4.556 6

.000 0

Sustainablee development

-4.922 2

.000 0

Dischargess to water

-3.630 0

.000 0

NGOO pressures

-4.468 8

.000 0

Hydrocarbonn emiss. air -4.252 2

.000 0

Investorr concerns

-3.912 2

.000 0

Oill spills

-2.230 0

.026 6

Communityy concerns

-4.355 5

.000 0

Packagingg waste

-4.148 8

.000 0

Relationn governing author.

-3.169 9

.002 2

Solidd waste

-4.204 4

,000 0

Financiall reputation

-1.945 5

.052 2

Biodiversity y

-4.366 6

.000 0

Environmentall reputation

-4.820 0

.000 0

Energyy efficiency

-4.031 1

.000 0

Environmentall legislation

-3.601 1

.000 0

Oil-basedd drilling muds -2.317 7

.020 0

Decommisioningg wells, rigs

-4.486 6

.000 0

Gass flaring

.000 0

Restorationn of sites

-4.388 8

.000 0

-4.818 8

Note:: (a) Based on positive ranks; (b) Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test; Number of respondents from 30-33.
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Thee survey results further showed that a large minority (47%) rejected the statement: 'The
competitivee edge of the operations in this industry slows down the improvement of environmentall performance (03). On the other hand, a third agreed with the statement, so
opinionss were diverse. Almost 70% of the respondents rejected the statement that the
majorityy of the environmental issues in E&P will be solved within five years (01). However,
aa large minority of 40% rejected the statement that the industry has improved its environmentall performance in E&P in the last ten years to the maximum extent technologically
possiblee (02). About 38% agreed with the statement, counting the answers 'applicable'
andd 'very much applicable' (see Table 8-21).
Tablee 8-21 Shell employees on effects of competition; extent improvement; solutions
Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

22.2 2

6.7 7

2.2 2

33.3 3

22.2 2

35.6 6

2.2 2

31.1 1

28.9 9

26.7 7

6.7 7

Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott appl cable e Neutral l

0 11 (n=45)

17.8 8

51.1 1

0 22 (n=45)

6.7 7

0 33 (n=45)

6.7 7

Note;; Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Analysiss of the performance in the reports (see Annex VI) showed that Shell has been
quitee consistent in the data it reports. Since disclosure started, comparisons have been
madee with previous years. Shell's reporting is extraordinary on the percentage of spills that
havee been caused by sabotage, e.g. 60% of the spills in 1997, Other topics were the reductionn in global warming potential; moreover, waste is a new issue covered in the data in
thee last few years. For 2001, Shell noted that it reported on a 100% basis, also when their
formall interest is less. With its reporting, Shell countered the initial criticism that no targetss were formulated. In addition, Shell combined estimates and targets in 'projections' for
itss performance figures; this may possibly explain the lack of targets presented in 1999. In
1997,, Shell showed its internal debate on the relative or absolute form of target setting:
fearr of failing to reach targets would tempt subsidiaries to set easy goals to avoid embarrassmentt of failure: "But experience has shown that observers are far more tolerant of under-achievementt than of meaningless targets" (Shell, 1997a:21). Furthermore, the companyy pointed out that the base for setting targets that year was too small due to the inconsistencyy of measurement techniques or lack of sufficient historical data (Shell, 1997a).
However,, over the years, the comparison base for the data has indeed grown.
Inn the survey (see Table 8-22), a majority of 66% considered technological
changess to have a beneficial environmental effect (S19); implying mitigation of environmentall impact by innovation. This was also indicated by the 84% score for eco-design in
thee case of new production facilities (S20). About 62% of the respondents stated that
somee technological changes have been taken for environmental reasons only (S18).
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Tablee 8-22 Shell employees on aim technology change; impact innovation; eco-design
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S188 (n=45)

00

4.4 4

33.3 3

22.2 2

40.0 0

S199 (n=45)

00

6.7 7

26.7 7

33.3 3

33.3 3

S200 (n=45)

2.2 2

00

13.3 3

17.8 8

66.7 7

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Costt saving opportunities for environmental care showed diverse answers with a neutral
sharee of 3 1 % and a 49% confirmation (014) (see Table 8-23). Older employees tended
too agree significantly more that this was the case.
Tablee 8-23 Shell employees on cost saving opportunities for environmental care
Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral

0 1 44 (n=45)

2.2 2

17.88

31.1

Age e

NN

Mean n SDD

Employeess < 4 0 yrs 16 6 2.75 5

1.0000

Employeess > 4 0 yrs 29 9 3.93 3

.9400

Applicable

Very much
applicable e

26.7

T

df

Sig (2-tailed)

-3.910

42

.000

Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon W
ZZ

22.2

90.500 0
226.500 0
-3.365 5

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) .001 1
Note:: Figures in second row in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Byy 2002, Shell established HSE performance targets for each business on an annual basiss by the Service Companies. Further, short-term targets were set for the next year, while
long-termm targets were set for a fixed reference date. The HSE targets had to be integratedd into the group targets and the resources process and schedule. HSE performance
parameterss have been defined in a 'Group HSE Performance Monitoring and Reporting
Guide'.. Targets were set at the Group level, based upon the aggregation of individual
businessess targets; only for climate change did the Group set the target. One interviewee
mentionedd that benefits of extra value of data management are not fully realised, e.g. the
linkk between ISO14001 and targets could be strengthened. Since 1997, the performance
withh respect to targets has also been included into Shell remuneration system, which definedd how performance is appraised and bonuses of senior executives are impacted. Differentt score cards exist for different management levels and functions; with the percentagee decided annually. In 2003, 10% of the bonus for E&P is HSE, a high percentage accordingg to interviewees. Global warming potential, flaring and spills were the measurable
targets,, which represented the 5% for environment, the other 5% being safety issues.
Reachingg the target meant that the individual's bonus was multiplied by a certain factor;
nott reaching the target meant that this part of the bonus was zero.
Accordingg to interviewees, the integration of HSE targets into remuneration was
logicall but complicated as well. Interviewees stated that the target setting was an issue of
managementt control, which did not always contribute to environmental gain. Thus, the
discrepancyy of short-term targets for managers and long-term environmental performance
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improvementss led to a conflict of interest; according to the interviewee, this should be
discussedd with shareholders. Another interviewee added that having this percentage for
HSEE meant that Shell now had the responsibility to live up to it. The remark indicated that
thiss had not been the case in earlier times. In the survey results (see Table 8-24), almost
alll respondents (97%) considered environmental issues to be integrated into overall operationss (08). A much lower percentage of respondents (57%) stated that their departmentt is well equipped to implement solutions to environmental issues (09) in which older
employeess tended to agree more than younger ones (see Table 8-25).
Tablee 8-24 Shell employees on level of integration
Questionn

Totally not
applicable e

Not applicable

00

Neutral

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

4.3

43.5 5

52.2 2

0 88 (n=46)

0

Note:: Figures in

; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions inn Annex III.

Tablee 8-25 Shell employees on quality of equipment
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Not applicable Neutral l

0 99 (n=46)

6.55

13.0

Age e

NN

Mean

SD

T

Dff

Sig (2tailed) )

Employeess < 4 0 yrs

166

3.00

.894

-2.161

433

.036

Employeess > 4 0 yrs

299

3.72

1.162

23.9 9

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

41.3 3

15.2 2

Mann-Whitney y

132.000 0

Wilcoxonn W

268.000 0

ZZ

-2.489 9

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) .013
Note:: Figures in second row in %;
Letter/numberr combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

MonitoringMonitoring and verification
Too monitor its performance, Shell has an HSE assurance process, which consists of severall parts: ongoing internal audits at the business unit levels; five-yearly external independentt audits at the business level, and the HSE annual letter process (see Table 8-26).
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Tablee 8-26 Shell's audit system
Auditt program

HSEE assurance process:
-- Internal audits
-- External audits
-- Annual letters of assurance

Start t

1995:: Internal and external audit guidelines:
2 0 0 1 :: Assurance letters and group guidelines

Applied d

Operatingg companies

Visits s

Noo information

Team m

Auditt leader, independent person, a mix of local people and a senior business leader and
internationall person

Followw up

Correctivee action and follow-up system

External l

Yes s

Source:: Company documentation

Thee internal audits were based on Group HSE Auditing guidelines defined by the HSE
Advisers'' panel plus business units' own HSE MS audit programmes. Their adequacy was
addressedd by the business service companies on an ongoing basis; in addition, independentt audits of the business level HSE-MS were carried out. The 'HSE Annual Letter'
(onee of seven assurance topics) considered HSE policy, procedure for the HSE managementt system and minimum standards implementation, and was sent to the service companiess by the senior business executives of the various business units and joint ventures
aroundd the globe. After review, a combined single 'business' assurance letter went up to
thee CMD and Group HSE adviser. The status of HSE management in the group was subsequentlyy considered annually, on the basis of annual letters, the audit process and performancee data. According to Shell's E&P business division, structured HSE Audits have
beenn performed since the early 1980s; from 1996 onwards, internal HSE audits became
mandatoryy for E&P locations while self-assessments of the HSE management system usingg a structured format and template form the basis for the annual HSE letter.
Inn 2000, E&P reported that weaker elements in the audit findings were peoplerelated;; several elements for improvement were explicitly listed96 which showed the company'ss open posture. The survey results (see Table 8-27) showed that more than half the
respondentss (56%) explicitly confirmed that the company is internally audited on a regular
basiss (S7) In addition, almost a third responded that internal audits are performed to a
smalll or some extent, while more than 10% rejected the statement. Older employees
agreedd significantly more.

966
Examples of those elements are: competence assurance for HSE critical tasks; too complex documentation
too ensure clarity of roles/responsibilities; weak contractor management; As Low As Reasonably Practicable is
nott fully understood; process of acquiring a permit-to-work procedures is weak; the quality of internal audits
needss to be strengthened (Shell, 2000c).
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Tablee 8-27 Shell employees on internal audits
Question n

No o

Small l

Somee

Large

Yes

S77 (n=45)

13.3 3

4.4 4

22.22

4.4

55.6

Age e

NN

Mean n SDD

T

dff

Employeess < 4 0 yrs

15 5

3.27 7

1.4388

-2.245

422

Employeess > 4 0 yrs

29 9

4.24 4

1.327 7

Sig (2-tailed)
.030

Mann-Whttney

134.000 0

Wilcoxonn W

254.000 0

ZZ

-2.306 6

Asymp.Sig g
(2tailed) )

.021 1

Note:: Figures in second row in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Thee agreement on the account of external audits (S8) was rather similar; besides a majorityy that agreed, 1 7% of the respondents rejected their occurrence. A strong majority of
6 1 %% rejected the statement that the results of audits are fairly easily manipulated (01 6)
(Tablee 8-28). However, 13% stated that the statement is applicable, while 26% remained
neutral.. Both may be seen as quite considerable, taking account of the potential tendency
forr socially desirable answers. According to Shell, it is a worrying outcome as well. An intervieweee stated that the only aspect that could be 'manipulated' is the follow-up itself,
whichh could be made insufficient, but which would be a risky approach because it can be
discovered.. The responses to regular benchmarks (S13) were much more diverse: 23%
statedd they did not benchmark, while 27% stated they did so and the rest referred to
'somee or a small extent' as an answer.
Tablee 8-28 Shell employees on external audits; benchmarking; and manipulation
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S88 (n=46)

17.4 4

6.5 5

17.4 4

8.7 7

50.0 0

S11 3 (n=44)

22.7 7

15.9 9

34.1 1

11.4 4

15.9 9

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable e Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

23.9 9

37.0 0

13.0 0

00

0 1 66 (n=46)

26.1 1

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Inn 1997, Shell claimed to be the first company to have made group-wide verification of the
dataa that it presented in its report: "As far as we know, no other worldwide organisation
hass attempted such a large and thorough job before" (Shell, 1997a:3). In Shell's opinion,
thee verification would boost attention and management systems. Shell estimated that the
initiall cost of verification was over US$2 million, while data were aggregated from 130
countries.. In 1996, the E&P unit of the company already sought verification for its environmentall report: "It is important that people have confidence in what we say, so although
theree is not yet an established standard, we have sought external verification of the data
andd the statements we make" (Shell, 1996:2). Both the group and the E&P unit continued
too verify the statements in their reports over the years. In 2002, the group added specific
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symbolss to clarify the nature of the data further. According to an interviewee, the verificationn of the reports has been of great importance internally.

8.55

Conclusions

Afterr several catalytic events in the mid-1990s, Shell engaged in extensive efforts to convincee its external stakeholders of its environmental engagement. By 2002, the extensive
externall reports and advertising campaigns were backed up by a complex system of standards,, guidelines and policies, as well as a mandatory, decentralised management system.
Relativee openness about its performance and monitoring procedures characterise Shell,
butt building on that position, many challenges encircle the company. Examples of Shell's
challengess in consolidating the embedding of strategic goals are: the complexity resulting
fromm size; geographical spread; and expectations, e.g. for renewables; timely identification
off issues (to be able to integrate them into project design); the conflict between environmentall and economic goals (investments versus return on them); implementation and expansionn of standards; the situation in Nigeria; and the aspect of leadership.
Thee respondents in the survey showed that they experience their company as beingg more vulnerable than others and as having a too critical public. As an interviewee
stated:: "We are taken advantage of because of our willingness to be a leader". On the
otherr hand, they also find Shell's strategy ambitious in relation to its capabilities and claim
itss integration into overall operations. For monitoring, the opinions were very diverse, althoughh manipulation of audit results was strongly rejected. The examination shows that the
kindd of commitment amongst employees differs significantly relating to age and duration of
employment:: older employees show significantly more continuance commitment. Factors
off age and duration of employment also affected other aspects of environmental structure:
forr example, older employees indicated that they benchmarked significantly more than
youngerr ones and agreed with the occurrence of regular internal audits more than younger
employees. .
Thee case of Shell was included because of the company's experience with a catalystt event. For Shell, the experiences with the Brent Spar have been the trigger to change
itss environmental strategy. However, mostly attached to it was Shell's high degree of internationalisationn and therefore public visibility. The officially independent status of Shell's
companiess has been a complicating factor in the implementation of the strategy. In comparisonn to other companies, the company is relatively centralised. Nevertheless, Shell decidedd for more centralisation in order to have a better guarantee of implementation of
standardss and guidelines. Over the years, more and more aspects have become mandatory.. Shell's double institutional background did not emerge as an immediate factor of importancee in this case; however, an emotional distance between 'London' and The Hague'
wass observed, and the factual distance as such may have hindered the building of a culturee of commitment over the years.
Withh regard to environmental alignment, Shell makes a strong case; its environmentall strategy and environmental structure aim for high standards and seem to be well
connectedd and embedded. From a somewhat unclear position between the first and secondd quadrant, Shell moved to a high position in the fourth quadrant; both policy commitmentt and implementation are considered high (see Figure 8-1). Although Shell claims that
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itss compatibility perspective has brought the company competitive advantage, the thunderboltt sign in the figure indicates Shell's fragility in operating in sensitive areas. Over the
years,, Shell increased its degree of centralisation to enlarge the grip of corporate managementt on the lower levels of decision making. However, its cooperation in joint ventures
withh other companies resulted in a wide array of opinions about the effect on environmentall management. Shell's stable, high degree of internationalisation keeps the company
highlyy profiled especially due to recurrent reputation incidents. Those are the ones that
makee Shell vulnerable; in addition, they put Shell's claim of a compatibility perspective increasinglyy under pressure. The ongoing problematic situation in Nigeria continues to emphasisee the fragility of the connection, a situation worsened by the debacle round its reservess and the follow-up of that issue. This fragility and the aforementioned challenges
meann that, with regard to the order of fit, Shell is positioned in the second order of reinforcingg activities. With regard to the direction of the alignment, Shell seems to take the
perspectivee of competitive potential, in which environmental strategy is the driver and
businesss leadership the criterion for performance.
Figuree 8-1 Shell's position in the corporate greening model
Approachh to implementing corporate greening
passive/reactivee

active/proactive

11

22

(( Shell '90

ii

OO

\\

•
(( Shell 2002)

Source:: Adjusted from Winn and Angell, 2000. For Notes, see Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.
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British Petroleum: lm ba lanced Alignment and
Internationall Mergers

Thee history of British Petroleum (BP) starts in 1905, with concessions to explore for oil in
Persia.. During the oil crisis of the 1970s and the nationalisation of BP's assets, BP's hydrocarbonss under the North Sea and under the permafrost in Atlanta97 turned out to be
cruciall to its survival. This dependence on specific fields meant that BP diversified into nutritionn and minerals in the 1970s. By the end of the 1980s, BP had refocused on hydrocarbons.. In the meantime, the company had changed from a state into a public company;
thee government sold its remaining 31,5 % of shares in October 1987.98 As a result, BP's
numberr of shareholders doubled to around 600,000. In 1989, a campaign was launched
too introduce a stronger corporate identity, featuring a restyled BP shield with an emphasis
onn the colour green.
Inn the period 1990-2002, BP internationalised into the former Soviet Union, again
restyledd its brand logo, and took a position in the climate change debate. Furthermore, BP
mergedd with two American companies. In August 1998, BP announced its intention to
mergee with Amoco, previously known as the Standard Oil Company of Indiana (see Box
9A).. According to BP, it was the world's largest industrial merger ever.
Boxx 9A. BP's merging partners: Amoco
Amocoo was formed by John D. Rockefeller in 1889 and was independent from the Standard Oil Trust
fromm 1911 onwards. The advent of the automobile stimulated its growth: Amoco sold kerosene and gasoline;; in 1911, as much as 8 8 % of the sales of the MidWest. Global expansion started in 1948, with an
explorationn office in Canada. Refining capacity was doubled in the 1940s and 1950s, and the system
wass modernised during the 1970s and 1980s. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, exploration activity was
intensifiedd and Amoco grew to become a global petroleum and chemicals enterprise with operations in
moree than 30 countries. Amoco claimed to be the first company to introduce lead-free gasoline and has
beenn investing in solar technology for over 20 years; it claimed to be a leader in the reduction of emissions.. This enhanced Amoco's attractiveness as a partner for newly opened areas such as the Caspian
Seaa and Russia (BP website, 2003).

Subsequently,, in 2000, BP acquired ARCO (see Box 9B). By 2002, BP employed more
thann 100,000 people and operated in more than 100 countries (BP, 2002:1). It is one of
thee most internationalised companies in the sample, but has not experienced an environ977

In 1970, BP discovered the first major commercial find in the UK sector (the Forties field); earlier, in 1969,
itt had made a major oil discovery in Prudhoe Bay on Alaska's North Slope. To handle the BP owned part of
thee biggest oilfield in the USA, the company signed an agreement with the American Standard Oil of Ohio. In
return,, BP acquired 25% of Standards equity, a share that would rise to a majority holding in 1978 (BP website,, 2003). At its peak, the Forties field produced the equivalent of one quarter of the UK's daily oil requirementt (half a million barrels a day) (BP website, 2003).
988
Other major events in 1987 were the purchase of Britoil (the UK-based oil E&P company) and the formationn of BP America (a combination of the acquisition of the remaining shares of Standard Oil of Ohio and BP's
existingg operations).
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mentall incident comparable to Shell's Brent Spar. However, the company did profile itself
extensivelyy as an environmental leader. The question is how and why this strategy was
chosen,, and how and whether it was embedded in the organisational structure of the
company. .
Boxx 9B. BP's merging partners: ARCO
Inn 2000, BP Amoco merged with Atlantic Richfield Company, founded on 1 July 1866. Starting as a
shippingg and storage company in Pennsylvania, the company acquired a fleet of oil tankers, built a networkk of pipelines and established a system of service stations throughout the Eastern part of the US. On
33 January 1966, Atlantic Refining merged with Richfield Oil Corporation (founded in 1905), which providedd the new Atlantic Richfield Company with Alaskan leases and an exploration programme in Prudhoe
Bay,, Alaska where they struck oil tn 1968 (together with partner Exxon): the biggest oil strike in the
Westernn Hemisphere ever. As a consequence, ARCO expanded its refining and marketing capacity on
thee West Coast. In the 1970s, the company moved its headquarters to the West Coast. In 1990, ARCO
wass the first oil company to market a clean-burning reformulated (premium) gasoline: In June 1996, Californiaa mandated state wide use of a version of ARCO's EC-X formulation as CARB Phase II gasoline.
Byy the end of the 1990s, ARCO's focus is on the Western part of the US; its four core productionn areas are Venezuela, the North Sea, Indonesia and Alaska. Its coal assets and the majority interest in
thee ARCO chemical company were sold and divested with the acquisition in 1998 (BP website, 2003).
Regionall opposition on the distribution of its Alaskan assets (the combined group would own

o of

Alaska'ss petroleum industry; control 70% of the production on the North Slope; 72% of the Trans Alaska
pipeline)) (Corzine and Suzman, 1999) was solved with ARCO divesting assets to Phtllips.

9.11

Strategy and structure

Overr the years, BP has been the absolute top scorer (81.3%) for degree of internationalisationn while Amoco and ARCO were both low intemationalisers; they did not participate
inn the sector trend to internationalise. However, according to Buchan (2002), BP was not
geographicallyy diversified until it merged. Until then, it had relied mainly on the North Sea
andd Alaska. Output was raised by acquisitions of Britoil and Sohio in the US, but diversity
wass brought by the purchases of Amoco, ARCO and Burmah Castrol. Another significant
characteristicc of BP is its particularly low vertical integration (23%) for 2002. According to
BP,, the decade is characterised by deregulation, fragmentation at the operating level,
volatilee prices and margins, and increasingly open and competitive markets, while consolidationn swept through the industry with many high profile mergers and acquisitions (BP
website,, March 2003). As a result, BP's tone had changed by 2002 (2002:1): [We] "face
aa time of uncertainty, tensions in international relations, reduced stock market prices, unpredictablee economic outlook. Public expectations of the behaviour of corporations grow
everr stronger." While the company's strategy is primarily focused on upstream, the companyy missed its E&P production target (2.9% versus 5.5%). Further, it was reorganising
itss portfolio of plants. An overview of BP's strategic focus for its different divisions is
shownn in Table 9-1.
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Tablee 9-1 BP: divisions and focus 1990-2002
Upstream m

Downstream m

Chemicals s

Targett at technical frontier
regionss & continue to expandd gas business worldwide;; claims for leadership:
horizontall drilling and hydraulicc fracturing; remote
sensingg and specific
screeningg system to target
expensivee drilling more accurately.^® ®

Too continue building the
brand d

Focuss on three areas: petrochemicalss and polymers;
acetylss and nitriles; and
specialtyy products. Complementedd by an increasing
investmentt in South East
Asia Asia

Developmentt and applicationn of new technology
(drillingg with precision, extractt greater volumes and in
deepp water)

Too build on an upgraded
refineryy portfolio. In the previouss year, margins dropped
byy 2 1 %

Focuss on Asia; aim to continuee the European competitivee position, while for
chemicals,, margins were
'excellent' '

Neww profit centres:
1.. Gulf of Mexico
2.. Trinidad
3.. Angola
4.. Azerbaijan
5.. AsiaPacific
6.. Russia

Focuss on operating efficiencyy (trade margins
worldwidee halved)

Renamed 'Gas
Focuss on seven core productss for which BP has lead- and Power':
ingg technologies and market after transfer of
positionspositions
'Renewables &
Alternativee Fuels' '

Gas,, Power,
Renewables s

Source:: Annual reports.

Inn the meantime, BP consequently drew attention to its aim of being a leader and to the
importancee of reputation. In 1990, BP formulated its aim to make BP the most successful
oill company of the 1990s and beyond. Success in achieving this vision would be measuredd by performance results, but also by the intention: "to be the company the best peoplee want to join, suppliers want to do business with, highly regarded by communities in
whichh BP operates" (BP, 1990:2). In 1995, BP repeated this statement on the importance
off relationships: "Our reputation as a good partner in the countries in which we operate is
crucial"" (BP, 1995a:12), and targeted the continuous development of its organisation and
managementt processes (BP, 1995a). In 1998, Browne again restated BP's aspirations:
"Wee want to be number one or two in everything we do" (Corzine, 1998b).
Inn its organisational structure, BP can be characterised as decentralised. Both
Amocoo and ARCO were more centralised in organisational structure. In combination, this
ledd to a decentralisation pattern after the mergers. In the period 1990-2002, BP slimmed
itss corporate staff (BP, 1990) and decentralised to 'encourage personal initiative and
creativity'' (BP, 1995a: 11). New regional offices were placed in Brussels and Singapore
(Aprill 1991), while opportunities in Eastern Europe and USSR were examined (BP, 1990).
Accordingg to its CEO (Buchan and Buck, 2002a), BP was characterised by the absence
off the matrix structure; the dual responsibility of managers to both regional and sectoral
bossess was considered too complex and to spawn too many committees. Three tiers were
foundd in BP's management structure: 10 group executives; 33 group vice-presidents who
supervisedd business streams, functions and regions, and in the third tier, the 98 directors
off the business units.
999
A significant cooperation with Statoil was announced in 1990. The aim is to jointly explore in China, USSR,
Vietnamm and West Africa, and to jointly use new and existing infrastructure for gas transportation for the UK
andd continental Europe. The drive to contain costs is fundamental in the strategy.
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BP'ss majority owned affiliates were the most decentralised in the sector, for both
1 9 9 00 and 2 0 0 2 . The European trend to decentralise was contrasted with the developmentss for A R C O and Amoco both of which were more centralised than BP. The combinationn in a merger led to the automatic reinforcement of the decentralisation. For the minority-affiliates,, BP and A R C O showed a stable pattern over 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 5 . BP was relatively
decentralised;; A R C O was more centralised and slightly increased in centralisation.
Amocoo had an in-between position in the sector; it increased its centralisation degree over
1990-1995.. Notwithstanding these results, one interviewee stated that BP had: "A hierarchicall demand of control; there are clear guidelines and directions from the centre, within
thatt there is quite a lot of room to operate." Another interviewee added that BP is more
decentralisedd than other companies because business units have accountability for performancee delivery. He confirmed the increase in decentralisation compared with 1 9 9 0 :
" W ee didn't have as many business units nor the American assets [at the time]." Again anotherr interviewee even pointed out that 4 5 % of BP's assets base and employees are now
inn the US, while the incorporation in the UK still drives the framework for corporate conduct.. According to this interviewee, the regulatory environments were mainly driving the
company.. Further, the factual dominance of English as the main language made it more
difficultt to get the message across to the Chinese and South American regions. However,
withh regard to structure of ownership, both Amoco and A R C O hardly operated in minority
ownerships,, while BP increased its share of minority-owned affiliates over the years 19901 9 9 5 :: the ratio climbed from 0.28 to 0.34. This is close to the average ratio of the sample
{0.311 and 0.35, respectively).
Withh the merger, Amoco and A R C O had to adapt to BP's style of targeting and
planning:: in executive numbers BP dominated, a third of their people came from Amoco 100
andd only one person from A R C O . According to Pratt (2000:287), the extremely decentralizedd organizational structure was held together by a highly performance oriented systemm of management evaluation; which former Amoco employees found more demanding
andd unrelenting and, sometimes, a reason to pull away. The acquisitions brought economiess of scale plus a higher ranking within the sector ranking; savings were attained by the
reductionn of unit costs and expansion, e.g. to Iran, where BP began. According to Browne,
thee acquisitions have given BP 'the physical scale to present itself to governments as fully
capablee of taking on bigger projects and a bigger share of them' and 'Dimensionally - in
outputt - we are smaller than Shell or ExxonMobil but today we are valued the same as
Shell'' (as quoted in Buchan, 2002).

9.22

Reputation issues

InIn March 1999, A R C O ' s C E O stated that the company "had embarked on the last days of
thee Age of Oil" in his address of the conference of Cambridge Energy Research Associates.. However, according to BP (2001), renewable sources of energy could on present
conditionss not even begin to substitute for oil: mass production is needed to lower productionn costs. Although BP has had a solar division for more than 20 years, oil and gas
havee remained the company's core businesses. While Amoco experienced the catastrophee of Amoco Cadiz in 1978, BP did not experience a catalyst event of this size. How1000
Most of the jobs lost were Amoco's. The first announcement made concerned 6,000 positions, which
climbedd to 20,000 within a year. According to the FT, for ARCO, almost all jobs went accompanied by good
dealss (Financial Times, 1 August 2002).
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ever,, it has met with several other large issues. Examples are the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan
(BTC)) pipeline (see Box 9C) and the drilling and safety incidents in Alaska (Box 9D).
Tablee 9-2 gives an overview of other controversial operations.
Boxx 9C. The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline project
Ann 11-member consortium led by BP is planning to build two - 1 760 km - pipelines (one oil, one
gas)) from terminals in Baku near the Caspian Sea, from Azerbaijan to Georgia and Turkey. Importantt other participating companies in the project are Statoil, ENI, Unocal, Total and ConocoPhillips.. According to BP, the project is one of the most challenging the company has ever undertakenn (BP, 2002a). The company acknowledged the controversial status of the project;
thereforee it invested in a special website, consultations, as well as a series of formal environmentall and social impact assessments, in order to ensure all concerns were identified (BP,
2002b).. Amnesty International (Al) is accusing the consortium led by BP of putting "chilling
pressure"" on the Turkish government to skimp on human rights in the construction of the pipelinee (Boulton, 2003), also because of certain features in the legal framework (Al, 2003): Turkey
iss bound to pay the consortium compensation for any changes in the law or other actions that
willl disturb the economic equilibrium of the project. According to Amnesty, Turkey's ability to
improvee its human rights record is endangered by the possibility of punitive costs for those affectedd by the pipeline; the legal framework restricts the remedies for people damaged; they
cannott refer to the domestic level of Turkish law. Other problems mentioned in the report are
compulsoryy acquisition of land, suppression of legitimate protest, the right of the state to intervenee on health and safety conditions. Amnesty considers the monitoring system and other
measuress proposed by the consortium insufficient assurance (Al, 2003). Campaigners stated
thatt support of the World Bank would effectively mean that it gives low value to democracy and
humann rights. Other comments included insufficient consultation and compensation for locals
byy the consortium plus discussion on the routing of the pipeline in relation to environmental and
securityy aspects (FT, 28 October 2003). By July 2004, the construction was temporarily interruptedd because Georgia found that BP could not guarantee specific environmental protection
measures. .

Boxx 9D. Safety issues and drilling in Alaska
Drillingg for Oil and Gas in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR)
Inn January 2000, shareholders announced that they would table a resolution at BP Amoco's Annuall Meeting in April to call for BPAmoco to cancel its Northstar project in the Arctic Ocean
andd stop lobbying to open up the ANWR to drilling. The resolution demanded that the investmentt capital freed should be moved to BP Solarex to increase the scale of production and
lowerr the cost of solar power. The shareholder group consisted of SANE BP (Greenpeace, the
USS Public Interest Research Group, and socially-responsible investors in US and the UK), and
Trilliumm Asset Management Corporation of Boston (US$600 million in client assets). Together
theyy hold 120,000 shares. Trillium stated: "Unfortunately, we have not seen any real signs of BP
Amocoo actually acting on this green vision" (ENS, 26 January 2000). According to observers,
thee vote was a warning that environmental concerns are climbing the ladder. In April 2001,
shareholderss again submitted a resolution to reconsider drilling in the Arctic. In January 2002,
shareholderr and environmental groups coordinated by the WorldWildlifeFund (WWF) have tabledd another Annual Meeting resolution calling on BP to justify sensitive exploration in commerciall terms and produce a report on the "reputational risks" of

continued next page
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Boxx 9C. The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline project (continued)
operatingg in environmentally sensitive areas es pecially the ANWR. According to the Financial
Times,, WWF stated: "BP cannot afford to rest on its green credentials and must disclose how it
decidess whether or not to drill for oil in the most sensitive areas of the world" (Jones, 2002b).
Off the shareholders present, 1 1 % supported the resolution. The BP board opposed the proposal,, stating that is already examines those risks. In April 2002, The US Senate rejected the
proposall to drill in the Arctic. In November 2002, BP pulled out of the group lobbying for drilling
inn the Arctic but would consider drilling if lawmakers give it green light. The decision came at a
timee when ANWR stood a good chance of being opened because the Republicans won control
off the Senate in a recent election (McNulty, 2002).

Safetyy incidents and oil spills
AA range of incidents in Alaska damaged BP's record and resulted in a loss of green credentials.
Inn its 2001 environmental report, BP (2001) reported two incidents in Alaska: an oil spill and an
upgradee of safety systems. With regard to the safety systems, the company reported a review of
maintenancee and operating procedures; the need for assessment of isolation and emergency
shutdownn valves; the installation of new fire and gas detection systems; and an increase in the
levell of pipe corrosion monitoring. According to BP (2001:4), the oil spill was caused by a saboteurr who shot a hole in the trans-Alaskan pipeline, causing one of the worst spills in the history of
thee pipeline.
Accordingg to McNulty (2003a), BP has been on probation in the area since 2000, after
pleadingg guilty to one felony count of knowingly failing to immediately report the release of hazardouss wastes. The company was fined a maximum of US$500,000 and ordered a national environmentt management system to be set up. A US judge on the federal level had begun to require
unrestrictedd access to verify compliance because of a well blast in August 2002, in which an
operatorr was seriously injured and because of the death of a contract welder in another incident,
BP'ss safety record had already come under fire in January 2002. A seven-week review of assets
inn Prudhoe Bay uncovered a serious maintenance backlog on safety-critical equipment (Jones,
2002a).. After the fatalities mentioned, BP stated that it deeply regretted the harm they had
caused.. The company admitted that it had been criticised by media and socially- responsible investorss and reported that the Alaskan government had announced the tightening of regulations.
Accordingg to BP, "thorough investigations of these incidents were shared with staff and also
madee public" (BP, 2002b:4).
Inn May 2003, McNulty subsequently reported that BP workers were charging BP with violatingg its probation by breaching state regulations on operating free flowing wells and mounting a
cover-upp of a well blast that occurred in August. BP rejected the assertions but was fined over the
incidentt for failing to provide a safe workplace (McNulty, 2003b). In the same month, two spills at a
caribouu crossing (a pipeline which has been buried to enable animals to cross) adversely affected
BP'ss record in Alaska again (Financial Times, 30 May 2003). Following the incidents in Alaska,
severall organisations (Henderson Global Investors, 2003, Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, 2003)
soldd their investments in BP or warned their investors. Subsequently, in January 2004, BP was
criticisedd by EPA for its mishandling of oil spills in Alaska (McNulty, 2004).
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Tablee 9-2 BP: Examples of controversial operations
Country y

Topic c

Burmaa &
Papuaa New
Guinea a

Pastt ventures of Amoco and human rights issues

Colombia-11

Allegation that BP has been involved in an arms deal and spying operations to protect the
8000 km pipeline from BP's Casanare fields to the Caribbean coast. ELN guerrillas wanted to
keepp foreign multinationals from taking home the revenues of the field for which BP would
needd protection from the army (Tomorrow Essentials, November 1998). BP's security contractorss were alleged to have provided lethal training to the police (Financial Times, 1 August
2002).. Investigation by Colombian authorities (but carried out at BP's request) exonerated
thee company. According to the FT, BP said it has no choice but to rely on support from Colombia'ss army for security. Critics said the company should have been more alert to the risk
thatt its security needs could contribute to human rights violations. Since these incidents and
thee consequent dialogue with NGOs, criticism has diminished (Financial Times, 1 August
2002). .

Colombia-22

Court case of compensation for a group of Colombian farmers who suffered alleged damage
causedd by pipelines. This case was also brought up at the annual meeting 2001 (Buchan,
2002b).. Buchan (2002a) states that the addition of the Colombian lawyers to other more
regularr activists will reinforce the meeting's image as a forum to air grievances about the
manyy countries in which the UK-based company operates. BP itself reported the quantity of
itss investment in Colombia, the tremendous change the oil discovery brought in its wake (for
example,, a population growth of 45% between 1985-1997; and revenues of nearly $900
millionn between 1993 and 2002), security issues and social developments (BP, 2002b:21).
Accordingg to BP, security efforts have been focused on building an increasingly open relationshipp with the army and the police; the agreement for the protection of oil installations is
consideredd a key step in this process. BP also stated that it had developed initiatives to
strengthenn the judiciary and rule of the law as well as programmes to promote understanding
humann rights issues and conflict resolution (BP, 2002b).

Indonesiaa

Corruption: BP has said it will not pay the military or policy or pay bribes to carry out their
duties.. BPs position means backing a community-based security policy but "some believe
thatt BP's attempt to deny the military a slice of the Tanguh project is bravery bordering on
foolishness"" (Johnston, 2003). BP stated that it wanted to be part of the community instead
off being protected by the military from it: "By (paying protection money) we have a much
greaterr risk to our reputation, and that loss in reputation (would be) much bigger than the
specificc assets we have on the ground" (Johnston, 2003).

Venezuelaa

Controversial venture where exploration in the Orinoco delta threatens to disturb the indigenouss Warao people.

Tibett & Sudan

BP's stake in Petrochina. According to campaigners of the Free Tibet Campaign and the
Societyy for Threatened Peoples (www.gfbv.de), Petrochina is funding the exploitation of Tibet
byy China and financing projects in war-torn Sudan as well. BP's investment would support
thatt (Corporate Watch, June 2000; Planet Ark, April 2001, 2002). A shareholder resolution
onn withdrawal from Petrochina was not supported by the Board (BP, 2002d:6): "BP has no
managementt role in Petrochina and no operations in the areas referenced in the statement
accompanyingg resolution 17 as presenting human rights and environmental concerns"; the
Boardd wants to maintain its 2.2 shareholder interest to further long-term business interests

inn China

Justt listing these events is sufficient to demonstrate the multiplicity and complexities of the
projects.. In 2000, the controversy surrounding the company's operation was further emphasisedd when BP launched its new brand. At that moment, it had been 12 years since
BPP refurnished its brand image'01 and 20 years since Amoco had its last makeover. The
neww 2000 logo, which replaced the green-and-yellow shield, was meant to represent the
ancientt Greek sun god Helios who brought power and light to the earth. But according to
,0
'' During 1990, service stations worldwide were re-imaged and unified under the BP brand (e.g. 7,400 stationss outside the US); in the US, the whole network displayed the BP brand by the end of 1991(BP, 1990).
Amocoo and ARCO would remain separate retail brands at petrol stations in the US.
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Corzinee (2000b), the new slogan left open-ended what the company was becoming. Criticss predicted that the strategy to adopt the mantle of most progressive energy company
couldd backfire, and indeed it did. Inside BP, the logo with the "exploding sunflower motif"
wouldd have been described as a "pansy", not exactly the symbol for the macho oil industry
andd internal unrest ranged from traditional elements to internal advocates of radical
change.. Buchan (2001a) noted: "The slogan drew derision from other oil companies and
excitedd embarrassing hopes from world environmental groups that BP was going out of
thee hydrocarbons business". Critical N G O s reformulated the 'Beyond Petroleum' slogan
into:: "Beyond Pompous, Beyond Protest, Beyond Pretension, Beyond Preposterous, Bey o n dd

Platitudes,

Beyond

Posturing,

Beyond

Presumptuous,

Beyond

Propa-

ganda.... Beyond Belief" (Bruno, 2000).
Tablee 9-3 BP Beyond Petroleum advertisement
BPP Amoco ARCO Castrol
Whatt does it add up to?
Itt means a new company able to offer
Globall energy solutions
Itt means the retail presence to serve
100 million customers a day
Itt means a company that makes petrol
Andd diesel that produce lower emissions
Itt means the world's leading producer of solar power
Itt means the talent and resources to go
Beyondd what people expect
Today,, 100,000 employees in 100 countries
Joinn together to form a new company
Calledd BP. Tomorrow we begin building a new brand of progress for the world
Source:: BP Advertisement in Financial Times, 2000.

BP'ss explanation was that the company was not leaving oil (Buchan, 2001a): "Merely, that
w ee are taking a broad vision - not a tunnel vision of the energy business"; "Beyond Petroleumm just means we are giving up the old mindset, the old thinking that oil companies
hadd to be dirty, secretive and arrogant". Another BP spokesman was quoted in the New
Yorkk Times (Banerjee and Kapner, 2 0 0 1 ) : "Many people have misinterpreted 'Beyond Petroleum',, BP had wanted to convey that its purchases of Amoco and A R C O increased its
productionn of natural gas". In the end, the discussion peaked at the Annual Meeting 2 0 0 1 ,
wheree a resolution called for the company to set a timetable for its exit from fossil fuels.
Thee debate led the company to admit that the slogan 'Beyond Petroleum' did not actually
meann that BP would abandon oil and gas. 5 % of the votes supported the call to make the
companyy publish a report by the end of 2001 outlining how it will make the transition from
fossill fuels to renewable energy. Directors opposed the measure saying it was tantamount
too demanding BP give up its main business (PlanetArk, 20 April 2001).
Overall,, several interviewees emphasised the importance of having a good reputationn and the existence of a common sector effect:
—— "It is essential to have the licence to operate. {Yes], we could choose to do the minimum.
ButBut that is not our philosophy of the company's people. [The sector] is very competitive
andand [environmental issues] a trend in society. The reputation of the sector is bad, we
demonstratedemonstrate our role and the possibilities."
—— "It also relates to the difficulty for the public to distinguish between different companies."
—— "Reputation is only as good as your sector's reputation is."
—— "You never know whether you are there [have attained a good reputation]."
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Somee interviewees admitted that they found the general public too critical. However, they
alsoo stated that the public was entitled to remain sceptical until BP's performance would
bee without these kinds of negative impacts for a period of time. However, one interviewee
noted:: "From the customer side of business, we don't see that many signs that customers
wantt to pay a premium price because of products that are considered to be environmentallyy responsible". One interviewee fiercely objected to the criticism of BP: "There are
manyy people who have a commentary on what BP stands for, but there are just as many
greaterr opinions which are very supportive of the direction we have been taking." And indeed,, in reputation surveys, BP performs well:
—— In 2000, BP was complimented for: its commitment to productivity; the corporate transformationformation through a clear and ambitious acquisition strategy; the adoption of a positive
attitudeattitude towards environmental issues; and the cultivation

of talented

management

(Corzine,(Corzine, 2000c). Other strengths mentioned were management efficiency and the ability
toto integrate North American and European management cultures; an aggressive commitmentment to increase productivity; an ability to judge pay-out levels of high-risk ventures; and
thethe choice to take a leading position on environmental issues, notwithstanding the debate
onon the new slogan 'Beyond Petroleum' (Corzine, 2000c).
—— In 2001, BP was again voted top of the league by the media and NGOs in the FT's survey,vey, despite the discussion on BP's new slogan and logo. According to Buchan (2001b),
thisthis meant that the campaign and Browne's speech had paid off.
Thee achievement is generally attributed to Lord Browne, who has shown critical awarenesss concerning the importance for his company to be trusted on several occasions
{Browne,, 2 0 0 1 , 2 0 0 2 ) :
—— In 2001, Browne stated that companies and NGOs needed to find a "framework of mutualtual understanding...to

overcome the adversarial nature of some of the current debates.".

InIn his opinion, "Business cannot afford to fall into the trap of seeing NGOs as automatic
enemies".enemies". However, not all NGOs can be taken into consideration: "Others [NGOs] are
fluid,fluid, free of structure and unaccountable - campaigning groups whose objective is to
raiseraise consciousness rather than to find a solution. The activities of this minority get undue
attention,attention, cut off real debate and not only damage companies but also harm genuine and
responsibleresponsible NGOs".
—— In 2002, Browne adds that the large size of companies creates concern "particularly
whenwhen there are failures of corporate responsibility. Those failures are the exception but
theythey cast a long shadow." Thus, behaviour in performance and application of skills are
thethe ways to increase confidence: "When society faces challenges we have to provide answersswers - not excuses and denials."
Inn its reports and on its website, BP has also started to open up on the complexities of
issuess and regularly reports fatalities and performance incidents. 102 In HSE reports, the
companyy referred to its position in complicated circumstances, by means of location reportss and/or the identification of certain issues in its reports, sometimes by external
stakeholders.. This is an indicator of the transparency BP aims to give its audience.
Onee of the contributing factors to the good reputation of BP may be the seemingly
considerablee respect with which it is approaching its stakeholders. In its reports, BP has
regularlyy been giving attention to stakeholder groups and pointing out the informal and
1033
To keep track of HSE and security incidents, BP reports having a management tool called Tr@ction, a
globall database (available in six languages) which employees and sometimes contractors can use to track
actionss arising from investigations and audits. It will be BP's primary system for recording safety and oil spills
fromm January 2004 (BP website, March 2003).
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formall meetings and contacts it has with stakeholder groups of different kinds. For example,, the company (BPAmoco, 1998b:14) stated: "We recognise that understanding the
expectationss of our stakeholders is a crucial part of taking decisions about the way we
operatee and the innovations we make". In its 1997 report, BP (1997:7) included a similar
textt and also referred to an action of Greenpeace, who had "despite our efforts" sought to
disruptt BP's drilling programme in the Atlantic, west of Shetland'; dialogue was continued
afterr the settlement of this dispute, according to BP. However, Amoco had a slightly differentt position on the recognition of the interest of stakeholder groups. It did mention
stakeholderr involvement but referred to topics such as: exchange of information on the
basiss of regulatory advocacy efforts; required reporting under diverse regulatory mandates;; industry associations' membership, through voluntary initiatives, such as the
Chemicall Manufacturers Association's Responsible Care programme and by support for
privatee organisations for environmental performance and nature conservation. Furthermore,, these kinds of activities were of a different nature than entering into a dialogue with
stakeholderr groups as BP and its competitors claimed to do. However, the response of
intervieweess showed that BP was still examining whether and where to work with NGOs
andd how to do that, in order to define the objective of the development of a mutual understanding: :
—— "It is not one audience."
—— "It is a complex relationship, e.g. collaboration with WWF on environmental education,
butbut on other facets they are beating us up."
—— "BP always had a consultation programme and wants to be transparent but ... how far
cancan you take that to show that you are respecting people's influence?"
Withinn the industry, BP's actions were observed with a critical eye. Several non-BP but
industry-relatedd interviewees, working in the sector as professionals, expressed doubts
aboutt BP's environmental performance in relation to its campaigning. NGOs, on the other
hand,, criticised BP's actions in many locations, in particular BP's involvement in the BCT
pipelinee project. In the need of new territory, BP might be taking a chance on the risks associated.. In the meantime, the company is engagingg in stakeholder dialogue while trying to
definee the limits to that involvement. Its reputation is on close watch; interviewees underlinedd the necessity of "BP not to compromise itself": "Reputation is what it is all about."

9.33

Environmental strategy

CodeCode of conduct
Att least since the merger in 1998, BP has had a code of conduct. Together with ENI, it
hass been one of the two European companies which do not give attention to sustainable
developmentt in their code of conduct. With regard to environmental issues, the code
statedd that it aimed to 'work towards goals of no accidents, no harm to people and no
damagee to the environment'. As was the case with the majority of the codes, enforcement
off the code was not addressed: 'everybody is responsible' and 'careless breaches will be
treatedd as serious disciplinary matters'.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental policy
Besidess the code of conduct, Amoco, ARCO and BP have had an environmental policy
forr years (see Annex IV). Amoco issued its first version in December 1982; BP mentioned
thee launch of a new HSE policy in November 1990; the date of first issue is unknown.
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ARCOO reports in internal documentation that it issued its first environmental policy in
19722 (ARCO, no date;b). In 1998, BP set out its new policy commitments including ethicall conduct, employees, relationships and HSE performance.103 In the analysis, pre- and
post-mergerr policies were compared (Table 9-4).104
Tablee 9-4 BP's environmental policies: content analysis
BP P

ARCO O

Amoco o
ReferenceReference to:

1995* *

1997 7

19xx** *

1998 8

1994 4

1995 5

1997 7

2002 2

Regulation n

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

Managementt systems

No o

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

Standards s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Performancee targets

No o

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Specificationn env. impact

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Businesss context

No o

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Stakeholderr consultation

No o

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Reputation n

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

Leadership p

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Sustainablee development

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

No o

Notes:: * Amoco-1995 is the same version as 1991; 19xx" date of issue unknown, but an earlier version than
1998. .

Thee most important changes are the inclusion of references to a management system (by
Amocoo and ARCO); the inclusion of somewhat more specificity on kind of environmental
impactt (by Amoco) and the inclusion of the sustainable development concept (by Amoco).
Thee rest of the changes are in scope (from 'employees and users' to 'people' for Amoco)
orr in the extension to health and safety issues.105 Examples of extensions in scope for BP
are:: 1) the addition of "health, safety and security of everyone who works for us" as being
criticall to the success of the businesses; and 2) the change of consultation from customers,, neighbours and public interest groups to "those who work with us".
Accordingg to Pratt (2000:255) the 1990s version of Amoco's policy was an "importantt symbolic departure" from its earlier versions because the commitment to leadershipp "sought to demonstrate that environmental entrepreneurship by a responsible companyy could help transform regulatory policy in America". This legislative focus also turned
upp in other aspects of Amoco's environmental strategy. In addition, the comparison of the
threee companies showed relatively large differences between their 'one-page' policies:
•• BP scored consistently on more items but did not refer to a management system
ass the US companies' policies did; BP referred to standards of the industry in general.. After the merger, BP did not copy references to systematic management of
environmentall issues from the other companies' policies.

1033

In 2002, a fifth element was added: control and finance.
When it turned out that BP had kept its policy almost the same for 1995-2002, the 1994-issue of its
policyy was added as well.
105
Amocoo renamed its 1997-policy to "safety, health, and environmental issues" (SHE) to emphasise the priorityy of safety issues in operations.
1044
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••

The reference of both American companies to regulation seems congruent with the
liabilityy driven style of the US context. However, BP is the only company in the sectorr that does not refer to regulation in its policy; this means that regional differencess are not the explanatory factor in this case.
•• BP is also the only company of the three which refers to the existence of broad
targets:: "No damage1'. However, the kind of environmental impact to which the
policyy applies remains largely unspecified; BP mentions reducing waste, emissions
andd discharge, while Amoco's policy is even less specific referring to "preventing
pollutionn and conserving energy and other natural resources". ARCO only refers to
thee vague, general aim of minimisation of environmental impact.
•• In addition, BP is the only company that refers to its business context in the policy
(interpreted(interpreted as the cooperation with suppliers and contractors). ARCO does men
tionn contractors, but only in the context of their health and safety protection, and
nott in the wider context of the development of environmental practices.
•• References to reputation, stakeholder consultation, and leadership are made by,
respectively,, Amoco {"a lack of trust"), BP (names: customers, neighbours and
publicc interest groups) and both of these companies (Amoco, 1995: "compare favourablyy with industry leaders"; Amoco 1997: "becoming preferred"; BP: "raise of
standardss in the industry"). ARCO does not mention these elements.
•• Two last specific differences relate to Amoco's reference to sustainable developmentt although without naming the actual word (1997), and ARCO's low score for
itss policy: 2 out of 10 items, while the other companies score on at least double
thatt amount of items.
Manyy interviewees perceived that environmental policies and guidelines are burdening the
companies'' operations; there seemed to be general agreement that this is the consequencee of the step-by-step evolvement of the field. One interviewee mentioned that this is
aa reason to reduce the number of corporate initiatives and make the link between environmentt and the business agenda more clear. Another interviewee added that there is no
alternative:: "You cannot continue to operate like that, it is the direction we travel in." However,, according to another interviewee, it was a challenge to keep environmental principles
consistentt across the whole company with all its levels; size was probably what matters
most,, in addition to the choice for a certain profile.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental strategy: focus and change
Thee policy "Getting HSE right" was group regulation for HSE issues, which built on the
codee of conduct ("What we stand for"). Within the divisions, the policy was further implementedd into a set of expectations. All requirements together form a pyramid (see Figure
9-1);; it is unclear to what degree the character of the requirements is mandatory. Accordingg to an interviewee, the expectations were not about 100% achievement, at least not for
E&P:: "It was about driving people's behaviour and people's performance, to something
significantlyy different. And it did result in a step change for us definitely."
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Figuree 9-1 BP's pyramid of environmental requirements

Whatt we stand for
Gettingg HSE right
Requirementss ISO 14001 major sites"
E&PP Env. Expectations
HSEE MS local targets

Group p
Groupp HSE
Groupp HSE
Upstream m
Local l

Source:: Interview with company representative, 2003.
BP,, Amoco and A R C O are all early reporters, publishing their first external environmental
reportt in, respectively, 1994, 1992 and 1 9 9 5 ; in 1990, all of them report on environmental
issuess in their annual reports. According to Pratt (2000), Amoco's adherence to the PERI
guideliness in its report was a response to societal demands - as a way to form its own
principless instead of signing up to the Valdez Principles on public disclosure and responsiblee behaviour as formulated by CERES.' 0 6 According to an interviewee, BP's early reportingg can be explained by its involvement in Alaska, which made BP closer to the ExxonValdezz accident [and the US institutional context] than other European companies. Accordingg to this interviewee, BP's history of involvement in many parts of the world (with its
assetss being nationalised) might also have increased the company's awareness of the
needd to be involved with various governments and external stakeholders. In its reporting,
thee company itself presented the development as an eight-year period, evolving "from paper-basedd through data-intensive environmental HSE reporting, to parallel environmental
andd social reporting, to Internet-based financial, environmental and social performance reporting"" (IPIECA, 2000:5).
Overall,, BP has taken a compatibility perspective on environmental issues: both
goalss are increasingly presented as complementary. With the aim of industry leadership,
BPP first changed to a business context perspective and more cautious positioning and
thenn repositioned itself as a leader in H S E performance, building on HSE for long term
profitability.. Illustrations of those changes in BP's strategic positioning vis-a-vis environmentall issues are the following:
—— In 1990, BP wanted to be an industry leader in the field of HSE protection: In E&P, it
statedstated it wanted to devote a significant (but unspecified) proportion of spending to this
issue.issue. In chemicals, BP (1990a:22) also took a pro-active posture by aiming for higher
standardsstandards stating that: "The development of several environmentally-beneficial

products

andand the adoption of an 'open-door' policy with the public is very much part of our responsesponse to the 'green' challenge of the 1990s"; The company reported that the recovery
andand recycling of plastics has become part of the business strategy within chemicals.
—— In 1995, BP again acknowledged the business context in its environmental strategy: "We
dodo not believe our environmental costs will differ significantly from those of other companiesnies in similar positions or that our competitive position will be adversely affected as a result."sult." (1995:24) HSE performance was mentioned as a part of general performance but
thethe company is more cautious: "On each of the relevant measures our HSE performance
hashas improved, but we recognise there is still much more to do, and constant determinationtion is essential" (BP, 1995a:8).

1066
The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies included representatives of large investment
fundss and environmentalist groups.
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—— In 1996, the caution expanded to: "It won't be easy, but I am confident that our staff have
thethe dedication

and skills needed to meet the challenge

of delivering

our HSE-

commitmentcommitment in 1997 and beyond" (BP, 1996:1).
—— In 1 997, BP repositioned itself to leadership status and claimed that the sector of industrytry is capable of creating change, both creative and positive. BP positioned itself as a
leader,leader, especially with respect to climate change (BP, 1997).
—— In 1 998, this position is strengthened to include the possibility of zero-impact of industry
activity.activity. Financial and environmental performance are believed to be mutually reinforcing
andand essential for success: "There is no trade-off" (BPAmoco, 1998a:3). In its report, BP
includedincluded independent comments of the international consultancy ERM Social Strategies
onon case studies of Alaska, China, Egypt, and South Africa (BPAmoco, 1998a).107
——

In 2001, BP restated its equal commitment to goals of environmental and financial per-

formance.formance. The comments from external stakeholders are more ambitious, for example, includingcluding an NGO such as Environmental Defense (BP, 2001a).'w
—— In 2002, attention for major issues became included (climate change, working in challenginglenging conditions, water management, global workforce building, biodiversity, and dealinging with conflict) in addition to, again, location reports (BP, 2002b). The importance of

improvementsimprovements in environmental performance for long-term performance of the compa
werewere underlined: 'Our long-term performance is linked to our success in managing these
challengeschallenges and our commitment to investment for the future' (BP, 2002aA).
Intervieweess related the main change of the period to the "ongoing conversation nowadays"" and to "environment as business value":
—— "The company is moving incrementally to where it would like to be: "We have actually
takentaken that next step in the journey ....to do that and still sustain the business... That is
thethe critical achievement..., that we don't do it at cost for the company but that it is complementaryplementary to our business."
—— "At the start, HSE focused virtually exclusively on the operations and was considered to
bebe largely a cost, a constraint not introduced to produce business benefits but more from
anan ethical drive to do them [incorporate them into decision making]. Now [these benefits
are}are} at the core and a differentiating device, i.e. how to portray ourself. From operations to
corecore value, it pervades all activities - marketing, business development, etc: green as
brandbrand value."
However,, several interviewees mentioned that BP does not perform to its full capability:
—— "Does a lot but could do a lot more."
—— "There is a gap, we should have more challenges to some of the decisions, e.g. zero
emissionsemissions package demonstration of it, alignment in JV."
Anotherr interviewee declared that according to [unspecified] stakeholders, BP is distinctivee in more than climate change alone, i.e. also in biodiversity issues and reporting. To this
end,, the aspect of HSE communications was taken up as a project in 2003, to encourage
professionall communication from and across the group: " 8 0 % of HSE group activities is
communication".. According to the project leader, the multi-year activity centred on five aspectss (sharing the safety experience; articulating the environmental strategy; articulating
healthh strategy; providing assurance and monitoring; simplifying of standards):

77
The comments are built on interviews, and BP committed itself to publication in full, whatever the findings;
smalll case studies updates were included on Angola, Colombia, Poland and Scotland, presented in BP's Social
Reportt 1997.
1088
In 2 0 0 1 , location reports were included on Indonesia, Texas, South Africa, Scotland and China; and in
2002,, on Colombia, the Caspian region and Angola.
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—— "There is a misunderstanding

in BP that the environmental strategy concerns climate

change,change, whereas it is in fact wider than that"; "Every year there is an expectation that
everyevery business unit gives assurance that they are compliant. We want to make clear what
thatthat means; to find a more effective way, there is a sense that it has been somewhat adhoc";hoc"; In addition, "There is a sense that we are not clear enough on standards, what is
expectedexpected on operations sites, we need to be more clear on that". The distinctions in BP's
environmentalenvironmental strategy would then be around four parts, "This will be group strategy": 1)
EnvironmentalEnvironmental excellence: Addressing local impact in addition to global impact of operations;tions; 2) Acknowledgement

of environmental impact of products (particularly applies to

cleanclean fuel): "One of the challenges of environmental management"; 3). The forging of
partnerships:partnerships: "together we can do more"; and 4). Identify areas where we wish to be
leading." leading."
InIn the period 1990-2002, BP has had a continuous struggle with the choice for leadership
andd the discussion about the compatibility between environmental issues and its economicc goals. The company's choice to take a position on climate change is an example of
ann affirmative choice for both. In contrast to the expectations of the general public, the
brandd representation change in 2 0 0 0 was not focused on environmental issues specifically.. As an interviewee stated: [It was] 'really just a means [to create] an identity for the
companyy because of our heritage and wanting to bring them all together, in which being
greenn was seen to be one of the attributes. But there are also three other attributes: performance,, [being] progressive and [being] innovative, they are equally important in the representationn of our brand'.
Forr BP's merging partners, the focus in the period has been different. A R C O
mainlyy concentrated on product requirements (e.g. alternative fuels) to make profit from
environmentall regulation such as the Clean Air Act. Its focus on the change of the productss was extraordinary; at the time, most companies directed their skills towards the processs of production and accompanying technologies. Another deviation of A R C O was the
absencee of attention for stakeholders. Amoco, in contrast, had the experience of a catalyst
eventt by its ownership of tanker Amoco Cadiz. This resulted in a completely different development.. As confirmed by Amoco's C E O in 1990, "lingering memories of such accidentss as Amoco Cadiz ...are the strongest reasons for our commitment" to achieve a
goodd environmental record (Pratt, 2000:263). By 1990, environmental issues had already
beenn included in a broader concept of corporate responsibility: (Pratt, 2000:263). In the
1990s,, the company regarded EHS issues as strategic goals; it focused on technical excellencee to become a leader in the field (Pratt, 2000). In 1995, Amoco decided to publish
bothh the financial and the environmental reports at the same time in order to illustrate the
complementarinesss of their results.
ClimateClimate

change

Fromm 1997 onwards, Browne sought to distance BP from the rest of the industry on the
subjectt of climate change. Only two years in office and the youngest C E O in BP's history,
Brownee was the first in the industry to announce action. According to Browne (1997:3), a
bann on the use of fossil fuels would be unsustainable because this would collide with the
realitiess of economic growth. Furthermore, such a step would be seen as discriminatory abovee all, in the developing world and the hard part in reduction of emissions was yet to
come:: "It would be unwise and potentially dangerous to ignore the mounting concern"; "It
fallss to us to begin to take precautionary action now." Some other companies, such as
Statoil,, also supported climate change policies from the beginning, but BP drew extra at-
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tention.. As an interviewee stated: "It was a leadership thing to do, to step out, clearly createe our position. We say we want to be progressive in the environmental agenda and that
waswas certainly one of its commitments. We saw it as an opportunity."
Accordingg to Buchan and Buck (2002b), industry colleagues accused Browne of
'leavingg the church' by pronouncing that climate change was for real. Responses to BP's
initiativess were positive on the part of NGOs, but also hesitant: BP had yet to put its
wordss into practice. In 1999, BP piloted an internal emissions trading system; it was
adoptedd across the whole company in January 2000. External accounting and environmentall specialists for emissions verified the process for trading (BPAmoco, 1998). First
externall emissions trading within the UK system was reported in April 2002 (BP, 2002c).
Inn 2002, Browne presented a sequel speech and stated that the science and the
realityy of the risks were much clearer, as well as the costs of taking precautionary action.
However,, those were lower than many feared, which made climate change a manageable
problemm for BP (Browne, 2002:5): "Our aspiration is to sustain the reduction in emissions
wee have made. And by doing that to contribute to the world's long term goal of stabilisation.. That means...to go beyond petroleum. Not by abandoning oil and gas but by improvingg the ways in which it is used and produced. The help of others, partners, academic
community,, governments is needed to reach that goal."109
Ass early as October 1998, BP announced that it was cooperating with General
Motors,, Monsanto and the World Resources Institute on 'Safe Climate Sound Business',
aa pro- climate change action lobby group. In a March 2002 press release, BP stated that
itt had reached its climate change goals (a 10% reduction from the 1990 level by 2010),
eightt years early at no net cost. The target now was to contain net emissions at current
levelss over the next decade (despite plans to grow by 5.5 % a year) (BP press release,
2002)) through a combination of energy efficiency, flaring reductions, and lower-carbon
productss (BP, 1990).
Accordingg to BP, climate change action is now taken at all points in the chain, from
emissionss to consumption of the product: "Our best approach until new technologies are
economicallyy and widely available is therefore to supply energy based on less carbonintensivee fuels and to promote more efficient energy" (BP website, 2003). Solutions are
soughtt in five main areas: 1. Reducing climate impact of operations and products; 2. Promotingg flexible market instruments (e.g. emissions reduction joint implementation, projectbasedd credits); 3. Working with others to accelerate new energy technologies; 4. Participatingg in the policy process; and 5. Investing in research (in, amongst other things, the
separationn and storage of carbon).
Thee positions of merging partners ARCO and Amoco from BP's. On the one hand,
ARCOO (1998:11) acknowledged the climate issue almost as early as BP: 'Although scientificc debate continues, it is plausible that harmful alteration of the global climate may result
fromm increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere'. ARCO listed the
actionss it took (including emissions inventory, cleaner energy development, energy efficiencyy measures) but also stated that solutions should be rational and scientific research
unbiasedd (ARCO, 1998). On the other hand, Amoco was one of the early members of the
Globall Climate Coalition, opposing the Kyoto Protocol and, likewise, adopting the strategicc posture of most American companies. In its environmental reports, Amoco did not give

1099
In the same speech, Browne confirmed that BP would stop giving political donations as of April 2002. Accordingg to BP, the majority of the donations were a legacy of Amoco and ARCO acquisitions, for which donationss were an accepted way of political lobbying,
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anyy attention to climate change issues. Amoco's withdrawal from the Global Climate Coalitionn suggested that the BP view prevailed after the merger.
SustainableSustainable development
BP'ss position on sustainable development over the years is less obvious than its position
onn climate change. Supportive of the goals of sustainable development since their adoptionn at the Rio conference in 1992 (BP, 1996) and a signatory of the ICC business charterr for sustainable development and member of WBCSD, the company changed the
statuss of sustainable development from an innovative concept to normal proceedings:
"Sustainablee development has been described in terms of the triple bottom line [....] - we
reportt each year on our performance in these areas through the annual report, HSE facts
andd BP in the community" (BP, 1996:5). In 2000, the phrasing was somewhat softened
whenn BP stated that "financial, social and environmental performance are inseparable"
(2000:4);; BP now approached 'sustainable development both as an ethical imperative
andd a business opportunity, recognising that there are limits to what we can and should
do'' (BP, 2000:8). In the interviews, the concept of sustainable development was never
mentionedd unless explicitly asked for. This may be a coincidence but one interviewee
stated:: "A convenient basket term, what that embraces, we do in pieces." Another intervieweee stated that the business itself is unsustainable because it is not renewable, which
iss an opinion heard more frequently across companies. According to Perceval
(2003:111 7), Shell integrated sustainable development thinking more deeply into its structures,, systems and processes than BP, which had a predominantly risk management view
off sustainable development: "BP avoids potential damage that may result from emphasisingg sustainable development thinking at the expense of business value". In Perceval's
opinion,, the actual role of stakeholders in BP's process was confused, which confirms the
findingss here, while Shell had a specific commitment. Furthermore, BP's primary responsibilityy was to its shareholders and sustainable development was only considered to be importantt in the non-financial process, while at Shell it was perceived as fundamental to
overalll business strategy. Perceval (2003) also reported that contact information provided
byy BP on its website proved to be wrong in four out of ten randomly picked locations,
whichh casts doubts on the true extent of transparency.

9.44

Environmental structure

Focusingg on environmental structure, all three of the companies developed their EMS in
1997.. The companies use different abbreviations (Amoco and ARCO use EHS; BP uses
HSE);; those are copied in the text. As Table 9-5 shows, the cycle of the systems is similar
andd familiar, but their specificity varies.
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Tablee 9-5 BP: Environmental management systems and standards
Amoco Amoco
Namee of EMS

Achievingg Safety Excellence' (ASE) system remodelled to Safety, Health and Environmentall Excellence (ASHEE) mgt system (4 elements)

Since e

1996/1997 7

Application n

Anyy Amoco location in the world

Standard d

Amocoo Inter-national Standard of Care (ISOC)

Contentss of EMS

Businesss planning elements; Business performance elements; Measurement and assessment;; Performance improvement elements

Cycle e

Plan;; Perform; Assess; Improve

Specifications s

13 3

Otherr information

'Supportedd by an extensive set of management tools'

ARCO ARCO
Namee of EMS

Operatingg Excellence Systems - OES Framework (10 elements)

Since e

1997 7

Application n

Alll corporate units & operating companies

Standard d

Noo information

Contentss of EMS

Leadership,, commitment & involvement; Risk management; Personnel and training;
Designn and construction; Operations; Management of change; Third-party services;
Incidentt investigation; Emergency preparedness; OES- framework assessment

Cycle e

Plan;; Do; Measure; Check; Correct

Specifications s

48(15') )

Otherr information

Systemm builds on Standards, Procedures and Processes and establishes a selfassessmentt mechanism

BP BP
Namee of EMS

Gettingg HSE Right (13 elements)

Since e

1997 7

Application n

Alll business units

Standard d

ISO/EMAS S

Contentss of EMS

Leadership and accountability; Risk assessment and management; People training
andd behaviours; Working with contractors and others; Facilities design and construction;; Operations and maintenance; Management and change; Information and documentation;; Customers and products; Community and stakeholder awareness; Crisis
andd emergency management; Incidents analysis and prevention; Assessment, assurancee and improvement,

Cyclee

Plan Perform Measure Improve cycle

Specificationss

91 (3*)

Otherr information

Business units undertake risk assessments within the HSE framework, and develop
riskk mgt programmes. Those are translated into local mgt systems involving processes,, procedures & rules influencing behaviour.

Notes:: * ARCO defines the 'systems in place requirement' as having the following elements: 'scope and objectives;; procedures; responsible and accountable resources; verification and measurement; feedback mechanism'. .
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Amoco Amoco
Thee environmental structure of Amoco developed relatively early: it started in 1970. Subsequently,, the Environmental Conservation and Toxicology department (1979) was renamedd Environmental Affairs and Safety in 1982. The end of the 1980s brought decentralisationn of the environmental function to the operating companies and the creation of a
VPP in 1 9 8 7 : an evolving environmental culture had begun even before the 1 9 9 0 s
{Hoffman,, 1 9 9 7 : 9 9 - 1 2 8 ) . At the beginning of the 1 9 9 0 s , direction of the EHS programmess was provided by the EHS Council, the EHS Committee and the EHS Committee
off the Board, ail with different responsibilities (Amoco, 1992):
—— The EHS Council coordinated the implementation of the policy. It was chaired by the vice
presidentpresident of EHS (reporting to a vice chairman) and consisted of senior EHS managementment of the parent company and the operating companies;
-—— The EHS Committee reviewed and endorsed significant recommendations of the Council.
ItIt was comprised of senior operating company personnel. The EHS Board Committee
providedprovided further oversight of the Council and the EHS programmes. Installed in 1990, it
reviewedreviewed and kept the full board of directors informed of: EHS policies and standards;
structurestructure and results of program and process review managed by the EHS department;
programsprograms and results for safety, spill response, crisis management, air quality, waste
management,management, waste minimisation, and product stewardship; processes for identification
andand remediation of contaminated sites;
—— The EHS Committee of the Board was chaired by an outside director and had a majority
ofof outside directors.
Inn 1995, a shared services organisation seems to have replaced the EHS Committee; accordingg to Pratt, the reorganisation occurred in 1993 when all services were streamlined
(Pratt,, 2000). It worked in partnership with Amoco's 17 business groups (Amoco, 1995:i):
"Thee organisational change has transformed the process used to integrate EHS into the
business.. It has resulted in frequent application of management system approaches to
EHSS activities." Worldwide, 4 5 0 fulltime professionals distributed over the regions, work
inn those shared services (Amoco, 1995). The organisation also managed the audit programme;; this was previously performed by the EHS department. Implementation of the
policyy was still coordinated by the vice president of EHS, but was reported to the senior
vicee president of shared services, and not to the vice chairman (Amoco, 1995). In 1997,
thee EHS Board Committee met four times (Amoco, 1997).
Thee corporate EMS ('ASE'-system: 'Achieving Safety Excellence') developed on top of
thiss existing structure, by internal benchmarking of the SHE-MS developed by its subsidiaryy in Canada during 1996 (Amoco, 1996). This illustrates the possibilities for independentt action of subsidiaries or business units versus corporate initiatives. In 1997, Amoco
remodelledd the ASE system to ASHEE: 'Achieving Safety, Health and Environmental Excellence'' management system. The system was applicable to any Amoco location in the
world;; it had 13 specific requirements and adhered to an internal standard, which applied
thee minimum of ISOC.
ARCO ARCO
A R C O ' ss EMS was also a sequel to EH&S reviews, the EH&S policy, and EH&S principles1100 developed in the 1990s or before (ARCO, 1999). It was named Operating Exceln oo
1972: Health and Safety policy, Environmental policy, EH&S review (10 measures); 1985: EH&S reviews
movedd to operating companies; 1988: EH&S policy, supporting guidelines (9); 1990: EH&S principles (in responsee to ExxonValdez), compliance audits; 1997: Operating Excellence Systems (ARCO, 1999).
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lencee Systems, developed during 1996 and endorsed by top management in 1997. In the
OES-framework,, each operating unit was to manage its own system and full compliance
waswas expected to take 2 to 5 years. An increase of motivation seems to be the background
off the system: in its internal presentations, ARCO underlined that the system was not a corporatee initiative but was developed by operations. Further, it would not replace existing procedures,, and would not be "going away". Its aim was to: "establish clear expectations, organisee existing practices, define the concept of operational excellence, allow innovation by
operatingg units, promote continuous improvement, establish a self-assessment mechanism".
ARCOO explicitly stated that progress is the most important consideration and that there
weree no deadlines. The framework was not meant to replace existing systems, which were
usefull and successful. Strong emphasis was placed on legal and regulatory compliance.
Flexibilityy in achieving compliance was up to the facility, operating company or unit (ARCO,
n.d.:a).. According to ARCO management, the system was needed to improve efficiency,
enhancee innovation, clarify accountability, lower costs, provide guidance for changing organisations,, enhance reputation, and minimise future liabilities (ARCO, n.d.:b). A table on
thee corporate-wide status of the ARCO system in April 1999 showed that of 16 ARCOinternationall upstream operations, 25% had a draft guidance document, 44% needed a
guidancee document, 25% needed help working in line with the guidance document and
onlyy 6% (n=1) had a management approved guidance document (ARCO, 1999:9).

BP BP
Inn 1997, BP distributed the manual "Getting HSE Right" to its employees. Before the introductionn of "Getting HSE Right", BP had a system defined by commitment and managementt expectations; further development was up to the business units 'based on their
riskk exposure, good practice and specific circumstances' (BP, 1996:5). "Getting HSE
Right"" changed this to a more structured approach. The manual included the BP HSE
Managementt System Framework and the HSE Expectations adopted by all BP managers.
Thee core of the strategy was the implementation of the 13 points of the Operations Integrityy Assurance System, under which the system is run (BP, 1997). These points outlined
thee requirements for the management of: safety and accident prevention; plant and
equipmentt integrity; pollution prevention; energy conservation; personal, occupational and
environmentall health; personal/physical security; product stewardship; and sustainable
managementt (BPAmoco, 1999). The framework was used to drive the development of
completee management systems by the business units (BPAmoco, 1999:1):
—— "These encompass the complete spectrum of health, safety and environmental risk man
agementagement including personal security, technical /operational integrity of facilities and
equipment,equipment, and product stewardship. They are the boundaries within which all m
mustmust operate."
—— "Business unit leaders must communicate the HSE expectations to their teams and are
accountableaccountable for delivery of HSE performance. Each business unit shall have do
systemssystems in place to meet the expectations, including justification where necessary,
whywhy certain expectations are not applicable to that business unit."
Similarr to the previous system, control in "Getting HSE Right" remained with the business
units;; existing processes were considered sufficient as long as conformity with the system
couldd be demonstrated. Although BP Amoco stated that it had drawn the best of the systemss after the merger, it was difficult to see exactly what changes were made from this
perspectivee of analysis. In 2003, BP introduced the HSE Advisors' Programme to support
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strategy,, policy and implementation, and a HSE Staff Development and Deployment Networkk for human resources management of HSE staff {BP, 2003).
ComparingComparing the systems
Accordingg to internal documents, the BP and ARCO EMS were comparable in their key
processes:: delivering EHS assurance; behaviour; HSE risk management; crisis and emergencyy management; major incident and high potential incident reporting; incident investigationn guidelines; HSE performance targets; HSE reporting requirements; joint ventures
andd other operational relationships; HSE reporting definitions; health management; and
thee HSE toolbox. However, according to ARCO's internal documentation (1999), the
"Gettingg HSE Right"-BP system was: not clearly defined; had a narrow EH&S focus insteadd of a broad concept of operational excellence; was prescriptive instead of flexible
expectations;; and may have had difficulties in achieving continuous improvement due to
thee lack of a systematic approach.
Inn 1998, the company referred to the impact of its decentralised structure on environmentall management: 'BP Amoco has 1 26 business units operating around the world.
Eachh reports directly to a member of one of the executive committees in London. With
suchh a flat structure, effective management systems and assurance processes are critical
too HSE performance' (BPAmoco, 1998b:2). The similarity between both BP's and
ARCO'ss system and their history of development seemed to be the approach to decentralisee responsibilities and commitment. ARCO especially showed an effort to convince
operatingg companies of the value of the system by pointing out that numerous operating
peoplee had been involved in its development. The same applies to Amoco where the corporatee system was built in line with the Amoco Canada system, and not modelled by corporatee level alone. One interviewee confirmed this decentralised approach when discussingg the main changes in the EMS. He stated that, in 1990, environmental issues were not
somethingg they thought was a globally important issue that needed to be handled in a systematicc way, and at the corporate level: "It was very much for businesses and sites to do
ass they saw fit". Another interviewee was amazed how basic the system was at first, and
howw little regulation there was in some [European] countries. BP was a very flat organisationn and left "space to do things, [there was] very little in terms of process". Since 1997,
thiss had changed a lot, as several interviewees stated. However, another interviewee said
thatt BP has had internal reporting on environmental issues since the 1980s.
Thee mergers impacted the environmental structure as well. Some interviewees
pointedd out that thinking and operating in the companies was quite different; the consequencess of the merger were still observed and employees were still aware of their former
company.. The exact content of those differences were hard to grasp, interviewees said:
"Americaa meets Europe" and "We still have Amoco and BP people." Another interviewee
confirmedd that BP took a less prescriptive approach than Amoco. However, consensus on
thee effect of the merger did not emerge, as illustrated by interviewee statements (see
Tablee 9-6):
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Tablee 9-6 The effects of the merger on environmental management
DisruptionDisruption or at least change:
••

"A lot of disruption in general terms. BPs environmentall system was fairly closely aligned with the
businesss process, it meant almost a pause or a
stop,, to explain our approach again."
•• "It will take more years to come out as one set of
rules;; it takes time to get data, to start getting up."
•• "It impacted greatly."
•• "The danger is that ad hoc comments are becomingg strategy; that is not sufficient. Unification of
thee strategy is work in progress; some areas are
welll defined (greenhouse gasses), others are not
maturee yet (product stewardship, water)."

Change was not that large
• "It went very well."
• "Amoco gave higher priority to safety than to environment; more impact on safety."
• "[The merger] gives more opportunities to improve:
BP's goals and aspirations about climate change,
Amoco's process going beyond that."

Source:: Interviews with BP employees

Anotherr reason why the merger changed the engagement in environmental management
wass the increase in size: global consistency is more difficult without control from the corporatee level. However, businesses still had to make their own interpretations. As one intervieweee remarked: "What tends to happen is that goals get to be translated [when going
down]] to the people who hold the contracts." The commitment, stimulated by the Helios
Awardss for employee/team achievements, and the policies and standards are the other
aspectss in this perspective. Another interviewee remarked that "You don't need a big centralizedd staff in order to be pro-active"; in BP, the HSE role is to support the actual delivery
inn the businesses. In this perspective, it remained unclear whether the environmental impactt assessment (EIA) is a mandatory element of the EMS; the interviews showed that the
proceduree for the EIA is driven by the regulatory context and had not yet been defined
precisely,, although the EIA itself was part of the company process to evaluate the investments.. In 2001, BP (2001) reported that environmental and social impact assessments
(ESIA)) were substantial exercises involving many months of scientific research, field studiess and dialogue with local and national organisations (local communities, regulators and
NGOs). .
InternationalInternational standards
BPP uses ISO 14001 as its main standard (though business units can also decide to use
EMAS).. According to the interviewees, the establishment of ISO was primarily driven by
thee public eye in order to recognise the setting of targets. ISO's benefits were considered
too be its rigour, its structured approach plus planning in advance instead of being reactive:
—— If it is used properly it can be well integrated into the business management system, then
itt is complementary and not an add-on'.
Throughoutt the company internally, the choice for ISO got a mixed reception; some sites
alreadyy had EMAS and had to be convinced of the benefits of ISO as yet just another system.. Heritage facilities of Amoco and ARCO met with 'a new way of thinking', according
too an interviewee, and had to be taken to 'the same lines', to really establish the benefits of
ISO.. However, several interviewees indicated that the main concern with ISO was how to
usee it more effectively to actually improve performance at the group level. In this regard, an
intervieweee pointed out that demonstrating continuous improvement is important internally
ass well, in order to maintain confidence in the system.
Inn 1997, BP set the target for all of its 47 major sites to be certified as meeting
ISOO 14001 by 2000. In 1998, the number of main sites had almost tripled to 139; the
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targett was still to certify all major sites but the year 2000 was no longer mentioned. The
figuress below show that the 1997 target had still not been met by 2002. Verified environmentall statements of the certified operations were shown on the website.
Tablee 9-7 BP & ISO-certification of major sites
ISO O

Notes s

1998 8

300 sites*

--

2000 0

43%% (60 of 139)

Differencess per division: Chemicals 58%, E&P: 35%

2001 1

73% %

--

2002 2

92% %

--

** In 1998, 12 sites had EMAS certification. Source: Environmental reports.
Inn the interviews, B P e m p l o y e e s did not a g r e e on the effect of joint ventures on environmentall standards: the statements in T a b l e 9 - 8 illustrate this diversity.

Tablee 9-8 BP interviewees & opinions on the effect of JV on environmental standards
Positive? Positive?
"Thee pressure to improve performance is felt by all
memberss of the industry"
"Inn China, it is a pragmatic conversation. Once they
realisee that they end up working in a better environment.. But it is not easy though the business
casee can be made quite powerful."
"Wee have managed to influence partners in JVs
quitee significantly. On the other side, we have big
debatess on investments because some of our
partnerss don't agree with our environmental position..... but we have demonstrated ... some of the
valuess this may bring."
"Itt was a business decision that [the Algerian state
companyy Sonatrac] together with us will be the
firstt BP EP project to re-inject C02. That did not
comee from corporate, it came from the business
decisionn that they would invest this amount of
money.. For Sonatrac, it is major breakthrough, Algeriaa does not have any Kyoto commitments yet."
"Itt makes the industry move more cohesively than
youu would find in one company who is operating
completelyy independently. In E&P, there are lot of
JVss and everything is done in partnership so everybodyy tend to be doing more or less the same
thing." "
"HSEE people doing ElAs are on permanent loan to
thee M&A group,"
"Insurancee funds are asking questions."
"Evenn Exxon is starting to talk to NGOs."

Negative? Negative?
"Thee primary thing is that if a company takes a
fundamentall position, it has no effect if a company
iss determined to do this. The secondary thing is
whenn you have only 5% interest; the third thing is
thatt complexity can be used as an excuse."
"Inn Russia, it is a major embarking: 5 0 % ownership.. We will have to set the standards and we do
knoww that there are many problems. JVs, they are
differentt but not as much an obstacle as people
believee they are."
"Inn Russia, it goes to the fundamentals."
"Itt is difficult when you get outvoted by your partners,, when you get outvoted what you have to do
iss you just have to slowly work your way around
throughh the operations to improve things. As you
knoww we have a different stance to Exxon, and
wheree Exxon is partner we do have difficult discussions,, unless economic benefit is shown they
won'tt support it. Because that is their stance; everythingg comes down to the bottom line."
"itt obviously makes it more difficult .... our policy is
too always try to influence partners. It is one of the
difficultiess we are facing."
"Whatt we stand for is a powerful document, it is a
blankk cheque. It puts pressure on you out front to
sett the boundaries of the operations."
"[Wee ask ourselves] whether we believe we can
makee it better, then we accept the time frame to
doo that, is it still okay then is the question."

Source:: Interviews with BP employees

EnvironmentalEnvironmental performance reporting
Turningg now to environmental performance reporting as the next element of structure, annuall reports and environmental reports of the three companies have been examined (see
Annexx VI). In the annual reports, the information changed from 'words only' to richer data
inn later years. Both American companies did not provide figures of improvement over the
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years,, with the exception of some percentages for emissions. BP noted cost pressures for
explorationn arising from: the aim to improve safety and environmental performance; the
needd to maintain ageing facilities; and also higher charges from suppliers. According to
BPP (1990a), those all posed a challenge to profitability. In 1995, BP stated that its performancee had notably improved but that

'there is still much more for us to do' (BP,

1995b:1).. By 2 0 0 3 , BP stated it was collecting data on a number of parameters, includingg discharges to water, waste and air emissions as well as oil spills 'on specific events'.
However,, this focus was not apparent in the presentation of BP's external report.
Nevertheless,, a trend for richer data is observed in the HSE reports. In 2003, on its
website,, BP even presented HSE data charting tools with which one can download raw
data.. Here BP stated that it requested data from its 190 operations, although it is unclear
whetherr all of these operations responded positively to the request. BP was the only
companyy of the three, which stated it had expanded the scope of reporting to all major BP
operations.. BP benchmarked both reporting and its performance data in several groups in
orderr to discuss best practices and system procedures; from 1995 until the merger, BP
evenn gave a complete overview of regional and site breakdown of the data. However, the
companyy again struggled with the way it wanted to present data. One interviewee confirmedd this:
—— "One of the concerns is when to produce the data, it is not clear how stakeholders understandderstand the data: disclosure is not the same as transparency, graphs do not tell the
story." story."
—— "Emissions and discharges were the issues at the beginning of the 1990s, access to energyergy and freshwater are more difficult issues to tackle in a sustainable way."
Fromm 1995 onwards, the company focused on four HSE indicators (two of which are environmental:: hydrocarbon emissions to air and discharges to water), but frequently mentionedd that it needed to have much more data. In addition, amongst other things, data on
oill spills and energy conservation are mentioned. This makes BP's presentation seemingly
moree structured than that of Amoco and A R C O . Over the years, the company mostly refrainedd from setting performance targets as it did in 1996 (BP, 1996:5):
—— Achieve year-on-year continuous improvement by reducing the sums of overall air, water
andand waste emissions per unit of production from our operations;
—— Reduce annual hydrocarbon emissions by 165.000 tonnes by 2001 (50% of the 1995tevet); tevet);
—— Gain external verification of EMS at sites having the potential to cause significant impacts
onon major sites by 2000.
Accordingg to BP, the diversity and transparency of its management system challenged
everyonee to improve HSE performance continuously. It also mentioned an HSE toolbox on
thee intranet containing good operations practices knowledge and audit protocols; HSE
targetss were included in performance contracts of all line managers (BP, 1997) at all levelss both for individuals and teams. A part of the remuneration of managing directors and
seniorr managers was determined by BP HSE performance:
—— "HSE targets are included in performance contracts at all levels, both for individuals and
forfor teams. A part of the remuneration of our managing directors and senior managers is
determineddetermined by BP's HSE performance" (BP, 1996:5)
—— "Accountability for managing our social and environmental impact is written into business
managersmanagers individual contracts. These contain specific objectives and firm deadlines for
deliverydelivery during the year' (BP, 2002a:20).
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However,, the exact way this works and a single answer concerning the exact formula for
calculatingg remuneration in relation to environmental issues were not given in the interviews;; some of the environmental aspects would be mandatory and, at the group level, the
HSEE VP would set the standard for remuneration after confirmation by his superior:
—— "It goes all the way down to the lower levels."
—— "The executive level apply that plus some extra and cascade it down, that way the group
performanceperformance aspects form the back bone of the system."
—— "It depends on the appropriateness of the targets for the individual"; "In the pure sense,
possiblypossibly a small percentage but I think you have to look at the importance we place on
operatingoperating within our policy framework."

Anotherr interviewee added that the actual workings of remuneration require a lot of judgment:: "If people are in line with the intent of the standards and achieve the targets, then
wee are comfortable. We tend to find occasionally that to achieve targets, some policies
weree sacrificed... so we try to discourage that by eliminating non-conformance in the
standardd area. But, if you look at the remuneration and the aspects of HSE and financial
performance,, it is an integrated package."
Withh regard to the consistency of the data, BP (1998b:2) that "HSE performance
iss measured with a range of parameters relevant to local risks and regulatory requirements,
ass well as metrics defined across the BP Amoco group to compare and benchmark performance."" However, it is unclear whether this is a change from previous measurement
techniques.. One of the interviewees explained that several boundaries are associated with
dataa collection: events boundaries; continuous bases operational control boundaries;
managementt control boundaries (they count 100%); equity share boundaries (count for
theirr part), and the product side. He also underlined that the biggest impact lays in the
productss and not in the facilities.
Inn its first merger report (BPAmoco, 1998b:1), the company stated that aggregationn of the data from Amoco and BP was impossible due to inconsistencies in definitions:
withinn BP and Amoco more than 75 separate metrics were found, "many with slightly differentt definitions, a few exactly the same and others significantly different". Aggregation of
thee data could therefore not be justified and harmonisation of data is on the agenda for
1999.. One of the interviewees stated that the group has reporting guidelines that define
whatt the 190 reporting units have to report; this process would have begun in 1991 and
becamee more sophisticated over time. Data inconsistencies were 'absolutely a problem';
butt the misstatement is less than 5% by now [2003]. Further difficulty lay in the different
attitudess companies had vis-a-vis environmental standards, and in the complications of
ownership.. As an interviewee stated: "Financial ownership versus the need to feel responsibilityy for the environment; dilemma to own the oil, but not the gas, but own the flare." At
(eastt since 1992, Amoco used to apply the International Standard of Care (ISOC) which
sett minimum standards for seven categories (environment, risk management, product
stewardship,, occupational exposure, protective equipment, employee and vehicle safety).
Environmentall items in these categories were waste management, groundwater, spill preventionn and response and product stewardship. Groundwater was programme guided,
productt stewardship is subject to performance requirement, and spill prevention and responsee were controlled by a combination. At least from 1995 onwards, additional environmentall items with programme guidance were surface water and air quality (Amoco,
1995).. According to Amoco, in many locations the standards were beyond regulatory
compliancee (Amoco, 1992).
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Inn the style of reporting, the first post-merger year of 1999 represented a change.
Thee company still reported on the items, previously selected by BP. However, it did no
longerr mention targets and referred the reader to a continuously updated report on its
websitee for further information. In the 2000 report, BP reported on biodiversity for the first
time,, although it stated that it had worked on conservation for many years (BP, 2000). In
20011 and 2002, the attention for the issue was maintained (BP, 2001a; 2002a).
Thee reports for both 2001 and 2002 are interpreted as the result of a repositioning
withh an eye on stakeholder dialogue. In 2001, performance results were discussed in
wordss only; without mentioning targets or comparisons. The intention seemed to be that
thee website should be visited to get those data. However, in 2002, comparisons on the
basiss of actual figures were shown again. In this report, BP acknowledged that its performancee was criticised by both the media and socially responsible investors. Probably to
showw its awareness, the company summarised a list of achievements and challenges (BP,
2002b). .
MonitoringMonitoring and verification
Accordingg to interviewees, BP regularly updated the monitoring of projects through an internall website and had an overall review every six months of both policies and procedures.
BPP and Amoco each gave attention to HSE audits in their 1990 annual reports. A review
off the monitoring procedures of the three companies resulted in the table below (Table
9-9).. Amoco initiated a compliance review function in 1982 when it centralised its corporatee environmental department. According to Hoffman (1997), the driving force behind
thatt unit was the elevation of environmental responsibilities to upper management levels.
Inn 1993, it was succeeded by the "Program and Process Review". According to Hoffman
(1997:102;11 29) "a more sophisticated and internally directed auditing effort" in which environmentall considerations were part of a weighted risk factor. The change meant going
fromm mere compliance to the management of issues.
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Tablee 9-9 BP's audit system
Amoco o
Auditt programmee

ARCO O

BP P

Programme and Process Review:
Before start of sysregulatory compliance, Amoco poli- tem in 1997, interciess and standards, management
nal env. audits
systemss
"when env. was a
-- 1992: Programme reengineered
major risk"; In EMS,
too incorporate management system compliance audits
approachh to ensure continued imbut "it did not maprovementt rather than point-in-time ture enough to have
problemm solving
a real pattern." (4)
-- Detailed written protocols and
proceduress to ensure comprehensivee and consistent reviews (1)

2 0 0 1 :: assurance audits, business
unitt peer reviews & annual internal
self-assessmentss and external
assessmentt every three years (7)

Start t

Earlyy 1980s

Noo information

Applicationn

- 1992 Facilities are targeted for
Noo information
revieww on basis of their size, complexityy and potential risk; since
19888 joint ventures and non-US
facilitiess included (1),
-- 1995 risk ranking system , higher
rankedd sites visited more frequently
(2) )

Visitss

- 1992
Tried to make them Assurancee mgt system periodic-ally
Approximatelyy 30 reviews each year every three years
too provide a review of key internal
(1);; reports includes numbers on
(4)
controls s
distributionss among business units
andd on compliance measures
-- 1995: between 20-30 assessmentss each year (2)
-- 1997: nearly 20 assess-ments
eachh year (3)

Teamm

- 1992 teams of 4-14 EHS profs, Noo information
ledd by full time EHS auditors from
centrall staff plus independent team
memberss from a pool of > 200
specialists.. Periodic training/
coursess for both internal and externall specialists (1)
-- 1995: up to 16 people per team
(2) )

Noo information

Followw up

- 1992 Reporting to mgt responsi- Noo information
blee & specified levels higher mgt
pluss annual report to BoD (1)

Noo information

Externall

- 1995 gov. inspections by federal,
statee and local agencies; because
off ISO for half of major operations
(2)) (number of citations also reportedd in several reports)

Sept 1995 first audit by Her Majesty'ss Inspec-torate of Pollution at
Hull-site,, BPmajor chem..plant (8).

1998 8

Noo information

1996:: Audits reviews & selfassessmentss (5)
1998:: Risks assessments & HSE
assurancee Formal audits are carried
outt regularly by internal and externall specialists (6)

Noo information

Sources:: (1) Amoco, 1992; (2) Amoco, 1995; (3) Amoco, 1997; (4) interviews with company representatives;
(5)) BP, 1996; (6) BPAmoco, 1998a; (7) BP, 2001 a/b; (8) BP, 1995b.

Forr BP, the system developed from regular assurance provided to senior managers and
thee board of directors (BP, 1996) to a comprehensive system of internal control in 2001
(BP,, 2001a). In 1998, BP (1998:2) stated:
—— "Each business unit leader provides assurance to the group's senior management that
thethe HSE management systems are working effectively in his or her business unit. This is
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anan ongoing process that involves conversations about HSE risk management, analysis of
incidentsincidents that may have occurred, performance reporting and analysis of trends and discussioncussion of audit results. The process is summarised by every business unit in an annual
HSEHSE report. These reports may also be subject to audit, through an internal HSE assuranceance audit system. BP Amoco's board of directors, through its ethics and environment
assuranceassurance committee, reviews the HSE management system in the organisation annually
andand receives assurance that the system is effective. The board has responsibility for the
HSEHSE policy which it reviews in the light of the assurance received."
Thee internal document "Getting HSE right, A guide for BP managers" referred to assurancee audits, business unit peer reviews and annual internal self-assessments as well as
externall assessment every three years (BP, 2001b). But the document did not tell whether
thesee actions were already happening in a mandatory fashion and/or need to be implementedd in the future.
However,, over the years, BP has verified its environmental reports. In the first issues,, the recommendation of the verifying party focused on systems improvement and
targett setting; site visits were not made in 1994. In the verifications, the auditors emphasisedd that formal rules for verification are non-existent. The company gave extraordinary
attentionn to internal compliance and included external sources, as a form of stakeholder
dialogue.. This last aspect possibly confirms BP's struggle with monitoring of compliance
andd living up to expectations; the potential ambition for a higher performance cannot be
readd from the actual statement.

9.55

Conclusions

Becausee of the merger of three companies in two institutional environments, BP is a rather
complicatedd case. In contrast to Shell, pre-merger BP did not experience a catalyst event.
However,, Amoco, one of the merging partners, encountered one in the late 1970s. This
stimulatedd Amoco in its early action with regard to environmental issues. It issued an environmentall policy as early as 1982, and, with the rise of societal concern and institutional
demands,, it continuously tried to show an active corporate posture to underline the sector'ss capacity for self-regulation. A R C O , a much smaller company, did not aim at this kind
off leadership, but successfully aimed for commercial gain by means of environmental innovationn of its products. As an early reporter, BP also undertook environmental action
ratherr early, a position it claimed was stimulated by its international experience in the US
context.. Over the years, BP started to show hesitation in its claim for environmental leadership,, but with the merger, the company confirmed these intentions, especially by its positionn on the subject of climate change. However, the further contents of its environmental
strategyy remained somewhat non-transparent, although the development of its managementt systems and the trend for richer data in performance reporting did alleviate some of
thiss perceived inadequacy.
Thee absence of a catalyst did not prevent BP from taking environmental action.
Duee to its presence in the American context, the company started early on with environmentall management. In the late 1990s, the company saw an opportunity to profile itself on
climatee issues - this seemed to be stimulated by its high exposure in relation to its level of
internationalisation.. For Amoco, a combination of a catalyst event as well as this institutionall driver is observed. A R C O approached environmental issues from a more technical,
competitivee advantage perspective. According to BP, its own highly decentralised struc-
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turee demanded an independent and decentralised development of its system. But by
2002,, the consistency of its environmental principles across specific structures of ownershipp had resulted in a wide variety of opinions, illustrating further complexity; the nature
andd frequency of the implementation of monitoring systems remained relatively nontransparent.transparent. Further, the effect of the merger is complicating the unification of approaches
andd its external exposure. In addition, the occurrence of discussions on BP's operations in
aa wide variety of locations put BP's reputation at stake. The question is not whether, but
whenn one of these incidents will turn into a larger publicised event to really put the companyy on the environmental map.
Inn light of the above, BP's environmental alignment can be characterised as somewhatt imbalanced; it was considered liable to merger effects and less well-functioning
publicc relations; these hinder the promulgation of a single, strong message. Figure 9-2
showss that the three companies had different starting positions. ARCO started on the
crossroadss of the figure: due to its competitive, technical focus, it combines an intermediatee policy commitment and implementation approach. Amoco had a liability-driven active
implementationn with a high commitment, while pre-merger BP is positioned slightly under
ARCO.. However, post-merger BP is positioned in the fourth quadrant. Its order of alignmentt is characterised as 'on the brink of second-order fit'. The company is not completely
transparent;; therefore, it cannot leave the first order of alignment, 'simple consistency' behind.. An increase in transparency and a more clearly structured and expanded environmentall strategy might help to solve this problem. However, the question even arises
whether,, in some instances, the first level of alignment is reached at all: the thunderboltsignn in the figure indicates BP's fragility in its operations. A multiplicity of examples of controversiall operations and problems attached to them, e.g. the operations in Russia, stood
outt in the examination. With regard to the direction of the alignment relationship, BP presentss a combination as well - this time as a result of its merger process: strategy executionn with a cost focus for former ARCO; technology transformation for former Amoco; and
potentially,, competitive potential for BP itself, at least as far as its climate position is concerned. .
Figuree 9-2 BP's position in the corporate greening model
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TotalFinaElf: Unsystematic Alignment from the Single
Setting g

TotalFinaElff (TFE) is the combination of three companies. In two of those, the French governmentt used to have a substantial interest: TOTAL Compagnie Frangaise des Pétroles,
andd Société National Elf-Aquitaine (see Box 10A). In France, both companies together
controll half of the market, with both of them having large overseas markets. Another commonn characteristic was the control by strong state intervention in a 'dirigiste' style of policy
making.. Interviewees commented on the French style as 'more flexible', 'more pragmatic'
andd 'less inclined for systems'. According to Buchan and Mallet (2001), US and UK companiess envied the 'quintessential Frenchness' of non-interference of company affairs by
thee state, which they illustrate by a quote of CEO Desmarest: "The French government is
perfectlyy aware - and we agree - that it is not for private companies to take it upon themselvess to get governments [such as Burma] to change their policies."
Boxx 10A. TFE: the history of merging partners
TOTALL Compagnie Frangaise des Pétroles
Inn 1924, 'Compagnie Frangaise des Pétroles' (CFP) was launched to develop French oil interests in the
Middlee East. The government took 3 5 % of the shares (40% of the votes) and 10% of the shares in its
refiningg subsidiary CFR (Compagnie Francaise de Raffinage) (Grayson, 1981:25;50). CFR's goal was to
developp the refining industry in the protected French market; petroleum marketers were obliged to take
25%% of their requirements from CFR. The brand name TOTAL was introduced from 1957 onwards {from
19533 onwards in West Africa), to strengthen its position in the competition of the early 1950s (Grayson,
1981).. In the 1960s, CFP began to diversify in France (besides its refining and distribution activities
worldwide).. Notwithstanding nationalisation of assets in several countries in the 1970s', CFP became a
sizable,, fully integrated company in the 1980s (Grayson, 1981). Its name changed first in 1985 to TOTAL
Compagniee Francaise des Pétroles (TOTAL CFP) and then, in 1991, to TOTAL. In 1992, the French state
reducedd its stake in TOTAL from 31.7% to 5.2 %; capital opened for employees in 1994.

Sociétéé National Elf-Aquitaine
Inn the search for French oil, a rather complicated multiplicity of government-sponsored firms were created
inn France at least from 1945 onwards. As Grayson (1981:88) states: 'In thirty years, the Bureau Recherchee des Pétroles (BRP), starting as an interventionary policy body and holding company, had transformed
itselff into a managerially active investment and exploration company, then into a producing and refining
group,, BRP and UGP, into an operating company, ERAP, and finally [1976] into a fully integrated oil
company,, SNEA [Société National Elf-Aquitaine]'. SNEA's brandname Elf appeared as early as April
1967.. By 1996, the company was completely privatised

AA merger between the companies, for reasons of strength on the competitive international
marketss and financial viability, had been predicted from the 1970s onwards (Grayson,
1981:36).. But only in November 2000, some 20 years later, did the merger become a
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fact;; it made TFE a top 5 company in the industry; in 2002, TFE had 121,469 employees,
andd operations in more than 120 countries (TFE, 2002a:115; 43). At the time of the
merger,, the stake of the government had been reduced enormously. In May 2003, the
neww name, Total, was adopted to indicate the spiritual completion of the merger and to
benefitt from the service station's network brand name recognition. Additionally, the name
leftt behind several unpleasant memories, attached to the old name, especially of Elf Aquitaine. .
Similaritiess with the BP case are the high level of internationalisation and the
mergerr experience, both illustrate similarity. In contrast to BP, TFE is in contrast located in
aa single institutional context: France, which has been shaped by a 1928 petroleum law
characterisedd by quota, controls and obligations (Grayson, 1981:24)111. Last but not least,
thiss third company analysed in the case studies is characterised by TOTAL'S position as
ann extremely late reporter. The combination of all these differences leads to further examinationn of the development of environmental alignment in the petroleum industry.

10.11

Strategy and structure

TOTALTOTAL & strategy
TOTALL was a medium-sized company but one of the five largest oil companies in Europe:
Itt had operations in some 80 countries and generated more than 70% of its sales outside
off France (TOTAL, 1990:2). According to the company, its employment of nationals resultedd in an "open-minded treatment of issues and mutual enrichment ... creating a truly
internationall culture." (TOTAL, 1990:9) TOTAL was broadly diversified, including interests
inn shipping and the production and sales of uranium. The main focus in E&P was to step
upp the development expenditures and to increase production by almost 50% in the next
fivee years; in addition, existing infrastructure in well-developed areas would allow for
economiess of scale. Activities in new areas 'overlooked for either political or technical reasons'' would be increased as well (e.g. Vietnam, Syria, Cuba) (TOTAL, 1990:37). In its
strategicc priorities, TOTAL referred to environmental issues: "to boost product quality and
reliabilityy while safeguarding the environment" (TOTAL, 1990:2).
Byy 1995, TOTAL'S growth in production and reserves stemmed primarily from developmentss in Europe, South America and Asia. "A core strength that differentiates
TOTALL from its competitors is our well-positioned portfolio of high-quality exploration and
developmentt projects, which includes a leading position in the growing LNG industry": an
emphasiss on natural gas (TOTAL, 1995:6). According to Buchan and Mallet (2001),
TOTALL CFP turned its nickname - "Can't Find Petroleum"- on its head by achieving an
"enviablee professional reputation for finding oil at the lowest cost in the industry", in the
secondd half of the 1990s.
ElfElf Aquitaine & strategy
Elff Aquitaine profiled itself as 'a major petrochemical company active from wellhead to
gasolinee pump' (Elf, 1990:i). Broadly diversified, including a health and beauty products
1111
To facilitate the development of a national industry, French companies received 54.2% of the quota for
crudee imports; they had the obligation to take a certain percentage of the crude supplies ('devoir national'). In
thee 1940s, an intensive search for French oil developed all over the French empire; in 1949 and 1951, oil was
foundd in the national territory of Aquitaine. Other exploration finds were in Gabon, Algeria, and Congo. Until
today,, France has continued to rely on imports as its major source of oil.
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division,, the company (Elf, 1990:2-3) had three strategic objectives in 1990: 1. To increasee oil and gas reserves to 500 million metric tons {over 3.5 billion barrels); 2. To
boostt international downstream activities; 3. To have Elf's share price reflect its quality.
Inn 1990, the stake of the French state in Elf Aquitaine was 55.6%, in 1995, this
wass reduced to 10% (Elf, 1995:6). m In 1995, Elf named as its general strengths: rigorous
management;; sustained research efforts; technological know-how; respect for the environment;; and, a 'promising outlook especially in oil exploration, specialty chemicals and
healthh and beauty' (Elf, 1995:4). Elf's goal was to internationalise, enhance profitability,
andd become a leader in each sector in the coming 10 years. By 1995, the company had
explorationn activities in 27 countries and became Europe's fourth largest producer of naturall gas (Elf, 1995:4). Rigorous cost management in the last two years had reduced Elf's
sensitivityy to economic conditions: production costs per barrel had been lowered ($4.40
too $3.30); the debt-to-equity ratio had dropped from (49% to 38%) (Elf, 1995:1) and the
Groupp disposed of non-strategic industrial businesses and financial interests. The goals
forr E&P were to establish a third group of oil producing subsidiaries (e.g. Syria, Ecuador
andd Oman) to complement operations in Europe's North Sea and Africa's Gulf of Guinea
andd to benefit from the growth in the gas market (Elf, 1995:10).
TotalFinaElfTotalFinaElf & strategy
Thee merged company had operations in more than 100 countries; its activities spanned all
aspectss of the industry: upstream, downstream, and chemicals. It had an interest in 27 refineriess (in 1999) and 20,000 service stations concentrated in Europe and Africa (TFE,
2000a:4).. The three main production zones for the upstream division were the North Sea,
Africaa and the Middle East. The company was a major supplier in the booming market of
gas.. In 2000, its interests in six liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants were to account for
aboutt 50% of the world's liquefaction capacity (TFE, 2000a: 13).
TotalFinaElff considered its major strengths to be its success rate in exploration; its
reservee growth potential; and its expertise in the implementation of new technologies
(deepp offshore, extra-heavy oil, extended reach wells and multiphase pumping). The
strategiess applied successfully for TOTAL were to be continued: upstream growth was
topp priority for the Group, between 60-65 % of the Group's future investments are directedd at exploration-production projects (1999) and developing large, low-cost oil and
gass projects (TFE, 2000a: 12). TFE's presence in projects in relatively new zones with low
technicall costs (e.g. West Africa, Iran and the Gulf of Mexico) was considered a strength
resultingg from the merger TFE, 2000a:11).
Inn 2002, TFE profiled itself as an international oil and gas company - not an energy
company.. The company set ambitious goals: 'to set the standard not only with our financiall performance, but also with our stringent requirements for operational safety, environmentall protection and stronger ties with all parties that have a stake in our activities. Their
combinedd effects on value creation, safety, and sustainable development are key to the
futuree success of TotalFinaElf (TFE, 2002a:2). For the period 2002-2007, the goal was
ann average production growth of 5% per year which, according to TFE, was twice the rate
targetedd by competitors (TFE, 2002a:2;4).
TFEE followed the internationalisation trend and was an absolute top scorer in 2002,
duee to the merger. Elf Aquitaine used to be medium-scorer but had already climbed to the
1,22
In 1995, employees own 4%; French institutions 27%, foreign institutions 35%, other individuals: 24%.
(Elf,, 1995:6).
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highh scoring category by 1994; where it stayed until the merger. The figures make clear
thatt TFE was implementing its leadership aim to internationalise. In this regard, TOTAL explicitlyy mentioned its presence in politically tense countries in 1990; Elf reported in that
samee year to be the first entering the complex context of the USSR after the ending of the
Coldd War. With regard to vertical integration, TOTAL was hardly vertically integrated as a
stand-alonee company {1 7.7% for 1992); but the percentage slowly increased. The merger
withh Elf Aquitaine boosted its percentage to 38.6% in 2002, which approaches the averagee percentage. The change is mostly attributed to Elf Aquitaine's figure of vertical integration,, which started at 30.6% in 1992, climbing to 36.3% in 1998, and 29.6% in 1999.
Structure Structure

TOTALTOTAL & structure
Inn April 1990, TOTAL changed its management structure. On a worldwide basis, six businessess were to control upstream operations, trading and Middle East, downstream operations,, mining, chemicals, and portfolio investment (Omnium Financier de Paris). Some divisionss were supported by area management (such as in the Middle East) and by regional
delegationss (the Far East, Eastern Europe, and the UK). Further, the holding company's
stafff was organised around the following functions: finance, strategy and planning, human
resourcess and communication, and general administration. The executive committee was
TOTAL'SS main decision-making body for decisions concerning the whole Group; it preparedd holding company Board decisions. Part of the change was a clarification of ground
rules,, chain of command, and strategic procedures, and the introduction of systematic
managementt control (TOTAL, 1990). In 1995, the six business were reorganised into
threee 'profit centres' (TOTAL, 1995):
—— Upstream (exploration and production, the Middle East, and the coal, gas and electricity
activitiesactivities of the former Trading and Middle East segment);
—— Downstream (refining and marketing, trading, shipping of the former Trading and Middle
EastEast segment);
—— Chemicals (unchanged, composed of rubber processing, through the wholly-owned
HutchinsonHutchinson subsidiary and the four coatings businesses: resins, inks, adhesives an
paints). paints).
Inn addition there were functional divisions: finance; strategy; human resources and communication;; and legal affairs and agreements. TOTAL did not change the way its managementt tasks were carried out: through the executive committee COMEX and managementt committee CODIR. COMEX was the primary decision-making body, it defined the
Group'ss strategy, authorised related investments and prepared decisions for the Board of
Directors;; it met every two weeks. It consisted of executive vice-presidents and presidents
off the divisions plus the chief financial officer and president of strategy and finance. The
CODIRR included all COMEX members as well as seven senior managers of the operationall and functional divisions. It facilitated coordination between the Group units, monitoredd the results of the operational divisions and reviewed the activity reports of the functionaltional divisions; it meets once a month (TOTAL, 1995).
EIfEIf Aquitaine & structure
Elf,, on the other hand, already had three main divisions in 1990, but of a different kind: 1)
hydrocarbons;; 2) chemicals; and 3) health, beauty products and bio-activities. The hydrocarbonss division was split into three sectors: Exploration & Production, Refining & Mar-
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keting,, and international trade and marine transportation (Elf, 1990). By 1995, Elf had reorganisedd into four divisions: E&P, R&M, chemicals and health. The company claimed to
bee decentralised and included 819 companies in 79 countries {Elf, 1995:26). Due to the
privatisation,, the company's administration changed from a Board of Directors (BoD) and
governmentt representatives to a Board of Directors (12 persons, assisted by an Audit
Committeee and a Compensation Committee) and an Executive Management Committee.
Shareholderr interests were assured by the shareholders' committee (Elf, 1995). In 1997,
thee BoD was assisted by an Audit, Remuneration and Nominating Committee. The four
divisionss had by then been renamed upstream, downstream, chemicals, and health.
TotalFinaElfTotalFinaElf & structure
Withh the merger of TotalFina and Elf, TOTAL'S management structure was adopted. This
resultedd in three divisions (TotalFina, 1999a):
1.. Upstream (exploration and production of hydrocarbons, gas-electricity-other energy
sourcess operations);
2.. Downstream (refining and marketing, shipping and trading);
3.. Chemicals (Rubber processing by Hutchinson, coatings businesses Bostik Kalon
andd the Resins division and petrochemicals). Support to those three is given by the
parentt company's functional divisions: finance, strategy, human resources, and
communicationss and legal.
Thee upstream unit was mainly organised by geographical zone, and the downstream unit
off refining and marketing, trading and shipping were organised by both zone and segment.
Thee chemicals unit was mainly organised by segment. The merged company kept
TOTAL'SS management structure with the CODEX and CODIR committees.
Thee merger increased the visibility for external stakeholders and the complexity of
thee company, resulting in much more interest from stakeholders. One interviewee stated
aboutt this: 'It is much easier to be smaller, you attract less attention from the external
stakeholderss - the difference is communication'. Before the merger, TFE was considered
too be a regional Group instead of one of the major companies. Further, the management
systemss were different. As an interviewee stated: "So we needed to make a choice to
makee systems converge to new, unique systems. We couldn't allow them to exist in parallel.. It takes time and effort. Obviously when you choose one system, half of the people
thinkk the old system was too bad to be kept. That doesn't help in the selling of the move".
Accordingg to another interviewee, the merger between TOTAL and Elf was a 'marriagee of equals; they were very distinct companies'. This would have made it harder to
comee to one system; more than for BP, for example, where its strong culture absorbed
people:: "BP was not much influenced by Arco Amoco, [it was] much fundamentally still
BP".. Nevertheless, the increased size of TFE changed its approach. As interviewee put it:
—— "Our duty to the stakeholders changed, change in the mindset of Desmarest [CEO] happenedpened before that, he said the problems had to be tackled because of the size of the
companycompany now".
Overall,, TFE followed the European pattern of decentralisation of majority-owned affiliates
overr the years; Elf and TOTAL had similar starting positions for 1990, and TOTAL first
centralisedd in 1995, although before its privatisation, according to interviewees, Elf used
too be more centralised than TOTAL. However, TOTAL was the most centralised of the
sectorr companies in its approach of minority-owned affiliates; it followed the European
trendd to centralise. With regard to structure of ownership, the company reported that its
sharee of non-operating permits had increased with the acquisition of Petrofina. The aim
wass to continue to rationalise those minor assets (TotalFina, 1999a). In the data, TOTAL
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wass a top scorer for the minority/majority ratio; its figure increased from 0.31 to 0.56
scores,, which were both highly above average. For Elf, data were only available for 1990:
aa figure of 0.41. The combination of companies can increase the ratio further, but data
weree not available to support that statement. Furthermore, the strategy of Totalfina was to
rationalisee the non-operated assets, which would decrease the ratio.

10.22

Reputation issues

Inn the last decade, several incidents meant that TFE was confronted with reputation
claims.. The main issue concerned the corruptive practices in Elf Aquitaine (see Box 10B),
whichh were most likely one of the reasons to delete the Elf part from the company's new
name.. An interviewee's response illustrated a reluctance to discuss it: "That is about Elf, it
doess not really have an effect on environment. It is an old story from the beginning of the
1990s,, it was pure ethics". The spill by tanker Erica off the coast of Normandy in Decemberr 1999 was TFE's second largest issue (see Box 10C).
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Boxx 10B. Corruption and scandals
AA considerable weight on the shoulders of the public relations unit of the merged company is the major
corruptionn affair from the history of Elf Aquitaine. The affair is said to be Europe's largest corruption scandal.. The process started in March 2003. The writ of summons contains 657 pages with 850 sealed
documents;; 37 defendants and 80 lawyers are involved. The defendants are charged with the embezzlementt of half a billion euros in the 1980s and 1990s at Elf Aquitaine (Kottman, 2003). Payments were said
too be made both nationally to French politicians as well and African leaders. Some of the key documents
concernedd "commissions" paid by the then state oil company to secure foreign contracts. Successive
Frenchh administrations have accepted that "commissions" are often essential to secure contracts. A na
tionall security ban on those documents, which were believed to detail large scale misuse of funds by Elf,
wass lifted in October 2000; the lawyer for Ldik le Floch-Prigent, who was president of Elf from 1989 to
1993,, said the documents will confirm that 'commissions handed over were known by the state, the Ministerr of Finance and the presidential palace' (Graham, 2000b).
Ass well as the process on embezzlement, other aspects of the affair involve bribery, illegal financingg and stories of death-threats to the research judges. An illustrative example of the dark side of the
company'ss past are the activities of Mrs Deviers-Joncourt, who was the mistress of the former Minister of
Foreignn Affairs Dumas on assignment to Elf; and spending loads of money during her 'work' (Financieel
Dagblad,, 1999). Her book La Putaine de la République became a bestseller in France. An example of the
complexityy of the case is the temporary publication ban on the book of research judge Eva Joly in June
2003,, Est-ce dans ce monde-la que nous voulons vivre [Do we want to live in such a world?], who publishedd on her research adventures including threats, permanent shadowing and housebreaking, before the
processs had ended (Kottman, 2003).
Inn November 2003, Loïk Le Floch-Prigent, former Elf CEO and chairman, was sentenced to five
years'' imprisonment for corruption. Two other members of top management were sentenced to four and
fivee years and fines of one and two million euros. Le Floch-Prigent decided not to appeal against the decisionn of the court. During the trial, the defendants declared that bribing local presidents and politicians
wass necessary to secure Elf's interests in Africa, South America, Russia, Spain, Germany and France.
Accordingg to Le Floch-Prigent, pay-offs were part of corporate culture: "It was like that before me, and my
successorss are doing it as well." In total, 35 defendants stood trial in the affair; the names of French and
Germann politicians involved were not revealed (Deutsche Welle, November 1 2, 2003). The complexity
andd obscurity of the affair damaged Elf-Aquitaine's reputation in a way that is hard to repair. It is said that
thee newly merged company dropped the "Elf" part in its name for this reason.

Afterr the Erica spill, TFE's C E O made the communicative failure to initially respond from a
legall perspective, which antagonised the French public. Interviewees illustrated the impact
off the spill and the diverse effect on different countries:
——

"/ guess we were living too much [under] the existing rules of the game. Thinking that if a
tankertanker is properly recognised to be out for transportation, whenever it has been verified
byby a classification society, when everything is OK, you don't expect a major catastrophe
likelike with the Erica. It still has been a shock because the company never expected such a
disasterdisaster and [we] could not imagine it would happen to us. But it did happen ... and
manymany things have changed in the way we manage maritime safety".

——

"Erica is already 3 years ago, we are slowly recovering from that [reputation-wise, SvdW],
likelike it did for Exxon. It happened in France, which made the impact much larger for us. It
isis incredible: with the Prestige, nobody in the UK was concerned. But in Spain, it is a
hugehuge drama and in France as well. It happened 2,5 years after Erica and we had fuel oil
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onon the beaches, but in the States nobody cared. No, it is really a very local issue and
whenwhen it happens in your country it is huge".
—— "Environmental incidents that tarnished reputation in France have not affected the image
inin the US, they are seen as local incidents".
Boxx 10C. The Erica spill
Anotherr important event in the history of the company is the breakdown of tanker Erica, which
wass owned by Italian ship owners. On 1 2 December 1999, the Erica, chartered by the Total
Transportt Corporation, a subsidiary of TotalFina, broke in two parts and sank 60 kilometres off
Brittany,, on the West Coast of France. Although a very photogenic incident, it caused an ecologicall disaster: 13000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil spilled, resulting in the death of 60,000 birds,
pollutionn of the coast, the seabed, and the sea itself, described in French as the 'black tide': 'la
maréee noire' (Kottman, 2000).
Thee tanker sank, with 1 2,000 tonnes of heating fuel still inside its holds, to a depth of
11 20 meters. Its owner was TotalFina. In its annual accounts, the company claims the immediate
mobilisationn of a crisis unit (TotalFina, 1999a). In January 2000, the company agreed to fund
partt of the clean-up operations. Initially, Totalfina denied any responsibility for the ensuing pollution.. It maintained that in international law it is not responsible for the cargo carried in the charteredd tanker (which had an Indian captain). The change of position followed a meeting between
Totalfinaa CEO Thierry Desmarest and French Prime Minister Lionel Jospin; it is believed to be
thee first time that an oil company has volunteered to help clean up the effects of a sunken tanker
(Graham,, 2000a). TotalFina stated that, as a response to the consequences of the incident, it
hadd created a task force with 50 full time staff and four main objectives: coastal clean-up operations;; treatment and disposal of waste; recovery of oil cargo remaining in the wreck; and, assistancee with restoring the ecological balance of the affected areas. In addition, action was taken
too tighten selection criteria (TotalFina, 1999a). Totalfina also announced the creation of a foundationn for the restoration of the ecological balance (TotalFina, 2000).
AA partial explanation of the major effect of the Erica-shipwrecking is the combination of
thee French nationality of the cargo and the location of the break-up in full view of the French
coast.. In August 2000, the ship was salvaged. Its cargo was recovered at the expense of Totalfina,, the costs of which are estimated at approximately US$ 69.3 million (for an overview see
TotalFina,, 2000c:17). Total denied any legal responsibility for the sinking because it does not
havee direct operational control over chartered ships (Mallet, 2001, TotalFina, 2000). In its 2001report,, the group stated that it had spent 145 million euro at the end of 2001 on dealing with
thee consequences of the accident (TFE, 2001 a:39).

Anotherr incident on TFE's record is the explosion of a fertilizer plant, part of its chemicals
division,, in Toulouse in September 2 0 0 1 , resulting in the death of 3 0 people and injuring
manyy more. Further protests against TFE concerned the company's operations in Myanmarr and its operations in Russia where bad maintenance of pipes by Tyumen Oil resulted
inn so-called 'oil lakes'. W i t h regard to Myanmar, the TFE position was that isolation is not a
solutionn to the problems (IPIECA, 2000:5): "The company approach is one of constructive
engagement....thiss includes a large-scale socio-economic programme. Constructive engagementt accelerates a country's economic and social progress." W i t h regard to the protestss for the situation in Russia in August 2 0 0 0 , TFE responded that it is only one of the
importerss (e.g. for its Leuna refinery in Germany), and that it had no power to intervene
directlyy in operations outside of its control. However, it had undertaken a series of measuress to try to improve the conditions under which this oil is produced and transported in
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Russia:: pilot site remediation, and contacts with governments and institutes, e.g. to preventt future leakage (TFE, 2001a).
Too date, the company has not profiled itself in a large campaign (yet); an interviewee
statedd that TFE has a different approach: 'practical - don't tell me, show me and explain it',
inn explicit reference to Shell's strategy. At the time of the interview, ideas about possible
campaigningg for the merged company were just starting up. A spokesperson fiercely denied
thee wish to keep a low profile: "No! Many things [in environmental management] have been
goingg on for years, we just have not talked about it. The strategy to present it has not been
putt together yet, we have to think about how far out of France we go",
Despitee the series of accidents, incidents and other issues, TFE's reputation score
wass in an in-between position: neither going up nor going down. Over the 1990s, the
company,, especially Elf, built on an upward trend. For environmental reputation, the companyy belonged to the small group mentioned in the rankings {e.g FTSE4good and the FT
ranking).. In 1995, Elf claimed to have an 'excellent reputation in the areas of water treatment,, air quality analysis, the rehabilitation of production sites, the drafting of eco-reports
andd the fight against marine pollution'. Further, it stated that "Since its creation, Elf has
strivedd to reconcile its business development with respect for the environment" (Elf,
1995:23). .
W h e nn asked for their opinion, employees at TFE stated that the reputation of the
wholee industry is indeed worse than that of other industries, because the industry is too
richh in the eyes of the public:
—— "We are too big for most of them; many people cannot understand what the size effect
meansmeans in our industry"
—— "The fact of being too rich and having too much money and being involved in strange
countries...countries...

There are so many interests in a mixture with geopolitics and war that we

cannotcannot expect people to probe us within that context. Most people are convinced that it is
anan industry with a lot of contamination".
—— "There is an increased concern of many new stakeholders and the trend is against the
bigbig companies, our reputation is much more suffering from that than it is really in performance". formance".
—— "We don't like the critics but I don't [laughing] we are in the position to comment further".
—— "You cannot argue with the media. Brent Spar is absolutely classic. It was a technical decisioncision but with a NGO whose motivations were always hard to understand and the media,dia, it went absolutely lunatic. Environmentally the solution was fine".
Withinn the company, several interviewees showed frustration about the company's public
reputation,, which is considered too negative:
—— "In terms of what we show we are a few years behind [to what we do]'; 'You will see we
dodo more than others".
—— The changed contact with the media is the result of the privatisation of the companies,
butbut the media acts as "a totally irresponsible entity".
Somee interviewees were extremely worried about the sensitivity of environmental issues.
Onee interviewee mentioned the different reputation TFE has amongst its different
stakeholderr groups: 3 0 % of the institutional investors were from the UK or US, while in
thee US TFE had no service stations: "In the US, w e are seen as best managed company,
withh the greatest potential for a C E O , a perception of transparency and well run".
Stakeholderr dialogue is not explicitly mentioned in the company reports, only in the HSEpolicy;; in 2001 and 2 0 0 2 , some attention was given to the protests mentioned earlier but
exampless are mainly given of philanthropic partnerships, such as the Elf Foundation (e.g.
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Elf,, 1990; TFE, 2000b). In March 2004, Sir Howard Davies, the director of the London
Schooll of Economics withdrew his name for consideration as a Board member of French
oill group Total. Related to the company's investments in Burma, the potential directorship
attractedd adverse attention and student's protests (Financial Times, 2004a). In a statement,, Davies declared not to have personal criticism of the company's operations in
Burma,, but to recognise that "the issue is one on which there are strong feelings within
thee School community. My presence may therefore generate continued controversy which
wouldd be unfortunate for both the School and the company" (LSE, 2004).

10.33

Environmental strategy

CodeCode of conduct
Startingg with the company's code of conduct, the company is no exception to the commonn trend: TFE has had a code of conduct since its merger; 'the best of the three companies'' practices have been combined into a code of conduct' (TFE, 2000c). Elf had a
'businesss code' before the merger. TotalFina (1999a:33) stated that 'in the conduct of its
business,, [it] adheres to the highest standards regarding respect for the individual and in
matterss of health, safety and the environment'; a document as such was not found. The
codee of TFE was the only code in the large sample (see Chapter 7), which gave explicit
attentionn to child labour; furthermore, it was exceptional in its reference to an ethics committeee and procedures in case of non-adherence, though sanctions were not mentioned.
Inn 2003, TFE planned to carry out an assessment of the application of the code across
thee Group (TFE, 2002a).
EnvironmentalEnvironmental policy
Inn the merger, TFE also combined the companies' policies: the result was the HSEQ charter.. This charter was first drafted as an HSE charter, issued by TOTAL in 1992. For Elf, no
policyy was found. The analysis of the contents of the TOTAL and TFE policies is shown in
Tablee 10-1.
Tablee 10-1 TFE: Environmental policies: content analysis
TOTAL(Fina) )

TotalFinaElf f

ReferenceReference to:

1997(=1999) )

2000/2001 1

Regulation n

No o

Yes s

Managementt systems

No o

Yes s

Standards s

No o

No o

Performancee targets

No o

No o

Specificationn en v. impact

No o

Yes s

Businesss context

Yes s

Yes s

Stakeholderr consultation

Yes s

Yes s

Reputation n

No o

No o

Leadership p

No o

No o

Sustainablee development

No o

Yes s

Note:: Complete texts are included in Annex IV. The 1992-version was not available.
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InIn the 1997 version of TOTAL'S policy, only two elements on the list scored a 'yes': businesss context and stakeholder consultations. Other aspects mentioned in the policy are impactt assessment, remuneration, audits, personal responsibility and the principle that economicc priority 'shall not overrule [HSE-] considerations'. References to systematic managementt were not made. After the merger, TotalFina continued with the same HSE charter as
TOTALL for 1997, to stipulate 'the principles to be followed as well as the action to be taken,
bothh in organisational structure and operational implementation'. Here, the management systemm was referred to in a more explicit way, which was extended at the divisional level, as is
shownn by TOTAL'S E&P unit which referred to ten additional HSE rules {TOTAL, 1 9 9 7 ) . m
Afterr merging with Elf, the policy became reasonably different. In this policy, new attention
wass given to regulation, management systems, specific environmental impacts (e.g. energy
consumption,, waste, and climate change) and sustainable development.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental

strategy: focus and change

TOTALL and Elf Aquitaine followed different strategies with regard to their positioning in
thee environmental field. The general trend for both companies seemed to be a technical
approachh to environmental issues, opting for innovation, although complexity and size are
frequentlyy mentioned as barriers to a comprehensive solution. One of the interviewees
evenn referred to this as a 'common sector apology', other illustrative statements:
—— "Probably the size and complexity, we have very different activities. Quite a challenge organizationallyganizationally which standards which level of requirements quite a challenge. After all it
dependsdepends on which terms you want to establish, which target you are trying to reach".
—— The industry has the capacity to tackle the issues technically and costs are not really the
problemproblem though they are a barrier; the complexity of the application of a proper policy
everywhere,everywhere, in all local contexts, is of such nature that it is "difficult to be efficient everywherewhere at the required level; [costs are not the problem] E&P had the capacity to do it at
leastleast in most of the situations I know maybe not today, but tomorrow when progressing
correctly". correctly".
—-- "You do what you are asked to do. I think, we tried to keep standards across the companypany but ... when it comes down to it, it is the man on the floor who does something
stupidstupid and he gets into less big trouble if he is in Indonesia or where ever. But the norms
wewe used were worldwide norms

/ think there is more of that in Africa. It intrigues me

whywhy nobody has behaved in Africa. If you look at the white man going to Africa, nobody
inin black Africa has behaved correctly in my view. Everybody has been falling into the trap
ofof abusing the countries".
Otherr interviewees referred to technical challenges (e.g. G H G emission reduction) and to
culturee and communications: "Environment is for the rich world". However, TFE's strategic
positioningg changed with the merger; the larger size meant that TFE wanted to profile itselff differently in HSE matters.
Inn their Annual Reports, both companies mentioned environmental issues, at least
fromm 1 9 9 0 onwards. TOTAL only made slight references (TOTAL, 1990;1995;1996):
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Total's Exploration and Production unit refers to ten additional E&P HSE rules in which management and
regulationn are considered. Those rules are (TOTAL, 1997:4-5): 1. Comply with regulations; 2. Responsibilities
andd accountability assigned in writing, throughout and before activities; 3. Identify risks and means of their
minimisation;; 4. Contractor's evaluation requirements stipulated in contract; 5. Procedures to cover critical effects;; 6. Training programmes; 7. Emergency procedures; 8. Incident reporting and management; 9. Audits and
assessments;; and 10. Improvement plans for each area of operation.
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—— In 1 990, it mentioned "to boost product quality and reliability safeguarding the environment"ment" as a strategic priority (TOTAL, 1990:2)
—— In 1995, the company only referred to environmental contingencies: "The company operatesates in an industry and in countries where regulations and laws concerning

environ-

mentalmental protection are steadily increasing. Although it is impossible to predict accurately
thethe effect of future development in such laws and regulations, the company does not expectpect that those contingencies will materially affect its consolidated financial statements."
(TOTAL,(TOTAL, 1995:69)
—— In 1 996, 'preserving the environment' is mentioned as a part of demonstrating social re-

sponsibility;sponsibility; the same section refers to the HSE charter: "the priority of safety and the environmentvironment over strictly economic requisites." (TOTAL, 1996:28)
Elff Aquitaine was less brief in its environmental references and used a whole page for
1990,, 1995 and 1997, respectively (Elf, 1 9 9 0 ; 1995):
—-- In 1 990, Elf mentioned its research efforts on biological products for the treatment of
pollutedpolluted sites (referring to Exxon Valdez), and other results in environmental research and
energyenergy conservation: "Mastery over energy consumption is surely the best way to reduce

environmentalenvironmental constraints on the costs of production and their effects on the Grou
publicpublic image." (Elf, 1990:43)
—— In 1 995, Elf referred to four guidelines as a priority for the entire Group: 1). the developmentment of clean products and technologies; 2). the management of industrial waste; 3). the
rationalrational use of energy; and 4). the prevention of industrial accidents. The following statementsments indicate Elf's hesitance about the compatibility of environmental issues and economicnomic goals: 'Measures taken to protect the environment account for an average of 10%
ofof every investment, and are an integral part of most of our projects. Although Elf has
10001000 dedicated environmental specialists, ecological issues are a day-to-day focus for all

employees';employees'; 'It is impossible to predict accurately the effect that future developments in
suchsuch laws and regulations will have on Elf's earnings and operations. Like its competitors,tors, Elf is subject to environmental costs and liabilities inherent in some of its operations
andand products, and there can be no assurance that such costs and liabilities if incurred
willwill not be material." (Elf, 1995:23)
Fromm 1997 onwards, Elf started supporting these statements in its annual report by the
publicationn of a Group-level environmental report; this made the company a late reporter
comparedd with its US counterparts. The report (Elf, 1997a:27) showed 'a review of the
majorr elements of Elf's environmental strategy, which reconciles the needs of the industry
andd the environment'. In the report, Elf added a fifth principle to the four of 1 9 9 5 : commitmentt of employees.
Notwithstandingg Elf's status as a late reporter, TOTAL was the only company in the
samplee which did not disclose a corporate environmental report at all. According to an interviewee,, TOTAL just did not see the urgency of reporting and would rather be judged on
whatt it did than what it said; 'going round and round' on the conference circuit was not
seenn as useful. Another interviewee added that, by its non-reporting, TOTAL has misread
thee climate of opinion. Subsequently, the company was defended by the additional remark
thatt HSE was a fundament of the business which the company did not want to single out:
'Thenn the next thing everybody asks is how much does it cost....while actually it is fairly
meaninglesss [to separate the costs]'.
Accordingg to other interviewees, TOTAL had in fact had an internal report since
1 9 9 2 / 1 9 9 3 ,, mainly focused on waste and drilling cuttings. After its merger with Petrofina,
TOTALL presented an environmental report to an external audience; in 1999, TotalFina
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(1999a;33)) addressed the requirements of HSE: a "very stringent, and sometimes contradictory,, set of requirements, necessitating proven technical know-how and a presence at
thee cutting edge of technology."
TFE'ss first report explicitly stated that it was meant to be a reminder that safety and
environmentall protection are among the company's priorities (TFE, 2000b). Its aim was to
providee for dialogue as well as to fulfill as many expectations possible, including GRI and
aa didactic aim. Further, TFE stated that it had a proactive policy but did not explain what
thee contents of that proactivity were. In 2 0 0 1 , the aim of the report changed from its aim
too 'explain and educate' (Elf, 1997b:2) to covering the objectives and performance; performancee in preventing accidents and reducing greenhouse gas emissions were mentionedd as priorities. Furthermore, TFE's ambition was to combine economic developments
withh safety and environment {TFE, 2 0 0 0 b ; 2001a). This is a strategic change from earlier
presentationss in which Elf showed its hesitation about the beneficial combination of both
objectives.. In addition, the company stated that previously, its environmental commitment
wass to ensuring tanker safety, combating greenhouse gas emissions and maintaining biodiversity." 44 Environmental protection was also included in the corporate mission statement
(e.g.. core values commitment, professionalism, service, and fair play) (TFE, 2001 a).
Accordingg to interviewees, legislation formalised the environmental function in the
1980s.. Initially, this came from the branches and it started earlier in Elf than in TOTAL. Intervieweess illustrated the accompanying development of the strategy:
—— "Initially the focus was on 'real issues': air and water pollution, protection of biodiversity
andand waste and contamination of the soil; both protection and remediation of the site
whenwhen needed. Later it continued on the corporate level when we felt it was necessary to
havehave corporate policies, to share best practices, [and] necessary to communicate as well
onon what we did in those areas. So the corporate need came later. Today it is structured
aroundaround the most difficult issues we have to face, in order to improve our performance, in
orderorder to keep developing new processes and new ways to reduce the contamination,
emissions,emissions, whatever".
—— "Obviously, some subjects are more important today than others, e.g. GHG. It is pretty
new,new, thirty years ago nobody talked about it. Initially, it was devoted to establish correct
balancesbalances of emissions, all types of gases and later on to define actual plans to reduce
andand manage plans of reduction of those gases. This is an example of a pretty important
programprogram at the group level".
Thee Executive VP Sustainable Development and Environment added that in his opinion it
wass meaningful that he, not being a specialist in environment but with experience in the
branches,, had been chosen for his j o b : " W e want the whole organisation to tackle these
issues,, not just a functional approach, not just to communicate about that, we really want
thingss to happen at the field level. But obviously, with a corporate policy we can be more
efficient,, more meaningful, communicate externally".
ClimateClimate

change

W i t hh respect to climate change, no information was available about TOTAL'S position. In
1997,, Elf claimed to be one of the first companies to commit itself to a reduction of emissionss and promote self-regulation (Elf, 1997a:27):
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Especially marine biodiversity: studies of mangroves, coral reefs and marine mammals. For E&P projects,
mapss are made to consider environmental impact which involves tracing seismic lines, pipeline routes, facilitatingg future site restorations.
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—— "With a voluntary reduction of 15% Elf's initiative is three times as high as the rate
agreedagreed upon in Kyoto and twice as the European rate of

'Thus, Elf is demonstrating

thatthat a voluntary commitment by an industrial company is one if the best approaches for
meetingmeeting reduction goals, in a way that can reconcile economic realities with environmentalmental protection demands."
TFEE (2000c: 15} supported the Kyoto Protocol by emission reductions, energy efficiency,
andd product changes: "All our sectors are actively working towards objectives of improvement,, taking into account technological possibilities and the market context". Upstream,, for example, aimed to avoid flaring ("as has been the case for many years") (TFE,
2000c:15)) by recycling or re-injecting when technically feasible. Further, TFE was participatingg in initiatives for emission trading systems (TFE, 2 0 0 0 c ) .
Inn 2 0 0 1 , TFE strengthened the wording of its Annual Report: curbing greenhouse
gass emissions became a priority goal in its industrial activities. In the period 1990-2005,
thee pledge was to reduce emissions by 2 0 % per ton of oil produced or refined (TFE,
20011 a:40). TFE stated that the complexity of procedures could diminish the impact of the
Kyotoo Protocol in the coming years but (TFE, 2001 a:6):
—— "TFE has never questioned the decisions made in Kyoto. While it would like to see simpleple procedures for application of the protocol's mechanisms, TFE is well aware that the
no.no. 1 priority is to cut its emissions substantively"
Inn a further call for self-regulation, in 2 0 0 2 , the company again emphasised that ambitious
initiativess can be taken without regulation imposed by governments (TFE, 2002a).
SustainableSustainable

development

TFEE also formalised its sustainable development approach after the merger. The first corporatee social responsibility report was published in May 2 0 0 3 . The company referred to
thee Brundtland definition of sustainable development and claimed an 'assertive commitment'.. Sustainable development was also named under the Group's operating priorities
(TFE,, 2000c:3) (see Figure 10-1):
—— "In this respect, I wanted the new Group to immediately set out formal guidelines governingerning actions and behaviour in a code of conduct and a new HSE Quality Charter. In
additionaddition by creating a Sustainable Development Task Force reporting to senior management,ment, I also wanted to encourage all TFE operating segments to incorporate the social,
economiceconomic and environmental responsibilities of sustainable development into their operationtion and long-term goals."
Thee inclusion of sustainable development seemed to result in an upgrading of corporate
values;; the amount of text increased from one page to about six pages on business principles,, rules of behaviour and code of conduct. Environmental protection was part of the
strategyy on sustainable development (TFE, 2 0 0 0 c : 1 2 ) : "An assertive policy of continuous
improvementt and environmental protection that forms part of its strategy of sustainable
development.. These principles underpin the Group's drive to pursue growth for the benefit
off its shareholders, customers and employees, while at the same time contributing to the
economicc and social development of its host countries"
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Figuree 10-1 TotalFinaElf s paths to sustainable development
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Source:: TFE, 2000c: 14.
Thee company also referred to the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and the ILO
guidelines.. An ethics committee had been set up in March 2 0 0 1 , along with a Sustainable
Developmentt Task Force that reported directly to the Group's Executive Committee. The
companyy underlined (TFE, 2 0 0 0 c : 1 4 ) :
—— "Commitment to sustainable development reflects above all a state of mind'; 'to strive for
growth,growth, while remaining attentive to the needs of society at large and adopting a farsightedsighted strategy".
—— A 'genuine dialogue with all parties concerned is an essential element', in this dialogue,
thethe company wants to pay particular attention to the transportation of its products.
Thee interviews clearly indicated that the first target of the sustainable development approachh is to motivate people internally. As 'none of the companies had it, the approach
couldd be built from the bottom-up and not top-down'. The same interviewee considered
thiss was TFE's difference with BP and Shell. The focus was internal, an approach of which
intervieweess were proud: "I challenge any company to do it."

10.44

Environmental structure

Forr Elf, the environmental division was created in 1971 as part of the Research Division
(Elf,, 1997b). Later on, the research division was renamed Research, Technology and Environmentt Division. In TFE, the corporate division for HSE-issues (Environmental and Industriall Safety Division - DESI) was set up within the Strategy and Risk Assessment Division.
Accordingg to the report, the function of DESI was (TFE, 2 0 0 0 b : 7 ) : Formulating general
health,, safety and environment policies; overseeing expert networks in these areas; maintainingg global links in the fields; representing the Group on cross divisional HSE issues;
seniorr VP of DESI sits on the Group's management committee and is a member of the risk
assessmentt committee, which evaluates projects submitted to the executive committee.
Inn 2002, DESI was split into two parts; an Industrial Safety Division and a Sustainablee Development and the Environment Division (TFE, 2 0 0 2 b ; 2001a). The purpose of the
latterr division was to coordinate initiatives around five priority areas: the development of
hydrocarbonn resources; development of new energies; improvement of products and applications;; integration of plants and facilities into local surroundings; and reduction of environmentall impact. A corporate environment and safety committee and a sustainable developmentt steering committee provided further guidance. The vice-president for sustain-
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ablee development was a member of both the management committee and the risk assessmentt committee {TFE, 2001a).
Att that time, each main division had a Safety and Environment Division to provide
leadershipp and support and monitors performance through HSE correspondents at each
site.. Specific units for S H E requirements and emergency services had been set up in
eachh plant/country and activity; about 1500 people were engaged in these specialised
functionss (with an operating budget of around 1 billion euros). The company thought that
'Quantificationn of spending tends to be a little artificial'. For E&P, the environmental structuree had t w o complementary departments within the Safety and Environment Division
{TFE,, 2000d:6):
—— One handles projects SE/ENP: design to start up; environmental base line (EBS) studies;ies; environmental impact assessments (EIA); impact reducing or mitigating measures;
projectproject technical reviews and audits;
——

The other deals with operations (SE/ENO): assisting subsidiaries in defining objectives

andand environmental management plans (EMP); implementing measures carry out audits;
drawingdrawing up onshore offshore spill contingency plans; centralising and processing environmentalronmental reporting.
Theirr joint responsibility was the environmental policy and its upstream specifications as
welll as environmental know-how and external training programmes, environmentallyrelatedd R&D programs, professional conferences/meetings. According to the report (TFE,
2001c),, both departments worked closely with the Group's Environmental and Safety Division.. Each operating unit was fully responsible for all of its activities and was working
closelyy with the corporate divisions; a presentation during the interviews showed the
availabilityy of 12 environmental management tools (Vidalie, 2 0 0 3 ) :
—— Environmental baseline study; environmental/social impact assessment; guides manuals
andand specifications; sustainable development review; oil spill contingency plan; environmentalmental management plan/system;

environmental

monitoringmonitoring program; decommissioning/site

auditing;

waste management plan;

restitution; geographic information system;

environmentalenvironmental performance indicators for greenhouse

gas (HC content, waste a

costs). costs).
Accordingg to the company, the respective environmental and safety teams of both companiess formed a very good fit in terms of experience: 'no time was lost settling down to work
ass a team' (TFE, 2000b:2). According to an interviewee: "TOTAL was very lean and aggressivee in the market and growing very fast while Elf was much more of state company
withh a much bigger organization. 115 In TOTAL, the organisation was very much branch
driven;; the holding was minimalist and very much decentralised though some corporate
functionss were put in the branches. Authority was pushed into the branches and then into
thee subsidiaries. Elf was a slightly more centralized which they could afford with the numberr of people they had."
Accordingg to another interviewee, it was said that internationally, TOTAL spread from
Eastt to West and Elf from North to South; in environmental affairs, TOTAL was considered
too be 'lean and mean' and pretty much driven by safety. Its E&P central staff had four environmentall people plus a director and ten in safety. Elf on the other hand was said to have
twoo research centres with 10-15 people, bigger R&D and was more present with better
training;; it had a central staff with more significance. Interviewees did not think that the degreee of centralisation from corporate level would change in correspondence with the imple1155

The ratio of 1:3 in E&P for barrel of oil equivalent production is given.
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mentationn of the environmental policy: "It is different roles. We expect most responsibility to
bee taken at the field level and in the branches, we establish the policy and the standards,
wee are trying to have knowledge on best practices [in order to], circulate that."
Thee initiative between the corporate level and the business units was not perceived
ass a one-way direction: "It comes from both the legal regulatory requirements [and thus
fromm corporate level] as from international business practices and their unique needs; but
theree is heavily buying particularly from EP". Table 10-2 translates the previous information
intoo an overview of systematic approaches of environmental issues. As the table shows,
noo information was found on Elf's potential management system and on the precise contentss of the other EMSs.
Tablee 10-2 TFE: Environmental management system and standards

Elf Elf
Namee of EMS

Noo information

Since e

Noo information

Application n

Noo information

Standard d

Noo information

Contentss of EMS

Noo information

Cycle e

Noo information

Specifications s

Noo information

TOTAL TOTAL
Namee of EMS

MAESTROO (for E&P only)

Since e

19844 onwards

Application n

Upstreamm operations

Standard d

Noo information

Contentss of EMS

Noo information

Cycle e

Noo information

Specifications s

Noo information

TotalFinaElf TotalFinaElf
Namee of EMS

20011 internal management systems

Since e

2000/2001 1

Application n

Tailoredd to each type of industrial activity

Standard d

ISO/EMAS S

Contentss of EMS*

MAESTRO for E&P:
Respectt of laws and regulations (4); Management responsibility (16); Operational
responsibilityy (10); Risk evaluation and management (12); Respect for the environmentt (8); Safeguarding health (6); Contractors and suppliers (11); Competence/trainingg personnel (4); Emergency preparedness (8); Incident analysis (3);
Auditss and inspections (6); Performance improvement (4)

Cyclee
Specificationss

No information
Total of 92 instructions for implementation, specified for each item in 'contents of
EMS'EMS' box.

Note:'' The number behind its elements refers to the specifications mentioned for this element
Source:: Interviews; TFE, 2001d.
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Forr TOTAL, MAESTRO {MAnagement and Exploitation Standard Towards Robust Operations)) was the HSE management system for upstream operations; it was claimed to be in
placee at least from 1984 onwards. In 1999, TotalFina (1999:33) claimed to adhere to
"highestt standards regarding respect for the individual and in matters of health, safety and
thee environment" in its business conduct. The [standards] are an integral part of everyday
operationss and involve everyone throughout the hierarchy. Elements of the standards
were:: 1. Identifying and assessing risk; 2. Determining and implementing preventive
measures;; 3. Encouraging use of best practice; 4. Preparing contingency plans (TotalFina,
1999:33).. The elements together seem to resemble a management system.
Afterr the merger with Elf, TOTAL'S MAESTRO system has been used as a referencee system for TFE though Elf also had an [unspecified] management system. According
too an interviewee, the preference for the TOTAL system was just a matter of choice: "It is
alwayss the same process, verify the issues, [in order] to prioritise and understand what are
thee levels'. Another interviewee explained that local management defined the HSE policy
inn the system; contractors' policies needed to be compatible with the TOTAL policy,
thoughh related responsibilities were defined in the contract. Beforehand, contractor performancee was evaluated by means of an audit which could be done by a third party or by
previouss records. The system also had bonuses for operators and plant managers based
onn HSE performance; however, the interviewees could not comment on the exact percentagee related to HSE-performance.
Ass a whole, the system did not seem to have a name. For 2001, interviewees
spokee of 'internal management systems' with 'targets and action plans the results of which
aree measured'. The system was summarised as being a "proactive, highly participatory
approach,, with a high premium on information, feedback, cooperation and training". However,, not much information was provided to sustain this.
Att least for E&P, MAESTRO was continued; internal documentation (TFE, 2001 d)
showedd a total of 92 instructions for its implementation building on 1 2 principles and the
environmentall policy (see Table 10-2). The system seemed to be a relatively stand-alone
item;; it was mentioned as one of the environmental management tools, not as the comprehensivee one. The extent to which the system was mandatory was unclear although it
wass stated that the company rule applied to every entity within E&P. Independent choices
off managers were particularly shown to be the basis of the system; managers were accountablee for the implementation of 'appropriate documented systems and processes'
(TFE,, 2001 d:1). However, the document seemed to be a stand-alone rule; only the environmentall policy and charter were mentioned as reference documents; in other documentation,, EIA and EBS were confirmed to be part of the early stage of any new project (Sutton,, Morillon, Murray and Vidalie, 2002). Contractors and suppliers' HSE responsibilities
weree required to be 'clearly defined in contracts' and their performance was to be evaluatedd (TFE, 2001 d: 14).
InternationalInternational standards
Inn 2001, the company reported that it was implementing ISO14001 in all its plants and
facilities.. The most sensitive of these were treated as a priority; 75% had been certified as
complyingg with ISO 14001 by the end of 2001 (93 sites) (TFE, 2001 a:24. Both ISO and
EMASS were the benchmarks for the environmental management system; some sites had
dualdual accreditation. The external recognition through third party certification or registration
byy independent audits was considered the added benefit of the standard (TFE, 2001a) in
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contrastt to the previous, company-regulated standards. As an interviewee explained: "The
traditionn of the three groups was a bit different, we had in-house systems, basically the
samee principle I S 0 1 4 0 0 1 . But, as nobody really wanted to learn or understand what was,
forr example the MAESTRO system [for upstream in TOTAL], we are now trying to switch
too internationally recognised management systems, basically to better communicate with
stakeholderss externally. An in-house system is not something you can explain, but basically
theyy are very, very similar."
Thee plan was to certify operational sites of the most important plants (n=500) of
thee Group (although in 2 0 0 3 , TFE was behind schedule); not necessarily the filling stationss but more every single production plant. The initiative to implement ISO came from
thee corporate level, but only after full discussion with the branches, and with management
executives.. While the cost implications were still studied, the value of ISO met with diversee opinions; some interviewees did not see the interest as such, others showed no
doubts: :
—— Exploration and production did not really see the interest of certification. "The classic
thingthing is to get the award, and then the next day it goes bang, so certification...., but when
youyou have to deal with outside parties 'who are not necessarily logical' then it becomes an
easyeasy measure."
—— It depended on the quality of the organisation in the various branch and activities but
"you"you don't have a choice when customers ask for it". 'ISO is as good as many other
[standards][standards] you could think of, it is pretty efficient. It is easy to understand, [and] to apply,
butbut it definitely helps the organisation to understand the issues, to list the issues, to establishtablish which levels [of compliance] they have for each single issue, and after that to establishtablish targets, in order to monitor how the success progresses in the right direction."
—— 'Today, it is a must to have a good management system, an EMS on which you can
communicate.communicate. Nevertheless, changing from MAESTRO to ISO 14001 is going to take a
fewfew years, it is not something you do in two months." The choice to certify was consideredered to be the result of peer pressure: 'Everybody else is using it. I don't think we have a
choice'. choice'.
Afterr the merger, sustainable development was included in the policy; the interviewees
hadd diverse opinions about the effect of working in JVs on environmental management. A
negativee effect was 'certainly not systematically' supported. According to interviewees,
somee companies work extremely efficiently; more difficulty therefore arises when the chain
iss not controlled (e.g. in shipping). However, working in a JV can also slow things down
becausee more issues need to be discussed to reach mutual understanding; this applies
especiallyy when the company is not an operator. Then the operator needs to be convinced
off specific needs and/or most significant issues. According to one interviewee, this will all
workk out when time passes by: "But I would say that, collectively, this industry is progressingg pretty well, it is a matter of speed and timing. The motion is there".
EnvironmentalEnvironmental

performance

reporting

Thee developments in reporting on environmental performance (see Annex VI) were that,
duee to the absence of environmental information in Annual Reports and the absence of
environmentall reports as such, TOTAL did not provide any information. Elf by contrast, reportedd on a consistent set of indicators and showed figures for some of them. W i t h the
merger,, TFE started to report on a set of indicators as well, showing comparisons over the
yearss for almost all of them; however, the information in the Annual Reports was less consistent. .
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MonitoringMonitoring and verification
Ann interviewee confirmed that audits were certainly carried out in the 1980s, but 'people
draggedd their feet a little'. The audits used to have a technical character, not a managementt character and "Now there is a strong move to the management side to get a hybrid
format".. A presentation showed three steps in the audit process for E&P: 1). identification
off potential problem areas; 2). verification that operations are in line with regulatory requirementss and HSE policy; and 3). submission of a relevant action plan, with preventive
orr remedial measures (Vidalie, 2003). An interviewees stated that the audits were "carried
outt periodically on the production facilities within the scope of the environmental managementt plan and HSE rules", but this frequency was not further specified. In addition, a
differencee was mentioned between a review and an audit: the latter is more restricted to
technicall issues. In 2000, TFE stated that the importance of performance audits and ratingss should truly reflect actual results; therefore, the company signed up to the observancee of corporate social responsibility and initiated discussion at the World Environment
Centerr (TFE, 2000b). A periodical review of a systems monitoring system was reported
forr 2001 (TFE, 2001a); however, more precise information was not provided, and TFE's
andd Elf's reports were not verified.

10.55

Conclusions

Whatt distinguishes TotalFinaElf in the group of case studies is that it is a highly internationalisedd company, has a single institutional background, and used to have a relatively
centralisedd profile. Examining its environmental alignment brought to light just how dependentt an outside audience is on the reports published by the companies. The nonreportingg of TOTAL led to complete dependence on information from a limited number of
interviewss and other documentation. However, this contrast is also the interesting characteristicc of this case. For example, TOTAL used to have an EMS but did not report on it,
whilee Elf did report but no information on its EMS was available. All this underlines the limitedd insights one can get on the basis of external disclosure. However, in their environmentall strategies, the companies shared both a technical orientation and uncertainty
aboutt the exact relationship between economic and environmental performance. With the
merger,, a compatibility perspective was pursued and the transparency was increased with
moree performance figures and a different, more open tone in external reporting. The functioningg of the management systems was doubted by interviewees; they admitted that legislativee contexts are more important than the systems themselves, which indicates the
weightt of coercive pressures. The choice for ISO as an international standard was consideredd to be imposed as well, although not by legislation, but by the sectoral context, an
examplee of normative pressures.
Evenn though TOTAL and Elf were both highly internationalised, this did not lead to
aa high profile environmental strategy. After the merger, the company started to consider
profilingg more extensively; it can therefore be concluded that size is intervening with the
variablee of internationalisation. The increased size of the company led to the conclusion
thatt the company had to live up to the expectations for larger MNCs; therefore, it needed
too make sure that its efforts became more visible. However, the overarching characteristic
off the company remains that it is French, which means that its institutional setting used to
bee characterised as less stringent than other Western European settings. In combination
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withh the relatively centralised structure of TOTAL, this has resulted in a lack of monitoring
andd systematically organised systems. However, this does not mean a lack of knowledge.
TFE'ss environmental alignment is, therefore, considered to be out of balance: the
environmentall strategy does not yet seem very systematic, while the environmental structuree shows doubts about a guaranteed implementation. Although TOTAL and Elf presentedd different strategies, their level of implementation has been rather congruent. With
thee merger, the company has levelled both of the strategic approaches and seems to be
climbingg to a higher level of profiling and implementation. Due to the seeming lack of systematicc efforts and guarantees for overall implementation, the company is positioned in the
secondd quadrant instead of the fourth quadrant. The order of the alignment is consequentlyy characterised as of first-order (simple consistency), but with the remark that TFE's
technologicall capabilities seem to be of a nature which could relatively easily lead to
changes.. The performance of the company in certain projects seems to provide examples
off those different levels of alignment. The direction of the relationship for TFE's environmentall alignment has the potential to change from technology transformation to competitivee potential, if the company can reach the required level of commitment in the different
nationall contexts and cultures, a commitment of which it has frequently expressed its
pride. .
Figuree 10-2 TFE's position in the corporate greening model
Approachh to implementing corporate greening
passive/reactivee

active/proactive

11

22
Totall 1990
CC TFE 2002 )

oo

//

«

:: Elf 1990

Source:: Adjusted from Winn and Angell, 2000. For Notes, see Chapter 4, section 4,4.2.
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Statoil: State-Induced Environmental Alignment

Norwegiann Statoii is the youngest of the four oil companies studied in the cases; it was
foundedd in 1972 by the Norwegian state as Den Norske Stats Oljeselskap, in relation to
thee exploration of the Norwegian Continental Shelf <NCS). In 2001, Statoil was partly privatised.. This completed a change from protective privileges in the first decades of its existencee to full national and international competition. Consequently, Statoil's dependence on
thee NCS was the basis for the main strategic target: to expand internationally, by creating
closee ties with national oil companies. Besides this feature of state ownership, Statoil was
includedd because of its outlier characteristics of a rather low degree of internationalisation
andd a highly regulated institutional context, further emphasised by Norway's chairing of the
WCED-Commissionn at the end of the 1980s. The question is how those contrasting featuress of Statoil, plus its high degree of centralisation, have affected the development of its
environmentall strategy and structure and their mutual relationship. In 2002, the company
hadd 17,115 employees (Statoil, 2002:12).

11.11

Strategy and structure

Inn the 1970s and 1980s, the Norwegian oil policy was based on tight governmental control,, illustrated by the availability of data on emissions and discharges for a long period
{seee OLF, 2000a), a high degree of state participation, tough licencing procedures, and
highh net taxes for the limited access of foreign companies. The success showed from the
hugee revenues and the fact that Norway was the world's second largest net oil exporter
{Noreng,, 2000)1,e. For Western countries, Norwegian resources were politically stable
andd a means to reduce dependence on Middle Eastern resources; this gave Norway bargainingg power (Grayson, 1981).
Inn 1990, Statoil set the target to obtain a third of its total production from internationall operations by the year 2000. To this end, it entered into a strategic alliance with BP
Exploration.1177 New taxes brought price increases to the NCS energy market: a special
C 0 22 tax on all oil products in Norway and an energy tax on petrol plus VAT on all products
inn Sweden. Subsequently, by 1995, Statoil had to compete on equal terms with other
companies,, a development towards the independence desired by the company (Statoil,
1995).. By the end of the 1990s, the resource base in the North Sea was maturing and
promisingg parts of the northerly Norwegian and Barents Sea were considered high risk
(e.g.. Noreng, 2000). Furthermore, political stability had become less important for import-

1166
Rapid growth as a result of the 'carried interest' formula, which gave the government options to become a
partnerr on equal terms with other licensee(s), if a commercial find was made. The only costs for Statoil were
developmentt costs from the moment it accepted a discovery as commercial; in many cases, it also had the
optionn to become an operator in the concession area.
1177
The alliance was ended when BP merged with Amoco and Arco, Statoil's goal in the cooperation was to
learnn from a large MNC while providing a strong technical base in return.
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ingg countries. As a result of those developments, Norway's position was weakened and
Statoill was partly privatised in 2001. ,18 An additional reason to sell shares was the need
forr money to expand internationally (Criscione, 2001).
Inn 2002, the production-sharing agreement in Azerbaijan's sector of the Caspian
Seaa was named as the 'deal of the century' for the Azerbaijan government and the developmentt of international oil industry in the country {Statoil, 2002b). But the 1990-target for
20000 was not reached. The NCS remained the backbone of the company although progresss on internationalisation was made (see Table 11-1). Thus, while Statoil invested to
gett 'more out of the big fields than anyone thought just a few years ago'119 (Statoil,
2002a),, the production levels at the NCS were decreasing.
Tablee 11-1 Statoil's route to internationalisation
Area a
§§
22

Africa:: offshore/onshore areas
Soviet Union
Vietnam and China: offshore projects

Denmarkk and Nigeria;
Vietnam:: discoveries/expansion of the gas portfolio
Azerbaijan:: agreement on early production
o??
China: acquisition of a small oil field for long-term ambitions
22
Venezuela: participation in two heavy crude-projects 'to secure a foothold'

oo
egg

AzerbaijanAzerbaijan (Caspian region): production sharing agreement
Baltic:: dev, market position for petrol & other refined products
Malaysia:: participation in a refinery, growing Asian market
Germany:: gas pipeline 'Netra', first European Statoil participation
Poland,, Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia: acquisition 140 petrol stations
Angola:: new projects
Iran:: first operatorship
Russia,, Brazil, Mexico, Northern Africa, Middle East: dev. new areas
USA: Rights to the import terminal for gas at Cove Point. Start of gas sales to the USA in 2006 (when
the Snohvit field comes on stream). The Group will then ship LNG across the Atlantic.

Source:: Statoil, various Annual Reports.

Too support its internationalisation goals, Statoil strove to utilise its competitive advantage
ass a state company. Making use of the so-called 'NOC NOC' strategy, its strategy aimed
att the nationally-owned companies (NOC) often present in countries that were rich in unexploitedd reserves. The strategy to create close ties with national oil companies that want
too draw on Statoil's experience for their own development would ease the access to those
sourcess (Statoil, 2002a). As one interviewee stated: "Very few other NOCs have this basis,, they are extremely interested in our experience as a state company, our experience
openss the doors and opportunities, we have been in places [where] they would not open
thee door for anybody else. We want operatorships, that is basically the way to develop: we
wantt to do the job. In our internationalisation model, we see us together with NOCs plus a
feww other companies; we also want to join partnerships.'1 Over the years, the tone for the
increasee in international operations became more careful: "Earnings from the NCS allow
1188
81.8 % of the company remained state-owned; in the long run, the government is expected to keep a
sharee of at least 33.4% to prevent a takeover (Noreng, 2000). About 8 0 % of the now 62,000 shareholders
weree of non-Norwegian nationality; 6 0 % of the employees became shareholders. The trusts, banks and client
accountss are distributed over countries as follows: 35.3 % US; 19.4 % NW; 21.4 % UK; 12.5 % Benelux; 8.4
%% Rest of Europe; and 3.0 % Rest of the World (Statoil, 2002a: 19).
1199
For example, by increasing the cooperation between companies and to work on an area-basis instead of a
field-to-fieldd basis.
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uss the time we need to build up profitable international upstream operations. In 10 years
ourr international activities could account for 40 percent of our total production" (Statoil,
2002a:3).. In 2002, the international share is 8 percent (Statoil, 2002a:14).120
Besidess the 'NOC NOC' approach, Statoil emphasised the expertise and technologyy developed in its offshore operations, confirming Statoil's 1990 strategic aim to becomee a technology leader.121 Notwithstanding all this, Statoil was the subject of criticism
becausee its return on capital would be below average for the industry and because its foreignn ventures as a whole have not been very successful; the board and management were
replacedd because of persistent cost overruns (Noreng, 2000). According to Share
(2000),, Statoil's CEO admitted that the company's ambitious growth and investment programmee did not meet with competitive returns. A curb of investments, a cut-back on administrativee costs and streamlining of the entire organisation plus a divestment of non-core
assetss were to help Statoil to rank among the top-level global players and build a stronger
internationall presence to outbalance the maturing of the reserves of the Continental Shelf.
Discussionn arose among analysts as to whether an increased focus on upstream
operationss required petrochemical activities (for downstream cash flow to finance upstreamm capital expenditure) and therefore an integrated company, or whether this would
onlyy burden the E&P focus (Chemical Market Reporter, 2002). By 2002, the company had
18833 service stations in nine countries (Statoil, 2002a:14), and while it used to be the
highestt scoring European company (with ENI) on vertical integration, it scored only about
thee average (42.9%) for 2002. It is unclear whether the large decrease in this figure
shouldd be attributed to measurement issues or to other factors.
Statoil'ss structure of organisation is characterised by state ownership, a high degreee of centralisation, and direct lines of responsibility. It is one of the few companies, that
didd not take part in a merger in the period 1990-2002.122 Its history of being a state companyy provided Statoil with the benefit of directly engaging in and influencing regulatory
arrangements,, notwithstanding their stringency. Although it is now profiling itself as a privatisedd company, Statoil was still more than 80% state-owned in 2002 (Statoil,
2002a:19).. According to some interviewees, being a (Scandinavian) state company raised
expectations.. One interviewee made a more critical statement: 'As a partly state-owned
company,, we are perhaps a little less abusive, less bulldozing than other companies'. The
statee ownership and size of the company directly relate to the situation for degree of centralisation.. The results of Chapter 5 revealed that Statoil was one of the few companies in
thee sector, which has more than 50% of its majority-owned affiliates in a direct relationship
off first-level affiliate. This makes Statoil an outlier case for this variable, only reflected by
thee Latin American companies and Marathon Oil. Interviewees stated that authority was
delegatedd more and more within the NCS operations. Its structure of ownership was furtherr characterised by the high level of participation in joint ventures: all licences in Norway
aree JVs.

1200
An interviewee reported slightly different figures: a 50% international share for 2010, with a present proportionn of 1:18(5.6%).
1211
E.g. to use seismic techniques to improve oil recovery, subsea solutions, floating production under harsh
weatherr conditions, design, operation and maintenance of large pipelines (Statoil, 2002a). In 2002, the companyy won the technology development prize from the World Petroleum Congress for its work on re-injection
andd storage of carbon dioxide in the sub-surface aquifer.
1222
In February 2004, Statoil and Norks Hydro revealed that they had held talks about collaboration in the
prospectt of a possible merger.
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11.22

Reputation issues

Statoill has been hardly ever included in the large general reputation rankings, probably
duee to its small size; however, for its environmental reputation, it was ranked there once.
Ass stood out in the interviews, the Norwegian legislative context was considered to have a
highh standing; within the industry Statoil seems generally well known for the quality of its
operationss in Norway. Almost all respondents to the survey (about 90%) agreed with the
statementt concerning environmental leadership for their company:
—— "You are going in as Norway, which is more politically sensitive"
—— "The name of Brundtland reflects on us"
—— "It is part of the Norwegian brand"
—— "We are seen as taking a certain amount of social responsibility"
Inn Statoil's own studies of countries where it has a brand name, scores were consistently
high.. An interviewee stated: "in terms of environment, we are at the top of the Norwegian
operatingg companies." Several interviewees were frustrated that Statoil did not get the
creditt it feels it deserved and that the company is "never believed in society". Almost 6 0 %
off the respondents in the survey (see Table 11-2) found the public too critical of the environmentall management efforts of the industry ( 0 2 3 ) m ; and about 3 0 % did not agree with
thatt statement. Notwithstanding those frustrations, a third of the survey respondents still
consideredd Statoil to be average on strategy (BC9), target-setting (BC10), and performancee (BC11), when benchmarked with competitors. The result for strategy-setting is significantlyy different from the Shell results; Shell respondents find their company significantly
moree above average.
Tablee 11-2 Statoil employees on strategy-; target setting; performance; public
Questionn
BC9{n=17) )
BC100 (n=17)
BC111 (n=17)

Below

Average

Above

Leader

00

29.4 4

52.9 9

17.6 6

00

29.4 4

41.2 2

29.4 4

0

35.4

41.2

23.5

Not applicable

Neutral

Applicable

Totallyy not
applicablee
0 2 3 ( n = 1 7 ))

5.9

Very much
applicable

23.5

11.8

41.2

17.6

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.
Tablee 11-3 Statoil versus Shell employees on strategy setting
NN

Mean

SD

Statoill

17

2.88

.697

Shelll

45

3.51

.626

T
-3.421

df
60

Sig (2-tailed)
.001

Mann-Whitney

197.000

Wilcoxon W

350.000

ZZ

-3.241

Asymp.Sigg
(2tailed) )

.001

Note:: Chi-square value: 17853 , df: 3, Asymp Sig.(2-tailed):.000

1233
Similar to the methodological approach in the case study of Shell, letter/number combinations are included
too refer to corresponding questions in the survey and the frequency of responding to them. Percentages are
givenn for the Statoil group of respondents.
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Accordingg to the CEO, feedback from stakeholder groups indicated that, when it comes
too environmental issues, Statoil was not as much in the forefront as it would have liked.
Increasedd transparency [communication] was mentioned as a solution to achieving this
end,, e.g. to publish the signature bonuses paid to the Angolan government following the
transparencyy initiative (Statoil, 2003b). According to an interviewee, the size of the companyy was considered an asset on this topic: "It's easier to have a very clean, wellunderstoodd and communicated profile if you are a company of our size than if you are the
resultt of merging different companies. This is actually one of our assets." Compared with
competitors,, Statoil was believed to have an average vulnerability with regard to environmentall issues according to 60% of the survey-respondents; 24% even stated that its vulnerabilityy was below average (see Table 11-4).
Tablee 11-4 Statoil employees on vulnerability

BC7(n=17) )

Below w

Average e

Above e

Leader r

23.5 5

58.8 8

11.8 8

5.9 9

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Thee CEO confirmed that the biggest challenge lies in avoiding scandals and not in environmentall issues as such (Statoil, 2001 c:15):
—— "The biggest challenge is actually whether we might, in any way, become involved in
somethingsomething that could lead to an accusation of corruption or misbehaviour on our part in
oneone of the countries which we know to be very, very difficult [in this respect]. That could
bebe extremely serious for us. And that's why we are trying to take precautions and train
ourselvesourselves to see what's wrong. These are new waters for us, a new world".
Inn the fall of 2003, Statoil was indeed confronted with a scandal on exactly the issue the
aforementionedd CEO (Olav Fjell) wanted to avoid. The allegations led to the dismissal of
ann important threesome of Statoil: the CEO, the chairman, and the head of international
explorationn and production. According to the George (2003), allegations were that the
companyy had attempted to bribe its way into expanding its operations in Iran. The companyy vigorously denied any wrongdoing. Investigated by the Norwegian National Authority
forr Investigation and Prosecution of Economic and Environmental Crime, Statoil agreed to
payy US$15.2 million over a period of 11 years for insight into financial, industrial, legal and
sociall issues associated with business development in Iran; all under the terms of the secrett deal closed in June 2002 with Horton Investment, an Iranian consultancy firm. By May
2003,, it had already paid US$5.2 million.
Thee affair, nicknamed 'Irangate' resulted in a fine of $2.9 million by the country's
authorities;; an individual manager was fined as well (George, 2003). Statoil's inclusion by
ethicall funds such as ISIS Asset management was reconsidered, although, in the end,
Statoill was not excluded from the fund. George quotes an analyst of Deutsche Bank: "It
seemss ironic and unfortunate that Statoil has had such a public scandal when it is perhapss one of the most ethical and environmentally friendly companies in the business"
(George,, 2003). Before 'Irangate', Statoil did not get much international publicity on controversiall projects. The environmental opposition that Statoil met was mostly related to its
projectt in the Barents Sea, Snohvit (see box 11 A).
Anotherr example is Nigeria, where the company's presence came under attack
fromm Norwegian public opinion in 1995, following the execution of Ken Saro-Wiwa. But
withinn Norway, even NGOs state that: "Cost overruns by CEOs have been Statoil's major
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reputationall problem" (FOE-NW, personal communication, 3 December 2 0 0 3 ) . For example,, Statoil is a partner in the B T C pipeline-project and will invest N O K 2 billion. W i t h a
stakee of 8.7%, Statoil's participation received some attention in Norway, but the company
remainedd out of sight in the international press and in campaigning; extensive criticism
wentt to BP. Statoil's smaller size probably made it easy to hide behind the larger companiess and/or left it out of the picture. The company itself mentioned opposition to its activitiess in its reports: e.g. economic and other challenges in Azerbaijan; and comments from
severall stakeholder groups about the Barents Sea project in its reports (Statoil, 2 0 0 3 b ;
2002a).. Statoil further referred to stakeholder dialogue, formalised in an environmental forumm from 1 9 9 8 onwards, which provided a setting for regular meetings between the chief
executivee and environmental and consumer groups (Statoil, 2 0 0 0 ) .

Boxx 1 1 A - Snehvit: Gas in the Barents Sea
Onee of Statoil's projects which meets with protests is the Snehvit project. Snehvit refers to a new productionn and export facility for liquefied natural gas (LNG) in the Barents sea, 140 kilometres off the Norwegiann coast. According to Statoil (Statoil, no date), operator and licensee3 with a 22.29% stake, it is the
firstt Norwegian and European facility of its kind.
Otherr licensees in the project are Petoro AS (30%), TotalFinaElf Norge (18.4%), Gaz de France
Norgee (12%), Norks Hydro (10%) and for less than 4%: Amerada Hess Norge, RWE-DEA Norge and
Svenskaa Petroleum Exploration. The project is the largest industrial investment in North Norwegian history
withh a total investment of 40 billion NOK. It is the first offshore project in the Barents Sea, an environmentally-sensitivee area because of rich resources of fish, marine animals and seabirds. Statoil aims to make
thiss area its environmental showcase (Statoil, no date).
Alll production facilities in the project will be subsea; there will be no surface installations on the
field,, nor will a fixed platform or production vessel mark the location. None of its subsea installations will
interferee with fishing as the subsea facilities will be possible to overtrawl. The system will be operated
fromm land and the pipeline carrying production from the subsea installations will have the world record distancee for multiphase flow of more than 160 kilometres. Deliveries are set to start in 2006 and LNG will be
shippedd to, amongst others, the USA and Spain. According to Statoil, the closed system will result in no
harmfull discharges to the sea. A biological treatment plant on land will remove polluting components, and
carbonn dioxide will be separated from the wellstream on the land facility on Melkeya island near Hammerfest,, then piped back and stored below ground. This makes it the second largest project in the world
forr carbon dioxide storage (Statoil, no date).
However,, the project has met with opposition. Demonstrations against the increase of national
carbonn dioxide emissions, and against the opening up of the Barents Sea for further exploration activity
andd development stopped the start of work at the plant in Hammerfest for two weeks (Statoil, 2002a).
Accordingg to Greenpeace, Statoil and others are taking advantage of global warming effects in the area:
meltingg ice would make the search easier. Statoil rejects this opinion, the company supports the Kyoto
Protocoll and the areas where the company searches have always been free of ice (Bergum Kinsten,
2000).. However, in June 2004, the company admitted that it had underestimated the technical and accomplishmentt complexity of the development: 'We acknowledge that the project had not sufficiently maturedd when the decision to develop was taken in 2 0 0 1 ' (George, 2004).

Accordingg to F O E - N W (personal communication, 3 December 2 0 0 3 ) , Statoil is insecure
aboutt its position in Norway:
——

"Yes, it is right that [our youth organisation was] the one stopping the Snohvit project for
twotwo weeks. But the political system is in Statoil's favour, even though the environmental
impactimpact is not forgotten by the Storting [parliament]. They go ... internationally....but
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amateursamateurs when confronted with a culture of corruption, ft has caused discussion whether
theythey should be allowed to use Norwegian money in this risky business ... they cannot
matchmatch the expertise of the other larger companies. What our alternative would be, consideringsidering Statoil's major economic impact on the economy? Alternative energy,....as an
intermediateintermediate solution, Statoil could sell its technology."
Althoughh the company did not experience incidents such as ExxonValdez, external incidentss such as Brent Spar worked as internal catalyst events. Statoil people participated in
activitiess following both incidents, both in clean-up efforts as well as development of plans
forr the future disposal of rigs: "It triggered a lot of discussions." After the ExxonValdez, top
managementt also asked questions as to whether such an incident could happen to Statoil.. The importance given to environmental issues clearly increases in the aftermath of
suchh incidents; public pressure meant that Statoil did more than it was supposed to do.
Inn the survey (see Table 11-5), the large majority of the respondents indicated a
'small'' effect for the change of environmental strategy due to environmental incidents (S3);
1 7 %% even rejected the idea. Some interviewees stated that 'an ExxonValdez' might help to
communicatee about environmental issues internally: "Now people oppose spending time
onn environmental issues because of cost aspects and putting emphasis on it is harder."
Reputationn was also important to gain access to host economies, in pursuit of the aim of
internationalisation;; 9 4 % of the respondents in the survey confirmed reputation as an importantt driver of environmental management ( 0 2 1 )
Tablee 11-5 Statoil employees on effect of incidents; reputation as a driver
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

16.7 7

38.9 9

27.8 8

5.6 6

11 1.1

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

0 2 11 (n=17)

00

00

5.9 9

41.2 2

52.9 9

Note:: Figures in

; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

S33 (n=18)

Thee signal of Statoil's C E O Fjell (until September 2003) as to the importance of environmentall issues (e.g. trying to get Statoil into FTSE4good and DJSGI) was considered to be
strongg and a fundamental driver. However, tension with the bottom line remained because:
—— "Environment is not the core business"
—— "It looks as if the further away you are from home the less it matters. That is human and
humanshumans make companies."

11.33

Environmental strategy

CodeCode of conduct
Statoill did not have its own code of conduct but adopted the Sullivan principles in 2000.
Thee code has been adopted by several other petroleum companies as well (see Chapter
7)) and makes two general environmental protection claims ('to protect the environment;
andd promote sustainable development'); its enforcement consists of an annual reporting
process.. Although the code is very general, an interviewee stated that keeping it is a
challenge,, especially in the international context with regard to corruption, but do not want
too be the person calling a stop to projects going ahead.
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EnvironmentalEnvironmental policy
Besidess the code of conduct, Statoil has had an environmental policy since the "early
1980s".. The existence of the policy (S1) is one of the highest scoring questions in the
survey:: 94% fully agreed.
Tablee 11-6 Statoil employees on environmental policy existence
Question n
S11 (n=18)

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

00

00

5.6 6

00

94.4 4

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Thee policy was presented as a part of the 'Statoil values'.124 Environmental impact assessments,, project management and risk management systems as well as integration into
businesss strategies were named as the implication of those statements (Statoil, 2002b).
Thee policy itself was issued as an 'HSE poster' (signed by the CEO), at least from 1996
onwards;; but a slightly different 'environmental policy' was also found on the corporate
websitee (see Annex IV); changes in their contents are shown in Table 11 -7.
Tablee 11-7 Environmental policies: content analysis Statoil
Environmental lpolicy y

HSEE poster
ReferenceReference to:

=1997) )
19966 (=

20000 (=2003)

1996 6

20011 (=2003)

Regulation n

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Managementt systems

No o

No o

No o

No o

Standards s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Performancee targets

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

Specificationn env. impact

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Businesss context

Yes s

Yes s

No o

No o

Stakeholderr consultation

No o

No o

No o

Yes s

Reputation n

No o

Yes s

No o

No o

Leadership p

Yes s

No o

Yes s

No o

Sustainablee development

Yes s

Yes s

Yes s

No o

Thee HSE poster changed over time with regard to: 1). the order of health, environment
andd safety: from HES in 1996 to HSE in 2003; and 2). the exclusion of the aim for leadershipp of the industry. Similarities between the versions are firstly, that Statoil takes a compatibilityy position with regard to environmental and economic performance while high and
efficientt performance are considered a prerequisite for competitiveness. Secondly, referencess to management systems or regulation are absent in all versions and thirdly, the
broadd target of 'no damage' included in the poster. Furthermore, Statoil emphasised the
responsibilityy of individuals in its application of worldwide standards.
Thee 'environmental policy' was renewed in March 2001. The renewal was initiated
becausee of approaching privatisation, expanding international activities, and as an inter1244

The values consist of the following topics: value creation; customer satisfaction; efficiency and innovation;
markett position; HSE; teamwork and social responsibility (Statoil, 2001b).
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vieweee put it: u New commercial and social challenges encountered." It had a specific orientationn on environment and did not give attention to sustainable development (as the
posterss do). Furthermore, mention was no longer made of standards nor of leadership or
off reputation issues (but reference was made to open reporting). On the other hand, this
policyy did give attention to continuous performance improvement, and it presented a
commitmentt to engage in the development of non-fossil fuel energy sources and carriers.
Accordingg to an interviewee, the new policy was a more detailed version of the poster and
codifiess Statoil's practice; this would make external explanation easier. However, referencess to management systems were not made.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental

strategy: focus and

changes

Accordingg to Statoil's interviewees, the company's environmental strategy has changed
overr the years with regard to emphasis and scope, but not with regard to concern: Statoil
wouldd be in the forefront as the first company with a special department for environmental
impactt assessments (around 1988, 1987). The focus was initially on two topics: design of
facilitiess in an environmentally-friendly manner, and the set up of preparedness systems to
copee with accidents and large discharges into the ocean. In 1996, corporate guidelines
forr waste treatment were published. Over the years, the focus expanded to operational
practicess and procedures. As an interviewee stated: "The awareness and knowledge
aboutt the influence on the environment has increased tremendously, which resulted in
pinpointingg specific, challenging areas. This has led to total elimination of, for example,
dischargee for certain components."
Overall,, the degree of confirmation of the strategy and structure questions was
quitee comparable for Shell and Statoil. Shell respondents did answer more extremely for
thee questions on catalyst events and audits. Statoil respondents agreed significantly more
withh the statement that the strategy is ambitious in relation to capabilities ( 0 1 2 ) (see
Tablee 11-8).
Tablee 11-8 Statoil versus Shell employees on ambitions of strategy versus capabilities
nn

Mean n

SD D

TT

df f

4.205 5

61 1 .000 0

Statoil l

17 7 4.24 4

.752 2

Shell l

46 6 3.13 3

.980 0

Sigg (2-tailed)
Mann-Whitney y

157.000 0

Wilcoxonn W

1238.000 0

ZZ

-3.771 1

Asymp.Sig g
(2tailed) )

.000 0

Note:: Chi-square value: 15.714; dt: 4; Asymp Sig.(2-tailed):.003.
Thiss is interesting particularly because of the tendency of Statoil respondents to make less
extremee statements ('applicable' rather than 'very much applicable') than Shell respondents.. This may reflect a cultural difference: Norwegians are observed to more modest
andd matter-of-fact in presentation, but it can also be attributed to Shell's more extensive
profiling. .
Statoill is an early reporter, especially within the European context of late reporters.
Itss first corporate environmental report, written in Norwegian, was published in 1991 and
discussedd emissions for several offshore platforms. Over time, Statoil's profiling on environmentall issues changed from an initial claim of environmental leadership in technologi-
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call skills to a more cautious company, conscious of the international complexities in the
environmentall field:
—— In 1 990, the relationship between the need for energy and global environmental challengeslenges was put forward as a key concept for the 1990$. Access to gas was considered a
competitivecompetitive advantage in the debate on environmental conditions. A special environmentalmental project125 (headed by the new VP on environment) was launched to examine environmentalronmental opportunities (Statoil, 1990).
—— In 1995, Statoil positioned itself as a leader (1995:31): 'in the forefront on health, the environmentvironment and safety', which it mainly illustrated by an abundance of measures and programmesgrammes for national and international operations.
—— In 1996, the leadership position was again illustrated by specific capabilities: 'We lead
thethe industry with techniques for re-injecting

drill cuttings. Other operators are now

adoptingadopting our technology for ending continuous flaring on production platforms' (Statoil,
1996:1).1996:1). The acceptance of personal responsibility by individual managers and employeesees was emphasised as the key to effective and successful performance. Statoil shows a

compatibilitycompatibility position: 'clean = profitable'; illustrated by an HSE discount when setting
insuranceinsurance premiums (Statoil, 1996:23).126 The company also referred to the shared responsibilitysponsibility of authorities, international bodies and sectors of industry
—— In 1997, Statoil underlined its objective to be the leader in the industry with a zero impact
targettarget for 2000 (Statoil, 1997).
—-- In 2000, Statoil changed its strategy from field to areas views, to cooperate more with
neighbourneighbour operations (Statoil, 2000). As an interviewee stated: '[In] some countries we
operateoperate [there is] complete pillarisation' (Statoil, 2000).
—— In 2002, Statoil still held on to the compatibility perspective (2002a:3): 'We are building a
futurefuture based on our competence, our ethics, and our environmental and social responsibility'ity' and adds that it is building a stronger culture within HSE. But instead of an energy
company,company, Statoil called itself an integrated oil and gas company: its core business is in oil
andand gas, 'and will remain so in the foreseeable future. We believe in having a realistic attitudetude towards the environmental challenges' (Statoil, 2002b:3). The company prepared for
aa carbon-restrained market and reported lower emissions despite record-high output and
strongstrong international growth in 2002 (Statoil, 2002b). In addition to its oil and gas business,
thethe company also worked to develop renewable forms of energy and carriers.
Thee changes in Statoil's strategy Qoincided with the company not reaching its targets on
internationalisation.. The adoption of a code of conduct familiar to the sector is an example;
anotherr example is the change of the environmental policy with a more modest positioning
onn leadership but a clear reference to performance. Survey results were already addressed
thatt Statoil respondents think that the environmental strategy is ambitious in relation to the
capabilitiess (012) . Interview results additionally show the awareness of company employeess of the difficulty of adherence to the policy in a more international perspective:
—— "It is a big challenge. No doubt about it. From a production view and even more from a
qualityquality view, it will be very demanding to deliver and to maintain the current profile and
brand.brand. Nevertheless, we don't have a worse base to start from."

1255
Designed to make sure that Statoil 'maintains an aggressive attitude and is thoroughly informed about environmentall issues' and to examine the business opportunities, new environmental demands, need for resources,, expertise and organisation of the Statoil group's environmental work (Statoil, 1990:43).
1266
Granted for the first time in 1995 after Statoil had presented its HES policy, the rebate was NOK 50 millionn in 1995; in 1996, the reported amount was NOK 45 million (Statoil, 1996:23).
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—— "Our challenge is to be able to convince ourselves that we can conduct in a fully acceptableable manner and avoid being drawn into corruption. We have to assure ourselves and
ourour stakeholders as well. In many cases, there is a lot of difficulty whether you are there
oror not, and then to really make a difference."
—— "To be able to take an integrated view, the issue needs to be mature. It will be very difficultcult to take this to Iran, the Mexican Gulf, etc. When people struggle for survival then environmentalvironmental issues are not on the agenda. But when we have the opportunity we try to
presentpresent it, cooperation is an area where we can gain. Sometimes (former communist)
governmentsgovernments do not accept information exchange between companies; then there is no
communicationcommunication at all but complete pillarisation. Our target was to create more holistic
thinkingthinking [for institutions], also when the individual understands what you are saying. It is
alsoalso maturing our own thoughts."
—— "You could ask whether we are able to do that in such a short time."
Notwithstandingg this uncertainty, Statoil saw business opportunities in the field related to
itss offshore competences and maintains a compatibility perspective. The main driver of the
company'ss strategy was efficiency and cost-effectiveness ( 0 1 3 ) (confirmed by 7 0 % of the
surveyy respondents); cost-saving opportunities related to environmental measures were
confirmedd (S17) as large by a third of the respondents and small by half of them. Another
questionn on cost-saving opportunities for environmental care ( 0 1 4 ) showed a neutral
sharee of 4 1 % and a 4 7 % confirmation (see Table 11 -9). Statoil's strong legislative backgroundd was indicated by the references to regulatory frameworks 127 , for which other petroleumm companies showed less attention.
Tablee 11-9 Statoil employees on driver of strategy; cost-saving; effect of regulation
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

0 1 33 (n=17)

00

5.9 9

23.5 5

52.9 9

17.6 6

0 1 44 (n=17)

00

11.8 8

41.2 2

29.4 4

17.6 6

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

13.3 3

20.0 0

33.3 3

33.3 3

00

S177 (n=15)

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

ClimateClimate

change

Thee attention for climate change is a constant factor in all of Statoil's environmental reports;; interviewees emphasised Statoil's climate position as an important feature of its environmentall strategy. In 1997, Statoil immediately praised the Kyoto Protocol as a costeffective,, cross-national solution. In addition, Statoil had the goal to develop and introduce
technologyy to eliminate C 0 2 emissions, which can also be applied internationally. The
companyy was quite strong in its climate change opinion; it reported its disappointment on
thee failure to reach a negotiated settlement on implementation of the Protocol at the climatee conference in the Hague during the autumn of 2000 (Statoil, 2000). Statoil also lobbiedd for the same opportunities for Norwegian business as for other petroleum companies
1277
E.g. the Kyoto Protocol (GHG emissions); the Gothenburg Protocol (nitrogen, sulphur oxides, VQC emissions);; the 0SPAR convention (oil and chemicals discharges in NE Atlantic); and the Convention on Biodiversity;; future Norwegian regulation for harmful discharges to sea (zero by 2005); the reduction of V0C emissionss from offshore loading and storage operations (40% free by 2003; 9 5 % VOC recovery by 2005); the EU
directivee for best available technologies to reduce emissions and discharges (Statoil, 2002b).
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(Statoil,, 2000). Norway has already had a C 0 2 tax on emissions since 1991, which
stimulatedd Statoil's operations in Norway to be very efficient and would make it more difficultt for Statoil to improve that performance in an economically viable manner. An intervieweee stated:
—— "If BP and Shell put very demanding targets on paper then I am not Impressed. Statoil
needsneeds to internationalise to grow which will increase its emissions as such. We can en
upup in a situation of large investments to attain small margins."
SustainableSustainable development
Inn mid-2002, Statoil published its first sustainability report: 'The future is now' (Statoil,
2002b).. It was the result of a ten-year involvement in the topic: in 1992, Statoil endorsed
thee International Chambers of Commerce's 16 principles on sustainable development. In
1997,, the company stated that properly managed oil and gas production has an important
placee in sustainable development because energy at an affordable price is essential for
economicc development; especially in developing countries where poverty is an important
reasonn for environmental destruction. Furthermore, 'the group believes that a transition
fromm oil to gas represents sustainable development in itself' {Statoil, 1997:18). In its strategy,, the company aimed for an open approach, illustrated by interviews with well-known
SDD 'celebrities'. In its first report, the CEO explicitly addressed window dressing (see also
Chapterr 6) (2001 c:3): "Any substantial gap between words and deeds is not sustainable
forr long." Performance indicators were included in the second report and the contents
weree compared with the GRI-standard (Statoil, 2002b:66). Both reports were verified and
emphasisedd the business case for sustainable solutions.

11.44

Environmental structure

Statoil'ss reporting system for sustainable development has been there for the last "three to
five"" years, counting backwards from 2003. According to some interviewees, the system
wass not really invented at one particular moment and firmer statements were not made.
Buildingg on new demands at the end of the 1980s, environment was added in extension of
thee attention for safety; over the years, its inclusion was adapted in response to increasing
Norwegiann legislation and the new notion of sustainable development and 'Brundtland'.
Thee great majority of survey participants (see Table 11-10) confirmed the implementationn of an environmental management system (S4) (although 1 7% refer only to
'some'' implementation). The statement 'A less stringent regulatory context decreases our
requirementss for speedily implementing the EMS' (018) was answered neutrally by almost
halff of the respondents, while the remainder equally supported and rejected the statement.. This again indicates the uncertainty around Statoil's international operations.
Tablee 11-10 Statoil employees on implementation EMS; impact regulation
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S4(n=17) )

5.9 9

5.9 9

11.8 8

23.5 5

52.9 9

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

6.7 7

20.0 0

46.7 7

26.7 7

00

018(n=15) )

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.
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However,, confirmation again stand out for the existence of an environmental risk managementt plan (S9); the performance of an EIA for all projects (S10); and the integration of the
environmentall management information system (EMIS) into the general management informationn system {S12).
Tablee 11-11 Statoil employees on implementation EMS; risk; EIA; and EMIS
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S44 (n=17)

5.9 9

5.9 9

11.8 8

23.5 5

52.9 9

S99 (n=18)

00

5.6 6

5.6 6

38.9 9

50.0 0

Sl0(n=18) )

00

00

11.1 1

27.8 8

61.1 1

Sl2(n=t8) )

00

11.1 1

5.6 6

16.7 7

66.7 7

Note:: Figures in

; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Fromm 1998 onwards, a top-down project was started to develop a common system for the
wholee group; all governing documents were put in an internal system to make it more
transparent.. By 2001, the EMS was 'about in place', would be audited and needed to be
convincing.. As an interviewee stated: "In the period before, it was more about the dos and
don'tss and bringing it all together." An overview of Statoil's environmental management
systemm and standards is shown in Table 11-12.
Tablee 11-12 Statoil: Environmental management system and standards
Namee of EMS

HSEE Management; governing document is called AR021.

Inn place since

Validd from November 2000, when it replaced other governing documents

Application n

Validityy area of the requirements is the entire Statoil group;
Inclusionn suppliers and contractors from 1995 onwards

Standard d

Ambitionn to certify management system and central operation units in accordance with
ISOO 9001 and ISO 14001 by the end of 2004.

Contentss of EMS

Management;; Organisation, personnel and expertise; Risk management; Emergency
response;; Communication; Product development; Operation and maintenance;
Subsidiariess and partnerships; Undesirable events; Supervision; Evaluation and improvement. .

Cycle e

Planning;; Execution; Follow-up; Improvement.

Specificationss

58 plus 30 (see note)
Speciall environment-requirements:
General;; Early phase; Surveying and monitoring; Impact assessments; Environmental
riskk assessments; Assessment of chemicals; Emission and encroachment restrictions;
Energyy efficiency; Operational follow-up; Measuring and reporting systems; Waste
handlingg and reporting; Cessation of an activity; Part-owned operations

Note:: Besides these special environment requirements, the system also acknowledges special health, safety,
security,, emergency response and transport safety for business travel requirements. The respective numbers
forr health and safety are 10 elements with 16 specifications, and 8 elements with 31 specifications.

Thee system was based on the Deming cycle, though the A (Act) had been replaced by an
II (Improve): 'To get the I of the cycle working, that is hard'. The system was an integrated
partt of the group's total management system and named AR021. It seems to be for internall use only, although the governing documents were referred to in the Annual Reports
(Statoil,, 2001a; 2002a; 2003a). Key elements of the system were registration, reporting
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andd assessment of the relevant data; to this end, HSE performance indicators were developed.. In the case of major projects, Norwegian law required an EIA.
Beforee 1 9 9 0 , Statoil had a safety and environmental department. In 1 9 9 0 , the
moree structured and comprehensive look and organisation at the corporate level started to
develop,, including a vice-president for environment and a corporate planning strategy unit.
Thee developments were more or less parallel to the development with ElAs, which were
alsoo driven by the authorities. In 1990, the position of senior vice-president for environmentall affairs was established {as part of a total of 10 corporate staff functions) to work
onn improving the internal and external environment in the operating units. The position has
continuedd to exist until the time of writing (2004): in 2 0 0 2 , the senior vice-president for
HSEE was named as the first one in the list. Line managers are responsible for HSE and
supportedd by a specialist network of HSE&Q committees covering all parts of the business,, the systematic use of measurable indicators, and systems and analysis methods.
Notwithstandingg this responsibility, the survey results (see Table 11-13) showed a majority
off 6 5 % confirming the initiation of environmental management by corporate office ( 0 7 ) .
Tablee 11-13 Statoil employees on corporate level's initiative
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

0 77 (n=17)

00

00

35.3 3

52.9 9

11.8 8

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Accordingg to interviewees, the corporate level was more supportive to the business units
thann controlling them on environment:
—— "/ don't see [this relationship] as a major problem, we were more a burden in the past
thanthan today"
—— "Our corporate HSE department is only involved for really critical/reputation sensitive areas;eas; further it set the standards and we work with an arena system: bringing in people
cross-bordercross-border from all professions."
Accordingg to interviewees, the degree of environmental centralisation in Statoil was relativelyy high which was considered necessary to work out certain issues, such as climate
changee "which you cannot see". But this high degree of centralisation is also related to
Statoil'ss size and mitigated "by efforts and initiatives in the operations" and by the fact that
"measuress must be taken locally".
InternationalInternational

standards

Statoil'ss position on standards was that it applied the same standards abroad as in Norway.. According to interviewees, the use of recognised international standards made it
easierr to communicate the environmental message and create a common understanding
internationally:: "It is expected of a company regarded as environmentally concerned". In
thee Norwegian context, Statoil did not use ISO except for the major operations of the
businesss units. The use of ISO at the corporate level was a topic of debate at the time of
interviewing: :
—— "The system is in place, why [do we] need ISO"
—— 'I have resisted successfully not to do it"
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—— "The actual certification process is of limited value, it can be misused as a marketing tool.
AllAll are doing that, a snowball, but it is more relevant for downstream products, for marketskets [than for the corporate level}."
—— "It is not quite obvious that it is beneficial to have one certificate; that is more obvious for
ISO9000ISO9000 than for ISO14001. Reporting of aggregate environmental data to the corporate
levellevel doesn't make sense when these are different kind of activities."

Inn the international context, the use of ISO was less controversial. Statoil regarded having
thee same system as other certified companies as a must; in addition, it facilitated communicationn and served as an instrument to get people on the same level of commitment: "We
havee more than enough competence, it is more the problem of having everybody on the
samee conscious level."
Statoil'ss standard also applied to its suppliers. In 1995, "a number of measures
weree implemented to integrate suppliers and contractors in Statoil's HES management
system,, and to allow them to participate in the group's training and improvement activities."" (Statoil, 1995:32). In 1996, the requirements were incorporated into the (large varietyy of) standard contracts (Statoil, 1996). In 1997, a new methodology for HES qualificationn of suppliers was developed on the basis of guidelines issues by the E&P Forum: to
identifyy whether suppliers fail to satisfy the group's basic requirements for HES managementt systems and results achieved (Statoil, 1997). The survey results confirm this; the
majorityy of Statoil's respondents indicated that environmental standards for contractors
(BC1)) and suppliers (BC4) are integrated into their contracts. However, suppliers (BC6)
aree less monitored than contractors (BC3) and respondents' opinions were diverse on the
negativee environmental impact of subcontracting: all response categories received about a
thirdd of the votes (see Table 11 -14).
Tablee 11-14 Statoil employees on requirements contractors/suppliers; resp. sanctioning
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

BC11 (n=17)

00

00

11.8 8

29.4 4

58.8 8

BC44 (n=17)

00

00

23.5 5

41.2 2

35.3 3

BC33 (n=17)

00

5.9 9

23.5 5

41.2 2

29.4 4

BC66 (n=17)

00

5.9 9

17.6 6

52.9 9

23.5 5

Note:: Figures in

; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Thee opinions on the effect of structure of ownership, specifically JVs, on environmental
structuree were diverse and came down to a few aspects: the process of convincing partners,, the quality of standards and reputation effects. Especially at the beginning of a project,, the process of convincing others of Statoil's standards is perceived as a challenge:
projectss last for 30-40 years and national legislation was considered insufficient. How the
processs works out depends on the partners, but there would be a 'natural tendency to pull
thee weaker up'. According to an interviewee, Statoil is willing to share its experience in the
environmentall field and does not want to compete there: "There is no corner cutting." Anotherr interviewee stated that, in his opinion, Statoil has been pushing harder than other
companies. .
Notwithstandingg the views above, the JV clearly adds complexity to the application
off standards. One interviewee stated that application of same standards overall is not
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happening,, even though that is Statoil's official policy: 'Some things are critical, some are
negotiable,, you just need to have processes'.
Accordingg to the public relations manager, a JV is 'tricky' as Statoil will be charged
byy public opinion with other companies' actions in the JV (e.g. the Bhaku pipeline project,
aa JV where Statoil participates while BP operates). In the survey, the diverse environmentall effects of working in a JV (see O20) were confirmed: agreement and disagreement
bothh scored about 2 5 % while half of the respondents answered neutrally (see Table
11-15).. This illustrated Statoil's lack of experience in the international setting and/or the
sensitivityy of the topic.
Tablee 11-15 Statoil employees on stringency environmental standards in joint ventures
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

O200 (n=16)

6.3 3

18,8 8

50.0 0

18.8 8

6.3 3

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental

performance

reporting

Statoil'ss intention, according to an interviewee, was "to document quantitative developmentss over time and strengthen the decision-making basis for systematic and purposeful
improvementt efforts." HSE data were gathered by the business units and reported to the
corporatee executive committee. The committee evaluated trends and decided on the need
forr improvements. HSE results and assessments were submitted to the board together
withh the group's quarterly reports; those results were posted on the internet and intranet
whilee more specific statistics were used for improvements. Statoil's C E O stated that
companiess have different philosophies for environmental management: 'There are degrees.... especially when it comes to environmental issues' (Statoil, 2001c:14). In Statoil's
reports,, claims with regard to its high environmental performance were frequently made.
Referencee to performance improvements included:
—-- Guidelines for waste treatment, 'extensive' environmental mapping, impact assessments
andand monitoring programmes (Statoil, 1995).
—— Environmental risk analyses, self-imposed restrictions for areas of operations, drilling periodsriods and emergency response, and an internal HES prize (Statoil, 1997).
—— Reuse and recycling of drilling muds (which led to savings) and Statoil's claim to be the
worldworld first to have been injecting produced water, sea water and gas in one and the
samesame well, boosting reservoir pressure to improve oil recovery and utilisation of sources
(Statoil,(Statoil, 2000).
Butt during the interviews, many doubts were expressed about the functioning of the system:
—— "Everything depends on the people."
—— "It is my observation as an HSE advisor that we have all the paper and at the same time,
itit sometimes does not function at all because it is not prioritised."
—— "You can put it in the drawer, it happens."
—— "Incorporation into the business is the most important now."
Thiss result also came forward in the survey where 2 4 % of the respondents agreed with
thee statement that environmental performance would improve with greater effort (O10)
(seee Table 11-16) while about 4 0 % of the respondents rejected the notion and a relatively
largee part (35%) remained neutral. Reflecting on the industry, Statoil employees had diversee opinions on whether the competitive edge of the industry negatively affects its envi-
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ronmentall performance (03). The statement 'Over the last ten years, the petroleum sector
hass improved its environmental performance in E&P to the maximum extent technologically
possible'(02)) resulted in a varied response as well: a small majority of 60% agreed with
thiss statement, while about 25% found it not applicable. Interestingly enough, Statoil's respondentss never stated that they find the abovementioned statement 'very much applicable':: that category scores zero for all those questions.
Tablee 11-16 Statoil employees on solutions; competition and improvements
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

02(n=17) )

5.9 9

0 33 (n=17)

5.9 9

0 1 00 (n=17)

5.9 9

35.3 3

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

17.6 6

17.6 6

58.8 8

00

41.2 2

23.5 5

29.4 4

00

35.3 3

23.5 5

00

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Inn addition, almost half of the respondents answered neutrally to the statement that the
majorityy of the environmental issues in E&P will be solved within five years (01). The other
respondentss equally disagreed and agreed with the statement. Statoil respondents answerr more neutrally than Shell respondents (see Table 11-17)
Tablee 11-17 Statoil versus Shell employees on solution of environmental issues
Question n

Totallyy not
applicable e

Statoil'ss 0 1 (n=17) 5.9 9

Not t
applicable e
17.6 6

Neutrall
47.11

Applicable

Very much
applicable e

29.4

nn

Mean

SDD

T

Dff

Sig (2-tailed)

Statoil l

177

3.00

.8666

2.958

600

.004

Shell l

455

2.24

.908 8

0

Mann-Whitney

202000 0

Wilcoxonn W

1237000 0

ZZ

-3.008 8

Asymp.Sig g
(2tailed) )

.003 3

Chi-squaree value: 12.444; df: 4; Asymp Sig.(2-tailed): .014.

Overr the years, Statoil's list of group-wide environmental performance indicators climbed
fromm two to five (see Table 11 -18). HSE recording was further developed by Statoil's own
systemm for performance measurement to which all operating units regularly record and report.. In HSE accounting, all of the group's main activities, work carried out by contractors,
andd work under Statoil's operatorship were included, at least in 2002.
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Tablee 11-18 Statoil: group wide performance indicators
Yearr

Issues

Frequency y

19966

Energy savings
Wastee handling

Annually y
Annually y

2000,, 2002

Oil spills
Emissionss of carbon dioxide
Nitrogenn oxides
Energyy consumption
Wastee recovery

Quarterly y
Annually y
Annually y
Annually y
Annually y

Source:: Environmental reports.

Inn the survey, the increased importance of environmental issues over the years 1990-2002
wass very clear as well. Significant changes were not found only for the relation with
NGOs,, authorities and the restoration of sites (Table 11-19).
Tablee 11-19 Statoil employees: change in importance environmental issues1990-2002 2
Issue e

ZZ

Asymp.. Sig.
(2tailed) )

Issue e

ZZ

Asymp.. Sig.
(2tailed) )

Climatee change

-2.836 6

.005 5

Gass venting

-2.714 4

.007 7

Freshh water scarcity

-2.121 1

.034 4

Sustainablee development

-2.739 9

.006 6

Dischargess to water

-3.071 1

.002 2

NGOO pressures

-1.667 7

.096 6

Hydrocarb.. Emiss. Air

-2.724 4

.006 6

Investorr concerns

-2.958 8

.003 3

Oill spills

-2.333 3

.020 0

Communityy concerns

-2.449 9

.014 4

Packagingg waste

-2.873 3

.004 4

Relationn governing authority

-1.633 3

.102 2

Solidd waste

-2.414 4

.016 6

Financiall reputation

-2.232 2

.026 6

Biodiversity y

-2.060 0

.039 9

Environmentall reputation

-3.051 1

.002 2

Energyy efficiency

-2.714 4

.007 7

Environmentall legislation

-2.333 3

.020 0

Oilbasedd drilling muds

-2.251 1

.024 4

Decommisioningg wells, rigs

-2.449 9

.014 4

Gass flaring

-2.913 3

.004 4

Restorationn of sites

-1.890 0

.059 9

(a)) Based on positive ranks; (b) Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test. Number of respondents ranges from 11-16.

AA large majority of survey respondents considered technological changes to have beneficiall effects for the environment (S19), implying the mitigation of environmental impact by
innovation.. Further confirmation was provided by a 100% score for eco-design in the case
off new production facilities (S20) (combining 'to a large extent' and 'yes'). About 70% of
thee respondents stated that some technological changes have been taken only for environmentall reasons (S18) (see Table 11 -20).
Tablee 11-20 Statoil employees: aim technology change; impact innovation; eco-design
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S188 (n=17)

00

5.9 9

23.5 5

23.5 5

47.1 1

S199 (n=17)

00

00

11.8 8

52.9 9

35.3 3

S200 (n-17)

00

00

00

29.4 4

70.6 6

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex
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Consideringg the reporting of data on environmental performance, Annex VI gives an overview1288 of the developments over the years. Statoil provided data on a wide variety of indicatorss in both kinds of reports and used absolute figures, words and comparisons to illustratee its performance. Four remarkable aspects in Statoil's performance reporting stand
out.. Firstly, Statoil distinguished between releases of chemicals that it considers harmful,
acceptable,, and having no or little impact. For example, of the chemicals released from
offshoree operation, only 0.7% are considered 'environmentally-questionable', and these
aree being phased out. The categorisation shows the company's awareness in evaluating
itss impact (Statoil, 2002a:40). Secondly, information for the largest land-based operations
andd plants on the NCS was shown separately. Thirdly, Statoil's presentation of challenges
changedd in character: from a long rather specific list for offshore installations in 1996 to a
general,, much shorter list in 2002. Fourthly, Statoil presented overviews of HSE-budgets,
investmentss and expenses which have not been observed in any other reports. Further,
HSEE was an element in remuneration. According to interviewees, 20% of the bonus consistss of safety; total recorded injuries; and reduction in emissions of carbon, but, for some
positions,, the rate is higher than in others. According to interviewees, the rate was a 'very
importantt part of the focus' and had just increased from 10%, due to commitment and engagementt of the CEO.
MonitoringMonitoring and verification
Sincee its first report in 1991, Statoil has had a verified environmental report. The first verificationn only reviewed the expenditures and whether Statoil had been consistent in reportingg these costs to the authorities. In its Annual Report 2000, Statoil (2000) stated that
thee HSE management system and its accounting are verified annually by an external auditor.. Internally, Statoil reported that in 1996 several audits were carried out; a major audit
wass performed for exploration and production. Emissions, use of chemicals, and waste
treatmentt were audited both at land-based facilities and on platforms. Subcontractors
weree also audited, primarily as recipients of normal and hazardous waste. In 1997, internal
HSE-auditss were carried out at various levels and in different business areas by the corporatee audit department; several offshore audits were included as well, with varying degrees
off emphasis placed on health, safety, the working environment, and external environmental
conditions.. Suppliers were again involved in several audits. From 2000 onwards, Statoil
hass integrated the verified environmental report into its Annual Report129; this makes Statoil
aa frontrunner in the sector. An overview of the information on Statoil's monitoring process
iss provided in Table 11-21.

1288
In 2004, Statoil has also published HSE datasheets on its website covering data from at least 1999 onwards;; those were not included in the analysis.
1299
For 2002, the section comprised 13 pages including HSE accounting statistics (Statoil, 2002a).
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Tablee 11 -21 Statoil's audit system
Auditt program

1996:: Audits registered/followed up in a system for inspection administration

Start t

Noo information

Applied d

1996:: E&P on/offshore plus sub-contractors
1997:: various levels and several business units plus several offshore plus suppliers

Visits s

Noo information

Team m

Corporatee audit dept.

Followw up

Noo information

External l

HSEE mgt system and accounting annually

Source:: Company reports.

Inn the survey, a majority of the respondents (72%) agreed that the company is regularly
internallyy audited (S7); these respondents were almost equally distributed over the confirmingg categories ('applicable'; 'very much applicable') (see Table 11-22).
Tablee 11 -22 Statoil employees on audits; benchmarking; and manipulation
Question n

No o

Small l

Some e

Large e

Yes s

S77 (n=18)

5.6 6

5.6 6

16.7 7

38.9 9

33,3 3

S8(n=17) )

00

29.4 4

23.5 5

23.5 5

23.5 5

S133 (n=18)

00

22.2 2

22.2 2

44.4 4

11.1 1

Totallyy not
applicable e

Nott applicable

Neutral l

Applicable e

Veryy much
applicable e

35.3 3

35.3 3

23.5 5

5.9 9

00

0 11 6 (n=17)

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III.

Butt in addition, 22% responded that internal audits were performed only to a 'small' or
'some'' extent, while 6% stated they are not carried out at all. The distribution of answers
wass even more spread with regard to the occurrence of external audits (S8), although
nonee of the respondents said 'No'. More than 50% responded with 'small or some extent';
thee other smaller half stated that external audits occur regularly. On the other hand, regular
benchmarkss (S13) were confirmed by 55% of the Statoil-respondents, with the other half
beingg more cautious in their answer. Interviewees indicated the difficulty of HSE benchmarkingg and its potential effect on the business:
—— "In industry organisations, it is tricky to get the numbers right. By operations we take
100%100% always, others do equity, we need to restate our accounts on that and I think we
willwill because C02 will have a price on it."
Thee statement that the results of audits are fairly easily manipulated (016) was strongly
rejectedd by a majority of 70%; However, 6% stated that this was indeed the case, while a
ratherr high 23% remained neutral.

11.55

Conclusions

Norwegiann Statoil is the youngest and smallest company in the case study sample. It built
itss environmental management system in a strong legislative but relatively secure and
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comprehensiblee context. The company is an early reporter, which is extraordinary for the
Europeann context. With the focus of its operations mainly on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf,, the company has the lowest degree of internationalisation of the four case companies.. Despite its goal in the 1990s to increase its degree of internationalisation, in fact
Statoill hardly increased its international presence. Moreover, the international operations
thatt were developed in the Caspian region led to questions by the Norwegian public,
whilee the operations in Iran resulted in reputation damage.
Statoill was included in the case study format to contrast with the characteristics of
thee other companies in order to examine: the effects of a low degree of internationalisation;; the effect of state ownership; the young age of the company; and the effect of its
homee country origin. The results show that this home country origin and state ownership
resultedd in the early adoption of parts of an EMS and the implementation of environmental
impactt assessments. On the basis of that experience, Statoil profiles itself as an exporter
off a certain quality of standards to other nationally-owned companies in its 'NOC NOC'
strategy.. However, the integration of the system into the rest of company procedures took
thee rest of the 1990s, and the development of monitoring procedures was still in progress
byy 2003. The young age of the company meant that it did not have to break through a
centuryy of culture building and belief systems; however, although maybe starting from a
differentt level, issues regarding compatibility of environmental and economic goals still
remain.. Environmental issues had to prove their business value in the Norwegian context
ass well, especially since Statoil's orientation was on technological skills and their sales to
thee rest of the sector.
Althoughh the institutional context and its history as a state-owned company had
weightt in the relatively early development of systematic management, the short lines of
authorityy and the high level of centralisation seemed to have slowed down the implementationn of a complete management system. In addition, Statoil's rather unblemished reputationn did not demand a complete system. The main concern of the company with regard to
environmentall issues is the hold-up and/or strategic fit of its environmental management
systemm within international operations. This concern was shared by interviewees from
otherr companies who rated Statoil high on its performance, but only when performance is
evaluatedd in the Norwegian context. Considering Statoil's environmental alignment, Statoil
startedd from a technical, proactive perspective in the beginning of the 1990s (see Figure
11-1). .
Overr the years, its external presentation slowly changed to a more 'fashionable'
version,, including summaries of stakeholder dialogue. In the fourth quadrant, Statoil moves
further.. From an approach in which all environmental impact was considered inefficient
and/orr a loss, Statoil's position extended its efficiency paradigm to a compatibility perspective:: the international perspective of a company obliged to present itself as environmentallyy conscious while profiling for competitiveness at the same time. Statoils' environmentall alignment is considered strong, but fragile when going abroad - as indicated by
thee thunderbolt sign. Notwithstanding its advanced position, the order of fit is similar to
Shell'ss and of a second order where activity is reinforcing. Considering the international
challenge,, optimisation of effort is not the level Statoil is at. The direction of Statoil's
alignmentt is considered technology transformation but with elements of competitive potential,, considering the 'NOC NOC' strategy.
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Figuree 11-1 Statoil's position in the corporate greening model
Approachh to implementing corporate greening
passive/reactivee
11

oo

active/proactive
22

4

(Statoiii 199Ö;

11

(Statoill 2002)

Source:: Adjusted from Winn and Angell, 2000. For Notes, see Chapter 4, section 4.4.2.
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Fromm the beginning of the 1990s onwards, particularly international companies were confrontedd with the environmental challenge in their strategies and organisations: they had to
considerr the impact of environmental issues on profitability, competitiveness and reputation,, and had to formulate organisational responses. These developments also triggered
academicc interest. On the basis of an inventory of the environmental management, internationaltional business and strategy/organisation literatures, this study has concentrated on the
relationshipp between environmental strategy and environmental structure. This relationship
wass identified as the 'black box' of the debates in the literature, when differentiated on the
basiss of levels of analysis (country, sector, firm) and focus (general, MNC-specific).
Focusingg on the international petroleum industry, the following central question
wass formulated: Which factors influence the relationship between environmental strategy
andd environmental structure in a multinational corporation? The result of the study is a
presentationn of developments of environmental management within a specific industry to
showw the dynamics of 'greening' in the powerful and complex world of 'black gold'. For its
elaboration,, a theoretical framework was developed which extended the concept of strategicc alignment to environmental issues. This "International Environmental Alignment
Framework"" examined the relationships between variables of a strategic and a structural
nature,, related to environmental issues, within the multinational corporation. In addition, it
distinguishess between three orders of fit (simple consistency, mutual reinforcement, and
optimisationn of effort) and the underlying drivers of alignment.
Thee study focused on the period 1990-2002 and consists of two parts. Part I used
evidenceevidence from a broad sample of petroleum companies in the Fortune Global Top 250.
Thiss resulted in an overview of the trends in environmental strategy and environmental
structuree as well as an overview in the developments in strategy, structure and reputation.
Too examine their relationships within the framework of international environmental alignmentt and, to deepen the insights gained, the second part of the study consisted of four
casee studies: Shell; BP (including Arco and Amoco); Total (including Elf Aquitaine); and
Statoil. .
Inn this concluding chapter, the main findings of the study are presented. Firstly, an
overvieww is given of the dynamics and changes in environmental management in the periodd 1990-2002, focusing on the developments in environmental strategy (12.1) and environmentall structure (12.2). Subsequently, the iinks between environmental strategy/structuree and respectively, general strategic and structural variables are highlighted
(12.3):: the influence of strategic variables on environmental strategy (1 2.3.1), and the role
off structural variables with regard to environmental structure (1 2.3.2). An overview of the
findingss related to the relationship between environmental strategy and structure, and the
orderss of alignment are discussed in 12.4. Thereafter, the chapter continues with the theoreticall and practical relevance of the study (12.5). A discussion on the limitations of the
studyy and suggestions for further research finalise this chapter (12.6).
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12.11

Developments in environmental strategy

Too obtain insight into the developments in the environmental strategy of petroleum companiess in the period 1990-2002, major company documents (particularly environmental
reports,, policies and codes of conduct) were analysed (Chapter 7), supplemented with
otherr material and interviews for the case companies (Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11). Table
12-11 gives an overview of the factors derived from the strategic aspects included in codes
off conduct and environmental reports over the years. It indicates overall trends in relation
too the sector as a whole, to country of origin, and to critical events.
Tablee 12-1 Patterns in profiling on environmental strategy: trends and interpretations
Sectorr patterns

Countryy of origin patterns

Criticall events and other remarks s

Codess of
conductt

Inclusion of environmental at- Asiann companies do not have a Noo pattern for inclusion of
environmentall issues as
code, ,
tention in the code and little
separatee topic or not.
attentionn to monitoring by large
majority. .

Policyy

Inclusion of environmental pol- Latinn American companies do
icyy in report by large majority of nott include codes.
companies s

Reportt

Reporting rate, focus and tone
largelyy similar in sector.
Stylee of reporting changed to
doublee and triple reports

US:: early reporters
EU:: late reporters
Asian:: non-reporters

Statee ownership seems to explainn early reporting of some
Numberr of pages doubled from EUU companies.
266 for first to 56 for latest issues. .

Noo clear pattern for exact
contentss of the policies.
Noo clear patterns for exact
contentss of the reports.
Criticall event trigger for Shell
andd for the early reporters:
respectivelyy Brent Spar, the
Earthh Summit, and indirectly
ExxonValdezz (through US legislation). .

Thee great majority of companies include environmental issues in their codes and policies.
Theree was, however, hardly any attention for monitoring in the codes of conduct. Asian
companiess generally had no code of conduct. The sector is characterised by a high reportingg rate, but clear patterns do not stand out in the exact contents of the reports and
policies.. Regional distinctions do stand out with regard to the timing of the first publication
off the reports, early reporters (before 1995) are mostly US companies, late reporters are
mostlyy European, and non-reporters are Asian companies. State ownership explains the
earlyy reporting of some European companies. In addition, some of the initial disclosures
cann be linked to the occurrence of critical events. Over the period 1990-2002, the style of
reportingg explicitly changed to double and triple reports and the number of pages doubled
fromm the first to the latest issues.
Thee case study companies showed different emphases in strategic profiling: a
long-termlong-term survival conviction; a single-issue approach; a product focus; a regulation preventionn emphasis; a size effect; and an extended technological orientation:
•• Shell started to present its environmental strategy very strongly to its external
stakeholderss after reputation events in the mid-1990s. Building on policies, standardss and guidelines, Shell replaced a single-issue approach by a broader one in
whichh it claimed a compatibility perspective ('win-win' combination of environmentall and economic goals) as essential for its long-term survival.
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BP,, an early reporter, also had a strong presentation in the environmental arena.
Thiss company mainly focused on the single issue of climate change in its strategy;
itss style did suggest a more holistic package but structured contents did not stand
out.. Before the BP-dominated merger, the US counterparts had their own environmentall strategies: ARCO had a history of specific profiling on the US institutional
context,, concentrating on clean air products as a commercially interesting market.
Amocoo used to present its engineering perspective of environmental innovation in
ann attempt to prevent further regulation. Post-merger profiling by BP's CEO implied
aa stronger direction in environmental strategy, although this does not explicitly
reckonn with the diversity of approaches still present, as a result of amongst other
things,, the merging of different company cultures and traditions.
Thee results from the third case, TFE, contrast with BP and Shell. TFE decided only
afterr the merger that its size obliged it to make an external presentation of its profile
inn a more comprehensive style. Before that strategic change, Elf published an environmentall report but of a rather didactic and illustrative nature instead of a comprehensivee presentation. Total was the only of the largest petroleum companies
thatt did not publish externally at all. However, after the merger, the company
startedd to refer to a compatibility perspective.
Statoil,, the fourth and last case, used to have a technological orientation similar to
thatt of ARCO; however, Statoil's strategy seemed more comprehensive than
ARCO'ss which was more product-oriented. In the mid-1990s, parallel to its aim of
internationalisation,, Statoil changed to a more cautious position. It still showed a
compatibilityy perspective (also by including the environmental report in the annual
report)) and a technologically progressive environmental attitude. However, the
companyy increased its attention for stakeholder dialogue and no longer claimed the
kindd of leadership it once did. Nevertheless, Statoil employees confirmed an internall drive for leadership, which was said to be stimulated by top management.

12.22

Developments in environmental structure

Withh regard to environmental structure, Table 12-2 gives the developments for the broad
samplee as found in environmental reports over the years (Chapter 7). It identifies trends
relatedd to the sector as a whole, country of origin, and specific events. The majority of the
companiess explicitly mention the existence of an environmental management system. A
thirdd of the reports refer to alignment of the environmental management system (EMS)
withh overall strategy or other management tools.
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Tablee 12-2 Patterns in findings on environmental structure: trends and interpretations
Sectorr patterns

Countryy of origin patterns

Criticall events and
otherr remarks

EMSS & standards s

Largee similarities in
Latinn America: single system Latestt issues specify specific
mentioningg a system, and
EU/US:: slight tendency to
partss of the company for apshortt description. Alignment decentralisedd format
plicationn of the EMS
withh overall strategy mentionedd in a third of the reports

Monitoring g

Halff of the companies refer
too monitoring systems in
shortt descriptions

US:: more references than
Noo remarks.
companiess from other countries s
LA:: only recent attention for
thiss issue

Verification n

Highh verification rate

Noo specific patterns

Performance e

Increasee in absolute amount
off data

US:: 'objectives' reference
Largee variety in quantity and
EU:: 'continuous improvement' scopee of data frequently unreference e
clear r

Maturingg of procedures resultss in extensions.

Thee analysis of management systems showed a transition of a "one framework" format to a
"multiplee systems" approach, indicating a shift in authority and thus, a decentralisation.
However,, Latin American companies mainly chose single systems, implying an emphasis
onn centralisation. It is also noteworthy that only half of the companies refer to the monitoringg of the systems. In those references, regional patterns are again observed: now for both
thee US companies {which make more references) and the Latin American companies,
whichh make references only in the latest issues of their reports. Further, the verification
ratee of the sector is high: 53% of the latest issues received verification, this in comparison
withh 29% of the latest reports in the Fortune Global Top 250 (KPMG/AgBS, 2002). Over
thee years, the elements included in the procedures of verification have been extended. In
addition,, an increase in the absolute amount of data for environmental performance is observedd for all companies, identifying a common sector trend. Within these data, regional
patternss can be seen for US companies (which refer to 'objectives') and European companiess ('continuous improvement'). Notwithstanding these patterns, the large variety in the
quantityy of the data stands out, as well as the lack of clarity concerning the scope of the
data. .
Furtherr exploration of those findings in the case studies leads to much variety in the
developmentss for the different corporations. For example, variation exists as to the issues
onn which companies select to position themselves; the point in time they started to publishh externally; the way they integrate the issues into their system; and, the issues they
choosee not to give attention to. The following specific results stand out:
•• Shell presented the most transparent as well as the most complete picture. Startingg its development at the end of the 1990s and taking a considerable amount of
timee on image issues, Shell implemented a management system and auditing procedures.. While underlining the complexity of it all, the company implemented an
assurancee procedure and verification of the data of the whole company. A too low
commitmentt of employees was recognized as a risk to the consistent implementationn of those procedures.
•• All three companies making up BP initiated a complete management system based
onn risk management from 1997 onwards, although elements were present long
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before.. Apart from the efforts of ISO14001 certification and the richness of environmentall performance data, the information on monitoring systems and auditing is
harderr to interpret.
•• TFE also had a management system. The merged company largely built on Total's
managementt system and approach of risk management, a fact which illustrates that
non-reportingg does not necessarily relate to 'non-management' as such.
•• For Statoil, the fourth and last case, a common system was developed from 1998
onwards.. Its matter-of-fact name (AR21) seemed to imply a high level of integration
intoo the rest of the organization, although internationalisation is considered a big
challengee to the compliance of standards.

12.33

Linking environmental strategy/structure to overall strategy/structure

Thee developments in environmental strategy and environmental structure have been linked
too those in general strategic and structural variables. An overview of the findings is given
inn Table 12-3.
Tablee 12-3 Overview of findings related to propositions, part I
Proposition n

P1 1

P2 2

P3 3

P4 4

P5 P5

P6a a

P6b b

P6c c

n.a. .

++

++

--

++

++

Sectorr results

--

++

Casee results

+/--

+/--

n.a. .

++

+/--

+/--

+/--

++

Finall conclusion

??

+,, and

n.a. .

+,, and

+/--

+/--

+/--

++

Notes:: n.a. no result available; -: no support for proposition; +: support for proposition; and: additional variables
off importance; ?: further research needed.
P1:: vertical integration; P2: internationalisation; P3: diversification; P4: reputation; P5: centralisation; P6a: cooperativee arrangements; P6b: mergers; P6c: state ownership versus private investors.

Thee findings will be discussed in more detail in subsections 12.3.1 and 12.3.2. A distinctionn is made between the results on the basis of the findings from the broad sample of
companies,, the results on basis of the case studies, and the final conclusions. As the table
shows,, the findings in the case studies do extend the earlier conclusions. For some
propositions,, the importance of additional variables is highlighted by the word 'and'. For
others,, the difference between the results requires further research indicated by a questionn mark: firmer statements could not be made.
12.3.11 The role of strategic variables
Withh regard to vertical integration, the first variable of a strategic nature, the diversity
withinn the sample turned out to be large (see Chapter 5). In addition, mergers have a variedd influence on the degree of vertical integration. On the basis of the results in the sector
study,, no support was found for proposition P1: 'The level of vertical integration correspondss negatively with the elaboration of the corporate environmental strategy'. Although
thee relative inflexibility of coordination mechanisms accompanying vertical integration
couldd hinder the development of the environmental strategy, this does not necessarily lead
too a negative relationship. However, following the reasoning that sector mimicry also leads
too internal learning effects, the existence of certain strictly regulated end-products in a
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company'ss chain may stimulate environmental strategy. For the petroleum industry, the inclusionn of refining and chemicals and their strict standards, for example, may lead to organisationall learning and copying of procedures within the firm. This way, vertical integrationn would stimulate the environmental strategy, depending on the strength of this effect
versuss the strength of flexibility of command and control within a vertically integrated organisation. .
Thee case studies could not add much specific information to the above-mentioned
findingg due to its emphasis on the E&P business division. Diverse patterns stood out: BP
withh its particularly low score of vertical integration showed a largely comparable strategy
too Shell, which had an average score; while TFE used to have a low score before its
mergerr and a less pronounced strategy. This leads to the conclusion that the data do not
suggestt a relationship between environmental strategy and vertical integration. However,
furtherr research, e.g. outside of the E&P focus, may change this conclusion, but the data
off this study do not permit more extensive deliberations.
Withh regard to internationalisation, the analysis of the petroleum companies indicatedd an increasing worldwide presence, both in assets and in overall internationalisation
(seee Chapter 5). Over time, this development occurred simultaneously with the developmentss in environmental management, potentially indicating a possible relation and initial
supportt for proposition P2: 'The level of internationalisation of a MNC corresponds positivelytively with the elaboration of the corporate environmental strategy'. A greater international
presencee increases a company's exposure and therefore the potential demands of society
onn a company. Furthermore, the development of the environmental strategy may be
spurredd by the multiple institutional contexts of the companies, which require clear procedures,, if only to avoid potential litigation. Thus, in order to comply with these settings and
minimisee coordination problems, a company would be expected to set its own standard
andd develop a more advanced strategy.
However,, the case studies showed more complex combinations than were uncoveredd by the previous reasoning. While BP and TFE were most internationalised, they were
nott necessarily leading in environmental strategy. BP has been working to profile the
companyy as having a proactive environmental strategy, e.g. by its climate change position
andd new logo. In external relations, these efforts have been paying off: ever since they
weree made, the company has been considered a leader. However, the company's strategy
wass also questioned by industry experts and subject to a variety of interpretations by
companyy interviewees. Neither in the case of TFE, the relationship between degree of internationalisationn and environmental strategy was found to be very clear. As early as 1990,
bothh TOTAL and Elf had already reported being present in certain sensitive political contextss and in its annual reports, TOTAL used to boost on its local employment impact. At
thee time, the companies were both highly internationalised, but for environmental strategy
thee companies differed so much in their approach that the difference cannot be explained
onn the basis of degree of internationalisation. TFE interviewees confirmed that the increasedd size of the company after the merger was a reason to reconsider corporate environmentall strategy; in addition, clear statements were made about the severe impact of
legislativee contexts on environmental management.
Lookingg at Shell, this company is considerably internationalised with a very pronouncedd environmental strategy. Its environmental strategy quickly developed after the
catalystt events of 1995, and consequently their relation to reputation. The size of the impactt of those events was due not only to the photogenic nature of the Brent Spar event
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andd smart media tactics by NGOs but also related to Shell's size, which corresponds to
itss degree of internationalisation and reputation.
Statoill is at the other extreme of the internationalisation spectrum. For internationalisation,, it was one of the lowest scoring companies in the industry. The intervention of
thee Norwegian state used to guarantee Statoil participation in the projects on the Norwegiann Continental Shelf (NCS) until 1995; its pronounced strategy is probably a result of
thiss regime. The difficult operating conditions on the NCS also stimulated Statoil in its
technologicall focus; Statoil employees surveyed did agree slightly more than Shell respondentss with the statement that their company is well equipped to implement environmentall solutions; they also scored higher than Shell on the environmental benefit of technologicall changes. The company is attempting to apply its experience as a nationallyownedd company (NOC) in the foreign context ('NOC NOC' strategy), but this is confirmed
too be its greatest challenge. Statoil will be confronted with the same challenges as the
otherr companies to fuel the motor of matching intentions and performance, a challenge
blemishedd by 'Irangate' in 2003. ARCO was another example of low internationalisation;
itss focus may be considered as comparable to Statoil and accordingly be explained by a
strongg institutional orientation.
Inn conclusion, the contrasting evidence for the case companies shows that the degreee of internationalisation is an important variable influencing environmental strategy but
thatt the relation is interacted/intervened upon by both size of the company and legislative
backgroundd in home and host countries. The proposition is both confirmed and rejected in
thee case findings; the final conclusion, therefore, refers to the importance of other variables.ables. The third variable in the framework, diversification, and its accompanying propositionn P3, were not further investigated (see Chapter 5).
Reputationn was included and seen as a potential intervening (affecting direction)
and/orr interacting (affecting magnitude) influence on environmental strategy. For reputation,, a common sector effect of an overall declining reputation was observed (see Chapter
6).. In timing, the increase in external disclosure seems to relate to this decline leading to
initiall support for proposition P4: A company's involvement in environmental management
correspondscorresponds to its experience of negative reputation change. This applies especially to
Shell.. However, increased involvement does not result from negative reputation change
only;; other factors such as visibility and size also play a role in the reputation effect. BP
illustratess this: it is a company that profiled itself extensively in the environmental arena,
butt had not experienced a catalyst event before that. For both Shell and BP, reporting and
campaigningg efforts seem to have paid off in an improved reputation, even though criticismss remain, e.g. illustrated by the copycat NGO-activism on their environmental reports.
Thee durability of the improvements in reputation in relation to new critical events would
requiree actual new critical events in order to be addressed thoroughly.
Thee developments within the four case-study companies showed that reputation is
indeedd a strongly motivating factor for the companies, strengthened by size and visibility.
Catalystt events were important because they directly influenced the visibility of the companies.. Nevertheless, the survey amongst Shell employees showed a 25% 'No' answer to
thee importance of catalyst events for causing changes in the environmental strategy. This
iss remarkable considering Shell's experience with Brent Spar. It must also be noted that
changess in environmental strategy also appeared without explicit reputation effects. Indirectly,, because of the high level of cooperation and interdependence between the companiess (e.g. in solving the effect of spills) as well as their focus on risk management, the
eventss also affect other companies. In addition, the study reconfirms the importance of
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reputationn effects in relation to catalyst events. Their potential to speed up the process
withinn a single company is undoubted, while their impact on other companies, due to the
highh level of cooperation between them, stands out as well. However, it is recognised that
thee effect of reputation status is interacted upon by the size and visibility of the companies.. It therefore remains difficult to draw definite conclusions, and this is certainly an area
thatt needs further investigation in follow-up research.
12.3.22 The role of structural variables

Thee first variable for structure was degree of centralisation. For the large sample of companiess studied, the analysis showed that European companies became more decentralisedd over the period 1990-2002, while US companies tended to centralise (see Chapter
5).. Relating these data to environmental structure, this was approached by the different
elementss of management systems, performance and monitoring procedures.
Thee management systems showed a trend for decentralisation for both the European and
thee US companies (moving from a "one framework" format to a "multi-systems" approach).
However,, the Latin American companies with their centralised organisational structure
seemedd to prefer a "one framework" format. With regard to performance, a trend for centralisationn was also observed in the goal setting referred to by US companies and their
moree explicit references to different formats of monitoring (internal, external, central), indicatingg a larger corporate hold than for the European companies.
Thee previous results indicated some cautious, initial support for proposition P5:
TheThe degree of centralisation in organisational structure is positively related to the degree
ofof centralisation in environmental structure. However, for the cases, which were all European,, the examination of degree of centralisation resulted in a range of more diverse observationss with regard to the relationship with environmental structure. Their management
systemss started to develop primarily in the second half of the 1990s: by 2002, all companiess claimed to have such a system but their initial start-up could not be explained by the
generall organisational structure although centralised structures seemed to facilitate the
speedd of implementation of the environmental structure.
Thee second variable of a structural nature is structure of ownership (see Chapter
5).. It was operationalised by means of three aspects: engagement in cooperative arrangements;; mergers; and state ownership versus ownership by private investors (in the
casee studies). With regard to the first aspect, engagement in cooperative arrangements
(propositionn P6a), US companies had a relatively high average of almost 30% of their operationss in minority partnerships, but this average hides the diverse scores of the companies.. This diversity implies that US companies have varied possibilities for direct control,
dependingg on the company. European companies had an even higher score of almost
40%% (0.38 for 1995) of their operations in minority ownership. It means that they will need
too discuss environmental protocols with other partners in a large part of their operations.
Thee first examinations did not provide direct support for proposition P6a: Working in cooperativeoperative arrangements stimulates a company to take a more advanced approach in its
environmentalenvironmental structure. The contrasting effects of processes of mutual learning and
formationformation exchange together with delaying procedures and different foci of attention of
companiess were too large. Subsequently, the case studies confirmed the conflicting evidence.. Especially in the interview results, a multitude of contrasting and cautious answeringg emerged, underlining the difficulty of negotiations about standards in partnerships and
consortia. .
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Withh respect to the influence of the second variable of a structural nature, propositionn P6b states that: 'After an initial delaying effect, mergers then stimulate the developmentment of the environmental structure of a company'. Mergers were the most important
overalll organisational change in the sector in the 1990s. In a few years' time, the top
leaguee of companies changed completely. From the petroleum companies in the Fortune
Globall Top 250, only Latin American companies did not participate in mergers at all. Exceptionss in the European context were ENI, Shell and Statoil. Some initial support for this
propositionn is observed in the approach to the environmental reporting after mergers, e.g.
ChevronTexacoo explicitly refers to continuing deployment of its EMS after the merger and
TotalFinaElff started reporting after the merger. The latter effect can be attributed to a
changingg approach due to increased visibility (and therefore a size effect) but is also a
possiblee anticipation of the institutional setting in France where, in the meantime, reporting
hass become compulsory.
However,, the increase in complexity due to mergers can also delay the developmentt of an environmental structure. This argument has been further examined in the case
studies.. The changes in TFE's approach to environmental management after its merger
demonstratedd the stimulating effect of mergers. For BP, it is less clear how the combinationn of the companies after the merger affected its environmental structure; BP seemed to
dominate,, leading to an extension of a decentralised approach. Both Shell and Statoil did
nott experience a merger but appeared to have a more developed environmental structure
thann the other two. Therefore, the overall result is multifaceted. The effect of mergers
seemss to depend on the dominance of a specific partner in the merger and the resulting
increasess in size and thus in visibility; single conclusions could not be drawn from the
data. .
Thee third element of structure of ownership concerned whether a company is
ownedd by the state or private investors. The accompanying proposition P6c was formulated:: State ownership as such does not influence environmental structure; its effect is
relatedrelated to the institutional setting within the country. In the results of the sector study, the
influencee of state ownership stood out in the early reporting by some European companiess (see Chapter 7) as well as the low internationalisation and high centralisation of Latin
Americann companies (see Chapter 5). Within the case studies, state ownership influences
clearlyy stood out for Statoil and TFE. For Statoil, the early development of its environmentall strategy fell in line with the demanding legislative context; for TFE, the more flexible
institutionall environment resulted in a different, less systematic approach, which leads to
furtherr support for this proposition.
Notwithstandingg the absence of a direct overall relationship and straightforward
supportt for the propositions, the information provided by the case studies suggests that
thee development of the systems is related to the characteristics within the organisational
structure:: centralised organisational structures quicken the process of implementation of
thee EMS.
•• BP was the most decentralised company for both minority- and majority-owned affiliatess and its EMS was characterised by a similar decentralised approach: an extensivee set of expectations had to guide operating companies in their choices for
ann internal independent system. Amoco's history (US in origin) showed that many
elementss had been triggered by the legislative context at an earlier date; in addition,, the development of BP's decentralised EMS may be explained by BP's relativelyy high score of minority ownership; with a third of its affiliates in minority own-
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ership,, the company joined developments in the sector as a whole instead of proceedingg on its own course.
Statoill was the most centralised and smallest company in 2002. Its system seemed
too be well integrated, although information about monitoring systems was somewhatt scarce. It would seem that the development of the system was eased not only
byy the direct and short lines of communication and authority in this company but
alsoo by the further implementation of the system into the company's operations.
TFEE first centralised in the period 1990-1995 and then decentralised after its
merger,, while its figures for minority-owned affiliates showed a pattern of centralisation.. Considering the Statoil example, this would feed the expectation that the
companyy developed the basic elements of its system before 1995 after which furtherr implementation and integration became more difficult because of the decentralisationn process. But, in practice, the development of TFE's system could only be
examinedd after the merger when more information came forward and the company
becamee more transparent: the system has indeed not been implemented as much
ass it might have been with a more centralised structure. TFE's management system
ass such was only mentioned as one of a total of twelve elements. Similar to the BP
case,, the ratio of minority/majority affiliates may have played a role. For both Total
andd Elf, the ratio was above average, decreasing the span of control and maybe
slowingg the implementation of a systematic approach
Startingg as the most centralised company in the sample for 1990, Shell decentralisedd around 1995 but had centralised again by 2002. This led to a decentralised
positionn like TFE's but with a clearly different history and a seemingly totally different
EMS:: i.e. accompanied by a clear monitoring system and a rather high level of transparencyy and level of access for external audiences. In the employee survey, Shell's
positivee score on the regularity of auditing was also higher than Statoil's even though
forr both companies, answers were diverse on the exact regularity of the audits.

12.44

Towards International Environmental Alignment?

Inn the period 1990-2002, environmental management changed from an operational to a
strategicc issue, which strengthened the relation between environmental strategy and environmentall structure. This study has examined which factors determine this relationship; it
framedd the dynamics of elements of a strategic and structural nature in its newly developedd International Environmental Alignment Framework. The previous section showed that
att least some of the identified strategic and structural variables do indeed play an importantt role. However, in a more narrow focus, the concept of international environmental
alignmentt concentrates on the relationship between environmental strategy and environmentall structure. About this relationship, four 'alignment' propositions were formulated.
Tablee 12-4 gives an overview of the results, which stood out from the case studies.
Tablee 12-4 Overview of findings related to propositions, part II
Proposition n

P7a a

P7b b

P8 8

P9 9

Casee results

+/--

n.a. .

--

+,, V

Notes:: P7a: centr, env structure vs stage of env strategy; P7b: influence order alignment on P7a; P8: congruityy and level of alignment; P9: commitment; n.a.: no result available; -: no support for proposition; +: support
forr proposition; and: additional variables of importance; ?: further research needed.
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Inn relation to the first alignment proposition, P7a: The level of centralisation of the environmentalronmental structure is positively related to the stage of the environmental strategy, it can
bee argued that the case studies did provide support for a positive relationship. Due to the
complexityy of the relationships, and the intervening variables on several relationships, contrastingg evidence is found as well. This leads to the conclusion that the relationship cannot
bee characterised as singular and exclusive. Bearing this evidence in mind, the result for
propositionn P7b: The higher the order of alignment, the weaker the relationship mentionedtioned in proposition P7a, is hard to characterise as conclusive and is therefore characterisedd as not available in the table. Subsequently, proposition P8 states: Congruity in the
levellevel of centrality of organisational structure and environmental structure results in a
higherhigher level of environmental alignment. No support for this proposition could be found
onn the basis of the empirical results of this study.
Thee last proposition, P9, states: The level of commitment is positively related to
thethe alignment of environmental management. Due to its different level of analysis (the individuall employee), the variable of commitment only allowed for examination within two
casee studies, the ones that participated in the survey. In the results, the answers of Shell
employeess did show a significant, positive correlation between continuance commitment
andd age; a significant negative correlation between affective commitment and duration of
employment,, and no significant relationships for forced commitment.
Comparisonn of the average scores for Statoil and Shell showed that Statoil's resultss were quite similar. The tentative overall conclusion may be that commitment to a
compatibilityy perspective will be higher for older employees who find the company's survivall [continuance] at stake. Employees whose work duration was shorter than five years
showw a commitment based on personal values, which may illustrate their belief in the optionss of the industry for high-quality environmental management, on the assumption that
theyy would not apply for a job at a company that did not behave in conformity with their
personall beliefs. With regard to proposition P9, both observations provide further insights.
Focusingg on the relationship between environmental strategy and environmental
structure,, the previous findings are further illustrated by the shifting positions of the companiess in the case studies (Figure 12-1). Although it is important to note that the reflection of
environmentall alignment in a single position is an abstraction of reality, the figure does show
that,, in the period 1990-2002, almost all companies have moved to the fourth quadrant.
Figuree 12-1 Companies' position in the model of corporate greening, 1990-2002
Approachh to implementing corporate greening
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Inn short, being in the fourth quadrant means that policy commitment is high and that the
approachh to the implementation of greening is active. As such, this can lead to different
orderss of alignment. However, the flash symbol in the figure indicates the frequent occurrencee of complex situations for all of the companies. For those situations, company statementss about the application of the best applicable version of standards can certainly be
found,, but the stories and examples of other, contrasting, practices are widely published
ass well. Ultimately, this leads to the conclusion that the contents of the figure should alwayss be translated to the operation at hand; this translation may deeply affect the conclusionn about a company's environmental alignment. Different orders of alignment and differentt drivers of their relationship (as discussed in Chapter 3) can be seen for the case
companies: :
•• Shell clearly experienced a critical event, which made the company move from a
somewhatt unclear position between the first and second quadrant to an advanced
positionn in the fourth quadrant. In the case studies, it is an example of one of the
mostt transparent companies. For 2002, Shell is characterised as having a strong
casee for environmental alignment; it is considered to be in the second order of
alignmentt where strategy and structure can be mutually reinforcing. Its position
buildss on the replacement of a single-issue approach to a total package in a comprehensivee whole, partly by an increased centralised approach. The company does
nott reach the third order of alignment because of the fragility of its operations in
sensitivee areas and the need for a further increase of the commitment of its employees.. Shell seems to take the direction of 'competitive potential', with environmentall strategy as a driver and business leadership as a criterion for performance.
•• BP shows an active position for 2002 as well. Its position builds on the history of
threee companies with different profiles. BP has a strong presentation but eventually
primarilyy a single-issue approach focused on climate change. Because BP's positionn is considered slightly imbalanced {e.g. due to the non-transparency of its monitoringg system and its fragility in relation to merger effects), it is placed somewhat
higherr in the fourth quadrant than Shell. Due to this imbalance, its order of alignmentt is characterised as being on the brink of second order fit. The direction of its
alignmentt results in a combination of strategy execution, technology transformation
andd competitive potential depending on future elaborations.
•• TFE is the only company in the second quadrant. Its position is related to an imbalancee between the external presentations of Elf and Total. Only after its merger did
thee company start to expose itself more extensively. However, its management systemm is hard to grasp. Although certain examples of the company's performance providee evidence of further advancement and a potential for change, for 2002, the companyy is characterised in the first order of alignment. The direction of its alignment is
characterisedd as technology transformation but might change as well if the company
cann acquire the required levels of commitment in its different national settings.
•• For 2002, Statoil resembles Shell, but in a national setting. The difference is that
thee starting position of the company for 1990 was in the fourth quadrant as well,
whichh was probably stimulated by the institutional setting. Therefore, the direction
off its alignment is characterised as technology transformation but with elements of
competitivee potential considering its 'NOC NOC' strategy. The order of its alignmentt is characterised as in the second order of reinforcing activities. It cannot be
labelledd as third order because of the challenges that Statoil is and will be facing in
itss internationalisation efforts.
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Inn conclusion, the framework of International Environmental Alignment confirms the importancee of reputation, critical events and institutional background; in addition, exploratory
insightss were developed with regard to the impact of vertical integration, internationalisation,, degree of centralisation, cooperative arrangements, mergers, and state ownership.
Thee size of the company and the level of commitment displayed by its employees appearedd as additional factors of importance.
Ass announced in Chapter 1, the aim of this study was to expand the knowledge on
thee integration of environmental issues in the organisation and management of MNCs. Integrationn was defined as "the quality of the state of collaboration that exists among departmentss that are required to achieve unity of effort by the demands of the environment"
(Lawrencee and Lorsch, 1969:11). Therefore, within the results, a further distinction is
madee concerning the importance of certain variables as related to the order of the alignmentt as well as to the drivers behind certain orders of alignment (see Table 12-5).
Tablee 12-5 Factors related to International Environmental Alignment
Orderr of
alignment t

Driverr of
alignment t

Influencess of a
strategicc nature

Influencess of a structural
nature e

Firstt order

Corporate e
strategy y

Internationalisation n

Degreee of centralisation?
Institutionall setting
Mergers? ?
Cooperativee arrangements?

Secondd order Corporatee and Internationalisation n
environmental l Verticall integration?
Reputation n
strategy y
Criticall event

Degreee of centralisation?
Institutionall setting
Mergers? ?
Size e
Cooperativee arrangements? Visibility y
Commitment t

Thirdd order

Otherr influences

Discussionn about applicability for thissector... .

Thee table shows that the world of petroleum M N C s behavioural patterns in corporate
greeningg is rather complex and that there are ample opportunities for further research (see
sectionn 12.6). For example, one cannot conclude that certain elements of strategy explicitlyy relate to a specific order of alignment and a specific alignment perspective. The table
showss clearly that degree of internationalisation is an important factor at the outset of the
environmentall strategy, especially when accompanied by a catalyst event. However, a
lowerr degree of internationalisation due to a smaller size does not necessarily lead to a
differentt strategy: the demands of a company's institutional background can override the
effectt of a low degree of visibility. Likewise, this means that catalyst events are not the
onlyy factor leading to changes in environmental strategy.
Thee cases already indicated that a status of late or early reporting does not necessarilyy refer to a certain status of alignment, and nor does a high quality public relations
machine.. Furthermore, the effect of organisation structure in the format of degree of centralisationn and structure of ownership (especially state ownership) generated various effects.. In addition, while the concept of alignment does refer to the balance between the
elementss of strategy and structure and their mutual reinforcement in which different constellationss can be observed, it does not guarantee quality as such. However, reputation,
commitment,, size and visibility do emerge as crucial factors to attain the second order of
alignment.. In addition, environmental strategy becomes an additional driver for that order,
whilee corporate strategy is the single driver for the first order of alignment. With regard to
thee alignment perspectives mentioned for the direction of alignment, this finding representss an extension of the earlier model.
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Withh regard to the concept of International Environmental Alignment, it means that
seeminglyy similar approaches are accounted for by a complexity of explanations. This
findingg illustrates Porter's remark about the value of using a framework, in which he stated
thatt the interaction between the variables cannot be rigorously drawn but that it helps to
selectt among the alternatives available (Porter, 1991). One of the deeper questions is
whetherr a petroleum company can ever reach the third order of alignment, optimisation of
effort,, and how that should be defined, considering the nature of the activities involved.

12.55

Theoretical and practical relevance

Thee relevance of the study, as outlined in the introduction in Chapter 1, is of both a theoreticall and practical kind. The theoretical contribution to the field of environmental management
consistss of the identification of the 'grey' and 'black boxes' within the literature, and the sector-widee approach examining the developments in a particular industry over a longer period
off time. The advantage of this approach is that it pays attention to the dynamics between
thee elements relevant to the MNC, at different levels of analysis. The study has thus also
aimedd to provide insights into the process of environmental management within multinationall corporations, particularly in the petroleum industry in the period 1990-2002.
Thee contribution to the international business and strategy/organisation literature is
inn the enrichment of the strategic alignment model to become the International Environmentall Alignment framework. This covers the interaction between factors of a strategic
andd structural nature as well as the direction and order of the relationships. Exploring developmentss within the internal organisation of the company in response to external influencess adds to previous approaches and explores new territory that lies ahead.
Thee theoretical and empirical parts of this study might also be helpful to practitionerss (managers, policy makers and other stakeholders, some of whom will be specifically
mentionedd below). This contribution firstly involves the actual information given about the
developmentss in the petroleum industry in the period 1990-2002, and the aspects concerningg NGO influence, external pressure, critical events, reputation, and managerial and
corporatee responses, both in terms of strategy and organisation. Secondly, the concept of
Internationall Environmental Alignment represents a contribution because it suggests ways
inn which environmental and general issues, processes, strategies and structures might be
linkedd (or not). This may lead to further consideration of the opportunities to improve the
levell and order of alignment within an organisation, and thus provide options for improvementt of companies' performance in these areas.
Forr host governments, the study may give input to the question of how much the
economicc impact of the companies is worth in relation to their environmental impact if a
'win-win'' situation is not clearly at stake. It might be interesting for a host government to
makee MNCs compete on environmental issues, but considering the high rate of cooperativee arrangements in the industry, application of those standards to other kinds of companies,, e.g. the nationally-based ones, can be a consideration. This also relates to the
strengtheningg position that host governments may wish to take in order to create a certain
levell of commitment to environmental issues.
Forr companies operating in the sector, considerations involve options for competitivee advantage (resulting from the pursuance of different strategies) and/or the choice to
acceptt the common sector approach. The complexity of these judgements is not only relatedd to normative beliefs but also to the economic feasibility of certain technological im-
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provementss in relation to margins, and to the potential of smaller companies and stateownedd companies. It is also related to possibilities for keeping a low profile in comparison
withh companies with a high public profile and the influence of stakeholder groups, such as
consumers.. These will also be issues for shareholders to take into account.
Onn the basis of this study, consumers and other pressure groups can reflect on their
(potential)) power to 'take away' a company's license to operate, in this case, licence for
sales,, for a shorter or longer period of time. However, this requires a high level of transparencyy if consumers' opinions are to be influenced, as well as a high level of engagement;; both may be difficult to attain because of the factual distance between engaged
consumerss in developed countries and the operations of petroleum companies in developingg countries. A topic of debate remains the degree to which, and whether, consumers
wouldd start to differentiate their buying behaviour if they had more complete information on
thee environmental quality of a company's operations and, for example, the origin of the
productt they buy. It is also important to consider to what extent NGO campaigns always
hitt the right 'target', in other words, how useful it is, viewed from a societal perspective, to
focuss on the most active and transparent company just because it has turned out to be
vulnerablee to public pressure and discloses a considerable amount of information.

12.66

Limitations of the study and further research

Thee limitations of a broad study such as this one are usually as many as the opportunities for
furtherr research it provides. Here, they are categorised as limitations of method and general
limitations.. With regard to the method, there are several imperfections. One of them is relatedd to the broad focus of the study. One might argue that the analysis of environmental
managementt practices is of no special use unless one delves into the operational practice.
Thee limitation of using companies external documentation was therefore acknowledged and
identifiedd as a challenge: to try to get behind the reports and brochures.
Nevertheless,, the decision to concentrate on the corporate level did result in the
usee of certain data sources which can be characterised as below the optimum, although
noo alternatives were found. The value of corporate environmental reports has been discussedd extensively in the previous chapters, as well as the lack of information on the coveragee of performance data and their reliability and quality. Although the 'maturing' of the
issuee provides a future scenario with less of these problems, the absence of a conclusive,
compositee environmental performance indicator makes it hard or maybe even impossible
too compare companies vis-a-vis their overall environmental performance. In addition, some
off the variables were hard to operationalise in practice, due to methodological complexitiess of a different nature (e.g. use of different terminology and definitions, relationships betweenn variables, measurement complexities, availability of data, level on the part of intervieweess and their (un)willingness to share information).
Somee of these issues were solved by the use of proxies; for others, information remainedd hard to find. In addition, the multitude of variables made it difficult to come to definitee conclusions. In that sense, this study has merely focused on providing insights into
thee complexity, indicating likely relationships and thus leaving many opportunities for follow-upp research to be carried out in larger sets of (also smaller) companies, in other sectorss and/or focused specifically on companies from a particular institutional context. Furtherr attention to state versus private ownership might be interesting as well, particularly in
thee oil sector, where so many companies are under strong government influence. The last
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aspectt gains in importance because of the pressure on companies to increase their participationn in new fields and to reconsider the ending of their operations in maturing fields.
Thiss also relates to the cooperation in consortia and the discussion on the impact of joint
venturess on environmental standards.
Inn addition, it would be valuable to expand the research to lower levels of decision
makingg within the companies, or to specific business units and their interrelationships.
Thiss also applies to an expansion of the exploratory findings on orders of alignment, and
thee relevance of the International Environmental Alignment Framework for individual variables.. Finally, the 'typical case' sampling strategy, as discussed in Chapter 4, could be
expanded,, for example with ExxonMobil. This would be worthwhile particularly because
ExxonMobil,, in contrast to other companies, seemed to pay less attention to strategic profilingg and external disclosure for a long period of time, while its structure was considered
impressive,, as far as economically-sound operations and cost-driven environmental managementt were concerned. Several interviewees indicated that, notwithstanding Exxon's
posturee on climate change, its performance as such was really admirable, based on an
efficiencyy drive, and that they did not understand why Exxon did not make use of this recordd to improve its environmental image. The case is especially interesting because ExxonMobil'ss seems to be changing its external profiling, as far as is indicated by an advertisementt in the New York Times in May 2004 ("Taking on the world's toughest energy
challenges";; "We are all in this together"; "Our commitment to good corporate citizenship
neverr will [change]").
Thee example of ExxonMobil shows the dynamic nature of International Environmentall Alignment. In relation to the findings, this is also illustrated by the options to investigatee the following, new proposition: A company situated in a higher level of environmentalmental alignment will be less vulnerable to the impact of critical events. In order to confirmm or reject this proposition, one would need to compare the effect of subsequent events
onn a single company, which in the meantime had changed its order of alignment. Translatingg this to the data from the case studies, this would mean that, for example, TFE's reputationall impact should be greater than Shell's or Statoil's in the case of a critical event,
becausee of its placement in a lower order of alignment. In practice, this is hard to operationalise.. When relating it to the wider framework of corporate social responsibility, eventuallyy initial support for the proposition is gained from Statoil's experiences in Iran. After
thee company was fined, the reputation issue seems to have faded. It can be argued that
companiess with a higher order of alignment only need temporary extra action to respond
too the reputation change; while companies positioned in a lower order of alignment need
too adjust their strategy and structure more profoundly to regain confidence.
Nevertheless,, questions remain as to whether transparency of effort and engagementt can and/or should compensate a potential lack of sustainability, and/or what the benefitt of a good environmental reputation will be when {and if) 'cheap oil' ends and consumptionn patterns continue at present levels. For developing countries, oil production may be the
onlyy way to escape from poverty, but it can also be the Trojan Horse leading to an increase
off poverty by environmental destruction, which in turn would contribute to further political
instability.. In his 1991-book, Yergin noted that "with the fate of the planet itself seeming to
bee in question, the hydrocarbon civilisation that oil built could be shaken to its foundations"
(Yergin,, 1991: 787). It is up to consumers, producers and other stakeholders to decide to
whatt degree this is the case. The findings in this study show the role of different strategy
andd structure variables in the integration of environmental issues. Now that the strategies
andd the systems seem to be put in place, the debate has just begun.
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Annexx II. Interview Questions, coding scheme and list of
interviewees s

A.. Interview questions
Note:: Semi-structured interviewing, not all questions asked to all interviewees; adjustment by function.
Generall introduction of the project
Environmentall strategy
General l
••
What do you consider to be the major changes in the company's environmental strategy in the periodd 1990-2002 (motivation - why; and contents - code, policy)
Changee in major topics
••
Who is initiating the environmental strategy of the company
Pleasee describe the impact of catalyst event [identify company specific] on the development of environmentall management in the company
Environmentall reporting
••

Who decides on external disclosure and its contents? 1990-2002

••

Value/cost/benefit of external disclosure in form of environmental reports, internally, externally

Environmentall structure
Contentss of responsibility
••

Please describe the development/major changes in the environmental management system of the
companyy in the period 1990-2002

••

What dilemma's were you confronted with during implementation of the management system?
1990-2002 2

••

How is the EMS implemented and by whom? 1990-2002

••

What does the organisation chart of your company look like?

••

Who and how do you decide on the environmental targets?

••

What is your opinion with regard to the statement that the correlation between 'proactiveness' of
thee environmental strategy and the centralisation of those issues in the organisation is reversed after
aa certain period?

••

Where lies the major tension/emphasis referring to the integration of environmental issues in the organisation? ?

Structuree of ownership/operations
••

Working with contractors and environmental issues; is there an explicit evaluation of past performancee and part of contract?

••

What is your opinion with regard to the statement that the complexity of structure of ownership
(workingg in consortia and joint ventures) is slowing down the implementation of high standards in
environmentall management in the industry

••

Can you describe the effect of the merger and acquisition history of your company on its environmentall management?
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Authorityy and formal responsibility
••

What level within the corporation decides on appointing and location of permanent environmental
staff? ?

••

What is the financial limit in budgetary decisions relating to environmental management?

••

Are environmental issues included in the remuneration policy?

••

What is your opinion with regard to the statement that operational facilities and subsidiaries feel
burdenedd by the impact of environmental standards and plans of corporate headquarters?

Monitoringg and environmental performance assessment
••

Reporting relationships with regard to environmental management

••

Developments in internal audits 1990-2002

••

Developments in certification 1990-2002

••

What is your opinion with regard to the statement that the existence of initial resistance of companiess to external certification has vanished into a conviction that certification is a way to check quality
systemss and control for liability.

Commitment t
••

Please describe the development in environmental commitment for the different organisational levelss in the company (Level and changes, corporate, BU, subsidiary, operations)

••

What is your opinion with regard to the statement that the competitive edge of the operations makes it
harderr for employees at the operational level to live up to the expectations at the corporate level

Reputation n
••

How does your company respond to the decline of the reputation of the industry during 1990-2002

••

Does the company actively involve in reputation management activities? (how/since when/major
issues) )

••

How does the company measure its reputation

••

What is your opinion with regard to the statement that companies only realised in the mid-1990s
thatt environmental reputation is important and that they are still struggling to show their improvementss and convince their general audiences.

••

What is your opinion with regard to the statement that a sensitive reputation profile/incident experiencee does impact environmental strategy but not necessarily the integration of environmental issues

inn the organisational structure/management.
Ranking g
••

Which company do you believe has environmental leadership within the sector of industry? Please
rankrank the top 5 of the following g r o u p ^ " of companies and explain your impression of changes over
thee years. Discuss chosen ranking, specific basis of your choice of environmental leadership?
(strategy,, specific issue, performance)

Closing g
••

Have we discussed all things you consider important regarding environmental management? Is
theree anything you want to add to this interview?

••

Can I contact you for clarification, while transcribing this interview and completing my work?

••

My thanks for your co-operation and time.

1300

The sample consists of the Fortune Global 500 list, Top 14 of petroleum refining companies for 2002 by
revenues;; mentioned in alphabetical order to the interviewee. The companies are: BP, Pemex, ChevronTexaco,
Conoco,, ENI, ExxonMobil, PDVSA, Petrobras, RepsolYPF, Shell, Statoil, TotalFinaElf. Added were Pemex
{categoryy 'Crude); excluded were Smopec, SK and Marathon. The results are three North American, six Europeann and three Latin American companies).
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B.. Coding scheme
Markingg each interview with:
Date: :
Company/organisation: :
Namee interviewee:
Howw long employed by the firm:
Functionn (official title):
Educationall background:
Responsibilitiess tasks activities:

Listt of Codes used to analyse the interviews
Environmentall strategy
Environmentall policy

POL L

Corporatee environmental report

CER R

Stakeholders s

STAK K

Rolee CEO/Board/top management

CEO O

Challenge e

CHA A

Sustainability y

SUST T

Performance e

PERF F

Renewables s

RENEW W

Statee company

STA A

Initiative e

INI I

Environmentall structure
Environmentall management system

EMS S

Environmentall impact assessment

EIA A

Audits s

AUD D

Training g

TRA A

Relationn corporate headquarters/business units/operating companies

HQ/BU U

Regulation n

REG G

ISOO RC EMAS/certification

ISO O

Achievement t

ACH H

Remuneration n

REM M

Corporatee strategy
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HH
U N I V E R S I T E I TT V A N A M S T E R D A M

ENVIRONMENTALL MANAGEMENT IN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Questionnaire e

Universityy of Amsterdam
Mayy 2003

Contents: Contents:
Thiss questionnaire seeks to understand company's activities in environmental ma nagementt and staff's perceptions and assumptions about that topic. It will take a pproximatelyy 20 minutes to complete.
PleasePlease note:
Thiss questionnaire is not a test of your knowledge. Your personal anonymity is
guaranteed:: all results will be treated confidentially and processed by the researcher
only. .
Wee would very much appreciate your participation.
Youu are kindly requested to respond in two weeks.
Pleasee return this survey to:
MailMail address:
Universityy of Amsterdam
Businesss Studies
3.. van de Wateringen
Roetersstraatt 11
10188 WB Amsterdam
Thee Netherlands
Orr by email: svdwater@fee.uva.nl
Orr by fax: ++ 31 20 525 5281

Thee Greening of Black Gold

HowHow to fill out? Example
Noo
To a small extent
To some extent
11
2
3
Inn summertime, the sun shines more than in wintertime

To a large extent
4

Yes
5
1 2 3 V 5

Strategyy and policy
ToTo complete:
Pleasee tick the box that represents your answer to the question best.
Noo
To a small extent
To some extent
To a large extent
1
22
3
4
11
11

22

33
44
55

66
77

Yes
5
12

My part of the company has an official environmental policy
Our environmental policy is the same as the corporate environmental policy
My company changed its environmental strategy in response to the experience
off an environmental incident and its consequences
My part of the company implemented an environmental management system
Please fill out which system, choose Internal/EMAS/ISO/Other
Please fill out since when the system is certified (fill out year)

3 4 5

12 3 4 5
12 3 4 5

My part of the company is regularly audited on environmental issues by a team
off internal (company) professionals

88

My part of the company is regularly audited on environmental issues by external
professionals,, such as consultants

99

My part of the company has a management plan to systematically minimize env ironmentall risks

II

An environmental impact assessment is performed for all our projects

I II

We use an environmental management information system

1 22

Our environmental management information system is integrated in the general
managementt information system.

•fi•fi
1 JJ
1 44

Myy part of the company carries OL
My part of the company carries out environmental benchmarks regularly
Environmental/HSE management is a specific responsibility of senior staff at all

155

levelss in the organisation
a. The size of the environmental staff is
full time equivalents (fill out number)
b.. This is
% of the workforce at this part of the company (fill out percentage)

1 66
1 77

1 88

12

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

We regularly organise environmental training or courses for our employees
a. The environmental measures we take lead to cost savings
b.. Please estimate,
% of the measures (fill out percentage)
Some of the technological changes we introduced have been taken for enviro

n-

mentall reasons only (i.e. those were nota side effect)
1 99

Technological changes we introduce have beneficial effects for the environment.

2 00

Environmental criteria are incorporated in the design of new production facilities,.
Pleasee continue on the next page ->
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Organisation n
ToTo complete:
Tickk one box that represents your answer to the question best. Please watch the different scale!
Totallyy not appliNott applicable
Neutrall
Applicable
Very much applicable e
cable e
11
22
33
4
5
11
It is my professional opinion that the majority of environmental issues of the p etroleumm industry in exploration and production will be solved within a period of 5
yearss
12 3 4 5
22
Over the last ten years, the petroleum sector has improved its environmental
performancee in exploration and production to the maximum extent technolog icallyy possible
12 3 4 5
33
The competitive edge of the operations in this industry slows down the improv ementt of environmental performance
12 3 4 5
44
My company is an environmental leader within the sector of industry
12 3 4 5
55
Top management is stimulating us to take care of environmental issues
12 3 4 5
66
The co-operation between corporate level and business units on environmental
issuess is fruitful
12 3 4 5
77
Environmental management activities are initiated by thee corporate office
12 3 4 5
Environmentall issues are integrated in overall operations
99

12

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

Myy department is well equipped (technology and expertise) to implement sol u
tionss to environmental issues

10 0

Withh greater effort, my (part of the) company could significantly improve its env

111
122
133
144

ronmentall performanee
Our environmental performance improved after the merger (if applicable)
Our environmental strategy is ambitious in relation to our capabilities
The main driver of this unit is cost-effective, efficient management
My company considers taking care of environmental issues a cost-saving o pportunityy for the business

i
12 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
12 3 4 5
12

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

Itt is fairly easy to manipulate the results of the environmental auditing process....

12

3 4 5

Thee decision-making process of this company is centralised

12

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

11 ^i

Thee (introduction of a) renumeration/bonus mechanism for environmental issues
wouldd improve/has improved our environmental performance

AA less stringent regulatory context decreases our requirements for speedily i mplementingg our environmental management system
200
211
222
233

1
Subcontractingg our operations affects environmental impact negatively
^
Working in joint ventures & consortia results in less stringent environmental
standardss than we apply when we own and operate independently
12
Reputation is an important driver for environmental management
12
The environmental report we publish gives a complete overview of our enviro nmentall practice
12
The general public is too critical of the environmental management efforts of the
industryy
12
Pleasee continue on the next page ->

^

4

5

3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
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Commitment t
ToTo complete:
Pleasee fill out to what extent the following statements are applicable to you.
Totallyy not appliNot applicable
Neutral
Applicable
cablee
1
22
3
4
11
22
33
44
55
66

Environmental concerns are an important consideration within the business
strategyy of the company I work for
The integration of environmental aspects in operations is imperative for a sound
enterprisee
External stakeholders judge the company I work for to a growing extent on its
environmentall performance
I only use environmental information when this is necessary or when I am
obligedd to do so
I feel forced to take environmental actions to fulfil expectations of environmental
groupss
I feel forced to take environmental actions to fulfil the expectations of external
customerss

77

The company I work for cannot survive in the long term without the integration of

environmentall aspects in its strategy
88
I enter into discussions with colleagues about the natural environment
99
I use environmental information to minimise the tangible (financial) costs
100 I feel forced to take environmental actions to fulfil the values and norms of the
companyy I work for
1 11

I use environmental information which is mainly related to economic and social
standards s

'*'*

12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

12
12

3 4 5
3 4 5

12

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

1 22

3 4 5

12

3 4 5

12
12

3 4 5
3 4 5

12

3 4 5

In my opinion a poor environmental image has a major effect on the financial

resultt of the company I work for
133 In my personal (private) actions I incorporate environmental concerns (for exa mplee waste separation, energy use, water use, recycling, transport)
1 44

I use environmental information from all kinds of documentation to find solutions,
undertakee actions and make decisions.

j rr
'
166
177
188

Very much applicable
5

I am personally a member of one or more environmental organisations
The legislator forces me to take environmental action
I have published about environmental issues on my own initiative
I feel forced to take environmental actions to fulfil the expectations of sharehol tierss
Pleasee continue on the next page ->
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Issuess in petroleum industry
Inn this part of the survey you are requested to rate your view on the importance of certain issues for the
managementt of the company's operations. Listed are the present/2002-situation and the situation in
1990.. If you were not employed by the company in 1990 please leave the 1990-situation blank.
Example Example
Totallyy unimportant
11

Unimportant
2

Publicationn of environmental report.

Neutral
3
Yearr 2002
1 22
3 4

Important
4

Dt t

Very important
5
Yearr 1990
33 4 5

K^ ^

ToTo complete:
Pleasee tick the boxes that represent your answer to the question best.
Totallyy unimportant Unimportant t Neutral l
Important t
11
22
44
33
Thee year 2002
11
Climate change
22 3 4 5
22
Fresh water scarcity
33
Discharges to water
44
Hydrocarbon emissions to air
55
Oil spills
66
Packaging waste
77
Solid waste
88
Biodiversity/loss of species
99
Energy efficiency measures
100 Oil based drilling muds/cuttings ....
111 Gas flaring
122 Gas venting
133 Sustainable development
144 NGO pressures
155 Investor concerns
166 Community concerns
177 Relation with the governing
authorities s
22 3 4 5
188 Financial reputation
22 3 4 5
199 Environmental reputation
22 3 4 5
200 Environmental legislation
22 3 4 5
211 Decommissioning strategy for e xistingg wells and rigs
22 3 4 5
222 Restoration of sites to original
state e
1 122 3 4 5
1

Veryy important
55
Thee year 1990
22 3 4 5

22
22
22
22

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

22

3 4 5

122 3 4 5

Inn my opinion the previous list is incomplete, the crucial issue in environmental management:
00 in the year 2002:
00 in the year 1990:
Pleasee continue on the next page ->
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Businesss context and position in the industry
ToTo complete:
Please,, tick one box that represents your answer to the question best.
No o

Too a small extent

Too some extent

Too a large extent

Yes s

11

22

33

44

55

Environmentall standards for contractors are integrated in the contracts.
Wee monitor the environmental management quality of contractors
Iff a contractor does not match requirements we take explicit sanctions..
Environmentall standards for suppliers are integrated in contracts
Wee monitor the environmental management quality of suppliers
Iff a supplier does not match requirements we take explicit sanctions.
Abovee average
Average e
Beloww average
11

22

Leader r
44

33

Comparedd to competitors, the vulnerability of my company with regard to env

1 22

ronmentall issues is

3 4

Comparedd to competitors, the impact of ngo pressures on my company's efforts
withh regard to environmental issues is

99

Ourr environmental strategy compared to competitors' strategy is

10 0 Ourr environmental targets compared with competitors' targets are
11 1 Ourr environmental performance compared with competitors' performance is
Whichh of the strategies described below describes the

1 22

3 4

1 22

3 4

1 22

3 4

1 22

3 4

strategy of your part of the company best?

Pleasee tick one.

Strategy y Description n
Doingg the best job possible in a limited area: This type of association attempts to locate and
00
maintainn a secure niche in a relatively stable product or service area; it offers a more limited
rangee of products but higher quality, lower prices and so forth.
00

Rapidd response to early signals: This type of association typically operates within a broad
product-markett domain that undergoes periodic redefinition. Being 'first in' is valued, even if not
alwayss profitable.

00

Stablee but monitoring: This type of association attempts to maintain a stable, limited line of
productss or services, while at the same time moving out quickly to follow a carefully selected
sett of the more promising new developments in the industry.

00

Contextuall response: The association is not as aggressive as its competitors in maintaining
marketss or taking risks. Rather, the association responds in those areas where it is forced to by
contextuall pressures.
Pleasee continue on the next page ->
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Demographicc questions
Pleasee tick as appropriate.
Company: :
Gender: :

00 female

Age: :

00 35 and younger
00 36 - 40

Omale e

00 4 1 - 4 5
00 46 - 50
00 5 1 - 5 5
00 56 and older
II have been working for the company for:
00 less than 5 years
00 between 5 and 10 years
00 between 10 and 15 years
00 more than 15 years
Levell of the company at which you currently work:
00 corporate/group level
00 business unit
(please specify)
00 subsidiary/operating unit level
00 other,
(please specify)
Countryy of operations now:

(pleasee fill out name)
00 onshore
00 offshore

Countryy of operations five years ago:.
00 onshore
00 offshore

(pleasee fill out name)

Iff you are interested in a summary of the results of this survey, please put your email address
heree (your answers are processed anonymously):

Thankss again for your co-operation and time. It has been appreciated. If you have comments and want
too express them, please use the space below or the back of this paper.
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&& Environmental

Originall texts
BP P
BP-19944 HSE policy
(Source:: HSE report 1994):
BPP strives to be an industry leader in health and
safetyy practices and in environmental standards.
Wee believe that good HSE performance is an
integrall part of efficient and profitable business
management.. We therefore intend to improve our
HSEE performance, and will be guided by the followingg principles:
•• Provide safe and healthy operations
Wee will strive to create a working environment
wheree accidents will not occur and in which
employees,, customers, contractors and the
publicc will not be exposed to health hazards.
Ourr employees and site contractors will be
trainedd in workplace health and safety, and
encouragedd to adopt a healthy lifestyle.
•• Produce and market products that can be
usedd safely
Alll products that BP makes for sale or use,
andd products rebranded by BP, will be evaluatedd to ensure that, despite inherent hazards,
theyy can be stored, handled, transported and
usedd safely. We will advise our customers on
thee safe use of our products, and on their disposall without adverse environmental impact.
•• Progressive improvement of our environmental
performance e
Wee will protect the environment by seeking to
minimisee the impact of our activities. W e will
strivee for progressive improvement in the environmentall performance of our facilities by reducingg emissions, wastes and the use of energy.. New facilities and plantts] will apply the
bestt available pollution control techniques that
aree commercially viable.
•• Respect the interests of our neighbours and
thee world community
Wee will communicate openly with those who
livee or work in the vicinity of our facilities to
ensuree their understanding of our operations,
andd our understanding of their concerns. We
willl also seek to participate actively with governments,, other relevant bodies and the public
inn resolving HSE issues associated with our
operationss and products.
Wee will measure our HSE performance on a continuingg basis against objectives established
regularlyy for BP as a whole and for our individual
businesses.. We will have due regard for the con-

cernss of our customers, employees, suppliers,
locall communities and the public in establishing
ourr HSE standards and performance targets. This
policyy applies to all BP Group companies, and to
alll activities over which BP has control. In all
otherr circumstance, BP actively encourages the
adoptionn of this policy.
BPP 1995-HSE commitment
(Source:: BP HSE Facts 1995):
Everybodyy who works for BP, anywhere, is responsiblee for getting HSE right.
Goodd HSE performance is critical to the success
off our business.
Ourr goals are simply stated:
Noo accidents, no harm to people and no
damagee to the environment Wee will continue to drive down the environmental
andd health impact of our operations by reducing
waste,, emissions and discharges, and using energyy efficiently. We produce quality products that
cann be used safely by our customers.
Whereverr we have control or influence we will:
Consult,, listen and respond openly to our
customers,, neighbours and public interest
groups s
Workk with others - our partners, suppliers,
competitorss and regulators - to raise the
standardss of the industry
Openlyy report our performance, good and
bad d
Recognisee those who contribute to improvedd HSE performance
Ourr business plans include measurable targets.
Wee are all committed to meeting them.
BP-19966 commitment (Source: BP HSE Facts
1996): :
Ourr HSE commitment
Everybodyy who works for BP, anywhere, is responsiblee for getting HSE right. Good HSE performancee is critical to the success of our business. .
Ourr goals are simply stated:
noo accidents, no harm to people and no
damagee to the environment Wee will continue to drive down the environmental
andd health impact of our operations by reducing
waste,, emissions and discharges, and using energyy efficiently. We produce quality products that
cann be used safely by our customers. Our busi-
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nesss plans include measurable targets. We are all
committedd to meeting them. Wherever we have
controll or influence we will:
Consult,, listen and respond openly to our
customers,, neighbours and public interest
groups s
Workk with others - our partners, suppliers,
competitorss and regulators - to raise the
standardss of the industry
Recognisee those who contribute to improvedd HSE performance
Openlyy report our performance, good and
bad d

Workk with others - our partners, suppliers,
competitorss and regulators - to raise the
standardss of the industry
Openlyy report our performance, good and
bad d
Recognisee those who contribute to improvedd HSE performance
Ourr business plans include measurable targets.
Wee are all committed to meeting them.
Amocoo 95-Policy (Source: Amoco Environment,
Healthh and Safety Report 1995)
Policy y

BP-19977 commitment
(Source:: BP HSE Facts 1997)
Ourr HSE 1997-commitment
Everybodyy who works for BP, anywhere, is responsiblee for getting HSE right. Good HSE performancee is critical to the success of our business.. Our goals are simply stated:
Noo accidents, no harm to people and no
damagee to the environment Wee will continue to drive down the environmental
andd health impact of our operations by reducing
waste,, emissions and discharges, and using energyy efficiently.
Wee will produce quality products that can be
usedd safely by our customers.
Whereverr we have control or influence we will:
Consult,, listen and respond openly to our
customers,, neighbours and public interest
groups s
Workk with others - our partners, suppliers,
competitorss and regulators - to raise the
standardss of the industry
Openlyy report our performance, good and
bad d
Recognisee those who contribute to improvedd HSE performance
Ourr business plans include measurable targets.
Wee are all committed to meeting them.
BPP 2002-commitment (Source: Environmental
andd Social Review 2002)
Everybodyy who works for BP, anywhere, is responsiblee for getting HSE right. Good HSE performancee and the health, safety and security of
everyonee who works for us are critical to the successs of our businesses. Our goals are simply
stated: :
Noo accidents, no harm to people and no
damagee to the environment Wee will continue to drive down the environmental
andd health impact of our operations by reducing
waste,, emissions and discharges, and using energyy efficiently.
Wee will produce quality products that can be
usedd safely by our customers.
Whereverr we have control or influence we will:
Consultt with, listen to and respond openly to
ourr customers, neighbours and public interestt groups and those who work with us

Amocoo pledges to protect the environment and
thee health and safety of its employees, the users
off our products and the communities in which we
operate.. As a worldwide integrated petroleum
andd chemical company, we recognize the continuingg challenge of fulfilling this pledge while
accomplishingg our other corporate goals. Each of
uss shares this responsibility to ensure our longtermm success. To achieve our goals, we will:
•• Commit to leadership by operating and growingg our business in compliance with legal requirementss and Amoco's environmental,
healthh and safety operating standards, which
mayy be more stringent.
•• Safeguard our employees' health by promotingg an accident-free workplace, minimising
exposuree to hazardous substances and providingg preventive health care systems.
•• Promote safe handling, use and disposal of
ourr products by acquiring and communicating
informationn and educating our employees and
customers. .
•• Minimize the environmental impact of our operationss by promoting pollution prevention and
environmentall conservation.
•• Anticipate, evaluate and manage risks by
maintainingg crisis management programs that
emphasizee prevention and effective emergencyy preparedness, response and recovery
plans. .
•• Commit to continuous improvement by monitoringg compliance with regulations and our internall standards and by striving for performance,, which compares favorably with industry
leaders. .
•• Earn the public trust by communicating openly
aboutt our policies, programs and performance
andd advocating sound laws and regulations.
Amocoo Corporation
Revisedd Sept. 24, 1991, Revised Nov. 16, 1998,
Revisedd July 29, 1986, Issued Dec. 14, 1982.
Amocoo - 97 Policy (Source: Amoco Environment,
Healthh and Safety Report 1997)
Policy y
Amocoo will conduct its business with respect and
caree for the people and the environment. Safety,
healthh and environmental performance is an integrall part of our business and contributes to our
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goall of becoming a preferred employer, communityy member, business partner and investment
option.. We will pursue our strategies that build
successfull business without compromising the
abilityy of future generations to meet their own
needs.. Every employee of Amoco shares in these
responsibilities.. In addition to our basic obligation
too comply with all safety, health and environmentall laws we are committed to:
•• An injury-free environment in our workplaces,
homess and communities.
•• Safeguarding human health by minimizing exposuree to hazardous substances and providingg preventive employee health care systems.
•• Promoting safety and environmentally responsiblee uses of our products by acquiring and
communicatingg information and educating our
employees,, contractors and customers.
•• Minimizing the environmental impact of our
operationss by preventing pollution and conservingg energy and other natural resources
•• Preventing incidents and maintaining effective
emergencyy preparedness, response and recoveryy programs
•• Continuously improving our safety, health and
environmentall performance through effective
managementt systems
•• Helping our employees, contractors, business
partnerss and service providers understand
howw they influence safety, health and environmentall performance.
•• Earning the public trust by communicating
openlyy about our policies, programs and performancee and building strong, credible relationshipss with our communities.
Amocoo Corporation
Revised,, August 1, 1997; Revised September
24,, 1 9 9 1 ; Revised November 16, 1998;
Revisedd July 29, 1986; and Issued December 14,
1982. .

ARCO-19988 Policy (Source: Arco Environment,
Healthh and Safety Report 1998)
ARCO'ss Environmental, Health and Safety Policy
A R C O ' ss Environmental, Health and Safety
(EH&S)) Policy is to manage all operations in a
mannerr that protects the health and safety of employees,, customers, contractors, the public and
thee environment. As part of this policy, it is
ARCO'ss commitment to:
•• Advise and hold all employees accountable;
•• Design and manage operations to minimize
environmentall impacts and safety hazards;
•• Provide professional EH&S staff;
•• Provide EH&S training;
•• Participate in efforts to enhance relevant
knowledge,, technology, laws and regulations;
•• Comply with all relevant laws and regulations;
•• Recognize the importance of EH&S
•• Monitor, evaluate, and report on EH&S activities s
Too maintain consistency in implementing this
policy,, ARCO has adopted an Operating Excel-
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lencee Systems framework to assure that environmental,, health and safety expectations in our
worldwidee operations are integrated along with
otherr business expectations. With an eye toward
continuouss improvement, ARCO reviews this
policyy on a regular basis and revises it accordingly. ingly.
ARCOO date unknown, probably before 1998
Environment,, Health and Safety Policy
ARCO'ss policy is to manage all operations in a
mannerr that protects the environment and the
healthh and safety of employees, customers, contractorss and the public. To accomplish this, we
will: :
•• Advise each manager, supervisor, and employeee of safety, health and environment requirementss and hold them accountable for
performance. .
•• Design and manage operations to minimize
environmentall and human health impacts and
providee workplaces free of recognized safety
hazards. .
•• Comply with laws and regulations governing
safety,, health and environmental protection.
•• Provide professional staff to support safety,
healthh and environmental protection.
•• Monitor, evaluate and report performance in
safety,, health and environmental protection.
•• Provide training needed to protect human, environmentall and physical resources
•• Participate in programs designed to enhance
knowledgee and improve technology, laws and
regulations. .

Shelll (Group) Policy 1 9 9 2 (in E&P environmentall report 'A Matter of Commitment')
Itt is the policy of Shell companies to conduct
theirr activities in such a way as to take foremost
accountt of the health and safety of their employeess and of other persons, and to give proper regardd to the conservation of the environment, They
aimm to be among the leaders in their respective
industriess in these matters. From the starting
pointt of full compliance with legislative requirements,, Shell companies pursue the policy
throughh company strategies and action plans,
throughh visible management commitment and
throughh the individual contributions of their employees,, supported by education and training.
Health h
Shelll companies seek to conduct their activities
inn such a way as to avoid harm to the health of
theirr employees and others - and to promote, as
appropriate,, the health of their employees.
Safety y
Shelll companies work on the principle that all
injuriess should be prevented, and actively promotee amongst all those associated with their activitiess the highest standards of safety consciousnesss and discipline that this principle demands.
Environment t
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•• pursue in their operations progressive reductionss of emissions, effluents and discharges of
wastee materials that are known to have a
negativee impact on the environment, with the
ultimatee aim of eliminating them;
•• aim to provide products and services supportedd with practical advice which, when used
inn accordance with this advice, will not cause
injuryy or undue effects on environment;
•• promote protection of environments which
mayy be affected by the development of their
activitiess and seek continuous improvement in
efficiencyy of use of natural resources and energy. .
Commonn HSE aspects
Shelll companies:
•• assess health, safety and environmental matterss before entering into new activities and reassesss them in case of significant change in
circumstances; ;
•• require contractors working on their behalf to
applyy health, safety and environmental standardss fully compatible with their own;
•• recognise the concerns of shareholders, employeess and society on health, safety and environmentall matters, provide them with relevant
informationn and discuss with them related
companyy policies and practices;
•• develop and maintain contingency procedures,, in cooperation with authorities and
emergencyy services, in order to minimise harm
fromm any accidents;
•• work with governments and others in the developmentt of improved regulations and industryy standards which relate to health, safety and
environmentall matters;
•• conduct or support research towards the improvementt of health, safety and environmental
aspectss of their products, processes and operations; ;
•• facilitate the transfer to others, freely or on a
commerciall basis, of know-how developed by
Shelll companies in these fields.
Thee Shell Steering Committee for Safety and Environmentall Conservation.

Inn this way we aim to have an HSE performance
wee can be proud of, to earn the confidence of
customers,, shareholders and society at large, to
bee a good neighbour and to contribute to sustainablee development.
Royall Dutch/Shell Group Health, Safety and Environmentall Policy
Everyy Shell company
•• has a systematic approach to HSE managementt designed to ensure compliance with the
laww and to achieve continuous performance
improvement t
•• sets targets for improvement and measures,
appraisess and reports performance
•• requires contractors to manage HSE in line
withh this policy
•• requires joint ventures under its operational
controll to apply this policy and uses its influencee to promote it in its other ventures
•• includes HSE performance in the appraisal of
alll staff and rewards accordingly.
Endorsedd by the Committee of Managing Directors.. March 1997.
Statoill HES-poster 1996
(Source:: cer 1996)
Inn all our business activities we shall be in the
forefrontt on health, the environment and safety.
-Wee in Statoil•• A high performance in health, environmental
protectionn and safety is a self-standing value.
AA high and efficient performance is also a prerequisitee for our competitiveness.
•• Our objective is zero accidents, injuries and
losses. .
•• W e will contribute to sustainable development. .
•• The same attitudes apply everywhere we do
business s
•• We expect our suppliers and partners to meet
ourr HES standards.
Youu are responsible for making Statoil a leader in
protectingg health, the environment and safety!

Shelll Group Commitment 1996,1997, 2004

Signedd by Harald Norvik, president and CEO
(exactt same text in 1997-cer)

Royall Dutch/Shell Group Commitment to Health,
Safetyy and the Environment

Statoill HES policy 1996
(Source:: cer 1996)

Inn the Group we are all committed to
•• pursue the goal of no harm to people
•• protect the environment
•• use material and energy efficiently to provide
ourr products and services
•• develop energy resources, products and
servicess consistent with these aims
•• publicly report on our performance
•• play a leading role in promoting best practice
inn our business
•• manage HSE matters as any other critical
businesss activity
•• promote a culture in which all Shell employees
sharee this commitment.

Statoill has a policy stating:
W ee will be among the leaders in protecting
health,, the environment and safety in all aspects
off our business.
AA high ievei of health, environment and safety has
ann inherent value. Together with a sound and efficientt organization this is a prerequisite for Statoil'ss competitiveness as an international oil company. .
Thee group's activities may involve risks to health,
thee environment and material assets but the supremee goal for Statoil is that neither its activities
nott its products shall lead to injury, damage or
losss in case of accidents.
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AA high level of health, environment and safety
shalll not be departed for economic reasons.
Statoil'ss development shall be assessed in accordancee with the global goals for sustainable
development,, where consideration for future generationss is secured.
Thee same attitudes, policies and considerations
aree to apply in all countries where Statoil is doing
business. .
Statoill HSE poster 2000
(Source:: Annual 2000).
Ourr objectives in health, safety and the environment: :
•• Zero harm to people or the environment
•• Zero accidents or losses
•• A high performance in HSE has a value in itself.. It is also a prerequisite for positive financiall results and a good reputation
•• We will contribute to sustainable development
•• W e apply the same attitudes towards HSE
whereverr we do business
•• W e expect our suppliers and partners to
sharee our values and objectives.
Youu and I have a common responsibility to care
forr the environment, our values and each other!
Signedd by Olav Fjell, president and CEO.
(Exactt same text as on website poster in 2003)
Statoill environmental policy 2003
(Source:: website, November 2003).
W ee will act according to the precautionary principle. .
W ee will minimise impact on the environment,
whilstt continuing to address health, safety and
economicc issues.
W ee will comply with applicable legislations and
regulations. .
W ee will continuously improve our energy efficiency,, environmental performance and products.
W ee will set specific targets and improvement
measuress based on relevant knowledge of the
areaa affected, and by applying risk analyses to
assesss environmental and health effects.
W ee will consult and cooperate with relevant
stakeholderss and strive for solutions and use a
competentt and independent body to verify our
reportedd data.
W ee will make our policy available to the public,
openlyy report our performance and use a competentt and independent body to verify our reported
data. .
W ee will seek to make the best possible utilisation
andd use of natural resources.
W ee will contribute to the reduction of green
housee gases (GHG) by reducing relevant emissionss from our activities and by participating in
emissionn trading and utilising project based
mechanisms. .
W ee will prepare for a carbon constrained energy
markett and engage in the development of nonfossill fuel energy sources and carriers.
(lastt modified 26.06.2003)
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Totall HSE charter 1997
(Source:: E&P HSE policy brochure)
Health,, Safety and Environment Charter
Noo economic priority shall overrule considerations
off health and safety at work and respect for the
environment. .
Eachh one of us must be aware of his or her personall responsibility regarding the health, safety
andd the environment, and must be permanently
alertt to potential risks of accident or pollution relatedd to his or her activity.
Criteriaa involving health, safety and the environmentt shall be evaluated first in all decisions concerningg development projects and the launching
off all new products.
Withh public authorities and local communities, the
Groupp shall adopt an attitude of openness and
constructivee dialogue, Beyond our global objectivee of protecting the environment, the Group
pledgess to safeguard the health, safety and qualityy of life of those living or working in the vicinity of
ourr facilities.
Emergencyy procedures shall be tested, drilled
andd updated systematically to ensure optimum
performancee in the event of accidental pollution.
Inn such situations, the rule shall be open informationn exchange with all partners involved.
Thee Group shall select its industrial and commerciall partners on the basis of their compliance with
ourr rules for health, safety and the environment.
Thee determination of our Group to make permanentt progress in the field of health, safety and the
environmentt shall manifest itself in training programs,, consultation and through implementation
off internal and external audits.
Compliancee with these principles involving health,
safetyy and the environment shall be an important
elementt in the performance evaluation of each
memberr of our Group, and most importantly, of all
Groupp members with management responsibilities. .
TotalFinaElff 2001
(Source:: Environment & Safety report 2001)
Charterr Health Safety Environment Quality
TotalFinaElff has established the following objectivess in matters pertaining to health, safety, environmentt and quality.

Articlee 1
TotalFinaElff considers safety in regard to operations,, human health, respect for the environment
andd customer satisfaction as paramount priorities
Articlee 2
Noo development or product launch may be undertakenn without prior assessment of risk to safety,
healthh and the environment over the entire life of
thee project or product.
Articlee 3
TotalFinaElff will favor the selection of its industrial
andd business partners on the basis of their ability
too comply with its policy on safety, health, environmentt and quality.

Annexx IV. Environmental Policy & Environmental Commitment
Articlee 4
TotalFinaElff will comply with laws and regulations
applicablee to where it conducts its business.
Articlee 5
Appropriatee safety, environment and quality managementt systems for each business activity will
undergoo regular evaluation involving measurementt of performance, setting milestones, formulatingg relevant action plans, and instituting suitablee control procedures. Implementation of managementt systems will be based on exchanges of
information,, performance reviews, consultation
andd training.
Articlee 6
Inn addition to the Group's risk prevention policy,
emergencyy facilities and procedures will be implementedd in order to respond effectively in the
eventt of accidents. These facilities and proceduress will be periodically reviewed and tested
duringg regularly organized emergency drills and
exercises. .
Articlee 7
Eachh person, at all levels, must be conscious of
hiss or her personal responsibility, giving due considerationn to the prevention of risks accidents,

harmm to health, or environmental damage associatedd with his or her activities.
Articlee 8
Properr attention to safety, health, environmental
protectionn and the quality of products and servicess will be an important criterion in evaluating the
performancee of each member of personnel, in
particularr for those in positions of responsibility.
Articlee 9
Inn matters of health, safety, environment and
quality,, TotalFinaElf will adopt a constructive attitudee based on open dialogue with outside parties. .
Articlee 10
TotalFinaElff will monitor and control the Group's
energyy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions
andd production of final waste. The Group will developp new products and processes and contributee to the development of new energy resources.
Thee Group will thus actively contribute to the implementationn of sustainable development policies.
Thierryy Desmarest
Chairmann and CEO
(adoptedd in January 2 0 0 1 , same text as in Environmentt & Safety report 2000)
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Earlyy reporters
Amocoo - first issue (First issue is 1990, examined was 1992)
Guidancee for environmental management is provided by Amoco's International Standard of Care (ISOC). The
ISOCC sets minimum standards for environment, health and safety practices and procedures which, in many of
Amoco'ss diverse international locations, go beyond compliance with regulatory requirements. Its purpose is
nott to export one country's law and regulations to the other, but rather to set a minimum standard for our operationss wherever we do business. The ISOC provides the framework for Amoco's EH&S policy to "commit to
leadershipp by operating and growing our business in compliance with legal requirements and Amoco's EH&S
operatingg standards which may be more stringent". The system is integrated into new ventures from their inceptionn to support responsible development and use of natural resources and protection of workers, customerss and communities (p.4)
Frameworkk of EHS-policy, management process & standards on EHS-topics
Amocoo - latest issue
Noo latest issues, merged with BP.
ARCOO - first issue (First issue is 1995, examined was 1998)
Onee of the keys to improved safety and environmental performance is ARCO's new Operating Excellence
Systemm (OES). OES establishes a framework of common expectations for managing a wied range of operationall activities, including health, safety and the protection of the environment, throughout all of ARCO. In
short,, the OES framework provides a systematic approach to meeting our EH&S commitments. The frameworkk is designed to increase management involvement and accountability in preventing incidents, improving
compliance,, increasing productivity and efficiency and ensuring long-term operational excellence during the
life-cyclee of all activities.
OESS provides a mechanism for self-assessment and a process for ensuring continuous improvement. It is, in
effect,, a practical tool managers can use to assess their performance in the context of their own business
environmentt to achieve both short- and long-term goals. For the short term, OES establishes expectations
andd creates an organised approach to the execution of daily activities. For the long-term, it allows for growth
throughh a systematic process while providing a basis to align all of ARCO's operations (p.6).
Frameworkk of cycle elements: functioning OES programs, assess, findings, corrections.
ARCOO - latest issue
Noo latest issues, merged with BP,
B P - f i r s tt issue (1994)
Noo references in first issue,
BPP - latest issue (2002)
Performancee improvement is supported by a comprehensive set of specific expectations designed to meet
ourr HSE policy commitments. We communicate these to everyone who works for us through a management
systemm framework Getting HSE Right (p.9)
Chevronn - first issue (1990)
Noo references in first issue.
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ChevronTexaco-- latest issue (2002)
Ass part of our effort to develop and implement a more integrated corporate responsibility strategy, we are
reviewingg our existing management systems and processes to identify where corporate responsibility considerationss can be more fully or consistently integrated into them. Current processes are already in place to
systematicallyy address health, environment and safety considerations; ethics and compliance performance;
andd human resources issues.
Thee backbone of our company's management systems is our Strategic and Business Planning Process. This
processs is designed to set and build internal alignment around the strategic direction for the company. It also
incorporatess an assessment of the future risks and uncertainties ChevronTexaco faces. Our Strategic and
Businesss Planning Process sets performance objectives for each business unit including those related to
health,, environment, safety and reliability. Managers at all levels are expected to systematically monitor performancee against their objectives.
AA significant component of our overall approach to managing our business is our Operational Excellence
Managementt System (OEMS), which spells out specific requirements for management of health, environment
andd safety (HES) issues, in accordance with our HES Policy. Reliability and efficiency also are addressed by
thee OEMS.
Firstt published in 2001, the OEMS includes many expectations previously in place in ChevronTexaco legacy
companies,, some dating to the early 1990s. The OEMS establishes a common set of expectations for ChevronTexacoo businesses, These expectations cover areas ranging from facility design and construction through
operationn and decommissioning. The system is flexible enough to allow our businesses to address priority
issuess for their operations while meeting corporate-level expectations. Since the merger in October 2001,
deploymentt of the OEMS has continued across our businesses, supported by a network of appointed "OE
Champions." "
ChevronTexaco'ss OEMS is consistent with other generally accepted environmental or HES management
systems.. The system establishes clear expectations for performance, processes for establishing priorities, and
requirementss for developing and implementing plans for continual improvement. The OEMS also provides for
regularr evaluation of the system's effectiveness. The OEMS is designed to conform to the standard for environmentall management systems outlined in ISO 14001. As of midyear 2003, some 29 facilities or operations
withinn ChevronTexaco had received ISO 14001 certification.
133 elements of OEMS: security of personnel and assets; facilities design and construction; safe operations;
managementt of change; reliability and efficiency; third party services; environmental stewardship; product
stewardship;; incident investigation; community awareness and outreach; emergency management; compliancee assurance; legislative and regulatory advocacy, (p. 6/7)
Conocoo - first issue (1995)
Conocoo implemented an SHE management system that serves as a framework for business units to use in
addressingg specific needs. The system is based on a renewable cycle for continuous improvement that beginss with understanding the company's SHE policies, continues through planning and implementation of
thosee policies and ends with performance reviews. Then the cycle repeats itself to attain higher levels of proficiencyy and improved performance at each step. The system is aligned with other recognized management
toolss and standards such as [examples].
Eachh step in the SHE management system consists of technical/functional elements that describe what level
off proficiency must be achieved to ensure continuous improvement.
Businesss are required to conduct an annual management self-assessment to measure progress in each element.. These findings, as well as those from company-level SHE audits are incorporated into the business
actionss plans, thereby initiating the next cycle of continuous improvement
Inn addition, these results are used to set individual managers' qualitative and quantitative performance goals.
Theirr degree of success in achieving those goals is considered in performance reviews and can increase or
decreasee their compensation.
Thee SHE management system enables operating groups to fulfil their responsibilities for the implementation
off Conoco's SHE policies, and ensures that processes are in place for continuously improving our SHE performancee (p. 10)
Conocoo - latest issue (2002)
Too ensure safety and environmental processes and processes are implemented systematically, each Conoco
businesss is required to implement SHE management systems in accordance with a corporate standard for
managingg safety, health and environmental issues. All SHEMS are based on a continuous improvement cycle
withh phases of Plan, Do, Assess and Adjust Sites undergo regular audits to assess their implementation of
safetyy and environmental systems (p.34).
Thee SHEMS has 14 elements: policy, assessment, standards, planning, integrity, procedures, roles and responsibilities,, training, communication, documentation, emergency preparedness, audits, metrics, review.
(p36) )
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ENII - first issue (First issue is 1995, examined was 1996)
Alll ENI sectors have a special organisational structure to manage issues connected with safeguarding health,
ensuringg safety in the workplace and protecting the environment Every activity has its own characteristics, as
doess every industrial site meaning that management systems take different forms and involve different organisationall levels, while also reflecting the industrial background of the sector concerned (p.2)
E N I -- latestissue (2001)
Inn ENI's HSE management system, Eni SpA and the operating companies/divisions have different roles. Eni
SpAA is responsible for defining and updating Group guidelines, ensuring the coordination of the HSE system
planningg and auditing at company sites, promoting the dissemination of information and best practices and
consolidatingg HSE performance indicators. Divisions and companies are responsible fro planning, executing
andd controlling operations with a view to continuous improvement. Commitments regarding HSE are an integrall part of the process of planning and controlling industrial and commercial activities. To this end, divisions
andd companies operate HSE management systems in compliance with the latest international standards
(p.. 12)
Exxonn - first issue (1990)
Noo references in first issue
ExxonMobil-- latest issue (2002)
Inn 1992, we developed the Operations Integrity Management System (OIMS) a comprehensive structured
processs to manage these safety, health and environmental activities. Under OIMS, management, with support
fromm technical experts, regularly assesses operations. Each year, about one-third of Exxon-Mobil's major operationss are reviewed by experts from outside the organisation. Under OIMS, we review specific hazards that
wee believe could have major incident potential and take steps to mitigate risks. (p7)
Thee OIMS process requires continuous evaluation and improvement of management systems and standards.
OIMSS establishes a common language for discussion and internal sharing of successful systems and practicess among different parts of ExxonMobil's business.
Thee OIMS framework comprises 11 elements, each with clearly defined expectations that every operation
mustt fulfil. Management systems put into place to meet OIMS expectations must show documented evidence
off the following five characteristics:
-thee scope must be clear and the objectives must fully define the purpose and expected results
-welll qualified people are accountable to execute the system
-documentedd procedures are in place to ensure the system functions properly
-resultss are measured and verified that the intent of the system is fulfilled; and
-performancee feedback from verification and measurement drives continuous improvement of the system.
OIMSS requires each operating unit to be assessed by experienced employee teams from outside that particularr unit approximately every three years. Self assessments are required in the other years.
Thee 11 OIMS elements are:
Management,, leadership, commitment and accountability; risk assessment and management; facilities design
andd construction; information and documentation; personnel and training; operations and maintenance; managementt of change; third-party services; incident investigation and analysis; community awareness and preparedness;; operations integrity assessment and improvement. (p8)
PDVSAA - first issue (First issue is 1995, examined was 1998)
Thee development and establishment of management systems for the safe handling of environmental risks
wass continued: EMS (SGA), Process Safety Management (GSP) and Occupational Health System (GSO) as
welll as the Risks in the Operational Surroundings Management System (GRE). The conceptual design of the
Integrall Risk Management System (SISMAR), which will serve as information technology platform for this
manageriall model was also completed (p.11)
PDVSAA - latest issue (2001)
Systemm not mentioned
Statoill - first issue (First issue is 1 9 9 1 , examined was 1996)
Statoil'ss policy of being in the forefront on HES forms the basis of its management system in this area The
mainn features of the system are:
-linee managers are responsible for HES management in the organisation
-aa specialist network of HES committees across organisational boundaries ensures that personnel are allocatedd to priority tasks, and promotes cooperation and the transfer of experience
-HES&QQ committees cover all parts of the business, with the top committee chaired by the chief executive
-thee group's HES policy and reports
-specificc environmental strategies plus standards for HES measures in the group's national and international
operations s
-aa four-year rolling environmental plan for the group, based on its business plans
-usee of a number of improvement tools and methods such as [examples] (p.4)
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Statoill - latest issue (2002)
Statoil'ss management system for HSE forms an integrated part of the group's total management system and
iss described in the governing documents. A key element in the HSE management system is registration, reportingg and assessment of relevant data HSE performance indicators have been established to assist this
work.. The intention is to document quantitative developments over time and strengthen the decision-making
basiss for systematic and purposeful improvement efforts (p.49)
Texacoo - first issue (1990)
Noo references made in first issue
Texacoo - latest issue
Noo latest issue, merged with Chevron.
Latee reporters
Elff Aquitaine - first issue (1996)
Noo references in first issue.
Elff - latest issue
Noo latest issue, merged with Total
Mobill - f i r s t issue (1996)
Wee plan to further improve our performance through the implementation of our EHS management system
(EHSMS).. We believe that the EHSMS will heighten employees awareness in key areas and focus their attentionn on achieving outstanding EHS performance.
Mobil'ss EHSMS is a set of expectations for business conduct that will help us achieve a high level of EHS
performancee around the world. The system addresses Mobil's core values to protect our people and the
communitiess and the environment in which we operate.
Ourr EHSMS defines what management expects from all Mobil facilities and operations, but business units are
empoweredd to determine how best to meet those expectations by setting their own priorities and tailoring
practicess to meet their own local culture and regulatory environment.
Thee EHS management system goes beyond a rule book or a set of procedures - it is an integral part of how
wee run our business. By using the same approach worldwide, our businesses can speak the same language
whenn sharing solutions to common problems and facing new challenges (p.3)
Mobill - latest issue
Noo latest issue, merged with Exxon
Pemexx - first issue (1999)
Inn May 1998, the strategic program started by defining the safety and environmental protection policy, from
whichh a modern management system was developed, the Integrated Management System for Industrial
Safetyy and Environmental Protection (SIASPA), which is the tool that allows the implementation of this policy
andd ensures its compliance (p. 7)
Pemexx - latest issue (2001)
SIASPAA is further implemented in installations of the different divisions; most installations completed the requirementss of the second level and proceed to reach the next level in the system as well as to complete internall audits for self-evaluation and verification which are part of the third level.
Exampless of installation process, description of a symposium.
(Textt in Spanish not literally translated)
Phillipss - first issue (1998)
HESS management system is made up of four components.
-thee HES policy: a broad statement that articulates the performance expected from our company and its employees s
-thee Process for Safety and Environmental Excellence (PSEE) a progressive series of steps that lead to
higherr levels of performance
[177 elements described on 3.5 pages, introduced in 1994, first full year implementation 1997]
-Businesss plans and objectives: specific actions that business units and staff take to improve their performance e
-Measurements:: internal and external audits to assure that the policy is carried out (p.3)
Phillipss - latest issue (2001)
Noo references in latest issue.
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Repsoll - first issue (1996)
Too ensure fulfilment of the above, an Environmental Management System has been set up and adapted to the
latestt national and international standards, to be used as an ever more efficient tool to prevent environmental
riskss and reduce any adverse effects.
Thee EMS guarantees a systematic inclusion of environmental principles in all business decisions, as defined
byy the Company, in all business decisions, in every area of activity, from strategic planning, through to the
dailyy running of processes and facilities (p.7)
RepsolYPF-- latest issue (2001)
Thee basis of environmental management is the Repsol YPF Environment Manual which distributes roles and
responsibilitiess between the corporation and the Business Lines and sets for the Company as a whole a systemm of principles and management tools for the basis areas: organization, planning and monitoring, auditing
andd communication, to ensure that the principles and commitment adopted in the environmental field become
aa reality in day-to-day operations.
Amongg the centers that in 2001 developed their environmental management system as required by the
Companyy are [examples], Furthermore, the business units' Management Systems have increasingly integrated
thee Environmental, Safety and /or Quality aspects, [example]
Thee basis management elements of the Repsol YPF EMS are: Organization, Planning, Environmental Audits
andd ISO certification [each described in approx. 15 lines] p. 8
Shelll - f i r s t issue (1997)
Onee of the main reasons for implementing certifiable HSE management systems in all companies is to ensure
aa consistent approach to risk management across our operations (p.18)
Byy the end of 2000 all Shell companies managing major installations with significant environmental risks are
scheduledd to be certified as having environmental management systems that meet recognised independent
systemm standards. As a minimum.this includes....[examples]. Standards include ...[examples] (p.19)
Alll ships engaged in international trading and operated by Shell companies must have their HSE managementt systems accredited under.... P.19
Shelll - latest issue (2002)
HSEE management systems are in place and our programme to certify major installations to the ISO 14001
standardd is virtually complete. The challenge now is to implement such systems in all the new acquisitions. We
expectt to complete this process by the end of 2005, except for the Pennzoil-Quaker State Company where a
plann will be finalised in 2003. (p.29)
_ _ _ ^
Marathonn - first issue
Firstt issue not identified
Marathonn - latest issue (2001)
Noo references made
Petrobrass - first issue
Firstt issue not identified
Petrobrass - latest issue (2002)
Noo references made
Totall - first issue
Noo first issue for Total, see Elf.
Totall - latest issue (2002)
Internall management systems tailored to each type of operation have been introduced in the area of the environment,, as in the areas of safety and quality. These systems are the cornerstones of our continuous improvementt process, which consists of setting goals, deploying initiatives, measuring and monitoring results,
andd reporting. This is a proactive, highly participatory process that leverages information, feedback, dialogue,
awarenesss building and training for all parties, (p.13)
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Tablee 1. Shell: annual reporting on environmental performance
Shell l

**

1990 0 None e

--

1995 5 Environmentall expenditures

PP

2000 0 Carbonn emissions
Energyy demand

CC
CC

2002 2 None e

--

** C: Comparison figures over several years; P: performance improvement in terms of reduction of impact in
percentagess or absolute figures reported for a year. Source: Annual reports Royal Dutch Petroleum Company.
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Tablee 2. Shell: HSE-reporting and environmental performance
Shell l
19900

No report

19911

No report

19922

No report

19933

No report

19944

No report

19955

No report

19966

No report

19977

CFCs/halons emissions (plus units)
C0 22 emissions (plus units)
VOCs/methanee
Flaringg EP
Energyy consumption RM CH
S0 22 emissions (plus units)
NO** emissions (plus units)
Dischargee to surface water EP OP
Chemicall oxygen demand EP
Spillss (plus units)
Wastee (hazardous and non hazardous) (plus units)

C
C
C
CT
CT
C
C
C
CT
C
P

19988

Greenhouse gas emissions (GWP)
C 0 22
S0 22 (plus units)
N0XX (plus units)
CFCs/Halonss
VOCss (plus units)
Flaringg
Energyy consumption (plus units)
Oill in effluents to surface environment
Chemicall oxygen demand

C
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
C
C
C
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19999

Greenhouse gas emissions
VOCs/Methanee (plus units)
CFCs/halonss (plus units)
Spillss (plus units)
S0 22 emissions (plus units)
Dischargee to surface water (plus units)
NOxx emissions (plus units)
C 0 22 emissions (plus units)
Flaringg (plus units)

T
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
CT

20000

Greenhouse gas emissions/Global warming potential (plus units)
Flaringg
Methanee emissions (plus units)
Ozonn depleting substances
VOCss emissions (plus units)
C 0 22 emissions
Oill in effluents to surface environment
NO,, emissions
S0 22 emissions
Acidificationn potential (plus units)
Spillss
Energyy consumption (plus units)

CPT
CP
CP
PT
CT
C
C
C
C
CT
CT
CT

20011

Global warming potential (plus units)
Flaringg
Oill in effluent to surface environment
Spillss
Energyy efficiency (plus units)
Acidificationn (S0 2 ) (plus units)
VOCss
Sulphurr dioxides
Nitrogenn oxides
HCFCss
CFCs/halons/trichloroethanee
HFCs/N 2 0/SF66
Wastee

CT
CT
C
CT
CT
CT
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

20022

Greenhouse gas emissions (new/old portfolio)
Spillss (new/old portfolio)
Gass venting/flaring (new/old portfolio)
Dischargee to water
Nitrogenn oxides/sulphure dioxide
Tankerr safety
Energyy efficieny (plus units)
Wastee
VOCss
HCFss
CFCs/halons/trichlorethanee
Oill in effluents/surface to water

CT
CT
CT
A
P
W
CT
A
C
C
C
C

Source:: HSE and sustainability reports * A: Absolute figures reported for a year; P: Percentage of reduction of
impactt reported for a year; C: Comparison figures over several years (trend); T: Target percentage reduction or
levell of a certain year, W: Target formulated in words.
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Tablee 3. BP: Annual reporting on environmental performance
BP

131 1

**

Amoco o

**

ARCO O

W W 'Cleann air role model':
W W Emissionss EPCH
1 1 Effluentt quality R M "
W W Productt development RM
W W Fuell alternatives RM
9 9 Emissionss EP
9 9 Groundwaterr pollution RM Oil w wCleann Air Act
w wCleann Air Act RM
0 0 spillss EP
w wWaterr discharges EP
w wDrillingg mud EP
Ozonee layer depletion
w wTrainingg programs EP
w wPost-miningg land use
Wastee management EPCHRM w wWastee management RMCH w w Sitee remediation
Pollutionn prevention
ww
Groundwaterr management w w
1 1 Emissionss to air
9 9 Dischargess to water
9 9 Decommissioningg platforms
5 5 Discharges s
Energyy efficiency
Wastee emissions
Oill spills
2 2 Emissions s
0 0 Oill spills
0 0 Energyy efficiency
2 2 Flaringg reductions
Lower-carbonn products
Preservee natural habitats
Emissionss CH
Energyy efficiency BC
Wastee management BC

P P Emissions s
p p Wildlifee habitat mgt
w wDrilll cuttings injection
w w Wastt management

ww
ww
ww

pp

Cleann Air Act RM

w wStewardship p
w wSitee remediation
ww

**
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww

PCT T
CC
TT
TT
TT
WW
WW

ww
ww

** C: Comparison figures over several years (trend); T: Target percentage reduction or level of a certain year, P:
Performancee improvement in terms of reduction of impact in percentages or absolute figures reported for a
year;; W: Target formulated in words, e.g. 'minimise release' or 'improve management/control' but also past
tensee 'worked together to ensure reduction'; some seldom instances reference to a management program.
"" References to business units when included in original text: EP: Exploration & Production; RM: Refining &
Marketing;; CH: Chemicals as well as supply chain management; when specified referred to as BC: business
context. .

1311

BP annual, 1995: refers to pursuance of 'measurable targets' (which would be coded T) but does not publishh those in the annual report. However, BP does refer to other publications for a full account. For oil spills,
BPP reports to have collated full data (now coded W), which would be coded differently if they would have been
reportedd instead of mentioned.
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Tablee 4. BP: HSE- reporting on environmental performance

**

Amoco'" "

**

ARCO O

**

1990 0 Noo report

--

Noo report

--

Noo report

--

1991 1 Noo report

--

Noo report

--

Noo report

--

BP P

1992 2 Noo report

C C Noo report
Wastee management
PP
Producedd water
PP
Hazardouss wastes
PP
Otherr waste
CC
Airr emissions
Toxicc chemicals release
cc
Idem-byy diff media
Ozone-depletingg subpp
stance e
Plasticc solid waste mgt TP P
Energyy conservation CH W W
RM M
PW W

1993 3 Noo report

--

Noo information

Noo report

1994 4 Emissionss EP
Airr emissions EP
Oill discharges to water EP
Spillss number/quantity EP
Disposall on/offsite EP
Emissionss total RM
Emissionss air RM
Emissionss hydrocarbon RM
Dischargee to water RM
TRII media & total RM
TRIRM M
Disposall on/offsite RM
Energyy performance RM
VOCC emissions to air RM
Emissionss total CH
Emissionss air CH
Emissionss hydrocarbon CH
Dischargee to water CH
TRII media & total CH
Disposall on/offsite CH
Energyy consumption

CC
Noo information
CP P
CP P
CPT T
CPT T
CPT T
CP P
CPT T
CPT T
CPT T
CPT T
CPT T
CC
CP P
CP P
PP
CPT T
CPT T
CP P
CP P
CC

Noo report

1995 5 Hydrocarbonn emissions to air
EPP RM CH
Dischargess to water EP RM CH
Emissionss EP RM CH
Emissionss to air
Energyy consumption

CPT T TRII chemicals
C C Noo information
ChemicalsChemicals emissions
CT T
CPT T Ozonee depleting chemi- CT T
cals s
CP P Energyy conservation CH C C
CP P RM M
CC

--

1996 6 Hydrocarbonn emissions to air
EPP RM CH
Emissionss to air
Dischargess to water EP RM CH
Emissionss EP RM CH
Oill spills
Energyy consumption
Wastee disposal on/offsite
deepwell l

CPT T TRII chemicals
CP P Noo information
CT T
ChemicalsChemicals emissions
CP P Energyy conservation CH C C
CP P RM M
PP
Spilis s
CP P Noise e
CC
CP P
CC
CP P

--

--
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1997 7 Hydrocarbonn emissions to air
EPRMCH H
Dischargess to water EP RM CH
Oill spills
Energyy consumption RM CH
Emissionss EP RM CH
Wastee disposal
on/offf site/deepwel I

CPT T TRII chemicals
Chemicalss emissions
CP P Energyy conservation RM
Spills s
CP P
CC
CP P
CP P

1998 8 Hydrocarbonn emissions to air
EPRMCH H
Dischargess to water (BP) EP
RMCH H
Oill spills (BP and Amoco)
Emissionss (BP) EP RM CH
Emissionss to air (BP)
Energyy consumption
TRII (Amoco)
C0 22 emissions (BP) EP RM CH
Wastee disposal on/off site/
deepwelll (BP)
Ozonee depleting chemicals
(Amoco))

CPT T Noo information

CP P Noo information
CT T
CC

--

PP

Doublee hull tankers
Leakk detection
GHGG emissions
Emissions s
Totall releases
Airr emissions
TRI I
Spilll performance
Remediation n

CP P
CP P
CP P
CP P
PP
PP
CP P

WW
WW
PP
PP
PP
PP
CC

cc
ww

CP
CP

1999 9 Hydrocarbonn emissions to air
133 3 Dischargess to water
Oill spills
Greenhousee gas emissions

CPP
CP P
CP P
CP P

2000 0 Emissionss to air EP CH RM
Emissionss EP CH RM
Dischargess to water EP CH RM
Oill spills EP RM CH
Greenhousee gas emissions EP CH RM
Hazardouss waste
Biodiversity y

CC
PP
CC
CC
CC
CC
WW

No information

2001 1 Performance:Performance: summary of achievements and difficulties (focus environment)
Achievements: :
Climatee change
Biodiversityy progress
Waterr conservation
Difficulties: Difficulties:
Oill spills in Alaska

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

20022

C
C
C

Emissions to air
GHGG emissions
Oill spills
Plus:Plus: Performance summary of achievements and challenges (focus environment)
Achievements: :
Climatee change
Biodiversityy
Challenges: Challenges:
(nott environment specific except for fines and penalties)

WW

CT
W

*:: A: Absolute figures reported for a year; P: Percentage of reduction of impact reported for a year; C: Comparisonn figures over several years (trend); T: Target percentage reduction or level of a certain year, W: Target
formulatedd in words, e.g. 'minimise release' or 'improve management/control' but also past tense 'worked togetherr to ensure reduction'; some seldom instances reference to a management program.
*** References to business units when included in original text: EP: Exploration & Production; RM: Refining &
Marketing;; CH: Chemicals as well as supply chain management when specified referred to as BC: business
context. .
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Tablee 5. TFE: Annual reporting on environmental performance
ElfAquitainee

*

Total

19900

No information on performance,, except for text mentionedd

No information on environmental issues, except for the naming as a
strategicc objective

19955

No information on performance,, except for text mentionedd

No information on environmental issues, except for environmental
contingencies s

*

TotalFinaElf

20000

-

GHGG Emissions CH
Productt development
Flaringg EP
Energyy efficiency RM
Marinee biodiversity

20022

-

GHGG Emiss. EP RM CH GP CT
Sitee restoration
W

W
W
W
W
W

*:: A: Absolute figures reported for a year; P: Percentage of reduction of impact reported for a year; C: Comparisonn figures over several years (trend); T: Target percentage reduction or level of a certain year, W: Target
formulatedd in words, e.g. 'minimise release' or 'improve management/control' but also past tense 'worked togetherr to ensure reduction'; some seldom instances reference to a management program.
"" References to business units when included in original text: EP: Exploration & Production; RM: Refining &
Marketing;; CH: Chemicals as well as supply chain management when specified referred to as BC: business
context. .
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Tablee 6. TFE: HSE reporting on environmental performance
Total l

Totall FinaElf

1990 0 Noo report

Noo report

--

1991 1 Noo report

Noo report

--

1992 2 Noo report

Noo report

--

1993 3 Noo report

Noo report

--

1994 4 Noo report

Noo report

--

1995 5 Noo report

Noo report

--

Noo report

--

Elff Aquitaine

1996 6 Noo report
19977

Gas emissions EP RM CH H
Emissionss to air EP RM CH H
Energyy consumption (idem)
Hydrocarbon/phenoll releases
Marinee biodiversity
Sitee remediation

T
C
A
C
W
W

No report

19988

Emissions to air EP RM CH H
Energyy consumption (idem)
Hydrocarbon/phenoll releases
Marinee biodiversity
Sitee remediation
Freshh water conservation

C
A
C
W
W
W

Noo report

19999

GHG Emissions
Emissionss to air EP RM CH H
Energyy consumption (idem)
Hydrocarbon/phenoll releases
Marinee biodiversity
Sitee remediation
Wastee management
Freshh water conservation

C
C
A
C
W
W
W
W

Noo report

2000 0

Emissionss to air
Hydrocarbonn releases
Waterr to natural env.
Wastee management
GHGG Emissions
Energyy consumption

C
C
C
C
C
C

2001 1

GHGG Emissions
Biodiversityy
Wastee management
Wastee recovery
Emissionss to air
Hydrocarbonn releases
Energyy consumption
Waterr to natural env.

TC
A
C
A
C
C
C
C

2002 2

Emissionss to air
Hydrocarbonn releases
Energyy consumption
Waterr to natural env.
Hazardouss waste

C
C
C
C
C

*:: A: Absolute figures reported for a year; P: Percentage of reduction of impact reported for a year; C: Comparisonn figures over several years (trend); T: Target percentage reduction or level of a certain year, W: Target
formulatedd in words, e.g. 'minimise release' or 'improve management/control' but also past tense 'worked togetherr to ensure reduction'; some seldom instances reference to a management program.
"" References to business units when included in original text: EP: Exploration & Production; RM: Refining &
Marketing;; CH: Chemicals as well as supply chain management when specified referred to as BC: business
context. .
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Tablee 7. Statoil: Annual reporting on environmental performance
Statoil l
19900

Reduce efffuent to air and water
Gass recycling equipment
Sulphurr treatment plant
Sulphurr emissions
Oill in produced water

W
W
W
W
W

Oill spills

w

19955

Gas leaks
Emissionss
Wastee
Energyy saving measures

C
w
W
W

20022

Carbon dioxide emissions
Nitrogenn oxide emissions
Cleanerr fuel and heating oil
Oill spills
Energyy consumption
Dischargess to the sea/water
Waterr quality and seabed sediments
GHGG emissions
Biodiversityy
Impactt of road transport
Dischargee to water
Resourcess use
Emissionss to air
Wastee recovery

WC
C
W
WC
WC
WP
W
WT
W
W
p
W
WP
C
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Tablee 8. Statoil: HSE-reporting on environmental performance
Statoil l
19900

No report

19911

In Norwegian

19922

No information

19933

No information

19944

No information

19955

No information

19966

Emissions to air
Gass flared/reinjected/exported * "
Injectionn water
Emissionss to water
Wastee
Energyy
VOCC emissions

P
P
P
P
P
P
W

19977

Overall emissions
Emissionss to air
Emissionss to water
ChemicalsChemicals releases
Carbondioxidee emissions
Nitrogenn emissions
Hydrocarbonn emissions
Reinjectionn of drilling cuttings, also subsea
Flaringg liquids
VOCC emissions
Emissionss to air and soil
Wastee recovery
Oill spills
Energyy consumption

T
PC
P

19988

No information

19999

No information

P
CT
C
T
WP
T
W
W
CP
C
C

2 0 0 0 ""

Discharges to sea
Producedd water injections
Sensitivee areas/biodiversity
Emissionss to air (nitrogen, sulphur oxides, acid precipitation, VOCs)
Emissionss to water
Energyy consumption/efficiency
Waterr use efficiency (coolant water)
Oill spills
Carbonn dioxide emissions
Wastee sorting and recovery
Nitrogenn oxides emissions
Drillingg muds
Gass flared/reinjected/exported ***

PT*
P
W
WT*
P
WCP
W
WCP
CP
CP
CP
W
P

2 0 0 1 ""

Oil Spills
Emissionss to air
Carbonn dioxide emissions
Nitrogenn oxide emissions
Energyy consumption
Wastee recovery factor
Emissionn to air
Dischargess to water

C
W
WC
C
C
CP
P
WP

2 0 0 2 ""

See table on annual reporting

*:: Absolute figures; C: Comparison figures over several years, trend; T: target; T' target imposed by authorities
" :: Environmental sections in annual reports for 2000, 2001, 2002.
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Summary y

Duringg the 1990s, environmental issues gained strategic significance at an unprecedentedd pace. Companies moved from technical, operational measures to product and
processs improvements and more holistic management approaches, impacting both internall organisational structure as well as external strategic positioning. In the petroleum industry,, the status of environmental issues changed likewise: they became strategic. As a
consequence,, academic attention for the subject increased. A review of the academic literaturee in the field of environmental management, strategic management and organisation
studiess identified the multinational-specific, internal process of corporate greening as an
underexposedd field. Therefore, this dissertation has examined the embedding of environmentall management in the overall management of multinational corporations by examining
onn the one hand, the relationship between environmental strategy and environmental
structuree (the term adopted in this study to indicate organisation elements such as environmentall management systems, environmental standards and auditing procedures), and
onn the other hand, the linkages of these elements to internal and external factors.
Too this end, the study adjusted the strategic alignment model which was originally
usedd to discuss questions in information technology issues; it assumes that decisions
needd to be coordinated to achieve value. Changing its prescriptive aim to a descriptive,
analyticc one, it is introduced here as the 'International Environmental Alignment' Framework.. This framework copied the distinction between an internal, functional domain and an
external,, strategic domain and kept the three different orders of alignment (simple consistency,, mutual reinforcement and optimisation of effort) as well as their underlying drivers;
inn addition, it added several new variables such as reputation and commitment, and a focuss on multinational corporations. As such, the nature of the study is both descriptive and
explorative:: descriptive in its examination of the behaviour of companies over a fairly long
periodd of time (1990-2002), and explorative by its examination of a range of propositions
inn relation to the framework.
Thee study focuses on a specific sector of industry because of the demonstrated
importancee of sector studies for the field of environmental management. The petroleum
sectorr was selected because of its particularly large economic and political impact as well
ass for the diversity and size of its potential environmental impact and the public debate
aboutt the conduct of the industry. Two distinct empirical formats were applied: 1). A sectorr study building on a sample of the world's largest petroleum firms from Fortune's Global
Topp 250; and 2). A multiple case study format including four European companies (Shell,
BP,, TotalFinaElf, Statoil) and their predecessors before the mergers at the end of the
1990ss (Amoco, Arco, Elf Aquitaine and TOTAL). The case studies built on a series of interviewss and an additional survey for Shell and Statoil.
EnvironmentalEnvironmental strategy was examined by means of documentation on codes of
conduct,, environmental policies and environmental, social and health and/or sustainability
reports.. The results showed that the majority of the companies include environmental issuess in their policies and codes of conduct, although the codes of conduct hardly pay any
attentionn to the monitoring of environmental issues. In a sector characterised by a high rc349 9
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portingg rate, regional distinctions stand out for the timing of the first issue of the reports.
Earlyy reporters are mostly US companies, late reporters are mostly European while Asian
companiess are the non-reporting ones in the sample. State ownership seems to explain
thee early reporting of some European companies. In addition, the occurrence of 'critical
events'' (incidents, conferences, or other occasions attracting wide attention and triggering
industryy evolution and institutional change) can be linked to some of the initial disclosures.
Overr the period 1990-2002, the style of the reports changed explicitly: from health, social
andd environmental (HSE) reports to 'double' ('planet and people', focusing on environmentall and social issues) and 'triple' ('profit, planet, people', focusing on environmental,
sociall and economic issues) reports, both referring to sustainable development. From the
firstt to the latest issues of these reports, the number of pages doubled. While clear patternss in the contents of the reports did not stand out on the basis of the large sample, insightss from the case studies showed a different emphasis in the strategic profiling set by
thesee companies: this ranged from a long-term survival conviction (Shell); a single issue
approachh (BP); a product focus (ARCO); a regulation prevention emphasis (Amoco); a
sizee effect (TotalFinaElf); and an extended technological orientation (Statoil).

EnvironmentalEnvironmental structure was examined considering a range of organisation e
ments:: environmental management systems, standards, monitoring and verification procedures,, and environmental performance reporting. The results show that, by the end of the
period,, the majority of the companies explicitly refer to the existence of an environmental
managementt system. Over the years, the format of the systems changed from single to
multi-formattedd systems, which indicates a decentralisation pattern, though the Latin
Americann companies do not follow this trend. Less than half of the companies refer to
monitoringg of the system. Regional patterns are that US companies include more referencess to this aspect than others, while Latin American companies only refer to monitoring
inn the latest versions. The sector has a high score for verification of the report and the
elementss included in the verification have expanded over the years. With regard to environmentall performance, more and more data are included in the reports. However, the issuee of their exact scope remains, and there is great diversity in the data. An additional observationn derived from the case studies is that the developments within the companies
withh regard to environmental structure are also diverse. Examples are the way environmentall issues are integrated into the system, and thus the development of the environmentall management system itself, and the issues on which companies decided to position
themselves. .
Subsequently,, the findings on environmental strategy and structure were linked to
thee developments in overall strategy, reputation and organisation structure. Within overall
strategy,, specific attention was given to degree of internationalisation, vertical integration
andd diversification. For organisation structure, attention was focused on degree of centralisationn and three different forms of structure of ownership (cooperative arrangements,
mergers,, and state versus private ownership).
Concerningg the linkage with the strategic aspects, the degree of internationalisationn stood out as a strong influence on environmental strategy. However, this relationship
wass also influenced by the size of the company and the institutional context of both home
andd host country. Subsequently, with regard to reputation, the declining reputation of the
sectorr coincided with the increase in public disclosure in the period. The case studies, as
expected,, confirmed the importance of this factor for the environmental strategy; in addition,, the size and visibility of the company played a role in strengthening this effect. As well
ass the effect of reputation in general, the importance of critical events was confirmed. Fur-
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thermore,, it was also observed that critical events had an indirect effect on companies in
thee sector not directly related to the event. This may be explained by the high degree of
cooperationn in the sector.
Itt is these cooperative arrangements that were examined as the first aspect of
structuree of ownership (one of the two variables of organisational structure) on their relationshipp with environmental structure. The results presented conflicting evidence. On the
onee hand, the effects of mutual learning and information exchange stood out as factors
whichh would stimulate the development of the environmental structure. On the other hand,
thee potential delay resulting from cooperation and the different priorities of companies
weree mentioned as factors which would hinder this development. The interview results
underlinedd the difficulty of negotiations about finding common ground in environmental
standardss in cooperative arrangements with other companies. The second aspect of
structuree of ownership, the occurrence of mergers, represented the most important organisationall change for the sector in the 1990s. Only the Latin American companies did
nott participate in this trend. With regard to the relationship of mergers with environmental
structure,, it was concluded that the effect depends on the dominance, and thus the specificc environmental profile, of a partner in the process, and the changes in the visibility and
sizee of the company resulting from the merger. The third aspect of structure of ownership
wass state versus private ownership. In relation to environmental structure, the data confirmedd that the effect of state ownership is mostly related to the institutional background of
thee companies. This also sheds light on the observation of early reporting by some Europeann state-owned companies.
AA last result on the relationship between the structure variables relates to degree of
centralisation.. The analysis for this variable showed a trend in which European companies
mostlyy decentralised and US companies became more centralised. Cautious evidence for
aa positive correlation between the degree of centralisation overall, and the centralisation in
environmentall structure, was found in the developments for the US companies and the
Latinn American companies. However, the European case studies showed that their managementt systems were primarily developed in the second half of the 1990s; their initial
startt up could not be explained by organisational structure. However, the case studies did
demonstratee a connection between the development of the management systems and the
characteristicss of the organisational structure; a high degree of centralisation facilitated
thee implementation process.
Inn the period 1990-2002, the relationship between environmental strategy and environmentall structure strengthened. The study showed the importance of some of the variabless in the International Environmental Alignment Framework. With regard to the relationshipp between environmental strategy and environmental structure, straightforward informationn was not found on a correlation between the development of the environmental strategyy and the degree of centralisation in the environmental structure. Cautious evidence
wass found with regard to the kind of commitment and the background of employees: older
employeess showed commitment in relation to the future survival of their company, employeess who had just joined the company showed commitment based on their personal values.. In addition, the case studies showed that all of the companies have moved in the directionn of a positioning which is characterised by a high degree of policy commitment and
activee implementation. However, for all companies, many examples were found in which
thee degree of implementation was an issue of debate; as such, the order of alignment betweenn strategy and structure should always be reconsidered for specific situations.
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Overall,, the International Environmental Alignment Framework confirms the importancee of reputation, critical events and the institutional context. In addition, it develops exploratoryy insights with regard to the impact of vertical integration, degree of internationalisation,, degree of centralisation, cooperative arrangements, mergers, state ownership and
commitment.. Size of the corporation appeared as an additional factor of importance. The
conceptt of international environmental alignment thus refers to a certain balance between
environmentall strategy and structure. However, it does not guarantee a certain quality, it
onlyy characterises whether a certain strategic mission or commitment is supported by
elementss in the structure. The first order of alignment refers to a state in which strategy
andd structure are consistent with each other. In the second order of alignment, both the
strategicc and structural elements are connected in such as fashion that they are mutually
reinforcing.. This study showed that reputation, commitment, size, and visibility stand out
ass essential ingredients for attaining this second order of alignment. Among the underlying
driverss of the different orders of alignment, corporate strategy was found to be the driver
forr the first order of alignment. Environmental strategy stood out as an additional driver for
thee second order of alignment. This extension in the number of underlying drivers is an extensionn of the original model. Another observation relates to the third order of alignment, in
whichh the balance between environmental strategy and environmental structure is characterisedd as optimisation of effort. The question is how exactly this should be defined, and
whetherr the petroleum industry can ever reach such a balance, considering the nonrenewablee nature of its resources.
Thee relevance of the study is of both a theoretical and practical nature. The examinationn of the petroleum industry over a quite long period of time sheds light on sector developmentss in environmental management, reputation, and aspects of strategy and structure.
Ann existing theory is applied to a new field to examine the relationship between environmentall strategy and environmental structure, thus helping to extend insights. In a practical
sense,, the results may show managers and policymakers what opportunities are available to
influencee a company's order of alignment as a result of insights into the dynamics of that
process.. In addition, the thesis contributes to greater transparency in general concerning
thee state of this industry which has received so much attention over the years.
Thee limitations of this broad study are as many as the opportunities for further research.. Some of the most important limitations relate to the decision to concentrate on the
corporatee level and the difficulty to operationalise some of the variables. The resulting insightss can be further examined by means of a focus on: a specific relationship within the
model;; other sets of companies; lower levels of decision-making within the company; a
focuss on companies from a specific institutional setting; or an examination of 'typical
cases'' which have deviating scores on specific aspects and can thus either confirm or rejectt the average pattern. Especially interesting would be further research into the status of
internationall environmental alignment within smaller and nationally-owned companies. Interestt in those actors is growing not only due to the ever-increasing need for cooperative
arrangementss in the sector because of the maturing of the fields but also because of the
impactt of working in joint ventures on environmental standards.
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Tegenn het eind van de jaren tachtig veranderde het belang van milieu-issues voor
ondernemingenn sterk. Bedrijven verschoven hun aandacht van technische, operationele
maatregelenn naar product- en procesverbeteringen en algehele managementbenaderingen:: het onderwerp 'milieu' klom naar het strategisch niveau van de ondernemingen. Ten
gevolgee hiervan nam ook de academische aandacht voor het onderwerp toe. Een
inventarisatiee van de benaderingen in de vakgebieden milieumanagement, strategisch
managementt en organisatiekunde wees uit dat in het bijzonder de relatie tussen
milieustrategiee en milieustructuur (de term gehanteerd in deze studie voor organisatie
elementenn gericht op milieu, zoals management systemen, standaarden en controleprocessen)) onderbelicht is gebleven. Met een oriëntatie op deze ontbrekende schakel,
onderzochtt dit proefschrift derhalve de volgende vraag: Welke factoren beïnvloeden de
relatiee tussen milieustrategie en milieustructuur in een multinationale onderneming?
Voorr de uitwerking van de vraagstelling werd het oorspronkelijk 'strategie
alignmentt model' aangepast. Van oorsprong richt dit model zich op vraagstukken in de
informatietechnologiee en veronderstelt het dat coördinatie noodzakelijk is om besluiten
waardevoll te laten zijn. Voor het onderzoeken van milieumanagement in multinationale
ondernemingen,, werd de prescriptieve aard van het model veranderd naar een descriptief,
analytischh karakter. In deze dissertatie wordt het daarmee geïntroduceerd als het 'Internationalee Milieu Alignment' raamwerk dat de inbedding van milieu-issues in het algehele
managementt van multinationale ondernemingen onderzoekt. Het onderscheid tussen een
intern,, functioneel domein en een extern, strategisch domein werd daarbij overgenomen,
evenalss het onderscheid tussen drie verschillende ordes van alignment: enkelvoudig
consequent,, wederzijds versterkend en optimalisatie van inspanning, en de onderliggende
richtinggevendee krachten. Variabelen als reputatie en commitment werden daarnaast
toegevoegdd aan het model. De aard van het onderzoek is hiermee zowel descriptief als
explorerend.. Descriptief door het onderzoeken van het milieumanagement gedrag van
ondernemingenn over een langere tijdsspanne (1990-2002); en explorerend door het
onderzoekk naar proposities op basis van een breed, nieuw raamwerk.
Vanwegee het aangetoonde belang van een sector focus voor milieuonderzoek
richttee het onderzoek zich op de internationale olie-industrie. De sector werd gekozen
vanwegevanwege de combinatie van zowel het grote economische en politieke belang als de
diversiteitt van haar milieu-impact, en de grote aandacht van het publiek voor deze
industrie.. Het onderzoek bestond uit twee delen: 1. een sectorstudie naar een grote
verzamelingg van olie bedrijven uit de Fortune Global Top 250, en 2. Diepgaande
gevalsstudiess van vier Europese bedrijven (Shell, BP, TotalFinaElf, Statoil) en de bedrijven
waaruitt deze bestonden voor de fusies aan het eind van de jaren negentig (Amoco, Arco,
Elff Aquitaine en TOTAL). De gevalsstudies zijn gebaseerd op interviews; in aanvulling
daaropp werd een survey uitgevoerd voor twee van de gevalsstudies.
Dee ontwikkelingen van milieustrategie voor de sector werden onderzocht op basis
vann documentatie over gedragscodes, beleidsprincipes en externe verslaglegging over
miiieuaspectenn en/of duurzaamheid. De resultaten tonen dat de meerderheid van de
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bedrijvenn milieu als onderwerp opneemt in hun gedragscodes en bedrijfsprincipes. In de
gedragscodess is er echter weinig aandacht voor het monitoren van het beleid. De sector
wordtt verder gekenmerkt door een hoge score voor verslaglegging, waarbij een
onderscheidd naar voren komt voor de diverse geografische regio's: Amerikaanse bedrijven
zijnn veelal vroege rapporteurs, Europese bedrijven late rapporteurs en Aziatische bedrijven
inn de steekproef rapporteren niet. De Europese bedrijven die wel vroeg waren met externe
rapportagess bleken veelal (voormalige) staatsbedrijven. Daarnaast vertonen kritische
gebeurtenissenn (incidenten, conferenties of andere gebeurtenissen die brede aandacht
trekkenn en stimuleren tot institutionele verandering en verandering binnen de industrie)
samenhangg met het tijdstip van enkele van de eerste publicaties.
Overr de periode 1990-2002 veranderde de stijl van verslaglegging expliciet. De
vroegeree versies van de rapporten refereerden aan de organisatorische indeling van
milieubeleidd onder veiligheid en gezondheid (HSE rapporten) terwijl de laatste rapporten
voornamelijkk refereren aan het concept van duurzame ontwikkeling. In deze 'double' en
'triple'' rapporten besteedt men aandacht aan respectievelijk milieu en sociaal beleid, of
milieuu en sociaal beleid, en economische aspecten. Daarbij verdubbelde het aantal
pagina'ss in de loop van de jaren. Binnen de sectorstudie kwamen uit de inhoud van de
rapportenn verder geen duidelijke patronen voor milieustrategie naar voren; de gevalsstudiess lieten echter wel een verschil in focus zien, variërend van een lange termijn
overlevingsstrategiee (Shell), een single issue benadering (BP), een product focus
(ARCO),, een reguleringspreventie benadering (Amoco), een effect voor grootte van het
bedrijff (TotalFinaElf) en, een uitgebreide technologische oriëntatie (Statoil).
MilieustructuurMilieustructuur werd vervolgens onderzocht door middel van aandacht voor
aantall elementen binnen de organisatie structuur: milieumanagement systemen, kwaliteitsnormen,, monitoren, de verificatie van milieuverslagen en de rapportage over milieuprestatie.. Hierbij tonen de resultaten dat de meerderheid van de bedrijven tegen het eind
vann de onderzochte periode is overgegaan op het expliciet vermelden van het bestaan van
eenn management systeem. Het format van de systemen verandert hierbij van een
enkelvoudigg naar een meervoudig systeem, hetgeen een decentralisatie indiceert, een
patroonn dat overigens niet getoond wordt door de Latijns Amerikaanse bedrijven. Slechts
dee helft van de bedrijven verwijst naar het monitoren van het systeem. Regionale patronen
komenn ook hierbij naar voren: Amerikaanse bedrijven nemen meer verwijzingen hiernaar op
terwijll Latijns Amerikaanse bedrijven dit alleen in de laatste versies doen. De
verificatiescoree van de rapporten van de sector is verder hoog en de hierin betrokken
elementenn worden steeds uitgebreider. Met betrekking tot milieuprestatie is de sector
trendd ook dat steeds meer data worden opgenomen. In de praktijk blijft de grote variëteit
inn de hoeveelheid data echter bestaan, evenals een gebrek aan informatie over wat deze
preciess bestrijken. De gevalsstudies voegen aan het voorgaande toe dat de
ontwikkelingenn binnen de bedrijven met betrekking tot milieustructuur heel verschillend
zijn.. Voorbeelden betreffen de manier waarop milieu-issues worden geïntegreerd in het
systeem,, en dus de ontwikkeling van dat systeem zelf, en de issues die bedrijven kiezen
omm zich op te positioneren.
Dee voorgaande resultaten voor milieustrategie en milieustructuur werden
gekoppeldd aan de geobserveerde ontwikkelingen in algehele strategie, reputatie en
organisatiestructuur.. Binnen de algehele strategie ging de aandacht in het bijzonder uit
naarr internationaliseringsgraad, verticale integratie en diversificatie. Voor organisatiestructuurr werd vooral aandacht geschonken aan centralisatiegraad en drie verschillende
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vormenn van eigendomsverhoudingen (samenwerkingsverbanden, fusies en het onderscheidd tussen staats- en privaat eigendom).
Binnenn de strategievariabelen kwam internationaliseringsgraad naar voren als een
sterkee invloed op milieustrategie. De relatie werd echter mede beïnvloed door de grootte
vann het bedrijf en de institutionele context van zowel het gast- als het vaderland van het
bedrijf.. Met betrekking tot de variabele reputatie kwam de neergaande reputatie van de
sectorr kwam qua timing overeen met de toename in externe verslaglegging in dezelfde
periode.. Ook de gevalsstudies bevestigden het belang van reputatie voor de milieustrategie.. Ze lieten echter tevens zien dat de grootte en zichtbaarheid van bedrijven dit
effectt versterken. Naast het effect van reputatie in het algemeen, werd tevens het effect
vann kritische gebeurtenissen op de milieustrategie bevestigd. Deze gebeurtenissen bleken
ookk indirect van belang: niet-direct betrokken bedrijven werden ook beïnvloed, waarschijnlijkk door de veelvuldigheid van samenwerkingsverbanden in de industrie.
Binnenn de variabelen vormen deze samenwerkingsverbanden het eerste element
vann eigendomsverhoudingen dat onderzocht werd voor het verband met milieustructuur.
Hett resultaat was conflicterend. Aan de ene kant kwamen wederzijdse leerprocessen en
informatie-uitwisselingg naar voren welke de ontwikkeling van de milieustructuur zouden
ondersteunenn en stimuleren. Aan de andere kant werd gesproken over de potentiële
vertragendee effecten van de samenwerking en de verschillende aandachtspunten en/of
prioriteitenn van de bedrijven die de ontwikkeling van de milieustructuur juist zouden
vertragen.. De interviewresultaten onderstreepten daarbij de moeilijkheid van het vinden
vann overeenstemming in de onderhandelingen over milieustandaarden.
Hett tweede element van eigendomsverhoudingen waren de fusies. Voor de sector
representeerdenn deze de belangrijkste verandering in de organisatiestructuur in de jaren
negentig;; eigenlijk participeerden alleen de Latijns Amerikaanse bedrijven niet in deze
trend.. Het effect van de fusiegolf voor de milieustructuur van de bedrijven lijkt daarbij af te
hangenn van de dominantie, en dus het milieuprofiel, van een bepaalde partner in het
fusieproces,, en de veranderingen in de grootte en zichtbaarheid van het bedrijf die uit de
fusiee resulteren. Als derde element van eigendomsverhoudingen ging de aandacht uit naar
hett onderscheid tussen staats- en privaat eigendom. In relatie tot de milieustructuur
bevestigdenn de data dat het effect van staatseigendom voornamelijk gebaseerd is op de
institutionelee achtergrond van de betreffende staat. Dit zet tevens de vroege rapportages
vann enkele Europese staatsbedrijven in perspectief.
Eenn laatste resultaat voor de relatie tussen structuurvariabelen en milieustructuur
betreftt de relatie met centralisatiegraad. De analyse liet een trend zien waarbij Europese
bedrijvenn in de sector decentraliseerden en Amerikaanse bedrijven zich bewogen in de
richtingg van centralisatie van besluitvormingsprocessen. Voorzichtig bewijs voor een
bevestigingg van een positieve samenhang tussen centralisatiegraad en centralisatie van de
milieustructuurr werd gevonden in de ontwikkelingen van de milieustructuur van de
Amerikaansee en de Latijns Amerikaanse bedrijven. De Europese gevalsstudies toonden
daarentegenn dat management systemen zich vooral ontwikkelden in de tweede helft van
dee jaren negentig waarbij voor het opstarten van de systemen geen verklaring werd
gevondenn in de organisatiestructuur. De casestudies tonen echter wel dat er verbanden
zijnn tussen de ontwikkeling van de systemen en de kenmerken van de organisatiestructuur;
eenn hoge centralisatiegraad vergemakkelijkt het implementatieproces.
Inn de periode 1990-2002 werd de relatie tussen milieustrategie en milieustructuur
versterkt.. De voorgaande resultaten laten zien dat enkele van de variabelen in het
Internationall Milieu Alignment Raamwerk hierbij een roi spelen. Met betrekking tot de
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relatiee tussen milieustrategie en -structuur werd daarbij geen eenduidige informatie
gevondenn over een samenhang tussen de ontwikkeling van de milieustrategie en de mate
vann centralisatie van milieustructuur. Voorzichtig bewijs werd wel gevonden voor een
positievee relatie tussen de soort van individuele commitment en de achtergrond van
werknemers.. Oudere werknemers toonden commitment in verband met de toekomstige
overlevingg van het bedrijf terwijl net aangenomen werknemers commitment toonden vanuit
persoonlijkee waarden. De gevalsstudies lieten verder zien dat alle bedrijven zich hadden
verplaatstt in de richting van een positionering die gekenmerkt werd door een hoge mate
vann policy commitment en actieve implementatie. Echter, voor alle bedrijven werden
tevenss voorbeelden gevonden van situaties waarin de kwaliteit van de implementatie tot
discussiee leidt; de orde van alignment tussen strategie en structuur moet daarom altijd per
situatiee worden beoordeeld.
Dee algehele conclusie is dat het Internationale Milieu Alignment Raamwerk het
belangg van reputatie, kritische gebeurtenissen en institutionele achtergrond bevestigt
terwijll explorerende inzichten werden ontwikkeld met betrekking tot de impact van
verticalee integratie, internationalisering, centralisatiegraad, samenwerkingsverbanden,
fusies,, staatseigendom en commitment. De grootte van de onderneming kwam daarbij
naarr voren als additionele factor van betekenis. Het concept van internationale milieu
alignmentt verwijst aldus naar een bepaalde mate van balans tussen milieustrategie en
-structuur.. Deze balans op zich garandeert niet een bepaalde kwaliteit maar stelt alleen of
dee beoogde strategie in overeenstemming is met de ondersteunende structuurelementen.
Inn de eerste orde van alignment is dit het geval, strategie en structuurelementen zijn in dat
gevall enkelvoudig consequent. In de tweede orde van alignment representeren strategie
enn structuur een balans die wederzijds versterkend zijn. In de studie toonden reputatie,
commitment,, grootte en zichtbaarheid van de onderneming zich essentiële factoren voor
hett bereiken van deze tweede orde.
Inn het onderzoek naar de onderliggende drijfveren van voorgaande ordes van
alignmentt toonde corporate strategie zich de drijfveer voor de eerste orde van alignment.
Milieustrategiee kwam vervolgens naar voren als een extra stimulans voor de tweede orde
vann alignment. Dit is een aanvulling in de hoeveelheid drijfveren die een uitbreiding betekent
opp het oorspronkelijke model. Een andere constatering betreft de derde orde van alignment,
waarinn de balans tussen milieustrategie en -milieustructuur gekenschetst wordt als een
optimalisatiee van inspanningen. Het is niet alleen de vraag hoe de inhoud hiervan precies
gedefinieerdd moet worden maar ook wanneer en of de olie-industrie, gezien de nietvernieuwbaree aard van haar bronnen, ooit tot een dergelijk evenwicht kan komen.
Dee relevantie van de studie is zowel van een theoretisch als praktisch karakter. De
bestuderingg van de olie-industrie over een langere periode toont sectorontwikkelingen op
hett gebied van milieumanagement, strategie, structuur en reputatie. Verder is een
bestaandee theorie in aangepaste vorm toegepast op een nieuw gebied om de relatie
tussenn milieustrategie en milieustructuur te onderzoeken. Het model ondersteunt hiermee
hett ontstaan van nieuwe inzichten. Praktisch gezien kan de studie managers en
beleidsmakerss inzichten bieden in de mogelijkheden waarmee zij de orde van alignment
vann hun bedrijf kunnen beïnvloeden. Daarnaast draagt de dissertatie bij aan een grotere
transparantiee in het algemeen van de status quo van een industrie die zoveel aandacht
krijgtt en trekt.
Dee beperkingen van de studie zijn er minstens zoveel als de mogelijkheden tot verder
onderzoek.. De belangrijkste hebben betrekking op het besluit het onderzoek te richten op
hett hoogste besluitvormingsniveau, het 'corporate level', en de lastige operationalisering van
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eenn aantal variabelen. De resulterende inzichten kunnen verder worden onderzocht door
middell van een focus op een specifieke relatie binnen het model, het nemen van andere
steekproevenn van bedrijven, een focus op andere, lagere niveaus van bestuitvorming, een
focuss op bedrijven uit een specifieke institutionele setting en/of door het bestuderen van
'typischee cases' die afwijken op specifieke aspecten en daarmee het gemiddelde patroon
kunnenn bevestigen of ontkrachten. Daarbij lijkt het in het bijzonder interessant om verder
onderzoekk te gaan doen naar de status van internationale milieu alignment binnen kleinere
enn staatsbedrijven. Het belang van inzicht in deze actoren groeit niet alleen vanwege de
almaarr toenemende noodzaak van samenwerking tussen bedrijven in de sector vanwege de
uitputtingg van de huidige velden, maar ook wegens het effect van het werken in
samenwerkingsverbandenn op de gehanteerde en beoogde milieustandaarden.
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AA multitude of environmental issues confront the petroleum
industry.. Publicised examples range from the topic of climatee change to the building of pipelines in politically unstablee countries. They illustrate the huge controversy surroundingg environmental management in the petroleum industry:
Shouldd environmental management necessarily lead to the
endd of fossil fuel usage? How broad should the scope of
corporatee responsibility be? Do environmental managementt activities only reflect public relations efforts or are they
becomingg embedded? What is the linkage to the general
strategicc and structural characteristics of companies?
Inn reality, still very little is known about the internal processs of corporate greening. Introducing the concept of
'Internationall Environmental Alignment', this thesis examiness the embedding of environmental management in the
overalll management of multinational corporations. For the
periodd 1990-2002, it gives an overview of the trends in
environmentall strategy and environmental structure for the
petroleumm sector. The thesis provides deeper insights into
companies'' seemingly similar positions, and their linkages
too developments in general strategy, structure and reputation.. The results show that factors such as reputation, the
degreee of internationalisation, degree of centralisation and
cooperativee arrangements all influence the Greening of
Blackk Gold.
Susannee van de Wateringen carried out the research for
herr Ph.D. at the Faculty of Economics of the University of
Amsterdam,, where she has been involved both in research
andd teaching in organisational design, and in sustainable
managementt in international business. For her master's thesiss in political sciences, she won the national Het Parool/
UvAA thesis award.

